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• All things are perishable. Strive with earnestness (vayadhamma sankhdra 

appamddena sampadetha).”  (the last advice and words from Buddha) 

• A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must 

love one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love 

one another.  (John 13:34-35) (a Jesus’ last command to his disciples) 

• The best are like water.  Water benefits all things and does not compete with 

them.  It flows to the place that people disdain.  In this it comes near to the Way.  

In their dwellings, they love the earth.  In their hearts, they love what is profound.  

In their friendship, they love humanity.  In their words, they love sincerity.  In 

government, they love peace.  In business, they love ability.  In their actions, they 

love timeliness.  It is because they do not compete that there is no resentment.  

(Dao De Jing Chapter 8) 
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Abstract 
 

Harmony Bible (和谐经) consists of three parts: the harmonious mind from 

Buddhism, the harmonious relationship from Christianity, and the harmonious adaptation 

from Daoism.  The harmonious mind part includes the four Buddhist books:  The 

Lankavatara Sutra楞伽经, The Diamond Sutra金刚经, Sutra of Transcendental Wisdom

心经, and Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch 六祖坛经.  The harmonious relationship part 

includes partial New Testament from Luke to 2 Thessalonians.  The harmonious 

adaptation contains Dao De Jing道德经. 

In the Preface of this book, the origin of harmony is explained by the unified 

theory of psychology and theology.  In terms of psychology, the human social lives can 

be divided into the non-harmonious social lives and the harmonious social life.  The 

unified theory of psychology and theology is the theory about the interaction between the 

human mind and the supernatural mind.  The unified theory deals with the supernatural 

miracle and the abstractness (not covered by human natural psychology) revealed by the 

supernatural.  The origin of harmony is the blessed harmonious social life and society.   

Christianity, Buddhism, and Daoism are the harmonious religion that practices the 

harmonious social life.  The conversion to the harmonious social life involves the three-

stage conversion: the harmonious relationship, the harmonious mind, and the harmonious 

adaptation.   

The most suitable identity for the harmonious relationship is the kingdom of God 

from Christianity.  The kingdom of God represents the kingdom of the harmonious 

relationship based on love.  A Jesus’ last command to his disciples is love.  “A new 

command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one 

another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.  

(John 13:34-35)” The kingdom of God requires the “self-ending” of the non-harmonious 

social lives and the “rebirth” into the harmonious social life.  In the Christian terminology, 

the rebirth into the kingdom of God is “justification” (to make just). 

The most suitable identity for the harmonious mind is the fourfold harmonious 

mind from Buddhism.  The harmonious mind is achieved by practicing meditation 

diligently.  The last advice and words from Buddha is “All things are perishable. Strive 

with earnestness (vayadhamma sankhdra appamddena sampadetha).”  The harmonious 

mind also requires the “self-ending” of the non-harmonious social lives and the “rebirth” 

into the harmonious social life.  In the Christian terminology, the rebirth into the 

harmonious mind is “sanctification” (to make sacred). 

The most suitable identity for the harmonious adaptation to the world (non-

harmonious civilization) is water from Daoism.  To Laozi, the adaptation of the 

harmonious social life to the world is like the adaptation of water to its environment.  

“The best are like water.  Water benefits all things and does not compete with them.  It 

flows to the place that people disdain.  In this it comes near to the Way.  (Dao De Jing 

Chapter 8)” 
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 The Seven-Step Conversion to the Harmonious Social Life 
 The Harmonious Relationship: Justification 

 Christianity 禅宗禅宗禅宗禅宗 (Zen Buddhism) 

1 The  harmonious relationship identity 

The kingdom of God 

 

2 The self-ending  

3 The rebirth into the harmonious relationship  

 The Harmonious Mind: Sanctification 

4 The harmonious mind identity 

the fourfold harmonious mind 

the calm mind, the clear mind, the loving-

kindness mind, the no-self mind (faith, wisdom, 

love, and perishable flesh) 

和谐四心 

镇定心, 清晰心, 仁慈心, 无我心 

(正定 right concentration, 正念 right mindfulness, 仁慈

loving-kindness, 无 emptiness) 

5 the self-ending 

the non-harmonious autobiographic self-ending 

灭我 

一刹那间妄念俱灭 

6 the rebirth into the harmonious social mind 重生 

顿见真如本性 

 The Harmonious Adaptation: Adaptation 

7 Christianity 

The harmonious adaptation identity 

The cross 

Daoism 

The harmonious adaptation identity 

Water 

 

  

 

the prehistoric harmonious society (the hunter-gatherer society) 

the Upper Paleolithic Revolution 

the prehistoric harmonious society with the abstract bond 

the Neolithic Revolution 

the civilized society 

the civilized society with  

the abstract morality (Judaism, Islam, 

Hinduism, Confucianism) 

the harmonious society with  

the abstract rebirth (Buddhism, Daoism, 

Christianity)  

The Religious Evolution 
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Preface 

 

 

The Unified Theory of Psychology and Theology 

 

Introduction 
 

Psychology is the study of the human mind, while theology is the study of the 

supernatural mind.  The unified theory of psychology and theology is the theory about the 

interaction of the human mind and the supernatural mind.  The observable consequence 

of the interaction is the observable difference between the human minds before and after 

the interaction.  The difference is the abstractness, the non-representation of the 

expression of the human natural mind.  Such abstractness can be added to the human 

mind only through the supernatural miracle, the non-representation of the natural physical 

laws.  The unified theory deals with the abstractness and the supernatural miracle.  The 

origin of harmony can be derived from the unified theory.   

 

1. Psychology:  social life 
 

1.1. The Harmonious Social Life 

 

 The previous work
1
 discusses extensively the psychology part of the unified 

theory.  In the previous work, the human social lives can be divided into the non-

harmonious social lives and the harmonious social life.  The non-harmonious social lives 

are the yin (female) social lives and the yang (male) social lives, corresponding to the 

amiable and expressive for yin social lives and analytical, and driver for the yang social 

lives in popular Merrill-Reid social style theory
2
.  The yin social life represents collective 

wellbeing, while the yang social life represents individualistic achievement.  The yin 

social lives in general require long social memory of the special features and behaviors of 

friends, nurturers, and the one to be nurtured.  With the dominative instinct, the yang 

social lives produce dominative hierarchy.  Yin and yang are distinctively different in the 

gender dichotomy.   

 Long social memory, dominance hierarchy, and gender dichotomy are important 

to maintain a social structure, but they form the social barrier that hinders the free 

cooperation among the members of society.  Cooperation is important in survival 

strategies as described by Axelrod and Hamilton's evolution of cooperation
3
.   To find 

different strategies for cooperation, they devised the prisoner's dilemma.  The prisoner's 

dilemma refers to an imaginary situation in which two individuals are imprisoned and are 

accused of having cooperated to perform some crime. The two prisoners are held 

separately, and attempts are made to induce each one to implicate the other. If neither one 

does, both are set free. This is the cooperative strategy available to both prisoners. In 

order to tempt one or both to defect, each is told that a confession implicating the other 

will lead to his or her release and, as an added incentive, to a small reward. If both 

confess, each one is imprisoned. But if one individual implicated the other and not vice 
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versa, then the implicated partner receives a harsher sentence than if each had implicated 

the other. 

 Among all strategies, TIT FOR TAT is the best strategy. On the first move 

cooperate. On each succeeding move do what your opponent did the previous move. 

Thus, TIT FOR TAT was a strategy of cooperation based on reciprocity.  From the 

further analysis of TIT FOR TAT, four features of TIT FOR TAT emerged: 

  

1. Never be the first to defect: indicate eager cooperate 
2. Retaliate only after your partner has defected: important to detect defection  

3. Be prepared to forgive after carrying out just one act of retaliation: minimum 

social memory  

4. Adopt this strategy only if the probability of meeting the same player again 

exceeds 2/3: essentially a strategy for a small social group. 

 

A distinctive character in TIT FOR TAT is eager cooperation as in the first 

feature above.  It always cooperates first.  Such eager cooperation has minimum social 

memory to forgive the past defection as in the third feature above.  Such eager 

cooperation generates a large cohesive domain, resulting in the best strategy.  However, if 

defection has no consequence as in a large group, TIT FOR TAT does not work as in the 

fourth feature above.  TIT FOR TAT works only in a small group.        

 In the yin and yang social lives, the high social barrier from long social memory, 

dominance hierarchy, and gender dichotomy excludes eager cooperation in TIT FOR 

TAT strategy.  To carry out TIT FOR TAT strategy, the evolution of human social life 

produced two additional new instincts.  The two additional new instincts are the hyper 

friendly instinct and the detective instinct.  The hyper friendly instinct allows human to 

cooperate eagerly, while the detective instinct allows human to detect defection.  The 

combination of the hyper friendly instinct and the detective instinct brings about the 

conscience instinct.  The conscience instinct is the base for the harmonious social life.  

The following sections describe the hyper friendly instinct, the detective instinct, and the 

conscience instinct. 

The Harmonious Social Life 

 

Social life HARMONIOUS COOPERATION 

Description maximum eager cooperation without lie: harmonious cooperation (mutual empathy and 

empowerment) 

Instinct hyper friendly Detective 

Behavior eager cooperation theory of mind 

Idealized Self-Image Harmonist 

 

1.2. Eager Cooperation - The Hyper Friendly Instinct 

 

 Long social memory, dominance hierarchy, and gender dichotomy are important 

to maintain a social structure, but they form the social barrier that hinders the free eager 

cooperation among the members of society.  To promote eager social cooperation, it is 

necessary to minimize such social barrier.  One way for the minimization is the hyper 

friendly instinct.  Through the hyper friendly instinct, the hyper friendly act minimizes 

the social barrier.  One example of the hyper friendly instinct is the frequent sexual 

activities among all members of bonobo social group
4
.  The sexual activities can be 
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between couples regardless of ages and genders.  They do sexual contacts to greet, to 

avoid social conflicts, and to reconcile after conflicts.  The hyper friendly act minimizes 

the social barrier, and enhances social cooperation.  For an example, bonobos engage in 

sexual activities before eating to avoid conflict during eating.  Comparing to chimpanzees, 

bonobos are much more peaceful and egalitarian because of this hyper friendly instinct.  

Another example of the hyper friendly instinct is expressed in very enthusiastic greeting 

from dogs.  This hyper friendly instinct is inherited from wolfs that form highly 

cooperative society.  The domestication of dog for thousands years has enhanced the 

hyper friendly instinct, resulting in the high cooperation between dog and human.   

 In human, the hyper friendly instinct is expressed as language.  Language as an 

instinct was proposed by experimental psychologist Steven Pinker
5
.  The verbal 

communication minimizes effectively social barrier.  Human learns language quickly and 

early.  The human brain encourages language by rewarding language.  For an example, 

the extremely hyper friendly people are the people with Williams Syndrome, which has 

unusually cheerful talkative demeanor and ease with strangers.  They have excellent 

verbal skills, superior and precocious musical ability, perfect pitch and a good memory 

for names and faces.  Individuals with Williams Syndrome, however, have higher amount 

of fear with non-social encounter.  The highly developed human language instinct 

indicates the highly developed human hyper friendly instinct. 

 

1.3. Detection – The Detective instinct 

  

 In the advanced stage of verbal communication, a verbal statement can express an 

event occurred elsewhere.   Since the event occurs elsewhere, a listener has to determine 

if the expressed statement is a truth or a lie.  The detective instinct for detecting a lie in a 

verbal statement is necessary for the advanced stage of verbal communication.  The 

detective instinct is for subtle lie instead of conspicuous lie, which can be detected easily 

without the new detective instinct.  The neural network for the detective instinct is called 

the lie detection neural network.  The neural network has been described by Hiram 

Brownell and Richard Griffin
6
 as the neural network for theory of mind.  The network 

consists of the left brain, the right brain, and the prefrontal cortex as follows. 
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 When a speaker expresses a statement, which describes an event occurred 

elsewhere, the statement is registered in the right brain and the left brain.  The left brain 

has greater cell density and the more gray nonmyelinated fibers for short distant neural 

messages, so the left brain can have a good copy of the statement consciously from the 

speaker.  The right brain, in contrast, has more areas of "associative" with more white 

myelinated fibers for long distant neural message.  In the right brain, instead of the exact 

copy, the statement becomes a questionable statement waiting to be verified.  The 

questionable statement triggers automatically an internal alternative statement that relates 

the event occurred elsewhere.  The association of the original statement and the 

alternative statement can be very weak.  In the right brain, the questionable statement and 

the alternative statement coexist.  The prefrontal cortex examines the coexisting 

statements along with other information to determine the correct statement.  The correct 

statement is realized by the left brain consciously as the statement 2.  The statement 2 can 

undergo lie detection again or can become the conclusion. 

 The reverse of the lie detection neural network is the lie making neural network as 

below. 

left brain right brain 

statement 1 internal alternative 

statement 1 

prefrontal cortex  

The Lie Detection Neural Network 

questionable 

statement 1 

statement 2 
questionable 

statement 2 
internal alternative 

statement 2 

repeat or conclusion 

prefrontal cortex  

expression 
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 In the lie making network, the statement 1 appears consciously in the left brain.  

The statement 1 becomes the changeable statement 1 in the right brain.  The changeable 

statement in the right brain triggers automatically the internal alternative statement 1.  

The prefrontal cortex examines the coexisting statements in the right brain to determine 

the appropriate statement, which is realized consciously in the left brain as the statement 

2.  The statement 2 can undergo another lie making process or be the conclusion.  The 

conclusion is then expressed. 

 The lie detection neural network is for a subtle lie, and it is not needed for a 

conspicuous lie, which contradicts immediate observable evidences.  Equally, a lie 

making neural network is for making a subtle lie, and it is not needed for making a 

conspicuous lie.  Conspicuous lie can be detected and made in the left brain.   

 The combination of the lie detection neural network and the lie making neural 

network brings about theory of mind that a person believes that the other people have the 

mind to lie and to detect a lie that the person makes.        

 Automatic triggering of alternative statements in the right brain becomes the base 

for holistic thinking that requires a broad and non-obvious thinking.  Automatic 

triggering of alternative statement in the left brain becomes the logical thinking that 

requires a narrow sequential thinking.  The principle of humor is that subtlety in humor 

can be figured out by the right brain, not the left brain.  When the subtlety is explained 

completely and logically by the left brain, the humor is no longer funny. 

 Autism and schizophrenia are the two extremes in the detective instinct.  Both of 

them have problems in bonding with people as indicated by that the people who have 

autism and schizophrenia are mostly men. Autism represents the inactive detective 

instinct, resulting in the theory of mind impaired
7
.  People with schizophrenia have an 

overactive detective instinct.  The prefrontal cortex is not able to sort out so many 

ridiculous alternative statements, so people with schizophrenia also are not capable of 

left brain right brain 

statement 1 internal alternative 

statement 1 

prefrontal cortex  

The Lie Making Neural Network 

changeable 

statement 1 

statement 2 
Changeable 

statement 2 
internal alternative 

statement 2 

repeat or conclusion 

prefrontal cortex  

expression 
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subtle sensible deception.  The deficiency in the detective distinct, however, can lead to 

the very logical mind, while the excess in the detective distinct can lead to very creative 

mind.  

1.4. The Conscience Instinct 

 

 Theory of mind derived from the detective instinct is that a person believes that 

the other people have the mind to lie and to detect a lie that the person makes.  The 

combination of the hyper friendly instinct and theory of mind derived from the detective 

instinct brings about the conscience instinct that is the instinct for maximum eager 

cooperation without lie that takes advantage of cooperation for selfish reason.  People 

feel guilty about cooperation with lie, and feel other people should feel guilty about 

cooperation with lie.  The conscience instinct as the self-regulation of cooperation results 

in maximum eager cooperation without lie, leading to harmonious cooperation (mutual 

empathy and empowerment). Mutual empathy is love, while mutual empowerment is 

diligence.  The result is the harmonious social life.  The people with the harmonious 

social life are harmonists.  The society with the harmonious social life is the harmonious 

society. 

 This harmonious social life as the innate goodness was described by Mencius, the 

second most important saint in Confucianism.   

   

Mencius said: .... Everyone has the heart of sympathy, everyone has the heart of 

knowing shame, everyone has the heart of respect, and everyone has the heart of 

knowing right and wrong.  The heart of sympathy is a benevolent, the heart of 

knowing shame is righteousness, the heart of respect is propriety, and the heart of 

knowing right and wrong is wisdom.  Benevolent, righteousness, propriety, and 

wisdom that are not injected from outside were in us originally.  Only we have not 

comprehended them.  Thus, we can get them through search, and we can lose 

them through abandonment....”  (Mengzi, chapter: human innate goodness) 

 

Benevolent and propriety come from the hyper friendly instinct of the conscience instinct, 

while righteousness and wisdom come from the detective instinct (theory of mind) of the 

conscience instinct.   

 

1.5. The Evolution of the Conscience Instinct  

 

 The yin yang harmonious social life is a new social life which evolved during 

hominid evolution
8
.  Human is Homo sapiens, which is the only non-extinct species of 

hominids.  Hominid evolution started from woodland in Africa as shown in Ardi 

(Ardipithecus ramidus)
 9
 in 4.4 million years ago.  Ardi (45% complete skeleton) is 

estimated to be 4.4 million years ago. (Similar to other apes, Ardi's skull encased a small 

brain – 300 to 350 cc.)  She lived in grassy woodland with patches of denser forest and 

freshwater springs.  In woodland, the environmental pressure was not strong enough to 

require the expansion of the brain for intelligence.  The further decrease in temperature and 

rain turned the woodland into highly impoverished and insecure grassland as shown in 

Lucy (Australopithecus, 40% complete skeleton) in 3.2 million years ago.  (The brain size, 

cranial capacity, is 450-530cc.)  

 Without the protection of forest, the bipedal hominid in the open grassland faced 

predators from both large dangerous animals 
10
 and conspecific out-groups.  The open 
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grassland resulted in intense inter-group competition.  The environment competitive 

pressure led to the rapid evolution of hominids whose brain evolved unusually fast relating 

to the great competitive advantages in social, linguistic and tool-making skills that required 

sophisticated brain.   The brain started to expand as shown in the larger brain in Lucy than in 

Ardi.  

 With bipedalism, the walking hands turned into free hands that allowed the potential 

for many usages.  The first usage is gestural language to improve communication for 

survival.  Such gestural language became the expression of the hyper friendly instinct.  The 

next most significant gradual change in the next two million years of hominid evolution is 

the conversion of free hands into manipulative hands with precision grip resulting in the 

acquisition of tool-use and making.  The most primitive stone tool-use hominid family is 

Homo habilis in about 1.8-1Ma.  (The brain size is 750-850cc.) Because tool-use and 

making required thinking and precision manipulation, the competitive advantage of the tool-

use and making resulted in the rapid expansion of the brain for tool-use and making.  The 

use of tools allowed hominids to hunt and butcher animals which provided the nutrients for 

the brain.   

 Eventually, (1.5-.3Ma), Homo erectus had not only perfected stone tools 

considerably but had also learned how to control and use fire.  (Homo habilis and Homo 

erectus coexisted.  The brain size is 1000-1250 cc.)  The hearth for fire and the gathering for 

cooperative tool manufacture promoted the development of social organization.  The 

competitive advantage of social organization resulted in the rapid development of spoken 

language to aid gestural language in the same area of the brain.  The bone structures of 

Homo erectus show signs for commanding speech. 

 The competitive advantage of the spoken language led to the detective instinct as 

mentioned before.  Ardi already had vocal/facial/gestural communication as the hyper 

friendly instinct.  The combination of the hyper friendly instinct and theory of mind from the 

detective instinct led to the conscience instinct that is maximized eager cooperation without 

lie.  The social life is the harmonious social life in the harmonious society.  Language alone 

cannot solve all social conflicts to achieve maximized eager cooperation without lie, so it is 

necessary to control social conflicts by will.  The social behaviors were still affected greatly 

by the instincts from the old non-harmonious social lives that hinder frequently maximized 

eager cooperation without lie.  The competitive advantage of the harmonious society (TIT 

FOR TAT strategy as the best strategy) resulted in the expansion of the prefrontal cortex to 

control the non-harmonious instincts. As the brain had tripled in size during human 

evolution, the prefrontal cortex had increased in size six fold.  The prefrontal cortex in 

humans occupies a far larger percentage of the brain than any other animal. Adult 

humans with injure in the prefrontal cortex know what to do for socialization, but do not 

have the will to do for socialization.  Therefore, the conscience instinct can be divided 

into the conscience intelligence for the knowledge of socialization and the conscience 

will to control the non-harmonious instincts to achieve maximized eager cooperation 

without lie.  A large part of the prefrontal cortex is for the conscience will connecting 

emotion and instinct areas in the brain. 

The competitive advantage of the harmonious society filtered out the less 

harmonious people and social groups (trouble makers) who were marginalized or forced 

to move out of the harmonious society.  The remaining people with the harmonious social 

life continued to evolve into even more harmonious social life, and the less harmonious 

people and groups continued to be marginalized or move out.  The technological and 

social
11
 selections generated the unusually fast evolution of the hominid brain.  
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Eventually, the most technologically advanced and harmonious hominid, Homo sapiens, 

emerged in Africa where the harmonious society originated, while the less harmonious 

hominid social groups moved out of Africa, and became extinct.  This social movement 

follows exactly the outcome for the TIT FOR TAT strategy as the best strategy to defeat 

all other strategies.  The earliest Homo sapiens found in Ethiopia were dated to be about 

200,000 years old.  (The brain size is 1,350 cc.)  The brain of Homo sapiens reaches the 

maximum efficiency in terms of size and complexity.  Any additional size and 

complexity to achieve higher harmonious social life are counter-productive
12
, so Homo 

sapiens have the maximum harmonious social life rather than the ideal harmonious social 

life. 

The genetic psychological reinforcement of the harmonious social life is achieved 

by both the positive good feeling in practicing the harmonious social life and the negative 

bad feeling in violating conscience for the harmonious social life.  For the detection 

instinct in conscience, the automatic emergence of shame and uneasiness in lying is the 

negative bad feeling in violating conscience.  Such bad feeling of lying moves people 

toward honesty.  For the hyper friendly instinct in conscience, the automatic emergence 

of miserable feeling in loneliness steers people toward social connection.  Psychologist 

John Cacippo
13
 finds that prolonged loneliness can be as harmful to health as smoking or 

obesity.  Since conscience involves significantly the prefrontal cortex, loneliness outside 

of conscience impairs the performance of the prefrontal cortex, such as in logical 

reasoning
14
.  Such harmful and miserable effect of loneliness indicates the strong 

preference of social connection through the harmonious cooperation in a social group for 

our primitive ancestors.   For the prehistoric primitive hunters and gatherers, social 

connection through the harmonious human relation instead of the accumulation of wealth, 

fame, pleasure, organization, and power was essential for human survival.         

In summary, walking hands turned into free hands by bipedalism.  Free hands 

allowed improved gestural language that became the expression of the hyper friendly 

instinct.  Such evolution took place in woodland without the requirement of additional 

brain expansion for intelligence.  In the highly impoverished and insecure open grassland, 

the brain started to expand as free hands evolved into manipulative hands to make 

improved tools and gestural language.  The appearance of very useful spoken language 

greatly accelerated the expansion of the brain.  The spoken language became the 

expression of the detective instinct as theory of mind that exists only in human.  The 

combination of the hyper friendly instinct and the detective instinct resulted in the 

conscience instinct.  The enhanced conscience instinct came from the expansion of the 

prefrontal cortex to control the non-harmonious instincts.  Hominid evolution is the 

evolution of the conscience instinct.   

 Hominid evolution as the evolution of the conscience instinct is as follows. 
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The prehistoric harmonious hunter-gatherer society as initial eager cooperation 

without lie was egalitarian, democratic, and peaceful.  The prehistoric hunter-gatherers 

were averaged 6 inches taller than agricultural peoples up to 100 years ago. Each person 

lived adequately.  Today, we are now as tall as we once were.  The prehistoric hunter-

gatherer society may be similar to the modern Bushman in African’s Kalahari Desert as 

described by Marshall Sahlins’ “The Original Affluent Society”
15
.  The hunter-gatherer 

society in small groups (about 20-35 people) adjusts its daily needs and desires with what 

is available to them.   The period between childbirths is four to five years by the long 

prolonged lactation, so the population growth is very slow.  Available food is actually 

fairly adequate for their modest need without population pressure.   Without material 

accumulation, they work only for daily needs, so only the able-bodied work no more than 

19 hours only a week, and 40% of people do not need to work.  Without clear property 

lines, they welcome all visitors.  They do not have to permanently stay in one social 

group.   

A great deal of evidence suggests that the prehistoric hunter-gatherer society was 

much less war-like than later peoples. Archaeological studies throughout the world have 

found hardly any evidence of warfare the prehistoric hunter-gatherer society.  Many of 

the world’s cultures have myths that refer to an earlier time when life was the balance 

way of social life.  In ancient Greece and Rome this was known as the Golden Age; in 

China it was the Age of Perfect Virtue, in India it was the Krita Yuga (Perfect Age), 

while the Judeo-Christian tradition has the story of the Garden of Eden
16
. 

  

    

2. Theology: the abstractness 
 

bipedalism (6-2Ma) 

manipulative hands and spoken voice for gestural/ spoken language and tool (Homo erectus) 

 

hyper friendly instinct detective instinct =   theory of mind 

conscience instinct 

extra prefrontal cortex (0.2Ma) 

enhanced conscience instinct (Homo sapiens) 

Hominid Evolution: The Evolution of the Conscience Instinct 

walking hands 

free hands for gestural language as the hyper friendly instinct  

conscience intelligence  conscience will  

manipulative hands for gestural language and tool (Homo habilis) 

 

1.8-1Ma 

1.5-0.3Ma 
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2.1. Natural Selection and Supernatural Selection 

 

 The harmonious social life is the origin of the uniquely human social life.  The 

harmonious prehistoric society was based on the conscience instinct without external 

artificial rules, identities, and desires for wealth.  For Judaism, Islam, and Christianity, 

the harmonious social life is the human original life created by God in the image of God.   

 

So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male 

and female he created them.  (Genesis 1:27) 

 

 The harmonious social life is based on conscience for all people as described by 

Paul in the Bible. 

 

Indeed, when Gentiles, who do not have the law, do by nature things required by 

the law, they are a law for themselves, even though they do not have the law, 

since they show that the requirements of the law are written on their hearts, their 

consciences also bearing witness, and their thoughts now accusing, now even 

defending them. (Romans 2:14-15) 

 

The goal of this command is love, which comes from a pure heart and a good 

conscience and a sincere faith. (1 Timothy 1:5) 

 

 For Zen Buddhism, the harmonious social life as the original human social life is 

the Buddha nature that all people have in them.  Everyone can achieve the Buddha nature.  

As mentioned before, Mencius, a great Confucian teacher, described the human innate 

goodness.  He believed everyone could be Yao and Yu (the Chinese ancient mystic saint-

emperors).   

 The imitation of the prehistoric harmonious society was described by Laozi, a 

founder of Daoism, as a small state with few people.  

 

Let the states be small and people few.  Have all kinds of tools, yet let no one use 

them.  Have the people regard death gravely and do not migrate far.  Though they 

might have boats and carriages, no one will ride them; through they might have 

weapons, no one will display them.  Have the people return to knotting cords (for 

their records) and using them.  They will relish their food, regard their clothing as 

beautiful.  Feel safe and secure in their homes.  Delight in their customs.  

Neighboring states might overlook one another and the sounds of chickens and dogs 

might be overheard; yet the people will arrive at old age and death with no comings 

and going between them.  (Dao De Jing: Chapter 80) 

 

 For Laozi, there are two different ways, the Way (Dao) and the civilized way.  

The Way was practiced by the prehistoric harmonious society based on the harmonious 

social life with the conscience instinct.  The civilized way is practiced by the civilized 

society based on the non-harmonious lives with external artificial rules, identities 

(names), and desires for wealth.  The two different ways are described in the first chapter 

of Dao De Jing. 
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 The way can be spoken of is not the constant Way; the name can be named is not 

the constant Name.  The nameless is the beginning of all things; the name is the 

mother of all things.  Therefore, the one without constant desire will perceive its 

subtleties; the one with constant desire will perceive its boundaries.  These two 

are the same in source but different in name.  Both of them are called the mystery. 

It is the mystery of mysteries. It is the gateway to all subtleties. (Dao De Jing: 

Chapter 1) 

 

In the Chapter I of Dao De Jing, the Way (the harmonious social life) includes the 

constant Way, the constant Name, the nameless, and the one without constant desire.  The 

civilized way (the non-harmonious lives) includes the way, the name, the name, and the 

one with constant desire.  The Way and the civilized way come from the same source in 

the mysterious and subtle human mind. 

Species evolve through a process of natural selection
17
.  Natural selection is a 

consistent difference in survival and reproduction between different genotypes (a group 

of organisms sharing a specific genetic makeup) or different genes.  Natural selection is 

the process by which species adapt to their environment. Natural selection leads to 

evolutionary change. 

 The emergence of human race with the harmonious society and the harmonious 

social life evoked a new selection: supernatural selection. Human is a special creature as 

stated in the Bible. 

 

So God created man in his own image; in the image of God he created him; male 

and female he created them.  (Genesis 1:27) 

 

The supernatural selection selects the harmonious social life as the chosen social 

life.  The origin of harmony is the blessed harmonious social life and society.  The 

purpose of supernatural selection is the preservation of the harmonious social life and the 

harmonious society in changing environments.  The supernatural selection involves the 

divine revelation of and the human acceptance of the abstractness, the non-presentation 

of the expression in the human natural mind.  The divine revelation involves the 

supernatural miracle: the non-representation of natural physical laws.  Through the 

abstractness, the supernatural has saved humans from extinction and deviation from the 

harmonious society and the harmonious social life.  The ultimate purpose of the 

supernatural participation in human is to return to the innate goodness, the harmonious 

social life and the harmonious society.   

In the different human societies in need, the supernatural has appeared in different 

functions to preserve the harmonious society and the harmonious social life.  For about 

160,000 years, when the harmonious society and the harmonious social life prevailed, the 

supernatural did not appear explicitly and directly in the human society.  In the harsh 

environment of the Upper Paleolithic Period about 40,000 years ago, the supernatural 

became the supernatural bonder in order to add the abstract bond for bonding the isolated 

social groups to survive the harsh environment.  For the immoral civilized society, the 

supernatural became the supernatural authority to add the abstract morality to prevent the 

destructive dehumanized prey-predator instincts.  For the civilized people, the 

supernatural also became the supernatural liberator to add the abstract no-self to find the 

abstract rebirth.  The purpose of the rebirth is to return to the harmonious social life. The 

abstractness is listed below. 
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Supernatural 

Symbol 

Abstractness Religions 

supernatural bonder abstract bond Symbolic religion (female figurines and cave painting)  

Supernatural authority Abstract 

morality 

Moral religions (Hinduism, Judaism, Confucianism, and 

Islam) 

Supernatural liberator Abstract rebirth Harmonious religions (Buddhism, Daoism, and Christianity) 

  

The abstractness will be discussed in details later. 

The human brain is uniquely equipped to accept the abstractness from the 

supernatural.  The three reasons are that the human brain is capable of theory of mind, 

autobiographic self in the form of life story, and the maintenance of the abstractness.  

Only human has theory of mind, that is, a person older than about 3 or 4 years old has the 

ability to attribute mental states to oneself and others and to understand that others have 

mental states that are different from one's own.  Nonhumans do not have theory of mind.  

Based on theory of mind, people can develop theory of supernatural mind, that is, a 

person can believe in invisible living supernatural that has its own mental state that is 

different from human mental state, and can directly relate to supernatural.  Theory of 

mind allows human to imagine supernatural.     

  The second unique human characteristic for the acceptance of the supernatural is 

autobiographic self in the form of life story.  This capacity is from episodic memory, 

which is different from semantic memory.  Semantic memory refers to one’s stored 

knowledge of facts, concepts, and general principles of how the world operates.  

Semantic memory is the essential memory used to live in the world.  Episodic memory, 

on the other hand, is not essential, and more or less serves as the map for semantic 

memory.  It is an autobiographic story of life experiences. The prefrontal cortex in the 

human brain is large.  The prefrontal cortex has a high number of connections with 

different parts of the brain.  Consequently, the large prefrontal cortex in human is capable 

to integrate the autobiographic story of life experiences into autobiographic self in the 

form of the life story.  Other animals do not have such autobiographic self.  All animals 

have biological self, the integration of biological parts to determine the boundary of 

biological self.  Only human has a strong autobiographic self to determine the boundary 

of experiential self.  Only human has both biological self and autobiographic self.   

Autobiographic self in the form of life story brings about path, meaning, and 

purpose of life.  The path of life allows human to map the past, the present, and the future 

experiences.  The meaning of life lets human to know the experiential position in the 

world.  The purpose of life permits human to prioritize life.  Because of the changes in 

life experiences and life expectation, the life story is in a continuous process of revision, 

resulting in the continuous changes in path, meaning, and purpose of life.   

The integration of experiences leaves many gaps in terms of the unusual and the 

unexplainable.  Since human is capable of theory of mind that allows an imaginary entity 

with its own mind, autobiographic self often incorporates the supernatural to fill the gaps 

in order to complete the life story in an integrate form.  Autobiographic self attributes 

anything unusual and unexplainable to the supernatural.  The supernatural becomes the 

essential part of autobiographic self. 

The third unique human characteristic for the acceptance of the abstractness from 

the supernatural is the maintenance of the abstractness.  The maintenance of abstractness 

comes from the prefrontal cortex that can inhibit the concrete mind.  The prefrontal 
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cortex has a high number of interconnections both between the instinctive part and the 

emotional part of the brain.  As a result, the prefrontal cortex can control instinct and 

emotion.  When the supernatural reveals the abstractness that is outside of the expression 

in the natural instincts to human, the large human prefrontal cortex is able to inhibit the 

expression in the natural instincts and to add the abstractness from the supernatural into 

the natural instincts on the free will.  It is difficult for nonhumans to overcome the strong 

expression in the natural instincts on their free will.   

 

2.2. The Abstract Bond 

 

 For about 160,000 years, the livestyle as the prehistoric hunter-gatherer society 

society remained mostly unchanged until the Upper Palaeolithic Revolution about 40,000 

years ago.  The major human social life during this period was the yin yang harmonious 

social life.  The natural biological instincts were adequate for the human survival.   

 Similarly to the Industrial and Neolithic Revolutions, the Upper Paleolithic 

Revolution represents a short time span when numerous inventions appeared and cultural 

changes occurred.  The revolution comprised new religions, technologies, hunting 

techniques, human burials, and artistic work.  The Upper Paleolithic period extended 

from about 40,000 to between 10,000 and 15,000 years ago.   

 The reasons for these changes in human behavior have been attributed to the 

changes in climate during the period which encompasses a number of sudden global 

temperature drops, meaning a worsening of the already bitter climate of the last ice age.  

A number of sudden temperature drops reduced significantly the area for forest in Europe 

and Asia.  The reduction of forest reduced the food supply, usable timber, and other non-

food materials.  The same climate change caused the extinction of Neanderthals, who had 

survived since 200,000 years ago, and had similar intelligence as Homo sapiens. Homo 

sapiens faced the same fate of extinction as Neanderthals.  One distinct difference 

between Homo sapiens and Neanderthals during the Upper Paleolithic Revolution is the 

appearance of the new Homo sapiens’ religion, which saved Homo sapiens from 

extinction. 

 At the time of the Upper Paleolithic Period, the supernatural was immanent 

supernatural that appeared everywhere as a part of all objects in the world.  Anything 

unexplained or unusual was attributed to the supernatural.  The society was democratic 

and egalitarian, so there was no authoritative transcendental gods to be worshiped.  

Everyone and everything was equally an avatar, the incarnation of the supernatural.  Such 

concept of immanent supernatural was prevalent before the Upper Paleolithic Revolution.   

 The symbols for the immanent supernatural were typically the exaggerated and 

distorted representation of the real natural objects to represent the unexplained and 

unusual characteristics of the immanent supernatural, so the symbols represented partly 

the natural and partly the supernatural.  (Symbol is the result of the exaggeration of a 

specific feature of a real object.)  Such symbols brought the immanent supernatural to 

help people.  They did not worship such symbols, because there was no concept of 

worshipping anything authoritative. 

During the harsh time in the Upper Paleolithic Period, the social group that was 

preoccupied with fertility and vitality for women and men, respectively, and had strong 

faith in the immanent supernatural had better chance to survive the harsh environment.  

The common symbols of the immanent supernatural for fertility were the exaggerated and 

distorted female figurines. In most cases, the female figurines are miniature sculptures of 
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well-rounded female nudes with an overemphasis of the fleshy parts of the body 

(buttocks, stomach and chest).  The sexual accent on the female breasts and the posterior 

are assumed by many to connote signs of fertility.  The head and arms are mostly absent 

with the stress on the middle of the torso. Thighs tend to be exaggerated tapering into 

smaller legs.  The head has no face.  These distorted and exaggerate form of female body 

represents the immanent supernatural in a natural female body.  These religious female 

figurines were valuable bringing the immanent supernatural to help fertility in the sense 

of bringing good luck to child birth.   

Another group of religious symbols is the cave paints for the immanent 

supernatural to achieve vitality.  During the Upper Paleolithic Revolution, the harsh 

environment prompted people to find alternate mental states to revitalize.  The alternate 

mental states involved hallucinatory or trance states by drugs or repetitive rhyme.  The 

belief in the immanent supernatural within a person made the entrance into the alternate 

state easy and inevitable.  The whole process was manifested in the Paleolithic cave 

paintings as described by David Lewis-Williams
18
.  In the cave paints, the animals were 

mystic large strong animals or mystic animals with horns that symbolized maturation and 

strength.    The mystic animal pictures were conceived during the trance states.  The 

mystic powerful animal cave paintings were presented as evidence of spirit journeys 

previously undertaken.   

The difference in the religious practice during the Upper Paleolithic Revolution is 

the increasingly shared religious symbols for the immanent supernatural among different 

social groups.  The enormous distribution of these female figurines implied a ritualistic 

exchange system with the figurines playing a central role in inter-group relations
19
. 

Practicing alternate states of the mind also became community rituals among different 

social groups, often led by shaman inside or outside of caves.  The practicing of the 

alternate state of mind together promoted unity among different social groups.   

The sharing of the religious symbols brought about the sharing of survival 

information and resource among different social groups.  The sharing could actually 

improve the fertility and vitality of the groups involved, resulting in the validation of the 

power of the religious symbols.  The result was the rise of the female figurine and cave 

painting religion.  People spent much more energy and time to develop and make such 

religious symbols for the immanent supernatural, resulting in rapid development and 

spread in religious art and the involved skills.       

In terms of theology, when human faced the possibility of extinction in the harsh 

environment, the supernatural initiated the supernatural miracle by using the religious 

symbols for fertility and vitality in the forms of female figurines and cave paintings, 

respectively.  Through sharing religious symbols among different social groups by the 

hyper friendly instinct, the religious symbols were blessed by the supernatural with the 

supernatural miracles. The religious symbols really worked miraculously.  Different 

social groups identified with the common religious symbols, forming the social bond.  

The religious symbols become the abstract bond outside of the natural instinct that relies 

on actual concrete human interaction.  In other words, the religious symbols instantly 

evoke social bond without actual concrete human interaction.  Bounded by the blessed 

religious symbols, different social groups worked together to overcome the harsh 

environment, avoiding extinction.  After providing the way for the abstract bond among 

different social groups to avoid extinction, the supernatural miracle became increasingly 

unnecessary.  Neanderthals never conceived of an "alternate reality”.  From the 

perspective of Neanderthals, Homo sapiens were delusional to believe in the religious 
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symbols of the immanent supernatural.  Without bonding different social groups to 

overcome the harsh environment, Neanderthals became extinct in about 20,000 BC when 

female figurines and cave painting were popular. 

 The Upper Paleolithic Revolution started the culture of symbols and rituals to 

form social bonds.  Later, religious symbols and rituals for social bonds expanded to 

ancestors and particular landmarks, such as mountain and lake.  Without symbols and 

rituals, the human society as we know today cannot exist.  The abstract bond has been 

firmly established in the human society.  Gradually, people used symbols for reality other 

than social bonds.  In human language, symbols are used ubiquitously to signify reality.  

 

2.3. The Abstract Morality 

 

The Neolithic Revolution as the transition from nomadic hunting and gathering to 

the cultivated crops and domesticated animals for their subsistence was first adopted by 

various independent prehistoric human societies about 10,000 years ago.  The Neolithic 

Revolution may be caused by climatic change from the retreat of the glaciers at the end of 

the last Ice Age at about 12,000 BC. These climatic shifts prompted the migration of 

many big game animals to new pasturelands in northern areas. They left a dwindling 

supply of game for human hunters in areas such as the Middle East.  Climatic shifts also 

led to changes in the distribution and growing patterns of wild grains and other crops on 

which hunters and gatherers depended.  These changes forced people to systematic 

cultivation of plants and domestication of animals as the supplement for the 

undependable source of food by gathering and hunting.  As cultivated crops and 

domesticated animals improved, people depended on cultivated crops and domesticated 

animals as the main food source.   

The first society resulted from the Neolithic Revolution is the horticultural-

pastoral society
20
.  Horticulture is agriculture before the invention of the plow. In simple 

horticultural societies, the gardeners used their hands assisted by digging sticks. 

Advanced horticultural societies used the hoe.  They grew enough to support their 

families and local group but not enough to produce surpluses to sell to non-agricultural 

peoples.     

Because horticulture required more labor, to have more children became 

necessity.  Women therefore had more children with shorter lactation period, and became 

less available in production.  In horticulture, women were still able to farm and be 

productive while maintaining their reproductive roles.  Gender inequality was not severe. 

The main source of food supply in pastoral societies was by domestication of animals. 

These societies were typically found in mountainous regions and in areas with 

insufficient rainfall to support horticultural societies. In desert areas they travel from 

water hole to water hole. In mountain areas they move up and down the terrain as the 

weather changes.   

The increase in population in the horticultural society forced people to use more 

productive method for the cultivation of crops.  The method involved plow and draft 

animals, resulting in the agricultural-nomad society.   Plowing maintained the fertility of 

the soil by turning topsoil.  Agriculture could support population increases by more 

intensive use of the same piece of land.  Agriculture could support a much larger 

population than horticulture.   Farmers grew crops for sale rather than crops grown only 

for household use.  Market became an important part of society. Surplus food production 

brought about non-food-producing professionals, such as religious or ruling elites.  Large 
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cities emerged.  It is the start of civilization whose original meaning relates to being a 

citizen, who is governed by the law of one’s city, town or community. 

Plowing by draft animals allowed large farm far away from home.  Plow 

technology, which required more upper body strength and allowed large farm far away 

from home, did not allowed women to participate in plowing the fields and rearing 

children at the same time.  They still did much of the processing and preserving of food, 

but their contribution to the household was not as valued as the work that men did 

because they did not contribute economically by selling products.  Gender inequality was 

severe in the agricultural society.  

Civilization was an irreversible process, because the large population caused by 

civilization had to be supported by agriculture.  The reverse to the pre-agricultural-nomad 

society would have led to mass starvation.   The agricultural society required to stay in 

the same place, so it was more prone to the periodic local natural disaster, unlike the 

hunter-gatherer society that was free to move away from local natural disaster.  The 

constant population pressure and the periodic natural disasters caused the deficient 

resource and security.  The hunter-gatherers were averaged 6 inches taller than 

agricultural peoples up to 100 years ago. Today, we are now as tall as we once were.
 
  

The life expectancy in the agricultural-nomad society was actually shorter than in the 

hunter-gatherer society.   

Because one of the rules for TIT FOR TAT is the probability of meeting the same 

player again exceeds 2/3, the large size social group does not allow TIT FOR TAT 

strategy for the harmonious society.  TIT FOR TAT is essentially a strategy for a small 

social group, like the prehistoric hunter-gatherer society.  The agricultural society with 

large size social group and deficient resource and security forced the society moving 

away from the original harmonious society that had small social group and adequate 

resource and security. 

 The civilization resulted in the degradation of the society from the harmonious 

society with the minimum social barrier into the domination society with the maximum 

social barrier in terms of social memory, hierarchy, and gender distinction.  The 

domination society is like the chimpanzee society.  Other than the conscience instinct, 

chimpanzees have similar instincts as human.  Without the hyper friendly instinct in 

bonobos, male chimpanzees are much less peaceful.  Female chimpanzees are submissive.  

In a chimpanzee social group, there is uneasy peace among constant shifting subgroups.  

Primatologist Frans de Waal described this social relation type in Chimpanzee Politics 
21
.  

The male chimpanzees fought to be the number one.  A leader was under constant 

challenge.  A leader was deposed after the other male chimpanzees had formed alliance 

and ganged up against the leader.   The society of chimpanzee has dominant hierarchy 

that forces conformity to obey the leader of the group.  Biologically, bonobo is very 

similar to chimpanzee.  However, the bonobo society is much more harmonious than the 

chimpanzee society, possibly due to the more adequate resource and security for bonobo 

than for chimpanzee.  

With the dominative instinct as in chimpanzees, people in the large group 

agricultural society with deficient resource and security formed the domination society, 

where the ruling class controlled social code and hierarchy.  In the dominant hierarchy, 

few ruling people who control the food producing system had plenty to eat to survive any 

food shortage, while most people without power could eat whatever left, and may not 

survive in famine.  Such food ration system allowed a society with chronic food shortage 

to survive.  Few people lived well, while most people lived poorly.  For the sake of 
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security, people accepted such system.  For most people, the birth of a person was the 

most important factor to determine the future position in the competitive dominant 

hierarchy.  

Initial eager cooperation without lie in the harmonious society became domination 

with force in the domination society.  The force easily degraded further into the 

dehumanized force from the activated dehumanized prey-predator instincts, which 

produced dehumanized wars and slavery system.  The result was the immoral civilized 

society, deviated greatly from the harmonious society.  Consequently, humans moved out 

of the Garden of Eden. 

A sign of immorality in the agricultural-nomad society is warfare.  Cultural 

anthropologist, Raymond C. Kelly 
22
 believes that warfare originated very late in human 

evolution. Archaeological evidence points to a commencement of warfare that postdates 

the development of agriculture. This strongly implies that earlier hunter-gatherer societies 

were warless and that the Paleolithic was a time of universal peace.  One example is 

Japan where the agricultural society was established very late.  In Japan, intensive 

agriculture came in with migrants from the mainland about 2,300 years ago. 

Archaeologists have excavated some 5,000 skeletons that predate the intrusion, and of 

those only ten show signs of violent death. In contrast, out of about 1,000 post-migration 

excavated skeletons, more than a hundred show such signs.   

When human faced the possibility of destruction in the immoral civilized society 

with the activated dehumanized prey-predator instincts, the supernatural became the 

supernatural authority to add the morality in the humanized instincts to prevent the 

activation of the dehumanized prey-predator instinct.  Since humans by nature have both 

the humanized instincts and the dehumanized instincts, the morality as the prevention of 

the activated dehumanized instincts is abstract outside of the expression of biological 

instincts.  The supernatural authority rules over all human rulers with the abstract 

morality.  The supernatural authority becomes the “High Ruler”.  Judaism and Islam 

believe in one personal God or Allah, while Confucianism believes in one impersonal 

God (Heaven (Tian) or High Ruler (Shang-di)).  Hinduism is polymorphic monotheism 

where one God assumes many forms.  The religions of the supernatural authority for the 

abstract morality are blessed by the supernatural with supernatural miracles.  The abstract 

morality is added through the supernatural miracle.  The immoral religions that 

worshiped human king as in the king-god religions perished. 

A typical example of the abstract morality is the Ten Commandments from 

Exodus 20,  

 

1. Thou Shall Have No Other Gods beside Me 

2. Thou Shall Not Worship Any Graven Images 

3. Thou Shall Not Take the Name of the Lord Thy God in Vain 

4. Remember the Sabbath Day to Rest and Keep it Holy 

5. Honor Thy Father and Thy Mother 

6. Thou Shall Not Kill 

7. Thou Shall Not Commit Adultery 

8. Thou Shall Not Steal 

9. Thou Shall Not Bear False Witness 

10. Thou Shall Not Covet Anything That is Thy Neighbor's 
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The first four commandments are to accept the Lord as the supernatural authority.  

The fifth commandment is to accept parents as the earthly authority.  The rest of the 

commandments are for the prevention of the activation of the dehumanized instincts, 

such as the addictive instinct for greed and the predatory instinct for harming people. 

In China, the prevalent and official version of God is one impersonal God with 

the interchangeable names of the Heaven and the High Ruler.  The worship of the Heaven 

by emperors took place in the Temple of Heaven.  The current Temple of Heaven was 

built in 1420 A.D.  According to historical records, such formal worship of the Heaven 

can be traced back to 2000 BC.  The emperors built the Temple of Heaven that demanded 

the highest level of skills and the perfection in the art of construction.  During the 

worship, emperors kneed down before the Heaven like every one else.        

 The first three Dynasties (the Xia, Shang, and Zhou) all arose in the north in the 

second millennium BC.  The founders of Zhou believed that the Shang dynasty has lost 

the mandate because of its gross ritual and moral failings.  They received the mandate 

from Heaven to rule China because of their virtue, consisting of kindness, humbleness, 

and just.  The founders of Zhou accepted the high ruler for the universal authority of 

morality.  

 Confucius was born around 551 BC in China.  The Zhou dynasty had been in power 

for 600 years, and was to persist until 253 BC, but the Zhou king had not been able to rule 

the whole China for the last 200 years.  Without a centralized power, feudal states engaged 

in frequent and devastating wars among themselves.  The wars among nobilities destroyed 

the framework of virtue established in early Zhou.  Confucius devised a moral system for 

common people to claim the legitimacy of the mandate from Heaven.  A person who knows 

the will of Heaven becomes a superior man.   

 

 The Master said, "Without recognizing the ordinances of Heaven, it is impossible to 

be a superior man.”  Analects XX: 3: 1 

 

Confucius said, "There are three things of which the superior man stands in awe. He 

stands in awe of the ordinances of Heaven. He stands in awe of great men. He stands 

in awe of the words of sages. “   Analects XVI: 8.1 

 

When Confucius was in danger being killed by Huan Tui, 

  

The Master said, 'Heaven produced the virtue that is in me.  What can Huan Tui do 

to me?' (Analects VII: 22) 

 

For Confucius, the virtue of Heaven in him formed a mysterious protection over him.  When 

Confucius was sick, one of his students wanted to pray for him.   

  

 The Master said, 'My praying has been for a long time.'  (Analects VII: 34) 

 

By following the will of Heaven, Confucius was in continuous contact with Heaven in a 

form of prayer.   

 The Confucius’ teaching is about mostly how to establish human relations among 

various people.  The end result is the rational religious civilized society.  At the high end, the 

high ruler serves as the universal authority for morality.  At the low end, family serves as the 
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natural small group for love and diligence.  The whole civilized society aligns with the line 

connecting the two ends.  Confucius described the concept of extension.  

 

Things being investigated, knowledge became complete.  Their knowledge being 

complete, their thoughts were sincere.  Their thoughts being sincere, their hearts 

were then rectified.  Their hearts being rectified, their persons were cultivated.  Their 

persons being cultivated, their families were regulated.  Their families being 

regulated, their states were rightly governed.  Their states being rightly governed, the 

whole kingdom was made tranquil and happy.  (Great Learning) 

 

Such system is particularly suitable for the agricultural society where family is the basic 

production unit.  Confucianism prevailed as the main social system in the agricultural China 

without any serious opposition and interruption. 

 In the society today, most people believe explicitly or implicitly in the supernatural 

authority for the abstract morality that prevents the activation of the dehumanized prey-

predator instincts.  The abstract morality becomes the foundation of a good society.  The 

abstract morality has been firmly established in the human society. 

    

2.4. The Abstraact Rebirth 

 

The civilized society deviates from the harmonious society, and the major social 

lives of the civilized people also deviate from the harmonious social life.  The civilized 

social lives are likely the non-harmonious social lives, which produce high social barrier, 

consisting of long social memory, dominative hierarchy, the gender dichotomy, lie, 

cruelty, greed, and  guilt, among people.  With the innate hyper friendly instinct for eager 

cooperation at the minimum social barrier, the civilized people are uncomfortable with 

the high social barrier.   For some people, the high social barrier is severe enough to 

cause disconnection and alienation to separate the people from other people.  These 

disconnected and alienated people eager to return to the harmonious social life and 

society where they can again connect with people.  The return requires the transformation 

from the non-harmonious social life and society into the harmonious social life and 

society.  

The religions involved in such transformation are Christianity, Buddhism, Daoism, 

and other spiritual religions. Both Christianity and Buddhism provide the details how the 

transformation takes place.  The transformation can be described in principle and practice. 

 

2.4.1. The Transformation Principle: the activation of the conscience instinct 

   

 The transformation is the transformation from the non-harmonious social life into 

the harmonious social life.  The transformation involves the extinction of the non-

harmonious social life and the rebirth into the harmonious social life.  On the conscious 

level, the social life is expressed as autobiographic self.  Autobiographic self in a person 

is the life story of self witch goal and meaning of life.   In the civilized society, it 

becomes the civilized autographic self through the non-harmonious social lives.  The 

transformation from the non-harmonious social life into the harmonious social life is the 

transformation from the civilized autobiographic self into the harmonious autobiographic 

self.  The transformation involves first the realization of the futility of the civilized 

autobiographic self in terms of the eventual appearance of the harmonious social life, so 
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the civilized autobiographic self is actually the no civilized autobiographic self or simply 

the no-self.   However, because self naturally is too important to be replaced, no-self is 

abstractness, non-representation for the expression of the natural detective instinct.  The 

supernatural miracle reveals the abstract no-self as the alternative to the civilized 

autobiographic self.   

For Buddhism, the abstract no-self is the impermanent and imperfect illusive-self 

absent of reality and independence.  For Christianity, the abstract the abstract no-self is 

the perishable sinful self.  The abstract no-self is followed by the abstract self-ending that 

leads to the abstract rebirth to form the harmonious autobiographic self as below. 

the conscious (autobiographic self) level 

1. the formation of the civilized autobiographic self 

the non-harmonious social life → the civilized autobiographic self 

2. the transformation of the civilized autobiographic self 

the civilized autobiographic self → the abstract no civilized autobiographic self 

(the abstract no-self)  → the abstract no civilized autobiographic self-ending (the 

abstract no self-ending) → the abstract rebirth into the homogeneous 

autobiographic self =  the harmonious social life 

 

 The supernatural sent the liberators to liberate the civilized people from the 

bondage of the civilized autobiographic self.  The liberation religions include Christianity, 

Buddhism, Daoism, and other spiritual religions.  

 For Christianity, the no-self is the perishable sinful self (flesh), the self-ending is 

to die on the cross with Christ, and the rebirth is to resurrect with Christ into the 

Kingdom of God.  For Buddhism, the no-self is the impermanent and imperfect illusive- 

self and the self-ending is Nirvana that extinguishes the flame of life.  Rebirth in the 
Buddhist context relates to reincarnation. For Buddhism, the abstract rebirth into the 

harmonious social life corresponds to the way of Bodhisattva that is a person who has 

achieved enlightenment has chosen to remain in this world to help those who are 

suffering, instead of going on to Nirvana. Therefore, for Buddhism, the abstract rebirth 

into the harmonious social life is the Bodhisattva Way rather than reincarnation.  For Zen 

Buddhism, Nirvana and the Bodhisattva Way correspond to the Insight (dun wu) into the 

futility of the civilized nature and one’s own original nature (Buddha nature), the 

harmonious social life.   Zen Buddhism is essentially the combination of the original 

Buddhism and Daoism. It has simplicity and spontaneity from Daoism, and discipline and 

the basic framework from Buddhism.  For Daoism, no-self is no civilized self.  It does 

not have a specific self-ending.  The rebirth corresponds to the return to the nature away 

from the civilization.   

The religious evolution from the hunter-gatherer society to the civilized society is 

as follows.  
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2.4.2. The Transformation Practice: Justification and Sanctification  

 

 

5.3.2. The Conversion to the Harmonious Social Life 

 

The civilized society is dominated by the non-harmonious evolutionary societies 

(the collective and the individualistic societies) that support civilization.  Essentially, 

every civilized human grows up predominately for the non-harmonious fitness (collective 

wellbeing and individualistic achievement).  For the individuals grown up in the non-

harmonious civilized society dominated by the non-harmonious social lives, the 

conversion to the harmonious social life involves the three-stage conversion: the 

harmonious relationship, the harmonious mind, and the harmonious adaptation.   

The most suitable identity for the harmonious relationship is the kingdom of God 

from Christianity.  The kingdom of God represents the kingdom of the harmonious 

relationship based on love.  A Jesus’ last command to his disciples is love. 

 

A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must 

love one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love 

one another.  (John 13:34-35)  

 

The kingdom of God requires the “self-ending” of the non-harmonious social lives and 

the “rebirth” into the harmonious social life.  In the Christian terminology, the rebirth into 

the kingdom of God is “justification” (to make just).   

The most suitable identity for the harmonious mind is the fourfold harmonious 

mind from Buddhism.  The harmonious mind is achieved by practicing meditation 

diligently.  The last advice and words from Buddha is “All things are perishable. Strive 

with earnestness (vayadhamma sankhdra appamddena sampadetha).”  The harmonious 

mind also requires the “self-ending” of the non-harmonious social lives and the “rebirth” 

into the harmonious social mind.  In the Christian terminology, the rebirth into the 

harmonious mind is “sanctification” (to make sacred). 

the prehistoric harmonious society (the hunter-gatherer society) 

the Upper Paleolithic Revolution 

the prehistoric harmonious society with the abstract bond 

the Neolithic Revolution 

the civilized society 

the civilized society with  

the abstract morality 

(Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, 

Confucianism) 

the harmonious society with  

the abstract rebirth 

(Buddhism, Daoism, 

Christianity)  

The Religious Evolution 
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The most suitable identity for the harmonious adaptation to the world (non-

harmonious civilization) is water from Daoism.  To Laozi, the adaptation of the 

harmonious social life to the world is like the adaptation of water to its environment. 

  

The best are like water.  Water benefits all things and does not compete with 

them.  It flows to the place that people disdain.  In this it comes near to the Way.  

(Dao De Jing Chapter 8) 

 

The three-stage conversion constitutes the seven-step conversion is as follows. 

 

The Seven-Step Conversion: 

The harmonious relationship:  justification   
1. the harmonious relationship identity: the kingdom of God  

2. the self-ending  
3. the rebirth   

The harmonious relationship identity that Jesus provides is the kingdom of God.  

To enter the kingdom of God requires the self-ending of the non-harmonious social lives, 

which can cause disharmony.  The self-ending involves first the confession of 

disharmony sin and then the repentance from disharmony sin.  The rebirth into the 

spiritual harmonious society is through the acceptance of the salvation by Jesus whose 

forgiveness of disharmony sin allows the repentant person to have complete harmonious 

life.   

The harmonious mind: sanctification  
4. the harmonious mind identity: the fourfold harmonious mind (the calm mind, the 

clear mind, the loving-kindness mind, and the no-self mind)  

5. the self-ending   
6. the rebirth   

 The starting of sanctification as the rebirth into the harmonious mind is 

justification as the rebirth into the harmonious relationship.  The harmonious mind 

identity is the fourfold harmonious mind, consisting of the calm mind, the clear mind, the 

loving-kindness mind, and the no-self mind to transform from the non-harmonious social 

lives into the harmonious social life.  The meditation through the fourfold harmonious 

mind produces the sudden realization of the non-existence (self-ending) of the non-

harmonious autobiographic self and the reappearance (rebirth) of the original human 

nature with the innate goodness as the harmonious social life. 

The harmonious adaptation: adaptation:  

7. the harmonious adaptation identity: water 

The harmonious adaptation identity of the harmonious social life to the world 

(non-harmonious civilization) is non-competitive water.   

 

The Seven-Step Conversion: 

the harmonious relationship: justification   

Step 1: the harmonious relationship identity  

 The harmonious relationship identity that Jesus provides is the kingdom of God.  

To enter into the kingdom of God requires the rebirth. 

 

In reply Jesus declared, "I tell you the truth, no one can see the kingdom of God 

unless he is born again."  "How can a man be born when he is old?" Nicodemus 
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asked. "Surely he cannot enter a second time into his mother's womb to be born!"   

Jesus answered, "I tell you the truth, no one can enter the kingdom of God unless 

he is born of water and the Spirit. Flesh gives birth to flesh, but the Spirit gives 

birth to spirit.  You should not be surprised at my saying, 'You must be born 

again.'  (John 3:3-7) 

  

To Jesus, the kingdom is not of this world as the civilized society. 

 

Jesus said, "My kingdom is not of this world. If it were, my servants would fight 

to prevent my arrest by the Jews. But now my kingdom is from another place."  

(John 18:36)  

 

 To Jesus, the kingdom of God is not political, and the state of the Roman Emperor 

was separated from the kingdom of God, as described by Jesus. 

  

 Then he said to them, "Give to Caesar what is Caesar's, and to God what is 

God's."  (Matthew 22:21) 

 

The kingdom of God is within a person as the harmonious social life. 

 

Once, having been asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God would come, 

Jesus replied, "The kingdom of God does not come with your careful observation, 

nor will people say, 'Here it is,' or 'There it is,' because the kingdom of God is 

within you." (Luke 17:20-21) 

 

According to Jesus, the kingdom of God does not belong to the kingdom of 

civilization as described in the parable of mustard seed and bush.  

 

Again he said, "What shall we say the kingdom of God is like, or what parable 

shall we use to describe it? It is like a mustard seed, which is the smallest seed 

you plant in the ground. Yet when planted, it grows and becomes the largest of all 

garden plants, with such big branches that the birds of the air can perch in its 

shade." (Mark 4:30-32) 

 

The kingdom of God starts small like a mustard seed, and it becomes a modest mustard 

bush. According to the rabbinical law, a mustard plant was forbidden in a household 

garden because it was fast spreading and would tend to invade the veggies.  Mustard is a 

common, fast-spreading plant, which grows to about four feet in height.  Garden 

symbolizes artificial civilization, while mustard represents a plant unlike the normal 

plants in the artificial civilized garden.  The kingdom of God as the kingdom of mustard 

bush is small and ubiquitous unlike normal civilized plants, but the kingdom of God 

grows in the civilized garden. 

 The kingdom of God consists of small groups of people. 

  

"Do not be afraid, little flock, for your Father has been pleased to give you the 

kingdom.  (Luke 12:32) 
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The civilized society has the propensity to accumulate.   The kingdom of God as 

the harmonious society does not have the propensity to accumulate. 

 

Jesus looked at him and said, "How hard it is for the rich to enter the kingdom of 

God!” (Luke 18:24) 

Looking at his disciples, he said: "Blessed are you who are poor, for yours is the 

kingdom of God.  (Luke 6:20) 

But Jesus called the children to him and said, "Let the little children come to me, 

and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of God belongs to such as these.  (Luke 

18:16) 

 

Therefore, the kingdom of God consists of ubiquitous small groups of people 

unlike the kingdom of civilization and without accumulation and grandiosity.  The 

kingdom of God corresponds to the prehistoric hunter-gatherer society consisting of 

ubiquitous small groups of people unlike civilization and without accumulation and 

grandiosity.     

 The small group of people led by Jesus followed Jesus’ command. 

  

A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must 

love one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love 

one another.  (John 13:34-35) 

  

With love from God, the kingdom of God is harmonious as in the prehistoric kingdom of 

God.  Finally, the people in the kingdom of God follow the will of God as Jesus said,  

 

"Not everyone who says to me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter the kingdom of heaven, 

but only he who does the will of my Father who is in heaven.  (Matthew 7:21) 

 

The will of God is the harmonious society. 

 The same aspiration to return to the prehistoric harmonious society is expressed in 

Daoism.  In Daoism, the harmonious relationship identity is the “small state”. Laozi 

describes the small group society as following.  

 

Let the states be small and people few.  Have all kinds of tools, yet let no one use 

them.  Have the people regard death gravely and do not migrate far.  Though they 

might have boats and carriages, no one will ride them; through they might have 

weapons, no one will display them.  Have the people return to knotting cords (for 

their records) and using them.  They will relish their food, regard their clothing as 

beautiful.  Feel safe and secure in their homes.  Delight in their customs.  

Neighboring states might overlook one another and the sounds of chickens and dogs 

might be overheard; yet the people will arrive at old age and death with no comings 

and going between them.  (Dao De Jing: Chapter 80) 

 

This small state has no ambition to become big and grandiose.  The people are plain and 

content.   

Step 2: the self-ending 

The complete harmonious life requires the end of the non-harmonious social lives to 

have the complete cessation of disharmony sin and disconnection.  The end of the non-
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harmonious social lives involves first the confession of disharmony sin and then the 

repentance from the disharmonious sin.  Disharmony sin is defined as disharmony against 

fellow humans as described by Paul in Romans 1:29-32. 

 

They have become filled with every kind of wickedness, evil, greed and depravity. 

They are full of envy, murder, strife, deceit and malice. They are gossips, 

slanderers, God-haters, insolent, arrogant and boastful; they invent ways of doing 

evil; they disobey their parents; they are senseless, faithless, heartless, ruthless. 

Although they know God's righteous decree that those who do such things 

deserve death, they not only continue to do these very things but also approve of 

those who practice them.  (Romans 1:29-32) 

 

It is impossible for civilized individuals under the domination of the non-harmonious 

social lives to avoid all disharmony sins described by Paul.  It is not surprising that all 

civilized humans are not righteous. 

 

There is no one righteous, not even one. (Romans 3:10) 

For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.  (Romans 3:23) 

 

 The confession of disharmony sin is followed by the repentance from disharmony 

sin.  According to Jesus, 

 

"The time has come," he said. "The kingdom of God is near. Repent and believe 

the good news!"  (Mark 1:15) 

 

Also, according to Peter,  

 

Repent, then, and turn to God, so that your sins may be wiped out, that times of 

refreshing may come from the Lord, (Acts 3:19)   

  

Step 3: the rebirth 

 The rebirth into the spiritual harmonious relationship requires complete 

harmonious life.  Because of disharmony sin, humans cannot achieve complete 

harmonious life.  Through the salvation by the sacrifice of Jesus Christ on the cross, 

disharmony sin can be forgiven.  The repentant people who accept the salvation can 

claim complete harmonious life for the rebirth into the spiritual harmonious society.  The 

acceptance of Jesus is the end of self.  
 

I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. 

(Galatians 2:20a) 

  

An individual accepts the salvation to become just (righteous) as complete harmonious life 

which allows the rebirth with Jesus into the harmonious society, the God’s family.  “This 

righteousness from God comes through faith in Jesus Christ to all who believe. (Romans 

3:22)”.  “That if you confess with your mouth, "Jesus is Lord," and believe in your heart that 

God raised him from the dead, you will be saved. (Romans 10:9)”.  “Consequently, you are 

no longer foreigners and aliens, but fellow citizens with God's people and members of 
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God's household.  (Ephesians 2:19)”   “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, one is a new 

creation; the old has gone, the new has come! (2 Corinthians 5:17).” 

 Jesus represents “the last Adam, a life-giving spirit (1 Corinthians 15:45)” to 

bring back the original harmonious society of the Garden of Eden.  Jesus found the new 

covenant.   
 

For this reason Christ is the mediator of a new covenant, that those who are called 

may receive the promised eternal inheritance—now that he has died as a ransom 

to set them free from the sins committed under the first covenant. (Hebrews 9:15) 
 

 It is a tremendous life-changing experience to liberate from disharmony sin and 

disconnection, and to enter into the warm, loving, and egalitarian harmonious society, which 

is build by Jesus to fill with love.  A Jesus’ last command to his disciples is 
 

A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must 

love one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love 

one another.  (John 13:34-35)  
 

 According to Paul, Christians in the church are interconnected as the body of 

Christ as he stated,” Now you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it. 

(1 Corinthians 12:27)”   In terms of organization, the church in small group unit is 

essentially similar to the pre-historic hunter-gatherer harmonious society.   

the harmonious mind: sanctification:   

Step 4: the harmonious mind identity: the fourfold harmonious mind (the calm 

mind, the clear mind, the loving-kindness mind and the no-self mind) for 

sanctification 
 The starting of sanctification as the rebirth into the harmonious social mind is 

justification as the rebirth into the harmonious relationship.  The harmonious mind (social 

life) identity is the fourfold harmonious mind, consisting of the calm mind, the clear mind, 

the loving-kindness mind, and the no-self mind to transform from the non-harmonious 

mind into the harmonious mind. 

 They correspond to faith, wisdom, love, and perishable flesh, respectively, in 

Christianity, and right concentration, right mindfulness, loving-kindness, and emptiness, 

respectively, in Buddhism.  For neuroscience, the calm mind and the clear mind relate to the 

prefrontal cortex to control non-conscience instincts, and the loving-kindness and the no-self 

relate to the hyper friendly instinct and the detective instinct, respectively, in the conscience 

instinct. 

 

Fourfold 

harmonious mind 

Calm mind Clear mind  loving-kindness 

mind 

no-self 

Christianity Faith Wisdom Love perishable flesh 

Buddhism right 

concentration 

right mindfulness Loving-kindness Emptiness 

Neuroscience prefrontal cortex Hyper friendly 

instinct 

detective 

instinct 

control non-conscience instincts enhance conscience instinct Purposes 

stress reduction 

relaxation and 

integrity 

anxiety reduction 

emotional stability 

and objectivity 

Hyper friendly = love 

and kindness 

detection of the 

no-self  
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   As mentioned before, the evolution of the conscience instinct required the 

expansion of the prefrontal cortex to control the old instincts from the non-harmonious 

social life.   As the brain had tripled in size during human evolution, the prefrontal cortex 

had increased in size six fold.  The prefrontal cortex in humans occupies a far larger 

percentage of the brain than any other animal.  Thus, the prefrontal cortex serves as 

executive function for the transformation from the non-harmonious social life into the 

harmonious social life. The prefrontal cortex has a high number of interconnections 

between both drives and instincts in the brainstem's Reticular Activating System and 

emotion in the limbic system. As a result, the prefrontal cortex can control pleasure, pain, 

anger, rage, panic, aggression, fight-flight-freeze responses, and basic sexual responses.  

A neurological principle in sanctification is to strengthen the neural connection between 

the prefrontal cortex and drive, instinct, emotion, and cognition in the brain.  One 

indication of the importance of the prefrontal cortex in sanctification is the increased 

thickness of areas in prefrontal regions of the cerebral cortex associated with the long-

term meditation practice of Buddhist monks
23
.   

the calm mind: right concentration  

 The calm mind is mainly for stress reduction.  The calm mind is based on the 

prefrontal cortex and the harmonious cooperation among senses, feelings, and thoughts in 

the mind of person.  A calm focus that is produced in the prefrontal cortex cooperates 

harmoniously with senses, feeling, and thoughts in the mind of a person.  In other words, 

the calm mind is through the prefrontal cortex that concentrates non-judgmentally at one 

point or task.  Distractive emotion is pushed gently aside.  Through the prefrontal cortex, 

the calm mind trains the mind to focus calmly and objectively.  Objectivity relates to the 

perception without distortion by personal emotion and instinct.  Eventually, the calm 

mind disperses and reduces the persistently high emotion due to stress.  The calm mind is 

faith from Christianity and right concentration from the Buddhist Noble Eightfold Path 

(right view, right aspiration, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 

concentration, and right mindfulness). 

 The calm mind is strengthened by meditation and prayer.  The meditation for the 

calm mind is the concentrative meditation.  In terms of meditation, the non-verbal 

method includes concentrating on the breath, movement (walking, Sufi dancing, yoga, Qi 

Gong, and Tai Chi), and mantra.   

 The verbal method involves prayer. In prayer, the close relation with God as a 

close friend establishes the personal harmonious cooperation within the mind of the 

person who prays.  The personal harmonious cooperation within the mind establishes the 

calm mind.  One of the prayer methods for the calm mind is the centering prayer
24
 to 

center at a sacred word.  The faith in harmonious cooperation with God during prayer 

allows calm and objective perception. 

 During meditation, the brain’s activity alters significantly, as mapped by a device 

called an electroencephalograph (EEG). The most well-known brain waves evident 

during many kinds of meditation are called alpha waves.  When the brain moves into an 

alpha wave state, many physiological changes occur, such as the parasympathetic half of 

the autonomic nervous system.  This results in lowered blood pressure and heart rate, a 

reduction in stress hormones and slowed metabolism. If meditation is practiced regularly, 

these beneficial changes become relatively permanent.  

 The opposition to the calm mind is ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder).   The common symptom is a persistent pattern of impulsiveness and inattention, 

with a component of hyperactivity.  Typically, ADHD is a developmental disorder. In 
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one study, the region with the greatest average delay is the middle of the prefrontal 

cortex
25
, lagged a full five years in development occurred in elementary school aged 

ADHD patients. The drug, Ritalin, for ADHD stimulates activity in the prefrontal cortex.  

The prefrontal cortex is important for the calm mind that requires concentration through 

the prefrontal cortex. 

 One of the symptoms for ADHD is the failure to follow instruction because of the 

deficiency in the prefrontal cortex.  For adult, following instruction is important part of 

morality, so the calm mind as concentration is important to resist temptation as 

distraction from the right moral path.  Alcohol is forbidden because alcohol also 

depresses the activity of the sophisticated prefrontal cortex, resulting in lowering the 

resistance against temptation.  Therefore, the calm mind is for both relaxation and 

integrity through the prefrontal cortex.     

the clear mind: right mindfulness  

 The clear mind is mainly for anxiety reduction.  The clear mind is based on the 

prefrontal cortex and the harmonious cooperation among senses, feelings, and thoughts in 

the mind of person.  A clear awareness that is produced in the prefrontal cortex 

cooperates harmoniously with senses, feeling, and thoughts in the mind of a person.  In 

other words, the clear mind is through the prefrontal cortex that is aware clearly and non-

judgmentally of specific sense, feeling, or thought.  Distractive awareness is pushed 

gently aside.  Through the prefrontal cortex, the clear mind trains the mind to aware 

clearly and objectively.  Objectivity relates to the perception without distortion by 

personal emotion and instinct.  Eventually, the clear mind disperses and reduces the 

persistently high emotion due to anxiety.  The clear mind is right mindfulness from the 

Buddhist Noble Eightfold Path and wisdom from Christianity.   

 The meditation for the clear mind is called mindfulness or insight meditation.  

The meditators pay close attention to sensations and thoughts as they come and go each 

passing moment but refraining from judging or acting on those objects, thoughts and 

feelings.  The basic principle is labeling information.  When the scan of self becomes 

difficult, it is necessary to return to the calm mind step. 

The prayer for labeling emotion is the mindfulness prayer to talk to God freely 

because of the personal harmonious cooperation with the Spirit.  Guided by the 

spontaneous Spirit, the prayer is a free association private talk with God.  The scan of self 

is through confession, thanksgiving, and supplication for thoughts and feelings of guilt, 

happiness, and stress-anxiety, respectively.  Basically, it is a free association private talk 

to God about self, as Paul states.   

  

In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our weakness. We do not know what we 

ought to pray for, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us with groans that words 

cannot express. And he who searches our hearts knows the mind of the Spirit, 

because the Spirit intercedes for the saints in accordance with God's will. 
(Romans 8:26-27) 

 

The clear harmonious communication with God during prayer allows clear and objective 

perception. 

 The study by Matthew D. Lieberman
26
 showed that while the emotion part 

(amygdala) of the brain was less active when an individual labeled the negative feeling, 

the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex was more active.  The individuals trained in the 

scan of self by the mindfulness meditation have higher activity in the right ventrolateral 
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prefrontal cortex and lower activity in the emotional part of the brain than the individual 

without the training in the mindfulness meditation.  Unlabeled emotional information can 

lead to stress-anxiety, so labeling information reduces stress-anxiety.  Labeling 

information corresponds to the mindfulness prayer or meditation. 

 A person experienced in the clear mind meditation or prayer can experience all 

things objectively, particularly during meditation or prayer, because the perception of all 

things involves the prefrontal cortex.   It can overcome instinctive reflexes, such as startle 

and habituation.  Paul Eckman observed and measured the ability of a seasoned 

meditation practitioner to suppress the startle reflex while meditating. Loud sounds went 

off out of view and failed to startle this individual while doing his mindfulness (open) 

meditation, but not during his concentrative (fixed point) meditation.  He has found that 

in general meditators don't get as shocked as nonmeditators to such unpredictable loud 

sounds
27
.  Similarly, the people with clear mind can handle shocking, unpleasant, and 

difficult social encounters objectively, because they are experienced in the control of 

emotion by the prefrontal cortex.  In this way, they are able to stay in the middle-way, 

not psychological extreme.  Therefore, the clear mind is for both emotional stability and 

objectivity through the prefrontal cortex. 

the loving-kindness mind: 

 Loving-kindness toward all people is derived from the activation of the hyper 

friendly instinct of the conscience instinct.  The loving-kindness is the foundation of 

morality.  The loving-kindness mind can be practice during meditation (the Buddhist non-

referential compassion meditation
28
) or prayer.  Typical sacred verses for the loving-

kindness mind from Christianity are 

  

For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes 

in him shall not perish but have eternal life. (John 3:16) 

Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. It is 

not rude, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. 

Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always 

trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. Love never fails. (1 Corinthians 13:4-8)  

  

For Buddhism, typical verses are from the Karaniya Metta Sutta (Hymn of Universal Love). 

 

Let none deceive or decry his fellow anywhere; let none wish others harm in 

resentment or in hate.  Just as with her own life, a mother shields from hurt her own 

son, her only child, let all-embracing thoughts for all beings be yours.  

Cultivate an all-embracing mind of love for all throughout the universe in all its 

height, depth and breadth — Love that is untroubled and beyond hatred or enmity.  

As you stand, walk, sit or lie, so as long as you are awake, pursue this awareness 

with your might: It is deemed the Divine State here and now. 

the no-self mind:  
The no-self as no non-harmonious autobiographic self is basically derived from 

the non-existence of non-harmonious autobiographic self with respect to the harmonious 

social life that was the normal social life in the prehistoric time before the civilization.  

The realization of the no-self as no non-harmonious autobiographic self is derived from 

the activation of the detective instinct of the conscience instinct. The non-harmonious 

autobiographic self becomes questionable.  The no non-harmonious autobiographic self 

along with the questionable non-harmonious autobiographic self is in the right brain.  The 
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prefrontal cortex chooses the no non-harmonious autobiographic self to represent the 

non-harmonious autobiographic self. 

For Christians, the abstract no-self is the perishable sinful self.  For Christianity, 

“all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God. (Romans 3:23), and “the wages of sin 

is death. (Romans 6:23a)”   The self-ending is equivalent to the complete surrendering 

self to God for the salvation.   

For Buddhism, the abstract no-self is impermanent and imperfect illusive-self 

absent of reality and independence.   The illusive civilized life is source of disconnection 

and suffering.  For Buddhism, the self-ending is to extinct the illusive no-self.   

Step 5: the self-ending Nirvana 

For Christianity, the no-self is the perishable sinful self (flesh), the self-ending is 

to die on the cross with Christ, and the rebirth is to resurrect with Christ into the kingdom 

of God.  For Buddhism, the no-self is the impermanent and imperfect illusive- self and 

the self-ending is Nirvana that extinguishes the flame of life.  Rebirth in the Buddhist 
context relates to reincarnation. For Buddhism, the rebirth into the harmonious mind 

corresponds to the way of Bodhisattva that is a person who has achieved enlightenment 

has chosen to remain in this world to help those who are suffering, instead of going on to 

Nirvana. Therefore, for Buddhism, the harmonious mind is the Bodhisattva Way rather 

than reincarnation.  For Zen Buddhism, Nirvana and the Bodhisattva Way correspond to 

the Insight (dun wu) into the futility of the civilized nature and one’s own original nature 

(Buddha nature), the harmonious social life.      

To reach the Insight as the transformation from the non-harmonious social life 

into the harmonious social life, it is necessary to have all four minds in the fourfold 

harmonious mind involving the conscience instinct and the prefrontal cortex. When the 

combined fourfold harmonious mind reaches certain critical point unconsciously, the 

Insight occurs suddenly.  The critical point is how a person feels comfortable enough 

unconsciously to change the social life.  The Insight consists of the sudden realization of 

the non-existence (self-ending) of the non-harmonious autobiographic self and the 

reappearance (rebirth) of the original human nature with the innate goodness.  The Insight 

is sudden because the mind is mostly unconscious. Since the non-harmonious social life 

and the harmonious social life always appear and disappear, the Insight is a process rather 

a fixed point.    

 For Christianity, the Insight is the spiritual Insight into the ultimate relationship 

between Christ and the perishable flesh from the civilized world.  In the Insight for Paul 

in the Bible, all things are rubbish.  

What is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing greatness 

of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things. I consider 

them rubbish, that I may gain Christ. (Philippians 3:8)  

 For Buddha, all things are perishable.  The last advice and words from Buddha is  

 

All things are perishable. Strive with earnestness. (vayadhamma sankhdra 

appamddena sampadetha) 

  

To prehistoric hunters and gatherers who had very little material accumulation, it 

was not difficult to regard all things as rubbish and perishable.  More important than all 

things, the harmonious social life was the best prehistoric survival strategy, the TIT FOR 

TAT with maximum eager cooperation without lie.   
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 The Insight consists of the self-ending and the rebirth.  The self-ending is through 

the extinguishment of the abstract no-self.  The self-ending is Nirvana in Buddhism and 

the death of self on the cross in Christianity.   In the meditation or prayer practice, the 

self-ending comes from the combination of the no-self mind with any one of the three 

minds, the calm mind, the clear mind, and the loving-kindness mind.  During such 

practice, self disappears.  Occasionally, the self-ending comes suddenly outside of 

meditation and prayer.  After experiential self-ending, there is a sense of letting go of 

self.  The emotion, due to autobiographic self, loses its emotional impact as if the 

emotional memory of the self-identity fades away.   

Neurologically, the self-ending is the deliberate inhibition of biological self that 

determines the boundary of biological self in space and time.  The self-ending is observed 

by the brain activity in meditation and prayer examined by neurologist, Andrew 

Newberg
29
.  When the meditation by the Tibetan Buddhist monks and the prayer by 

Franciscan nuns reached to the “peak”, he found increase in activity in the prefrontal lobe 

and marked decrease in activity in the parietal lobes.  The prefrontal lobe is for mental 

concentration.  The parietal lobe is for the orientation of self in space, determining where 

the self ends and where the external space begins.  The decrease in activity in the parietal 

lobes means the loss of self.  At the peak, people have a loss of the sense of self and 

frequently experience a sense of no space and time.  Therefore, the brain activity 

observed by Newberg corresponds to the self-ending of the biological self, which for a 

meditator is the self-ending of autobiographic self. Thus, the self-ending of 

autobiographic self has a real brain experience of self-ending, allowing the brain to end 

or minimize the non-harmonious autobiographic self.     

Step 6: the rebirth: the Bodhisattva Way  

 Without self, one can feel oneness with the universe in the sense of completely 

harmonious cooperation with the universe without self.  The self-ending leads to the rebirth 

into the harmonious social life, the human original social life.  The harmonious social life is 

friendlier toward all people, calmer, more contented, more attentive, and more moral than 

the non-harmonious social lives.     

 The result of sanctification is the harmonious social life with maximum 

tranquility and contentment.  After sanctification, a person with the harmonious social 

life and compassion in the harmonious society and in the world is described by Paul in 

the Bible. 

 

Love must be sincere. Hate what is evil; cling to what is good. Be devoted to one 

another in brotherly love. Honor one another above yourselves. Never be lacking 

in zeal, but keep your spiritual fervor, serving the Lord. Be joyful in hope, patient 

in affliction, faithful in prayer. Share with God's people who are in need. Practice 

hospitality.  Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse. Rejoice with 

those who rejoice; mourn with those who mourn. Live in harmony with one 

another. Do not be proud, but be willing to associate with people of low position. 

Do not be conceited.  Do not repay anyone evil for evil. Be careful to do what is 

right in the eyes of everybody. If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at 

peace with everyone. (Romans 12:9-18) 

 

The Harmonious Adaptation: Adaptation  

Step 7: the harmonious adaptation: adaptation 
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The Harmonious Adaptation: Adaptation 

Christianity 

The harmonious adaptation identity 

The cross 

Daoism 

The harmonious adaptation identity 

Water 

 
  

 The world as non-harmonious civilization consists of the collective and the 

individualistic societies.  Both societies work well and consistently as large social groups 

in the world.  There is a competition between these two societies to determine the most 

suitable dominant society for civilization.  The harmonious society, however, does not 

work well and consistently as a large social group to support civilization.  The 

harmonious society is simply not a suitable dominant society for the world, so 

realistically there should not be competition between the harmonious society and the 

world.     

The harmonious adaptation identity of the harmonious social life to the world is 

non-competitive water from Daoism.     

 

The best are like water.  Water benefits all things and does not compete with 

them.  It flows to the place that people disdain.  In this it comes near to the Way.  

In their dwellings, they love the earth.  In their hearts, they love what is profound.  

In their friendship, they love humanity.  In their words, they love sincerity.  In 

government, they love good order.  In business, they love ability.  In their actions, 

they love timeliness.  It is because they do not compete that there is no 

resentment.  (Dao De Jing Chapter 8)  
 

 To Laozi, the adaptation of the harmonious social life to the world (non-

harmonious civilization) is like the adaptation of water to its environment.  Water does 

not compete with its environment in terms of what form to exist.  The harmonious social 

life simply survives whatever form that the world allows it to exist as long as there is a 

place for the harmonious social life that is different from the social lives of the world.  

Therefore, the harmonious social life does not mind to exist in the place that the world 

dislikes.  The motivation for the harmonious society to exist is mutual empathy and 

empowerment, instead of winning.  It is like water that benefits the world.  Water is close 

to the Way.  The ways to benefit the world is to have down-to-earth living place, 

thoughtful mind, loving relationship, trustworthy words, orderly government, capable 

business, and timely action.  In the long run, the world appreciates the non-competing 

harmonious society.  Without competing with the world, the harmonious society as 

Christianity, Buddhism, and Daoism actually survives and thrives in the world.  

 Laozi further described the leadership in the social life.  It is also like water, soft 

and yielding. 

 

Nothing in the world is as soft and yielding as water, yet nothing can better 

overcome the hard and strong, for they can neither control nor do away with it.  

The soft overcomes the hard.  The yielding overcomes the strong.  Every person 

knows this, but no one can practice it.  Therefore the sage declares: One who 

accepts the humiliation of the nation may be the priest at the altar. One who 

accepts the misfortunes of the nation is the Empire's Sovereign. True words are 

often paradoxical.  (Dao De Jing Chapter 78) 
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 For Daoism, a leader of the Way accepts the humiliation and the misfortunes of 

the nation.  For Christianity, the symbol of the humiliation and the misfortunes is the 

cross, and paradoxically, through the cross Jesus reaches priesthood and kinghood.  The 

harmonious adaptation identity of the kingdom of God to the world is the cross that 

accepts the humiliation and the misfortunes of the world rather than the domination of the 

world.  In the way, paradoxically, the kingdom of God as the harmonious society 

survives and thrives in the world.  

The summary of the seven-step conversion to the harmonious social life is as 

below. 

 

 The Seven-Step Conversion to the Harmonious Social Life 
 The Harmonious Relationship: Justification 

 Christianity 禅宗禅宗禅宗禅宗 (Zen Buddhism) 

1 The  harmonious relationship identity 

The kingdom of God 

 

2 The self-ending  

3 The rebirth into the harmonious relationship  

 The Harmonious Mind: Sanctification 

4 The harmonious mind identity 

the fourfold harmonious mind 

the calm mind, the clear mind, the loving-

kindness mind, the no-self mind (faith, wisdom, 

love, and perishable flesh) 

和谐四心 

镇定心, 清晰心, 仁慈心, 无我心 

(正定 right concentration, 正念 right mindfulness, 仁慈

loving-kindness, 无 emptiness) 

5 the self-ending 

the non-harmonious autobiographic self-ending 

灭我 

一刹那间妄念俱灭 

6 the rebirth into the harmonious social mind 重生 

顿见真如本性 

 The Harmonious Adaptation: Adaptation 

7 Christianity 

The harmonious adaptation identity 

The cross 

Daoism 

The harmonious adaptation identity 

Water 

 

Harmony Bible (和谐经) consists of three parts: the harmonious mind from 

Buddhism, the harmonious relationship from Christianity, and the harmonious adaptation 

from Daoism.  The harmonious mind part includes the four Buddhist books:  The 

Lankavatara Sutra楞伽经, The Diamond Sutra金刚经, Sutra of Transcendental Wisdom

心经, and Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch 六祖坛经.  The harmonious relationship part 

includes partial New Testament from Luke to 2 Thessalonians.  The harmonious 

adaptation contains Dao De Jing道德经. 
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PREFACE 
INDIAN TYPES of ethical and philosophical Buddhism did not easily find acceptance in China; it took 

centuries of contact before a distinctively Chinese adaptation of Buddhism was effected that proved to be 

congenial to Chinese soil. This Chinese type of Buddhism is called Ch’an in China, and Zen in Japan, and 

Zen seems to be the more familiar name for it in America and Europe. Other sects have risen and decreased 

but they proved to be more or less exotic, they never became indigenous as did Zen. An exception may be 

suspected in the case of the Pure Land Sects, but it should be remembered that the Pure Land Sects 

developed from Zen and not independently. 

To tell the story of this adaptation of the Indian type of Buddhism until it became fixed in the teachings of 

the Sixth Patriarch, is the purpose of this book. The main part of the book is given over to English Versions 
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of the favorite scriptures of the Zen Sect. To this is added Historical and Literary Introductions and a few 

notes that seem to be called for to make certain phases of the Sutras more easily intelligible. 

Let us recall the fact that the knowledge of Buddhism in America and Europe has all come within a 

hundred years. For seventy-five years of that time it 

p. 10 

was presented largely by Christian linguistic scholars who were more or less unconsciously prejudiced 

against it and who very imperfectly understood its deeper implications. It is only within the last twenty-five 

years that books written by competent and sympathetic Buddhist scholars have begun to appear. Moreover, 

knowledge of Buddhism has come at first through translations of Pali texts which represent an older and 

more primitive type of Buddhism. It is only recently that the great Sanskrit texts, revealing the later 

philosophical and metaphysical riches of the Mahayana type, have been translated and appreciated. 

Buddhism was represented by the earlier Christian scholars as being "atheistic" and "pessimistic," which a 

more sympathetic study of the Sanskrit texts has shown to be a misunderstanding and a misrepresentation. 

Surely, an eternal process based on unchanging law and leading to peace of mind and self-less compassion 

and the self-giving of Bodhisattvas and Buddhas, and the undifferentiated Love and Wisdom which is 

Buddhahood and Dharmakaya is far removed from "atheism"; and the "Blissful peace and cessation of 

change," and the self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, have nothing in common with "pessimism." But 

intelligent interest in Buddhism is increasing and the old time question, that used to be the only question, 

"What is Buddhism?" is giving way to a new question, "What type of Buddhism is best adapted to meet 

modern questions and modern problems?" To answer these questions is this book presented. 

Ch’an Buddhism in China and Korea and Zen in Japan, for a thousand years, have been powerful in 

p. 11 

moulding the spiritual, ethical and cultural life of great nations. Today, when Christianity seems to be 

slipping, it is the most promising of all the great religions to meet the problems of European civilisation 

which to thinking people are increasingly forboding. Zen Buddhism, with its emphasis on mind-control, its 

dispassionate rationality, its cheerful industry, not for profit but for service, its simple-hearted love for all 

animate life, its restraint of desire in all its subtil manifestations, its subjection of desire to wisdom and 

kindness, its practical and efficient rule of life, its patient acceptance of karma and reincarnation, and its 

actual foretaste of the blissful peace of Nirvana, all mark it out as being competent to meet the problems of 

this materialistic and acquisitive age. 

* 

The original texts of these Scriptures are very corrupt, disorderly, loaded with accretions and, in places very 

obscure. The purpose of the present Versions is to provide an easier and more inspiring reading. For 

scholarly study students are expected to refer to the more precise translations of linguists. 

The rules that have been followed in preparing these Versions are as follows: 

To omit all matter not bearing directly upon the theme of the Sutra. 

To arrange into a more orderly sequence. 

To interweave and condense cognate teachings. 

To interpret obscure words and teachings. 

p. 12 

The need. for this course will be apparent to any earnest minded person who goes to the Scripture for 

spiritual guidance, inspiration and comfort. 

In the Sutras there are certain Sanskrit words that are of great importance to the understanding of the 

teaching that are difficult to translate in single words. It seems advisable to speak about them at this time. 

DHARMA: Law, Truth. Specifically Dharma has come to be used for the Buddha's teaching as a whole, 

and also as Truth in its universal aspect. 

DHARMAKAYA: Truth-body, Truth-principle, Truth-essence. It is used synonymously with such terms as: 

Buddhahood, Tathagatahood, Nirvana, Noble Wisdom, Universal or Divine Mind, to refer to Ultimate 

Reality as being universal, undifferentiated, harmonious, inscrutable. 

BUDDHA: The Perfectly Enlightened One; the One who has fully attained the goal of spiritual unification. 

TATHAGATA: The One who has "thus come." It is used synonymously with Buddha to express the 

highest personification of Reality. The two terms may be differentiated in the sense that Buddha is the 

"ingoing" aspect of spiritual attainment, while Tathagata is the "forth-going" aspect of spiritual self-giving 

and service, both being manifestations of Dharmakaya. 

p. 13 
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PRAJNA: the active aspect of Dharmakaya; Ultimate Principle of unified Love and Wisdom. It is 

commonly translated Wisdom but it means far more than that as it includes both the differentiating 

principle of intellection and the integrating principle of Love. In significance it resembles the Chinese Tao. 

ARYA-PRAJNA: Noble Wisdom, synonymous with all other terms denoting Ultimate Reality. 

TATHAGATA-GARBHA: The Womb from which emerge all manifestations and all individuations. It is 

used synonymously with Universal or Divine Mind. Dharmakaya refers to the universal, or pure essence, or 

"such-ness" of Reality, in contrast to the transformations of the Tathagata. 

ALAYA-VIJNANA: Universal, or Divine Mind, or all-conserving Mind. It is used synonymously with 

Tathagata-garbha and Noble Wisdom. 

ARYA-JNANA: that which transcends knowledge, or Transcendental Intelligence. It is used synonymously 

with Arya-prajna, but signifies the realisation-aspect of Noble Wisdom. 

BODHI: is the wisdom content of Prajna. 

KARUNA: is the love or compassion content of Prajna. 

JNANA: is the knowledge, or cognition, or thinking content of Prajna. 

p. 14 

MANAS: the intuitive mind; the connecting link between Universal Mind and the individual, or conscious, 

or discriminating, mind. 

MANO-VIJNANA: the conscious, perceiving, discriminating, thinking, intellectual, mind. 

VIJNANA: the principle of discrimination; the sense-minds. 

CITTA: mind in general. 

DWIGHT GODDARD. 

Thetford, Vermont, U. S. A. 

1932. 

HISTORY OF CH’AN BUDDHISM PREVIOUS TO THE TIMES OF HUI-NENG (WEI-LANG) 
THE TRAFFIC between India and China in very early times was very considerable in spite of the 

tremendous difficulties and dangers of the passes over the high Himalayas, the Tibetan deserts and the 

appalling wastes and tempests of the Southern seas. But in spite of the difficulties intimations of Buddhism 

began to percolate into China certainly as early as the First Century before the Christian Era and by the 

First Century after eminent Indian scholars were finding it worth their trouble to make the arduous journey 

for the sake of the welcome and the honor they received at the Imperial Court and by the literati, so that by 

the Second Century Buddhist scriptures were being rapidly translated into Chinese. 

The Chinese while being notably intellectual were not especially philosophical or religiously minded. They 

were a practical people and their culture was largely given up to ethics, history, poetry and art. The 

exuberant imagery, subtle symbolism, erudite philosophy, and deep psychological insight of the Mahayana 

Buddhist Scriptures came as an intellectual revelation to Chinese scholars and was everywhere received 

p. 16 

with scholarly enthusiasm. For five hundred years this went on with increasing momentum but. with very 

little adaptation and change to make it more in line with Chinese mentality and racial habits of thought and 

national customs. To be sure it had found a certain affinity with Confucian scholarship and ethical idealism, 

and with Taoist mysticism and naturalistic iconoclasm. All the outstanding Buddhist leaders were Indian 

born and educated and it was an Indian type of Buddhism that was being pressed upon the Chinese converts; 

it was Indian philosophy that was being studied and Indian ways of meditation that were being practiced; 

Buddhism was still a foreign cult. It was not until the Fourth Century that signs of the birth and 

development of a Chinese type of Buddhism began to be apparent. 

When Buddhism reached China it found two main currents of cultural conditions with which it had to 

contend and make terms, namely, Confucianism and Taoism, neither of which, strictly speaking, were 

religions. The teachings of Confucius were intellectual and were almost wholly devoted to inculcating 

habits of ethical idealism among all classes of people. By its presentation of an ideal "superior man" and its 

emphasis on "propriety" and "obedience" it appealed principally to the educated and official classes and 

tended to conservatism and the perpetuation of ancient customs and intellectual ideas. It was an admirable 

culture that resulted in a high type of social ethics and customs second to none even today. It was no mean 

protagonist for Buddhism to meet, but it had little in common with the rationalistic and disciplinary 

p. 17 

and self-less ideals of Buddhism. It tended to individual pride of intellect and averice for position and 

power, while effecting at the same time ideals of a noble and courteous social structure. Buddhism tended 

toward mind-control; Confucianism tended toward mind culture; Buddhism was revolutionary and 

iconoclastic; Confucianism was conservative and inert. 
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As we have said, at first Confucianists welcomed the amazing and abounding philosophy and metaphysics 

and psychology of Indian Buddhism, but later they came to realise that ultimately it would undermine the 

foundations of Confucianism. In its distrust of Buddhism during the centuries from the Sixth to the Ninth it 

inspired wave after wave of nationalistic persecution. It was not until the Eighth and Ninth centuries that it 

came to appreciate the good qualities of Buddhism and learned not only to tolerate it but also to accept it as 

supplying those mystical elements which the human heart craves and which in its own teachings were 

entirely lacking. 

The teachings of Taoism on the other hand had many things in common with Buddhism; it can be truly said 

that Laotsu by his doctrines of Tao and Wu-wei had prepared the way and made ready a welcome for the 

coming of Buddhism. Nevertheless, there was something in the easy-going laissez-faire naturalism of 

Laotsu that was diametrically opposed to the austere restraint and discipline of Buddhism. They both loved 

the quiet of solitude, but the Taoist sage wanted a little congenial company with whom to play checkers and 

drink wine and quote poetry; while the 

p. 18 

[paragraph continues] Buddhist saint sought real solitude that he might be less hindered in his strenuous 

concentration of mind in the attainment of a self-realisation of ultimate truth. 

The doctrines of Tao and Buddha could be harmonised without strain in both their active aspect and their 

essence of mingled wisdom and beneficence. As the Sanskrit terms of Indian Buddhism slowly gave way to 

Chinese, the term Tao was freely used for Buddhahood both by itself and in many compounds; in fact at 

one time it looked as though the term Tao would almost entirely displace the Sanskrit term of Buddha. If a 

distinction is made in the meaning content of the two terms perhaps the term Buddha came to have a more 

static significance colored as it was by the conception of the Buddha in samadhi with all its realisation of 

blissful peace and equanimity; while Tao always carried a significance of dynamic activity. The words Tao 

and Buddha are often used almost synonymously, but still there remains a shade of distinction between the 

active and passive sides of reality. One of the early Ch’an Masters said: "Buddha is Tao, Tao is dhyana." 

The common use of Tao in Buddhist names is also very significant. 

To illustrate this free use of Tao by the Ch’an Masters, let me quote a strictly Buddhist production written 

by Rinsai which is much admired even down to today. It was given to me by my own Master as part of his 

instruction. 

"Buddha-nature is the symbol of purity; 

Dharma-mind is the symbol of enlightenment; 

The Tao is the Way of unobstructed truth. p. 19 

In essence these three are truly One, 

But by themselves they are merely words. 

The mind of the Tao-man should be pure, enlightened and free." 

Originally Laotsu had a conception of the value of mind-concentration as an intuitive method of arriving at 

a self-realisation of reality, but in Taoism it had become buried under a burden of self-induced trance and 

vision and revelation as a guide for the attainment of success and good luck. Nevertheless, there was an 

underlying similarity or affinity between the conceptions of the value of concentration of mind in both 

Buddhism and Taoism. 

When Buddhism came to China it most decidedly had to make terms with Taoism, for while Confucianism 

was the cult of the literati, Taoism was the faith of the common people. Taoism was indigenous and while 

the teachings of Laotsu had been atheistic and sensible, in the course of a thousand years Taoism had taken 

up into itself the crude animism of a great racial inheritance to make it most decidedly spiritistic and 

superstitious and geomantic. 

Moreover there was the Taoist doctrine of Wu-wei. Wu-wei can be translated, "non-assertion." In Taoism it 

generally carries the meaning of the acceptance of Tao as being infinitely wise and beneficent and powerful, 

and therefore Taoism emphasises the futility of Interfering with the cosmic currents, and the wisdom of 

falling in with the natural unfoldment of the Tao in both nature and human affairs. To Taoists, the human 

interference either by force or legislation or 
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culture with the course of nature is looked upon as the height of foolishness. To take things as they are and 

as they come is the teaching of Taoist wisdom. In one sense this is what Buddhism by its doctrine of 

"patient acceptance" teaches, but in another sense, Buddhism is quite opposed to any lazy inertness in 

meeting the difficulties of life. While Buddhism teaches the patient acceptance of the results of old karma, 

it also teaches that good karma is to be attained by the disciplined restrain of desire, habits of clear thinking, 
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the extinction of egoism, and concentrated meditation, thus making a rational interference with the course 

of nature which if yielded to would result in suffering, the course of wisdom. 

Another circumstance that tended undoubtedly to the yielding of Buddhism to Taoist influences in these 

early days was to escape the virulence of the nationalistic persecutions which were fomented by 

Confucianists and which for two hundred years were directed against all forms of Buddhism as being a 

foreign religion prejudicial to the welfare of the state. This persecution was largely escaped as Buddhism 

became disguised as a form of Taoism. And often it was not so much a disguise as it was the real thing. For 

instance, in the case of Hsuanchien who is usually reckoned as a Ch’an Buddhist of a rather extreme type, 

he is reported to have said to his disciples: 

"Here there is no Buddha, nor Patriarch. Bodhidharma was only an old bearded barbarian. The 

Bodhisattvas are only dung-heap coolies. Nirvana and bodhi are dead stumps to tie your donkey to. The 

twelve divisions of the Tripitika are only lists of 
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ghosts and sheets of paper fit only to wipe the puss from your skin. And all your four merits and ten stages 

are mere ghosts lingering in their decaying graves. Can these have any thing to do with your salvation?" 

Of course such words as these must not be taken too literally for the literature of Ch’an Buddhism abounds 

with the most extravagant and seemingly foolish remarks of the Masters that to be understood and make 

sense of must be considered intuitively rather than logically. But they all go to show how serious and deep 

was the reaction between Buddhism and Taoism in those early centuries. At this distance of time it is hard 

to realise how difficult was the process toward adjustment between these two cults that had so much that 

was similar. For a century it was a question whether the result would be Taoism as modified by Buddhism, 

or Buddhism modified by Taoism. Most fortunately it proved to be the latter. Even down to day Taoist 

temples and Taoist monks are often indistinguishable from Buddhist temples. In 1927 the writer visited a 

Taoist friend at his hermitage-temple just outside of Nanking; it was arranged and decorated precisely like 

a Buddhist temple, had a Buddhist image of Amida, but when we left, the Taoist monk gave us as a parting 

gift, a copy of Laotsu's Tao Teh King. In Henri Borel's well known essays 1 dealing with Laotzu's 

philosophy, his Taoist monk gives to his parting guest a beautiful image of Kwanon and in the essays 

themselves it is hard to say whether they are more Taoist or Buddhist. 
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Dr. Hu-shih, the eminent Chinese philosopher and. historian in a tentative and as yet unpublished study of 

this very subject and period, speaks of this reaction as "a revolt of Taoism against Buddhism"; while Dr. 

Daisetz Suzuki, the equally eminent authority of Zen Buddhism, speaks of it as the natural evolution of 

Buddhism under Taoist conditions. Of the two it would seem as though Dr. Suzuki was the nearer right, but 

in either case the result was the same: the development of a type of Buddhism that was free from the 

extravagancies of Indian philosophising and intellectual inertia and sentimental personalisations, and true to 

the original commonsense practicality of Shakyamuni. 

By the Fourth Century most of the outstanding Mahayana scriptures had been translated into Chinese. 

Among them were many books about the Indian yoga practices of breathing and other methods for the 

attainment of mind-control and concentrated meditation, that made up the Indian practice of Dhyana. The 

Chinese were a practically minded people and had never cared very much for philosophy and metaphysics; 

being intellectual they were amazed and excited by the elaborate metaphysics and exuberant literature of 

the Mahayana, but they were more particularly attracted to the practical systems of dhyana that promised 

tangible results of enlightenment and ecstasy and blissful peace that could be tested and evaluated. It 

naturally came about, therefore, that the first serious popular acceptance of Buddhism was in the practice of 

Dhyana, and as the most popular subject for meditation and concentration was the Divine Name, with its 
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promise of re-birth in the Pure Land, the later sects that go under that name, on the surface, appear to have 

a certain claim to priority. But it is a question whether this earliest acceptance can rightly be called a 

"salvation by faith" type of Buddhism, for its emphasis on dhyana practice would mark it as a "meditation" 

type. Much depends on whether the phrase, "Na-moo-mit-t’o-fu" was used in those early days as a subject 

for meditation and concentration, or as a mantra with magic working powers. Dr. Suzuki has discussed this 

question at length in his Essays in Zen Buddhism, Second Series, where it can be studied to advantage. 

The first name that emerges in this connection is Tao-an (   -385). He was a notable monk, learned in both 

Confucian and Taoist lore and books of his are still extant dealing with these yoga practices of dhyana and 

commenting upon them. It is easy to see from them that he looked upon these Indian practices as good 

working methods for attaining Taoist ideals of non-activity and non-desire. 
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Tao-an left a disciple, Hui-yuan (333-416), who was also a great scholar and learned in Taoist mysticism. 

He is most remembered as the founder of a Buddhist center or fraternity near Kuling, known as the White 

Lotus Society, whose characteristic was their concentration on the Divine Name, in consequence of which 

he is commonly looked upon as the founder of the Pure Land Sects of China and Japan. But history shows 

that he was more interested in the serious practise of dhyana and to him the repetition of the Divine Name 

was the best method for attaining concentration of mind. There was nothing new in the practice of 
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dhyana; it had existed in India for a millennium and was taken over by Shakyamuni and given a new 

content of meaning as the Eighth Stage of his Noble Path. As it appeared in China it was at first largely a 

practise of Indian yoga methods as an aid to meditation but it had degenerated into a popular and easy 

going "still-sitting" and a lazy habit of thinking. The characteristic that now began to emerge in the 

teachings and interest of Tao-an and Hui-yuan was the more definite focussing of mind and its more 

energetic character. 

After Hui-yuan there came into prominence one of his disciples, Tao-seng (   -434), who with his disciple, 

Tao-you, developed the doctrine of "Sudden Awakening," as against the almost universal belief in the 

"Gradual Attainment," that thereafter entered into Chinese Buddhism to condition its distinctive 

characteristic. By this teaching the old conception of the gradual attainment of Buddhahood through 

myriads of kotis of re-births was challenged and in its place was offered, through the right concentration of 

dhyana, the possibility of sudden and perfect enlightenment. The Chinese Ch’an Buddhism that came to 

monopolise the religious field was the mingling of these two distinctively Chinese elements: A more 

strenuous dhyana, and the possibility of a sudden awakening and attainment of enlightenment, with the 

Indian philosophy of the Mahayana. 

The next outstanding name, and the one to whom is usually given the chief credit for being the founder of 

Ch’an Buddhism in China, is Bodhidharma. He was an Indian monk of princely family who must have 

arrived in South China about 470 A.D., and who lived 
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and travelled in China for fifty years until about 520. This length of stay in China is much longer than is 

usually given but it appears to be necessary to account for all that is recorded concerning him. He must 

have been a most extraordinary man, a great personality, stubborn, taciturn, gruff and positive, but withal, 

honest, straightforward and clear minded. There are two incidents in his life that will bear repeating. 

Emperor Wu of Liang was very favorably inclined toward Buddhism; he founded temples, supported 

monks, and translated scriptures, but when he asked Bodhidharma during an interview what credit he had 

earned, the gruff old monk replied, "None whatever, your majesty." To the question, "What is the first 

principle of the holy doctrine?" Bodhidharma replied, "Vast emptiness, and there is nothing in it to be 

called 'holy,' Sire." 

"Who is it, then, that confronts me?" asked the Emperor. 

"I do not know, Your Majesty." 

There is a famous poem that refers to the above incident, that has for these present times a deep 

significance: 

"I don't know," replied Bodhidharma, 

Baffled by the classical speech of the Imperial Court; 

But if the Emperor had been a man of insight and spirit 

He would have chased after Bodhidharma, 

Over the desert sand to Tien-mu." 

Bodhidharma, finding in the North no interest in his presentation of Buddhism, returned to the South and 

shut himself in his own monastery of Shao-lin, to 
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which few disciples ever came and where, tradition says, he practised for nine years a kind of concentrative 

dhyana that came to be called, "wall gazing." It consisted in an honest and earnest effort to definitely realise 

the oneness of one's true Buddha-nature with Universal Buddhahood, by the single method of mind-

concentration on Mind-essence. To Bodhidharma, books, logical ideas, study, ritual, worship were useless; 

only simple but "seeking" and tireless "wall-gazing" was sufficient. All distinctions of self and not-self, 

comfort or discomfort, joy or suffering, desire or aversion, success or failure, and mental discrimination of 

all kinds must be ignored and left behind, in the sole effort to merge oneself with Mind-essence which 

alone is reality, Inasmuch as one's own inner conscience is Mind-essence, why seek for it elsewhere? This 

"treasure of the heart" is the only Buddha there ever was, or is, or ever will be. "There is no Buddha but 

your own. thoughts. Buddha is Tao. Tao is dhyana. Dhyana cannot be understood by the definitions of the 
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wise. Dhyana is a man's successful seeing into his own fundamental nature." "I have come from India only 

to teach you that Buddha is thought. I have no interest in monastic rules, nor ascetic practises, nor 

miraculous powers, nor merely sitting in meditation." 

In Bodhidharma's distrust of scriptures and intellectual knowledge, he made an exception of the 

Lankavatara Sutra. The reason for this exception was because that Sutra alone taught the doctrine of the 

Self-realisation of the Oneness of all things in Mind-essence. When at last after nine years of "wall-gazing" 

he gained one disciple who understood him, Hui-k’e 
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[paragraph continues] (486-593). Bodhidharma gave him certain instruction that could only be transmitted 

from mind to mind, and gave him his begging-bowl and his robe and his copy of the Lankavatara Sutra, 

which afterward became the insignia of the Patriarchate, thus constituting Hui-k’e as the Second Patriarch. 

There is a tradition that Bodhidharma soon after returned to India, but the place and time of his death is 

unknown. 

There is no doubt that at first and for a long time the "Sudden Awakening" Ch’an school was a hard one to 

attend. It was well over the border of asceticism and self-denial, with no marks of sympathy between 

Master and disciple to make it bearable, but from that hard school rose a succession of great Masters and 

deep experiences and an extraordinarily virulent social influence. 

Concerning the teachings of Bodhidharma and the Ch’an sect, Dr. Suzuki quotes the following passage: 

"The Master (Bodhidharma) first stayed in Shao-lin Temple for nine years and when at last he taught the 

Second Patriarch it was in this manner. Externally keep yourself away from all relationships, and internally 

cherish no hankerings in your heart. When your mind becomes like an upright wall (that is, resistant to the 

entrance of discriminative ideas) you will enter into the path. At first Hui-k’e tried in various ways to 

explain (to himself) the reason of mind-only but failed to realise the truth itself. The Master would say: 'No, 

no,' but would do nothing to explain it or make clear what Mind-essence in its undifferentiated, no-thought, 

state might be. Later on Hui-k’e said to the Master, 'Now I know how to keep myself away from all 

relationships.' 
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[paragraph continues] When the Master asked him to demonstrate it, Hui-k’e replied: 'I know it always in a 

most convincing manner but to express it in words--that is impossible.' Thereupon said the Master, 'That is 

the Mind-essence itself that is transmitted by all the Buddhas. Have no doubt about it.'" 

The story runs that Hui-k’e before he was finally successful had tried again and again to gain 

Bodhidharma's consent to become his Master, even waiting at his gate one cold winter's night while the 

snow fell to his knees, and was finally successful only when he cut off his right arm to show the earnestness 

of his desire. Hui-k’e was very learned in the Chinese classics and also in the common lore of Buddhism; 

he seems to have come to Bodhidharma at first more to win his approval than with any great expectation of 

added instruction, but after he had attained his deep experience with Bodhidharma, he made light of his 

great learning, became very humble minded and earnestly' sought for perfect enlightenment. After the 

passing of Bodhidharma, Hui-k’e did not at once assume leadership as the Second Patriarch, but withdrew 

to a hermitage in the mountains and lived quite humbly with the lowest classes of society. He did not shun 

preaching but tried to do it quietly and inconspicuously. He was finally murdered by an envious Master 

whose disciples Hui-k’e had unintentionally drawn away. 

The Third Patriarch was Seng-ts’an (   -606) about whom very little is known. One tradition has it that he 

suffered from leprosy and therefore retired to a hermitage in the mountains. There is a record of his 

transmitting the begging-bowl and the robe to Tao- 
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hsin (580-651). Tao-hsin was also a recluse and very little is known of him except that he left a 

composition which has always been highly valued by disciples of Ch’an Buddhism. 

The Fifth Patriarch was Hung-jen (605-675). It is recorded of him that he was a near neighbor or relative of 

Seng-ts’an and came to be with him when quite young. With his assumption of the Patriarchate there was 

introduced a decided change in the character of the presentation of Ch’an Buddhism. Hitherto the 

Patriarchs had been of a retiring disposition, or else the times had changed making it possible for the 

Masters to work more publicly and assemble disciples. At any rate we find Hung-jen the head of a great 

establishment with hundreds of disciples and attaining imperial favor. 

Among the disciples of Hung-jen were two who afterwards came into great public notice; Hui-neng whose 

Sutra we shall study in the following chapters and Shen-hsui, who was second only in rank in the great 

monastery to Hung-jen. Shen-hsui was a very learned man and a notable orator and teacher, but he was 

egoistic and deficient in the insight that marks the true Ch’an Master. Hung-jen was aware of this and so 
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when the time came for him to appoint a successor, he passed by Shen-hsui and appointed Hun-neng. 

Having failed in securing the coveted rank of Sixth Patriarch, Shen-hsui returned to the North from whence 

he had originally come and there established a rival school that for a time was very successful and he came 

to be highly honored by the Emperor. His school differed from that of Hung-jen and came to be known as 
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the "Gradual Attainment," or Northern School of Ch’an Buddhism, but at his death it was less successful 

and finally lost standing. 

This brings us to the main interest of this book, the life and Sutra of Hui-neng, the Sixth Patriarch, but 

before we do so it is wise to say a few words about the general character of Ch’an Buddhism as it was in 

his day and show how it differed from the ordinary run of Buddhism throughout China. As we have already 

pointed out Buddhism as generally held was of the foreign type which had been presented by Indian monks 

and Indian scriptures. It was largely given up to a study of the various scriptures and an easy-going practice 

of dhyana. It was still a foreign religion, and only slightly affected by its Chinese environment. On the 

contrary Ch’an Buddhism was not at all intellectual, was far from being easy-going, and had become 

profoundly influenced by Chinese Taoism and Chinese customs. 

In closing this introductory chapter it is well to sum up the characteristics of Ch’an Buddhism as they 

differed from the orthodox Buddhism of that early period. Negatively, it was more atheistic. Shakyamuni 

had been more agnostic concerning the nature of Reality, Nestorian Christianity was emphatically theistic, 

while Taoism was decidedly atheistic, looking upon Tao as being Ultimate Principle rather than personality. 

Mahayanistic Buddhism in contact with the great theistic religions of Central Asia had grown to be more 

philosophic, looking upon Reality in its three phases of essence, principle, and transitory appearances as 

existing in a state of undifferentiated Oneness. 
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In contact with the polytheism of India and the animistic spiritism of Tibet it had absorbed much of their 

love for differentiated images and ranks of divinities; but that was for the accommodation of its more 

ignorant believers than for its elite. Under the influence of Taoism, Ch’anism became at first quite 

decidedly atheistic and iconoclastic, shading off later on into a more tolerant attitude, but even down to 

today, Ch’an in China and Zen in Japan make very little of their images which are used more for decoration 

than for worship. The deification of Shakyamuni Buddha that marked the Hinayana of Ceylon and Burma 

is almost entirely absent in Ch’an; in fact, the adoration shown Amitabha is much more apparent, and 

images of Kwan-yin, Manjushri and Kasyapa are just as frequently seen, while adoration to the image of 

the Founder of each particular temple and even for the Master of the Founder, seems to be more 

sentimentally sincere and earnest. 

Further, under the influence of Taoism, Ch’an Buddhism had very little use for the Sutras that the 

Buddhism of those early days made so much of, the Lankavatara being the only exception. Ch’anists, intent 

in their strenuous practice of Dhyana, had found a more direct and immediate realisation of Reality and 

therein were satisfied. The same can be said of all the rest of the common paraphenalia of worship; they 

had no use for ritual, or public services, or prayer, or priests, or ranks of Dignity, or sentimentalism or 

emotionalism of any kind whatever. Every thing had to give way to the one thing of self-realisation of 

Oneness. 
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The result of this contact of Indian Buddhism with Taoism, therefore, was to develop in Ch’an a type of 

Buddhism that was coldly rational, experiential, positive and iconoclastic, and that led to a life of extreme 

simplicity, strict discipline, humility, industry, sympathy with all animate life, and to an equitable and 

cheerful peace of mind. At first Ch’an Buddhists had no temples of their own, nor organisations of any kind; 

they were either isolated individuals living a solitary life, or were groups of disciples gathered about a 

Master. This later developed into the calling of Ch’an Masters to be the heads of monasteries belonging to 

other sects, and still later to the acquiring of their own monasteries and temples, with all their vested abbots 

of high degree, and ceremonial ritual and worldly pride. Nevertheless, as of old, the true Ch’an monk is 

more often to be found in some solitary hermitage, busy and cheerful at his manual work, humble and 

zealous at his practice of Dhyana, intent on the one goal of self-realisation of enlightenment, Nirvana and 

Buddhahood. 

While Bodhidharma is usually credited with being the founder of Ch’an Buddhism and rightly so, it was 

Hui-neng the Sixth Patriarch who gave it more definite character and permanent form that time has tested 

and approved. Ch’an Buddhism seems to have discerned the essentials of Shakyamuni's teachings and spirit 

better than any other sect, and to have developed their deeper implications more faithfully. This 
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development came through its contact with Chinese Taoism under the lead of Bodhidharma and Hui-neng, 

making it a virile and wholesome influence for all 
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nations thereafter. Hui-yuan yielded to the seduction of the Divine Name and thereby gained the credit of 

being the founder of the Pure Land sects with all their glamour of "salvation by faith." Chih-chi (   -597), 

one of China's greatest philosophic minds, grew up as an earnest Ch’an Buddhist but yielding to the lure of 

his profound study of the Scriptures became known as the founder of the Tien-T’ai school of philosophic 

Buddhism, Shen-shui, the learned Master of the very temple where Hui-neng worked as a laborer in the 

granary, yielded to the lure of egoism and popularity to become the founder of the passing school of 

"Gradual Attainment." 

But Hui-neng more or less illiterate as he was said to be, had the force of personality, and insight and 

common-sense, to determine the essentials of the Dharma and the humble and patient zeal to work out and 

to apply them in the wisest way. The outstanding features of Hui-neng's Ch’an were as follows: 

1. Distrust of all Scriptures and dogmatic teachings. 

2. An enquiring mind and earnest search into the depths of one's own nature. 

3. Humble but positive faith in the possibilities of such an enquiring search, in a sudden self-realisation of 

enlightenment, Nirvana and Buddahood. 

4. Loyal and patient acceptance of such self-realisation in a following life of simplicity, self-restraint, 

industry, and sympathy with all animate life. 

In arriving at these convictions Hui-neng's inherited and experiential acquaintance with Taoism was 
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very influential. He was said to be illiterate but this could have been only relatively true of one who had 

mastered the Diamond Sutra and frequently discoursed to his disciples about the other great Sutras of the 

Mahayana. His study of the Diamond Sutra had convinced him of the truth of "Emptiness" and prepared his 

mind for the later truth of "Self-realisation of Mind-essence" which the Lankavatara taught him. But it was 

the conception of the Tao, active, limitless, inscrutably wise and benevolent, universal, eternal, ineffable, 

that gave depth and substance to his convictions and brought sympathy and patience with himself and with 

all animate life. It was the blending of all these elements in the mind and spirit of Hui-neng, the Sixth 

Patriarch, that through him gave Chinese Ch’an, and Japanese Zen, Buddhism their characteristic form and 

spirit. 

Hui-neng was deeply influenced by his inherited and personal acquaintance with Taoism. In his leadership 

and teachings he made little of the personal Buddha and very much of Prajna in which he saw the Ultimate 

Principle of Tao in both its irradiant and integrating forms, as both intellection and compassion. The term 

he used for Ultimate Reality, and made so much of, was Mind-essence. A self-realisation of this was all the 

Buddha he cared about. It was Dharmakaya and Buddhahood and Nirvana and Tathata and Prajna. It was 

universal, undifferentiated and inscrutable, but was clouded over and hidden by karma and discriminative 

thought and desire and grasping. If these clouds could be driven away, and they all might be, then it would 

shine forth in all its pristine purity 
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and potency. To Hui-neng, perfect enlightenment and self-realisation of Mind-essence and Buddhahood 

were the same thing. This perfect culmination of life would come suddenly as the result of an earnest and 

sincere concentration of mind on the search for it with in one's own mind, and this was the only way it 

could come. In his mind all scripture and all teachings were subordinate to the self-realisation attained 

suddenly by earnest Dhyana and Samadhi. 

 
Footnotes 

21:1 Laotsu's Tao and Wu-wei, by Dwight Goddard and Henri Borel. Pub. by Brentano. 

SELF-REALISATION OF NOBLE WISDOM 
Based on Professor Suzuki's Translation of the Lankavatara 
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Preface 
PROFESSOR SUZUKI'S STUDIES IN THE LANKAVATARA SUTRA was published in 1929, and his 

TRANSLATION OF' THE LANKAVATARA in 1932 (George Routledge & Son, London). The books 

awakened a great deal of interest in the LANKAVATARA which, until these books appeared, had been 

almost unknown to the European world. They also awakened a great deal of admiration for Professor 

Suzuki's scholarship and patience in carrying to a conclusion so great a task and in so scholarly a manner. 
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Owing to the nature of the original Sanskrit text, the English translation is very difficult reading and 

Professor Suzuki felt, if the Sutra was ever to be read by many general readers, that an editing of it in the 

interest of easier reading was almost a necessity. For that reason he encouraged the editor to undertake the 

task, but, of course, Professor Suzuki is in no sense to be held responsible for its character or interpretations. 

Under the general rube adopted by the editor, the long introductory chapter, the "meat-eating" chapter, and 

the chapter on Dharani, were omitted entirely as being later accretions and in no direct sense relating to the 

theme of the Sutra. The long chapter of verses is also omitted as being obscure and repetitious; and as the 

essence of the verses; is given in the prose sections, 
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they can be omitted without loss for the sake of easier reading. In addition, certain small sections are 

omitted because of their obscurity, or because they do not appear to add anything to the elucidation of the 

main thesis. 

Under the second rule, the Sutra was cut up into more or less small sections and rearranged into something 

like an orderly sequence. Under the third rule, these small sections were interwoven and condensed by 

omitting repetitions, matter that was obscure or tiresomely argumentative. Under the fourth rule, a 

minimum amount of interpretation was introduced. This was absolutely necessary if the Sutra was to be 

easily or agreeably read, but the interpretations were confined to matter found within the text itself. Often 

the author of the Sutra would refer to an important doctrine by a single compound word which if translated 

would be meaningless to modern occidental ears; in such cases there was nothing else to be done, if the 

reading was to be easily understood, but to interpret it at more or less length, but I have been scrupulously 

careful not to do any more than was necessary to bring out the full meaning of the text. 

As readers become interested in the Sutra by the reading of this Version they are urged to continue their 

study of it from the original Sanskrit, or from Prof. Suzuki's books. 

Introduction 
AS AN EXTENDED INTRODUCTION to the study of LANKAVATARA SUTRA has been given by 

Prof. Suzuki in both his STUDIES and TRANSLATION, only a very brief statement is necessary here. 

Nothing is known as to its author, the time of its composition, or as to its original form. There is a myth that 

it originally consisted of 100,000 verses, and the second chapter of the present text has a footnote which 

reads: "Here ends the second chapter of the Collection of all the Dharmas, taken from the Lankavatara of 

36,000 verses." Apparently it was originally a collection of verses covering all the main teachings of 

Mahayana Buddhism. This vast collection of verses became a source from which the Masters selected texts 

for their discourses. As the verses were very epigrammatic, obscure and disconnected, in the course of time 

the discourses were remembered and the verses largely forgotten, until in the present text there are 

remaining only 884 verses. The present text has every appearance of being something in the way of a 

disciple's notebook in which he had written down extracts or outlines of his master's discourses on some of 

these verses. 

It is generally felt that the present text must have been compiled early in the First Century, probably a 
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little earlier than the AWAKENING OF FAITH by Ashvagosha, which doctrinally it greatly resembles. 

The earliest date connected with it is the date of the first Chinese translation made by Dharmaraksha about 

A.D. 420 and which was lost before 700. Three other Chinese translations have been made: one by 

Gunabhadra in 443; one by Bodhiruci in 513; and one by Shikshananda about 700. There is also one 

Tibetan version. 

The Sutra has always been a favorite with the Ch’an Sect (Zen, in Japan) and has had a great deal to do 

with that sect's origin and development. There is a tradition that when Bodhidharma handed over his 

begging-bowl and robe to his successor that he also gave him his copy of the Lankavatara, saying, that he 

needed no other sutra. In the early days of the Ch’an Sect the Sutra was very much studied, but because of 

its difficulties and obscurities it gradually dropped out of common use and has been very much neglected 

for the past thousand years. But during that time many of the great Masters have made it a subject of study 

and many commentaries have been written upon it. Although other sutras have been more commonly read 

none have been more influential in fixing the general doctrines of Mahayana Buddhism, and in bringing 

about the general adoption of Buddhism in China, Korea and Japan. 

In closing just a paragraph must be given about the characteristic teachings of the LANKAVATARA. It is 

not written as a philosophical treatise is written, to establish a certain system of thought, but was written to 

elucidate the profoundest experience that comes to 
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the human spirit. It everywhere deprecates dependence upon words and doctrines and urges upon all the 

wisdom of making a determined effort to attain this highest experience. Again and again it repeats with 

variations the refrain: "Mahamati, you and all the Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas should avoid the erroneous 

reasonings of the philosophers and seek this self-realisation of Noble Wisdom." For this reason the 

LANKAVATARA is to be classed with the intuitional scriptures of the Orient, rather than with the 

philosophical literature of the Occident. In China it combined easily with the accepted belief of the Chinese 

in Laotsu's conception of the Tao and its ethical idealism to make the Buddhism of China and Japan 

eminently austere and practical, rather than philosophical and emotional. 

Chapter I 
Discrimination 

THUS HAVE I HEARD. The Blessed One once appeared in the Castle of Lanka which is on the summit of 

Mt. Malaya in the midst of the great Ocean. A great many Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas had miraculously 

assembled from all the Buddha-lands, and a large number of bhikshus were gathered there. The 

Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas with Mahamati at their head were all perfect masters of the various Samadhis, the 

tenfold Self-mastery, the ten Powers, and the six Psychic Faculties. Having been anointed by the Buddha's 

own hands, they all well understood the significance of the objective world; they all knew how to apply the 

various means, teachings and disciplinary measures according to the various mentalities and behaviors of 

beings; they were all thoroughly versed in the five Dharmas, the three Svabhavas, the eight Vijnanas, and 

the twofold Egolessness. 

The Blessed One, knowing of the mental agitations going on in the minds of those assembled (like the 

surface of the ocean stirred into waves by the passing winds), and his great heart moved by compassion, 

smiled and said: In the days of old the Tathagatas of the past who were Arhats and fully-enlightened Ones 

came to the Castle of Lanka on Mount Malaya and discoursed on the Truth of Noble Wisdom that is 

beyond the reasoning knowledge of the philosophers as well as being beyond the understanding of ordinary 

disciples and masters; and which is realisable only within the inmost 
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consciousness; for your sakes, I too, would discourse on the same Truth. All that is seen in the world is 

devoid of effort and action because all things in the world are like a dream, or like an image miraculously 

projected. This is not comprehended by the philosophers and the ignorant, but those who thus see things see 

them truthfully. Those who see things otherwise walk in discrimination and, as they depend upon 

discrimination, they cling to dualism. The world as seen by discrimination is like seeing one's own image 

reflected in a mirror, or one's shadow, or the moon reflected in water, or an echo heard in the valley. People 

grasping their own shadows of discrimination become attached to this thing and that thing and failing to 

abandon dualism they go on forever discriminating and thus never attain tranquillity. By tranquillity is 

meant Oneness, and Oneness gives birth to the highest Samadhi which is gained by entering into the realm 

of Noble Wisdom that is realisable only within one's inmost consciousness. 

Then all the Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas rose from their seats and respectfully paid him homage and 

Mahamati the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva sustained by the power of the Buddhas drew his upper garment over 

one shoulder, knelt and pressing his hands together, praised him in the following verses: 

As thou reviewest the world with thy perfect intelligence and compassion, it must seem to thee like an 

ethereal flower of which one cannot say: it is born, it is destroyed, for the terms being and non-being do 

not apply to it. 
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As thou reviewest the world with thy perfect intelligence and compassion, it must seem to thee like a dream 

of which it cannot be said: it is permanent or it is destructible, for being and non-being do not apply to it. 

As thou reviewest all things by thy perfect intelligence and compassion, they must seem to thee like visions 

beyond the reach of the human mind, as being and non-being do not apply to them. 

With thy perfect intelligence and compassion which are beyond all limit, thou comprehendest the 

egolessness of things and persons, and art free and clear from the hindrances of passion and learning and 

egotism. 

Thou dost not vanish into Nirvana. nor does Nirvana abide in thee, for Nirvana transcends all duality of 

knowing and known, of being and non-being. 

Those who see thee thus, serene and beyond conception, will be emancipated from attachment, will be 

cleansed of all defilement, both in this world and in the spiritual world beyond. 

In this world whose nature is like a dream, there is place for praise and blame, but in the ultimate Reality 

of Dharmakaya which is far beyond the senses and the discriminating mind, what is there to praise? O thou 

most Wise! 
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* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva: O blessed One, Sugata, Arhat and Fully-

enlightened One, pray tell us about the realisation of Noble Wisdom which is beyond the path and usage of 

the philosophers; 
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which is devoid of all predicates such as being and non-being, oneness and otherness, bothness and not-

bothness, existence and non-existence, eternity and non-eternity; which has nothing to do with individuality 

and generality, nor false-imagination, nor any illusions arising from the mind itself; but which manifests 

itself as the Truth of Highest Reality. By which, going up continuously by the stages of purification, one 

enters at last upon the stage of Tathagatahood, whereby, by the power of his original vows unattended by 

any striving, one will radiate its influence to infinite worlds, like a gem reflecting its variegated colors, 

whereby I and other Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas, will be enabled to bring all beings to the same perfection of 

virtue. 

Said the Blessed One: Well done, well done, Mahamati! And again, well done, indeed! It is because of your 

compassion for the world, because of the benefit it will bring to many people both human kind and celestial, 

that you have presented yourself before us to make this request. Therefore, Mahamati, listen well and truly 

reflect upon what I shall say, for I will instruct you. 

Then Mahamati and the other Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas gave devout attention to the teaching of the Blessed 

One. 

Mahamati, since the ignorant and simple-minded, not knowing that the world is only something seen of the 

mind itself, cling to the multitudinousness of external objects, cling to the notions of being and nonbeing, 

oneness and otherness, bothness and not-bothness, existence and non-existence, eternity and non-eternity, 
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and think that they have a self-nature of their own, all of which rises from the discriminations of the mind 

and is perpetuated by habit-energy, and from which they are given over to false imagination. It is all like a 

mirage in which springs of water are seen as if they were real. They are thus imagined by animals who, 

made thirsty by the heat of the season, run after them. Animals, not knowing that the springs are an 

hallucination of their own minds, do not realise that there are no such springs. In the same way, Mahamati, 

the ignorant and simple-minded, their minds burning with the fires of greed, anger and folly, finding delight 

in a world of multitudinous forms, their thoughts obsessed with ideas of birth, growth and destruction, not 

well understanding what is meant by existent and non-existent, and being impressed by the erroneous 

discriminations and speculations since beginningless time, fall into the habit of grasping this and that and 

thereby becoming attached to them. 

It is like the city of the Gandharvas which the unwitting take to be a real city though it is not so in fact. The 

city appears as in a vision owing to their attachment to the memory of a city preserved in the mind as a seed; 

the city can thus be said to be both existent and non-existent. In the same way, clinging to the memory of 

erroneous speculations and doctrines accumulated since beginningless time, they hold fast to such ideas as 

oneness and otherness, being and nonbeing, and their thoughts are not at all clear as to what after all is only 

seen of the mind. It is like a man dreaming in his sleep of a country that seems to be filled with various men, 

women, elephants, horses, 
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cars, pedestrians, villages, towns, hamlets, cows, buffalos, mansions, woods, mountains, rivers and lakes, 

and who moves about in that city until he is awakened. As he lies half awake, he recalls the city of his 

dreams and reviews his experiences there; what do you think, Mahamati, is this dreamer who is letting his 

mind dwell upon the various unrealities he has seen in his dream,--is he to be considered wise or foolish? In 

the same way, the ignorant and simple-minded who are favorably influenced by the erroneous views of the 

philosophers do not recognise that the views that are influencing them are only dream-like ideas originating 

in the mind itself, and consequently they are held fast by their notions of oneness and otherness, of being 

and non-being. It is like a painter's canvas on which the ignorant imagine they see the elevations and 

depressions of mountains and valleys. 

In the same way there are people today being brought up under the influence of similar erroneous views of 

oneness and otherness, of bothness and not-bothness, whose mentality is being conditioned by the habit-

energy of these false-imaginings and who later on will declare those who hold the true doctrine of no-birth 

which is free from the alternatives of being and non-being, to be nihilists and by so doing will bring 

themselves and others to ruin. By the natural law of cause and effect these followers of pernicious views 

uproot meritorious causes that otherwise would lead to unstained purity. They are to be shunned by those 

whose desires are for more excellent things. 
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It is like the dim-eyed ones who seeing a hairnet exclaim to one another: "It is wonderful! Look, Honorable 
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[paragraph continues] Sirs, it is wonderful!" But the hairnet has never existed; in fact, it is neither an entity, 

nor a nonentity, for it has both been seen and has not been seen. in the same manner those whose minds 

have been addicted to the discriminations of the erroneous views cherished by the philosophers which are 

given over to the realistic views of being and non-being, will contradict the good Dharma and will end in 

the destruction of themselves and others. 

It is like a wheel of fire made by a revolving firebrand which is no wheel but which is imagined to be one 

by the ignorant. Nor is it not-a-wheel because it has not been seen by some. By the same reasoning, those 

who are in the habit of listening to the discriminations and views of the philosophers will regard things 

born as non-existent and those destroyed by causation as existent. It is like a mirror reflecting colors and 

images as determined by conditions but without any partiality. It is like the echo of the wind that gives the 

sound of a human voice. It is like a mirage of moving water seen in a desert. In the same way the 

discriminating mind of the ignorant which has been heated by false-imaginations and speculations is stirred 

into mirage-like waves by the winds of birth, growth and destruction. It is like the magician Pisaca, who by 

means of his spells makes a wooden image or a dead body to throb with life, though it has no power of its 

own. In the same way the ignorant and the simpleminded, committing themselves to erroneous 

philosophical views become thoroughly devoted to the ideas of oneness and otherness, but their confidence 

is not Well grounded. For this reason, Mahamati, you and 
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other Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas should cast off all discriminations leading to the notions of birth, abiding 

and destructions, of oneness and otherness, of bothness and not-bothness, of being and non-being and thus 

getting free of the bondage of habit-energy become able to attain the reality realisable within yourselves of 

Noble Wisdom. 

* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI to the Blessed One: Why is it that the ignorant are given up to discrimination 

and the wise are not? 

The Blessed One replied: It is because the ignorant cling to names, signs and ideas; as their minds move 

along these channels they feed on multiplicities of objects and fall into the notion of an ego-soul and what 

belongs to it; they make discriminations of good and bad among appearances and cling to the agreeable. As 

they thus cling there is a reversion to ignorance, and karma born of greed, anger and folly, is accumulated. 

As the accumulation of karma goes on they become imprisoned in a cocoon of discrimination and are 

thenceforth unable to free themselves from the round of birth and death. 

Because of folly they do not understand that all things are like maya, like the reflection of the moon in 

water, that there is no self-substance to be imagined as an ego-soul and its belongings, and that all their 

definitive ideas rise from their false discriminations of what exists only as it is seen of the mind itself. They 

do not realise that things have nothing to do with qualified 
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and qualifying, nor with the course of birth, abiding and destruction, and instead they assert that they are 

born of a creator, of time, of atoms, of some celestial spirit. It is because the ignorant are given up to 

discrimination that they move along with the stream of appearances, but it is not so with the wise. 

Chapter II 
False-Imagination and Knowledge of Appearances 

THEN MAHAMATI the Bodhisattva-Mahasattva spoke to the Blessed One, saying: You speak of the 

erroneous views of the philosophers, will you please tell us of them, that we may be on our guard against 

them? 

The Blessed One replied, saying: Mahamati, the error in these erroneous teachings that are generally held 

by the philosophers lies in this: they do not recognise that the objective world rises from the mind itself; 

they do not understand that the whole mind-system also rises from the mind itself; but depending upon 

these manifestations of the mind as being real they go on discriminating them, like the simple-minded ones 

that they are, cherishing the dualism of this and that, of being and non-being, ignorant of the fact that there 

is but one common Essence. 

On the contrary my teaching is based upon the recognition that the objective world, like a vision, is a 

manifestation of the mind itself; it teaches the cessation of ignorance, desire, deed and causality; it teaches 

the cessation of suffering that arises from the discriminations of the triple world. 
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There are some Brahman scholars who, assuming something out of nothing, assert that there is a substance 

bound up with causation which abides in time, and that the elements that make up personality and its 

environment have their genesis and continuation in 
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causation and after thus existing, pass away. Then there are other scholars who hold a destructive and 

nihilistic view concerning such subjects as continuation, activity, breaking-up, existence, Nirvana, the Path, 

karma, fruition and Truth. Why? Because they have not attained an intuitive understanding of Truth itself 

and therefore they have no clear insight into the fundamentals of things. They are like a jar broken into 

pieces which is no longer able to function as a jar; they are like a burnt seed which is no longer capable of 

sprouting. But the elements that make up personality and its environment which they regard as subject to 

change are really incapable of uninterrupted transformations. Their views are based upon erroneous 

discriminations of the objective world; they are not based upon the true conception. 

Again, if it is true that something comes out of nothing and there is the rise of the mind-system by reason of 

the combination of the three effect-producing causes, we could say the same of any non-existing thing: for 

instance, that a tortoise could grow hair, or sand produce oil. This proposition is of no avail; it ends in 

affirming nothing. It follows that the deed, work and cause of which they speak is of no use, and so also is 

their reference to being and non-being. If they argue that there is a combination of the three effect-

producing causes, they must do it on the principle of cause and effect, that is, that something comes out of 

something and not out of nothing. As long as a world of relativity is asserted, there is an ever recurring 

chain of causation which cannot be denied under any circumstance, therefore we cannot talk of anything 
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coming to an end or of cessation. As long as these scholars remain on their philosophical ground their 

demonstration must conform to logic and their textbooks, and the memory-habit of erroneous intellection 

will ever cling to them. To make the matter worse, the simple-minded ones, poisoned by this erroneous 

view, will declare this incorrect way of thinking taught by the ignorant, to be the same as that presented by 

the All-knowing One. 

But the way of instruction presented by the Tathagatas is not based on assertions and refutations by means 

of words and logic. There are four forms of assertion that can be made concerning things not in existence, 

namely, assertions made about individual marks that are not in existence; about objects that are not in 

existence; about a cause that is non-existent; and about philosophical views that are erroneous. By 

refutation is meant that one, because of ignorance, has not examined properly the error that lies at the base 

of these assertions. 

The assertion about individual marks that really have no existence, concerns the distinctive marks as 

perceived by the eye, ear, nose, etc., as indicating individuality and generality in the elements that make up 

personality and its external world; and then, taking these marks for reality and getting attached to them, to 

get into the habit of affirming that things are just so and not otherwise. 

The assertion about objects that are non-existent is an assertion that rises from attachment to these 

associated marks of individuality and generality. Objects in themselves are neither in existence nor in non-

existence 
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and are quite devoid of the alternative of being and non-being, and should only be thought of as one thinks 

of the horns of a hare, a horse, or a camel, which never existed. Objects are discriminated by the ignorant 

who are addicted to assertion and negation, because their intelligence has not been acute enough to 

penetrate into the truth that there is nothing but what is seen of the mind itself. 

The assertion of a cause that is non-existent assumes the causeless birth of the first element of the mind-

system which later on comes to have only a maya-like non-existence. That is to say, there are philosophers 

who assert that an originally un-born mind-system begins to function under the conditions of eye, form, 

light and memory, which functioning goes on for a time and then ceases. This is an example of a cause that 

is non-existent. 

The assertion of philosophical views concerning the elements that make up personality and its environing 

world that are non-existent, assume the existence of an ego, a being, a soul, a living being, a "nourisher," or 

a spirit. This is an example of philosophical views that are not true. It is this combination of discrimination 

of imaginary marks of individuality, grouping them and giving them a name and becoming attached to 

them as objects, by reason of habit-energy that has been accumulating since beginningless time, that one 

builds up erroneous views whose only basis is false-imagination. For this reason Bodhisattvas should avoid 

all discussions relating to assertions and negations whose only basis is words and logic. 

Word-discrimination goes on by the coordination of 
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brain, chest, nose, throat, palate, lips, tongue, teeth and lips. Words are neither different nor not-different 

from discrimination. Words rise from discrimination as their cause; if words were different from 

discrimination they could not have discrimination for their cause; then again, if words are not different, 

they could not carry and express meaning. Words, therefore, are produced by causation and are mutually 

conditioning and shifting and, just like things, are subject to birth and destruction. 

There are four kinds of word discrimination, all of which are to be avoided because they are alike unreal. 

First there are the words indicating individual marks which rise from discriminating forms and signs as 

being real in themselves and, then, becoming attached to them. There are memory-words which rise from 

the unreal surroundings which come before the mind when it recalls some previous experience. Then there 

are words growing out of attachment to the erroneous distinctions and speculations of the mental processes. 

And finally, there are words growing out of inherited prejudices as seeds of habit-energy have accumulated 

since beginningless time, or which had their origin in some long forgotten clinging to false-imagination and 

erroneous speculations. 

Then there are words where there are no corresponding objects, as for instance, the hare's horns, a barren 

woman's child, etc.--there are no such things but we have the words, just the same. Words are an artificial 

creation; there are Buddha-lands where there are no words. In some Buddha-lands ideas are indicated by 

looking steadily, in others by gestures, in 
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still others by a frown, by a movement of the eyes, by laughing, by yawning, by the clearing of the throat, 

or by trembling. For instance, in the Buddha-land of the Tathagata Samantabhadra, Bodhisattvas, by a 

dhyana transcending words and ideas, attain the recognition of all things as un-born and they, also, 

experience various most excellent Samadhis that transcend words. Even in this world such specialised 

beings as ants and bees carry on their activities very well without recourse to words. No, Mahamati, the 

validity of things is independent of the validity of words. 

Moreover, there are other things that belong to words, namely, the syllable-body of words, the name-body 

of words, and the sentence-body of words. By. syllable-body is meant that by which words and sentences 

are set up or indicated: there is a reason for some syllables, some are mnemonic, and some are chosen 

arbitrarily. By name-body is meant the object depending upon which a name-word obtains its significance, 

or in other words, name-body is the "substance" of a name-word. By sentence-body is meant the 

completion of the meaning by expressing the word more fully in a sentence. The name for this sentence-

body is suggested by the footprints left in the road by elephants, horses, people, deer, cattle, goats, etc. But 

neither words nor sentences can exactly express meanings, for words are only sweet sounds that are 

arbitrarily chosen to represent things, they are not the things themselves, which in turn are only 

manifestations of mind. Discrimination of meaning is based upon the false-imagination that these sweet 

sounds which we call words and which are dependent upon whatever 
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subjects they are supposed to stand for, and which subjects are supposed to be self-existent, all of which is 

based on error. Disciples should be on their guard against the seductions of words and sentences and their 

illusive meanings, for by them the ignorant and the dull-witted become entangled and helpless as an 

elephant floundering about in the deep mud. 

Words and sentences are produced by the law of causation and are mutually conditioning,--they cannot 

express highest Reality. Moreover, in highest Reality there are no differentiations to be discriminated and 

there is nothing to be predicated in regard to it. Highest Reality is an exalted state of bliss, it is not a state of 

word-discrimination and it cannot be entered into by mere statements concerning it. The Tathagatas have a 

better way of teaching, namely, through self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

* 

MAHAMATI ASKED the Blessed One: Pray tell us about the causation of all things whereby I and other 

Bodhisattvas may see into the nature of causation and may no more discriminate it as to the gradual or 

simultaneous rising of all things? 

The Blessed One replied: There are two factors of causation by reason of which all things come into 

seeming existence:--external and internal factors. The external factors are a lump of clay, a stick, a wheel, a 

thread, water, a worker, and his labor, the combination of all of which produces a jar. As with a jar which is 

made from a lump of clay, or a piece of cloth made 
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from thread, or matting made from fragrant grass, or a sprout growing out of a seed, or fresh butter made 

from sour milk by a man churning it; so it is with all things which appear one after another in continuous 
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succession. As regards the inner factors of causation, they are of such kinds as ignorance, desire, purpose, 

all of which enter into the idea of causation. Born of these two factors there is the manifestation of 

personality and the individual things that make up its environment, but they are not individual and 

distinctive things: they are only so discriminated by the ignorant. 

Causation may be divided into six elements: indifference-cause, dependence-cause, possibility-cause, 

agency-cause, objectivity-cause, manifesting-cause. Indifference-cause means that if there is no 

discrimination present, there is no power of combination present and so no combination takes place, or if 

present there is dissolution. Dependence-cause means that the elements must be present. Possibility-cause 

means that when a cause is to become effective there must be a suitable meeting of conditions both internal 

and external. Agency-cause means that there must be a principle vested with supreme authority like a 

sovereign king present and asserting itself. Objectivity-cause means that to be a part of the objective world 

the mind-system must be in existence and must be keeping up its continuous activity. Manifesting-cause 

means that as the discriminating faculty of the mind-system becomes busy individual marks will be 

revealed as forms are revealed by the light of a lamp. 

All causes are thus seen to be the outcome of discrimination carried on by the ignorant and simple-minded, 
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and there is, therefore, no such thing as gradual or simultaneous rising of existence. If such a thing as the 

gradual rising of existence is asserted, it can be disproved by showing that there is no basic substance to 

hold the individual signs together which makes a gradual rising impossible. If simultaneous rising of 

existence is asserted, there would be no distinction between cause and effect and there will be nothing to 

characterise a cause as such. While a child is not yet born, the term father has no significance. Logicians 

argue that there is that which is born and that which gives birth by the mutual functioning of such causal 

factors as cause, substance, continuity, acceleration, etc., and so they conclude that there is a gradual rising 

of existence; but this gradual rising does not obtain except by reason of attachment to the notion of self-

nature. 

When ideas of body, property and abode are seen, discriminated and cherished in what after all is nothing 

but what is conceived by the mind itself, an external world is perceived under the aspects of individuality 

and generality which, however, are not realities, and, therefore, neither a gradual nor a simultaneous rising 

of things is possible. It is only when the mind-system comes into activity and discriminates the 

manifestations of mind that existence can be said to come into view. For these reasons, Mahamati, you 

must get rid of notions of gradation and simultaneity in the combination of causal activities. 

* 
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MAHAMATI SAID: Blessed One, To what kind of discrimination and to what kind of thoughts should the 

term, false-imagination, be applied? 

The Blessed One replied: So long as people do not understand the true nature of the objective world, they 

fall into the dualistic view of things. They imagine the multiplicity of external objects to be real and 

become attached to them and are nourished by their habit-energy. Because of this a system of mentation--

mind and what belongs to it--is discriminated and is thought of as real; this leads to the assertion of an ego-

soul and its belongings, and thus the mind-system goes on functioning. Depending upon and attaching itself 

to the dualistic habit of mind, they accept the views of the philosophers founded upon these erroneous 

distinctions, of being and non-being, existence and non-existence, and there evolves what we call, false-

imaginations. 

But, Mahamati, discrimination does not evolve nor is it put away because, when all that is seen is truly 

recognised to be nothing but the manifestation of mind, how can discrimination as regards being and non-

being evolve? It is for the sake of the ignorant who are addicted to the discrimination of the multiplicity of 

things which are of their own mind, that it is said by me that discrimination takes its rise owing to 

attachment to the aspect of multiplicity which is characteristic of objects. How otherwise can the ignorant 

and simple-minded recognize that there is nothing but what is seen of the mind itself, and how otherwise 

can they gain an insight into the true nature of mind and be able to free themselves from wrong conceptions 

of 
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cause and effect? How otherwise can they gain a clear conception of the Bodhisattva stages, and attain a 

"turning-about" in the deepest seat of their consciousness, and finally attain an inner self-realisation of 

Noble Wisdom which transcends the five Dharmas, the three Self-natures, and the whole idea of a 

discriminated Reality? For this reason is it said by me that discrimination takes its rise from the mind 
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becoming attached to the multiplicities of things which in themselves are not real, and that emancipation 

comes from thoroughly understanding the meaning of Reality as it truly is. 

False-imaginations rise from the consideration of appearances: things are discriminated as to form, signs 

and shape; as to having color, warmth, humidity, motility or rigidity. False-imagination consists in 

becoming attached to these appearances and their names. By attachment to objects is meant, the getting 

attached to inner and outer things as if they were real. By attachment to names is meant, the recognition in 

these inner and outer things of the characteristic marks of individuation and generality, and to regard them 

as definitely belonging to the names of the objects. 

False-imagination teaches that because all things are bound up with causes and conditions of habit-energy 

that has been accumulating since beginningless time by not recognising that the external world is of mind 

itself, all things are comprehensible under the aspects of individuality and generality. By reason of clinging 

to these false-imaginations there is multitudinousness of appearances which are imagined to be 
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real but which are only imaginary. To illustrate: when a magician depending on grass, wood, shrubs and 

creepers, exercises his art, many shapes and beings take form that are only magically created; sometimes 

they even make figures that have bodies and that move and act like human beings; they are variously and 

fancifully discriminated but there is no reality in them; everyone but children and the simple-minded know 

that they are not real. Likewise based upon the notion of relativity false-imagination perceives a variety of 

appearances which the discriminating mind proceeds to objectify and name and become attached to, and 

memory and habit-energy perpetuate. Here is all that is necessary to constitute the self-nature of false-

imagination. 

The various features of false-imagination can be distinguished as follows: as regards words, meaning, 

individual marks, property, self-nature, cause, philosophical views, reasoning, birth, no-birth, dependence, 

bondage and emancipation. Discrimination of words is the becoming attached to various sounds carrying 

familiar meanings. Discrimination of meaning comes when one imagines that words rise depending upon 

whatever subjects they express, and which subjects are regarded as self-existent. Discrimination of 

individual marks is to imagine that whatever is denoted in words concerning the multiplicities of individual 

marks (which in themselves are like a mirage) is true, and clinging tenaciously to them, to discriminate all 

things according to such categories as, warmth, fluidity, motility, and solidity. Discrimination of property 
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is to desire a state of wealth, such as gold, silver, and various precious stories. 

Discrimination of self-nature is to make discriminations according to the views of the philosophers in 

reference to the self-nature of all things which they imagine and stoutly maintain to be true, saying: "This is 

just what it is and it cannot be otherwise." Discrimination of cause is to distinguish the notion of causation 

in reference to being and non-being and to imagine that there are such things as "cause-signs." 

Discrimination of philosophical views means considering different views relating to the notions of being 

and nonbeing, oneness and otherness, bothness and not-bothness, existence and non-existence, all of which 

are erroneous, and becoming attached to particular views. Discrimination of reasoning means the teaching 

whose reasoning is based on the grasping of the notion of an ego-substance and what belongs to it. 

Discrimination of birth means getting attached to the notion that things come into existence and pass out of 

existence according to causation. Discrimination of no-birth is to see that causeless substances which were 

not, come into existence by reason of causation. Discrimination of dependence means the mutual 

dependence of gold and the filament made of it. Discrimination of bondage and imagination is like 

imagining that there is something bound because of something binding, as in the case of a man who ties a 

knot and loosens one. 

These are the various features of false-imagination to which all the ignorant and simple-minded cling. 

Those attached to the notion of relativity are attached to the notion of the multitudinousness of things which 
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arises from false-imagination. It is like seeing varieties of objects depending upon maya, but these varieties 

thus revealing themselves are discriminated by the ignorant as something other than maya itself, according 

to their way of thinking. Now the truth is, maya and varieties of objects are neither different nor not 

different; if they were different, varieties of objects would not have maya for their characteristic; if they are 

not different there would be no distinction between them. But as there is a distinction these two--maya and 

varieties of objects-are neither different nor not-different, for the very good reason: they are one thing. 

* 

MAHAMATI SAID to the Blessed One: Is error an entity or not? The Blessed One replied: Error has no 

character in it making for attachment; if error had such a character no liberation would be possible from its 
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attachment to existence, and the chain of origination would only be understood in the sense of creation as 

upheld by the philosophers. Error is like maya, also, and as maya is incapable from producing other maya, 

so error in itself cannot produce error; it is discrimination and attachment that produce evil thoughts and 

faults. Moreover, maya has no power of discrimination in itself; it only rises when invoked by the charm of 

the magician. Error has in itself no habit-energy; habit-energy only rises from discrimination and 

attachment. Error in itself has no faults; faults are due to the confused discriminations fondly cherished by 

the ignorant concerning the ego-soul 
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and its mind. The wise have nothing to do either with maya or error. 

Maya, however, is not an unreality because it only has the appearance of reality; all things have the nature 

of maya. It is not because all things are imagined and clung to because of the multitudinous of individual 

signs, that they are like maya; it is because they are alike unreal and as quickly appearing and disappearing. 

Being attached to erroneous thoughts they confuse and contradict themselves and others. As they do not 

clearly grasp the fact that the world is no more than mind itself, they imagine and cling to causation, work, 

birth and individual signs, and their thoughts are characterised by error and false-imaginations. The 

teaching that all things are characterised by the self-nature of maya and a dream is meant to make the 

ignorant and simple-minded cast aside the idea of self-nature in anything. 

False-imagination teaches that such things as light and shade, long and short, black and white are different 

and are to be discriminated; but they are not independent of each other; they are only different aspects of 

the same thing, they are terms of relation not of reality. Conditions of existence are not of a mutually 

exclusive character; in essence things are not two but one. Even Nirvana and Samsara's world of life and 

death are aspects of the same thing, for there is no Nirvana except where is Samasara, and no Samsara 

except where is Nirvana. All duality is falsely imagined. 

Mahamati, you and all the Bodhisattvas should discipline yourselves in the realisation and patient 

acceptance 
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of the truths of the emptiness, un-bornness, no self-natureness, and the non-duality of all things. This 

teaching is found in all the sutras of all the Buddhas and is presented to meet the varied dispositions of all 

beings, but it is not the Truth itself. These teachings are only a finger pointing toward Noble Wisdom. They 

are like a mirage with its springs of water which the deer take to be real and chase after. So with the 

teachings in all the sutras: They are intended for the consideration and guidance of the discriminating 

minds of all people, but they are not the Truth itself, which can only be self-realised within one's deepest 

consciousness. 

Mahamati, you and all the Bodhisattvas must seek for this inner self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, and be 

not captivated by word-teaching. 

Chapter III 
Right Knowledge or Knowledge of Relations 

THEN MAHAMATI SAID: Pray tell us, Blessed One, about the being and the non-being of all things? 

The Blessed One replied: People of this world are dependent in their thinking on one of two things: on the 

notion of being whereby they take pleasure in realism, or in the notion of non-being whereby they take 

pleasure in nihilism; in either case they imagine emancipation where there is no emancipation. Those who 

are dependent upon the notion of being, regard the world as rising from a causation that is really existent, 

and that this actually existing and becoming world does not take its rise from a causation that is non-

existent. This is the realistic view as held by some people. Then there are other people who are dependent 

on the notion of the non-being of all things. These people admit the existence of greed, anger and folly, and 

at the same time they deny the existence of the things that produce greed, anger and folly. This is not 

rational, for greed, anger and folly are no more to be taken hold of as real than are things; they neither have 

substance nor individual marks. Where there is a state of bondage, there is binding and means for binding; 

but where there is emancipation, as in the case of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, masters and disciples, who have 

ceased to believe in both being and 
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non-being, there is neither bondage, binding nor means for binding. 

It is better to cherish the notion of an ego-substance than to entertain the notion of emptiness derived from 

the view of being and non-being, for those who so believe fail to understand the, fundamental fact that the 

external world is nothing but a manifestation of mind. Because they see things as, transient, as rising from 

cause and passing away from cause, now dividing, now combining into the elements which make up the 
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aggregates of personality and its external world and now passing away, they are doomed to suffer every 

moment from the changes that follow one after another, and finally are doomed to ruin. 

* 

THEN MAHAMATI ASKED the Blessed One, saying: Tell us, Blessed One, how all things can be empty, 

un-born, and have no self-nature, so that we may be awakened and quickly realise highest enlightenment? 

The Blessed One replied: What is emptiness, indeed! It is a term whose very self-nature is false-

imagination, but because of one's attachment to false-imagination we are obliged to talk of emptiness, no-

birth, and no-self-nature. There are seven kinds of emptiness: emptiness of mutuality which is non-

existence; emptiness of individual marks; emptiness of self-nature; emptiness of no-work; emptiness of 

work; emptiness of all things in the sense that they are unpredicable; and emptiness in its highest sense of 

Ultimate Reality. 
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By the emptiness of mutuality which is non-existence is meant that when a thing is missing here, one 

speaks of its being empty here. For instance: in the lecture hall of Mrigarama there are no elephants present, 

nor bulls, nor sheep; but as to monks there are many present. We can rightly speak of the hall as being 

empty as far as animals are concerned. It is not asserted that the lecture hall is empty of its own 

characteristics, or that the monks are empty of that which makes up their monkhood, nor that in some other 

place there are no elephants, bulls, nor sheep to be found. In this case we are speaking of things in their 

aspect of individuality and generality, but from the point of view of mutuality some things do not exist 

somewhere. This is the lowest form of emptiness and is to be sedulously put away. 

By emptiness of individual marks is meant that all things have no distinguishing marks of individuality and 

generality. Because of mutual relations and interactions things are superficially discriminated but when 

they are further and more carefully investigated and analysed they are seen to be non-existent and nothing 

as to individuality and generality can be predicated of them. Thus when individual marks can no longer be 

seen, ideas of self, otherness and bothness, no longer hold good. So it must be said that all things are empty 

of self-marks. 

By emptiness of self-nature is meant that all things in their self-nature are un-born; therefore, is it said that 

things are empty as to self-nature. By emptiness of no-work is meant that the aggregate of elements that 

makes up personality and its external world is Nirvana 
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itself and from the beginning there is no activity in them; therefore, one speaks of the emptiness of no-work. 

By emptiness of work is meant that the aggregates being devoid of an ego and its belongings, go on 

functioning automatically as there is mutual conjunction of. causes and conditions; thus one speaks of the 

emptiness of work. By emptiness of all things in the sense that they are unpredicable is meant that, as the 

very nature of false-imagination is inexpressible, so all things are unpredicable, and, therefore, are empty in 

that sense. By emptiness in its highest sense of the emptiness of Ultimate Reality is meant that in the 

attainment of inner self-realisation of Noble Wisdom there is no trace of habit-energy generated by 

erroneous conceptions; thus one speaks of the highest emptiness of Ultimate Reality. 

When things are examined by right knowledge there are no signs obtainable which would characterise them 

with marks of individuality and generality, therefore, they are said to have no self-nature. Because these 

signs of individuality and generality are seen both as existing and yet are known to be non-existent, are 

seen as going out and yet are known not to be going out, they are never annihilated. Why is this true? For 

this reason; because the individual signs that should make up the self-nature of all things are non-existent. 

Again in their self-nature things are both eternal and non-eternal. Things are not eternal because the marks 

of individuality appear and disappear, that is, the marks of self-nature are characterised by non-eternality. 

On the other hand, because things are un-born and are only mind-made, they are in a deep sense 
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eternal. That is, things are eternal because of their very non-eternality. 

Further, besides understanding the emptiness of all things both in regard to substance and self-nature, it is 

necessary for Bodhisattvas to clearly understand that all things are un-born. It is not asserted that things are 

not born in a superficial sense, but that in a deep sense they are not born of themselves. All that can be said, 

is this, that relatively speaking, there is a constant stream of becoming, a momentary and uninterrupted 

change from one state of appearance to another. When it is recognised that the world as it presents itself is 

no more than a manifestation of mind, then birth is seen as no-birth and all existing objects, concerning 

which discrimination asserts that they are and are not, are non-existent and, therefore, un-born; being 

devoid of agent and action things are un-born. 
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If things are not born of being and non-being, but are simply manifestations of mind itself, they have no 

reality, no self-nature:--they are like the horns of a hare, a horse, a donkey, a camel. But the ignorant and 

the simple-minded, who are given over to their false and erroneous imaginings, discriminate things where 

they are not. To the ignorant the characteristic marks of the self-nature of body-property-and-abode seem to 

be fundamental and rooted in the very nature of the mind itself, so they discriminate their 

multitudinousness and become attached to them. 

There are two kinds of attachment: attachment to objects as having self-nature, and attachment to words as 

having self-nature. The first takes place by not knowing that the external world is only a manifestation of 
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the mind itself; and the second arises from one's clinging to words and names by reason of habit-energy. in 

the teaching of no-birth, causation is out of place because, seeing that all things are like maya and a dream, 

one does not discriminate individual signs. That all things are un-born and have no self-nature be-cause 

they are like maya is asserted to meet the thesis of the philosophers that birth is by causation. They foster 

the notion that the birth of all things is derived from the concept of being and non-being, and fail to regard 

it as it truly is,--as caused by attachment to the multitudinousness which arises from discriminations of the 

mind itself. 

Those who believe in the birth of something that has never been in existence and, coming into existence, 

vanishes away, are obliged to assert that things come to exist and vanish away by causation--such people 

find no foothold in my teachings. When it is realised that there is nothing born, and nothing passes away, 

then there is no way to admit being and non-being, and the mind becomes quiescent. 

* 

THEN MAHAMATI SAID to the Blessed One: The philosophers declare that the world rises from causal 

agencies according to a law of causation; they state that their cause is unborn and is not to be annihilated. 

They mention nine primary elements: Ishvara the Creator, the Creation, atoms, etc., which being 

elementary are unborn and not to be annihilated. The Blessed One, while teaching that all things are un-

born 
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and that there is no annihilation, also declares that the world takes its rise from ignorance, discrimination, 

attachment, deed, etc., working according to a law of causation. Though the two sets of elements may differ 

in form and name, there does not appear to be any essential difference between the two positions. If there is 

anything that is distinctive and superior in the Blessed One's teaching, pray tell us, Blessed One, what it is? 

The Blessed One replied: My teaching of no-birth and no-annihilation is not like that of the philosophers, 

nor is it like their doctrine of birth and impermanency. That to which the philosophers ascribe the 

characteristic of no-birth and no-annihilation is the self-nature of all things, which causes them to fall into 

the dualism of being and non-being. My teaching transcends the whole conception of being and non-being; 

it has nothing to do with birth, abiding and destruction; nor with existence and non-existence. I teach that 

the multitudinousness of objects have no reality in themselves but are only seen of the mind and, therefore, 

are of the nature of maya and a dream. I teach the non-existence of things because they carry no signs of 

any inherent self-nature. It is true that in one sense they are seen and discriminated by the senses as 

individualised objects; but in another sense, because of the absence of any characteristic marks of self-

nature, they are not seen but are only imagined. In one sense they are graspable, but in another sense, they 

are not graspable. When it is clearly understood that there is nothing in the world but what is seen of the 

mind itself, discrimination no more rises, and the wise are established 
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in their true abode which is the realm of quietude. The ignorant discriminate and work trying to adjust 

themselves to external conditions, and are constantly perturbed in mind; unrealities are imagined and 

discriminated, while realities are unseen and ignored. It is not so with the wise. To illustrate: What the 

ignorant see is like the magically-created city of the Gandharvas, where children are shown streets and 

houses, and phantom merchants, and people going in and coming out. This imaginary city with its streets 

and houses and people going in and coming out, are not thought of as being born or being annihilated, 

because in their case there is no question as to their existence or non-existence. In like manner, I teach, that 

there is nothing made nor un-made; that there is nothing that has connection with birth and destruction 

except as the ignorant cherish falsely imagined notions as to the reality of the external world. When objects 

are not seen and judged as they truly are in themselves, there is discrimination and clinging to the notions 

of being and non-being, and individualised self-nature, and. as long as these notions of individuality and 

self-nature persist, the philosophers are bound to explain the external world by a law of causation. This 

position raises the question of a first cause which the philosophers meet by asserting that their first cause, 
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Ishvara and the primal elements, are un-born and un-annihilate; which position is without evidence and is 

irrational. 

Ignorant people and worldly philosophers cherish a kind of no-birth, but it is not the no-birth which I teach. 

I teach the un-bornness of the un-born essence of all things which teaching is established in the minds 
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of the wise by their self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. A ladle, clay, a vessel, a wheel, or seeds, or 

elements--these are external conditions; ignorance discrimination, attachment, habit, karma,--these are 

inner conditions. When this entire universe is regarded as concatenation and as nothing else but 

concatenation, then the mind, by its patient acceptance of the truth that all things are un-born, gains 

tranquillity. 

Chapter IV 
Perfect Knowledge, or Knowledge of Reality 

HEN MAHAMATI ASKED the Blessed one: Pray tell us, Blessed One, about the five Dharmas, so that we 

may fully understand Perfect Knowledge? 

The Blessed One replied: The five Dharmas are: appearance, name, discrimination, right-knowledge and 

Reality. By appearance is meant that which reveals itself to the senses and to the discriminating-mind and 

is perceived as form, sound, odour, taste, and touch. Out of these appearances ideas are formed, such as 

clay, water, jar, etc., by which one says: this is such and such a thing and is no other,--this is name. When 

appearances are contrasted and names compared, as when we say: this is an elephant, this is a horse, a cart, 

a pedestrian, a man, a woman, or, this is mind and what belongs to it,--the things thus named are said to be 

discriminated. As these discriminations come to be seen as mutually conditioning, as empty of self-

substance, as un-born, and thus come to be seen as they truly are, that is, as manifestations of the mind 

itself,--this is right-knowledge. By it the wise cease to regard appearances and names as realities. 

When appearances and names are put away and all discrimination ceases, that which remains is the true and 

essential nature of things and, as nothing can be predicated as to the nature of essence, it is called the 

"Suchness" of Reality. This universal, undifferentiated, 
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inscrutable, "Suchness" is the only Reality but it is variously characterised as Truth, Mind-essence, 

Transcendental Intelligence, Noble Wisdom, etc. This Dharma of the imagelessness of the Essence-nature 

of Ultimate Reality is the Dharma which has been proclaimed by all the Buddhas, and when all things are 

understood in full agreement with it, one is in possession of Perfect Knowledge, and is on his way to the 

attainment of the Transcendental Intelligence of the Tathagatas. 

* 

THEN MAHAMATI SAID to the Blessed One: Are the three self-natures, of things, ideas, and Reality, to 

be considered as included in the Five Dharmas, or as having their own characteristics complete in 

themselves. 

The Blessed One replied: The three self-natures, the eightfold mind-system, and the twofold egolessness 

are all included in the Five Dharmas. The self-natures of things, of ideas, and of the sixfold mind-system, 

correspond with the Dharmas of appearance, name and discrimination; the self-nature of Universal Mind 

and Reality corresponds to the Dharmas of right-knowledge and "Suchness." 

By becoming attached to what is seen of the mind itself, there is an activity awakened which is perpetuated 

by habit-energy that becomes manifest in the mind-system. From the activities of the mind-system there 

rises the notion of an ego-soul and its belongings; the discriminations, attachments, and notion of an ego-

soul, 
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rising simultaneously like the sun and its rays of light. 

By the egolessness of things is meant that the elements that make up the aggregates of personality and its 

objective world being characterised by the nature of maya and destitute of anything that can be called ego-

substance, are therefore un-born and have no self-nature. How can things be said to have an ego-soul? By 

the egolessness of persons is meant that in the aggregates that make up personality there is no ego-

substance, nor anything that is like ego-substance nor that belongs to it. The mind-system, which is the 

most characteristic mark of personality, originated in ignorance, discrimination, desire and deed; and its 

activities are perpetuated by perceiving, grasping and becoming attached to objects as if they were real. The 

memory of these discriminations, desires, attachments and deeds is stored in Universal Mind since 

beginningless time, and is still being accumulated where it conditions the appearance of personality and its 

environment and brings about constant change and destruction from moment to moment. The 

manifestations are like a river, a seed, a lamp, a cloud, the wind; Universal mind in its voraciousness to 
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store up everything, is like a monkey never at rest, like a fly ever in search of food and without partiality, 

like a fire that is never satisfied, like a water-lifting machine that goes on rolling. Universal mind as defiled 

by habit-energy is like a magician that causes phantom things and people to appear and move about. A 

thorough understanding of these things is necessary to an understanding of the egolessness of persons. 
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There are four kinds of Knowledge: Appearance-knowledge, relative-knowledge, perfect-knowledge, and 

Transcendental Intelligence. Appearance-knowledge belongs to the ignorant and simple-minded who are 

addicted to the notion of being and non-being, and who are frightened at the thought of being unborn. It is 

produced by the concordance of the triple combination and attaches itself to the multiplicities of objects; it 

is characterised by attainability and accumulation; it is subject to birth and destruction. Appearance-

knowledge belongs to word-mongers who revel in discriminations, assertions and negations. 

Relative-knowledge belongs to the mind-world of the philosophers. It rises from the mind's ability to 

consider the relations which appearances bear to each other and to the mind considering them, it rises from 

the mind's ability to arrange, combine and analyse these relations by its powers of discursive logic and 

imagination, by reason of which it is able to peer into the meaning and significance of things. 

Perfect-knowledge belongs to the world of the Bodhisattvas who recognise that all things are but 

manifestations of mind; who clearly understand the emptiness, the un-bornness, the egolessness of all 

things; and who have entered into an understanding of the Five Dharmas, the twofold egolessness, and into 

the truth of imagelessness. Perfect-knowledge differentiates the Bodhisattva stages, and is the pathway and 

the entrance into the exalted state of self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

Perfect-knowledge (jnana) belongs to the Bodhisattvas who are entirely free from the dualisms of being 
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and non-being, no-birth and no-annihilation, all assertions and negations, and who, by reason of self-

realisation, have gained an insight into the truths of egolessness and imagelessness. They no longer 

discriminate the world as subject to causation: they regard the causation that rules the world as something 

like the fabled city of the Gandharvas. To them the world is like a vision and a dream, it is like the birth and 

death of a barren-woman's child; to them there is nothing evolving and nothing disappearing. 

The wise who cherish Perfect-knowledge, may be divided into three classes: disciples, masters and Arhats. 

Common disciples are separated from masters as common disciples continue to cherish the notion of 

individuality and generality; masters rise from common disciples when, forsaking the error of individuality 

and generality, they still cling to the notion of an ego-soul by reason of which they go off by themselves 

into retirement and solitude. Arhats rise when the error of all discrimination is realised. Error being 

discriminated by the wise turns into Truth by virtue of the "turning-about" that takes place within the 

deepest consciousness. Mind, thus emancipated, enters into perfect self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

But, Mahamati, if you assert that there is such a thing as Noble Wisdom, it no longer holds good, because 

anything of which something is asserted thereby partakes of the nature of being and is thus characterised 

with the quality of birth. The very assertion: "All things are un-born" destroys the truthfulness of it. The 

same is true of the statements: "All things are empty," and "All things have no self-nature,"--both 
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are untenable when put in the form of assertions. But when it is pointed out that all things are like a dream 

and a vision, it means that in one way things are perceived, and in another way they are not perceived; that 

is, in ignorance they are perceived but in Perfect-knowledge they are not perceived. All assertions and 

negations being thought-constructions are un-born. Even the assertion that Universal Mind and Noble 

Wisdom are Ultimate Reality, is thought construction and, therefore, is un-born. As "things" there is no 

Universal Mind, there is no Noble Wisdom, there is no Ultimate Reality. The insight of the wise who move 

about in the realm of imagelessness and its solitude is pure. That is, for the wise all "things" are wiped 

away and even the state of imagelessness ceases to exist. 

Chapter V 
The Mind System 

THEN MAHAMATI SAID to the Blessed One: Pray tell us, Blessed One, what is meant by the mind 

(citta)? 

The Blessed One replied: All things of this world, be they seemingly good or bad, faulty or faultless, effect-

producing or not effect-producing, receptive or non-receptive, may be divided into two classes: evil out-

flowings and the non out-flowing good. The five grasping elements that make up the aggregates of 

personality, namely, form, sensation, perception, discrimination, and consciousness, and that are imagined 

to be good and bad, have their rise in the habit-energy of the mind-system,--they are the evil out-flowings 

of life. The spiritual attainments and the joys of the Samadhis and the fruitage of the Samapattis that come 
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to the wise through their self-realisation of Noble Wisdom and that culminate in their return and 

participation in the relations of the triple world are called the non out-flowing good. 

The mind-system which is the source of the evil out-flowings consists of the five sense-organs and their 

accompanying sense-minds (vijnanas) all of which are unified in the discriminating-mind (manovijnana). 

There is an unending succession of sense-concepts flowing into this discriminating or thinking-mind which 

combines them and discriminates them and passes judgement upon them as to their goodness or badness. 

Then follows aversion to or desire for them and attachment 
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and deed; thus the entire system moves on continuously and closely bound together. But it fails to see and 

understand that what it sees and discriminates and grasps is only a manifestation of its own activity and has 

no other basis, and so the mind goes on erroneously perceiving and discriminating differences of forms and 

qualities, not remaining still even for a minit. 

In the mind-system there are three modes of activity distinguishable: the sense-minds functioning while 

remaining in their original nature, the sense-minds as producing effects, and the sense-minds as evolving. 

By normal functioning the sense-minds grasp appropriate elements of their external world, by which 

sensation and perception arise at once and by degrees in every sense-organ and every sense-mind, in the 

pores of the skin, and even in the atoms that make up the body, by which the whole field is apprehended 

like a mirror reflecting objects, and not realising that the external world itself is only a manifestation of 

mind. The second mode of activity produces effects by which these sensations react on the discriminating 

mind to produce perceptions, attractions, aversions, grasping, deed and habit. The third mode of activity 

has to do with the growth, development and passing of the mind-system, that is, the mind-system is in 

subjection to its own habit-energy accumulated from beginningless time, as for instance: the "eyeness" in 

the eye that predisposes it to grasp and become attached to multiple forms and appearances. In this way the 

activities of the evolving mind-system by reason of its habit-energy stirs up waves of objectivity on the face 

of Universal 
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[paragraph continues] Mind which in turn conditions the activities and evolvement of the mind-system. 

Appearances, perception, attraction, grasping, deed, habit, reaction, condition one another incessantly, and 

the functioning sense-minds, the discriminating-mind and Universal Mind are thus bound up together. Thus, 

by reason of discrimination of that which by nature is maya-like and unreal false-imagination and 

erroneous reasoning takes place, action follows and its habit-energy accumulates thereby defiling the pure 

face of Universal Mind, and as a result the mind-system comes into functioning and the physical body has 

its genesis. But the discriminating-mind has no thought that by its discriminations and attachments it is 

conditioning the whole body and so the sense-minds and the discriminating-mind go on mutually related 

and mutually conditioned in a most intimate manner and building up a world of representations out of the 

activities of its own imagination. As a mirror reflects forms, the perceiving senses perceive appearances 

which the discriminating-mind gathers together and proceeds to discriminate, to name and become attached 

to. Between these two functions there is no gap, nevertheless, they are mutually conditioning. The 

perceiving senses grasp that for which they have an affinity, and there is a transformation takes place in 

their structure by reason of which the mind proceeds to combine, discriminate, apprise, and act; then 

follows habit-energy and the establishing of the mind and its continuance. 

The discriminating-mind because of its capacity to discriminate, judge, select and reason about, is also 
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called the thinking, or intellectual-mind. There are three divisions of its mental activity: mentation which 

functions in connection with attachment to objects and ideas, mentation that functions in connection with 

general ideas, and mentation that examines into the validity of these general ideas. The mentation which 

functions in connection with attachment to objects and ideas derived from discrimination, discriminates the 

mind from its mental processes and accepts the ideas from it as being real and becomes attached to them. A 

variety of false judgements are thus arrived at as to being, multiplicity, individuality, value, etc., a strong 

grasping takes place which is perpetuated by habit-energy and thus discrimination goes on asserting itself. 

These mental processes give rise to general conceptions of warmth, fluidity, motility, and solidity, as 

characterising the objects of discrimination, while the tenacious holding to these general ideas gives rise to 

proposition, reason, definition, and illustration, all of which lead to the assertions of relative knowledge and 

the establishment of confidence in birth, self-nature, and an ego-soul. 

By mentation as an examining function is meant the intellectual act of examining into these general 

conclusions as to their validity, significance, and truthfulness. This is the faculty that leads to understanding, 

right-knowledge and points the way to self-realisation. 
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* 
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THEN MAHAMATI SAID to the Blessed One: Pray tell us, Blessed One, what relation ego-personality 

bears to the mind-system? 

The Blessed One replied: To explain it, it is first necessary to speak of the self-nature of the five grasping 

aggregates that make up personality, although as I have already shown they are empty, un-born, and 

without self-nature. These five grasping aggregates are: form, sensation, perception, discrimination, 

consciousness. Of these, form belongs to what is made of the so-called primary elements, whatever they 

may be. The four remaining aggregates are without form and ought not to be reckoned as four, because 

they merge imperceptibly into one another. They are like space which cannot be numbered; it is only due to 

imagination that they are discriminated and likened to space. Because things are endowed with appearances 

of being, characteristic-marks, perceivableness, abode, work, one can say that they are born of effect-

producing causes, but this can not be said of these four intangible aggregates for they are without form and 

marks. These four mental aggregates that make up personality are beyond calculability, they are beyond the 

four propositions, they are not to be predicated as existing nor as not existing, but together they constitute 

what is known as mortal-mind. They are even more maya-like and dream-like than are things, nevertheless, 

as discriminating mortal-mind they obstruct the self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. But it is only by the 

ignorant that they are enumerated and thought of as an ego-personality; the wise do not do so. This 

discrimination of the five aggregates that make up personality 
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and that serve as a basis for an ego-soul and ground for its desires and self-interests must be given up, and 

in its place the truth of imagelessness and solitude should be established. 

* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI to the Blessed One: Pray tell us, Blessed One, about Universal Mind and its 

relation to the lower mind-system? 

The Blessed One replied: The sense-minds and their centralised discriminating-mind are related to the 

external world which is a manifestation of itself and is given over to perceiving, discriminating, and 

grasping its maya-like appearances. Universal Mind (Alaya-vijnana) transcends all individuation and limits. 

Universal Mind is thoroughly pure in its essential nature, subsisting unchanged and free from faults of 

impermanence, undisturbed by egoism, unruffled by distinctions, desires and aversions. Universal Mind is 

like a great ocean, its surface ruffled by waves and surges but its depths remaining forever unmoved. In 

itself it is devoid of personality and all that belongs to it, but by reason of the defilement upon its face it is 

like an actor and plays a variety of parts, among which a mutual functioning takes place and the mind-

system arises. The principle of intellection becomes divided and mind, the functions of mind, the evil out-

flowings of mind, take on individuation. The sevenfold gradation of mind appears: namely, intuitive self-

realisation, thinking-desiring-discriminating, seeing, hearing, 
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tasting, smelling, touching, and all their interactions and reactions take their rise. 

The discriminating-mind is the cause of the sense-minds and is their support and with them is kept 

functioning as it describes and becomes attached to a world of objects, and then, by means of its habit-

energy, it defiles the face of Universal Mind. Thus Universal Mind becomes the storage and clearing house 

of all the accumulated products of mentation and action since beginningless time. 

Between Universal Mind and the individual discriminating-mind is the intuitive-mind (manas) which is 

dependent upon Universal Mind for its cause and support and enters into relations with both. It partakes of 

the universality of Universal Mind, shares its purity, and like it, is above form and momentariness. It is 

through the intuitive-mind that the good non out-flowings emerge, are manifested and are realised. 

Fortunate it is that intuition is not momentary for if the enlightenment which comes by intuition were 

momentary the wise would lose their "wiseness" which they do not. But the intuitive-mind enters into 

relations with the lower mind-system, shares its experiences and reflects upon its activities. 

Intuitive-mind is one with Universal Mind by reason of its participation in Transcendental Intelligence 

(Arya-jnana), and is one with the mind-system by its comprehension of differentiated knowledge (vijnana). 

Intuitive-mind has no body of its own nor any marks by which it can be differentiated. Universal Mind is 

its cause and support but it is evolved along with the notion of an ego and what belongs to it, to which it 

clings 
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and upon which it reflects. Through intuitive-mind, by the faculty of intuition which is a mingling of both 

identity and perceiving, the inconceivable wisdom of Universal Mind is revealed and made realisable. Like 

Universal Mind it can not be the source of error. 

The discriminating-mind is a dancer and a magician with the objective world as his stage. Intuitive-mind is 

the wise jester who travels with the magician and reflects upon his emptiness and transiency. Universal 

Mind keeps the record and knows what must be and what may be. It is because of the activities of the 

discriminating-mind that error rises and an objective world evolves and the notion of an ego-soul becomes 

established. If and when the discriminating-mind can be gotten rid of, the whole mind-system will cease to 

function and Universal Mind will alone remain. Getting rid of the discriminating-mind removes the cause 

of all error. 

* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI to the Blessed One: Pray tell us, Blessed One, what is meant by the cessation 

of the mind-system? 

The Blessed One replied: The five sense-functions and their discriminating and thinking function have their 

risings and complete endings from moment to moment. They are born with discrimination as cause, with 

form and appearance and objectivity closely linked together as condition. The will-to-live is the mother, 

ignorance is the father. By setting up names and forms greed is multiplied and thus the mind goes 
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mutually conditioning and being conditioned. By becoming attached to names and forms, not realising that 

they have no more basis than the activities of the mind itself, error rises, false-imagination as-to pleasure 

and pain rises, and the way to emancipation is blocked. The lower system of sense-minds and the 

discriminating-mind do not really suffer pleasure and pain-they only imagine they do. Pleasure and pain are 

the deceptive reactions of mortal-mind as it grasps an imaginary objective world. 

There are two ways in which the ceasing of the mind-system may take place: as regards form, and as 

regards continuation. The sense-organs function as regards form by the interaction of form, contact and 

grasping; and they cease to function when this contact is broken. As regards continuation,--when these 

interactions of form, contact and grasping cease, there is no more continuation of the seeing, hearing and 

other sense functions; with the ceasing of these sense functions, the discriminations, graspings and 

attachments of the discriminating-mind cease; and with their ceasing act and deed and their habit-energy 

cease, and there is no more accumulation of karma-defilement on the face of Universal Mind. 

If the evolving mortal-mind were of the same nature as Universal Mind the cessation of the lower mind-

system would mean the cessation of Universal Mind, but they are different for Universal Mind is not the 

cause of mortal-mind. There is no cessation of Universal Mind in its pure and essence-nature. What ceases 

to function is not Universal Mind in its essence-nature, but is the cessation of the effect-producing 

defilements 
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upon its face that have been caused by the accumulation of the habit-energy of the activities of the 

discriminating and thinking mortal-mind. There is no cessation of Divine Mind which, in itself, is the abode 

of Reality and the Womb of Truth. 

By the cessation of the sense-minds is meant, not the cessation of their perceiving functions, but the 

cessation of their discriminating and naming activities which are centralised in the discriminating mortal-

mind. By the cessation of the mind-system as a whole is meant, the cessation of discrimination, the clearing 

away of the various attachments, and, therefore, the clearing away of the defilements of habit-energy on the 

face of Universal Mind which have been accumulating since beginningless time by reason of these 

discriminations, attachments, erroneous reasonings, and following acts. The cessation of the continuation 

aspect of the mind-system as a whole, takes place when there is the cessation of that which supports the 

mind-system, namely, the discriminating mortal-mind. With the cessation of mortal-mind the entire world 

of maya and desire disappears. Getting rid of the discriminating mortal-mind is Nirvana. 

But the cessation of the discriminating-mind can not take place until there has been a "turning-about" in the 

deepest seat of consciousness. The mental habit of looking outward by the discriminating-mind upon an 

external objective world must be given up, and a new habit if realising Truth within the intuitive-mind by 

becoming one with Truth itself must be established. Until this intuitive self-realisation of Noble Wisdom is 

attained, the evolving mind-system will go 
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on. But when an insight into the five Dharmas, the three self-natures, and the twofold egolessness is 

attained, then the way will be opened for this "turning-about" to take place. With the ending of pleasure and 

pain, of conflicting ideas, of the disturbing interests of egoism, a state of tranquillisation will be attained in 
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which the truths of emancipation will be fully understood and there will be no further evil outflowings of 

the mind-system to interfere with the perfect self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

Chapter VI 
Transcendental Intelligence 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI: Pray tell us, Blessed One, what constitutes Transcendental Intelligence? 

The Blessed One replied: Transcendental Intelligence is the inner state of self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

It is realised suddenly and intuitively as the "turning-about" takes place in the deepest seat of consciousness; 

it neither enters nor goes out-it is like the moon seen in water. Transcendental Intelligence is not subject to 

birth nor destruction; it has nothing to do with combination nor concordance; it is devoid of attachment and 

accumulation; it transcends all dualistic conceptions. 

When Transcendental Intelligence is considered, four things must be kept in mind: words, meanings, 

teachings and Noble Wisdom (Arya-prajna). Words are employed to express meanings but they are 

dependent upon discriminations and memory as cause, and upon the employment of sounds or letters by 

which a mutual transference of meaning is possible. Words are only symbols and may or may not clearly 

and fully express the meaning intended and, moreover, words may be understood quite differently from 

what was intended by the speaker. Words are neither different nor not different from meaning and meaning 

stands in the same relation to words. 

If meaning is different from words it could not be made manifest by means of words; but meaning is 
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illumined by words as things are by a lamp. Words are just like a man carrying a lamp to look for his 

property, by which he can say: this is my property. Just so, by means of words and speech originating in 

discrimination, the Bodhisattva can enter into the meaning of the teachings of the Tathagatas and through 

the meaning he can enter into the exalted state of self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, which, in itself, is free 

from word discrimination. But if a man becomes attached to the literal meaning of words and holds fast to 

the illusion that words and meaning are in agreement, especially in such things as Nirvana which is un-born 

and un-dying, or as to distinctions of the Vehicles, the five Dharmas, the three self-natures, then he will fail 

to understand the true meaning and will become entangled in assertions and refutations. Just as varieties of 

objects are seen and discriminated in dreams and in visions, so ideas and statements are discriminated 

erroneously and error goes on multiplying. 

The ignorant and simple-minded declare that meaning is not otherwise than words, that as words are, so is 

meaning. They think that as meaning has no body of its own that it cannot be different from words and, 

therefore, declare meaning to be identical with words. In this they are ignorant of the nature of words, 

which are subject to birth and death, whereas meaning is not; words are dependent upon letters and 

meaning is not; meaning is apart from existence and non-existence, it has no substratum, it is un-born. The 

Tathagatas do not teach a Dharma that is dependent upon letters. Anyone who teaches a doctrine that is 

dependent 
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upon letters and words is a mere prattler, because Truth is beyond letters and words and books. 

This does not mean that words and books never declare what is in conformity with meaning and truth, but it 

means that words and books are dependent upon discriminations, while meaning and truth are not; 

moreover, words and books are subject to the interpretation of individual minds, while meaning and truth 

are not. But if Truth is not expressed in words and books, the scriptures which contain the meaning of Truth 

would disappear, and when the scriptures disappear there will be no more disciples and masters and 

Bodhisattvas and Buddhas, and there will be nothing to teach. But no one must become attached to the 

words of the scriptures because even the canonical texts sometimes deviate from their straightforward 

course owing to the imperfect functioning of sentient minds. Religious discourses are given by myself and 

other Tathagatas in response to the varying needs and faiths of all manner of beings, in order to free them 

from dependence upon the thinking function of the mind-system, but they are not given to take the place of 

self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. When there is recognition that there is nothing in the world but what is 

seen of the mind itself, all dualistic discriminations will be discarded and the truth of imagelessness will be 

understood, and will be seen to be in conformity with meaning rather than with words and letters. 

The ignorant and simple-minded being fascinated with their self-imaginations and erroneous reasonings, 

keep on dancing and leaping about, but are unable to 
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understand the discourse by words about the truth of self-realisation, much less are they able to understand 

the Truth itself. Clinging to the external world, they cling to the study of books which are a means only, 

and do not know properly how to ascertain the truth of self-realisation, which is Truth unspoiled by the four 
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propositions. Self-realisation is an exalted state of inner attainment which transcends all dualistic thinking 

and which is above the mind-system with its logic, reasoning, theorising, and illustrations. The Tathagatas 

discourse to the ignorant, but sustain the Bodhisattvas as they seek self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

Therefore, let every disciple take good heed not to become attached to words as being in perfect conformity 

with meaning, because Truth is not in the letters. When a man with his finger-tip points to something to 

somebody, the finger-tip may be mistaken for the thing pointed at; in like manner the ignorant and simple-

minded, like children, are unable even to the day of their death to abandon the idea that in the finger-tip of 

words there is the meaning itself. They cannot realise Ultimate Reality because of their intent clinging to 

words which were intended to be no more than a pointing finger. Words and their discrimination bind one 

to the dreary round of rebirths into the world of birth-and-death; meaning stands alone and is a guide to 

Nirvana. Meaning is attained by much learning, and much learning is attained by be coming conversant 

with meaning and not with words; therefore, let seekers for truth reverently approach 
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those who are wise and avoid the sticklers for particular words. 

As for teachings: there are priests and popular preachers who are given to ritual and ceremony and who are 

skilled in various incantations and in the art of eloquence; they should not be honored nor reverently 

attended upon, for what one gains from them is emotional excitement and worldly enjoyment; it is not the 

Dharma. Such preachers, by their clever manipulation of words and phrases and various reasonings and 

incantations, being the mere prattle of a child, as far as one can make out and not at all in accordance with 

truth nor in unison with meaning, only serves to awaken sentiment and emotion, while it stupifies the mind. 

As he himself does not understand the meaning of all things, he only confuses the minds of his hearers with 

his dualistic views. Not understanding himself, that there is nothing but what is seen of the mind, and 

himself attached to the notion of self-nature in external things, and unable to know one path from another, 

he has no deliverance to offer others. Thus these priests and popular preachers who are clever in various 

incantations and skilled in the art of eloquence, themselves never being emancipated from such calamities 

as birth, old age, disease, sorrow, lamentation, pain and despair, lead the ignorant into bewilderment by 

means of their various words, phrases, examples, and conclusions. 

Then there are the materialistic philosophers. No respect nor service is to be shown them because their 

teachings, though they may be explained by using hundreds of thousands of words and phrases, do not 
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go beyond the concerns of this world and this body and in the end they lead to suffering. As the materialists 

recognise no truth as existing by itself, they are split up into many schools, each of which clings to its own 

way of reasoning. ' 

But there is that which does not belong to materialism and which is not reached by the knowledge of the 

philosophers who cling to false-discriminations and erroneous reasonings because they fail to see that, 

fundamentally, there is no reality in external objects. When it is recognised that there is nothing beyond 

what is seen of the mind itself, the discrimination of being and non-being ceases and, as there is thus no 

external world as the object of perception, nothing remains but the solitude of Reality. This does not belong 

to the materialistic philosophers, it is the domain of the Tathagatas. If such things are imagined as the 

coming and going of the mind-system, vanishing and appearing, solicitation, attachment, intense affection, 

a philosophic hypothesis, a theory, an abode, a sense-concept,. atomic attraction, organism, growth, thirst, 

grasping,--these things belong to materialism, they are not mine. These are things that are the object of 

worldly interest, to be sensed, handled and tasted; these are the things that attract one, that bind one to the 

external world; these are the things that appear in the elements that make up the aggregates of personality 

where, owing to the procreative force of lust, there arise all kinds of disaster, birth, sorrow, lamentation, 

pain, despair, disease, old age, death. All these things concern worldly interests and enjoyment; they lie 

along the path of the philosophers, which is not the 
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path of the Dharma. When the true egolessness of things and persons is understood, discrimination ceases 

to assert itself; the lower mind-system ceases to function; the various Bodhisattva stages are followed one 

after another; the Bodhisattva is able to utter his ten inexhaustible vows and is anointed by all the Buddhas. 

The Bodhisattva becomes master of himself and of all things by virtue of a life of spontaneous and radiant 

effortlessness. Thus the Dharma, which is Transcendental Intelligence, transcends all discriminations, all 

false-reasonings, all philosophical systems, all dualism. 

* 

THEN MAHAMATI SAID to the Blessed One: In the Scriptures mention is made of the Womb of 

Tathagatahood and it is taught that that which is born of it is by nature bright and pure, originally unspotted 
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and endowed with the thirty-two marks of excellence. As it is described it is a precious gem but wrapped in 

a dirty garment soiled by greed, anger, folly and false-imagination. We are taught that this Buddha-nature 

immanent in every one is eternal, unchanging, auspicious. Is not this which is born of the Womb of 

Tathagatahood the same as the soul-substance that is taught by the philosophers? The Divine Atman as 

taught by them is also claimed to be eternal, inscrutable, unchanging, imperishable. Is there, or is there not 

a difference? 

The Blessed One replied: No, Mahamati, my Womb of Tathagatahood is not the same as the Divine Atman 
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as taught by the philosophers. What I teach is Tathagatahood in the sense of Dharmakaya, Ultimate 

Oneness, Nirvana, emptiness, unbornness, unqualifiedness, devoid of will-effort. The reason why I teach 

the doctrine of Tathagatahood is to cause the ignorant and simple-minded to lay aside their fears as they 

listen to the teaching of egolessness and come to understand the state of non-discrimination and 

imagelessness. The religious teachings of the Tathagatas are just like a potter making various vessels by his 

own skill of hand with the aid of rod, water and thread, out of the one mass of clay, so the Tathagatas by 

their command of skillful means issuing from Noble Wisdom, by various terms, expressions, and symbols, 

preach the twofold egolessness in order to remove the last trace of discrimination that is preventing 

disciples from attaining a self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. The doctrine of the Tathagata-womb is 

disclosed in order to awaken philosophers from their clinging to the notion of a Divine Atman as 

transcendental personality, so that their minds that have become attached to the imaginary notion of "soul" 

as being something self-existent, may be quickly awakened to a state of perfect enlightenment. All such 

notions as causation, succession, atoms, primary elements, that make up personality, personal soul, 

Supreme Spirit, Sovereign God, Creator, are all figments of the imagination and manifestations of mind. 

No, Mahamati, the Tathagata*s doctrine of the Womb of Tathagatahood is not the same as the 

philosopher's Atman. 

The Bodhisattva is said to have well grasped the teachings of the Tathagatas when, all alone in a lonely 
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place, by means of his Transcendental Intelligence, he walks the path leading to Nirvana. Thereon his mind 

will unfold by perceiving, thinking, meditating, and, abiding in the practise of concentration until he attains 

the "turning about" at the source of habit-energy, he will thereafter lead a life of excellent deeds. His mind 

concentrated on the state of Buddhahood, he will become thoroughly conversant with the noble truth of 

self-realisation; he will become perfect master of his own mind; he will be like a gem radiating many colors; 

he will be able to assume bodies of transformation; he will be able to enter into the minds of all to help 

them; and, finally, by gradually ascending the stages he will become established in the perfect 

Transcendental Intelligence of the Tathagatas. 

Nevertheless, Transcendental Intelligence (Arya-jnana) is not Noble Wisdom (Arya-prajna) itself; it is only 

an intuitive awareness of it. Noble Wisdom is a perfect state of imagelessness; it is the Womb of 

"Suchness"; it is the all-conserving Divine Mind (Alaya-vijnana) which in its pure Essence forever abides 

in perfect patience and undisturbed tranquility. 

Chapter VII 
Self-Realisation 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI: Pray tell us, Blessed One, what is the nature of self-realisation by reason of 

which we shall be able to attain Transcendental Intelligence? 

The Blessed One replied: Transcendental Intelligence rises when the intellectual-mind reaches its limit and, 

if things are to be realised in their true and essence nature, its processes of mentation, which are based on 

particularised ideas, discriminations and judgments, must be transcended by an appeal to some higher 

faculty of cognition, if there be such a higher faculty. There is such a faculty in the intuitive-mind (Manas), 

which as we have seen is the link between the intellectual-mind and Universal Mind. While it is not an 

individualised organ like the intellectual-mind, it has that which is much better,--direct dependence upon 

Universal Mind. While intuition does not give information that can be analysed and discriminated, it gives 

that which is far superior,--self-realisation through identification. 

* 

MAHAMATI THEN ASKED the Blessed One, saying: Pray tell us, Blessed One, what clear 

understandings an earnest disciple should have if he is to be successful in the discipline that leads to self-

realisation? 

The Blessed One replied: There are four things by 
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the fulfilling of which an earnest disciple may gain self-realisation of Noble Wisdom and become a 

Bodhisattva-Mahasattva: First, he must have a clear understanding that all things are only manifestations of 

the mind itself; second, he must discard the notion of birth, abiding and disappearance; third, he must 

clearly understand the egolessness of both things and persons; and fourth, he must have a true conception 

of what constitutes self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. Provided with these four understandings, earnest 

disciples may become Bodhisattvas and attain Transcendental Intelligence. 

As to the first; he must recognise and be fully convinced that this triple world is nothing but a complex 

manifestation of one's mental activities; that it is devoid of selfness and its belongings; that there are no 

strivings, no comings, no goings. He must recognise and accept the fact that this triple world is manifested 

and imagined as real only under the influence of habit-energy that has been accumulated since the 

beginning less past by reason of memory, false-imagination, false-reasoning, and attachments to the 

multiplicities of objects and reactions in close relationship and in conformity to ideas of body-property-

and-abode. 

As to the second; he must recognise and be convinced that all things are to be regarded as forms seen in a 

vision and a dream, empty of substance, un-born and without self-nature; that all things exist only by 

reason of a complicated network of causation which owes its rise to discrimination and attachment and 

which eventuates in the rise of the mind-system and its belongings and evolvements. 
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As to the third; he must recognise and patiently accept the fact that his own mind and personality is also 

mind-constructed, that it is empty of substance, unborn and egoless. With these three things clearly in mind, 

the Bodhisattva will be able to enter into the truth of imagelessness. 

As to the fourth; he must have a true conception of what constitutes self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. First, 

it is not comparable to the perceptions attained by the sense-mind, neither is it comparable to the cognition 

of the discriminating and intellectual-mind. Both of these presuppose a difference between self and not-self 

and the knowledge so attained is characterised by individuality and generality. Self-realisation is based on 

identity and oneness; there is nothing to be discriminated nor predicated concerning it. But to enter into it 

the Bodhisattva must be free from all presuppositions and attachments to things, ideas and selfness. 

* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI to the Blessed One: Pray tell us, Blessed One, concerning the characteristics of 

deep attachments to existence and as to how we may become detached from existence? 

The Blessed One replied: When one tries to understand the significance of things by means of words and 

discriminations, there follow immeasurably deep-seated attachments to existence. For instance: there are 

the deep-seated attachments to signs of individuality, to causation, to the notion of being and non-being, 
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to the discrimination of birth and death, of doing and not-doing, to the habit of discrimination itself upon 

which the philosophers are so dependent. 

There are three attachments that are especially deep-seated in the minds of all: greed, anger and infatuation, 

which are based on lust, fear and pride. Back of these lies discrimination and desire which is procreative 

and is accompanied with excitement and avariciousness and love of comfort and desire for eternal life; and, 

following, is a succession of rebirths on the five paths of existence and a continuation of attachments. But if 

these attachments are broken off, no signs of attachment nor of detachment will remain because they are 

based on things that are non-existent; when this truth is clearly understood the net of attachment is cleared 

away. 

But depending upon and attaching itself to the triple combination which works in unison there is the rising 

and the continuation of the mind-system incessantly functioning, and because of it there is the deeply-felt 

and continuous assertion of the will-to-live. When the triple combination that causes the functioning of the 

mind-system ceases to exist, there is the triple emancipation and there is no further rising of any 

combination. When the existence and the non-existence of the external world are recognised as rising from 

the mind itself, then the Bodhisattva is prepared to enter into the state of imagelessness and therein to see 

into the emptiness which characterises all discrimination and all the deep-seated attachments resulting 

therefrom. Therein he will see no signs of deep-rooted attachment nor detachment; therein he 
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will see no one in bondage and no one in emancipation, except those who themselves cherish bondage and 

emancipation, because in all things there is no "substance" to be taken hold of. 

But so long as these discriminations are cherished by the ignorant and simple-minded they go on attaching 

themselves to them and, like the silkworm, go on spinning their thread of discrimination and enwrapping 

themselves and others, and are charmed with their prison. But to the wise there are no signs of attachment 
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nor of detachment; all things are seen as abiding in solitude where there is no evolving of discrimination. 

Mahamati, you and all the Bodhisattvas should have your abode where you can see all things from the 

view-point of solitude. 

Mahamati, when you and other Bodhisattvas understand well the distinction between attachment and 

detachment, you will be in possession of skillful means for avoiding becoming attached to words according 

to which one proceeds to grasp meanings. Free from the domination of words you will be able to establish 

yourselves where there will be a "turning about" in the deepest seat of consciousness by means of which 

you will attain self-realisation of Noble Wisdom and be able to enter into all the Buddha-lands and 

assemblies. There you will be stamped with the stamp of the powers, self-command, the psychic faculties, 

and will be endowed with the wisdom and the power of the ten inexhaustible vows, and will become 

radiant with the variegated rays of the Transformation Bodies. Therewith you will shine without effort like 

the moon, the sun, the magic wishing-jewel, and at every stage 
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will view things as being of perfect oneness with yourself, uncontaminated by any self-consciousness. 

Seeing that all things are like a dream, you will be able to enter into the stage of the Tathagatas and be able 

to deliver discourses on the Dharma to the world of beings in accordance with their needs and be able to 

free them from all dualistic notions and false discriminations. 

Mahamati, there are two ways of considering self-realisation: namely, the teachings about it, and the 

realisation itself. The teachings as variously given in the nine divisions of the doctrinal works, for the 

instructions of those who are inclined toward it, by making use of skillful means and expedients, are 

intended to awaken in all beings a true perception of the Dharma. The teachings are designed to keep one 

away from all the dualistic notions of being and non-being and oneness and otherness. 

Realisation itself is within the inner consciousness. It is an inner experience that has no connection with the 

lower mind-system and its discriminations of words, ideas and philosophical speculations. It shines out 

with its own clear light to reveal the error and foolishness of mind-constructed teachings, to render 

impotent evil influences from without, and to guide one unerringly to the realm of the good non-

outflowings. Mahamati, when the earnest disciple and Bodhisattva is provided with these requirements, the 

way is open to his perfect attainment of self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, and to the full enjoyment of the 

fruits that arise therefrom. 

* 
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THEN MAHAMATI ASKED the Blessed One, saying: Pray tell us, Blessed One, about the One Vehicle 

which the Blessed One has said characterises the attainment of the inner self-realisation of Noble Wisdom? 

The Blessed One replied: In order to discard more easily discriminations and erroneous reasonings, the 

Bodhisattva should retire by himself to a quiet, secluded place where he may reflect within himself without 

relying on anyone else, and there let him exert himself to make successive advances along the stages; this 

solitude is the characteristic feature of the inner attainment of self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

I call this the One Vehicle, not because it is the One Vehicle, but because it is only in solitude that one is 

able to recognise and realise the path of the One Vehicle. So long as the mind is distracted and is making 

conscious effort, there can be no culmination as regards the various vehicles; it is only when the mind is 

alone and quiet that it is able to forsake the discriminations of the external world and seek realisation of an 

inner realm where there is neither vehicle nor one who rides in it. I speak of the three vehicles in order to 

carry the ignorant. I do not speak much about the One Vehicle because there is no way by which earnest 

disciples and masters can realise Nirvana, unaided. According to the discourses of the Tathagatas earnest 

disciples should be segregated and disciplined and trained in meditation and dhyana whereby they are aided 

by many devices and expedients to realise emancipation. It is because earnest disciples and masters have 

not fully destroyed the habit-energy of karma and 
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the hindrances of discriminative knowledge and human passion that they are often unable to accept the 

twofold egolessness and the inconceivable transformation death, that I preach the triple vehicle and not the 

One Vehicle. When earnest disciples have gotten rid of all their evil habit-energy and been able to realise 

the twofold egolessness, then they will not be intoxicated by the bliss of the Samadhis and will be 

awakened into the super-realm of the good non-outflowings. Being awakened into the realm of the good 

non-outflowings, they will be able to gather up all the requisites for the attainment of Noble Wisdom which 

is beyond conception and is of sovereign power. But really, Mahamati, there are no vehicles, and so I speak 

of the One Vehicle. Mahamati, the full recognition of the One Vehicle has never been attained by either 

earnest disciples, masters, or even by the great Brahma; it has been attained only by the Tathagatas 
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themselves. That is the reason that it is known as the One Vehicle. I do not, speak much about it because 

there is no way by which earnest disciples can realise Nirvana unaided. 

* 

THEN MAHAMATI ASKED the Blessed One, saying: What are the steps that will lead an awakened 

disciple toward the self-realisation of Noble Wisdom? 

The Blessed One replied: The beginning lies in the recognition that the external world is only a 

manifestation of the activities of the mind itself, and that the mind grasps it as an external world simply 

because 
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of its habit of discrimination and false-reasoning. The disciple must get into the habit of looking at things 

truthfully. He must recognise the fact that the world has no self-nature, that it is un-born, that it is like a 

passing cloud, like an imaginary wheel made by a revolving firebrand, like the castle of the Gandharvas, 

like the moon reflected in the ocean, like a vision, a mirage, a dream. He must come to understand that 

mind in its essence-nature has nothing to do with discrimination nor causation; he must not listen to 

discourses based on the imaginary terms of qualifications; he must understand that Universal Mind in its 

pure essence is a state of imagelessness, that it is only because of the accumulated defilements on its face 

that body-property-and-abode appear to be its manifestations, that in its own pure nature it is unaffected 

and unaffecting by such changes as rising, abiding and destruction; he must fully understand that all these 

things come with the awakening of the notion of an ego-soul and its conscious mind. Therefore, Mahamati, 

let those disciples who wish to realise Noble Wisdom by following the Tathagata Vehicle desist from all 

discrimination and erroneous reasoning about such notions as the elements that make up the aggregates of 

personality and its sense-world or about such ideas as causation, rising, abiding and destruction, and 

exercise themselves in the discipline of dhyana that leads to the realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

To practice dhyana, the earnest disciple should retire to a quiet and solitary place, remembering that life-

long habits of discriminative thinking cannot be broken off easily nor quickly. There are four kinds of 
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concentrative meditation (dhyana): The dhyana practised by the ignorant; the dhyana devoted to the 

examination of meaning; the dhyana with "suchness" (tathata) for its object; and the dhyana of the 

Tathagatas. 

The dhyana practised by the ignorant is the one resorted to by those who are following the example of the 

disciples and masters but who do not understand its purpose and, therefore, it becomes "still-sitting" with 

vacant minds. This dhyana is practised, also, by those who, despising the body, see it as a shadow and a 

skeleton full of suffering and impurity, and yet who cling to the notion of an ego, seek to attain 

emancipation by the mere cessation of thought. 

The dhyana devoted to the examination of meaning, is the one practised by those who, perceiving the 

untenability of such ideas as self, other and both, which are held by the philosophers, and who have passed 

beyond the twofold-egolessness, devote dhyana to an examination of the significance of egolessness and 

the' differentiations of the Bodhisattva stages. 

The dhyana with Tathata, or "Suchness," or Oneness, or the Divine Name, for its object is practised by 

those earnest disciples and masters who, while fully recognising the twofold egolessness and the 

imagelessness of Tathata, yet cling to the notion of an ultimate Tathata. 

The dhyana of the Tathagatas is the dhyana of those who are entering upon the stage of Tathagatahood and 

who, abiding in the triple bliss which characterises the self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, are devoting 

themselves for the sake of all beings to the accomplishment 
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of incomprehensible works for their emancipation. This is the pure dhyana of the Tathagatas. When all 

lesser things and ideas are transcended and forgotten, and there remains only a perfect state of 

imagelessness where Tathagata and Tathata are merged into perfect Oneness, then the Buddhas will come 

together from all their Buddha-lands and with shining hands resting on his forehead will welcome a new 

Tathagata. 

Chapter VIII 
The Attainment of Self- Realisation 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI to the Blessed One: Pray tell us more as to what constitutes the state of self-

realisation? 

The Blessed One replied: In the life of an earnest disciple there are two aspects that are to be distinguished: 

namely, the state of attachment to the self-natures arising from discrimination of himself and his field of 

consciousness to which he is related; and second, the excellent and exalted state of self-realisation of Noble 
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Wisdom. The state of attachment to the discriminations of the self-natures of things, ideas and selfhood is 

accompanied by emotions of pleasure or aversion according to experience or as laid down in books of logic. 

Conforming himself to the egolessness of things and holding back wrong views as to his own egoness, he 

should abandon these thoughts and hold himself firmly to the continuously ascending journey of the stages. 

The exalted state of self-realisation as it relates to an earnest disciple is a state of mental concentration in 

which he seeks to identify himself with Noble Wisdom. In that effort he must seek to annihilate all vagrant 

thoughts and notions belonging to the externality of things, and all ideas of individuality and generality, of 

suffering and impermanence, and cultivate the noblest ideas of egolessness and emptiness and 

imagelessness; thus will he attain a realisation of truth that is free from passion and is ever serene. When 

this 
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active effort at mental concentration is successful it is followed by a more passive, receptive state of 

Samadhi in which the earnest disciple will enter into the blissful abode of Noble Wisdom and experience its 

consummations in the transformations of Samapatti. This is an earnest disciple's first experience of the 

exalted state of realisation, but as yet there is no discarding of habit-energy nor escaping from the 

transformation of death. 

Having attained this exalted and blissful state of realisation as far as it can be attained by disciples, the 

Bodhisattva must not give himself up to the enjoyment of its bliss, for that would mean cessation, but 

should think compassionately of other beings and keep ever fresh his original vows; he should never let 

himself rest in nor exert himself in the bliss of the Samadhis. 

But, Mahamati, as earnest disciples go on trying to advance on the path that leads to full realisation, there is 

one danger against which they must be on their guard. Disciples may not appreciate that the mind-system, 

because of its accumulated habit-energy, goes on functioning, more or less unconsciously, as long as they 

live. They may sometimes think that they can expedite the attainment of their goal of tranquillisation by 

entirely suppressing the activities of the mind-system. This is a mistake, for even if the activities of the 

mind are suppressed, the mind will still go on functioning because the seeds of habit-energy will still 

remain in it. What they think is extinction of mind, is really the non-functioning of the mind's external 

world to which they are no longer attached. That is, the goal of tranquillisation is to be reached 
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not by suppressing all mind activity but by getting rid of discriminations and attachments. 

Then there are others who, afraid of the suffering incident to the discriminations of life and death, unwisely 

seek Nirvana. They have come to see that all things subject to discrimination have no reality and so 

imagine that Nirvana must consist in the annihilation of the senses and their fields of sensation; they do not 

appreciate that birth-and-death and Nirvana are not separate one from the other. They do not know that 

Nirvana is Universal Mind in its purity. Therefore, these stupid ones who cling to the notion that Nirvana is 

a world by itself that is outside what is seen by the mind, ignoring all the teachings of the Tathagatas 

concerning the external world, go on rolling themselves along the wheel of birth-and-death. But when they 

experience the "turning-about" in their deepest consciousness which will bring with it the perfect self-

realisation of Noble Wisdom, then they will understand. 

The true functioning of the mind is very subtle and difficult to be understood by young disciples, even 

masters with all their powers of right-knowledge and Samadhis often find it baffling. It is only the 

Tathagatas and the Bodhisattvas who are firmly established on the seventh stage who can fully understand 

its workings. Those earnest disciples and masters who wish to fully understand all the aspects of the 

different stages of Bodhisattvahood by the aid of their right-knowledge must do so by becoming thoroughly 

convinced that objects of discrimination are only seen to be so by the mind and, thus, by keeping 

themselves 
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away from all discriminations and false reasonings which are also of the mind itself, by ever seeking to see 

things truly (yathabhutam), and by planting roots of goodness in Buddha-lands that know no limits made 

by differentiations. 

To do all this the Bodhisattva should keep himself away from all turmoil, social excitements and sleepiness; 

let him keep away from the treatises and writings of worldly philosophers, and from the ritual and 

ceremonies of professional priestcraft. Let him retire to a secluded place in the forest and there devote 

himself to the practise of the various spiritual disciplines, because it is only by so doing that he will become 

capable of attaining in this world of multiplicities a true insight into the workings of Universal Mind in its 

Essence. There surrounded by his good friends the Buddhas, earnest disciples will become capable of 

understanding the significance of the mind-system and its place as a mediating agent between the external 
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world and Universal Mind and he will become capable of crossing the ocean of birth-and-death which rises 

from ignorance, desire and deed. 

Having gained a thorough understanding of the mind-system, the three self-natures, the twofold egolessness, 

and established himself in the measure of self-realisation that goes with that attainment, all of which may 

be gained by his right-knowledge, the way will be clear for the Bodhisattva's further advance along the 

stages of Bodhisattvahood. The disciple should then abandon the understanding of mind which he has 

gained by right-knowledge, which in comparison with Noble Wisdom is like a lame donkey, 
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and entering on the eighth stage of Bodhisattvahood, he should then discipline himself in Noble Wisdom 

according to its three aspects. 

These aspects are: First, imagelessness which comes forth when all things belonging to discipleship, 

mastership, and philosophy are thoroughly mastered. Second, the power added by all the Buddhas by 

reason of their original vows including the identification of their lives and the sharing of their merit with all 

sentient lives. Third, the perfect self-realisation that thus far has only been realised in a measure. As the 

Bodhisattva succeeds in detaching himself from viewing all things, including his own imagined egoness, in 

their phenomenality, and realises the states of Samadhi and Samapatti whereby he surveys the world as a 

vision and a dream, and being sustained by all the Buddhas, he will be able to pass on to the full attainment 

of the Tathagata stage, which is Noble Wisdom itself. This is the triplicity of the noble life and being 

furnished with this triplicity the perfect self-realisation of Noble Wisdom has been attained. 

* 

THEN MAHAMATI ASKED the Blessed One, saying: Blessed One, is the purification of the evil 

outflowings of the mind which come from clinging to the notions of an objective world and an empirical 

soul, gradual or instantaneous? 

The Blessed One replied: There are three characteristic out-flows of the mind, namely, the evil outflowings 

that rise from thirst, grasping and attachment; 
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the evil out-flowings that arise from the illusions of the mind and the infatuations of egoism; and the good 

non-outflowings that arise from Noble Wisdom. The evil out-flowings that take place from recognising an 

external world, which in truth is only a manifestation of mind, and from becoming attached to it, are 

gradually purified and not instantaneously. Good behavior can only come by the path of restraint and effort. 

It is like a potter making pots that is done gradually and with attention and effort. It is like the mastery of 

comedy, dancing, singing, lute-playing, writing, and any other art; it must be acquired gradually and 

laboriously. Its reward will be a clearing insight into the emptiness and transiency of all things. 

The evil out-flowings that arise from the illusions of the mind and the infatuations of egoism, concern the 

mental life more directly and are such things as fear, anger, hatred and pride; these are purified by study 

and meditation and that, too, must be attained gradually and not instantaneously. It is like the amra fruit that 

ripens slowly; it is like grass, shrubs, herbs and trees that grow up from the earth gradually. Each must 

follow the path of study and meditation by himself gradually and with effort, but because of the original 

vows of the Bodhisattvas and all the Tathagatas who have devoted their merits and identified their lives 

with all animate life that all may be emancipated, they are not without aid and encouragement; but even 

with the aid of the Tathagatas, the purification of the evil out-flowings of the mind are at best slow and 

gradual, requiring both zeal and patience. Its reward is the gradual understanding of the twofold 

egolessness and 
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its patient acceptance, and the feet well set on the stages of Bodhisattvahood. 

But the good non-outflowings that come with self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, is a purification that comes 

instantaneously by the grace of the Tathagatas. It is like a mirror reflecting all forms and images 

instantaneously and without discrimination; it is like the sun or the moon revealing all forms 

instantaneously and illuminating them dispassionately with its light. In the same way the Tathagatas lead 

earnest disciples to a state of imagelessness; all the accumulations of habit-energy and karma that had been 

collecting since beginningless time because of attachment to erroneous views which have been entertained 

regarding an ego-soul and its external world, are cleared away, revealing instantaneously the realm of 

Transcendental Intelligence that belongs to Buddahood. Just as Universal Mind defiled by accumulations of 

habit-energy and karma reveals multiplicities of ego-souls and their external worlds of false-imagination, 

so Universal Mind cleared of its defilements through the gradual purifications of the evil out-flowings that 

come by effort, study and meditation, and by the gradual self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, at the long last, 

like the Dharmata Buddha shining forth spontaneously with the rays that issue from its pure Self-nature, 
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shines forth instantaneously. By it the mentality of all Bodhisattvas is matured instantaneously: they find 

themselves in the palatial abodes of the Akanistha heavens, themselves spontaneously radiating the various 

treasures of its spiritual abundance. 

Chapter IX 
The Fruit of Self- Realisation 

MAHAMATI ASKED the Blessed One: Pray tell us, Blessed One, what is the fruitage that comes with self 

-realisation of Noble Wisdom? 

The Blessed One replied: First, there will come a clearing insight into the meaning and significance of 

things and following that will come an unfolding insight into the significance of the spiritual ideals 

(Paramitas) by reason of which the Bodhisattvas will be able to enter more deeply into the abode of 

imagelessness and be able to experience the higher Samadhis and gradually to pass through the higher 

stages of Bodhisattvahood. 

After experiencing the "turning-about" in the deepest seat of consciousness, they will experience other 

Samadhis even to the highest, the Vajravimbopama, which belongs to the Tathagatas and their 

transformations. They will be able to enter into the realm of consciousness that lies beyond the 

consciousness of the mind-system, even the consciousness of Tathagatahood. They will become endowed 

with all the powers, psychic faculties, self-mastery, loving compassion, skillful means, and ability to enter 

into other Buddha-lands. Before they had attained self-realisation of Noble Wisdom they had been 

influenced by the self-interests of egoism, but after they attain self-realisation they will find themselves 

reacting spontaneously to the impulses of a great and compassionate heart endowed 
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with skillful and boundless means and sincerely and wholly devoted to the emancipation of all beings. 

* 

MAHAMATI SAID: Blessed One, tell us about the sustaining power of the Tathagatas by which the 

Bodhisattvas are aided to attain self-realisation of Noble Wisdom? 

The Blessed One replied: There are two kinds of sustaining power, which issue from the Tathagatas and are 

at the service of the Bodhisattvas, sustained by which the Bodhisattvas should prostrate themselves before 

them and show their appreciation by asking questions. The first kind of sustaining power is the 

Bodhisattva's own adoration and faith in the Buddhas by reason of which the Buddhas are able to manifest 

themselves and render their aid and to ordain them with their own hands. The second kind of sustaining 

power is the power radiating from the Tathagatas that enables the Bodhisattvas to attain and to pass through 

the various Samadhis and Samapattis without becoming intoxicated by their bliss. 

Being sustained by the power of the Buddhas, the Bodhisattva even at the first stage will be able to attain 

the Samadhi known as the Light of Mahayana. in that Samadhi Bodhisattvas will become conscious of the 

presence of the Tathagatas coming from all their different abodes in the ten quarters to impart to the 

Bodhisattvas their sustaining power in various ways. As the Bodhisattva Vajragarbha was sustained in his 
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Samadhis and as many other Bodhisattvas of like degree and virtue have been sustained, so all earnest 

disciples and masters and Bodhisattvas may experience this sustaining power of the Buddhas in their 

Samadhis and Samapattis. The disciple's faith and the Tathagata's merit are two aspects of the same 

sustaining power and by it alone are the Bodhisattvas enabled to become one with the company of the 

Buddhas. 

Whatever Samadhis, psychic faculties and teachings are realised by the Bodhisattvas, they are made 

possible only by the sustaining power of the Buddhas; if it were otherwise, the ignorant and the 

simpleminded might attain the same fruitage. Wherever the Tathagatas enter with their sustaining power 

there will be music, not only music made by human lips and played by human hands on various instruments, 

but there will be music among the grass and shrubs and trees, and in mountains and towns and palaces and 

hovels; much more will there be music in the hearts of those endowed with sentiency. The deaf, dumb and 

blind will be cured of their deficiencies and will rejoice in their emancipation. Such is the extraordinary 

virtue of the sustaining power imparted by the Tathagatas. 

By the bestowal of this sustaining power, the Bodhisattvas are enabled to avoid the evils of passion, hatred 

and enslaving karma; they are enabled to transcend the dhyana of the beginners and to advance beyond the 

experience and truth already attained; they are enabled to demonstrate the Paramitas; and finally, to attain 

the stage of Tathagatahood. Mahamati, if it were not for this sustaining power, they would relapse 
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into the ways and thoughts of the philosophers, easygoing disciples and the evil-minded, and would thus 

fall short of the highest attainment. For these reasons, earnest disciples and sincere Bodhisattvas are 

sustained by the power of all the Tathagatas. 

* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI: It has been said by the Blessed One that by fulfilling the six Paramitas, 

Buddhahood is realised. Pray tell us what the Paramitas are, and how they are to be fulfilled? 

The Blessed One replied: The Paramitas are ideals of spiritual perfection that are to be the guide of the 

Bodhisattvas on the path to self-realisation. There are six of them but they are to be considered in three 

different ways according to the progress of the Bodhisattva on the stages. At first they are to be considered 

as ideals for the worldly life; next as ideals for the mental life; and, lastly, as ideals of the spiritual and 

unitive life. 

In the worldly life where one is still holding tenaciously to the notions of an ego-soul and what concerns it 

and holding fast to discriminations of dualism, if only for worldly benefits, one should cherish ideals of 

charity, good behavior, patience, zeal, thoughtfulness and wisdom. Even in the worldly life the practice of 

these virtues will bring rewards of happiness and success. 

Much more in the mind-world of earnest disciples and masters will their practice bring joys of 

emancipation, enlightenment and peace of mind, because the 
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[paragraph continues] Paramitas are grounded on right-knowledge and lead to thoughts of Nirvana, even if 

the Nirvana of their thoughts is for themselves. In the mind-world the Paramitas become more ideal and 

more sympathetic; charity can no longer be expressed in the giving of impersonal gifts but will call for the 

more costly gifts of sympathy and understanding; good behavior will call for something more than outward 

conformity to the five precepts because in the light of the Paramitas they must practise humility, simplicity, 

restraint and self-giving. Patience will call for something more than forbearance with external 

circumstances and the temperaments of other people: it will now call for patience with one's self. Zeal will 

call for something more than industry and outward show of earnestness: it will call for more self-control in 

the task of following the Noble Path and in manifestating the Dharma in one's own life. Thoughtfulness 

will give way to mindfulness wherein discriminated meanings and logical deductions and rationalisations 

will give way to intuitions of significance and spirit. The Paramita of Wisdom (Prajna) will no longer be 

concerned with pragmatic wisdom and erudition, but will reveal itself in its true perfectness of All-

inclusive Truth which is Love. 

The third aspect of the Paramitas as seen in the ideal perfections of the Tathagatas can only be fully 

understood by the Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas who are devoted to the highest spiritual discipline and have 

fully understood that there is nothing to be seen in the world but that which issues from the mind itself; in 

whose minds the discriminations of dualities has ceased to function; and seizing and clinging has become 

non-existent. 
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[paragraph continues] Thus free from all attachments to individual objects and ideas, their minds are free to 

consider ways of benefitting and giving happiness to others, even to all sentient beings To the Bodhisattva-

Mahasattvas the ideal of charity is shown in the self-yielding of the Tathagata's hope of Nirvana that all 

may enjoy it together. While having relations with an objective world there is no rising in the minds of the 

Tathagatas of discriminations between the interests of self and the interests of others, between good and 

evil,--there is just the spontaneity and effortless actuality of perfect behavior. To practise patience with full 

knowledge of this and that, of grasp and grasping, but with no thought of discrimination nor of attachment,-

-that is the Tathagatas Paramita of Patience. To exert oneself with energy from the first part of the night to 

its end in conformity with the disciplinary measures with no rising of discrimination as to comfort or 

discomfort,--that is the Tathagata's Paramita of Zeal. Not to discriminate between self and others in 

thoughts of Nirvana, but to keep the mind fixed on Nirvana,--that is the Paramita of Mindfulness. As to the 

Prajna-Paramita, which is Noble Wisdom, who can predicate it? When in Samadhi the mind ceases to 

discriminate and there is only perfect and love-filled imagelessness, then an inscrutable "turning-about" 

will take place in the inmost consciousness and one will have attained self-realisation of Noble Wisdom,--

that is the highest Prajna-Paramita. 

* 
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THEN MAHAMATI SAID to the Blessed One: You have spoken of an astral-body, a "mind-vision-body" 

(manomayakaya) which the Bodhisattvas are able to assume, as being one of the fruits of self-realisation of 

Noble Wisdom: pray tell us, Blessed One, what is meant by such a transcendental body? 
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The Blessed One replied: There are three kinds of such transcendental bodies: First, there is the one in 

which the Bodhisattva attains enjoyment of the Samadhis and Samapattis. Second, there is the one which is 

assumed by the Tathagatas according to the class of beings to be sustained, and which achieves and 

perfects spontaneously with no attachment and no effort. Third, there is the one in which the Tathagatas 

receive their intuition of Dharmakaya. 

The transcendental personality that enters into the enjoyment of the Samadhis comes with the third, fourth 

and fifth stages as the mentations of the mindsystem become quieted and waves of consciousness are no 

more stirred on the face of Universal Mind. In this state, the conscious-mind is still aware, in a measure, of 

the bliss being experienced by this cessation of the mind's activities. 

The second kind of transcendental personality is the kind assumed by the Bodhisattvas and Tathagatas as 

bodies of transformation by which they demonstrate their original vows in the work of achieving and 

perfecting; it comes with the eighth stage of Bodhisattvahood. When the Bodhisattva has a thorough-going 

penetration into the maya-like nature of things and understands the dharma of imagelessness, he will 

experience the "turning-about" in his deepest consciousness 
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and will become able to experience the higher Samadhis even to the highest. By entering into these exalted 

Samadhis he attains a personality that transcends the conscious-mind, by reason of which he obtains 

supernatural powers of self-mastery and activities because of which he is able to move as he wishes, as 

quickly as a dream changes, as quickly as an image changes in a mirror. This transcendental body is not a 

product of the elements and yet there is something in it that is analogous to what is so produced; it is 

furnished with all the differences appertaining to the world of form but without their limitations; possessed 

of this "mind-vision-body" he is able to be present in all the assemblages in all the Buddha-lands. Just as 

his thoughts move instantly and without hindrance over walls and rivers and trees and mountains, and just 

as in memory he recalls and visits the scenes of his past experiences, so, while his mind keeps functioning 

in the body, his thoughts May be a hundred thousand yojanas away. In the same fashion the transcendental 

personality that experiences the Samadhi Vajravimbopama will be endowed with supernatural powers and 

psychic faculties and self-mastery by reason of which he will be able to follow the noble paths that lead to 

the assemblages of the Buddhas, moving about as freely as he may wish. But his wishes will no longer be 

self-centered nor tainted by discrimination and attachment, for this transcendental personality is not his old 

body, but is the transcendental embodiment of his original vows of self-yielding in order to bring all beings 

to maturity. 

The third kind of transcendental personality is so 
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ineffable that it is able to attain intuitions of the Dharmakaya, that is, it attains intuitions of the boundless 

and inscrutable cognition of Universal Mind. As Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas attain the highest of the stages 

and become conversant with all the treasures to be realised in Noble Wisdom, they will attain this 

inconceivable transformation-body which is the true nature of all the Tathagatas past, present and future, 

and will participate in the blissful peace which pervades the Dharma of all the Buddhas. 

Chapter X 
Discipleship: Lineage of the Arhats 

THEN MAHAMATI ASKED the Blessed One: Pray tell us how many kinds of disciples there are? 

The Blessed One replied: There are as many kinds of disciples as there are individuals, but for convenience 

they may be divided into two groups: disciples of the lineage of the Arhats, and disciples known as 

Bodhisattvas. Disciples of the lineage of the Arhats may be considered under two aspects: First, according 

to the number of times they will return to this life of birth-and-death; and second, according to their 

spiritual progress. Under the first aspect, they may be subdivided into three groups: The "Stream-entered," 

the "Once-returning," and the "Never-returning." 

The Stream-entered are those disciples, who having freed themselves from the attachments to the lower 

discriminations and who have cleansed themselves from the twofold hindrances and who clearly 

understand the meaning of the twofold egolessness, yet who still cling to the notions of individuality and 

generality and to their own egoness. They will advance along the stages to the sixth only to succumb to the 

entrancing bliss of the Samadhis. They will be reborn seven times, or five times, or three times, before they 

will be able to pass the sixth stage. The Once-returning are the Arhats, and the Never-returning are the 

Bodhisattvas who have reached the seventh stage. 
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The reason for these gradations is because of their attachment to the three degrees of false-imagination: 

namely, faith in moral practices, doubt, and the view of their individual personality. When these three 
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hindrances are overcome, they will be able to attain the higher stages. As to moral practices: the ignorant, 

simple-minded disciples obey the rules of morality, piety and penance, because they desire thereby to gain 

worldly advancement and happiness, with the added hope of being reborn in more favorable conditions. 

The Stream-entered ones do not cling to moral practices for any hope of reward for their minds are fixed on 

the exalted state of self-realisation; the reason they devote themselves to the details of morality is that they 

wish to master such truths as are in conformity with the undefiled out-flowings. As regards the hindrance of 

doubt in the Buddha's teachings, that will continue so long as any of the notions of discriminations are 

cherished and will disappear when they disappear. Attachment to the view of individual personality will be 

gotten rid of as the disciple gains a more thorough understanding of the notions of being and non-being, 

self-nature and egolessness, thereby getting rid of the attachments to his own selfness that goes with those 

discriminations. By breaking up and clearing away these three hindrances the Stream-entered ones will be 

able to discard all greed, anger and folly. 

As for the Once-returning Arhats; there was once in them the discrimination of forms, signs, and 

appearances, but as they gradually learned by right knowledge not to view individual objects under the 

aspect of 
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quality and qualifying, and as they became acquainted with what marks the attainment of the practice of 

dhyana, they have reached a stage of enlightenment where in one more rebirth they will be able to put an 

end to the clinging to their own self-interests. Free of this burden of error and its attachments, the passions 

will no more assert themselves and the hindrances will be cleared away forever. 

Under the second aspect disciples may be grouped according to the spiritual progress they have attained, 

into four classes, namely, disciples (sravaka), masters (pratyekabuddha), Arhats, and Bodhisattvas. 

The first class of disciples mean well but they find it difficult to understand unfamiliar ideas. Their minds 

are joyful when studying about and practising the things belonging to appearances that can be discriminated, 

but they become confused by the notion of an uninterrupted chain of causation, and they become fearful 

when they consider the aggregates that make up personality and its object world as being maya-like, empty 

and egoless. They are able to advance to the fifth or sixth stage where they are able to do away with the 

rising of passions, but not with the notions that give rise to passion and, therefore, they are unable to get rid 

of the clinging to an ego-soul and its accompanying attachments, habits and habit-energy. In this same class 

of disciples are the earnest disciples of other faiths, who clinging to the notions of such things as, the soul 

as an eternal entity, Supreme Atman, Personal God, seek a Nirvana that is in harmony with them. There are 

others, more materialistic in their ideas, who think that all things exist in dependence upon causation and, 
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therefore, that Nirvana must be in like dependence. But none of these, earnest though they be, have gained 

an insight into the truth of the twofold egolessness and are, therefore, of limited spiritual insight as regards 

deliverance and non-deliverance; for them there is no emancipation. They have great self-confidence but 

they can never gain a true knowledge of Nirvana until they have learned to discipline themselves in the 

patient acceptance of the twofold egolessness. 

The second class of masters are those who have gained a high degree of intellectual understanding of the 

truths concerning the aggregates that make up personality and its external world but who are filled with fear 

when they face the significance and consequences of these truths, and the demands which their learning 

makes upon them, that is, not to become attached to the external world and its manifold forms making for 

comfort and power, and to keep away from the entanglements of its social relations. They are attracted by 

the possibilities that are attainable by so doing, namely, the possession of miraculous powers such as 

dividing the personality and appearing in different places at the same time, or manifesting bodies of 

transformation. To gain these powers they even resort to the solitary life, but this class of masters never get 

beyond the seductions of their learning and egoism, and their discourses are always in conformity with that 

characteristic and limitation. Among them are many earnest disciples who show a degree of spiritual 

insight that is characterised by sincerity and undismayed willingness to meet all the demands that the stages 

make upon them. When they see that all that makes up the objective 
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world is only manifestation of mind, that it is without self-nature, un-born and egoless, they accept it 

without fear, and when they see that their own ego-soul is also empty, un-born and egoless, they are 

untroubled and undismayed, with earnest purpose they seek to adjust their lives to the full demands of these 

truths, but they cannot forget the notions that lie back of these facts, especially the notion of their own 

conscious ego-self and its relation to Nirvana. They are of the Stream-entered class. 
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The class known as Arhats are those earnest masters who belong to the once-returning class. By their 

spiritual insight they have reached the sixth and seventh stages. They have thoroughly understood the truth 

of the twofold egolessness and the imagelessness. of Reality; with them there is no more discrimination, 

nor passions, nor pride of egoism; they have gained an exalted insight and seen into the immensity of the 

Buddha-lands. By attaining an inner perception of the true nature of Universal Mind they are steadily 

purifying their habit-energy. The Arhat has attained emancipation, enlightenment, the Dhyanas, the 

Samadhis, and his whole attention is given to the attainment of Nirvana, but the idea of Nirvana causes 

mental perturbations because he has a wrong idea of Nirvana. The notion of Nirvana in his mind is divided: 

he discriminates Nirvana from self, and self from others. He has attained some of the fruits of self-

realisation but he still thinks and discourses on the Dhyanas, subjects for meditation, the Samadhis, the 

fruits. He pridefully says: "There are fetters, but I am disengaged from them." His is a double fault: he both 

denounces the 
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vices of the ego, and still clings to its fetters. So long as he continues to discriminate notions of dhyana, 

dhyana practice, subjects for dhyana, right-knowledge and truth, there is a bewildered state of mind,--he 

has not attained perfect emancipation. Emancipation comes with the acceptance of imagelessness. 

He is master of the Dhyanas and enters into the Samadhis, but to reach the higher stages one must pass 

beyond the Dhyanas, the immeasurables, the world of no-form, and the bliss of the Samadhis into the 

Samapattis leading to the cessation of thought itself. The dhyana-practiser, dhyana, the subject of dhyana, 

the cessation of thought, once-returning, never-returning, all these are divided and bewildering states of 

mind. Not until all discrimination is abandoned is their perfect emancipation. Thus the Arhat, master of the 

dhyanas, participating in the Samadhis, but unsupported by the Buddhas yields to the entrancing bliss of the 

Samadhis-and passes to his Nirvana. The Arhat is in the class of the Once-returning. 

Disciples and masters and Arhats may ascend the stages up to the sixth. They perceive that the triple world 

is no more than mind itself; they perceive that there is no becoming attached to the multiplicities of external 

objects except through the discriminations and activities of the mind itself; they perceive that there is no 

ego-soul; and, therefore, they attain a measure of tranquillisation. But their tranquillisation is not perfect 

every minute of their lives, for with them there is something effect-producing, some grasped and grasping, 

some lingering trace of dualism and egoism. 
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[paragraph continues] Though disengaged from the actively functioning passions, they are still bound in 

with the habit-energy of passion and, becoming intoxicated with the wine of the Samadhis, they still have 

their abode in the realm of the out-flowings. Perfect tranquillisation is possible only with the seventh stage. 

So long as their minds are in confusion, they cannot attain to a clear conviction as to the cessation of all 

multiplicity and the actuality of the perfect oneness of all things. In their minds the self-nature of things is 

still discriminated as good and bad, therefore, their minds are in confusion and they cannot pass beyond the 

sixth stage. But at the sixth stage all discrimination ceases as they become engrossed in the bliss of the 

Samadhis wherein they cherish the thought of Nirvana and, as Nirvana is possible at the sixth stage, they 

pass into their Nirvana, but it is not the Nirvana of the Buddhas. 

Chapter XI 
Bodhisattvahood and Its Stages 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI to the Blessed One: Will you tell us now about the disciples who are 

Bodhisattvas? 

The Blessed One replied: The Bodhisattvas are those earnest disciples who are enlightened by reason of 

their efforts to attain self-realisation of Noble Wisdom and who have taken upon themselves the task to 

enlighten others. They have gained a clear understanding of the truth that all things are empty, un-born, and 

of a maya-like nature; they have ceased from viewing things discriminatively and from considering them in 

their relations; they thoroughly understand the truth of twofold egolessness and have adjusted themselves to 

it with patient acceptance; they have attained a definite realisation of imagelessness; and they are abiding in 

the perfect-knowledge that they have gained by self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

Well stamped by the seal of "Suchness" they entered upon the first of the Bodhisattva stages. The first stage 

is called the Stage of joy (Pramudita). Entering this stage is like passing out of the glare and shadows into a 

realm of "no-shadows"; it is like passing out of the noise and tumult of the crowded city into the quietness 

of solitude. The Bodhisattva feels within himself the awakening of a great heart of compassion and he 

utters his ten original vows: To honor and serve all Buddhas; to spread the knowledge and practice of the 

Dharma; to welcome all coming Buddhas; to practise 
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the six Paramitas; to persuade all beings to embrace the Dharma; to attain a perfect understanding of the 

universe; to attain a perfect understanding of tile mutuality of all beings; to attain perfect self-realisation of 

the oneness of all the Buddhas and Tathagatas n self-nature, purpose and resources; to become acquainted 

with all skillful means for the carrying out of these vows for the emancipation of all beings; to realise 

supreme enlightenment through the perfect self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, ascending the stages and 

entering Tathagatahood. 

In the spirit of these vows the Bodhisattva gradually ascends the stages to the sixth. All earnest disciples, 

masters and Arhats have ascended thus far, but being enchanted by the bliss of the Samadhis and not being 

supported by the powers of the Buddhas, they pass to their Nirvana. The same fate would befall the 

Bodhisattvas except for the sustaining power of the Buddhas, by that they are enabled to refuse to enter 

Nirvana until all beings can enter Nirvana with them. The Tathagatas point out to them the virtues of 

Buddahood which are beyond the conception of the intellectual-mind, and they encourage and strengthen 

the Bodhisattvas not to give in to the enchantment of the bliss of the Samadhis, but to press on to further 

advancement along the stages. If the Bodhisattvas had entered Nirvana at this stage, and they would have 

done so without the sustaining power of the Buddhas, there would have been the cessation of all things and 

the family of the Tathagatas would have become extinct. 

Strengthened by the new strength that comes to them from the Buddhas and with the more perfect 
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insight that is theirs by reason of their advance in self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, they re-examine the 

nature of the mind-system, the egolessness of personality, and the part that grasping and attachment and 

habit-energy play in the unfolding drama of life; they re-examine the illusions of the fourfold logical 

analysis, and the various elements that enter into enlightenment and self-realisation, and, in the thrill of 

their new powers of self-mastery, the Bodhisattvas enter upon the seventh stage of Far-going (Duramgama). 

Supported by the sustaining power of the Buddhas, the Bodhisattvas at this stage enter into the bliss of the 

Samadhi of perfect tranquillisation. Owing to their original vows they are transported by emotions of love 

and compassion as they become aware of the part they are to perform in the carrying out of their vows for 

the emancipation of all beings. Thus they do not enter into Nirvana, but, in truth, they too are already in 

Nirvana because in their emotions of love and compassion there is no rising of discrimination; henceforth, 

with them, discrimination no more takes place. Because of Transcendental Intelligence only one conception 

is present-the promotion of the realisation of Noble Wisdom. Their insight issues from the Womb of 

Tathagatahood and they enter into their task with spontaneity and radiancy because it is of the self-nature of 

Noble Wisdom. This is called the Bodhisattva's Nirvana-the losing oneself in the bliss of perfect self-

yielding. This is the seventh stage, the stage of Far-going. 

The eighth stage, is the stage of No-recession (Acala). Up to this stage, because of the defilements upon the 
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face of Universal Mind caused by the accumulation of habit-energy since beginningless time, the 

mindsystem and all that pertains to it has been evolved and sustained. The mind-system functioned by the 

discriminations of an external and objective world to which it became attached and by which it was 

perpetuated. But with the Bodhisattva's attainment of the eighth stage there comes the "turning-about" 

within his deepest consciousness from self-centered egoism to universal compassion for all beings, by 

which he attains perfect self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. There is an instant cessation of the delusive 

activities of the whole mind-system; the dancing of the waves of habit-energy on the face of Universal 

Mind are forever stilled, revealing its own inherent quietness and solitude, the inconceivable Oneness of the 

Womb of Tathagatahood. 

Henceforth there is no more looking outward upon an external world by senses and sense-minds, nor a 

discrimination of particularised concepts and ideas and propositions by an intellectual-mind, no more 

grasping, nor attachment, nor pride of egoism, nor habit-energy. Henceforth there is only the inner 

experience of Noble Wisdom which has been attained by entering into its perfect Oneness. 

Thus establishing himself at the eighth stage of No-recession, the Bodhisattva enters into the bliss of the ten 

Samadhis, but avoiding the path of the disciples and masters who yielded themselves up to their entrancing 

bliss and who passed to their Nirvanas, and supported by his vows and the Transcendental Intelligence 

which now is his and being sustained by the 
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power of the Buddhas, he enters upon the higher paths that lead to Tathagatahood. He passes through the 

bliss of the Samadhis to assume the transformation body of a Tathagata that through him all beings may be 

emancipated. Mahamati, If there had been no Tathagata-womb and no Divine Mind then there would have 

been no rising and disappearance of the aggregates that make up personality and its external world, no 
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rising and disappearance of ignorant people nor holy people, and no task for Bodhisattvas; therefore, while 

walking in the path of self-realisation and entering into the enjoyments of the Samadhis, you must never 

abandon working hard for the emancipation of all beings and your self-yielding love will never be in vain. 

To philosophers the conception of Tathagata-womb seems devoid of purity and soiled by these external 

manifestations, but it is not so understood by the Tathagatas,--to them it is not a proposition of philosophy 

but is an intuitive experience as real as though it was an amalaka fruit held in the palm of the hand. 

With the cessation of the mind-system and all its evolving discriminations, there is cessation of all strain 

and effort. It is like a man in a dream who imagines he is crossing a river and who exerts himself to the 

utmost to do so, who is suddenly awakened. Being awake, he thinks: "Is this real or is it unreal?" Being 

now enlightened, he knows that it is neither real nor unreal. Thus when the Bodhisattva arrives at the eighth 

stage, he is able to see all things truthfully and, more than that, he is able to thoroughly understand the 

significance of all the dream-like things of his life as to how 
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they came to pass and as to how they pass away. Ever since beginningless time the mind-system has 

perceived multiplicities of forms and conditions and ideas which the thinking-mind has discriminated and 

the empirical-mind has experienced and grasped and clung to. From this has risen habit-energy that by its 

accumulation has conditioned the illusions of existence and non-existence, individuality and generality, and 

has thus perpetuated the dream-state of false-imagination. But now, to the Bodhisattvas of the eighth stage, 

life is past and is remembered as it truly was--a passing dream. 

As long as the Bodhisattva had not passed the seventh stage, even though he had attained an intuitive 

understanding of the true meaning of life and its maya-like nature, and as to how the mind carried on its 

discriminations and attachments yet, nevertheless, the cherishing of the notions of these things had 

continued and, although he no longer experienced within himself any ardent desire for things nor any 

impulse to grasp them yet, nevertheless, the notions concerning them persisted and perfumed his efforts to 

practise the teachings of the Buddhas and to labor for the emancipation of all beings. Now, in the eighth 

stage, even the notions have passed away, and all effort and striving is seen to be unnecessary. The 

Bodhisattva's Nirvana is perfect tranquillisation, but it is not extinction nor inertness; while there is an 

entire absence of discrimination and purpose, there is the freedom and spontaneity of potentiality that has 

come with the attainment and patient acceptance of the truths of egolessness and imagelessness. Here is 

perfect 
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solitude, undisturbed by any gradation or continuous succession, but radiant with the potency and freedom 

of its self-nature which is the self-nature of Noble Wisdom, blissfully peaceful with the serenity of Perfect 

Love. 

Entering upon the eighth stage, with the turning-about at the deepest seat of consciousness, the Bodhisattva 

will become conscious that he has received the second kind of Transcendental-body (Manomayakaya). The 

transition from mortal-body to Transcendental-body has nothing to do with mortal death, for the old body 

continues to function and the old mind serves the needs of the old body, but now it is free from the control 

of mortal mind. There has been an inconceivable transformation-death (acintya-parinama-cyuti) by which 

the false-imagination of his particularised individual personality has been transcended by a realisation of 

his oneness with the universalised mind of Tathagatahood, from which realisation there will be no 

recession. With that realisation he finds himself amply endowed with all the Tathagata's powers, psychic 

faculties, and self-mastery, and, just as the good earth is the support of all beings in the world of desire 

(karmadhatu), so the Tathagatas become the support of all beings in the Transcendental World of No-form. 

The first seven of the Bodhisattva stages were in the realm of mind and the eighth, while transcending mind, 

was still in touch with it; but in the ninth stage of Transcendental Intelligence (Sadhumati), by reason of his 

perfect intelligence and insight into the imagelessness of Divine Mind which he had attained 
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by self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, he is in the realm of Tathagatahood. Gradually the Bodhisattva will 

realise his Tathagata-nature and the possession of all its powers and psychic faculties, self-mastery, loving 

compassion, and skillful means, and by means of them will enter into all the Buddha-lands. Making use of 

these new powers, the Bodhisattva will assume various transformation-bodies and personalities for the sake 

of benefiting others. Just as in the former mental life, imagination had risen from relative-knowledge, so 

now skillful-means rise spontaneously from Transcendental Intelligence. It is like the magical gem that 

reflects instantaneously appropriate responses to one's wishes. The Bodhisattva passes over to all the 

assemblages of the Buddhas and listens to them as they discourse on the dream-like nature of all things and 

concerning the truths that transcend all notions of being and nonbeing, that have no relation to birth and 
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death, nor to eternality nor extinction. Thus facing the Tathagatas as they discourse on Noble Wisdom that 

is far beyond the mental capacity of disciples and masters, he will attain a hundred thousand Samadhis, 

indeed, a hundred thousand nyutas of kotis of Samadhis, and in the spirit of these Samadhis he will 

instantly pass from one Buddha-land to another, paying homage to all the Buddhas, being born into all the 

celestial mansions, manifesting Buddha-bodies, and himself discoursing on the Triple Treasure to lesser 

Bodhisattvas that they too may partake of the fruits of self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

Thus passing beyond the last stage of Bodhisattvahood, he becomes a Tathagata himself endowed with 
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all the freedom of the Dharmakaya. The tenth stage belongs to the Tathagatas. Here the Bodhisattva will 

find himself seated upon a lotus-like throne in a splendid jewel-adorned palace and surrounded by 

Bodhisattvas of equal rank. Buddhas from all the Buddha-lands will gather about him and with their pure 

and fragrant hands resting on his forehead will give him ordination and recognition as one of themselves. 

Then they will assign him a Buddha-land that he may possess and perfect as his own. 

The tenth stage is called the Great Truth Cloud (Dharmamegha), inconceivable, inscrutable. Only the 

Tathagatas can realise its perfect Imagelessness and Oneness and Solitude. It is Mahesvara, the Radiant 

Land, the Pure Land, the Land of Far-distances; surrounding and surpassing the lesser worlds of form and 

desire (karmadhatu), in which the Bodhisattva will find himself at-one-ment. Its rays of Noble Wisdom 

which is the self-nature of the Tathagatas, many-colored, entrancing, auspicious, are transforming the triple 

world as other worlds have been transformed in the past, and still other worlds will be transformed in the 

future. But in the Perfect Oneness of Noble Wisdom there is no gradation nor succession nor effort, The 

tenth stage is the first, the first is the eighth, the eighth is the fifth, the fifth is the seventh: what gradation 

can there be where perfect Imagelessness and Oneness prevail? And what is the reality of Noble Wisdom? 

It is the ineffable potency of the Dharmakaya; it has no bounds nor limits; It surpasses all the Buddha-lands, 

and pervades the Akanistha and the heavenly mansions of the Tushita. 

Chapter XII 
Tathagatahood Which Is Noble Wisdom 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI to the Blessed One: it has been taught in the canonical books that the Buddhas 

are subject to neither birth nor destruction, and you have said that "the Unborn" is one of the names of the 

Tathagatas; does that mean that the Tathagata is a non-entity? 

The Blessed One replied: The Tathagata is not a non-entity nor is he to be conceived as other things are as 

neither born nor disappearing, nor is he subject to causation, nor is he without significance; yet I refer to 

him as "The Un-born." There is yet another name for the Tathagata, "The Mind-appearing One" 

(Manomayakaya) which his Essence-body assumes at will in the transformations incident to his work of 

emancipation. This is beyond the understanding of common disciples and masters and even beyond the full 

comprehension of those Bodhisattvas who remain in the seventh stage. Yes, Mahamati, "The Un-born" is 

synonymous with Tathagata. 

Then Mahamati said: If the Tathagatas are un-born, there does not seem to be anything to take hold of--no 

entity--or is there something that bears another name than entity? And what can that "something" be? 

The Blessed One replied: Objects are frequently known by different names according to different aspects 

that they present,--the god Indra is sometimes known as Shakra, and sometimes as Purandara. These 

different names are sometimes used interchangeably 
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and sometimes they are discriminated, but different objects are not to be imagined because of the different 

names, nor are they without individuation. The same can be said of myself as I appear in this world of 

patience before ignorant people and where I am known by uncounted trillions of names. They address me 

by different names not realising that they are all names of the one Tathagata. Some recognise me as 

Tathagata, some as The Self-existent One, some as Gautama the Ascetic, some as Buddha. Then there are 

others who recognise me as Brahma, as Vishnu, as Ishvara; some see me as Sun, as Moon; some as a 

reincarnation of the ancient sages; some as one of "the ten powers"; some as Rama, some as Indra, and 

some as Varuna. Still there are others who speak of me as The Un-born, as Emptiness, as "Suchness," as 

Truth, as Reality, as Ultimate Principle; still there are others who see me as Dharmakaya, as Nirvana, as the 

Eternal; some speak of me as sameness, as non-duality, as undying, as formless; some think of me as the 

doctrine of Buddha-causation, or of Emancipation, or of the Noble Path; and some think of me as Divine 

Mind and Noble Wisdom. Thus in this world and in other worlds am I known by these uncounted names, 

but they all see me as the moon is seen in water. Though they all honor, praise and esteem me, they do not 

fully understand the meaning and significance of the words they use; not having their own self-realisation 

of Truth they cling to the words of their canonical books, or to what has been told them, or to what they 
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have imagined, and fail to see that the name they are using is only one of the many names of the Tathagata. 

In their studies they 
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follow the mere words of the text vainly trying to gain the true meaning, instead of having confidence in 

the one "text" where self-confirming Truth is revealed, that is, having confidence in the self-realisation of 

Noble Wisdom. 

* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI: Pray tell us, Blessed One about the self-nature of the Tathagatas? 

The Blessed One replied: If the Tathagata is to be described by such expressions as made or un-made, 

effect or cause, we would have to describe him as neither made, nor un-made, nor effect, nor cause; but if 

we so described him we would be guilty of dualistic discrimination. If the Tathagata is something made, he 

would be impermanent; if he is impermanent anything made would be a Tathagata. If he is something un-

made, then all effort to realise Tathagatahood would be useless. That which is neither an effect nor a cause, 

is neither a being nor a non-being, and that which is neither a being nor a non-being is outside the four 

propositions. The four propositions belong to worldly usage; that which is outside them is no more than a 

word, like a barren-woman's child; so are all the terms concerning the Tathagata to be understood. 

When it is said that all things are egoless, it means that all things are devoid of self-hood. Each thing may 

have its own individuality--the being of a horse is not of cow nature--it is such as it is of its own nature and 

is thus discriminated by the ignorant, but, nevertheless, its own nature is of the nature of a dream or a vision. 
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That is why the ignorant and the simple-minded, who are in the habit of discriminating appearances, fail to 

understand the significance of egolessness. It is not until discrimination is gotten rid of that the fact that all 

things are empty, un-born and without self-nature can be appreciated. 

Mahamati, all these expressions as applied to the Tathagatas are without meaning, for that which is none of 

these is something removed from all measurement, and that which is removed from all measurement turns 

into a meaningless word; that which is a mere word is something un-born; that which is unborn is not 

subject to destruction; that which is not subject to destruction is like space and space is neither effect nor 

cause; that which is neither effect nor cause is something unconditioned; that which is unconditioned is 

beyond all reasoning; that which is beyond all reasoning,--that is the Tathagata. The self-nature of 

Tathagatahood is far removed from all predicates and measurements; the self-nature of Tathagatahood is 

Noble Wisdom. 

* 

THEN MAHAMATI SAID to the Blessed One: Are the Tathagatas permanent or impermanent? 

The Blessed One replied: The Tathagatas are neither permanent nor impermanent; if either is asserted there 

is error connected with it. If the Tathagata is said to be permanent then he will be connected with the 

creating agencies for, according to the philosophers, the creating agencies are something uncreated 
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and permanent. But the Tathagatas are not connected with the so-called creating agencies and in that sense 

he is impermanent. If he is said to be impermanent then he is connected with things that are created for they 

also are impermanent. For these reasons the Tathagatas are neither permanent nor impermanent. 

Neither can the Tathagatas he said to be permanent in the sense that space is said to be permanent, or that 

the horns of a hare can be said to be permanent for, being unreal, they exclude all ideas of permanency or 

impermanency. This does not apply to the Tathagatas because they come forth from the habit-energy of 

ignorance which is connected with the mind-system and the elements that make up personality. The triple 

world originates from the discrimination of unrealities and where discrimination takes place there is duality 

and the notion of permanency and impermanency, but the Tathagatas do not rise from the discrimination of 

unrealities. Thus, as long as there is discrimination there will be the notion of permanency and 

impermanency; when discrimination is done away with, Noble Wisdom, which is based on the significance 

of solitude, will be established. 

However, there is another sense in which the Tathagatas may be said to be permanent. Transcendental 

Intelligence rising with the attainment of enlightenment is of a permanent nature. This Truth-essence which 

is discoverable in the enlightenment of all who are enlightened, is realisable as the regulative and sustaining 

principle of Reality, which forever abides. The Transcendental Intelligence attained intuitively by the 

Tathagatas by their self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, 
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is a realisation of their own self-nature,--in this sense the Tathagatas are permanent. The eternal-

unthinkable of the Tathagatas is the "suchness" of Noble Wisdom realised within themselves. It is both 
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eternal and beyond thought. It conforms to the idea of a cause and yet is beyond existence and non-

existence. Because it is the exalted state of Noble-Wisdom, it has its own character. Because it is the cause 

of highest Reality, it is its own causation. Its eternality is not derived from reasonings based on external 

notions of being and non-being, nor of eternality nor non-eternality. Being classed under the same head as 

space, cessasion, Nirvana, it is eternal. Because it has nothing to do with existence and non-existence, it is 

no creator; because it has nothing to do with creation, nor with being and non-being, but is only revealed in 

the exalted state of Noble Wisdom, it is truly eternal. 

When the twofold passions are destroyed, and the twofold hindrances are cleared away, and the twofold 

egolessness is fully understood, and the inconceivable transformation death of the Bodhisattva is attained--

that which remains is the self-nature of the Tathagatas. When the teachings of the Dharma are fully 

understood and are perfectly realised by the disciples and masters, that which is realised in their deepest 

consciousness is their own Buddha-nature revealed as Tathagata. 

In a true sense there are four kinds of sameness relating to Buddha-nature: there is sameness of letters, 

sameness of words, sameness of meaning, and sameness of Essence. The name Buddha is spelt: B-U-D-D-

H-A; the letters are the same when used for any Buddha or 
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[paragraph continues] Tathagata. When the Brahmans teach they use various words, and when the 

Tathagatas teach they use the very same words; in respect to words there is a sameness between us. In the 

teachings of all the Tathagatas there is a sameness of meaning. Among all the Buddhas there is a sameness 

of Buddha-nature. They all have the thirty-two marks of excellence and the eighty minor signs of bodily 

perfection; there is no distinction among them except as they manifest various transformations according to 

the different dispositions of beings who are to be disciplined and emancipated by various means. In the 

Ultimate Essence which is Dharmakaya, all the Buddhas of the past, present and future, are of one 

sameness. 

* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI to the Blessed One: It has been said by the Blessed One that from the night of 

the Enlightenment to the night of the Parinirvana, the Tathagata has uttered no word nor ever will utter a 

word. In what deep meaning is this true? 

The Blessed One replied: By two reasons of deepest meaning is it true: In the light of the Truth self-realised 

by Noble Wisdom; and in the Truth of an eternally-abiding Reality. The self-realisation of Noble Wisdom 

by all the Tathagatas is the same as my own self-realisation of Noble Wisdom; there is no more, no less, no 

difference; and all the Tathagatas bear witness that the state of self-realisation is free from words and 

discriminations and has nothing to do with the 
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dualistic way of speaking, that is, all beings receive the teachings of the Tathagatas through self-realisation 

of Noble Wisdom, not through words of discrimination. 

Again, Mahamati, there has always been an eternally-abiding Reality. The "substance" of Truth 

(dharmadhatu) abides forever whether a Tathagata appears in the world or not. So does the Reason of all 

things (dharmata) eternally abide; so does Reality (paramartha) abide and keep its order. What has been 

realised by myself and all other Tathagatas is this Reality (Dharmakaya), the eternally-abiding self-

orderliness of Reality; the "suchness" (tathata) of things; the realness of things (bhutata); Noble Wisdom 

which is Truth itself. The sun radiates its splendor spontaneously on all alike and with no words of 

explanation; in like manner do the Tathagatas radiate the Truth of Noble Wisdom with no recourse to 

words and to all alike. For these reasons is it stated by me that from the night of the Enlightenment to the 

night of the Tathagata's Parinirvana, he has not uttered, nor ever will he utter, one word. And the same is 

true of all the Buddhas. 

* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI: Blessed One, you speak of the sameness of all the Buddhas, but in other places 

you have spoken of Dharmata-Buddha, Nishyanda-Buddha and Nirmana-Buddha as though they were 

different from each other; how can they be the same and yet different? 
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The Blessed One replied: I speak of the different Buddhas as opposed to the views of the philosophers who 

base their teachings on the reality of an external world of form and who cherish discriminations and 

attachments arising therefrom; against the teachings of these philosophers I disclose the Nirmana-Buddha, 

the Buddha of Transformations. In the many transformations of the Tathagata stage, the Nirmana-Buddha 

establishes such matters as charity, morality, patience, thoughtfulness, and tranquillisation; by right-

knowledge he teaches the true understanding of the maya-like nature of the elements that make up 
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personality and its external world; he teaches the true nature of the mind-system as a whole and in the 

distinctions of its forms, functions and ways of performance. In a deeper sense, The Nirmana-Buddha 

symbolises the principles of differentiation and integration by reason of which all component things are 

distributed, all complexities simplified, all thoughts analysed; at the same time it symbolises the 

harmonising, unifying power of sympathy and compassion; it removes all obstacles, it harmonises all 

differences, it brings into perfect Oneness the discordant many. For the emancipation of all beings the 

Bodhisattvas and Tathagatas assume bodies of transformation and employ many skillful devices,--this is 

the work of the Nirmana-Buddha. 

For the enlightenment of the Bodhisattvas and their sustaining along the stages, the Inconceivable is made 

realisable. The Nishyanda-Buddha, the "Out-flowing-Buddha," through Transcendental Intelligence, 

reveals the true meaning and significance of appearances, 
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discrimination, attachment; and of the power of habit-energy which is accumulated by them and conditions 

them; and of the un-bornness the emptiness, the egolessness of all things. Because of Transcendental 

Intelligence and the purification of the evil out-flowings of life, all dualistic views of existence and 

nonexistence are transcended and by self-realisation of Noble Wisdom the true imagelessness of Reality is 

made manifest. The inconceivable glory of Buddhahood is made manifest in rays of Noble Wisdom; Noble 

Wisdom is the self-nature of the Tathagatas. This is the work of the Nishyanda-Buddha. In a deeper sense, 

the Nishyanda-Buddha symbolises the emergence of the principles of intellection and compassion but as 

yet undifferentiated and in perfect balance, potential but unmanifest. Looked at from the in-going side of 

the Bodhisattvas, Nishyanda-Buddha is seen in the glorified bodies of the Tathagatas; looked at from the 

forth-going side of Buddhahood, Nishyanda-Buddha is seen in the radiant personalities of the Tathagatas 

ready and eager to manifest the inherent Love and Wisdom of the Dharmakaya. 

Dharmata-Buddha is Buddhahood in its self-nature of Perfect Oneness in whom absolute tranquillity 

prevails. As Noble Wisdom, Dharmata-Buddha transcends all differentiated knowledge, is the goal of 

intuitive self-realisation, and is the self-nature of the Tathagatas. As Noble Wisdom, Dharmata-Buddha is 

inscrutable, ineffable, unconditioned. Dharmata-Buddha is the Ultimate Principle of Reality from which all 

things derive their being and truthfulness, but which in itself transcends all predicates. Dharmata-Buddha 
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is the central sun which holds all, illumines all. Its inconceivable Essence is made manifest in the "out-

flowing" glory of Nishyanda-Buddha and in the transformations of Nirmana-Buddha. 

* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI: Pray tell us, Blessed One, more about the Dharmakaya? 

The Blessed One replied: We have been speaking of it in terms of Buddhahood, but as it is inscrutable and 

beyond predicate we may just as well speak of it as the Truth-body, or the Truth-principle of Ultimate 

Reality (Paramartha). This Ultimate Principle of Reality may be considered as it is manifested under seven 

aspects: First, as Citta-gocara, it is the world of spiritual experience and the abode of the Tathagatas on 

their outgoing mission of emancipation. It is Noble Wisdom manifested as the principle of irradiancy and 

individuation. Second, as Jnana, it is the mind-world and its principle of intellection and consciousness. 

Third, as Dristi, it is the realm of dualism which is the physical world of birth and death wherein are 

manifested all the differentiations of thinker, thinking and thought-about and wherein are manifested the 

principles of sensation, perception, discrimination, desire, attachment and suffering. 

Fourth, because of the greed, anger, infatuation, suffering and need of the physical world incident to 

discrimination and attachment, it reveals a world beyond the realm of dualism wherein it appears as the 
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integrating principle of charity and sympathy. Fifth, in a realm still higher, which is the abode of the 

Bodhisattva stages, and is analogous to the mind-world, where the interests of heart transcend those of the 

mind, it appears as the principle of compassion and self-giving. Sixth, in the spiritual realm where the 

Bodhisattvas attain Buddhahood, it appears as the principle of perfect Love (Karuna). Here the last clinging 

to an ego-self is abandoned and the Bodhisattva enters into his self-realisation of Noble Wisdom which is 

the bliss of the Tathagata's perfect enjoyment of his inmost nature. Seventh, as Prajna it is the active aspect 

of the Ultimate Principle wherein both the forth-going and the in-coming principles are alike, implicit and 

potential, and wherein both Wisdom and Love are in perfect balance, harmony and Oneness. 

These are the seven aspects of the Ultimate Principle of Dharmakaya, by reason of which all things are 

made manifest and perfected and then reintegrated, and all remaining within its inscrutable Oneness, with 

no signs of individuation, nor beginning, nor succession, nor ending. We speak of it as Dharmakaya, as 
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Ultimate Principle, as Buddhahood, as Nirvana; what matters it? They are only other names for Noble 

Wisdom. 

Mahamati, you and all the Bodhisattva-Mahasattvas should avoid the erroneous reasonings of the 

philosophers and seek for a self-realisation of Noble Wisdom. 

Chapter XIII 
Nirvana 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI to the Blessed One: Pray tell Us about Nirvana? 

The Blessed One replied: The term, Nirvana, is used with many different meanings, by different people, but 

these people may be divided into four groups: There are people who are suffering, or who are afraid of 

suffering, and who think of Nirvana; there are the philosophers who try to discriminate Nirvana; there are 

the class of disciples who think of Nirvana in relation to themselves; and, finally there is the Nirvana of the 

Buddhas. 

Those who are suffering or who fear suffering, think of Nirvana as an escape and a recompense. They 

imagine that Nirvana consists in the future annihilation of the senses and the sense-minds; they are not 

aware that Universal Mind and Nirvana are One, and that this life-and-death world and Nirvana are not to 

be separated. These ignorant ones, instead of meditating on the imagelessness of Nirvana, talk of different 

ways of emancipation. Being ignorant of, or not understanding, the teachings of the Tathagatas, they cling 

to the notion of Nirvana that is outside what is seen of the mind and, thus, go on rolling themselves along 

with the wheel of life and death. 

As to the Nirvanas discriminated by the philosophers: there really are none. Some philosophers conceive 

Nirvana to be found where the mind-system no more operates owing to the cessation of the elements 
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that make up personality and its world; or is found where there is utter indifference to the objective world 

and its impermanency. Some conceive Nirvana to be a state where there is no recollection of the past or 

present, just as when a lamp is extinguished, or when a seed is burnt, or when a fire goes out; because then 

there is the cessation of all the substrate, which is explained by the philosophers as the non-rising of 

discrimination. But this is not Nirvana, because Nirvana does not consist in simple annihilation and vacuity. 

Again, some philosophers explain deliverance as though it was the mere stopping of discrimination, as 

when the wind stops blowing, or as when one by self-effort gets rid of the dualistic view of knower and 

known, or gets rid of the notions of permanency and impermanency; or gets rid of the notions of good and 

evil; or overcomes passion by means of knowledge;--to them Nirvana is deliverance. Some, seeing in 

"form" the bearer of pain are alarmed by the notion of "form" and look for happiness in a world of "no-

form." Some conceive that in consideration of individuality and generality recognisable in all things inner 

and outer, that there is no destruction and that all beings maintain their being for ever and, in this eternality, 

see Nirvana. Others see the eternality of things in the conception of Nirvana as the absorption of the finite-

soul in Supreme Atman; or who see all things as a manifestation of the vital-force of some Supreme Spirit 

to which all return; and some, who are especially silly, declare that there are two primary things, a primary 

substance and a primary soul, that react differently upon each other and thus produce all things from the 
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transformations of qualities; some think that the world is born of action and interaction and that no other 

cause is necessary; others think that Ishvara is the free creator of all things; clinging to these foolish notions, 

there is no awakening, and they consider Nirvana to consist in the fact that there is no awakening. 

Some imagine that Nirvana is where self-nature exists in its own right, unhampered by other self-natures, 

as the varigated feathers of a peacock, or various precious crystals, or the pointedness of a thorn. Some 

conceive being to be Nirvana, some non-being, while others conceive that all things and Nirvana are not to 

be distinguished from one another. Some, thinking that time is the creator and that as the rise of the world 

depends on time, they conceive that Nirvana consists in the recognition of time as Nirvana. Some think that 

there will be Nirvana when the "twenty-five" truths are generally accepted, or when the king observes the 

six virtues, and some religionists think that Nirvana is the attainment of paradise. 

These views severally advanced by the philosophers with their various reasonings are not in accord with 

logic nor are they acceptable to the wise. They all conceive Nirvana dualistically and in some causal 

connection; by these discriminations philosophers imagine Nirvana, but where there is no rising and no 

disappearing, how can there be discrimination? Each philosopher relying on his own textbook from which 

he draws his understanding, sins against the truth, because truth is not where he imagines it to be. The only 

result is that it sets his mind to wandering about and becoming more confused as Nirvana is not to be found 
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by mental searching, and the more his mind becomes confused the more he confuses other people. 
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As to the notion of Nirvana as held by disciples and masters who still cling to the notion of an ego-self, and 

who try to find it by going off by themselves into solitude: their notion of Nirvana is an eternity of bliss like 

the bliss of the Samadhis-for themselves. They recognise that the world is only a manifestation of mind and 

that all discriminations are of the mind, and so they forsake social relations and practise various spiritual 

disciplines and in solitude seek self-realisation of Noble Wisdom by self-effort. They follow the stages to 

the sixth and attain the bliss of the Samadhis, but as they are still clinging to egoism they do not attain the 

"turning-about" at the deepest seat of consciousness and, therefore, they are not free from the thinking-

mind and the accumulation of its habit-energy. Clinging to the bliss of the Samadhis, they pass to their 

Nirvana, but it is not the Nirvana of the Tathagatas. They are of those who have "entered the stream"; they 

must return to this world of life and death. 

* 

THEN SAID MAHAMATI to the Blessed One: When the Bodhisattvas yield up their stock of merit for the 

emancipation of all beings, they become spiritually one with all animate life; they themselves may be 

purified, but in others there yet remain unexhausted evil and unmatured karma. Pray tell us, Blessed One, 

how the Bodhisattvas are given assurance of Nirvana? and what is the Nirvana of the Bodhisattvas? 
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The Blessed One replied: Mahamati, this assurance is not an assurance of numbers nor logic; it is not the 

mind that is to be assured but the heart. The Bodhisattva's assurance comes with the unfolding insight that 

follows passion hindrances cleared away, knowledge hindrance purified, and egolessness clearly perceived 

and patiently accepted. As the mortal-mind ceases to discriminate, there is no more thirst for life, no more 

sex-lust, no more thirst for learning, no more thirst for eternal life; with the disappearance of these fourfold 

thirsts, there is no more accumulation of habit-energy; with no more accumulation of habit-energy the 

defilements on the face of Universal Mind clear away, and the Bodhisattva attains self-realisation of Noble 

Wisdom that is the heart's assurance of Nirvana. 

There are Bodhisattvas here and in other Buddha-lands, who are sincerely devoted to the Bodhisattva's 

mission and yet who cannot wholly forget the bliss of the Samadhis and the peace of Nirvana-for 

themselves. The teaching of Nirvana in which there is no substrate left behind, is revealed according to a 

hidden meaning for the sake of these disciples who still cling to thoughts of Nirvana for themselves, that 

they may be inspired to exert themselves in the Bodhisattva's mission of emancipation for all beings. The 

Transformation-Buddhas teach a doctrine of Nirvana to meet conditions as they find them, and to give 

encouragement to the timid and selfish. In order to turn their thoughts away from themselves and to 

encourage them to a deeper compassion and more earnest zeal for others, they are given assurance as to the 

future by the 
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sustaining power of the Buddhas of Transformation, but not by the Dharmata-Buddha. 

The Dharma which establishes the Truth of Noble Wisdom belongs to the realm of the Dharmata-Buddha. 

To the Bodhisattvas of the seventh and eighth stages, Transcendental Intelligence is revealed by the 

Dharmata-Buddha and the Path is pointed out to them which they are to follow. In the perfect self-

realisation of Noble Wisdom that follows the inconceivable transformation death of the Bodhisattva's 

individualised will-control, he no longer lives unto himself, but the life that he lives thereafter is the 

Tathagata's universalised life as manifested in its transformations. In this perfect self-realisation of Noble 

Wisdom the Bodhisattva realises that for Buddhas there is no Nirvana. 

The death of a Buddha, the great Parinirvana, is neither destruction nor death, else would it be birth and 

continuation. If it were destruction, it would be an effect-producing deed, which it is not. Neither is it a 

vanishing nor an abandonment, neither is it attainment, nor is it of no attainment; neither is it of one 

significance nor of no significance, for there is no Nirvana for the Buddhas. 

The Tathagata's Nirvana is where it is recognised that there is nothing but what is seen of the mind itself; is 

where, recognising the nature of the self-mind, one no longer cherishes the dualisms of discrimination; is 

where there is no more thirst nor grasping; is where there is no more attachment to external things. Nirvana 

is where the thinking-mind with all its discriminations, attachments, aversions and egoism is 
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forever put away; is where logical measures, as they are seen to be inert, are no longer seized upon; is 

where even the notion of truth is treated with indifference because of its causing bewilderment; is where, 

getting rid of the four propositions, there is insight into the abode of Reality. Nirvana is where the twofold 

passions have subsided and the twofold hindrances are cleared away and the twofold egolessness is 

patiently accepted; is where, by the attainment of the "turning-about" in the deepest seat of consciousness, 

self-realisation of Noble Wisdom is fully entered into,--that is the Nirvana of the Tathagatas. 
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Nirvana is where the Bodhisattva stages are passed one after another; is where the sustaining power of the 

Buddhas upholds the Bodhisattvas in the bliss of the Samadhis; is where compassion for others transcends 

all thoughts of self; is where the Tathagata stage is finally realised. 

Nirvana is the realm of Dharmata-Buddha; it is where the manifestation of Noble Wisdom that is 

Buddhahood expresses itself in Perfect Love for all; it is where the manifestation of Perfect Love that is 

Tathagatahood expresses itself in Noble Wisdom for the enlightenment of all;--there, indeed, is Nirvana! 

There are two classes of those who may not enter the Nirvana of the Tathagatas: there are those who have 

abandoned the Bodhisattva ideals, saying, they are not in conformity with the sutras, the codes of morality, 

nor with emancipation. Then there are the true Bodhisattvas who, on account of their original vows made 

for the sake of all beings, saying, "So long as they do not attain Nirvana, I will not attain it myself," 

voluntarily 
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keep themselves out of Nirvana. But no beings are left outside by the will of the Tathagatas; some day each 

and every one will be influenced by the wisdom and love of the Tathagatas of Transformation to lay up a 

stock of merit and ascend the stages. But, if they only realised it, they are already in the Tathagata's 

Nirvana for, in Noble Wisdom, all things are in Nirvana from the beginning. 

 
 
 

THE DIAMOND SUTRA 
Based on William Gemmell's Translation Edited, Rearranged and Interpreted 
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Preface 
THIS VERSION is based upon the English translation by William Gemmell, of the Chinese translation 

made by Kumarajiva, and was published by Kegan Paul in 1912. It is not an exact translation of the 

Chinese but is in a measure interpreted; it is very well done and proved to be more suitable for the present 

purpose than Max Muller's more scholarly one which was made direct from the Sanskrit original text. 

There is no knowledge as to its author nor as to the date of its composition, but it must have been written 

about the beginning of the Christian era. It is the ninth section of a much larger treatise entitled: 

Mahaprajnaparamita Sutra. It is very metaphysical and difficult reading, but has always been very highly 

valued by Buddhist scholars. Apparently the text had become more or less confused long before the 

Chinese translations were made, so that in its present form there is little progressive unfolding of the theme. 

The Truth is there but it takes a scholar to dig it out. In this Version, the editor interprets its theme to be: 

The observance of the Six Paramitas in the light of the fundamental Dharma of emptiness and egolessness. 

With this in mind the Sutra has been rearranged and divided into sections and freely interpreted. To bring 

its 
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teaching into clear and emphatic notice, quotations have been made from THE AWAKENING OF FAITH 

SUTRA to provide definitions of the Paramitas and they have been inserted near the head of each section. 

As explained in the Preface to the Self-realisation of Noble Wisdom, this Sutra was greatly used from the 

very beginning by the founders of the Zen Sect concurrently with the LANKAVATARA, but because of 

the greater difficulties of the latter, it gradually displaced it, and after the Tenth Century was almost 

exclusively used as its chief Sutra. Its chief teaching that all phenomenal things and definitive ideas are 

subjective and a manifestation of one's own mind, that even the Scriptures are "empty," largely explains the 

characteristic tenets of the Zen Sect: 

"A special transmission outside the Scriptures; 

No dependence upon words and letters; 

Direct pointing to one's deepest consciousness; 

Seeing into one's nature and the attainment of Buddahood." 

The Sutra teaches, according to Max Muller, "In contradistinction to the fallacious phenomena, there is the 

true essence of mind. Underlying the phenomena of mind, there is an unchanging principle." This is true, 

but the Sutra also teaches that all good disciples should practice the Paramitas in the light of it. 

The Diamond Scripture 
(Vajracchedika Sutra) 

THUS HAVE I HEARD. Upon a memorable occasion, the Lord Buddha sojourned in the kingdom of 

Shravasti, lodging in the grove of Jeta, a park within the royal domain which Jeta, the heir-apparent, had 

bestowed upon Sutana, a minister of state renouned for his charities and benefactions. With the Lord 
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Buddha there were assembled twelve hundred and fifty mendicant disciples, besides many who had 

attained to eminent degrees of spiritual wisdom. 

As the hour for the morning meal approached, Lord Buddha attired in a mendicant's robe and carrying an 

alms bowl, walked towards the great cry of Shravasti which he entered to beg for food. Within the city he 

went from door to door and received such gifts as the good people severally bestowed. Concluding this 

religious exercise, the Lord Buddha returned to the grove of Jeta and after bathing his sacred feet partook of 

the frugal meal which he had received as alms. Thereafter he divested himself of the mendicant's robe, laid 

aside the alms bowl and accepted the seat of honor which his disciples had reserved for him. 

The venerable Subhuti, who occupied a place in the midst of the assembly, rose from his seat, arranged his 

robe so that his right shoulder was exposed, pressing the palms of his hands together, and kneeling upon his 

right knee, respectfully bowed to the Lord Buddha, saying: "Thou art of transcendent wisdom, Honored 
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of the Worlds! With wonderful solicitude thou dost instruct in the Dharma and preserve in the faith this 

illustrious assembly of enlightened disciples. Blessed One, may I beseech of you to discourse upon the 

theme: How should a disciple who has entered upon the path behave? How should he advance? How 

should he restrain his thoughts? How may he realise Buddahood? What immutable Truth is there that shall 

sustain the mind of a good disciple, who is seeking to attain supreme spiritual wisdom, and bring into 

subjection every inordinate desire?" 

The Lord Buddha replied to Sabuti, saying: "Truly a most excellent theme. Attend diligently unto me and I 

will enunciate a Truth whereby the mind of a good disciple, whether man or woman, seeking to attain 

supreme spiritual wisdom shall be adequately sustained and enabled to bring into subjection every 

inordinate desire. 

"Subhuti, it is by the Truth of emptiness and egolessness that enlightened disciples are to advance along the 

Path, to restrain their thoughts, to attain Buddahood. If they diligently observe the Paramitas, and fully 

enter into a realisation of the profound Prajna Paramita, they will attain the supreme spiritual wisdom they 

seek." 

DANA PARAMITA--IDEAL CHARITY 
"Subhuti, good disciples, whether man or woman, should thus arrange their thoughts. Every species of life 

whether hatched in an egg, formed in a womb, evolved from spawn, produced by metamorphosis, with or 

without form, possessing or devoid of natural 
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instinct or intelligence,--from these changeful conditions of being, I urge you to seek deliverance in the 

transcendental concept of Nirvana. Thus shall disciples be delivered from the immeasurable, innumerable, 

and illimitable world of sentient life, but, in reality, there is no world of sentient life from which to seek 

deliverance. And why? Because, in the minds of enlightened disciples there have ceased to exist such 

arbitrary concepts of phenomena as an entity, a being, a living being, a personality." 

(Subhuti, regarding the Dana Paramita--Ideal Charity, the Awakening of Faith Scripture teaches how 

disciples should practise charity. It says: "If persons should come to them and ask for something, they 

should as far as their means allow, supply it ungrudgingly and thus make them happy. If they see people 

threatened with danger, they should try every means for rescuing them and restore them to a feeling of 

safety. If people come to them desiring instruction in the Dharma, they should, as far as they are acquainted 

with it and according to their discretion, deliver discourses upon religious themes. And when they are 

performing these acts of charity, let them not cherish any desire for fame or advantage, nor covet any 

earthly reward. Thinking only of the benefits and blessings that are to be mutually shared, let them aspire 

for the most excellent, the most perfect wisdom.") 

The Lord Buddha resumed: "Moreover, Subhuti, an enlightened disciple in his acts of charity, ought to act 

spontaneously, uninfluenced by such things as form, sound, taste, odour, touch, discrimination, and 

favoritism. It is imperative that an enlightened disciple, 
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in the exercise of charity, should act independent of phenomena. And why? Because, acting without regard 

to illusive forms of phenomena, he will realise in the exercise of charity a merit inestimable and 

immeasurable. 

"Subhuti, what think you? Is it possible to estimate the distances that comprise the illimitable universe of 

space?" 

Subhuti replied: "Blessed One! It is impossible to estimate the distances comprising the illimitable universe 

of space." 
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The Lord Buddha continued: "It is equally impossible to estimate the merit of an enlightened disciple who 

practises charity unperturbed by the disturbing influences of Phenomena. Subhuti, the minds of all disciples 

ought thus to be taught." 

SILA PARAMITA--IDEAL BEHAVIOR 
The Lord Buddha addressing Subhuti, said: "What think you? If a benevolent person bestowed as alms an 

abundance of the seven treasures sufficient to fill the universe, would there accrue to that person a 

considerable merit?" 

Subhuti replied, saying: "A very considerable merit; Honored of the Worlds! Because what is referred to 

does not partake of the nature of ordinary merit; in that sense the Lord Buddha rightly speaks of 'a 

considerable merit.'" 

The Lord Buddha continued: "If a disciple studies and adheres with implicit faith to even a stanza of this 

Scripture, the intrinsic merit of such a disciple would 
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be relatively greater. And why? Because, the Tathagatas who have attained supreme spiritual wisdom, all 

owe their beginning to the Truth of this sacred Scripture--the Truth of Emptiness and Egolessness." 

(Regarding the Sila Paramita--Ideal Behavior--the Sutra says: "Lay members should abstain from all 

unkindness, stealing, unchastity, lying, duplicity, slander, frivolous talk, covetousness, malice, currying 

favor, and false teachings. Disciples, in order to disarm prejudice, should retire from the excitement of the 

worldly life and, abiding in solitude, should practise those deeds which lead to restraint and contentment. In 

the case of advanced bhikshus, they have other rules to follow and should feel all the more shame, fear and 

remorse for any failure to observe the minor precepts. Strictly observing all the precepts given by the 

Tathagatas, they should endeavor, by their example, to induce all beings to abandon evil and practise the 

good.") 

"What do you think, Subhuti? If a disciple, whether man or woman, were to collect a store of precious 

gems as great as this universe and was to bestow them on the holy Tathagatas, would that disciple on the 

strength of his gift lay up a large stock of merit?" 

Subhuti replied: "Yes, Blessed One, he would lay up a very great merit." 

The Lord Buddha replied: "Subhuti, if another disciple after reading even one verse of this Scripture and 

observing it by living a good life, he will lay up a greater merit than the one who merely makes gifts in 

charity and continues his egoistic life. And why? Because, making gifts may or may not involve an advance 
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along the Path that leads to Nirvana, but this Scripture points the way to the stages of Bodhisattvahood and 

the supreme spiritual enlightenment of the Buddhas. The disciple who sincerely reads this Scripture and 

lives a virtuous life is laying up merit immeasurable. But, Subhuti, a virtuous life, even the life of a Buddha, 

what is it? There is no such thing, it is only a name. 

"Subhuti, suppose a man had a body as large as Mount Sumeru, would he be counted a great man?" 

Subhuti replied: "Exceedingly great, Honored of the Worlds!" 

The Lord Buddha enquired: "Would his mind and heart be correspondingly great, Subhuti? What is it that 

makes a man great? Is it the size of his body? Is it his unusual personality? Is it the work he accomplishes? 

Or is it the wisdom and compassion and selflessness of this behavior? Subhuti, what is behavior? There is 

no such thing; it is something the mind imagines, just like body and personality; it is only a name. 

Then the Lord Buddha continued: "Nevertheless, if a good disciple, man or woman, studies this Scripture 

and thoughtfully observes even a verse of it, his merit will be very great. What words can express the merit 

of a disciple who, living with restraint and kindness, diligently studies and observes it! Such a disciple is 

attaining powers commensurate with the supreme and most wonderful Dharma. Wherever there is the 

hermitage of such a good disciple, it is the treasure-house of this sacred Scripture; it is a shrine of the Lord 

Buddha; and over it will hover uncounted Bodhisattvas of highest reverence and honor." 
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KSHANTI PARAMITA--IDEAL PATIENCE 
At that time the Lord Buddha addressed Subhuti, saying: "If a good disciple, whether man or woman, 

devoted to the observance and study of this Scripture, is thereby lightly esteemed or despised, it is because, 

in a previous life there had been committed some grievous transgression, now followed by its inexorable 

retribution. But, although in this life lightly esteemed or despised, he bears it patiently, the compensating 

merit thus acquired will cause the transgression of a former life to be fully expiated, and the patient disciple 

will be adequately recompensed by his final attainment of supreme spiritual enlightenment." 

(Regarding this Kshanti Paramita--Ideal Patience--it is said in the Sutra: "If disciples meet with the ills of 

life they should not shun them. If they suffer painful experiences, they should not feel afflicted or treated 
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unjustly, but should always rejoice in remembering and contemplating the deep significance of the 

Dharma.') 

The Lord Buddha continued: "Numberless ages ago, Subhuti, before the advent of Dipankara Buddha, there 

were many other Buddhas and I recall my difficult experiences while serving them and receiving their 

religious instruction and discipline, but I endured it patiently and, because my conduct was entirely 

blameless and without reproach, I was reborn in the days of Dipankara Buddha. But in the ages to come, if 

a disciple faithfully study and put into practice the teaching of this Scripture, the merit that he will thus 

acquire will far exceed the merit of my service in the days of those many Buddhas. 
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"In a previous life, Subhuti, when the Prince of Kalinga severed the flesh from my limbs and body, because 

of the discipline I had undergone in the past I remained patient, I was oblivious to such ideas as phenomena 

as an entity, a person, a living person, a personality. If I had not been oblivious to such ideas, when my 

limbs and body were torn apart, there would have originated in my mind feelings of anger and resentment. I 

recollect, five hundred incarnations ago, that I was practising this Kshanti Paramita and, because of it, I got 

rid of such arbitrary ideas. Therefore, Subhuti, an enlightened disciple ought to discard, as being unreal and 

illusive, every conceivable form of hindering phenomena. 

Subhuti, in aspiring to supreme spiritual wisdom, the mind ought to be insensible to every sensuous 

influence, and be independent of everything pertaining to form, sound, odour, taste, touch, or 

discrimination. There ought to be cultivated a condition of complete independence of mind; because, if the 

mind is depending upon any external thing, it is cherishing a delusion; in reality, there is nothing external to 

the mind. Even the whole realm of sentient life is ephemeral and illusory. Therefore, in the exercise of this 

Paramita, the mind of an enlightened disciple ought to be unperturbed by any form of phenomena." 

The Lord Buddha addressed Subhuti, saying: "If an enlightened disciple in the exercise of this Paramita 

was patient in the face of external difficulties and steadily studied and observed this Scripture; and another 

disciple, realising that within the meaning and purport of it, there could be no abstract individual 
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existence--no suffering, no one to suffer, no one to attain supreme spiritual enlightenment--and yet 

patiently accepts it and continues to perfect himself in its virtue, this disciple will have a cumulative merit 

greater than the former. And why? Because, he is unaffected by any consideration of merit or reward." 

Subhuti enquired of the Lord Buddha: "In what respect are enlightened disciples unaffected by merit or 

reward?" 

The Lord Buddha replied: "Enlightened disciples, having patiently accepted the truth of egolessness, do not 

aspire for supreme enlightenment in any spirit of covetousness or acquisitiveness; they never think of merit 

and its commensurate reward. But the Tathagata, because of his perfect wisdom, knows of their patience 

and knows that for them there is reserved a cumulative merit that is immeasurable and illimitable." 

VIRYA PARAMITA--IDEAL ZEAL 
The Lord Buddha said to Subhuti: "If within this universe a good disciple heaped together the seven 

treasures forming many elevations as Mount Sumeru, and entirely bestowed these treasures on the 

Tathagata as a gift in his exercise of charity; and another disciple sacrificed his life as many times as there 

are grains of sand in the river Ganges, would such disciples accumulate great merit, Subhuti?" 

Subhuti replied: "They would accumulate great merit, indeed, Blessed One." 

The Lord Buddha continued: "If a good disciple were to select a single verse of this Scripture, faithfully 
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observe and study it, and then zealously explain it to others, he would relatively accumulate a greater 

merit." 

(Regarding this Virya Paramita--Ideal Zeal-the Sutra says: "In the practice of all good deeds, disciples 

should never indulge in indolence. They should recall all their great mental and physical sufferings that 

they have undergone in the past on account of having coveted worldly objects and comforts during former 

existences and which did not give the least nourishment to their physical lives. They should, therefore, in 

order to be emancipated in the future from these sufferings, be indefatigably zealous and never let even the 

thought of indolence arise in their minds; but steadily and persistently out of deep compassion endeavor to 

benefit all beings. They should dauntlessly, energetically, unintermittently, six watches, day and night, pay 

homage to all the Buddhas, make offerings to them, praise them, repent and confess to them, aspire to the 

most excellent knowledge, and make sincere vows of unselfish service. It is only, thereby, that they can 

root, out the hindrances and foster their root of merit.") 

"Subhuti, if a disciple takes pleasure in a narrow and exclusive form of doctrine, or is attached to false ideas 

as to an entity, a being, a living being, a personality, he cannot receive with profit the instruction of this 
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Scripture nor can he find delight in its study. This Scripture is intended for those who are entering upon the 

path, as well as for those who are attaining the highest planes of spiritual wisdom. If a disciple zealously 

observes, studies and widely disseminates the 
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knowledge of this Scripture, for such an one there will be cumulative merit, immeasurable, incomparable, 

illimitable, inconceivable. All such disciples will be endowed with transcendent spiritual wisdom and 

enlightenment." 

The Lord Buddha continued: "What think you? May an enlightened disciple ponder within himself, saying, 

'I will create numerous Buddhist Kingdoms?'" 

Subhuti replied: "No, Honored of the Worlds! And why? Because, such thoughts would be incompatible 

with the Virya Paramita, and kingdoms thus imagined would not, in reality, be Buddhist Kingdoms. Such a 

phrase as 'the creation of Buddhist Kingdoms,' is merely a figure of speech." 

The Lord Buddha continued: "What think you, Subhuti? Do you imagine that the Tathagata reflects within 

himself, 'I will bring salvation to all beings'? Entertain no such delusive thought. And why? Because, in 

reality, there is no such dharma as 'salvation' for any one; and there is no such thing as a living being to 

whom 'salvation' can be brought. What is referred to as an entity, a being, a living being, a personality, is 

not so in reality--it is only so understood by ignorant and uneducated people." 

The Lord Buddha enquired of Subhuti, saying: "May a disciple who has 'entered the stream' which bears on 

to Nirvana, thus moralise within himself: I have attained the fruits commensurate with the merits of one 

who has 'entered the stream'?" 

Subhuti replied: "No, Honored of the Worlds! And why? Because, 'entered the stream' is simply a 

descriptive term. A disciple who avoids the seductions of 
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form, sound, odour, taste, touch, and their discriminations, is merely called, 'one who has entered the 

stream.'" 

The Lord Buddha again enquired of Subhuti, saying: "What think you? Is a bhikshu who is subject to only 

one more reincarnation, to muse within himself, 'I have obtained the fruits in agreement with the merits of 

"a once returner"?' "Subhuti replied, saying: "No, Honored of the Worlds! And why? Because, 'a once 

returner' is merely a descriptive title denoting only one more reincarnation; but, in reality, there is no such 

condition as 'only one more reincarnation.' 'A once returner' is merely a descriptive title." 

The Lord Buddha once again enquired of Subhuti, saying: "What think you? May a bhikshu who has 

attained so high a degree of spiritual merit that he is never again to be reincarnated, may he thus reflect 

within himself, I have obtained the fruits which accord with the merits of one who is never to return to this 

world of life-and-death?" Subhuti replied, saying: "No, Honored of the Worlds! And why? Because, 'a 

never returner' is merely a designation, meaning, 'immunity from reincarnation'; but, in reality, there is no 

such condition, hence 'a never returner' is merely a convenient name." 

The Lord Buddha yet again enquired of Subhuti, saying: "What think you? May a Bodhisattva who has 

attained to absolute tranquillity of mind thus meditate within himself: I have obtained the position of an 

Arhat?" Subhuti replied, saying: "No, Honored of the Worlds! And why? Because, in reality, there is no 

such condition synonymous with the term Arhat. If an 
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[paragraph continues] Arhat thus meditates within himself, 'I have obtained the condition of an Arhat,' there 

would be the obvious occurrence to his mind of such arbitrary concepts as an entity, a being, a living being, 

a personality. When the Blessed One declared of me that in tranquillity of mind, observance of the Dharma 

and spiritual perception, I was preeminent among the disciples, I did not think within myself: 'I am free 

from desire, I am an Arhat.' Had I thought thus, the Blessed One would not have declared concerning me: 

'Subhuti delights in the austerities of an Arhat.' It was because I was perfectly tranquil and oblivious to all 

conditions, that the Lord Buddha declared: 'Subhuti delights in the austerities practised by the Arhats.'" 

The Lord Buddha added: "True, Subhuti! Enlightened disciples in the exercise of the Viya Paramita ought 

to maintain within themselves a pure and single mind; they should be unconscious of sensuous conditions 

and cultivate a mind that is independent of material circumstances. And why? Because, all sensuous 

conditions and material circumstances are only manifestations of mind and are alike dream-like and 

imaginary. 

"Subhuti, A Bodhisattva should have a heart filled with compassion for all sentient life, but if he should 

think within his mind: 'I will deliver all beings,' he ought not to be called a Bodhisattva. And why? Because, 

in the first place, if there is no living being, no personality, then there is no one to be called a Bodhisattva. 
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And in the second place, the Tathagata has declared: 'All beings are without self, without life, without 

personality.' Who then is to be delivered? 
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[paragraph continues] If a Bodhisattva were to say: 'I will create many Buddha-lands,' he would say what is 

untrue. And why, Because, the idea of a Buddha-land is wholly imaginary, it is only a name. 

"But O Subhuti, the Bodhisattva who believes that all things are without selfhood, and still has compassion 

and faith, he is, indeed, a noble minded Bodhisattva, and is so considered by the all-wise Tathagatas." 

DHYANA PARAMITA--IDEAL TRANQUILLITY 
Subhuti enquired of the Lord Buddha, saying: "Honored of the Worlds! In future ages, when this scripture 

is proclaimed amongst those beings destined to hear it, shall any conceive within their minds a sincere, 

unmingled faith?" 

The Lord Buddha replied, saying: "Have no such apprehensive thought. Even at the remote period of five 

centuries subsequent to the Nirvana of the Tathagata, there will be many disciples observing the monastic 

vows and assiduously devoted to good works. These, hearing this Scripture proclaimed, will believe in its 

immutability and will conceive within their minds a pure, unmingled faith. Besides, it is important to 

realise that faith thus conceived, is not exclusively in virtue of the individual thought of any particular 

Buddha, but because of its affiliation with the universal thought of all the myriad Buddhas throughout the 

infinite ages. Therefore, among the beings destined to hear this Scripture proclaimed, many, by the Dhyana 

Paramita, will intuitively conceive a pure and holy faith. 

"Subhuti, the Tathagata by his prescience is perfectly 
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cognisant of all such potential disciples, and for these also there is reserved an immeasurable merit. And 

why? Because, the minds of these will not revert to such arbitrary concepts of phenomena as an entity, a 

being, a living being, a personality, having qualities or ideas coincident with the Dharma, or existing apart 

from the principle of the Dharma. And why? Because, assuming the permanency and reality of phenomena, 

the minds of these disciples would be involved in such distinctive ideas as an entity, a being, a living being, 

a personality. Affirming the permanency and reality of qualities or ideas coincident with the Dharma, their 

minds would inevitably be involved in resolving these same definitions. Postulating the inviolate nature of 

qualities or ideas which have an existence apart from the Dharma, there yet remains to be explained these 

abstruse distinctions--an entity, a being, a living being, a personality. Therefore, enlightened disciples 

ought not to affirm the permanency or reality of qualities or ideas coincident with the Dharma, nor 

postulate as being of an inviolate nature, qualities and ideas having an existence apart from the concept of 

the Dharma. 

"Thus enlightened disciples are enabled to appreciate the significance of the words which the Tathagatas 

invariably repeat to their follows: 'Disciples must realise that the Dharma is presented to your minds in the 

simile of a raft.' If the Dharma--having fulfilled its function in bearing you to the other shore--must be 

abandoned together with all its coincident qualities and ideas, how much more inevitable must be the 

abandonment of qualities and ideas which have an existence apart from the Dharma?" 
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The Lord Buddha continued: "If a disciple had an amount of treasure sufficient to fill the illimitable 

universe and bestowed it upon the Tathagata in the exercise of charity, and if another disciple, having 

aspired to supreme spiritual wisdom, selected from this Scripture even a stanza of four lines only, observed 

it, diligently studied it and with zeal explained it to others, the cumulative merit of such a disciple would be 

relatively greater than the merit of the former. But, Subhuti, the attitude of his mind in which he explained 

it is important. It should be explained with a mind filled with compassion but free from any assumption as 

to the reality of an entity, a being, a living being, a personality, or as to the permanency or reality of earthly 

phenomena, or as to the validity of any ideas concerning them. And why? Because the phenomena of life 

are like a dream, a phantasm, a bubble, a shadow, the glistening dew, a lightning flash; thus should they be 

contemplated by an enlightened disciple. His mind should, at all times, be resting in the blessedness of 

tranquillity which invariably accompanies the practice of the Dhyana Paramita." 

(Regarding the Dhyana Paramita--Ideal Tranquillity--the Sutra says: "The beginner should consider and 

practise Dhyana in two aspects: as cessation of the mind's intellectual activities, and as realisation of insight. 

To bring all mental states that produce vagrant thinking to a stand is called cessation. To adequately 

understand the transitory and emptiness and egolessness of all things is insight. At first each of them should 

be practised separately by the beginner, but when, by degrees, he attains facility, and finally attains 

perfection, 
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the two aspects will naturally blend into one perfect state of mental tranquillity. Those who practise Dhyana 

should dwell in solitude and, sitting erect, should remain motionless, seeking to quiet the mind. Do not fix 

the thoughts on any definite thing that you have sensed or discriminated, or memorised; all 

particularisations, all imaginations, all recollections, are to be excluded, because all things are uncreate, 

devoid of all attributes, ever changing. In all thinking, something precedes that has been awakened by an 

external stimuli, so in Dhyana one should seek to abandon all notions connected with an external world. 

Then in thinking, something follows that has been elaborated in his own mind; so he should seek to 

abandon thinking. Because his attention is distracted by the external world, he is warned to turn to his inner, 

intuitive consciousness. If the process of mentation begins again, he is warned not to let his mind become 

attached to anything, because, independent of mind they have no existence. Dhyana is not at all to be 

confined to sitting erect in meditation; one's mind should be concentrated at all times, whether sitting, 

standing, moving, working; one should constantly discipline himself to that end. Gradually entering into the 

state of Samadhi, he will transcend all hindrances and become strengthened in faith, a faith that will be 

immovable.") 

The Lord Buddha resumed his words to Subhuti, saying: "What think you, Subhuti, are the atoms of dust in 

the myriad worlds which comprise the universe, are they very numerous?" 
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Subhuti replied: "Very numerous, indeed, Blessed One." 

The Lord Buddha continued: "Subhuti, these atoms of dust, many as they are, are not in reality 'atoms of 

dust,' they are merely termed so. Moreover, these 'myriad worlds' are not really worlds, they are merely 

termed so because of ignorance. 

"Subhuti, if a good disciple were to take these infinite worlds and reduce them to exceedingly minute 

particles of dust and blow them away into space, would the so-called 'infinite worlds' cease to exist?" 

Subhuti replied: "The Blessed One has already taught us that 'myriad worlds' is only a name; how can that 

which is only a name, cease to exist?" 

Then the Lord Buddha continued: "True, Subhuti, but if it were otherwise, and the infinite worlds were a 

reality, then it would be asserting the unity and eternality of matter, which every one knows is dream-like, 

changing and transitory. Unity and eternality of matter, indeed! There is neither matter, nor unity, nor 

eternality--they are merely names. Belief in the unity and eternality of matter is incomprehensible; only 

common and worldly minded people, for purely materialistic reasons, cling to that hypothesis. Subhuti, 

enlightened disciples must thoroughly understand that emptiness and egolessness are characteristic of' all 

Truth. The Dhyana Paramita can be successfully practised only from that viewpoint." 

Then the Lord Buddha continued: "If a disciple should affirm that the Tathagata had enunciated a doctrine 

that the mind could comprehend the idea of an entity, a being, a living being, a personality, or ally 
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other discrimination, would that disciple be interpreting aright the meaning of this Scripture?" 

Subhuti replied: "Blessed One, that disciple would not be interpreting aright the meaning of the Lord 

Buddha's discourse. And why? Because, Blessed One, when you discoursed on belief in the reality of an 

entity, a being, a living being, a personality, it was plainly declared that there were no such things; that they 

were entirely unreal and illusive; that they were merely words." 

The Lord Buddha continued: "Subhuti, the disciples who aspire to supreme spiritual wisdom ought thus to 

know, to believe in, and to interpret all phenomena. They ought to eliminate from their minds every 

seeming evidence of concrete objects; they ought to eliminate from their minds even the notions of such 

things; and become oblivious to every idea connected with them. And why? Because, so long as he 

cherishes ideas of and concerning an entity, a being, a living being, a personality, his mind is kept in 

confusion. He must even become oblivious to the idea that there is any one to whom the idea of sentient life 

can become oblivious. If he were to think within his mind, 'I must become oblivious to every idea of 

sentient life,' he could not be described as being wholly enlightened. And why? Because, within the bounds 

of reality there is no such thing, no entity, no being, no living being, no personality, nothing whatever that 

can be discriminated, and therefore, there can be no reality to ideas concerning them, for all these things are 

merely manifestations of the mind itself." 

Subhuti enquired, saying: "Blessed One, in the 
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ages to come, will sentient beings destined to hear this Dharma, awaken within their minds these essential 

elements of faith?" 

The Lord Buddha replied, smiling: "Subhuti, it cannot be asserted that there are or will be any such things 

as sentient beings, nor can it be asserted that there will not be. At present there are none, they are merely 
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termed 'sentient beings.' And as to any one being saved: how can there be one to find it by seeking, or to 

know it if it is ever found? One cannot gain self-realisation of Prajna Paramita without transcending the 

conscious faculty. To fully realise emptiness, egolessness, imagelessness by the use of the discriminating 

mind is futile. It is only by practising the Dhyana Paramita, by identifying oneself with emptiness and 

egolessness, that emptiness and egolessness is to be realised. In the exercise of the Dhyana Paramita, unless 

the mind of the enlightened disciple is independent of all phenomena, he is like a person lost in 

impenetrable darkness, to whom every object is invisible and himself helpless. But an enlightened disciple 

practising the Paramita with a mind independent of every phenomena, is like unto a person to whom 

suddenly the power of vision is restored, and he sees every thing as in the meridian glory of the sunlight." 

The Lord Buddha said: 

"Not by means of visible form, 

Not by audible sound, 

Is Buddha to be perceived; 

Only in the solitude and purity of Dhyana 

Is one to realise the blessedness of Buddha." 
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PRAJNA PARAMITA--IDEAL WISDOM 
The Lord Buddha addressing Subhuti, said: "What think you? When in a previous life I was a disciple of 

Dipankara Buddha, did I eventually become a Buddha because of some prescribed teaching or system of 

doctrine?" 

Subhuti replied: "No, Blessed One. When the Lord Buddha was a disciple of Dipankara Buddha neither 

prescribed teaching nor system of doctrine was communicated to him, whereby he eventually became a 

Buddha." 

The Lord Buddha continued, saying: "In my discourses have I presented a system of doctrine that can be 

specifically formulated?" 

Subhuti replied: "As I understand the meaning of the Blessed One's discourses, he has no system of 

doctrine that can be specifically formulated. And why? Because, what the Blessed One adumbrates in the 

terms of the Dharma is, in reality, inscrutable and inexpressible. Being a purely spiritual concept, it is 

neither consonant with the Dharma, nor synonymous with anything apart from the Dharma; but it is 

exemplified in the manner in which Bodhisattvas and holy Buddhas have regarded intuitive self-realisation 

as the highest law of their minds and by it have severally attained to different planes of spiritual wisdom." 

The Lord Buddha endorsed these words, saying: "True it is; Subhuti! True it is. There is no dharma by 

means of which Buddhas attain supreme spiritual wisdom. Wisdom is attained only by self-realisation 

through the practice of the Dhyana Paramita. If there had been such a Dharma, Dipankara would not have 
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prophesied when I was a disciple of his: 'In future ages, my boy, you will become Shakyamuni Buddha.' 

And why? Because in the concept Buddha every dharma is wholly and intelligibly comprehended. How 

could there be a Dharma by which that all-inclusive state could be attained? The supreme spiritual wisdom 

to which Buddhas attain, cannot, in its essence, be defined as either real or unreal. That which is commonly 

spoken of as the Buddha Dharma is synonymous with every moral and spiritual dharma. Subhuti, what are 

spoken of as 'systems of dharma,' including even the so-called Buddha Dharma, are not in reality systems 

of dharma, they are merely termed 'systems of dharma.'" 

(Regarding the Prajna Paramita--Ideal Wisdom--really, there is no such thing. Prajna Paramita transcends 

all ideation, all knowledge, all wisdom; It is Noble Wisdom in its "suchness" and its self-nature is 

manifested in the transformation-bodies of the Tathagatas.) 

Subhuti enquired of the Lord Buddha: "In attaining supreme spiritual wisdom did the Lord Buddha, then, 

attain nothing definite and tangible?" 

The Lord Buddha replied: "In attaining supreme spiritual wisdom, not a vestiage of dharma nor doctrine 

was obtained, that is why it is called 'supreme spiritual wisdom.' Prajna Paramita is universal, coherent, 

indivisible; it is neither above nor below; it excludes all such arbitrary ideas as an entity, a being, a living 

being, a personality, discrimination, ideation; but it includes every dharma pertaining to the cultivation of 

wisdom and compassion. And even these, 
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when defined and thought about, are not in reality 'dharmas of wisdom and compassion'; they are only 

termed 'dharmas of wisdom and compassion.' 

"Do not think that the Tathagatas consider within themselves: 'I ought to promulgate a system of Dharma.' 

Have no such irrelevant thought, Subhuti. and why? because by so thinking the disciple would expose his 
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ignorance and defame the Tathagatas. In reality there is no 'system of Dharma' to promulgate; it is only 

termed 'a system of Dharma.' 

"What think you? Can the Tathagatas be perceived by their perfect material bodies, or by any physical 

phenomena?" 

Subhuti replied: "It is improbable that a Lord Buddha can be perceived by his perfect material body, or by 

any physical phenomena; because, in reality, there is no such thing as a material body, nor physical 

phenomena; they are only terms that are in common use." 

Then the Lord Buddha said: "Why is the Tathagata so named? It is because he manifests the essential 

nature of reality. 'He who thus comes,' comes from nowhere. He symbolises the emptiness of qualities, the 

egolessness, the imagelessness, of ultimate reality. He symbolises the un-born, the un-originate, the truly 

eternal because the ultimate. And yet, Subhuti, if any one should affirm that by the Tathagata ultimate 

Wisdom is manifested, he would speak an untruth, he would slander me by his limited knowledge. That 

which is manifested by the Tathagatas is neither truth nor falsehood: it is no-thing-ness; and yet it is 

inconceivable Oneness, because it is Prajna Paramita, because it is the essence nature of Buddahood. 
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"Subhuti, the plane of thought to which the Buddhas attain and which the Tathagatas manifest, cannot be 

expressed in terms of reality or in terms of non-reality. Their utterances are neither extravagant nor 

chimerical; they are true, credible, immutable, but can never be expressed in the limits of words and 

doctrines. 

Then the Lord Buddha enquired of Subhuti, saying: "Are Tathagatas to be recognised by the works they do 

and the effects they produce?" 

Subhuti replied: "No, Blessed One; a Buddha is not to be known by his works, else would a great world-

conquering King be a Buddha." 

The Lord Buddha said: "Just so, Subhuti. It is not by a great show of erudition, nor by the building of 

anything, nor by the destruction of anything, that the Tathagatas are to be known. It is only within the 

deepest consciousness of Bodhisattvas through the self-realisation of the Prajna Paramita, that the 

Tathagatas are to be realised. 

The Lord Buddha continued: "What think you, Subhuti? Does the Tathagata possess a physical eye?" 

Subhuti assented, saying: "The Blessed One truly possesses a physical eye." 

"What think you, Subhuti? Does the Tathagata possess the eye of enlightenment?" Subhuti assented, saying: 

"The Blessed One truly possesses the eye of enlightenment." 

"What think you, Subhuti? Does the Tathagata possess the eye of Wisdom?" Subhuti assented, saying: "The 

Blessed One truly possesses the eye of Wisdom." 

"What think you, Subhuti? Does the Tathagata 
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possess the eye of Compassion?" Subhuti assented, saying: "The Blessed One truly possesses the Buddha 

eye of Compassion." 

The Lord Buddha continued: "If there were as many river Ganges as there are grains of sand in the river 

Ganges, and if there were as many Buddha-lands as there are grains of sand in all the innumerable rivers, 

would these Buddha-lands be numerous?" 

Subhuti replied: "Buddha-lands are innumerable." 

The Lord Buddha continued: "Subhuti, within these innumerable worlds are every form of sentient life with 

all their various mental capacities, dispositions, and temperaments, all alike are fully known to the 

Tathagatas, and the Tathagatas are filled with compassion for them. Nevertheless, what are referred to as 

mental capacities, dispositions, and temperaments, are not in reality mental capacities, dispositions and 

temperaments; they are merely termed such. Dispositions of mind, modes of thought, whether relating to 

the past, present or future, are all alike unreal and illusory. 

"Thus should the Noble Prajna Paramita be explained. Thus should a young disciple, whether man or 

woman, thus should the highest Bodhisattva, understand and explain the Prajna Paramita. Everything 

should be seen as solitude, as egoless, as imageless; everything should be seen as the sky, as sunlight, as 

darkness, as a phantom, as a dream, as a flash of lightning, as a bubble. Thus is Prajna Paramita to be 

conceived and to be explained." 

Then the venerable Subhuti, hearing the text of this sacred Scripture expounded by the Lord Buddha, 
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and realising its profound meaning, was moved to tears and, addressing the Lord Buddha, said: "Thou art of 

transcendent wisdom, Blessed One! In thus expounding this supreme Scripture, thou hast surpassed every 
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exposition previously given. True it is that all things and all phenomena and all definitive ideas are 

transitory, empty, egoless, imageless and dream-like! Only Prajna Paramita abides." 

The Lord Buddha assenting, said: "Subhuti, in future ages, disciples destined to hear this Scripture, 

discarding every arbitrary idea, neither becoming perturbed by its extreme mode of thought, nor carried 

away by its lofty sentiment, nor fearful as to realising its noble sentiment, who faithfully and zealously 

study it, observe its precepts, and patiently explain it to others, their intrinsic merits will excite superlative 

wonder and praise. Moreover, as they gain in realisation of this profound Prajna Paramita through the 

practice of Dhyana, they will eventually become wholly enlightened, wholly compassionate--themselves 

revealed as Buddha." 

Subhuti enquired of the Lord Buddha: "Blessed One, by what name shall this Scripture be known, that we 

may regard it with reverence?" 

The Lord Buddha replied: "Subhuti, this Scripture shall be known as THE DIAMOND SCRIPTURE, 

because, by its Transcendent Wisdom all sentient life shall reach the other shore. By this name you shall 

reverently regard it, always remembering that what is referred to as Transcendental Wisdom is only a 

name,--Prajna Paramita transcends all wisdom." 

 
 
 

SUTRA OF TRANSCENDENTAL WISDOM 
Based on Max Muller's Translation 

Edited and Interpreted 
p. 208 p. 209 

Preface 
THIS SUTRA, under the title of MAHA-PRAJNA-PARAMITA-HRIDAYA, formed another section of the 

great MAHA-PRAJNA-PARAMITA SUTRA. It is the shortest of all the great Sutras and on that account 

was memorised by all Buddhist monks and recited as part of the daily ritual, often many times a day. It is 

no wonder that its teaching of "emptiness" entered into the warp and woof of their thinking. In spite of the 

singleness of its teaching, it will repay a lifetime of thoughtful meditation. 

Sutra of Transcendental Wisdom 
(Maha-prajna-paramita-hridaya) 

THUS HAVE I HEARD. At one time the Blessed One together with a number of the highest Bodhisattvas 

and a great company of bhikshus was staying at Rajagriha on Mount Gridhrakta. 

The Blessed One was sitting apart absorbed in Samadhi, and the noble Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara was 

meditating on the profound Prajna-paramita, thinking thus: Personality is made up of five grasping 

aggregates--form, sensation, perception, discrimination and consciousness--all of which the Blessed One 

has taught us are by nature dream-like and empty. 

Then the venerable Sariputra, influenced by the power of the Blessed One absorbed in Samadhi, spoke thus 

to the noble Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara: "If a son or daughter of good family wishes to study the profound 

Prajna-paramita, how is he to do so?" 

The noble Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara replied to the venerable Sariputra: "If a son or daughter wishes to 

study the profound Prajna-paramita, he must think thus: Personality? What is personality? Is it an eternal 

entity or is it made up of elements that pass away? 

"Personality is made up of five grasping aggregates which are by nature empty of any self-substance. Form, 

or matter, is emptiness; emptiness is not different from form, nor is form different from emptiness; indeed, 

emptiness is form. In like manner: sensation is emptiness; emptiness is not different from sensation, nor is 

sensation different from emptiness; indeed, emptiness 
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is sensation. In like manner: perception, discrimination and consciousness are also emptiness. 

"Thus, O Sariputra, all things having the character of emptiness, have no beginning nor ending; they are 

neither faultless nor not faultless; they are neither perfect nor imperfect. Therefore, in emptiness there is no 

form, no sensation, no perception, no discrimination, no consciousness. There is no eye, no ear, no nose, no 

tongue, no sensitiveness to contact, no mind. There is no form, no sound, no smell, no taste, no touch, no 

mental process, no object, no knowledge, no ignorance. There is no destruction of objects, no cessation of 

knowledge, no cessation of ignorance. There is no decay and no death, nor is there any destruction of the 

notions of decay and death. There is no Noble Fourfold Truth--no pain, no cause of pain, no cessation of 

pain, nor any Noble Path to the cessation of pain. There is no knowledge of Nirvana, there is no obtaining 

of Nirvana, there is no not-obtaining of Nirvana. 
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"Why is there no such thing as the obtaining of Nirvana? Because Nirvana is the realm of no-thing-ness. If 

the ego-soul of personality is an eternal entity it cannot attain Nirvana. It is only because personality is 

made up of elements and is, therefore, empty of an ego-soul, that it may attain Nirvana. So long as man is 

approaching Ultimate Wisdom, he is still dwelling in the realm of consciousness. If he is to realise Nirvana, 

he must pass beyond the realm of consciousness. In highest Samadhi when consciousness has been 

transcended, he has passed beyond discrimination and knowledge, beyond any reach of change or fear. He 

is already enjoying Nirvana. 
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"The perfect understanding of this and the patient acceptance of it is the Ultimate Wisdom that is Prajna-

paramita. All the Buddhas of the past, present and future, having attained highest Samadhi, awake to find 

themselves realising this highest perfect Wisdom. 

"Therefore, every one should seek self-realisation of Prajna-paramita, the Truth of Perfect Wisdom, the 

unsurpassable Truth, the Truth that ends all pain, the Truth that is forever True. O Prajna-paramita! O 

Transcendent Truth that spans the troubled ocean of life-and-death, safely carry all seekers to that other 

shore. Thus, O Sariputra, should a Bodhisattva teach all seekers the profound Prajna-paramita." 

When the Blessed One had risen from Samadhi, he gave approval to the words of the noble Bodhisattva 

Avalokitesvara, saying: "Well done! Well done, Noble Son! So, indeed, must the study of the profound 

Prajna-paramita be presented. As it has been described by thee, it is approved by all the Tathagatas." 

Thus spoke the Blessed One with joyful mind, and the noble Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara and the venerable 

Sariputra and the whole company of bhikshus praised the words of the Blessed One. 

 
 
 

SUTRA OF THE SIXTH PATRIARCH 
Based Upon Wong Mou-lam's Translation, Edited and Interpreted 

p. 216 p. 217 

Preface 
THIS VERSION is based upon the English translation entitled: SUTRA SPOKEN BY THE SIXTH 

PATRIARCH, WEI LANG, ON THE HIGH SEAT OF THE GEM OF LAW made by Mr. Wong Mou-lam 

of Shanghai, and published by the Yu Ching Press. To Mr. Wong great praise and credit should be given 

for his most excellent reproduction of the meaning and spirit of the original. Mr. Wong has very graciously 

given the editor permission to make changes in its English dress, and to delete passages that a reasonable 

amount of literary and historical criticism appear to make necessary, or that are of slight interest to our 

times. As Mr. Wong is in far away Ceylon to better fit himself for further translation work, there has been 

no chance to talk over the changes with him and to secure his approval; the editor, therefore, holds himself 

wholly responsible for them. Mr. Wong's translation is technically more complete and accurate and for 

scholarly research is to be preferred to this Version, but there is great need for a simpler and more readable 

Version, for which need this was provided. 

The Sixth Chinese Patriarch lived fifteen hundred years ago (637-713), but his kindly and straight-forward 

insistence on the one thing: "Self-realisation of your own mind-essence," places him among the world's 

great teachers, and marks him out as one still worthy of attention. 

SUTRA SPOKEN BY THE SIXTH PATRIARCH 
Chapter I 

Autobiography of Hui-Neng 
ONCE WHEN THE PATRIARCH had come to Pao-lam Monastery, Prefect Wai of Shiu-chow and other 

officials came there to invite him to deliver public lectures on Buddhism in the hall of Tai-fan Temple in 

the city (Canton). 

When the time came, there were assembled Prefect Wai, government officials and Confucian scholars 

about thirty each, bhikshu, bhikshuni, Taoists and laymen, nearly a thousand in all. After the Patriarch had 

taken his seat, the congregation in a body paid him homage and asked him to speak on the fundamental 

truths of Buddhism. Whereupon, His Eminence delivered the following address:-- 

Learned Audience, our self-nature which is the seed or kernel of Bodhi (the Wisdom that comes with 

enlightenment) is pure by nature and by making right use of it we can reach Buddhahood directly. Let me 

tell you something about my own life and how I came into possession of this inner teaching of our Ch’an 

School. 
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My father, a native of Fan-yang, was dismissed from his official post and banished to become a commoner 

in Sun-chow in Kwang-tung. My father died when I was quite young leaving my mother poor and 

miserable, to my great misfortune. We moved to Kwang-chow (now 
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[paragraph continues] Canton) and lived in very bad circumstances. I was selling firewood in the market 

one day when one of my customers ordered some to be sent to his shop. Upon delivery and payment for the 

same as I went outside I found a man reciting a Sutra. No sooner had I heard the text of this Sutra then my 

mind became at once enlightened. I asked the man the name of the book he was reciting and was told that it 

was the "Diamond Sutra" (Vajrakkhedika). I asked him where he came from and why he recited this 

particular Sutra. He replied that he came from the Tung-tsan Monastery in the Wong-mui District of Kee-

chow; that the Abbot in charge of this temple was Hwang-yan who was the Fifth Patriarch and had about a 

thousand disciples under him; and that when he went there to pay homage to the Patriarch, he found him 

lecturing on this Diamond Sutra. He further told me that his Eminence was in the habit of encouraging the 

laity as well as his monks to recite this scripture, as by so doing they might realise their own essence-of-

mind and thereby reach Buddhahood directly. 

It must be due to my good karma accumulated from past lives that I heard about this and that later on I was 

given ten taels for the maintenance of my mother by a man who advised me to go to Wong-mui to 

interview the Fifth Patriarch. After arrangements had been made for my mother's support, I left for Wong-

mui which took me about thirty days to reach. 

I paid homage to the Patriarch and was asked where I came from and what I expected to get from him. I 

replied that I was a commoner from Sun-chow in Kwang-tung and had travelled far to pay my respects 
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to him, and then said, "I ask for nothing but Buddhahood." 

The Patriarch replied: "So you are a native of Kwang-tung, are you? You evidently belong to the aborigines; 

how can you expect to become a Buddha?" 

I replied: "Although there are Northern men and Southern men, but North or South make no difference in 

their Buddha-nature. An aboriginee is different from your Eminence physically, but there is no difference 

in our Buddha-nature." 

He was going to speak further to me but the presence of other disciples made him hesitate and he told me to 

join the other laborers at their tasks. "May I tell Your Eminence," I urged, "that Prajna (transcendental 

Wisdom) constantly rises in my mind. As one cannot go astray from his own nature one may be rightly 

called, 'a field of merit' (this is a title of honor given to monks as a monk affords the best of opportunities to 

others, 'to sow the seed of merit'). I do not know what work Your Eminence would ask me to do." 

"This aboriginee is very witty" he remarked. "Go to the work-rooms and say no more." I then withdrew to 

the rear where the work of the monastery was carried on and was told by a lay brother to split firewood and 

hull rice. 

More than eight months after the Patriarch met me one day and said, "I know that your knowledge of 

Buddhism is very sound, but I have to refrain from speaking with you lest evil men should harm you. Do 

you understand?" "Yes Sir, I understand," I replied. "And I will not go near your hall, lest people take 

notice of me." 
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One day the Patriarch assembled all his disciples and said to them: "The question of incessant rebirth is a 

very momentous one, but instead of trying to free yourselves from that bitter sea of life and death, you men, 

day after day, seem to be going after tainted merits only. Merit will be of no help to you if your essence of 

mind is polluted and clouded. Go now and seek for the transcendental wisdom that is within your own 

minds and then write me a stanza about it. He who gets the clearest idea of what Mind-essence is will be 

given the insignia of the Patriarch; I will give him the secret teaching of the Dharma, and will appoint him 

to be the Sixth Patriarch. Go away quickly, now, and do not delay in writing the stanza; deliberation is 

quite unnecessary and will be of no use. The one who has realised Essence of Mind can testify to it at once 

as soon as he is spoken to about it. He cannot lose sight of it, even if he were engaged in a battle." 

Having received this instruction, the disciples withdrew and said to one another, "There is no use of our 

making an effort to write a stanza and submit it to His Eminence; the Patriarchship is bound to go to Elder 

Shin-shau, our Master, anyway. Why go through the form of writing, it will only be a waste of energy." 

Hearing this they decided to write nothing, saying, "Why should we take the trouble to do it? Hereafter we 

will simply follow our Master Shin-shau wherever he goes and will look to him for guidance." 
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Shin-shau reasoned within himself, "Considering that I am their Master, none of them will take part in 

competition. I wonder whether I should write a stanza and submit it to His Eminence, or not. If I do not, 

how 
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can the Patriarch know how deep or how superficial my knowledge is? If my object is to get the Dharma, 

my motive is pure. If it is to get the Patriarchship, then it is bad; my mind would be that of a worldling and 

my action would amount to a theft of the Patriarch's holy seat. But if I do not submit the stanza, I will lose 

my chance of getting the Dharma. It is very difficult to know what to do." 

In front of the Patriarch's hall there were three corridors the walls of which were to be painted by a court 

artist named Lo-chun, with pictures suggested by the Lankavatara Sutra depicting the transfiguration of the 

assembly, and with scenes showing the genealogy of the five Patriarchs, for the information and veneration 

of the public. When Shin-shau had composed his stanza he made several attempts to submit it, but his mind 

was so perturbed that he was prevented from doing it. Then he suggested to himself, "It would be better for 

me to write it on the wall of the corridor and let the Patriarch find it himself. If he approves it, then I will go 

to pay him homage and tell him that it was done by me; but if he disapproves it,--well, then I have wasted 

several years' time in this mountain receiving homage which I did not deserve. If I fail, what progress have 

I made in learning Buddhism?" 

At midnight of that night, he went secretly to write his stanza on the wall of the south corridor, so that the 

Patriarch might know to what spiritual insight he had attained. The stanza read:-- 

"Our body may be compared to the Bodhi-tree; 

While our mind is a mirror bright. 

Carefully we cleanse and watch them hour by hour, 

And let no dust collect upon them." 
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As soon as he had written it he returned at once to his room, so no one knew what he had done. In the quiet 

of his room he pondered: "When the Patriarch sees my stanza tomorrow, if he is pleased with it it will show 

that I am (spiritually) ready for the Dharma; but if he disapproves of it, then it will mean that I am unfit for 

the Dharma owing to misdeeds in previous lives and karmic accumulations that so thickly becloud my 

mind. What will the Patriarch say about it? How difficult it is to speculate." He could neither sleep nor sit at 

ease; and so in this vein he kept on thinking until dawn. 

In the morning the Patriarch sent for Lo, the court artist, to have the walls painted with pictures and went 

with him to the south corridor. The Patriarch noticed the stanza and said to the artist, "I am sorry to have 

troubled you to come so far, but the walls do not need to be painted now. The Sutra says, 'All forms and 

phenomena are transient and illusive'; we will leave the stanza here so that people may study the stanza and 

recite it. If they put its teachings into actual practice, they will be saved from the misery of being born in 

evil realms of existence. Any one who practices it will gain great merit." The Patriarch ordered incense to 

be burnt before it, and instructed all his disciples to pay homage to it and to recite it, so that they might 

realise Essence of Mind. After his disciples had recited it, they all exclaimed, "Well done!" 

That midnight the Patriarch sent for Shin-shau and asked if he had written the stanza. Shin-shau admitted 

that he had written it and then added: "I am not so vain as to expect to get the Patriarchship, but I wish 
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[paragraph continues] Your Eminence would kindly tell me whether my stanza shows the least grain of 

wisdom." 

"To attain supreme enlightenment," replied the Patriarch, "one must be able to know spontaneously one's 

own self-nature which is neither created nor can it be annihilated. From one momentary sensation to 

another, one should always be able to realise Essence of Mind; then all things will be free from restraint. 

Once the self-nature of Mind-essence is realised, forever after one will be free from delusion, and under all 

circumstances, one's mind will remain in a state of 'Suchness' (tathata). Such a state of mind is absolute 

truth. If you can see things in such a state of mind you have realised Essence of Mind, which is the supreme 

enlightenment. You had better return now and think it over for a couple of days and then submit another 

stanza. In case the new stanza shows that you have entered 'the door of enlightenment,' I will transmit to 

you the robe and the Dharma." 

Shin-shau made obeisance to the Patriarch and went away. For several days he tried in vain to write another 

stanza, which upset his mind so much that he was as ill at ease as though he was in a nightmare; he could 

find comfort neither in sitting nor walking. 

Two days after, it happened that a boy who was passing by the room where I was hulling rice, was loudly 

reciting the stanza written by Shin-shau. As soon as I heard it I knew at once that its composer had not yet 
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realised Essence of Mind. Although at that time I never had had instruction about it, I already had a general 

idea of it. "What stanza is this," I asked the boy. "You aboriginee," he said, "don't you know about 
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it? The Patriarch told his disciples that the question of rebirth was a momentous one, and those who wished 

to inherit his robe and the Dharma should write him a stanza and the one who had the true idea of Mind-

essence would get them and become the Sixth Patriarch. Elder Shin-shau wrote this 'formless' stanza on the 

wall of the south corridor and the Patriarch told us to recite it. He also said that those who put its teachings 

into actual practice would attain great merit and be saved from being born in the evil realms of existence." 

I told the boy that I wished to learn the stanza also, so that I might have the benefit of it in future life. 

Although I had been hulling rice for eight months, I had never been to the hall, so I asked the boy to show 

me where the stanza was written, so that I might make obeisance to it. The boy took me there and as I was 

illiterate, I asked him to read it to me. A petty officer of the Kong-chow District, named Chang Fat-yung, 

who happened to be there, then read it clearly. When he had finished reading, I told him that I, also, had 

composed a stanza and asked him to write it for me. "Extraordinary," he exclaimed, "that you, also, can 

compose a stanza." 

"If you are a seeker of supreme enlightenment, you will not despise a beginner," I said. 

"Please recite your stanza," said he, "I will write it down for you, but if you should succeed in getting the 

Dharma, do not forget to deliver me." 

My stanza read as follows: 

"Neither is there Bohi-tree, 

Nor case of mirror bright. 

Since intrinsically all is void 

Where can dust collect?" 
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Later on seeing that a crowd was collecting, the Patriarch came out and erased the stanza with his shoe lest 

jealous ones should do me injury. Judging by this, the crowd took it for granted that the author of it had 

also not yet realised Mind-essence. 

Next day the Patriarch came secretly to the room where the rice was being hulled and seeing me at work 

with the stone pestle, said, "A seeker of the Path risks his life for the Dharma. Should he do so?" Then he 

asked, "Is the rice ready?" "Ready long ago," I replied, "only waiting for the sieve." He knocked the mortar 

thrice with his stick and went away. 

Knowing what his signal meant, in the third watch of the night, I went to his room. Using his robe as a 

screen so that no one would see us, he expounded the Diamond Sutra to me. When he came to the sentence, 

"One should use one's mind in such a way that it will be free from any attachment," I suddenly became 

thoroughly enlightened and realised that all things in the universe are Mind-essence itself. 

1 said to the Patriarch, "Who could have conceived that Mind-essence is intrinsically pure! Who could have 

conceived that Mind-essence is intrinsically free from becoming and annihilation! That Mind-essence is 

intrinsically self-sufficient, and free from change! Who could have conceived that all things are 

manifestations of Mind-essence!" 

Thus at midnight, to the knowledge of no one, was the Dharma transmitted to me, and I consequently 

became the inheritor of the teachings of the "Sudden" School, and the possessor of the robe and the 

begging-bowl. 
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"You are now the Sixth Patriarch," said His Eminence. "Take good care of yourself and deliver as many 

sentient beings as possible. Spread the teaching; keep the teaching alive; do not let it come to an end. Listen 

to my stanza: 

'Sentient beings who sow seed of Enlightenment 

In the field of causation, will reap the fruit of Buddhahood. 

Inanimate objects which are void of Buddha-nature 

Sow not and reap not.'" 

His Eminence further said: "When Patriarch Bodhidharma first came to China, few Chinese had confidence 

in him and so this robe has been handed down as a testimony from one Patriarch to another. As to the 

Dharma, as a rule it is transmitted from heart to heart and the recipient is expected to understand it and to 

realise it by his own efforts. From time immemorial, it has been the practice for one Buddha to pass on to 

his successor the quintessence of the Dharma, and for one Patriarch to transmit to another, from mind to 

mind, the esoteric teaching. As the robe may give cause for dispute, you will be the last one to inherit it. If 
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you should again hand it down to a successor, your life would be in imminent danger. You must now leave 

this place as quickly as you can, lest some one should harm you." 

I asked him, "Where shall I go?" and he replied, "Stop at Wei and seclude yourself at Wui." 

As it was the middle of the night when I thus received 
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the begging-bowl and the robe, I told the Patriarch that as I was a Southerner I did not know the mountain 

trails and it would be impossible for me to get down to the river. "You need not worry," he replied, "I will 

go with you." He then accompanied me to the Kiu-kiang landing where we got a boat. As he started to do 

the rowing himself, I asked him to be seated and let me handle the oar. He replied, "It is only right for me 

to get you across." (This is an illusion to the sea of birth and death which one has to cross before the shore 

of Nirvana can be reached.) To this I replied, "(So long as I was) under illusion, I was dependent on you to 

get me across, but now it is different. It was my fortune to be born on the frontier and my education is very 

deficient, but I have had the honor to inherit the Dharma from you; since I am now enlightened, it is only 

right for me to cross the sea of birth and death by my own effort to realise my own Essence of Mind." 

"Quite so, quite so," he agreed. "Beginning with you (Ch’an) Buddhism will become very widespread. 

Three years from your leaving me I shall pass from this world. You may start on your journey now; go as 

fast as you can toward the South. Do not begin preaching too soon; (Ch’an) Buddhism is not to be easily 

spread." 

After saying good-bye, I left him and walked toward the South. In about two months I reached the Tai-yu 

Mountain where I noticed several hundred men were in pursuit of me with the intention of recovering the 

robe and begging-bowl. Among them, the most vigilant was a monk of the name of Wei-ming whose 

surname was Chen. In lay-life he had been a general of the fourth rank. His manner was rough and his 

temper 
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hot. When he overtook me, I threw the robe and the begging-bowl on a rock, saying, "This robe is nothing 

but a testimonial; what is the use of taking it away by force?" When he reached the rock, he tried to pick 

them up but could not. Then in astonishment he shouted, "Lay Brother, Lay Brother, (Hui-neng, although 

appointed the Sixth Patriarch, had not yet formally been admitted to the Order), I have come for the 

Dharma; I do not care for the robe." Whereupon I came from my hiding place and took the position on the 

rock of a Patriarch. He made obeisance and said, "Lay Brother, I beg you to teach me." 

"Since the object of your coming is for the Dharma," said I, "please refrain from thinking about anything 

and try to keep your mind perfectly empty and receptive. I will then teach you." When he had done this for 

a considerable time, I said, "Venerable Sir, at the particular moment when you are thinking of neither good 

nor evil, what is your real self-nature (the word is, physiognomy)?" 

As soon as he heard this he at once become enlightened, but he asked, "Apart from these sayings and ideas 

handed down by the Patriarchs from generation to generation, are there still any esoteric teachings?" 

"What I can tell you is not esoteric," I replied, "If you turn your light inward, you will find what is esoteric 

within your own mind." 

"In spite of my stay in Wong-mui," said he, "I did not realise my own self-nature. Now, thanks to your 

guidance, I realise it in the same way a water-drinker knows how hot and how cold the water is. Lay 

Brother, I am now your disciple." I replied, "If this is the case, 
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then you and I are fellow disciples of the Fifth Patriarch. Please take good care of yourself." He paid 

homage and departed. 

Some time after I reached Tso-kai, but as evil-doers were again persecuting me, I took refuge in Sze-wui 

where I staid with a party of hunters for fifteen years. They used to put me to watch their nets, but when I 

found living creatures entangled in them I would set them free. At meal time I would put vegetables in the 

same pan in which they cooked their meat. Some of them questioned me and I explained to them that I 

could only eat vegetables. Occasionally I talked to them in a way that befitted their understanding. One day 

I bethought myself that I ought not to pass so secluded a life all the time; I felt that the time had come for 

me to propagate the Dharma. Accordingly I left there and went to the Fat-shin Temple in Canton. 

At the time I reached that temple, the monk Yen-chung, Master of Dharma, was lecturing on the Maha 

Parinirvana Sutra. It happened one day when a pennant was being blown about by the wind, that two 

monks entered into a dispute as to what was in motion, the wind or the pennant. As they failed to settle 

their difference, I suggested that it was neither; that what actually moved was their own mind. The whole 

group was surprised by what I said and the Master Yen-chung invited me to a seat of honor and questioned 

me about various knotty points in the Sutra. Seeing that my answers were precise and accurate, that they 
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inferred more than book knowledge, he said to me, "Lay Brother, you must be an extraordinary man. I was 

told long ago that the inheritor of the Fifth Patriarch's 

p. 232 

robe and Dharma had come to the South; very likely you are the man?" 

To this I politely assented. He made obeisence and courteously asked me to show to the assembly the robe 

and begging-bowl which I had inherited. He further asked what instructions I had received at the time the 

Fifth Patriarch had transmitted the Dharma to me. 

I replied, "Apart from a discussion on the realisation of Mind-essence, he gave me no other instruction. He 

did not refer to Dhyana nor to Emancipation." The Master asked, "Why not?" I replied, "Because that 

would mean there were two ways in Buddhism. There cannot be two ways; in Buddhism there is only one 

way." The Master then asked, "What is the only way?" 

I replied, "The Maha Parinirvana Sutra which you are expounding teaches that Buddha-nature is the only 

way. For example: in that Sutra King-ko-kwai-tak, a Bodhisattva, asked the Buddha whether those who 

commit the four serious sins, or the five deadly sins, or are heretics, etc., would thereby root out their 

'element of goodness' and their Buddha-nature. Buddha replied, 'There are two kinds of 'goodness-elements': 

an eternal element, and a non-eternal. Since Buddha-nature is neither eternal nor non-eternal, their 'element 

of goodness' is not eradicated. There are good ways and evil ways, but since Buddha-nature is neither good 

nor evil, Buddhism is known as having no two ways. From the point of view of ordinary folks, the 

component parts of a personality and the factors of consciousness are two separate aggregates, but 

enlightened men know and understand that they are not 
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dual in nature. It is that nature of non-duality that is Buddha-nature." 

Master Yen-chung was pleased with my answer. Putting his hands together in token of respect, he said, 

"My interpretation of the Sutra is as worthless as a heap of debris, while your discourse is as valuable as 

pure gold." Subsequently he conducted a ceremony of initiation, receiving me into the order, and then 

asked me to accept him as a pupil. 

Thenceforth under the Bodhi-tree I have discoursed about the teachings of the Fourth and Fifth Patriarchs. 

Since the Dharma was transmitted to me in Tung Mountain, I have gone through many hardships and often 

my life seemed to be hanging by a thread. Today I have had the honor of meeting Your Highness, and you, 

officials, monks and nuns, Taoists and laymen, in this great assembly. I must ascribe this good fortune to 

our happy connection in previous kalpas, as well as to our common accumulated merits in making offerings 

to various Buddhas in our past incarnations. Otherwise we would have had no chance of hearing the 

teachings of the "Sudden" School of Ch’an and thereby laying the foundation of our present success in 

understanding the Dharma. 

This teaching is not a system of my own invention, but has been handed down by the Patriarchs. Those who 

wish to hear the teaching should first purify their own minds; and after hearing it, each must clear up his 

own doubts, even as the Sages have done in the past. 

At the end of the address, the assembly felt rejoiced, made obeidance and departed. 

Chapter II 
Discourse on Prajna 1 

ON THE FOLLOWING DAY Prefect Wai asked Patriarch to give another address. Having taken his seat, 

the Patriarch asked the assembly to first purify their minds (by a period of dhyana-silence) and then to join 

in reciting the Maha Prajna-paramita Sutra, after which he gave the following address:-- 

Learned Audience: Prajna, the Wisdom of Enlightenment, is inherent in every one of us. It is because of the 

delusions under which our minds labor that we fail to realise its presence, and that we have to seek the 

advice and the guidance of the more highly enlightened before we can realise it in our mind's Essence. You 

should know that as far as Buddha-nature is concerned, there is no difference between an enlightened man 

and an ignorant one. What makes the difference is that one realises it and the other is ignorant of it. Let me 

speak 

p. 236 

to you now about the Maha Prajna-paramita Sutra, so that each of you may attain wisdom. Listen carefully 

while I speak. 

Learned Audience: There are many people who recite the word, Prajna, the whole day long, who do not 

seem to know that Prajna is inherent in their own nature. The mere talking about food will not appease 

hunger, but that is the very thing these people are doing. We may talk about the "Doctrine of Voidness" for 

myriads of kalpas, but merely talking about it will not enable one to realise it in his Mind-essence, and the 

talking will serve no good purpose in the end. 
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The name, Maha Prajna-paramita, is Sanskrit and means, "great Wisdom to reach the opposite shore." Now, 

what we ought to do with it is to carry it into practice with our mind; whether we recite it or do not recite it 

matters little. Mere reciting without mental practice, may be likened to a phantasm, a magical delusion, a 

flash of lighting, or a dew-drop. On the other hand, if we do both, then our mind will be in accord with 

what we repeat orally. Our very self-nature is Buddha, and apart from this nature there is no other Buddha. 

What is Maha? Maha means, "great." The capacity of the mind is as great as that of space. It is infinite, it is 

neither round nor square, neither great nor small, neither green nor yellow, neither red nor white, neither 

above nor below, neither long nor short, neither angry nor happy, neither right nor wrong, neither good nor 

evil, neither first nor last. All Buddha-lands are as void as space. Intrinsically our transcendental nature is 

void and not a single dharma can be 
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attained. It is the same with Mind-essence which is a state of the "voidness of non-voidity." 

Learned Audience: when you hear me speak about the void, do not fall into the idea that I mean vacuity. It 

is of the utmost importance that we should not fall into that idea, because then when a man sits quietly and 

keeps his mind blank he would be abiding in a state of the "voidness of indifference." The illimitable void 

of the Universe its capable of holding myriads of things of various shapes and form, such as the sun and the 

moon, and the stars, worlds, mountains, rivers, rivulets, springs, woods, bushes, good men, bad men, laws 

pertaining to goodness and to badness, heavenly planes and hells, great oceans and all the mountains of 

Mahameru. Space takes in all these, and so does the voidness of our nature. We say that Essence of Mind is 

great because it embraces all things since all things are within our nature. When we see the goodness or the 

badness of other people, and are not attracted by it, nor repulsed by it, nor attached to it, then the attitude of 

our mind is as void as space. In that we see the greatness of our minds, therefore we call Mind-essence, 

Maha. 

Learned Audience: When ignorant people have ideas they merely talk about them, but wise men keep them 

within their own minds and put them into practice. There is also a class of foolish people who sit quietly 

and try to keep their minds blank; they refrain from thinking of anything and then call themselves "great." 

Concerning this heretical view, I have no patience to speak. You should know that the capacity of the mind 

is very great since it pervades the whole 

p. 238 

[paragraph continues] Universe wherever the domain of Law extends. When we use the mind we can 

consider everything; when we use Mind to its full capacity, we shall know all. All under one principle, one 

principle in all. When Mind works without hindrance and is at perfect liberty to come" or to "go," then 

Mind is Prajna. 

Prajna comes from Mind-essence and not from any exterior source. Do not have any mistaken notion about 

that. To cherish mistaken notions about that is to make a "selfish use of True Nature." Once the "True 

Nature" of Mind-essence is realised, one will be forever free from delusion. Since the capacity of Mind is 

for great things, we should not busy it with trivial acts. (That is, the mind that can realise Mind-essence 

through the right practice of dhyana, ought not to be sitting quietly with a blank mind nor wasting its 

resources on idle talk.) Do not talk all day about "the void, without practising it in the mind. One who does 

this may be likened to a self-styled king who is really a commoner. Prajna can never be attained in that way 

and those who act like that are not my disciples. 

What is Prajna? It means, Transcendental Wisdom. If we steadily, at all times and in all places, keep our 

thoughts free from foolish desire and act wisely on all occasions, then we are practising the Paramita of 

Prajna. One foolish notion is enough to shut-off Prajna; one wise thought will bring it forth again. People in 

ignorance or under delusion do not see this; they talk about it with their tongue but in their mind they are 

ignorant of it. They are always saying that they practice Prajna, and they talk incessantly about "vacuity," 

but they have not realised the True Void. 

p. 239 

[paragraph continues] Prajna is Wisdom's Heart; it has neither form nor characteristic. If we interpret it in 

this way, then it is, indeed, the Wisdom of Prajna. 

What is Paramita? It is a Sanskrit word (commonly translated, "ideal") that means, "to the opposite shore." 

Figuratively it means, "beyond existence and non-existence." By clinging to sense things, existence and 

non-existence are like the ups and downs of the billowy sea. Such a state, metaphorically is called, "this 

shore"; while beyond existence and non-existence there is a state characterised by non-attachment that has 

the undisturbed calmness of running water, that is called, "the opposite shore." This is why Prajna is called, 

Paramita. 
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Learned Audience: People under illusion recite the Maha Prajna-paramita with their tongue and, while they 

are reciting it, erroneous and evil thoughts arise; but if they put it into practice unremittingly they will come 

to realise its True Nature. To know this Dharma is to know the Law of Prajna; and to practice it is to 

practice Ideal Wisdom. He who does not practice it is an ordinary man; he who concentrates his mind on its 

practice, even if it be but for a moment only, he is the equal of Buddha. An ordinary man is Buddha! and 

defilement is Enlightenment (Bodhi). A passing foolish thought makes one an ordinary man, while an 

enlightened thought makes one a Buddha. A passing thought that clings to sense-objects is defilement; a 

second thought that frees one from attachment is Enlightenment. 

Maha Prajna-paramita! The Great Transcendental-Wisdom Ideal, supreme, most exalted, foremost. It 

p. 240 

neither stays, nor goes, nor comes. By it Buddhas of the present, the past and future generations attain 

Buddhahood. We should use this Perfect Wisdom to break up the five bundles of aggregates that make up 

our personality, and thus get rid of the pollutions and contaminations. To follow such a practice ensures the 

attainment of Buddhahood. The three poisonous elements (greed, anger and infatuation) will then be turned 

into good conduct (sila) and self-realisation (samadhi) and wisdom (Prajna). When one is free from 

defilement, Wisdom reveals itself steadily and cannot be distinguished from Mind-essence. Those who 

understand this Dharma will be free from idle thoughts. To be free from discriminations, from clinging to 

desires, from illusions; to set free one's true nature; to use Prajna for contemplation; to take an attitude of 

neither indifference nor attachment towards all things--that is what is meant by realising one's true Essence 

of Mind and (in its perfection) is the attainment of Buddhahood. 

Learned Audience: If you wish to penetrate the deepest mystery of the Dharma-world and experience the 

deepest realisation (samadhi) of Prajna, you should practice Prajna by reciting and studying the Diamond 

Sutra (the Vajrakkhedika) which will enable you to realise Essence of Mind . You should know that the 

merit for studying this Sutra is distinctly set forth in the text in laudatory terms; it is immeasurable and 

illimitable and cannot be enumerated in detail. This Sutra expounds the highest thought of Buddhism and 

our Lord Buddha delivered it specially for the very wise and quick-witted. The less wise and the slow-

witted 

p. 241 

doubt its credibility. Why? For example: When it rains through the power of the celestial Naga on the 

plains of India, cities, towns and villages are drifted about as if they were only leaves of the date tree; but 

should it rain on the great ocean, the level of the seas of the whole world would not be affected by it. When 

the followers of the highest school of Mahayana study the Diamond Sutra, their minds become enlightened 

as they realise that Prajna is immanent in their own Mind-essence. Since they have their own access to 

highest wisdom through the constant practice of concentration and contemplation (dhyana and samadhi) 

they realise that they no longer need to rely on scriptural authority. 

The Prajna immanent in the minds of every one may be likened to the rain, the moisture of which refreshes 

every living thing, trees and plants as well as sentient creatures. When rivers and streams reach the sea, the 

water carried by them merges into the one body, which is a good analogy. When rain falls in a deluge, 

plants which are not deep-rooted are washed away and eventually they perish. It is the same with the slow-

witted when they hear about the teachings of the "Sudden School." The Prajna immanent in them is exactly 

the same as that in very wise men, but when the Dharma is made known to them they fail to enlighten 

themselves. Why is it? It is because their minds are thickly veiled by erroneous views and deeply rooted 

infections, just as the sun is often thickly veiled by clouds and unable to show its splendor until the wind 

blows the clouds away. Prajna does not vary with different persons; what makes the seeming difference is 

p. 242 

the question whether one's mind is enlightened or is beclouded. He who does not realise his own Mind-

essence, and rests under the delusion that Buddhahood can be attained by outward religious rites, is rightly 

called the slow-witted. He who knows the teachings of the "Sudden School," and who attaches no 

importance to ritual, and whose mind al ways functions under right views so that he is absolutely free of 

defilement and contamination, such an one may be said to have realised his Mind-essence. 

Learned Audience: The mind should be framed in such a way that it will be independent of external and 

internal things, at liberty to come and go, free from attachment, thoroughly enlightened, without the least 

obscuration. He whose mind is thus framed is able to measure up to the standard of the Prajna Sutras. The 

sutras and the scriptures of both the Mahayana and the Hinayana, as well as the twelve sections of the 

canonical writings, were provided to suit the different needs and temperaments of various people. It is upon 

the principle that Prajna is latent in every man that the doctrines expounded in these scriptures are 

established. If there were no human beings, there would be no teachings; hence we know that all teachings 
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are made for man and that all the Sutras owe their existence to preachers. Some men are wise, the so called 

superior men, and some are ignorant, the so called inferior men; the wise preach to the ignorant when they 

are asked to do so. Through this the ignorant may attain sudden enlightenment and their minds will become 

illuminated thereby; then they are no longer different from wise men. Without enlightenment there 

p. 243 

would be a difference between a Buddha and any other living being; a gleam of enlightenment is enough to 

make a living being the equal of a Buddha. Since all truth (Dharmas) is immanent in our minds, there is no 

reason why we should not realise intuitively the real nature of Mind-essence (tathata). The Bodhisattva Sila 

Sutra says, "Our Essence of Mind is intrinsically pure; if we knew our mind perfectly and realised what our 

self-nature truly is, all of us would attain Buddhahood." The Vimalakirti Nirdesa Sutra says, "At once they 

become enlightened and regain their true mind." 

When the Fifth Patriarch preached to me I became enlightened immediately after he had spoken and 

spontaneously I realised the real nature of Mind-essence (tathata). For this reason it is my particular object 

to propagate the teaching of the "Sudden" School so that learners may know enlightenment at once and 

realise their true nature by introspection of mind. Should they fail to enlighten themselves they ought to ask 

some very pious and learned Buddhist who understands the teachings of this highest school to show them 

the right way. The office of a pious and learned Buddhist who guides others to realise Essence of Mind, is 

an exalted position. Through his assistance one may be initiated into all meritorious Dharmas. The wisdom 

of Buddhas, past, present and future, as well as the teachings of the twelve sections of the canon are 

immanent in the mind, but in case we fail to enlighten ourselves, we have to seek the guidance of the pious 

and learned. On the other hand those who enlighten themselves need no extraneous help. It is wrong to 

insist upon the idea that we cannot obtain liberation without 
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the assistance of the pious and learned. It is by our innate wisdom that we enlighten ourselves, and even the 

extraneous help and instruction of a pious and learned friend would be of no use so long as one is deluded 

by false doctrines and erroneous views. As we introspect our minds with Prajna, all erroneous views will 

disappear of themselves, and just as soon as we realise Essence of Mind we will immediately arrive at the 

Buddha stage. 

When we use Prajna for introspection we are illuminated within and without and are in position to know 

our own nature. To realise our own nature is to obtain fundamental liberation. To obtain liberation is to 

attain the Samadhi of Prajna, which is intuitive insight. What is intuitive insight? Intuitive insight is to see 

and to realise all dharmas (things as well as truths) with a mind free from attachment. In action Prajna is 

everywhere present yet it "sticks" nowhere. What we have to do is to so purify the mind that the six aspects 

of consciousness (sight, sound, smell, taste, touch, mentation) in passing through their six sense-gates will 

neither be defiled by nor attached to their six sense-objects. When our mind works freely without any 

hindrance and is at liberty "to come" or "to go, "then we have attained the intuitive insight of Prajna, which 

is emancipation. To enable one to attain such a mental state of freedom is the function of intuitive insight. 

To refrain from thinking of anything, in the sense that all mental activity is suppressed, is to be Dharma-

ridden; this is an extremely erroneous view. (Discriminative thought which leads to desire and attachment, 

or to aversion and defilement, is to be 

p. 245 

controlled in the interests of intuitive thought which leads to self-realisation and freedom.) 

Those who understand the way of intuitive insight will know everything; they will have the experience that 

all the Buddhas have had, and they will attain Buddhahood. In the future, if an initiate of my school should 

make a vow in company with his fellow-disciples to devote his whole life without retrogression to the 

practice and commemoration of the teachings of this "Sudden" School, in the same spirit as if he were 

serving the Buddha, he would attain without failure the Path that leads to Bodhisattvahood and 

Buddhahood. He should transmit from heart the instructions handed down. from one Patriarch to another, 

and no attempt should be made to conceal the orthodox teaching. 

Learned Audience: I have a Stanza for all of you to recite. Both laity and monks should put its teachings 

into practice, without which I t would be useless to remember the words alone. Listen to this stanza:-- 

A master of the Buddhist canon 

As well as the teachings of the Dhyana school 

Should teach nothing but the Dharma for realising Essence of Mind. 

We can hardly classify dharmas into "sudden" and "gradual," 

But some men will attain enlightenment quicker than others. 

For example: this system for realising Essence of Mind 
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Is beyond the comprehension of the ignorant. 

We may explain it in ten thousand ways, p. 246 

But all these explanations may be traced back to one principle, 

To illumine our gloomy mind, stained by defilement, 

We should constantly set up the Sun of Wisdom. 

Erroneous views keep us in defilement, 

But right views remove us far from it. 

But when we are in a position to discard both defilement and purity 

Then are we absolutely free. 

Bodhi is immanent in our Mind-essence; 

Any attempt to look for it elsewhere is foolish. 

Within our defiled minds, purity is to be found, 

And once our mind is set right, we are free from the bonds 

Of defilement, of evil karma, of expiation. 

If we are treading the Path of Enlightenment, 

We need not be worried by stumbling-blocks. 

If we keep an eye constantly on our own faults, 

We cannot go far astray from the right path. 

Every species of life has its own way of salvation; 

They will not be antagonistic one to another. 

If we leave our own path and seek for another way 

Of salvation, we shall never find it. 

Though we plod on till death overtake us 

We shall find only penitence at the end. 

If one wishes to find the true way, 

Right action will lead him to it directly. 

If one has not a mind to aim at Buddhahood, 

One will grope in the dark and never find it. 

He who treads the Path in earnest 

Sees not the mistakes of the world. 

If we find fault with others, p. 247 

We ourselves are also in the wrong; 

When other people are in the wrong we should ignore it; 

It is wrong for one to find fault with others. 

By getting rid of the habit of fault-finding, 

We get rid of one source of defilement. 

When neither hatred nor love disturb the mind, 

Serene and restful is our sleep. 

Those who intend to be teachers of others 

Should themselves be skillful in the various expedients that lead to enlightenment. 

When the disciple is free from all doubts 

Then it indicates that his Mind-essence is unclouded. 

This world is the Buddha-world 

Within which enlightenment may be sought. 

To seek enlightenment by separating from this world 

Is as foolish as to search for a rabbit's horn. 

Right views are called "transcendental," 

Erroneous views are called "worldly," 

But when all views, both right and erroneous, are discarded, 

Then the essence of Wisdom manifests itself. 

Kalpa after kalpa a man may be under illusion, 

But once enlightened, it takes him but a moment to attain Buddhahood. 

* 

After hearing what the Patriarch had to say, Prefect Wai, the government officials, Taoists, monks and 

laymen, were all enlightened. They made obeisence in a body and exclaimed unanimously, "Well done! 

Well done! Who would have expected that a Buddha would be born in Kwongtung?" 
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Footnotes 
235:1 NOTE BY EDITOR. The Sanskrit word, Prajna, can be translated by "Transcendental Wisdom," but 

that gives a very inadequate idea of it. Bodhi is the word that is commonly used for "wisdom"; Prajna is 

rather the Principle of Wisdom, that is, Prajna is the Ultimate Principle of Intellection. But Prajna is also 

the Ultimate Principle of Compassion, because Wisdom and Love are One in Ultimate Principle. Prajna is 

rather the active aspect of Ultimate Reality, and as such manifests itself in both integration and 

differentiation; as both the unifying urge of attraction, affection, sympathy, compassion, and the analysing 

urge of intelligence and creative activity. If we consider Prajna as the active aspect of the Dharmakaya, 

then Nirvana is the passive aspect, while Buddhahood is each and both. Laotsu's Tao, and Bergson's elan 

vital are perhaps only other names for Prajna. 

Chapter III 
Discourse on Dhyana and Samadhi 1 

THE PATRIARCH, on another occasion, addressed the assembly as follows:-- 

Learned Audience: Samadhi and Prajna are fundamental. But you must not be under the wrong impression 

that they are independent of each other, for they are not two entities, they are inseparably united. Samadhi 

is the quintessence of Prajna, while Prajna is the activity of Samadhi. At the very moment that one attains 

Prajna, Samadhi is present; when one enters Samadhi, Prajna is present. If you understand this, you 

understand the "Oneness" of Samadhi and Prajna. A disciple should not think that there is a distinction 

between "Samadhi begets Prajna," and "Prajna begets Samadhi." To hold such an opinion would imply that 

these are two characteristics in the Dharma. 

For one whose tongue is ready with good words but 

p. 250 

whose heart is impure, Samadhi and Prajna are useless because they are not in balance. On the other hand, 

when one is good in mind as well as in word, and when the outward appearance and inner feelings are in 

harmony with each other, then Samadhi and Prajna are in balance. 

To an enlightened disciple (who has realised Prajna in Samadhi) discussion about it is unnecessary. To 

argue about Prajna or Samadhi as to which comes first, places one in the same position with those who are 

under delusion. Argument implies a desire to win, it strengthens egoism, it binds one to belief in the idea of 

"a self, a being, a living being and a person." But we may liken Samadhi and Prajna to a glowing lamp and 

its light: with the glowing lamp there is light; without it there is darkness. Light is the quintessence of the 

glowing lamp, the glowing lamp is the expression of light. In name they are two things, but in reality they 

are one and the same. It is the same with Samadhi and Prajna. 

The Patriarch continued: To practice samadhi is to make it a rule to have the mind in concentrated attention 

on all occasions (that is, not to let the mind wander from the thing in hand),--no matter what we are doing, 

walking, standing, sitting or reclining. The Vimalakirti Nirdesa Sutra says: "Straightforwardness is the holy 

place, the Pure Land." Do not let your mind be "crooked" and try to be straightforward with your lips only. 

People should practice straightforwardness but should not attach themselves to anything. People under 

delusion believe obstinately that there is a substance behind appearances and so they are stubborn 

p. 251 

in holding to their own way of interpreting the samadhi of specific mode, which they define as, "sitting 

quietly and continuously without letting any idea arise in the mind." Such an interpretation would class us 

with inanimate objects; it is a stumbling-block to the right Path and the Path should be kept open. How can 

we block the Path? By attachment to any definite thought; if we free our minds from attachments, the Path 

will be clear, otherwise we are in bondage. If that practice of "sitting quietly without letting any idea arise 

in the mind," is correct, why on one occasion was Saraputra reprimanded by Vimalakirti for sitting quietly 

in the forest? (That is, it is not thinking that blocks the Path, but attachment to definite thoughts.) 

Some teachers of concentration instructed their disciples to keep a watch on their minds and secure 

tranquillity by the cessation of all thought, and henceforth their disciples gave up all effort to concentrate 

the mind and ignorant persons who did not understand the distinction became insane from trying to carry 

out the instruction literally. Such cases are not rare and it is a great mistake to teach the practice. 

It has been the tradition of our school to make "non-objectivity" as our basis, "idea-lessness" as our object, 

and "non-attachment" as our fundamental principle. "Non-objectivity" means, not to be absorbed in objects 

when in contact with objects; "idea-lessness" means, not to be carried away by any particular idea in our 

exercise of the mental faculty; ("non-attachment" means, not to cherish any desire for or aversion to any 

particular thing or idea). "Non-attachment" is the characteristic of Mind-essence. 

p. 252 
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We should treat all things--good or bad, beautiful or ugly--as void (of any self-substance). Even in time of 

dispute and quarrel, we should treat intimates and enemies alike and never think of retaliation. In the 

thinking faculty, let the past be dead. If we allow our thoughts, past, present and future, to become linked 

up into a series, we put ourselves under restraint. On the other hand, if we never let our mind become 

attached at any time to any thing, we gain emancipation. For this reason we make "non-attachment" our 

fundamental principle. 

To free ourselves from dependence upon externals is called, "non-objectivity." In as far as we are in 

position to do this, the path of the Dharma is free. That is why we make "non-objectivity" our basis. 

To keep our mind free from defilement under all circumstances is called "idea-lessness." Our mind should 

always stand aloof and on no account should we allow circumstances to influence the functioning of the 

mind. It is a great mistake to suppress all thinking. Even if we succeed, and die immediately thereafter, still, 

there is reincarnation. Mark this, pilgrims of the Path! It is bad enough for a man to commit blunders by 

cherishing false ideas of the Dharma, how much worse to teach others. Being deluded, he is blind himself, 

and in addition he misrepresents and puts to shame the Buddhist scriptures. Therefore we make "idea-

lessness" our object. 

There is a type of man who is tinder delusion who boasts of his realisation of Mind-essence; but being 

influenced by circumstances ideas rise in his mind, followed by erroneous views, which in turn become the 

p. 253 

source of attachment and defilement. In Essence of Mind, intrinsically, there is nothing to be attained. To 

boast of attainment and to talk foolishly of merits and demerits is erroneous and defiling. For this reason we 

make "idea-lessness" the object of our school. 

(If "idea-lessness" is not the cessation of all thought) what ideas should we get rid of, and on what ideas 

should we focus our mind? We should get rid of all "pairs of opposites" of all conceptions of goodness and 

badness (that is, of all discriminative thinking). We should focus our mind on the true nature of reality. 

(The word used is "Tathata," which means, "True Nature," or Mind-essence, or Prajna, or "Oneness," or 

"Suchness," or anything else that is ultimate.) Tathata (considered as the ultimate "suchness" of Mind-

essence) is the quintessence of "idea"; "idea" is the manifestation of Tathata. It is the function of Tathata to 

give rise to "ideas." It is not the sense-organs that do so. Tathata (considered as the Intellective Principle) 

reproduces its own attribute, therefore, it can give rise to "idea." Without Tathata, sense-organs and sense-

objects would disappear immediately. Because it is an attribute of Tathata to give rise to ideas, our sense-

organs, in spite of their functioning in seeing, hearing, touching, smelling and knowing, are not tainted and 

defiled under all circumstances. (It is the cherishing of "attachments" that defiles.) Our true-nature is "self-

manifesting" all the time. (The Path to self-realisation of Mind-essence through Samadhi and Prajna is 

present to all, even though for some it may be blocked for a time by "attachments.") Therefore, the Sutra 

says: "He who is an adept in appreciation of that which lies 
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behind things and phenomena, is established upon the Ultimate Principle (Prajna). 

* 

The Patriarch one day preached to an assembly as follows: 

In our system of Dhyana, we neither dwell upon our mind nor upon its purity; neither do we seek to 

suppress its activity. As to dwelling on the mind: the (functional) mind is primarily delusive and as we 

come to realise that it is only a phantasm we see that there is no reason for dwelling upon it. As to dwelling 

upon its purity: our nature is intrinsically pure, and just as far as we get rid of discriminative thinking, there 

will remain nothing but purity in our nature; it is these delusive ideas that obscure our realisation of True 

reality (Tathata). If we direct our mind to dwell upon purity, we are only creating another delusion: the 

delusion of purity. Since delusion has no abiding place, it is deluding to dwell upon it. Purity has neither 

shape nor form, but some people go so far as to invent the "Form of Purity" and then treat it as a problem 

for solution.' Holding such an opinion, these people become purity-ridden and their Essence of Mind is 

thereby obscured. Those who are training themselves for serenity of mind, in their contact with the many 

types of men, should not notice the faults of others. They should be indifferent as to whether others are 

good or bad, or whether they deserve merit or demerit. To assume a discriminatory attitude toward others is 

to invite perturbation of mind. An unenlightened man may seem outwardly unperturbed, but as soon as he 

opens his mouth and criticises others and talks about 
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their merit or demerit, their ability or weakness, their goodness or badness, he shows that he has deviated 

from the right course. On the other hand, to dwell upon our own mind and its purity is also a stumbling-

block in the true Path. 
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* 

At another assembly the Patriarch spoke as follows: What is dhyana? It means, first, to gain full freedom of 

mind and to be entirely unperturbed under all outward circumstances, be they good or otherwise. What is 

the difference between Dhyana and Samadhi? Dhyana is the effort to be mentally free from any attachment 

to outer objects. Samadhi is the realisation of that freedom in inward peace. If we are attached to outer 

objects the inner mind will be perturbed. When we are free from attachment to all outer objects, the mind 

will be at peace. Our Essence of Mind is intrinsically pure; the reason we become perturbed is simply 

because we allow ourselves to be carried away by the circumstances we are under. He who is able to keep 

his mind serene, irrespective of circumstances, has attained true Samadhi. 

To be free from attachment is Dhyana; to realise inner peace is Samadhi. When we are able to hold the 

mind concentrated, and to rest in inner peace, then we have attained both Dhyana and Samadhi. The 

Bodhisattva Sila Sutra says: "Our Essence of Mind is intrinsically pure." Learned Audience: let us each 

realise this for himself from one momentary sensation to another. Let us practice it by ourselves, let us train 

ourselves, and thus by our own effort attain Buddhahood. 

 
Footnotes 

249:1 NOTE BY EDITOR. The three words, Prajna, Dhyana and Samadhi, have a very close relation to 

each other. Prajna, as we have noticed, is the Principle of mingled Oneness and diversity; Prajna cannot be 

perfectly understood, but it can be realised intuitively because Prajna is Essence of Mind. Dhyana is the 

active effort to gain self-realisation of Prajna, while Samadhi is the passive, receptive, realisation itself, of 

Prajna, that is, of one's own Mind-essence. Dhyana and Samadhi are both used for the Eighth Stage of the 

Noble Path, as such they are usually translated "Concentration," but Dhyana refers to its active aspect and 

Samadhi to its passive and realising aspect. Samadhi used alone is translated, "exalted ecstasy," or is 

thought of as "the blissful state of self -realisation that accompanies Right Contemplation of Mind-

essence." 

Chapter IV 
Discourse on Repentance 1 

AT ONE TIME there was a large gathering of literary men and commoners gathered from Kwong-chow, 

Shiu-chow and other places, to listen to the Patriarch's words at his monastery of Tso-kai. The Patriarch 

ascended his platform and delivered the following address:-- 

Come, good people. In Buddhism we should start from our Essence of Mind. Let us purify our minds 

always and from one momentary sensation to another. Let us follow the Path by our own effort, recognise 

our own Essence-body, realise that our own mind is Buddha, and free ourselves by a voluntary observance 

of the disciplinary rules,--then this gathering will not be in vain. You have all come from distant places: 

and your gathering here shows the affinity that exists among us. Let us now sit down together in the Indian 

fashion for Dhyana, while I first lead you in the ritual of Repentance (Ksamayati). 
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When they were seated the Patriarch continued:--The first is the Sila Incense (Behavior), which symbolises 

that our minds are free from all taint of misdeeds, evil, jealousy, avarice, anger, spoilation and hatred. The 

second is Samadhi Incense, which symbolises that our mind is serene under all circumstances--favorable or 

unfavorable. The third is Prajna Incense, which means that our minds are free from all impediments; that 

we constantly seek to realise our Mind-essence with wisdom; that we refrain from all evil; that we do all 

kinds of good acts with no attachment to the fruit of such action; and that we are respectful toward our 

superiors, considerate of our inferiors, and sympathetic for the destitute and those in trouble. The fourth is 

the Incense of Liberation, which means that our minds are in such a perfectly free state that they cling to 

nothing and bother themselves neither with good nor evil. The fifth is the Incense of "Knowledge gained 

because of the attainment of Liberation." When our minds cling to neither good nor evil, we should take 

care not to let them go to the other extreme of vacuity and remain in a state of inertia. At this point we 

should study and seek to broaden our knowledge so that we can understand our own minds, thoroughly 

understand the principles of Buddhism, be considerate of others in our dealings with them, get rid of the 

idea of "self" and "existence," and realise that up to the time when we obtain enlightenment (Bodhi) our 

true nature (Tathata) is immutable. 

Learned Audience:--This five-fold Incense perfumes us from within; we should not seek it without. Now I 

want to explain to you this Ritual of Repentance 
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which is designed to expiate our sins whether committed in the present, the past or future lives; and 

whether physical, or by word, or by thought. (In Buddhist thought, sin is considered not in a legal sense as 
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something to be punished, or forgiven, or atoned for by sacrifice, but in its cause-and-effect aspect of 

Karma and its maturing.) 

Please follow me carefully and repeat together what I am going to say. May we, disciples (from such and 

such a village), be always free from the taint of ignorance and delusion. We repent of all our past, present 

and future sins and evil deeds committed under delusion or in ignorance. May their karma be expiated at 

once and may they never rise again. 

May we, disciples (from such and such a village), be always free from taint of arrogance and dishonesty. 

We repent of all our past, present and future evil deeds done in an arrogant or dishonest spirit. May their 

karma be expiated at once and may they never rise again. 

May we, disciples (from such and such a village), be always free from taint of envy and jealousy. We 

repent of all our past, present and future evil deeds done in an envious or jealous spirit. May their karma be 

expiated at once and may they never rise again. 

As you will notice, there are two aspects to this repentance ritual: One refers to repentance for past sin; we 

ought to repent for all our past sins and evil deeds committed under delusion or ignorance, arrogance or 

dishonesty, jealousy or envy, so as to put an end to all of them. This is one aspect of repentance. The other 

aspect refers to future conduct. Having realised the 
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evil nature of our transgression we make a vow that hereafter we will put an end to all evil deeds 

committed under delusion or ignorance, arrogance or dishonesty, envy or jealousy, and that we will never 

sin again. This is the second aspect of repentance. On account of ignorance and delusion, common people 

do not always appreciate that in repentance they must not only feel sorry for their past sins, but must also 

refrain from sinning in the future. Since they often take no heed as to their future conduct, they commit the 

same sins over again almost before the past ones are expiated. How can we call that repentance? 

Learned Audience: Having repented of our sins, we should take the following all-embracing vows: Listen 

very carefully:-- 

Our Mind-essence is potential of an infinite number of sentient beings. We vow to bring them all unto 

deliverance. 

We vow to get rid of the evil passions of our minds, inexhaustible though they seem. 

We vow to learn the countless systems of Dharma in our Mind-essence. 

We vow to attain the Supreme Buddhahood of our Mind-essence. 

We have now vowed to deliver an infinite number of sentient beings; but what does that mean? It does not 

mean that I, Hui-neng is going to deliver them. And who are these sentient beings, potential within our 

minds? They are the delusive mind, the deceitful mind, the evil mind, and such like--all these are sentient 

beings. Each of them has to be delivered by oneself by means of his own Essence of Mind; only by his own 

deliverance, is it genuine. 
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Now, what does it mean, "delivering oneself by one's own Essence of Mind?' It means the deliverance of 

the ignorant, delusive, and the vexatious beings that spring up within our own mind, by means of Right 

Views. With the aid of Right Views and Prajna, the barriers thrown up by these delusive and ignorant 

beings may be broken down; so that each of us will be in a position to deliver himself by his own efforts. 

The false will be delivered by truthfulness; the delusive by enlightenment; the ignorant by wisdom; and the 

malevolent by benevolence; such is genuine deliverance. 

As to the vow; "to get rid of the inexhaustible evil passions," that refers to the transcendence of our 

unreliable and illusive thinking faculty by the transcendental Wisdom (Prajna) of our Mind-essence. As to 

the vow: "to learn the countless systems of Dharma"; there will be no true knowledge until we have been 

brought face to face with our Essence of Mind, by our conforming to the orthodox Dharma on all occasions. 

As to the vow, "to attain Supreme Buddahood"; I wish to point out that when we are able to control our 

mind to follow the true and orthodox Dharma on all occasions, and when Prajna always rises in our minds, 

so that we can hold aloof from both ignorance and enlightenment, and can do away with falsehood as well 

as truth, then we may consider ourselves as having realised our Buddha-nature, or, in other words, having 

attained Buddhahood. 

Learned Audience: we should always bear in mind that we are following the Path for thereby strength is 

added to our vows. Now, since we have all taken the four-fold vows, I will teach you the Ritual of the 

threefold Guidance. 
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We take "Enlightenment" as our Guide, because it is the fruit of both merit (Punya) and Wisdom (Prajna). 

We take "Orthodoxy" as our Guide, because it is the best way to get rid of desire. 
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We take "Purity" as our Guide, because it is the noblest quality of mankind. 

Hereafter let Shakyamuni, the Enlightened One, be our guide and on no account should we listen to the 

suggestions of Mara, the evil one, of any heretic. We should testify to ourselves by constantly appealing to 

the "Three Gems" or our Essence of Mind, in which I advise you to take refuge. They are: 

Buddha, which stands for Enlightenment; 

Dharma, which stands for Orthodoxy; 

Sangha, which stands for Purity. 

To take refuge in Enlightenment so that evil and delusive notions do not arise, so that desire decreases, 

discontent becomes unknown, and lust and greed no longer bind us--this is the fruitage of Punya and Prajna. 

To take refuge in Orthodoxy so that from momentary sensation to another we will be free from wrong 

views--this is the best means of getting rid of desires. To take refuge in Purity so that no matter under what 

circumstance we may be, we will not become contaminated by wearisome sense objects, by craving nor by 

desire--this is the noblest quality of mankind. To practise the "Three-fold Guidance" as thus outlined means 

to take refuge in one's Mind-essence. Ignorant people often take the "Three-fold Guidance" without 

understanding it. They say that they take 
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refuge in Buddha: do they know where he is? If they cannot conceive Buddha, how can they take refuge in 

him? Would not such an assertion amount to self-deception? Each of you should examine this point for 

himself, so that his energy may not be misapplied through ignorance. The Sutra distinctly says that each 

should take refuge in the Buddha within himself. It does not refer to any other Buddhas, hence if we do not 

take refuge in the Buddha of our own Mind-essence, there is nowhere else for us to go. Having cleared this 

point, let each of us take refuge in the "Three jewels" of his own mind. Within, each should control his own 

mind; without, each should be respectful toward others--this is the way to take refuge within ourselves. 

I have a stanza, the reciting and practising of which will at once dispel the delusions and expiate the sins 

accumulated during many kalpas. This is the stanza:-- 

People under delusion accumulate tainted merit but tread not the Path. 

They are under the illusion that to accumulate merit and to tread the Path are one and the same thing. 

Their merit for alms-giving and offerings may be infinite, 

But they fail to realise that the ultimate source of sin lies in the greed, hatred and infatuation within their 

own mind. 

They expect to expiate their sin by the accumulation of merit, 

Without knowing that the felicities to be gained thereby in future lives, p. 264 

Have nothing to do with expiation of sin. 

If we get rid of the sin within our own mind 

Then it is a case of true repentance. 

One who realises suddenly what constitutes true repentance in the Mahayana sense, 

And who ceases to do evil and practises righteousness, is free from sin. 

* 

Essence of Mind (Tathata) is the real Buddha, 

While heretical views and the three poisonous elements are Mara. 

Enlightened by Right Views, we call forth the Buddha within us. 

When our nature is dominated by the three poisonous elements, as the result of heretical views, 

We are said to be possessed by Mara; 

But when Right Views free our minds of these poison elements, 

Mara will, be transformed into a real Buddha. 

A follower of the Path who keeps constant watch on his Mind-essence 

Is in the same class with the many Buddhas. 

Our Patriarchs transmitted no other system but this of "Sudden Enlightenment." 

If you are seeking Dharmakaya, 

Search for it apart from the world of things and phenomena, 

Then your mind will be pure and free. 

Exert yourself in order to come face to face with Mind-essence and relax not; 

For death may come suddenly and put an end to your earthly existence. 
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Learned Audience:--All of you should recite this stanza and put it into practice. If you succeed in realising 

Essence of Mind, then you may think of yourselves as being in my presence though you may be a thousand 

miles away. But should you be unable to do so, though we were face to face with each other, we would 
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really be thousands of miles apart. In that case what is the use of your taking the trouble to come here from 

such a long distance? Take good care of yourselves. I bid you good-bye. 

 
Footnotes 

257:1 NOTE BY EDITOR. in the text of the Discourse on Repentance there is a section on "The Three-fold 

Body of Buddha" which is evidently out of place. In the first place, the Discourse was delivered to a 

gathering of "Literary Men and Commoners," while the Three-body Discourse, being very metaphysical, is 

evidently intended for his advanced disciples. Moreover, while the prose section of the Repentance section 

has its following stanza, the Three-body section has none; hut strange to say, there is a stanza quite 

appropriate to it inserted in the Patriarch's final words just before his death, where it is entirely out of place. 

The editor has taken the liberty of bringing the prose section and the stanza together in a chapter by 

themselves, which will follow this chapter. 

Chapter V 
Discourse on the Three-Bodies of Buddha 

SOME TIME after the foregoing Discourse on Repentance had been delivered to "commoners" when the 

Patriarch had gathered his disciples together for instruction, a senior disciple, Fat-hoi, said to the Patriarch, 

"Sir, will you please leave to posterity certain instruction whereby people under delusion may realise their 

Buddha-nature?" 

"Listen to me," replied the Patriarch. It is possible for those who are under delusion to realise their Buddha-

nature, provided they acquaint themselves with the nature of ordinary sentient beings. Without such 

knowledge, to seek Buddhahood would be in vain, even if one spent aeons of time in doing so. 

First, let me show you how to get acquainted with the nature of the sentient beings within your mind, 

whereby one can realise the Buddha-nature latent in everyone. Knowing Buddha means nothing else than 

knowing sentient beings. It is sentient beings who are blind to the fact that they are potentially Buddhas, 

whereas a Buddha sees no difference between himself and other beings. When sentient beings realise their 

Essence of Mind, they are Buddhas. If a Buddha is under delusion as to his Essence of Mind, he is then 

only an ordinary being. Seeing everything as equal in Essence of Mind makes ordinary beings Buddhas. 

Seeing inequalities in Essence of Mind transforms a Buddha into an ordinary being. When one's mind is 

crooked or depraved, then he is only an ordinary being 
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with Buddha-nature latent within him. On the other hand, if one concentrates his mind on equality and 

straightforwardness, even for one moment only, then he is a Buddha. 

Within our mind there is Buddha, and that Buddha within is the real Buddha. If Buddha is not to be found 

within our mind, then where shall we seek for the real Buddha? Doubt not that Buddha is within your own 

mind, apart from which nothing can exist. Since all things and phenomena are the product of mind, the 

Sutra says: "When mental activity rises, various things exist; when mental activity ceases, various things 

exist not." 

Our physical body may be likened to an inn where we can remain only temporarily, we cannot make it a 

refuge. The Trikaya of Buddha is to be found within our Mind-essence which is the common possession of 

everybody. It is because the mind of an ordinary man labors under delusion that he does not know his own 

inner nature, the result is that he ignores the Trikaya that is within himself and seeks for it without. Please 

listen; I am going to show you that you can realise the Trikaya within yourself, which being a manifestation 

of Mind-essence cannot be found anywhere else. 

Within our physical body we take refuge in the Pure Dharmakaya (Essence-body) of Buddha; 

Within our physical body we take refuge in the Perfect Sambhoga-kaya (the Empirical, or Bliss-body) of 

Buddha; 

Within our physical body we take refuge in the Myriad Nirmanakaya (Bodies of transformation, or of 

incarnations of Buddha. 
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What is the Pure Dharmakaya? Our Mind-essence is intrinsically pure, that is, all things are manifestations 

of mind. Good deeds and evil deeds are but the manifestation of good thoughts and evil thoughts 

respectively. Thus within Essence of Mind all things, like the azure of the sky and the radiance of the sun 

and moon which, when obscured by passing clouds, may appear as if their brightness had been dimmed, 

but as soon as the clouds are blown away, their brightness reappears and all objects are again fully 

illuminated. Foolish thoughts may be likened to the clouds, while sagacity and Wisdom are the moon and 

the Sun. When we become attached to discriminated objects, our Mind-essence becomes clouded by 

drifting thoughts which prevent sagacity and Wisdom from sending forth their light. We were fortunate that 
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we found learned and pious teachers to make known the orthodox Dharma to us so that we may, by our 

own effort do away with ignorance and delusion, and by so doing we will become enlightened both within 

and without, and our true nature within our Essence of Mind will manifest itself. This is precisely what 

happens with those who come face to face with their Essence of Mind. This is what is called the Pure 

Dharmakaya of Buddha. 

To take refuge in the true Buddha is to take refuge in our own Essence of Mind, He who takes refuge 

within himself must first get rid of the evil-mind and the jealous-mind, the flattering and crooked-mind, 

deceit, and falsehood, and fallacious views, egotism, snobbishness, contemptuousness, arrogance, and all 

other evils that may arise at any time, To take refuge 
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within ourselves is to be always on the alert to prevent our own mistakes and to refrain from criticism of 

other's faults. He who is humble and patient on all occasions and is courteous to every one, has truly 

realised his Mind-essence, so truly in fact that his Path is free from further obstacles. This is the way to take 

refuge in (the Buddha of) oneself. 

What is the Perfect Sambhogakaya? Let us take the illustration of a lamp. Since the light of a lamp can 

dissipate darkness that has been there for a thousand years, so a ray of Wisdom can do away with ignorance 

that has lasted for ages. We need not bother about the past, for the past is gone and is irrecoverable. What 

demands our attention is the present and future, so let our thoughts, from one momentary sensation to 

another, be clear and pure and let us see face to face our Mind-essence. Goodness and evil are opposite to 

each other, but in essence they cannot be dualistic. This non-dualistic nature is called "true nature," it can 

neither be contaminated by evil, nor affected by goodness. This is what is called the Sambhogakaya of 

Buddha. One single evil thought clouding our Essence of Mind will undo the good merit accumulated in 

aeons of time; while a good thought can expiate all our sins though they be as many as the sands of the 

river Ganges. To realise our Essence of Mind from one momentary sensation to another and without 

intermission until we attain Supreme Enlightenment (Bodhi) so that we are in a perpetual state of Right 

Mindfulness, is the Sambhogakaya. 

Now, what is the Myriad Nirmanakaya? When we subject ourselves to the least differentiation or 

particularisation, 
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transformation takes place: otherwise all things would be as void as space, as they inherently are. By letting 

our minds dwell on evil things, hell arises. By letting our minds dwell upon good acts, paradise is 

manifested. Dragons and snakes are the transformations of venomous hatred; while Bodhisattvas are 

compassionate thoughts made manifest. The various heavens are the projection of Prajna; while 

underworlds are the transformations of ignorance and infatuation. Un-numbered, indeed, are the 

transformations of Mind-essence. People under delusion are as if asleep; they do not understand; their 

minds naturally turn toward evil and, as a rule, they practice evil. But should they turn their minds from 

evil to righteousness, even for one moment, Prajna shines forth. This is what is called the Nirmanakaya of 

the Buddha of Mind-essence. 

The Dharmakaya is intrinsically self-sufficient. To see our own Essence of Mind clearly and without 

interruption, is the Sambhogakaya of Buddha. To let our mind dwell on the Sambogahakaya, so that Prajna 

radiates forth in manifestation is Nirmanakaya. To attain enlightenment by one's own effort and to practise 

by one's self the goodness that is inherent in our Essence of Mind, is a genuine case of "taking refuge." Our 

physical body consisting of flesh and skin, etc., is nothing more than a tenement or an inn; it is no place of 

refuge. Let us realise the Trikaya of our own Mind-essence, then we shall know the Buddha of our own 

nature. 

In closing let me leave with you a stanza, entitled: "The Real Buddha of Mind-essence." Accordingly as 
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they heed it people of future generations who can understand its meaning will realise their Mind-essence 

and attain Buddhahood. This is the stanza:-- 

Those who understand the Mahayana teaching 

And are thus able to realise Mind-essence 

Should reverently and fervently seek for a realisation of Dharmakaya. 

The Dharmakaya, the Sambhogakaya, the Nirmanakaya-- 

These three Bodies emanate from Oneness. 

He who is able to realise this fact intuitively 

Has sown the seed and will reap the fruit of Enlightenment. 

It is from Nirmanakaya that our "pure nature" emerges; 
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Within the former the latter is always to be found. 

Guided by its "pure nature" Nirmanakaya follows the right path, 

And will some day culminate In a Body of Bliss, perfect and infinite. 

Pure Nature is hidden by our sensual instincts; 

By getting rid of sensuality, we realise Pure Dharmakaya. 

When our temperament is such that we are no longer the slave of the five sense-objects, 

And when we have realised Mind-essence, even for one moment, then Tathata is known to us. 

Those who are so fortunate as to be followers of the Sudden School 

Shall suddenly, in this life, see the Blessed One in their own Mind-essence. p. 273 

He who has not realised Essence of Mind and seeks for Buddha without, 

Is on a wrong path and is acting foolishly. 

He who seeks Buddha by practising certain doctrines 

Knows not the place where the real Buddha is to be found. 

He who is seeking to realise Buddha within his own mind, 

He only is sowing the seed of Buddhahood. 

Chapter VI 
Dialogues Suggested by Various Temperaments and Circumstances 

UPON THE PATRIARCH'S RETURN to the village of Tso-hau in Shiu-chow from Wong-mui, where the 

Dharma had been transmitted to him, he was an unknown man. At that time, it was a Confucian scholar, 

named Liu Chi-luk, who first gave him a warm welcome and appreciation. It came about in this manner. 

Chi-luk had an aunt, named Wu Chun-chong who was a Buddhist nun, who was in the habit of reciting the 

Maha Parinirvana Sutra. One day the Patriarch heard her reciting it, and after listening for only a short time, 

grasped the profound meaning of the Sutra, and began to explain it to her, whereupon she brought the book 

and asked him the meaning of certain passages. 

"I am not very well educated," he replied, "but if you wish to understand the purport of the book, I will do 

the best I can." "How can you understand the meaning of the text," she rejoined, "if you do not know the 

words?" To this he replied: "The profound teaching of the various Buddhas, has nothing to do with the 

written language." 

This answer surprised her very much, and recognising that he was no ordinary man, she spoke of him freely 

to the pious elders of the village, saying: "He is a sage. We should get his permission to supply him with 

food and lodgings, and urge him to remain with us. 
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Whereupon a descendant of Marquis Wu of the Ai Dynasty, named, Tso Shuk-leung, came one afternoon 

with other villagers to offer homage to the Patriarch. At that time the historic Po-lam Monastery, which had 

been devastated by war at the end of the Chu Dynasty, was reduced to a heap of ruins. The villagers rebuilt 

it on the old site, and asked the Patriarch to make it his home. Afterwards it became a very famous temple. 

* 

THE MONK, FAT-HOI, a native of Hook-kong in Shui-chow, in his first interview with the Patriarch, 

asked the meaning of the well-known saying, "That which Mind is, Buddha is." The Patriarch replied, "Let 

not a vagrant thought rise up again, is 'Mind.' Let not a coming thought be repulsed, is 'Buddha.' To 

manifest all kind of phenomena, is 'Mind.' To be free from all form, is Buddha. If I were to give you a full 

explanation, it would take the full time of a kalpa. But listen to this stanza: 

"Prajna is 'That which mind is'; 

Samadhi is 'what Buddha is.' 

In practising Prajna and Samadhi, let each keep pace with the other, 

Then our thoughts will be pure. 

This teaching can be understood 

Only through the 'habit of practice.' 

Samadhi functions, but inherently it is not. 

The orthodox teaching is, to practice Prajna as well as Samadhi." 

*        *        * 
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After considering what the Patriarch had said, Fat-hoi was enlightened and he praised the Patriarch in the 

following stanza: 

"That which mind is, Buddha is; how true it is, indeed! 

I put myself to shame by not understanding it. 
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Now I understand the principle of Prajna and Samadhi, 

Both of which I shall practice to set myself free from all confining forms." 

* 

THE MONK FAT-TAT, a native of Hung-chow, who joined the order at the early age of seven, used to 

recite the Lotus of the Good Law Sutra. When he came to offer homage to the Patriarch, he failed in 

offering due respect to him, for which the Patriarch reproved him, saying, If you object to offer due respect, 

would it not be better to omit the salutation entirely? There must be something in your mind that makes you 

feel that way. Please tell me what you do in your daily religious exercise? 

"I recite the Lotus of the Good Law (Saddharma Pundarika) Sutra," replied Fat-tat; I have read the whole 

text three thousand times." 

"If you had fully understood the meaning of the Sutra," remarked the Patriarch, "You would not have 

assumed such a lofty bearing, even if you had read it ten thousand times. When you understand it, you will 

be following the same Path with me. But now, all that you have accomplished is to make yourself conceited. 

Moreover, you do not seem to realise that you are in the wrong. Listen to this stanza: 
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"Since the object of ceremony is to curb arrogance, 

Why did you fail to offer due respect? 

To take pride in oneself, is a source of sin, 

But to learn to treat any attainment as 'void,' is to attain incomparable merit." 

*        *        * 

The Patriarch then asked him for his name, and upon being told that his name was Fat-tat (which means 

"law-understanding"), he remarked, "Your name is Fat-tat, but you have not yet understood the Law." Then 

the Patriarch intending to conclude the interview, recited the following stanza: 

"Your name is Fat-tat. 

Diligently and faithfully you recite the Sutra. 

Lip-repetition of the text ends with its pronunciation, 

But he whose mind is enlightened, by grasping its meaning, becomes a Bodhisattva. 

On account of conditions of affinity which may be traced to our past lives, 

Let me explain this to you. 

If you can only understand that Buddha speaks no words, 

Then the Lotus will blossom from your mouth. 

(Truth is inscrutable and ineffable; words fail, 

But the Lotus blossoms and radiates its perfume.) 

*        *        * 

Having heard this stanza, Fat-tat became ashamed and apologised to the Patriarch. He added, "Hereafter I 

will be humble and polite on all occasions. It is true: I do not quite understand the meaning of the Sutra as 
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I recite it, so I am often doubtful as to its proper interpretation. From your profound knowledge and high 

Wisdom, will you kindly give me a short explanation?" 

The Patriarch replied: 'Tat-tat, the Good Law is quite clear; it is your mind that is not clear. The Sutra is 

free from doubtful passages; it is only your mind that makes them seem doubtful. Do you know the 

principal object of the Sutra?" 

"How can I know, Sir," replied Fat-tat, "since I am so dull and stupid? All I know is to recite it word by 

word." 

The Patriarch then said, "Will you please recite the Sutra? I am unable to read it myself. Then I will explain 

its meaning to you." 

Fat-tat recited the Sutra loudly. When he came to the section entitled, "parables," the Patriarch stopped him, 

saying, "The theme of this Sutra is to set forth the aim and object of a Buddha's incarnation into this world. 

Though parables and illustrations are numerous in it, none of them go beyond this pivotal point. Now, what 

is that aim? and what is that object? The Sutra says, 'It is for a sole object, it is for a sole aim, but truly a 

lofty object and a lofty aim, that a Buddha appears in this world.' Now that sole object, that sole aim, that is 

so exalted, is the realisation of Buddha-knowledge. 

"Common people attach themselves to external objects, thinking them to be real, and within, they fall into 

the wrong idea that external things come to an end. When they are able to free themselves from attachment 

to objects when in contact with objects, and to free themselves from the fallacious view that 
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[paragraph continues] 'Emptiness' means annihilation, then they are free from illusions without and 

delusions within. He who understands this and whose mind is thus suddenly enlightened, is said to have 

opened his eyes to the sight of Buddha-Knowledge. 

"The word, 'Buddha' is equivalent to 'Enlightenment' and is dealt with under four heads:--Opening the eyes 

for the sight of Enlightenment-knowledge; seeing the sight of Enlightenment-knowledge; understanding 

Enlightenment-knowledge; becoming firmly established in Enlightenment-knowledge. If we are able, upon 

being taught, to grasp and thoroughly understand the teaching of Enlightenment-knowledge, then our 

inherent quality of 'true-nature' will have an opportunity to manifest itself. You should not misinterpret the 

text and come to the conclusion that Buddha-knowledge is something special to Buddha and not common 

to us, just because you happen to find in the Sutra these passages: 'To open the eyes for the sight of 

Buddha-knowledge,' 'To see the sight of Buddha-knowledge, etc.' Such a misinterpretation would be 

slandering Buddha and blaspheming the Sutra. Since one is (potentially) a Buddha, he is already in 

possession of this Enlightenment-knowledge, and there is no occasion for him to open his eyes for it. You 

should therefore accept the interpretation that Buddha-knowledge is the Buddha-knowledge of your own 

mind and not that of any other Buddha. 

"Being infatuated with sense-objects and thereby shutting themselves from their own light, all sentient 

beings, tormented by outer circumstances and inner vexations, act voluntarily as slaves to their own desires. 
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[paragraph continues] Seeing this, our Lord Buddha took the trouble of' rising from his Samadhi in order to 

exhort them by earnest preaching of various kinds to suppress their desires and to refrain from seeking 

happiness from without, so that they may enter into their rights of Buddhahood. For this reason the Sutra 

says, 'To open the eyes for Buddha-knowledge etc.' I advise people to thus constantly open their eyes for 

the Buddha-knowledge within their own minds. But in their perversity they commit sins under delusion and 

ignorance; they are kind in words but wicked in mind; they are greedy, malignant, jealous, crooked, 

flattering, egoistic, offensive to men and destructive to inanimate objects. Thus they open their eyes to 

'common-people-knowledge' instead. Should they rectify their heart so that wisdom rises spontaneously, 

the mind is under introspection and the practice of doing good takes the place of evil. Thus they would 

initiate themselves into Buddha-knowledge. 

"You should, therefore, from one momentary sensation to another, open your eyes, not for 'common-

people-knowledge,' which is worldly, but for the Buddha-knowledge that is supra-mundane. On the other 

hand, if you stick to the arbitrary concept that mere recitation as a daily exercise is good enough, then you 

are infatuated, like the yak by its own tail." 

Fat-tat then said: "If that is so, then we only have to know the meaning of the Sutra and there will be no 

further necessity for reciting it. Is that right, Sir?" The Patriarch replied, "There is nothing wrong with the 

Sutra that you need to refrain from reciting it. Whether sutra-reciting will enlighten you or not, or 
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benefit you or not, all depends upon yourself. He who recites the Sutra with his tongue and puts its 

teachings into actual practice with his mind, masters the Sutra. Listen to this stanza: 

"When our mind is under delusion, the Saddhama Pundarika Sutra is our master. 

When our mind is enlightened, we are the master of the Sutra. 

To recite the Sutra for a long time without knowing its principal object 

Indicates that one is a stranger to its meaning. 

To recite the Sutra without holding any arbitrary belief, is the correct way; 

To do otherwise is wrong. 

He whose mind is above 'affirmation' and 'negation' 

Rides permanently in the 'Buddha-vehicle.'" 

*        *        * 

Having heard this stanza, Fat-tat was enlightened and was unconsciously moved to tears. "it is quite true," 

he exclaimed, "heretofore I have been unable to master the Sutra, rather it has been my master." 

Fat-tat then raised another difficulty. "The Sutra says, 'From various disciples up to Bodhisattva, though 

they were to speculate with their combined effort, they would be unable to comprehend Buddha-

knowledge.' But you, Sir, give me to understand that if an ordinary man realises his own mind, he is said to 

have attained Buddha-knowledge. I am afraid, Sir, that with the exception of those gifted with superior 

mental dispositions, others may doubt your remark. Further, the Sutra mentions three kinds of carts: goat 

carts (the vehicle of disciples); deer carts (for Arahats); and bullock 
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carts (for Bodhisattvas). How are these to be distinguished from the White Bullock carts of the Buddhas? 

Will you please tell me)" 

The Patriarch replied: "The Sutra is quite plain on this point; it is you who fail to understand it. The reason 

why disciples, Arahats and Bodhisattvas fail to comprehend Buddha-knowledge is because they speculate 

about it (with their thinking mind which is limited and polluted); they may combine their efforts, but the 

more they speculate the farther they are from Truth. (Buddha-knowledge is to be realised within, not 

thought about as though it was something external.) It was not to Buddhas but to ordinary men that Buddha 

Gautama preached this Sutra. You do not seem to appreciate that since we are already riding in the White 

Bullock cart of the Buddhas, that there is no necessity for us to look for other vehicles. Moreover, the Sutra 

plainly teaches that there is only the one Buddha vehicle; that there are no others, no second, no third. It is 

because there is only one vehicle that Buddha had to preach to us with innumerable skillful means such as 

various reasons and argument, various parables and illustrations, etc. Do you not understand that the other 

three vehicles are makeshifts, useful for the past only; while the sole vehicle, the Buddha vehicle, is for the 

present because it is ultimate? 

"The Sutra teaches to dispense with the makeshifts and depend on the ultimate. Having resorted to the 

ultimate, you will find that even the very name 'ultimate' disappears. You should appreciate that you are the 

sole owner of these treasures and that they are entirely subject to your disposal. (This is in allusion to 
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another Parable, the Buddhist Prodigal Son, in the Sutra.) But moreover, it is not until you are able to free 

yourself from the arbitrary conceptions that there are any treasures belonging to the Father or to the son, or 

subject to so and so's disposal, that you really know the right way to recite the Sutra. When you so 

understand it, the Sutra will be in your hand from eternity to eternity, and from morning to midnight you 

will be reciting the Sutra all the time." 

*        *        * 

Being thus awakened, Fat-tat praised the Patriarch in a transport of joy with the following stanza:-- 

"The delusion that I had attained great merit by reciting the Sutra three thousand times 

Is all dispelled by a single utterance of the Master of Tso-kai. 

He who has not yet under-stood the object of the Buddha's incarnation 

Is unable to suppress the wild passions accumulated in many lives. 

The three vehicles are makeshifts only; 

And the three stages in which the scholars expound the Dharma are ingeniously spoken, indeed; 

But how few appreciate that it is within the burning house itself 

That the Truth of Dharma is to be found." 

The Patriarch then told him that before he had rebuked him for being a "sutra-reciting monk," but that 

hereafter he would praise him for the same reason. After that interview, Fat-tat was able to grasp the 

profound meaning of Buddhism, and yet he continued to recite the Sutra as before. 
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THE MONK, SHI-TONG, a native of Shau-chow of An-fung, had read over the Lankavatara Sutra nearly a 

thousand times, but could not understand the meaning of the Trikaya nor the four Prajnas. One day he 

called upon the Patriarch for an explanation of them. 

"As to the 'Three Bodies,'" explained the Patriarch, "The Pure Dharmakaya is your nature, The Perfect 

Sambhogakaya is your wisdom; and the Myriad Nirmanakayas are your actions. If you deal with these 

three bodies apart from your Mind-essence, they would be bodies without wisdom. If you realise that these 

three: self-nature, self-wisdom and self-action, have no substance of their own (being only manifestations 

of Mind-essence) then you have attained the enlightenment of the four Prajnas. Listen to this stanza:-- 

"The Three-bodies are inherent in our Essence of Mind, 

By the radiation of which the four Prajnas are manifested. 

Thus, without closing your eyes and your ears to shut out the external world, 

You may reach Buddhahood directly. 

Now that I have made this plain to you, 

If you believe it implicitly, you will be forever free from delusion. 

Follow not those who seek for 'enlightenment' from without: 

Such people talk about Bodhi all the time, but do it vainly." 

*        *        * 
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For the second time, Chi-tong asked, "May I know something about the four Prajnas?" "If you understand 

the Three-Bodies," replied the Patriarch, "you should know the four Prajnas as well; your question is quite 
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unnecessary. If you deal with the four Prajnas apart from the Three-Bodies, there would be Prajnas without 

bodies; in such a case, they would not be Prajnas. (Prajna is the Ultimate Principle of the Three-Bodies, 

which is Ultimate Reality.) The Patriarch then uttered this stanza:-- 

"Mirror-like Wisdom is pure by nature; 

Wisdom that comprehends all things equally, frees the mind from all impediments; 

All-discerning Wisdom sees things intuitively; 

All-performing Wisdom, like Mirror-Wisdom, is free from prejudice. 

Perception-consciousness of the five-sense-vijnanas, 

And the Universal Consciousness of the Alaya-vijnana, 

Are not 'transmuted' to Prajna, until the Buddha-stage; 

While the intellective-consciousness of the Manas, 

And the discriminative-consciousness of the Manovijnana, 

Are 'transmitted' in the Bodhisattva-stage. 

When you are able to free yourself entirely from attachments to sense-objects as these 'transmutations' take 

place, 

Then you will forever abide in the never-ceasing Naga Samadhi." 1 
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Suddenly Chi-tong realised the Prajna of his Mind-essence and submitted the following stanza to the 

Patriarch:-- 

"Intrinsically, the Three-Bodies are within our Essence of Mind. 

When our mind is enlightened, the four Prajnas will appear. 

When 'Bodies' and Prajna appear as one identity, 

Then are we able to respond to the appeal of all beings. no matter what form they take. 

To make an effort to find the Trikaya and the four Prajnas is to take an entirely wrong course; 

To try to 'discriminate' and 'grasp' them is to misunderstand their intrinsic nature. 

Through you, Sir, I am now able to realise the profundity of their meaning; 

Henceforth, I may discard for ever their false and arbitrary names." 
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THE MONK, CHI-SHEUNG, a native of Kwai-kai of Shun-chow, joined the order in his childhood and 

was very zealous in his efforts to realise Mind-essence. One day he came to pay homage to the Patriarch 

and was asked by the latter whence and for what he came. Chi-sheung replied:-- 

"I have recently been at the White Cliff Monastery in Hung-chow, to study with the Master Ta-tung who 

was good enough to teach me how to realise Mind-essence and thereby to gain Buddhahood, but as I still 

have some doubts, I have travelled far to come here to pay my respects to you. Will you kindly clear away 

my doubts, Sir?" 

The Patriarch asked, "What instruction did he give you? Will you please repeat it." 

Chi-sheung replied: "After staying there three months without receiving any instruction, and being zealous 

for the Dharma, I went alone one night to his chamber and asked him, what my essence of mind was. He 

asked me, 'Do you see the illimitable void?' 'Yes, I do,' I replied. Then he asked me whether the void had 

any particular form, and on replying that the void must be formless and therefore can not have any 

particular form, he said: 'Your Essence of Mind is exactly like the void. To realise that there is nothing to 

be seen, is Right View. To realise that nothing is knowable, is True Knowledge. To realise that it is neither 

green nor yellow, neither long nor short; that it is pure by nature; that its quintessence is perfect and clear; 

is to realise Essence of Mind and thereby to attain Buddhahood. This is also called, Buddha-knowledge.' As 

I do not quite understand this teaching, will you please enlighten me, Sir?" 
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"His teaching indicates," said the Patriarch, "that he still retains the arbitrary concepts of 'Views' and 

'Knowledge'; that explains why he failed to make it clear to you. Listen to this stanza:-- 

"To realise that nothing can be seen, but to retain the concept of 'invisibility' 

Is somewhat like passing clouds obscuring the face of the sun. 

To realise that nothing is knowable, but to retain the concept of 'unknowability' 

May be likened to the clear sky disfigured by a flash of lightning. 

To let these arbitrary concepts rise spontaneously in the mind 

Indicates that you have not yet realised Essence of Mind, 

And that you have not yet found the skillful means to realise it. 

If you realise for one moment that these arbitrary concepts are wrong, 

Then your own spiritual light will shine forth unhindered." 
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*        *        * 

Having heard this, Chi-sheung at once felt that his mind was enlightened. Thereupon, he submitted to the 

Patriarch, the following stanza:-- 

"To allow the concepts of 'invisibility' and 'unknowability' to rise spontaneously in the mind 

Is to seek Bodhi without freeing oneself from the arbitrary concepts of phenomena. p. 290 

He who is puffed-up by the slightest impression, 'I am now enlightened' 

Is no farther advanced than one under delusion. 

Had I not put myself at the feet of Your Eminence, 

I would have remained bewildered, ignorant of the right way to go." 

*        *        * 

One day Chi-sheung asked the Patriarch, "Buddha preached the doctrine of 'Three Vehicles' and also that of 

the 'Supreme Vehicle.' I do not understand them; will you please explain them to me?" 

The Patriarch replied, "(In trying to understand these) you should introspect your own mind and ignore 

outward things and phenomena. The distinction of these four vehicles does not exist in the Dharma itself, 

but in the differentiations of people's minds. To see and to hear and to recite the Sutras, is the Small 

Vehicle. To know the Dharma and to understand its meaning is the Middle Vehicle. To put the Dharma into 

actual practice, is the Great Vehicle. To understand all Dharmas (intuitively), to become part of them, to be 

free from all attachments, to be independent of things and phenomena; to be in possession of nothing, that 

is the Supreme Vehicle. 

"Essence of Mind is always a state of tranquillity. Since the word 'vehicle,' means, 'motion,' discussion is 

out of place. All depends on intuitive self-practice. Do not ask any more questions." 

Chi-sheung made obeisance and thanked the Patriarch and, thereafter served as one of the Patriarch's 

personal attendants until his death. 
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THE MONK, CHI-WANG, a follower of the Dhyana school, had a consultation with the Fifth Patriarch 

and afterward considered himself to have attained Samadhi. For twenty years he confined himself to a 

small temple and all the time kept the Dhyana posture. Un-chak, a disciple of the Sixth Patriarch, on a 

pilgrimage to the northern bank of the Hoang-ho, heard about him and called at his temple. 

"What are you doing here?" enquired Un-chak. 

"I am abiding in Samadhi," replied Chi-wang. 

"Abiding in Samadhi, did you say?" Observed Un-chak. "I wish to enquire whether you are doing it 

consciously or unconsciously? If you are doing it unconsciously, it would mean that it is possible for all 

inanimate objects, such as earthern ware, stones, trees and weeds, to attain Samadhi. On the other hand, if 

you do it consciously, then any animate object or sentient being might abide in Samadhi, also." 

Chi-wang then said, "When I am in Samadhi, I know neither consciousness nor unconsciousness." 

"In that case," observed Un-chak, "it is a perpetual quietude, in which there is neither abiding nor leaving. 

A state of samadhi in which you can abide or come out of at will, can not be a perfect Samadhi." 

Chi-wang was nonplused. After a long time, he asked, "May I know who is your teacher?" 

"My teacher is the Sixth Patriarch, of Tso-kai," replied Un-chak. 

"How does he define Dhyana and Samadhi?" enquired Chi-wang. 

"According to his teaching," replied Un-chak, "the Dharmakaya is perfect and serene and unchanging; its 
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quintessence and its function are in a state of 'Suchness.' The five aggregates are intrinsically void and the 

six sense-objects are non-existent. There is neither abiding nor leaving in Samadhi; there is neither quietude 

nor perturbation. The nature of Dhyana is non-abiding, so we should seek to transcend the state of 'abiding 

in the calmness of Dhyana.' The nature of Dhyana is uncreative, so we should transcend the notion of 

'creating a state of Dhyana.' Essence of Mind is like space without the limitations of space." 

*        *        * 

After this interview, Chi-wang went to Tso-kai to interview the Sixth Patriarch. Upon being asked whence 

he came, Chi-wang told the Patriarch the details of his conversation with Un-chak. 

The Patriarch said, "What Un-chak said is quite right. Let your mind be in a state like the illimitable void, 

but do not think of it as 'vacuity.' Let the mind function freely, but whether it is in activity or at rest, let it 

abide nowhere. Forget all discriminations: see no distinction between a sage and an ordinary man; ignore 

the distinction between subject and object; let Essence of Mind and all phenomena and objects be alike in a 

state of 'Suchness.' Then you will truly be in Samadhi all the time." 
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Chi-wang was thereby fully enlightened. What he had considered for the past twenty years as an attainment, 

now all vanished. He remained with the Patriarch for a time and then returned to Ho-Pei where he taught 

many people, monks as well as laymen. 

* 
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THE MONK, CHI-TAO, a native of Nam-hoi of Kwongtung, came to the Patriarch for instruction, saying, 

"Since I joined the order, I have read the Maha Parinirvana Sutra for more than ten years, but I have not yet 

grasped its teaching. Will you please teach me." 

"What part of it do you not understand?" enquired the Patriarch. 

"It is this part, Sir: 'All things are impermanent and so they belong to the Dharma of Becoming and 

Cessation. When both Becoming and Cessation cease to operate, Cessation of Change with its bliss of 

Perfect Rest (Nirvana) arises.'" 

"What obscurity is there in that? "enquired the Patriarch. 

Chi-tao replied, "All beings have two bodies: the physical body and an essence body. The former is 

impermanent--it exists and it deceases. The latter is permanent, but it knows not and feels not. Now the 

Sutra says, 'When both Becoming and Cessation cease to operate, the bliss of Perfect Rest and Cessation of 

Change arises.' I can not understand which body ceases to exist, and which body enjoys the bliss. It cannot 

be the physical body that enjoys, because when it dies, the material elements disintegrate and disintegration 

is suffering, the very opposite of bliss. If it is the essence body that ceases to exist, it would be in the same 

'unfeeling' state as inanimate objects, such as the grass, trees and stones. Who, then, will be the enjoyer? 

"Moreover, essence-nature is the quintessence of 'Becoming and Cessation' whose manifestation is the 

union of the five 'aggregates' (body, sensation, perception, consciousness and intellection). That is to say, 
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from one essence, five functions arise. This process of Becoming and Cessation is everlasting. When 

function and operation 'arise' from the quintessence, it becomes; when operation and function are 'absorbed' 

back into the quintessence, it ceases to exist. If reincarnation is admitted, there will be no Cessation of 

Changes, as in the case of sentient beings. If reincarnation is out of the question, then things will remain 

forever in a state of lifeless quintessence, like the case of inanimate objects. When this is the case, under 

the limitations and restrictions of Nirvana, even existence would be impossible to all things, much less 

enjoyment." 

"You are a Bhikkhu," said the Patriarch, "how can you adopt the fallacious views of Eternalism and 

Annihilationism that are held by heretics, and venture to criticise the teaching of the Supreme Vehicle? 

Your argument implies that apart from the physical body, there is an essence body; and that Perfect Rest 

and Cessation of Change may be sought apart from 'Becoming and Cessation.' Further, from the statement, 

'Nirvana is everlasting rest,' you infer that there must be somebody to play the part of enjoyer. 

"It is exactly these fallacious views that makes people crave for sentiate existence and worldly pleasure. 

These people are the victims of ignorance; they identify the union of the five aggregates as the 'self' and 

regard all other things as 'not-self'; they crave for individual existence and have an aversion to death; they 

are drifting about from one momentary sensation to another in the whirlpool of life and death without 

realising the emptiness of mundane existence which is only a dream and an illusion; they commit 

themselves 
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to unnecessary suffering by binding themselves to rebirth; they mistake the state of everlasting joy of 

Nirvana to be a mode of suffering; they are always seeking after sensual pleasures. It was for these people, 

victims of ignorance, that the compassionate Buddha preached the real bliss of Nirvana. 

"Never for a moment was Nirvana either the phenomena of Becoming and Cessation, or the ceasing of 

Becoming and Cessation. It is the perfect manifestation of Rest and Cessation of Change, and at the 'time' 

of manifestation, there is no such thing as manifestation. It is called 'everlasting' joy because it has neither 

enjoyer nor non-enjoyer. 

"There is no such thing as 'one quintessence and five manifestations.' You are slandering Buddha and 

blaspheming the Dharma, when you go so far as to state that under the limitation and restriction of Nirvana, 

living is impossible to all beings. Listen to this stanza:-- 

"The Supreme Maha Parinirvana 

Is perfect, permanent, calm. radiantly illuminative. 

Common and ignorant people miscall it death. 

While heretics arbitrarily declare it to be annihilation. 

Those who belong to the Small Vehicle and to the Middle Vehicle 
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Regard Nirvana as 'non-action.' 

All these are merely intellectual speculations, 

And they form the basis of the sixty-two fallacious views. 

Since they are merely names, invented for the occasion, 

They have nothing to do with Absolute Truth. 

Only those of super-eminent mind p. 296 

Can understand thoroughly what Nirvana is, 

And take an attitude toward it of neither attachment nor indifference. 

They know that the five aggregates, 

And the so-called 'self' arising from the aggregates, 

Together with all external forms and objects, 

And the various phenomena of words and voice, 

Are all equally unreal, like a dream or an illusion. 

They make no discrimination between a sage and an ordinary man, 

Nor do they have any arbitrary Concept of Nirvana. 

They are above 'affirmation' and 'negation'; 

They break the barriers between the past, the present .and the future. 

Thy use their sense organs when occasion requires, 

But the concept of 'using' does not arise. 

They may particularise on all sorts of things. 

But the concept of 'particularisation' arises not. 

Even during the cataclysmic fire at the end of a kalpa. When ocean beds are burnt dry; 

Or during the blowing of catastropic winds, when mountains topple; 

The everlasting bliss of Perfect Rest and Cessation of Change that is Nirvana 

Remains the same and changes not." 

The Patriarch then said to Chi-tao, "I am trying to describe to you something that intrinsically is ineffable, 

in order to help you to get rid of fallacious views. If you do not interpret my words too literally you may 

perhaps know a wee bit of Nirvana." 

Chi-tao became highly enlightened and, in a rapturous mood he made obeisance and departed. 

 
Footnotes 

286:1 NOTE By EDITOR. It will be difficult to understand this stanza without knowing a little about 

Mahayana psychology and the Ten Stages of Bodhisattvahood. In Mahayana the mind is conceived as a 

rising series of faculties for cognition, vis, (1) The six vijnanas: p. 287 seeing-mind, hearing, smelling, 

tasting, touching, and the mental processes involved. (2) The Mano-vijnana, or discriminative mind. (3) 

The Manas, or intuitional-emotional-volitional mind. (4) Alaya-vijnana, or Universal Mind. It is sometimes 

called the system of the Vijnanas, and is developed in the great sutras, notably the Lankavatara, which has 

particularly to do with self-realisation. The Ten Stages of Bodhisattva-hood that culminates in Buddhahood, 

is the gradual getting rid of, or transcending, or transmuting, the defilements or hindrances of these 

successive "minds." The Alaya is immaculate but it acts as a "storage" for the accumulated karma of habit-

energy from beginningless time, and its face is thereby defiled which acts as a particularising screen for the 

pure rays of Prajna, that in passing through become discolored and perfumed. This is true of each of the 

successive minds. Self-realisation of Mind-essence consists in getting rid of these successive layers of 

defilement. Success comes suddenly as one learns to "about face" and look inward intuitively, rather than 

outwardly by the discriminative faculties. 

Chapter VII 
Sudden Enlightenment and Gradual Attainment 1 

CONTEMPORANEOUS WITH the Patriarch when he was living at Po-lam Monastery was Grand Master 

Shin-shau who was preaching in Yuk-chuen Monastery of King-nam. At that time the two schools of Hui-

neng in the South and of Shin-shau in the North were both flourishing. As the two schools were 

distinguished from each other by the names, Sudden, and Gradual, some Buddhist scholars were troubled 

as to which school to follow. 

One day the Patriarch addressed his assembly as follows:-- 

"So far as the Dharma is concerned, there can be only one school. If a distinction is made, it exists in 
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the fact that the founder of one school was a Northern man, and the founder of the other was a Southern 

man. While there is only one system of Dharma, some disciples realise it quicker than others but the reason 
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why the names, 'Sudden' and 'Gradual,' are given is because some disciples are superior to others in their 

mental dispositions. So far as the Dharma is concerned, the distinction of Sudden and Gradual does not 

exist." 

(Between the two leaders there was mutual respect but) the followers of Shin-shau often criticised the 

Patriarch. They discredited him by saying that he was illiterate and could not distinguish himself in any 

respect. Shin-shau, on the other hand, admitted that he was inferior to the Patriarch in one respect, namely, 

that Hui-neng thoroughly understood the teachings of the Mahayana, even if he had attained that wisdom 

without the aid of a teacher. "Moreover," he added, "my Master, the Fifth Patriarch, would not have 

personally transmitted the robe and bowl to him without good cause: I regret that, owing to the patronage of 

the 
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[paragraph continues] Court, which I by no means deserve, I am unable to travel far to receive instruction 

from him personally. You should go to Tso-kai to consult him. Do not tarry." 

One day, Shin-shau said to his disciple, Chi-shing, "You are clever and witty; I wish you would go to Tso-

kai and attend the lectures there. Try your best to keep in mind what you hear, so that on your return you 

may repeat it to me." 

Acting on his teacher's instruction, Chi-shing arrived at Tso-kai. Without saying anything about where he 

came from, he joined the company attending the Patriarch's lectures. When the Patriarch came to address 

the assembly, he said, "Some one has come here secretly to learn my teaching and later to plagiarise it." 

Chi-shing at once came forward, made obeisance, and told the Patriarch what his mission was. 

"You come from Yuk-chuen Monastery, do you?" said the Patriarch. "Then you must be a spy." 

"No, I am not," replied Chi-shing. "Why not?" asked the Patriarch. "If I had not told you, I would have 

been a spy," said Chi-shing. "Since I have told you who I am, I am no spy." 

"Tell me, how does your teacher instruct his disciples?" asked the Patriarch. 

"He often tells them to concentrate their minds in a meditation on 'purity'; to keep up the dhyana position 

constantly, and not to lie down." 

Said the Patriarch, "To concentrate the mind on a meditation on 'purity' is an infirmity and is not Dhyana. 

To restrict oneself to the cross-legged position all the time is logically unprofitable. Listen to this stanza:-- 
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"A living man sits and does not lie down; 

But a dead man lies down and does not sit. 

On this physical body of ours, why should we impose the task of sitting crosslegged?" 

*        *        * 

Making obeisance a second time, Chi-shing remarked, "Though I have studied Buddhism for nine years 

under Grand Master Shin-shau, my mind was not awakened for enlightenment, but as soon as you speak to 

me, my mind is enlightened. As the question of continuous re-birth is an important one, I wish you would 

take pity on me and give me instruction as to that question." 

The Patriarch said, "I understand that your Master gives his disciples instruction as to 'disciplinary rules' 

(sila), meditation (dhyana), and Wisdom (Prajna). Will you please, tell me how he defines these terms?" 

"According to his teaching," replied Chi-shing, "to refrain from all evil action, is Sila; to practise whatever 

is good, is Prajna; and to purify one's mind, is Dhyana. This is the way he teaches us. May I ask what your 

system is?" 

The Patriarch replied, "If I should tell you that I had a system of Dhyana to transmit to others, I would be 

deceiving you. What I try to do to my disciples, is to liberate them from their own bondage, by such device 

as each case requires. To use a name, which after all is nothing but a makeshift, it may be called 'Samadhi.' 

The way your Master teaches Sila, Dhyana, Prajna, is wonderful; but my way is different." 

"How can it be different, Sir, when there is only one form of Sila, Dhyana and Prajna?" 
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"The teaching of your Master," replied the Patriarch, "is for the guidance of the general followers of the 

Mahayana; my teaching is for the more advanced followers. It is because some realise the Dharma quicker 

and deeper than others, that there is a difference of interpretation. Listen while I explain and see if you 

think my instruction is the same as his. In expounding the Dharma, I do not deviate from the authority of 

my intuitive mind. To do otherwise would indicate that the expositor's Mind-essence was obscured, and 

that he was competent to teach only the phenomenal side of the Dharma (but not its essence). The true 

teaching of Sila, Dhyana and Prajna, should be based on the principle that the function of all things derives 

its virtue from its essence. Listen to this stanza:-- 
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"To free the mind from all improprieties is the Sila of Mind-essence; 

To free the mind from all perturbations is the Dhyana of Mind-essence. 

That which neither increases nor decreases is the 'diamond' of Mind-essence. 

'Going' and 'coming' are only phases of Samadhi." 

Having heard this instruction, Chi-shing felt humiliated and thanked the Patriarch for the instruction. 

The Patriarch continued: "The teaching of your Master on Sila, Dhyana and Prajna, is fitted for minds of 

wise men, it is true, but my teaching is intended for minds of a more advanced type. He who has realised 

Mind-essence, himself, may dispense with such doctrines as Bodhi, Nirvana, and Knowledge of 

Emancipation. 
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[paragraph continues] It is only those who do not possess a single system of Dhyana, who can formulate all 

systems of Dhyana; these who understand what this means, may rightly use such terms as Buddhakaya, 

Bodhi, Nirvana, Knowledge of Emancipation. To those who have realised Mind-essence, it makes no 

difference whether they formulate all systems of Dhyana, or dispense with all of them. (Because of this 

non-attachment) they are at liberty to come or to go; they are free from all obstacles and impediments. As 

circumstances arise, they take appropriate action; they give suitable answers according to the varying 

temperament of their questioner. They see with a comprehensive glance that all 'Bodies of Transformation' 

are inseparable from Essence of Mind. They attain liberation, psychic powers, and Samadhi, which enables 

them to perform the arduous task of universal salvation as easily as if they were only playing. Such are the 

men who have realised Mind-essence. 

*        *        * 

"By what principle are we guided in dispensing with all systems of Dhyana?" was Chi-shing's next question. 

The Patriarch replied:--"When our Mind-essence is free from improprieties, infatuations and perturbations; 

when we look inward from each momentary sensation to another, with Prajna; and when we no longer 

cherish attachment to objects, or to words, or to ideas; then are we forever emancipated. Why should we 

formulate any system of Dhyana when our goal may be reached no matter whether we turn to the right or to 
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the left? Since it is by our own effort that we realise Mind-essence, and since the realisation and practise of 

Dhyana are both spontaneous and instantaneous, the formulation of any system of Dhyana is unnecessary. 

All Dharmas are intrinsically Nirvanic, how can there be gradation in them?" 

Chi-shing made obeisance and volunteered to be an attendant of the Patriarch, in which capacity he served 

faithfully. 

*        *        * 

SINCE THE Two Dhyana Schools, that of Hui-neng in the South and Shin-shau in the North, were 

flourishing at the same time, in spite of the tolerant spirit shown by both Masters who hardly knew what 

egotism was, there naturally developed a strong sectarian feeling among the disciples. Calling their own 

Master, Shin-shau, the Sixth Patriarch on no better authority than their own wishes, the followers of the 

Northern School were jealous of the rightful owner of that title whose claim was supported by the 

possession of the insignia, the robe etc., and was generally acknowledged. (In order to get rid of the rightful 

Patriarch) they sent a lay member of the order whose secular name was Chang Hang-chong, a native of 

Kiang-si, and who as a young man had been fond of adventure, to get rid of him. 

With his psychic power of mind-reading, the Patriarch was able to know of the plot. One evening Chang 

entered the Patriarch's room intending to carry out his instructions. The Patriarch, after placing ten taels 

near his side, bent his neck forward and waited the 
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blow. Chang made three attempts, but strange to say no wound was made. Then the Patriarch spoke to him, 

saying, 

"A straight sword is not crooked; 

A crooked sword is not straight. 

I owe you money only, but life I do not owe you." 

Chang -was taken by surprise and, remorseful and penitent, he asked for mercy and volunteered to join the 

order at once, but the Patriarch handed him the money and said; "If my followers should learn of it, they 

would harm you; you must not remain here. Some other time come to see me in disguise and I will take 

good care of you." As directed, Chang ran away that night and subsequently joined the order under another 

Master. Upon being fully ordained, he proved himself to be a very diligent monk. 

One day recollecting what the Patriarch had said, he made the long journey to see him and to pay him 

homage. "Why have you waited so long?" said the Patriarch, "I have been expecting you all the time." 
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Said Chang, "Since that night you so graciously pardoned my crime, I have become a monk and have 

studied Buddhism diligently. I can only show my gratitude adequately by spreading the Dharma for the 

deliverance of all sentient beings." Then he asked a question as to the meaning of "eternal and non-eternal," 

which the Patriarch answered and then said, "You have now thoroughly realised Mind-essence; hereafter 

you may call yourself, Chi-chai." 

Chi-chai made obeisance and departed. 

 
Footnotes 

297:1 NOTE By EDITOR. When Hui-neng, who afterward became the Sixth Patriarch, came to Wong-mui 

to interview the Fifth Patriarch, he was a comparatively uneducated country boy and not yet a member of 

the order of monks. He did not remain there very long but before be left his insight into the Dharma had 

been recognised by the Patriarch and he was initiated into the Patriarchate and given the insignia of the 

robe and begging bowl. While he remained at the Monastery he served as a lay-helper in the granary, 

hulling rice. At the same time he was there, the Master (or Dean as we would call him) of the Monastery 

was Shin-shau, a notably learned monk of the Dhyana School. After Hui-neng left Ung-mui he lived in 

retirement for a number of years, but Shin-shau, in disappointment at not receiving the appointment of 

Sixth Patriarch, returned to his home in the North and founded his own School which later, under Imperial 

patronage, came into great prominence. But after the death of Shin-shau, the School steadily lost prestige 

and later dropped out of p. 298 importance. But the different principles of the two schools, "Sudden 

Enlightenment- of the Sixth Patriarch's Southern School and "Gradual Attainment" of Shin-shau's Northern 

School, have continued to divide Buddhism and do so to-day. The principle in dispute is as to whether 

enlightenment comes as a "gradual attainment" through study of the scriptures and the practice of dhyana, 

or whether it comes suddenly in some ecstatic samadhi, or, as the Japanese say, in some sudden and 

convincing and life-enhancing "satori." It is not a question of quickness or slowness in arriving at it: 

"gradual attainment" may arrive sooner than "sudden enlightenment." It is the question whether 

enlightenment comes as the culmination of a gradual process of mental growth, or whether it is a sudden 

"turning" at the seat of consciousness from an habitual reliance on the thinking faculty (a looking outward), 

to a new use of a higher intuitive faculty (a looking inward). 

Chapter VIII 
Royal Patronage 

AN EDICT DATED the 15th day of the First Moon of the 1st year of Shin Lung, issued by the Empress 

Dowager Chek Tin and the Emperor Chung Chung, read as follows:-- 

"Since we have invited Grand Masters Wei-on and Shin-shau to stay in the Palace and receive our offerings, 

we have continued to study under them as far as we could find time after attending to our imperial duties. 

Out of sheer modesty, these two Masters recommended that we should seek the advice of Dhyana Master 

Hui-neng of the South, who had inherited the secret Dharma and the robe of the Fifth Patriarch as well as 

the 'Heart Seal' of the Lord Buddha. 

"We hereby send Eunuch, Sit Kan, as the courier of this Edict to invite His Eminence to come, and we trust 

His Eminence will graciously favor us with an early visit, etc., etc." 

On the ground of illness, the Patriarch sent a reply declining the royal invitation and craved permission to 

be allowed to spend his remaining years in the "forest." 

(In due time Sit Kan, the imperial envoy, arrived at Tso-kai and interviewed the Patriarch as follows): 

"In the capitol, Dhyana experts unanimously advise people to meditate in the 'crosslegged' position to attain 

Samadhi; they say that this is the only way to realise the 'Norm' and that it is impossible for any one to 

obtain liberation without going through this meditation 
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exercise. May I know your way of teaching, Sir?" 

"The Norm is to be realised by the mind," replied the Patriarch, "it does not depend upon the crosslegged 

position. The Vajrakkhedika Sutra says that it is wrong 'for any one to assert that Tathagata comes or goes, 

sits or reclines.' Why? Because Tathagata's Dhyana of Purity implies neither coming from anywhere nor 

going to anywhere, neither becoming nor annihilation. All Dharmas are calm and void, such is Tathagata's 

Seat of Purity. Strictly speaking, there is no such thing as 'attainment'; why should we bother ourselves 

about the crosslegged position?" 

"Upon my return," said Sit Kan, "Their Majesties will ask me to make a report. Sir, will you kindly give me 

some hints as to your essential teachings, so that I may make them known, not only to Their Majesties, but 

also to all Buddhist scholars at the Capital. As the flame of one lamp may kindle hundreds of thousands of 

others, the ignorant will be enlightened and light will produce light without end." 
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"The Norm implies neither light nor darkness," replied the Patriarch. "Light and darkness signify the idea 

of alternation. (It is not correct to say) 'light will produce light without end'; since light and darkness are a 

pair of opposites, there must be an end as well as a beginning. The Vimalakirti Nirdesa Sutra says, 'The 

Norm has no analogy; it is not a relative term.'" 

"Light signifies wisdom, and darkness signifies defilement. If a pilgrim of the Path does not get rid of 

defilement by wisdom, how is he going to free himself from the 'wheel of birth and death,' which is 

beginningless?" 
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The Patriarch continued, "Defilement (klesa) is wisdom (bodhi); The two are the same and are not different 

from each other. To break up klasa by Bodhi is only a teaching of the followers of the 'Small' and 'Middle' 

vehicles. To those of keen intellect and superior mental attainment, such teaching is disapproved." 

"What, then, is the teaching of the Mahayana?" 

"From the point of ordinary men," replied the Patriarch, "enlightenment and ignorance are two separate 

things. Wise men who thoroughly realise Mind-essence, know that they are of the same nature. This 

sameness of nature, that is, this non-duality of nature, is what is called 'true nature'; it neither decreases in 

the case of an ordinary man and ignorant person, nor increases in the case of an enlightened sage; it is 

undisturbed in an annoying situation, and is calm in Samadhi. It is neither eternal, nor not-eternal; it neither 

goes, nor comes, it is to be found neither in the interior, nor in exterior, nor in the space intervening 

between. It is beyond existence and nonexistence; its nature and its phenomena are always in a state of 

'tathata'; it is both permanent and immutable. Such is the Norm." 

Sit Kan asked, "You speak of it as beyond existence and non-existence. How do you differentiate it from 

the teaching of the heretics, who teach the same thing?" 

The Patriarch replied: "In the teaching of the heretics, non-existence means the 'end' of existence, while 

existence is used in contrast with non-existence. What they mean by 'non-existence' is not actual 

annihilation, 
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and what they mean by 'existence' really does not exist. What I mean by 'beyond existence and non-

existence' is this: intrinsically it exists not, and at the present moment it is not annihilated. Such is the 

difference between my teaching and the teaching of the heretics. If you wish to know the essentials of my 

teaching, you should free yourself from all thought--good ones as well as bad ones--then your mind will be 

in a state of purity, ever calm and serene, the usefulness of which will be as apparent as the sands of the 

Ganges." 

This preaching of the Patriarch, awoke Sit Kan to full enlightenment. He made obeisance to the Patriarch 

and bade him, adieu. Upon his return to the Palace, he reported to Their Majesties, what the Patriarch had 

said. 

In that same year on the 3d day of the 9th Moon, an Edict was issued commending the Patriarch in the 

following terms:-- 

"On the ground of old age and poor health, the Patriarch declined our invitation to the Capital. Devoting his 

life, as he does, to the practice of Buddhism for the benefit of us all, he is, indeed, 'a field of merit' for the 

nation. Following the example of Vimalakirti who recuperated in Vaisali, he widely spreads the Mahayana-

teaching, transmitting the doctrines of the Dhyana School, expounding especially the 'non-dual' Dharma. 

Through the medium of Sit Kan to whom the Patriarch imparted the 'Buddha-knowledge,' we are fortunate 

enough to have an opportunity to understand clearly his teachings of Higher Buddhism. This must be due to 

the accumulated merit and our 'root of 
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goodness' planted in past lives, otherwise we would not be contemporaries of His Eminence. 

"In appreciation of the graciousness of the Patriarch, we find ourselves hardly able to express our gratitude. 

(As a token of our great regard for him) we present him herewith a Korean Mo-la robe and a crystal bowl. 

The Prefect of Shiu-chow is hereby ordered to renovate his monastery, and to convert his old residence into 

a temple which is to be named, Kwok-yen. By royal favor, etc., etc." 

Chapter IX 
Final Words and Death of the Patriarch 

ON THE 1ST DAY of the 7th Moon, the Patriarch assembled his disciples and addressed them as follows:-

- 

'I am going to leave this world by the 8th Moon. Should any of you have doubts about the teaching, please 

ask me soon, so that I may clear them away before I go. You may not find any one to teach you after I am 
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gone." (The sad news moved many of them to tears. The Patriarch spoke to them at some length) and then 

added:-- 

"Under all circumstances you should free yourselves from attachment to objects; toward them your attitude 

should be neutral and indifferent. Let neither success nor failure, neither profit nor loss, worry you. Be ever 

calm and serene, modest and helpful, simple and dispassionate. The Dharma is non-dual as is the mind also. 

The Path is pure and above all 'form.' You are especially warned not to let the exercise for concentration of 

mind, fall into mere quiet thinking or into an effort to keep the mind in a blank state. The mind is by nature 

pure, there is nothing for us to crave or give up." 

Realising that the Patriarch would pass away in the near future, Elder Fat-hoi after prostrating himself twice 

asked, "Sir, upon your entering into Parinirvana, who will be the inheritor of the robe and the (secret) 

Dharma?" 

"(As for the Dharma) all my sermons from the time I preached in the Tai-fan Monastery up to now, may 
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be copied out for circulation. You should take good care of it and hand it down from generation to 

generation for the salvation of all sentient beings. He who preaches in accordance with its teaching 

preaches the Orthodox Dharma. I have already made known to you, all the Dharma I know. 

"As to the transmission of the robe, this practice is to be discontinued. Why? Because you all have implicit 

faith in my teaching, you are all free from doubts, therefore, you are all able to carry out the lofty object of 

our school. It is in accordance with the meaning of the stanza, handed down by Bodhidharma, the First 

Patriarch, that the robe be no longer handed down to posterity. The verse says:-- 

'The object of my coming to China, 

Was to transmit the Dharma of deliverance to all under delusion. 

In five petals, the flower will be complete; 

Thereafter, fruit will come to maturity naturally.' 

*        *        * 

"Do your best each of you; go wherever circumstances lead you. Listen to this stanza:-- 

"With those who are sympathetic 

You may have discussion about Buddhism. 

As to those whose point of view differs from ours, 

Treat them politely and try to make them happy. 

Disputes are alien to our school, 
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To be bigoted and to argue with others in disregard of this rule 

Is to subject one's Mind-essence to the bitterness of this mundane existence." 

*        *        * 

On the 8th day of the 7th Moon, the Patriarch suddenly gave an order to his disciples to get a boat ready for 

his return to Sun-chow, (his native place). They entreated him earnestly to remain where he was, but in vain. 

"It is only natural," said the Patriarch, "death is the inevitable outcome of birth. Even the Buddhas as they 

appear in this world must manifest an earthly death before they enter Parinirvana. There will be no 

exception with me; my physical body must be laid down somewhere. Fallen leaves go back to the place 

where the root is." 

*        *        * 

On the 3rd day of the 8th Moon of the Year Kwai Tsau, the 2nd year of the Sin Tan Era, after eating with 

his disciples at the Kwok-yen Monastery (Sun-chow), the Patriarch spoke as follows:-- 

"Please sit down in order of seniority; I am going to say good bye to you. After my passing away, do not 

follow the worldly custom of crying and lamenting. Neither should messages of condolence be accepted, 

nor should mourning be worn. These things are contrary to orthodox teaching; he who does them is not my 

disciple. What you should do is to know your own mind 
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and realise your own Buddha-nature, Which neither rests nor moves, neither becomes nor ceases to be, 

neither comes nor goes, neither affirms nor denies, neither remains nor departs. I repeat this to you that you 

may surely realise your Mind-essence. If you carry out my instructions after my death and practise them, 

then my going away will make no difference with you. On the other hand, if you go against my teachings, 

even if I remained with you, no benefit would be yours." Then he uttered this stanza:-- 

"Undisturbed and serene, the wise man practises no virtue; 

Self-possessed and dispassionate, he commits no sin; 
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Calm and silent, he gives up seeing and hearing; 

Even and upright his mind abides nowhere." 

Having uttered the stanza, he sat reverently until the third watch of the night, then he said abruptly, "I am 

going now," and in a moment passed away. At that time, a peculiar fragrance pervaded the room and a 

lunar rainbow appeared to link the earth and heaven; the trees in the grove turned pale and birds and 

animals cried mournfully. 

*        *        * 

In the 11th Moon of that year, the question of the Patriarch's resting place gave rise to a dispute among the 

government officials of Kwong-chow, Shiu-chow and Sun-chow, each arty being anxious to have the 

remains of the Patriarch removed to his own district. 
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[paragraph continues] The Patriarch's disciples together with other Bhikkhus and laymen, took part in the 

controversy. Being unable to come to any agreement, they burnt incense and prayed to the Patriarch to 

indicate by the drift of the smoke the place he himself would like to rest. As the smoke turned directly to 

Tso-kai, the sacred shrine together with the inherited robe and bowl were accordingly removed back there 

on the 13th day of the 11th Moon. 

Next year on the 25th day of the 7th Moon, the body was taken from the shrine and re-embalmed and 

placed in the stupa, and by imperial order, tablets were erected to record the life of the Patriarch. 

*        *        * 

The Patriarch inherited the robe when he was 24; he was ordained at 39; and died at the age of 76. For 

thirty-seven years he preached to the benefit of all sentient beings. Forty-three of his disciples inherited the 

Dharma; while those who attained (a measure of) enlightenment and thereby got out of the rut of the 

ordinary life were too many to be numbered. The robe transmitted by the First Patriarch, Bodhidharma, as 

the insignia of the Patriarchship, the Mo La robe and the crystal bowl presented by the Emperor 

Chung Chung, the Patriarch's image carved by Fong-pin, and other sacred things, were given into the care 

of the keeper of the stupa. They were to be kept permanently at Po-lam Monastery to guard the welfare of 

the temple. The Sutra spoken by the Patriarch was published and circulated to make known the principles 

of 
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the Dhyana School. All these steps were taken for the prosperity of the "Three jewels," Buddha, Dharma 

and Sangha, as well as for the general welfare of all sentient beings. 

END OF THE SUTRA 
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Luke 1 

Introduction  

 
1
Many have undertaken to draw up an account of the things that have been fulfilled

[a]
 among us, 

2
just as 

they were handed down to us by those who from the first were eyewitnesses and servants of the word. 
3
Therefore, since I myself have carefully investigated everything from the beginning, it seemed good also 

to me to write an orderly account for you, most excellent Theophilus, 
4
so that you may know the certainty 

of the things you have been taught.  

The Birth of John the Baptist Foretold  

 
5
In the time of Herod king of Judea there was a priest named Zechariah, who belonged to the priestly 

division of Abijah; his wife Elizabeth was also a descendant of Aaron. 
6
Both of them were upright in the 

sight of God, observing all the Lord's commandments and regulations blamelessly. 
7
But they had no 

children, because Elizabeth was barren; and they were both well along in years.  

 
8
Once when Zechariah's division was on duty and he was serving as priest before God, 

9
he was chosen by 

lot, according to the custom of the priesthood, to go into the temple of the Lord and burn incense. 
10
And 

when the time for the burning of incense came, all the assembled worshipers were praying outside.  

 
11
Then an angel of the Lord appeared to him, standing at the right side of the altar of incense. 

12
When 

Zechariah saw him, he was startled and was gripped with fear. 
13
But the angel said to him: "Do not be 

afraid, Zechariah; your prayer has been heard. Your wife Elizabeth will bear you a son, and you are to give 

him the name John. 
14
He will be a joy and delight to you, and many will rejoice because of his birth, 

15
for 

he will be great in the sight of the Lord. He is never to take wine or other fermented drink, and he will be 

filled with the Holy Spirit even from birth.
[b]
 
16
Many of the people of Israel will he bring back to the Lord 

their God. 
17
And he will go on before the Lord, in the spirit and power of Elijah, to turn the hearts of the 

fathers to their children and the disobedient to the wisdom of the righteous—to make ready a people 

prepared for the Lord."  

 
18
Zechariah asked the angel, "How can I be sure of this? I am an old man and my wife is well along in 

years."  

 
19
The angel answered, "I am Gabriel. I stand in the presence of God, and I have been sent to speak to you 

and to tell you this good news. 
20
And now you will be silent and not able to speak until the day this happens, 

because you did not believe my words, which will come true at their proper time."  

 
21
Meanwhile, the people were waiting for Zechariah and wondering why he stayed so long in the temple. 

22
When he came out, he could not speak to them. They realized he had seen a vision in the temple, for he 

kept making signs to them but remained unable to speak.  

 
23
When his time of service was completed, he returned home. 

24
After this his wife Elizabeth became 

pregnant and for five months remained in seclusion. 
25
"The Lord has done this for me," she said. "In these 

days he has shown his favor and taken away my disgrace among the people."  

The Birth of Jesus Foretold  

 
26
In the sixth month, God sent the angel Gabriel to Nazareth, a town in Galilee, 

27
to a virgin pledged to be 

married to a man named Joseph, a descendant of David. The virgin's name was Mary. 
28
The angel went to 

her and said, "Greetings, you who are highly favored! The Lord is with you."  

 
29
Mary was greatly troubled at his words and wondered what kind of greeting this might be. 

30
But the 

angel said to her, "Do not be afraid, Mary, you have found favor with God. 
31
You will be with child and 

give birth to a son, and you are to give him the name Jesus. 
32
He will be great and will be called the Son of 

the Most High. The Lord God will give him the throne of his father David, 
33
and he will reign over the 

house of Jacob forever; his kingdom will never end."  

 
34
"How will this be," Mary asked the angel, "since I am a virgin?"  

 
35
The angel answered, "The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the power of the Most High will 

overshadow you. So the holy one to be born will be called
[c]
 the Son of God. 

36
Even Elizabeth your relative 

is going to have a child in her old age, and she who was said to be barren is in her sixth month. 
37
For 

nothing is impossible with God."  

 
38
"I am the Lord's servant," Mary answered. "May it be to me as you have said." Then the angel left her.  

Mary Visits Elizabeth  

 
39
At that time Mary got ready and hurried to a town in the hill country of Judea, 

40
where she entered 

Zechariah's home and greeted Elizabeth. 
41
When Elizabeth heard Mary's greeting, the baby leaped in her 
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womb, and Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Spirit. 
42
In a loud voice she exclaimed: "Blessed are you 

among women, and blessed is the child you will bear! 
43
But why am I so favored, that the mother of my 

Lord should come to me? 
44
As soon as the sound of your greeting reached my ears, the baby in my womb 

leaped for joy. 
45
Blessed is she who has believed that what the Lord has said to her will be accomplished!"  

Mary's Song  

 
46
And Mary said:  

   "My soul glorifies the Lord  

    
47
and my spirit rejoices in God my Savior,  

 
48
for he has been mindful  

      of the humble state of his servant.  

   From now on all generations will call me blessed,  

    
49
for the Mighty One has done great things for me—  

      holy is his name.  

 
50
His mercy extends to those who fear him,  

      from generation to generation.  

 
51
He has performed mighty deeds with his arm;  

      he has scattered those who are proud in their inmost thoughts.  

 
52
He has brought down rulers from their thrones  

      but has lifted up the humble.  

 
53
He has filled the hungry with good things  

      but has sent the rich away empty.  

 
54
He has helped his servant Israel,  

      remembering to be merciful  

 
55
to Abraham and his descendants forever,  

      even as he said to our fathers."  

 
56
Mary stayed with Elizabeth for about three months and then returned home.  

The Birth of John the Baptist  

 
57
When it was time for Elizabeth to have her baby, she gave birth to a son. 

58
Her neighbors and relatives 

heard that the Lord had shown her great mercy, and they shared her joy.  

 
59
On the eighth day they came to circumcise the child, and they were going to name him after his father 

Zechariah, 
60
but his mother spoke up and said, "No! He is to be called John."  

 
61
They said to her, "There is no one among your relatives who has that name."  

 
62
Then they made signs to his father, to find out what he would like to name the child. 

63
He asked for a 

writing tablet, and to everyone's astonishment he wrote, "His name is John." 
64
Immediately his mouth was 

opened and his tongue was loosed, and he began to speak, praising God. 
65
The neighbors were all filled 

with awe, and throughout the hill country of Judea people were talking about all these things. 
66
Everyone 

who heard this wondered about it, asking, "What then is this child going to be?" For the Lord's hand was 

with him.  

Zechariah's Song  

 
67
His father Zechariah was filled with the Holy Spirit and prophesied:  

 
68
"Praise be to the Lord, the God of Israel,  

      because he has come and has redeemed his people.  

 
69
He has raised up a horn

[d]
 of salvation for us  

      in the house of his servant David  

 
70
(as he said through his holy prophets of long ago),  

 
71
salvation from our enemies  

      and from the hand of all who hate us—  

 
72
to show mercy to our fathers  

      and to remember his holy covenant,  

 
73
the oath he swore to our father Abraham:  

 
74
to rescue us from the hand of our enemies,  

      and to enable us to serve him without fear  

 
75
in holiness and righteousness before him all our days.  

 
76
And you, my child, will be called a prophet of the Most High;  

      for you will go on before the Lord to prepare the way for him,  

 
77
to give his people the knowledge of salvation  

      through the forgiveness of their sins,  
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78
because of the tender mercy of our God,  

      by which the rising sun will come to us from heaven  

 
79
to shine on those living in darkness  

      and in the shadow of death,  

   to guide our feet into the path of peace."  

 
80
And the child grew and became strong in spirit; and he lived in the desert until he appeared publicly to 

Israel.  

Luke 2 

The Birth of Jesus  

 
1
In those days Caesar Augustus issued a decree that a census should be taken of the entire Roman world. 

2
(This was the first census that took place while Quirinius was governor of Syria.) 

3
And everyone went to 

his own town to register.  

 
4
So Joseph also went up from the town of Nazareth in Galilee to Judea, to Bethlehem the town of David, 

because he belonged to the house and line of David. 
5
He went there to register with Mary, who was pledged 

to be married to him and was expecting a child. 
6
While they were there, the time came for the baby to be 

born, 
7
and she gave birth to her firstborn, a son. She wrapped him in cloths and placed him in a manger, 

because there was no room for them in the inn.  

The Shepherds and the Angels  

 
8
And there were shepherds living out in the fields nearby, keeping watch over their flocks at night. 

9
An 

angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the glory of the Lord shone around them, and they were terrified. 
10
But the angel said to them, "Do not be afraid. I bring you good news of great joy that will be for all the 

people. 
11
Today in the town of David a Savior has been born to you; he is Christ

[e]
 the Lord. 

12
This will be a 

sign to you: You will find a baby wrapped in cloths and lying in a manger."  

 
13
Suddenly a great company of the heavenly host appeared with the angel, praising God and saying,  

 
14
"Glory to God in the highest,  

      and on earth peace to men on whom his favor rests."  

 
15
When the angels had left them and gone into heaven, the shepherds said to one another, "Let's go to 

Bethlehem and see this thing that has happened, which the Lord has told us about."  

 
16
So they hurried off and found Mary and Joseph, and the baby, who was lying in the manger. 

17
When they 

had seen him, they spread the word concerning what had been told them about this child, 
18
and all who 

heard it were amazed at what the shepherds said to them. 
19
But Mary treasured up all these things and 

pondered them in her heart. 
20
The shepherds returned, glorifying and praising God for all the things they 

had heard and seen, which were just as they had been told.  

Jesus Presented in the Temple  

 
21
On the eighth day, when it was time to circumcise him, he was named Jesus, the name the angel had 

given him before he had been conceived.  

 
22
When the time of their purification according to the Law of Moses had been completed, Joseph and Mary 

took him to Jerusalem to present him to the Lord 
23
(as it is written in the Law of the Lord, "Every firstborn 

male is to be consecrated to the Lord"
[f]
), 

24
and to offer a sacrifice in keeping with what is said in the Law 

of the Lord: "a pair of doves or two young pigeons."
[g]
  

 
25
Now there was a man in Jerusalem called Simeon, who was righteous and devout. He was waiting for the 

consolation of Israel, and the Holy Spirit was upon him. 
26
It had been revealed to him by the Holy Spirit 

that he would not die before he had seen the Lord's Christ. 
27
Moved by the Spirit, he went into the temple 

courts. When the parents brought in the child Jesus to do for him what the custom of the Law required, 
28
Simeon took him in his arms and praised God, saying:  

 
29
"Sovereign Lord, as you have promised,  

      you now dismiss
[h]
 your servant in peace.  

 
30
For my eyes have seen your salvation,  

    
31
which you have prepared in the sight of all people,  

 
32
a light for revelation to the Gentiles  

      and for glory to your people Israel."  

 
33
The child's father and mother marveled at what was said about him. 

34
Then Simeon blessed them and 

said to Mary, his mother: "This child is destined to cause the falling and rising of many in Israel, and to be 

a sign that will be spoken against, 
35
so that the thoughts of many hearts will be revealed. And a sword will 

pierce your own soul too."  

 
36
There was also a prophetess, Anna, the daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Asher. She was very old; she 

had lived with her husband seven years after her marriage, 
37
and then was a widow until she was eighty-
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four.
[i]
 She never left the temple but worshiped night and day, fasting and praying. 

38
Coming up to them at 

that very moment, she gave thanks to God and spoke about the child to all who were looking forward to the 

redemption of Jerusalem.  

 
39
When Joseph and Mary had done everything required by the Law of the Lord, they returned to Galilee to 

their own town of Nazareth. 
40
And the child grew and became strong; he was filled with wisdom, and the 

grace of God was upon him.  

The Boy Jesus at the Temple  

 
41
Every year his parents went to Jerusalem for the Feast of the Passover. 

42
When he was twelve years old, 

they went up to the Feast, according to the custom. 
43
After the Feast was over, while his parents were 

returning home, the boy Jesus stayed behind in Jerusalem, but they were unaware of it. 
44
Thinking he was 

in their company, they traveled on for a day. Then they began looking for him among their relatives and 

friends. 
45
When they did not find him, they went back to Jerusalem to look for him. 

46
After three days they 

found him in the temple courts, sitting among the teachers, listening to them and asking them questions. 
47
Everyone who heard him was amazed at his understanding and his answers. 

48
When his parents saw him, 

they were astonished. His mother said to him, "Son, why have you treated us like this? Your father and I 

have been anxiously searching for you."  

 
49
"Why were you searching for me?" he asked. "Didn't you know I had to be in my Father's house?" 

50
But 

they did not understand what he was saying to them.  

 
51
Then he went down to Nazareth with them and was obedient to them. But his mother treasured all these 

things in her heart. 
52
And Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and men.  

Luke 3 

John the Baptist Prepares the Way  

 
1
In the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar—when Pontius Pilate was governor of Judea, Herod 

tetrarch of Galilee, his brother Philip tetrarch of Iturea and Traconitis, and Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene— 
2
during the high priesthood of Annas and Caiaphas, the word of God came to John son of Zechariah in the 

desert. 
3
He went into all the country around the Jordan, preaching a baptism of repentance for the 

forgiveness of sins. 
4
As is written in the book of the words of Isaiah the prophet:  

   "A voice of one calling in the desert,  

   'Prepare the way for the Lord,  

      make straight paths for him.  

 
5
Every valley shall be filled in,  

      every mountain and hill made low.  

   The crooked roads shall become straight,  

      the rough ways smooth.  

 
6
And all mankind will see God's salvation.' "

[j]
  

 
7
John said to the crowds coming out to be baptized by him, "You brood of vipers! Who warned you to flee 

from the coming wrath? 
8
Produce fruit in keeping with repentance. And do not begin to say to yourselves, 

'We have Abraham as our father.' For I tell you that out of these stones God can raise up children for 

Abraham. 
9
The axe is already at the root of the trees, and every tree that does not produce good fruit will be 

cut down and thrown into the fire."  

 
10
"What should we do then?" the crowd asked.  

 
11
John answered, "The man with two tunics should share with him who has none, and the one who has 

food should do the same."  

 
12
Tax collectors also came to be baptized. "Teacher," they asked, "what should we do?"  

 
13
"Don't collect any more than you are required to," he told  

   them. 
14
Then some soldiers asked him, "And what should we do?"  

      He replied, "Don't extort money and don't accuse people falsely—be content with your pay."  

 
15
The people were waiting expectantly and were all wondering in their hearts if John might possibly be the 

Christ.
[k]
 
16
John answered them all, "I baptize you with

[l]
 water. But one more powerful than I will come, 

the thongs of whose sandals I am not worthy to untie. He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire. 
17
His winnowing fork is in his hand to clear his threshing floor and to gather the wheat into his barn, but he 

will burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire." 
18
And with many other words John exhorted the people and 

preached the good news to them.  

 
19
But when John rebuked Herod the tetrarch because of Herodias, his brother's wife, and all the other evil 

things he had done, 
20
Herod added this to them all: He locked John up in prison.  

The Baptism and Genealogy of Jesus  
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21
When all the people were being baptized, Jesus was baptized too. And as he was praying, heaven was 

opened 
22
and the Holy Spirit descended on him in bodily form like a dove. And a voice came from heaven: 

"You are my Son, whom I love; with you I am well pleased."  

 
23
Now Jesus himself was about thirty years old when he began his ministry. He was the son, so it was 

thought, of Joseph,  

      the son of Heli, 
24
the son of Matthat,  

      the son of Levi, the son of Melki,  

      the son of Jannai, the son of Joseph,  

    
25
the son of Mattathias, the son of Amos,  

      the son of Nahum, the son of Esli,  

      the son of Naggai, 
26
the son of Maath,  

      the son of Mattathias, the son of Semein,  

      the son of Josech, the son of Joda,  

    
27
the son of Joanan, the son of Rhesa,  

      the son of Zerubbabel, the son of Shealtiel,  

      the son of Neri, 
28
the son of Melki,  

      the son of Addi, the son of Cosam,  

      the son of Elmadam, the son of Er,  

    
29
the son of Joshua, the son of Eliezer,  

      the son of Jorim, the son of Matthat,  

      the son of Levi, 
30
the son of Simeon,  

      the son of Judah, the son of Joseph,  

      the son of Jonam, the son of Eliakim,  

    
31
the son of Melea, the son of Menna,  

      the son of Mattatha, the son of Nathan,  

      the son of David, 
32
the son of Jesse,  

      the son of Obed, the son of Boaz,  

      the son of Salmon,
[m]
 the son of Nahshon,  

    
33
the son of Amminadab, the son of Ram,

[n]
  

      the son of Hezron, the son of Perez,  

      the son of Judah, 
34
the son of Jacob,  

      the son of Isaac, the son of Abraham,  

      the son of Terah, the son of Nahor,  

    
35
the son of Serug, the son of Reu,  

      the son of Peleg, the son of Eber,  

      the son of Shelah, 
36
the son of Cainan,  

      the son of Arphaxad, the son of Shem,  

      the son of Noah, the son of Lamech,  

    
37
the son of Methuselah, the son of Enoch,  

      the son of Jared, the son of Mahalalel,  

      the son of Kenan, 
38
the son of Enosh,  

      the son of Seth, the son of Adam,  

      the son of God.  

Luke 4 

The Temptation of Jesus  

 
1
Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, returned from the Jordan and was led by the Spirit in the desert, 

2
where for 

forty days he was tempted by the devil. He ate nothing during those days, and at the end of them he was 

hungry.  

 
3
The devil said to him, "If you are the Son of God, tell this stone to become bread."  

 
4
Jesus answered, "It is written: 'Man does not live on bread alone.'

[o]
"  

 
5
The devil led him up to a high place and showed him in an instant all the kingdoms of the world. 

6
And he 

said to him, "I will give you all their authority and splendor, for it has been given to me, and I can give it to 

anyone I want to. 
7
So if you worship me, it will all be yours."  

 
8
Jesus answered, "It is written: 'Worship the Lord your God and serve him only.'

[p]
"  

 
9
The devil led him to Jerusalem and had him stand on the highest point of the temple. "If you are the Son 

of God," he said, "throw yourself down from here. 
10
For it is written:  

   " 'He will command his angels concerning you  
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      to guard you carefully;  

 
11
they will lift you up in their hands,  

      so that you will not strike your foot against a stone.'
[q]
"  

 
12
Jesus answered, "It says: 'Do not put the Lord your God to the test.'

[r]
"  

 
13
When the devil had finished all this tempting, he left him until an opportune time.  

Jesus Rejected at Nazareth  

 
14
Jesus returned to Galilee in the power of the Spirit, and news about him spread through the whole 

countryside. 
15
He taught in their synagogues, and everyone praised him.  

 
16
He went to Nazareth, where he had been brought up, and on the Sabbath day he went into the synagogue, 

as was his custom. And he stood up to read. 
17
The scroll of the prophet Isaiah was handed to him. Unrolling 

it, he found the place where it is written:  

 
18
"The Spirit of the Lord is on me,  

      because he has anointed me  

      to preach good news to the poor.  

   He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners  

      and recovery of sight for the blind,  

   to release the oppressed,  

    
19
to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor."

[s]
  

 
20
Then he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant and sat down. The eyes of everyone in the 

synagogue were fastened on him, 
21
and he began by saying to them, "Today this scripture is fulfilled in 

your hearing."  

 
22
All spoke well of him and were amazed at the gracious words that came from his lips. "Isn't this Joseph's 

son?" they asked.  

 
23
Jesus said to them, "Surely you will quote this proverb to me: 'Physician, heal yourself! Do here in your 

hometown what we have heard that you did in Capernaum.' "  

 
24
"I tell you the truth," he continued, "no prophet is accepted in his hometown. 

25
I assure you that there 

were many widows in Israel in Elijah's time, when the sky was shut for three and a half years and there was 

a severe famine throughout the land. 
26
Yet Elijah was not sent to any of them, but to a widow in Zarephath 

in the region of Sidon. 
27
And there were many in Israel with leprosy

[t]
 in the time of Elisha the prophet, yet 

not one of them was cleansed—only Naaman the Syrian."  

 
28
All the people in the synagogue were furious when they heard this. 

29
They got up, drove him out of the 

town, and took him to the brow of the hill on which the town was built, in order to throw him down the cliff. 
30
But he walked right through the crowd and went on his way.  

Jesus Drives Out an Evil Spirit  

 
31
Then he went down to Capernaum, a town in Galilee, and on the Sabbath began to teach the people. 

32
They were amazed at his teaching, because his message had authority.  

 
33
In the synagogue there was a man possessed by a demon, an evil

[u]
spirit. He cried out at the top of his 

voice, 
34
"Ha! What do you want with us, Jesus of Nazareth? Have you come to destroy us? I know who you 

are—the Holy One of God!"  

 
35
"Be quiet!" Jesus said sternly. "Come out of him!" Then the demon threw the man down before them all 

and came out without injuring him.  

 
36
All the people were amazed and said to each other, "What is this teaching? With authority and power he 

gives orders to evil spirits and they come out!" 
37
And the news about him spread throughout the 

surrounding area.  

Jesus Heals Many  

 
38
Jesus left the synagogue and went to the home of Simon. Now Simon's mother-in-law was suffering from 

a high fever, and they asked Jesus to help her. 
39
So he bent over her and rebuked the fever, and it left her. 

She got up at once and began to wait on them.  

 
40
When the sun was setting, the people brought to Jesus all who had various kinds of sickness, and laying 

his hands on each one, he healed them. 
41
Moreover, demons came out of many people, shouting, "You are 

the Son of God!" But he rebuked them and would not allow them to speak, because they knew he was the 

Christ.
[v]
  

 
42
At daybreak Jesus went out to a solitary place. The people were looking for him and when they came to 

where he was, they tried to keep him from leaving them. 
43
But he said, "I must preach the good news of the 

kingdom of God to the other towns also, because that is why I was sent." 
44
And he kept on preaching in the 

synagogues of Judea.
[w]
  

Luke 5 
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The Calling of the First Disciples  

 
1
One day as Jesus was standing by the Lake of Gennesaret,

[x]
with the people crowding around him and 

listening to the word of God, 
2
he saw at the water's edge two boats, left there by the fishermen, who were 

washing their nets. 
3
He got into one of the boats, the one belonging to Simon, and asked him to put out a 

little from shore. Then he sat down and taught the people from the boat.  

 
4
When he had finished speaking, he said to Simon, "Put out into deep water, and let down

[y]
 the nets for a 

catch."  

 
5
Simon answered, "Master, we've worked hard all night and haven't caught anything. But because you say 

so, I will let down the nets."  

 
6
When they had done so, they caught such a large number of fish that their nets began to break. 

7
So they 

signaled their partners in the other boat to come and help them, and they came and filled both boats so full 

that they began to sink.  

 
8
When Simon Peter saw this, he fell at Jesus' knees and said, "Go away from me, Lord; I am a sinful man!" 

9
For he and all his companions were astonished at the catch of fish they had taken, 

10
and so were James and 

John, the sons of Zebedee, Simon's partners.  

   Then Jesus said to Simon, "Don't be afraid; from now on you will catch men." 
11
So they pulled their boats 

up on shore, left everything and followed him.  

The Man With Leprosy  

 
12
While Jesus was in one of the towns, a man came along who was covered with leprosy.

[z]
 When he saw 

Jesus, he fell with his face to the ground and begged him, "Lord, if you are willing, you can make me 

clean."  

 
13
Jesus reached out his hand and touched the man. "I am willing," he said. "Be clean!" And immediately 

the leprosy left him.  

 
14
Then Jesus ordered him, "Don't tell anyone, but go, show yourself to the priest and offer the sacrifices 

that Moses commanded for your cleansing, as a testimony to them."  

 
15
Yet the news about him spread all the more, so that crowds of people came to hear him and to be healed 

of their sicknesses. 
16
But Jesus often withdrew to lonely places and prayed.  

Jesus Heals a Paralytic  

 
17
One day as he was teaching, Pharisees and teachers of the law, who had come from every village of 

Galilee and from Judea and Jerusalem, were sitting there. And the power of the Lord was present for him to 

heal the sick. 
18
Some men came carrying a paralytic on a mat and tried to take him into the house to lay him 

before Jesus. 
19
When they could not find a way to do this because of the crowd, they went up on the roof 

and lowered him on his mat through the tiles into the middle of the crowd, right in front of Jesus.  

 
20
When Jesus saw their faith, he said, "Friend, your sins are forgiven."  

 
21
The Pharisees and the teachers of the law began thinking to themselves, "Who is this fellow who speaks 

blasphemy? Who can forgive sins but God alone?"  

 
22
Jesus knew what they were thinking and asked, "Why are you thinking these things in your hearts? 

23
Which is easier: to say, 'Your sins are forgiven,' or to say, 'Get up and walk'? 

24
But that you may know 

that the Son of Man has authority on earth to forgive sins...." He said to the paralyzed man, "I tell you, get 

up, take your mat and go home." 
25
Immediately he stood up in front of them, took what he had been lying 

on and went home praising God. 
26
Everyone was amazed and gave praise to God. They were filled with 

awe and said, "We have seen remarkable things today."  

The Calling of Levi  

 
27
After this, Jesus went out and saw a tax collector by the name of Levi sitting at his tax booth. "Follow 

me," Jesus said to him, 
28
and Levi got up, left everything and followed him.  

 
29
Then Levi held a great banquet for Jesus at his house, and a large crowd of tax collectors and others were 

eating with them. 
30
But the Pharisees and the teachers of the law who belonged to their sect complained to 

his disciples, "Why do you eat and drink with tax collectors and 'sinners'?"  

 
31
Jesus answered them, "It is not the healthy who need a doctor, but the sick. 

32
I have not come to call the 

righteous, but sinners to repentance."  

Jesus Questioned About Fasting  

 
33
They said to him, "John's disciples often fast and pray, and so do the disciples of the Pharisees, but yours 

go on eating and drinking."  

 
34
Jesus answered, "Can you make the guests of the bridegroom fast while he is with them? 

35
But the time 

will come when the bridegroom will be taken from them; in those days they will fast."  

 
36
He told them this parable: "No one tears a patch from a new garment and sews it on an old one. If he 

does, he will have torn the new garment, and the patch from the new will not match the old. 
37
And no one 
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pours new wine into old wineskins. If he does, the new wine will burst the skins, the wine will run out and 

the wineskins will be ruined. 
38
No, new wine must be poured into new wineskins. 

39
And no one after 

drinking old wine wants the new, for he says, 'The old is better.' "  

Luke 6 

Lord of the Sabbath  

 
1
One Sabbath Jesus was going through the grainfields, and his disciples began to pick some heads of grain, 

rub them in their hands and eat the kernels. 
2
Some of the Pharisees asked, "Why are you doing what is 

unlawful on the Sabbath?"  

 
3
Jesus answered them, "Have you never read what David did when he and his companions were hungry? 

4
He entered the house of God, and taking the consecrated bread, he ate what is lawful only for priests to eat. 

And he also gave some to his companions." 
5
Then Jesus said to them, "The Son of Man is Lord of the 

Sabbath."  

 
6
On another Sabbath he went into the synagogue and was teaching, and a man was there whose right hand 

was shriveled. 
7
The Pharisees and the teachers of the law were looking for a reason to accuse Jesus, so they 

watched him closely to see if he would heal on the Sabbath. 
8
But Jesus knew what they were thinking and 

said to the man with the shriveled hand, "Get up and stand in front of everyone." So he got up and stood 

there.  

 
9
Then Jesus said to them, "I ask you, which is lawful on the Sabbath: to do good or to do evil, to save life 

or to destroy it?"  

 
10
He looked around at them all, and then said to the man, "Stretch out your hand." He did so, and his hand 

was completely restored. 
11
But they were furious and began to discuss with one another what they might do 

to Jesus.  

The Twelve Apostles  

 
12
One of those days Jesus went out to a mountainside to pray, and spent the night praying to God. 

13
When 

morning came, he called his disciples to him and chose twelve of them, whom he also designated apostles: 
14
Simon (whom he named Peter), his brother Andrew, James, John, Philip, Bartholomew, 

15
Matthew, 

Thomas, James son of Alphaeus, Simon who was called the Zealot, 
16
Judas son of James, and Judas Iscariot, 

who became a traitor.  

Blessings and Woes  

 
17
He went down with them and stood on a level place. A large crowd of his disciples was there and a great 

number of people from all over Judea, from Jerusalem, and from the coast of Tyre and Sidon, 
18
who had 

come to hear him and to be healed of their diseases. Those troubled by evil
[aa]

 spirits were cured, 
19
and the 

people all tried to touch him, because power was coming from him and healing them all.  

 
20
Looking at his disciples, he said:  

   "Blessed are you who are poor,  

      for yours is the kingdom of God.  

 
21
Blessed are you who hunger now,  

      for you will be satisfied.  

   Blessed are you who weep now,  

      for you will laugh.  

 
22
Blessed are you when men hate you,  

      when they exclude you and insult you  

      and reject your name as evil, because of the Son of Man.  

 
23
"Rejoice in that day and leap for joy, because great is your reward in heaven. For that is how their fathers 

treated the prophets.  

 
24
"But woe to you who are rich,  

      for you have already received your comfort.  

 
25
Woe to you who are well fed now,  

      for you will go hungry.  

   Woe to you who laugh now,  

      for you will mourn and weep.  

 
26
Woe to you when all men speak well of you,  

      for that is how their fathers treated the false prophets.  

Love for Enemies  

 
27
"But I tell you who hear me: Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, 

28
bless those who curse 

you, pray for those who mistreat you. 
29
If someone strikes you on one cheek, turn to him the other also. If 
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someone takes your cloak, do not stop him from taking your tunic. 
30
Give to everyone who asks you, and if 

anyone takes what belongs to you, do not demand it back. 
31
Do to others as you would have them do to you.  

 
32
"If you love those who love you, what credit is that to you? Even 'sinners' love those who love them. 

33
And if you do good to those who are good to you, what credit is that to you? Even 'sinners' do that. 

34
And 

if you lend to those from whom you expect repayment, what credit is that to you? Even 'sinners' lend to 

'sinners,' expecting to be repaid in full. 
35
But love your enemies, do good to them, and lend to them without 

expecting to get anything back. Then your reward will be great, and you will be sons of the Most High, 

because he is kind to the ungrateful and wicked. 
36
Be merciful, just as your Father is merciful.  

Judging Others  

 
37
"Do not judge, and you will not be judged. Do not condemn, and you will not be condemned. Forgive, 

and you will be forgiven. 
38
Give, and it will be given to you. A good measure, pressed down, shaken 

together and running over, will be poured into your lap. For with the measure you use, it will be measured 

to you."  

 
39
He also told them this parable: "Can a blind man lead a blind man? Will they not both fall into a pit? 

40
A 

student is not above his teacher, but everyone who is fully trained will be like his teacher.  

 
41
"Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in your brother's eye and pay no attention to the plank in your 

own eye? 
42
How can you say to your brother, 'Brother, let me take the speck out of your eye,' when you 

yourself fail to see the plank in your own eye? You hypocrite, first take the plank out of your eye, and then 

you will see clearly to remove the speck from your brother's eye.  

A Tree and Its Fruit  

 
43
"No good tree bears bad fruit, nor does a bad tree bear good fruit. 

44
Each tree is recognized by its own 

fruit. People do not pick figs from thornbushes, or grapes from briers. 
45
The good man brings good things 

out of the good stored up in his heart, and the evil man brings evil things out of the evil stored up in his 

heart. For out of the overflow of his heart his mouth speaks.  

The Wise and Foolish Builders  

 
46
"Why do you call me, 'Lord, Lord,' and do not do what I say? 

47
I will show you what he is like who 

comes to me and hears my words and puts them into practice. 
48
He is like a man building a house, who dug 

down deep and laid the foundation on rock. When a flood came, the torrent struck that house but could not 

shake it, because it was well built. 
49
But the one who hears my words and does not put them into practice is 

like a man who built a house on the ground without a foundation. The moment the torrent struck that house, 

it collapsed and its destruction was complete."  

Luke 7 

The Faith of the Centurion  

 
1
When Jesus had finished saying all this in the hearing of the people, he entered Capernaum. 

2
There a 

centurion's servant, whom his master valued highly, was sick and about to die. 
3
The centurion heard of 

Jesus and sent some elders of the Jews to him, asking him to come and heal his servant. 
4
When they came 

to Jesus, they pleaded earnestly with him, "This man deserves to have you do this, 
5
because he loves our 

nation and has built our synagogue." 
6
So Jesus went with them.  

      He was not far from the house when the centurion sent friends to say to him: "Lord, don't trouble 

yourself, for I do not deserve to have you come under my roof. 
7
That is why I did not even consider myself 

worthy to come to you. But say the word, and my servant will be healed. 
8
For I myself am a man under 

authority, with soldiers under me. I tell this one, 'Go,' and he goes; and that one, 'Come,' and he comes. I 

say to my servant, 'Do this,' and he does it."  

 
9
When Jesus heard this, he was amazed at him, and turning to the crowd following him, he said, "I tell you, 

I have not found such great faith even in Israel." 
10
Then the men who had been sent returned to the house 

and found the servant well.  

Jesus Raises a Widow's Son  

 
11
Soon afterward, Jesus went to a town called Nain, and his disciples and a large crowd went along with 

him. 
12
As he approached the town gate, a dead person was being carried out—the only son of his mother, 

and she was a widow. And a large crowd from the town was with her. 
13
When the Lord saw her, his heart 

went out to her and he said, "Don't cry."  

 
14
Then he went up and touched the coffin, and those carrying it stood still. He said, "Young man, I say to 

you, get up!" 
15
The dead man sat up and began to talk, and Jesus gave him back to his mother.  

 
16
They were all filled with awe and praised God. "A great prophet has appeared among us," they said. 

"God has come to help his people." 
17
This news about Jesus spread throughout Judea

[ab]
 and the 

surrounding country.  

Jesus and John the Baptist  
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18
John's disciples told him about all these things. Calling two of them, 

19
he sent them to the Lord to ask, 

"Are you the one who was to come, or should we expect someone else?"  

 
20
When the men came to Jesus, they said, "John the Baptist sent us to you to ask, 'Are you the one who was 

to come, or should we expect someone else?' "  

 
21
At that very time Jesus cured many who had diseases, sicknesses and evil spirits, and gave sight to many 

who were blind. 
22
So he replied to the messengers, "Go back and report to John what you have seen and 

heard: The blind receive sight, the lame walk, those who have leprosy
[ac]

 are cured, the deaf hear, the dead 

are raised, and the good news is preached to the poor. 
23
Blessed is the man who does not fall away on 

account of me."  

 
24
After John's messengers left, Jesus began to speak to the crowd about John: "What did you go out into 

the desert to see? A reed swayed by the wind? 
25
If not, what did you go out to see? A man dressed in fine 

clothes? No, those who wear expensive clothes and indulge in luxury are in palaces. 
26
But what did you go 

out to see? A prophet? Yes, I tell you, and more than a prophet. 
27
This is the one about whom it is written:  

   " 'I will send my messenger ahead of you,  

      who will prepare your way before you.'
[ad]

 
28
I tell you, among those born of women there is no one 

greater than John; yet the one who is least in the kingdom of God is greater than he."  

 
29
(All the people, even the tax collectors, when they heard Jesus' words, acknowledged that God's way was 

right, because they had been baptized by John. 
30
But the Pharisees and experts in the law rejected God's 

purpose for themselves, because they had not been baptized by John.)  

 
31
"To what, then, can I compare the people of this generation? What are they like? 

32
They are like children 

sitting in the marketplace and calling out to each other:  

   " 'We played the flute for you,  

      and you did not dance;  

   we sang a dirge,  

      and you did not cry.' 
33
For John the Baptist came neither eating bread nor drinking wine, and you say, 

'He has a demon.' 
34
The Son of Man came eating and drinking, and you say, 'Here is a glutton and a 

drunkard, a friend of tax collectors and "sinners." ' 
35
But wisdom is proved right by all her children."  

Jesus Anointed by a Sinful Woman  

 
36
Now one of the Pharisees invited Jesus to have dinner with him, so he went to the Pharisee's house and 

reclined at the table. 
37
When a woman who had lived a sinful life in that town learned that Jesus was eating 

at the Pharisee's house, she brought an alabaster jar of perfume, 
38
and as she stood behind him at his feet 

weeping, she began to wet his feet with her tears. Then she wiped them with her hair, kissed them and 

poured perfume on them.  

 
39
When the Pharisee who had invited him saw this, he said to himself, "If this man were a prophet, he 

would know who is touching him and what kind of woman she is—that she is a sinner."  

 
40
Jesus answered him, "Simon, I have something to tell you."  

      "Tell me, teacher," he said.  

 
41
"Two men owed money to a certain moneylender. One owed him five hundred denarii,

[ae]
 and the other 

fifty. 
42
Neither of them had the money to pay him back, so he canceled the debts of both. Now which of 

them will love him more?"  

 
43
Simon replied, "I suppose the one who had the bigger debt canceled."  

      "You have judged correctly," Jesus said.  

 
44
Then he turned toward the woman and said to Simon, "Do you see this woman? I came into your house. 

You did not give me any water for my feet, but she wet my feet with her tears and wiped them with her hair. 
45
You did not give me a kiss, but this woman, from the time I entered, has not stopped kissing my feet. 

46
You did not put oil on my head, but she has poured perfume on my feet. 

47
Therefore, I tell you, her many 

sins have been forgiven—for she loved much. But he who has been forgiven little loves little."  

 
48
Then Jesus said to her, "Your sins are forgiven."  

 
49
The other guests began to say among themselves, "Who is this who even forgives sins?"  

 
50
Jesus said to the woman, "Your faith has saved you; go in peace." 

Luke 8 

The Parable of the Sower  

 
1
After this, Jesus traveled about from one town and village to another, proclaiming the good news of the 

kingdom of God. The Twelve were with him, 
2
and also some women who had been cured of evil spirits and 

diseases: Mary (called Magdalene) from whom seven demons had come out; 
3
Joanna the wife of Cuza, the 

manager of Herod's household; Susanna; and many others. These women were helping to support them out 

of their own means.  
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4
While a large crowd was gathering and people were coming to Jesus from town after town, he told this 

parable: 
5
"A farmer went out to sow his seed. As he was scattering the seed, some fell along the path; it was 

trampled on, and the birds of the air ate it up. 
6
Some fell on rock, and when it came up, the plants withered 

because they had no moisture. 
7
Other seed fell among thorns, which grew up with it and choked the plants. 

8
Still other seed fell on good soil. It came up and yielded a crop, a hundred times more than was sown."  

      When he said this, he called out, "He who has ears to hear, let him hear."  

 
9
His disciples asked him what this parable meant. 

10
He said, "The knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom 

of God has been given to you, but to others I speak in parables, so that,  

   " 'though seeing, they may not see;  

      though hearing, they may not understand.'
[a]
  

 
11
"This is the meaning of the parable: The seed is the word of God. 

12
Those along the path are the ones 

who hear, and then the devil comes and takes away the word from their hearts, so that they may not believe 

and be saved. 
13
Those on the rock are the ones who receive the word with joy when they hear it, but they 

have no root. They believe for a while, but in the time of testing they fall away. 
14
The seed that fell among 

thorns stands for those who hear, but as they go on their way they are choked by life's worries, riches and 

pleasures, and they do not mature. 
15
But the seed on good soil stands for those with a noble and good heart, 

who hear the word, retain it, and by persevering produce a crop.  

A Lamp on a Stand  

 
16
"No one lights a lamp and hides it in a jar or puts it under a bed. Instead, he puts it on a stand, so that 

those who come in can see the light. 
17
For there is nothing hidden that will not be disclosed, and nothing 

concealed that will not be known or brought out into the open. 
18
Therefore consider carefully how you 

listen. Whoever has will be given more; whoever does not have, even what he thinks he has will be taken 

from him."  

Jesus' Mother and Brothers  

 
19
Now Jesus' mother and brothers came to see him, but they were not able to get near him because of the 

crowd. 
20
Someone told him, "Your mother and brothers are standing outside, wanting to see you."  

 
21
He replied, "My mother and brothers are those who hear God's word and put it into practice."  

Jesus Calms the Storm  

 
22
One day Jesus said to his disciples, "Let's go over to the other side of the lake." So they got into a boat 

and set out. 
23
As they sailed, he fell asleep. A squall came down on the lake, so that the boat was being 

swamped, and they were in great danger.  

 
24
The disciples went and woke him, saying, "Master, Master, we're going to drown!"  

   He got up and rebuked the wind and the raging waters; the storm subsided, and all was calm. 
25
"Where is 

your faith?" he asked his disciples.  

      In fear and amazement they asked one another, "Who is this? He commands even the winds and the 

water, and they obey him."  

The Healing of a Demon-possessed Man  

 
26
They sailed to the region of the Gerasenes,

[b]
 which is across the lake from Galilee. 

27
When Jesus stepped 

ashore, he was met by a demon-possessed man from the town. For a long time this man had not worn 

clothes or lived in a house, but had lived in the tombs. 
28
When he saw Jesus, he cried out and fell at his feet, 

shouting at the top of his voice, "What do you want with me, Jesus, Son of the Most High God? I beg you, 

don't torture me!" 
29
For Jesus had commanded the evil

[c]
 spirit to come out of the man. Many times it had 

seized him, and though he was chained hand and foot and kept under guard, he had broken his chains and 

had been driven by the demon into solitary places.  

 
30
Jesus asked him, "What is your name?"  

   "Legion," he replied, because many demons had gone into him. 
31
And they begged him repeatedly not to 

order them to go into the Abyss.  

 
32
A large herd of pigs was feeding there on the hillside. The demons begged Jesus to let them go into them, 

and he gave them permission. 
33
When the demons came out of the man, they went into the pigs, and the 

herd rushed down the steep bank into the lake and was drowned.  

 
34
When those tending the pigs saw what had happened, they ran off and reported this in the town and 

countryside, 
35
and the people went out to see what had happened. When they came to Jesus, they found the 

man from whom the demons had gone out, sitting at Jesus' feet, dressed and in his right mind; and they 

were afraid. 
36
Those who had seen it told the people how the demon-possessed man had been cured. 

37
Then 

all the people of the region of the Gerasenes asked Jesus to leave them, because they were overcome with 

fear. So he got into the boat and left.  
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38
The man from whom the demons had gone out begged to go with him, but Jesus sent him away, saying, 

39
"Return home and tell how much God has done for you." So the man went away and told all over town 

how much Jesus had done for him.  

A Dead Girl and a Sick Woman  

 
40
Now when Jesus returned, a crowd welcomed him, for they were all expecting him. 

41
Then a man named 

Jairus, a ruler of the synagogue, came and fell at Jesus' feet, pleading with him to come to his house 
42
because his only daughter, a girl of about twelve, was dying.  

   As Jesus was on his way, the crowds almost crushed him. 
43
And a woman was there who had been 

subject to bleeding for twelve years,
[d]
 but no one could heal her. 

44
She came up behind him and touched 

the edge of his cloak, and immediately her bleeding stopped.  

 
45
"Who touched me?" Jesus asked.  

      When they all denied it, Peter said, "Master, the people are crowding and pressing against you."  

 
46
But Jesus said, "Someone touched me; I know that power has gone out from me."  

 
47
Then the woman, seeing that she could not go unnoticed, came trembling and fell at his feet. In the 

presence of all the people, she told why she had touched him and how she had been instantly healed. 
48
Then 

he said to her, "Daughter, your faith has healed you. Go in peace."  

 
49
While Jesus was still speaking, someone came from the house of Jairus, the synagogue ruler. "Your 

daughter is dead," he said. "Don't bother the teacher any more."  

 
50
Hearing this, Jesus said to Jairus, "Don't be afraid; just believe, and she will be healed."  

 
51
When he arrived at the house of Jairus, he did not let anyone go in with him except Peter, John and James, 

and the child's father and mother. 
52
Meanwhile, all the people were wailing and mourning for her. "Stop 

wailing," Jesus said. "She is not dead but asleep."  

 
53
They laughed at him, knowing that she was dead. 

54
But he took her by the hand and said, "My child, get 

up!" 
55
Her spirit returned, and at once she stood up. Then Jesus told them to give her something to eat. 

56
Her parents were astonished, but he ordered them not to tell anyone what had happened.  

Luke 9 

Jesus Sends Out the Twelve  

 
1
When Jesus had called the Twelve together, he gave them power and authority to drive out all demons 

and to cure diseases, 
2
and he sent them out to preach the kingdom of God and to heal the sick. 

3
He told 

them: "Take nothing for the journey—no staff, no bag, no bread, no money, no extra tunic. 
4
Whatever 

house you enter, stay there until you leave that town. 
5
If people do not welcome you, shake the dust off 

your feet when you leave their town, as a testimony against them." 
6
So they set out and went from village 

to village, preaching the gospel and healing people everywhere.  

 
7
Now Herod the tetrarch heard about all that was going on. And he was perplexed, because some were 

saying that John had been raised from the dead, 
8
others that Elijah had appeared, and still others that one of 

the prophets of long ago had come back to life. 
9
But Herod said, "I beheaded John. Who, then, is this I hear 

such things about?" And he tried to see him.  

Jesus Feeds the Five Thousand  

 
10
When the apostles returned, they reported to Jesus what they had done. Then he took them with him and 

they withdrew by themselves to a town called Bethsaida, 
11
but the crowds learned about it and followed 

him. He welcomed them and spoke to them about the kingdom of God, and healed those who needed 

healing.  

 
12
Late in the afternoon the Twelve came to him and said, "Send the crowd away so they can go to the 

surrounding villages and countryside and find food and lodging, because we are in a remote place here."  

 
13
He replied, "You give them something to eat."  

   They answered, "We have only five loaves of bread and two fish—unless we go and buy food for all this 

crowd." 
14
(About five thousand men were there.)  

   But he said to his disciples, "Have them sit down in groups of about fifty each." 
15
The disciples did so, 

and everybody sat down. 
16
Taking the five loaves and the two fish and looking up to heaven, he gave 

thanks and broke them. Then he gave them to the disciples to set before the people. 
17
They all ate and were 

satisfied, and the disciples picked up twelve basketfuls of broken pieces that were left over.  

Peter's Confession of Christ  

 
18
Once when Jesus was praying in private and his disciples were with him, he asked them, "Who do the 

crowds say I am?"  

 
19
They replied, "Some say John the Baptist; others say Elijah; and still others, that one of the prophets of 

long ago has come back to life."  
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20
"But what about you?" he asked. "Who do you say I am?"  

      Peter answered, "The Christ
[e]
 of God."  

 
21
Jesus strictly warned them not to tell this to anyone. 

22
And he said, "The Son of Man must suffer many 

things and be rejected by the elders, chief priests and teachers of the law, and he must be killed and on the 

third day be raised to life."  

 
23
Then he said to them all: "If anyone would come after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross 

daily and follow me. 
24
For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me will 

save it. 
25
What good is it for a man to gain the whole world, and yet lose or forfeit his very self? 

26
If anyone 

is ashamed of me and my words, the Son of Man will be ashamed of him when he comes in his glory and in 

the glory of the Father and of the holy angels. 
27
I tell you the truth, some who are standing here will not 

taste death before they see the kingdom of God."  

The Transfiguration  

 
28
About eight days after Jesus said this, he took Peter, John and James with him and went up onto a 

mountain to pray. 
29
As he was praying, the appearance of his face changed, and his clothes became as 

bright as a flash of lightning. 
30
Two men, Moses and Elijah, 

31
appeared in glorious splendor, talking with 

Jesus. They spoke about his departure, which he was about to bring to fulfillment at Jerusalem. 
32
Peter and 

his companions were very sleepy, but when they became fully awake, they saw his glory and the two men 

standing with him. 
33
As the men were leaving Jesus, Peter said to him, "Master, it is good for us to be here. 

Let us put up three shelters—one for you, one for Moses and one for Elijah." (He did not know what he 

was saying.)  

 
34
While he was speaking, a cloud appeared and enveloped them, and they were afraid as they entered the 

cloud. 
35
A voice came from the cloud, saying, "This is my Son, whom I have chosen; listen to him." 

36
When the voice had spoken, they found that Jesus was alone. The disciples kept this to themselves, and 

told no one at that time what they had seen.  

The Healing of a Boy With an Evil Spirit  

 
37
The next day, when they came down from the mountain, a large crowd met him. 

38
A man in the crowd 

called out, "Teacher, I beg you to look at my son, for he is my only child. 
39
A spirit seizes him and he 

suddenly screams; it throws him into convulsions so that he foams at the mouth. It scarcely ever leaves him 

and is destroying him. 
40
I begged your disciples to drive it out, but they could not."  

 
41
"O unbelieving and perverse generation," Jesus replied, "how long shall I stay with you and put up with 

you? Bring your son here."  

 
42
Even while the boy was coming, the demon threw him to the ground in a convulsion. But Jesus rebuked 

the evil
[f]
 spirit, healed the boy and gave him back to his father. 

43
And they were all amazed at the greatness 

of God.  

   While everyone was marveling at all that Jesus did, he said to his disciples, 
44
"Listen carefully to what I 

am about to tell you: The Son of Man is going to be betrayed into the hands of men." 
45
But they did not 

understand what this meant. It was hidden from them, so that they did not grasp it, and they were afraid to 

ask him about it.  

Who Will Be the Greatest  

 
46
An argument started among the disciples as to which of them would be the greatest. 

47
Jesus, knowing 

their thoughts, took a little child and had him stand beside him. 
48
Then he said to them, "Whoever 

welcomes this little child in my name welcomes me; and whoever welcomes me welcomes the one who 

sent me. For he who is least among you all—he is the greatest."  

 
49
"Master," said John, "we saw a man driving out demons in your name and we tried to stop him, because 

he is not one of us."  

 
50
"Do not stop him," Jesus said, "for whoever is not against you is for you."  

Samaritan Opposition  

 
51
As the time approached for him to be taken up to heaven, Jesus resolutely set out for Jerusalem. 

52
And he 

sent messengers on ahead, who went into a Samaritan village to get things ready for him; 
53
but the people 

there did not welcome him, because he was heading for Jerusalem. 
54
When the disciples James and John 

saw this, they asked, "Lord, do you want us to call fire down from heaven to destroy them
[g]
?" 

55
But Jesus 

turned and rebuked them, 
56
and

[h]
 they went to another village.  

The Cost of Following Jesus  

 
57
As they were walking along the road, a man said to him, "I will follow you wherever you go."  

 
58
Jesus replied, "Foxes have holes and birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man has no place to lay 

his head."  
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59
He said to another man, "Follow me."  

      But the man replied, "Lord, first let me go and bury my father."  

 
60
Jesus said to him, "Let the dead bury their own dead, but you go and proclaim the kingdom of God."  

 
61
 Still another said, "I will follow you, Lord; but first let me go back and say good-by to my family."  

 
62
Jesus replied, "No one who puts his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for service in the kingdom of 

God."  

Luke 10 

Jesus Sends Out the Seventytwo  

 
1
After this the Lord appointed seventy-two

[i]
 others and sent them two by two ahead of him to every town 

and place where he was about to go. 
2
He told them, "The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few. Ask 

the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field. 
3
Go! I am sending you out like 

lambs among wolves. 
4
Do not take a purse or bag or sandals; and do not greet anyone on the road.  

 
5
"When you enter a house, first say, 'Peace to this house.' 

6
If a man of peace is there, your peace will rest 

on him; if not, it will return to you. 
7
Stay in that house, eating and drinking whatever they give you, for the 

worker deserves his wages. Do not move around from house to house.  

 
8
"When you enter a town and are welcomed, eat what is set before you. 

9
Heal the sick who are there and 

tell them, 'The kingdom of God is near you.' 
10
But when you enter a town and are not welcomed, go into its 

streets and say, 
11
'Even the dust of your town that sticks to our feet we wipe off against you. Yet be sure of 

this: The kingdom of God is near.' 
12
I tell you, it will be more bearable on that day for Sodom than for that 

town.  

 
13
"Woe to you, Korazin! Woe to you, Bethsaida! For if the miracles that were performed in you had been 

performed in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long ago, sitting in sackcloth and ashes. 
14
But it 

will be more bearable for Tyre and Sidon at the judgment than for you. 
15
And you, Capernaum, will you be 

lifted up to the skies? No, you will go down to the depths.
[j]
  

 
16
"He who listens to you listens to me; he who rejects you rejects me; but he who rejects me rejects him 

who sent me."  

 
17
The seventy-two returned with joy and said, "Lord, even the demons submit to us in your name."  

 
18
He replied, "I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven. 

19
I have given you authority to trample on 

snakes and scorpions and to overcome all the power of the enemy; nothing will harm you. 
20
However, do 

not rejoice that the spirits submit to you, but rejoice that your names are written in heaven."  

 
21
At that time Jesus, full of joy through the Holy Spirit, said, "I praise you, Father, Lord of heaven and 

earth, because you have hidden these things from the wise and learned, and revealed them to little children. 

Yes, Father, for this was your good pleasure.  

 
22
"All things have been committed to me by my Father. No one knows who the Son is except the Father, 

and no one knows who the Father is except the Son and those to whom the Son chooses to reveal him."  

 
23
Then he turned to his disciples and said privately, "Blessed are the eyes that see what you see. 

24
For I tell 

you that many prophets and kings wanted to see what you see but did not see it, and to hear what you hear 

but did not hear it."  

The Parable of the Good Samaritan  

 
25
On one occasion an expert in the law stood up to test Jesus. "Teacher," he asked, "what must I do to 

inherit eternal life?"  

 
26
"What is written in the Law?" he replied. "How do you read it?"  

 
27
He answered: " 'Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your 

strength and with all your mind'
[k]
; and, 'Love your neighbor as yourself.'

[l]
"  

 
28
"You have answered correctly," Jesus replied. "Do this and you will live."  

 
29
But he wanted to justify himself, so he asked Jesus, "And who is my neighbor?"  

 
30
In reply Jesus said: "A man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho, when he fell into the hands of 

robbers. They stripped him of his clothes, beat him and went away, leaving him half dead. 
31
A priest 

happened to be going down the same road, and when he saw the man, he passed by on the other side. 
32
So 

too, a Levite, when he came to the place and saw him, passed by on the other side. 
33
But a Samaritan, as he 

traveled, came where the man was; and when he saw him, he took pity on him. 
34
He went to him and 

bandaged his wounds, pouring on oil and wine. Then he put the man on his own donkey, took him to an inn 

and took care of him. 
35
The next day he took out two silver coins

[m]
 and gave them to the innkeeper. 'Look 

after him,' he said, 'and when I return, I will reimburse you for any extra expense you may have.'  

 
36
"Which of these three do you think was a neighbor to the man who fell into the hands of robbers?"  

 
37
The expert in the law replied, "The one who had mercy on him."  

      Jesus told him, "Go and do likewise."  
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At the Home of Martha and Mary  

 
38
As Jesus and his disciples were on their way, he came to a village where a woman named Martha opened 

her home to him. 
39
She had a sister called Mary, who sat at the Lord's feet listening to what he said. 

40
But 

Martha was distracted by all the preparations that had to be made. She came to him and asked, "Lord, don't 

you care that my sister has left me to do the work by myself? Tell her to help me!"  

 
41
"Martha, Martha," the Lord answered, "you are worried and upset about many things, 

42
but only one 

thing is needed.
[n]
 Mary has chosen what is better, and it will not be taken away from her."  

Luke 11 

Jesus' Teaching on Prayer  

 
1
One day Jesus was praying in a certain place. When he finished, one of his disciples said to him, "Lord, 

teach us to pray, just as John taught his disciples."  

 
2
He said to them, "When you pray, say:  

   " 'Father,
[o]
  

   hallowed be your name,  

   your kingdom come.
[p]
  

 
3
Give us each day our daily bread.  

 
4
Forgive us our sins,  

      for we also forgive everyone who sins against us.
[q]
  

   And lead us not into temptation.
[r]
' "  

 
5
Then he said to them, "Suppose one of you has a friend, and he goes to him at midnight and says, 'Friend, 

lend me three loaves of bread, 
6
because a friend of mine on a journey has come to me, and I have nothing to 

set before him.'  

 
7
"Then the one inside answers, 'Don't bother me. The door is already locked, and my children are with me 

in bed. I can't get up and give you anything.' 
8
I tell you, though he will not get up and give him the bread 

because he is his friend, yet because of the man's boldness
[s]
 he will get up and give him as much as he 

needs.  

 
9
"So I say to you: Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be 

opened to you. 
10
For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks finds; and to him who knocks, the door will 

be opened.  

 
11
"Which of you fathers, if your son asks for

[t]
 a fish, will give him a snake instead? 

12
Or if he asks for an 

egg, will give him a scorpion? 
13
If you then, though you are evil, know how to give good gifts to your 

children, how much more will your Father in heaven give the Holy Spirit to those who ask him!"  

Jesus and Beelzebub  

 
14
Jesus was driving out a demon that was mute. When the demon left, the man who had been mute spoke, 

and the crowd was amazed. 
15
But some of them said, "By Beelzebub,

[u]
 the prince of demons, he is driving 

out demons." 
16
Others tested him by asking for a sign from heaven.  

 
17
Jesus knew their thoughts and said to them: "Any kingdom divided against itself will be ruined, and a 

house divided against itself will fall. 
18
If Satan is divided against himself, how can his kingdom stand? I say 

this because you claim that I drive out demons by Beelzebub. 
19
Now if I drive out demons by Beelzebub, 

by whom do your followers drive them out? So then, they will be your judges. 
20
But if I drive out demons 

by the finger of God, then the kingdom of God has come to you.  

 
21
"When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own house, his possessions are safe. 

22
But when someone 

stronger attacks and overpowers him, he takes away the armor in which the man trusted and divides up the 

spoils.  

 
23
"He who is not with me is against me, and he who does not gather with me, scatters.  

 
24
"When an evil

[v]
 spirit comes out of a man, it goes through arid places seeking rest and does not find it. 

Then it says, 'I will return to the house I left.' 
25
When it arrives, it finds the house swept clean and put in 

order. 
26
Then it goes and takes seven other spirits more wicked than itself, and they go in and live there. 

And the final condition of that man is worse than the first."  

 
27
As Jesus was saying these things, a woman in the crowd called out, "Blessed is the mother who gave you 

birth and nursed you."  

 
28
He replied, "Blessed rather are those who hear the word of God and obey it."  

The Sign of Jonah  

 
29
As the crowds increased, Jesus said, "This is a wicked generation. It asks for a miraculous sign, but none 

will be given it except the sign of Jonah. 
30
For as Jonah was a sign to the Ninevites, so also will the Son of 

Man be to this generation. 
31
The Queen of the South will rise at the judgment with the men of this 

generation and condemn them; for she came from the ends of the earth to listen to Solomon's wisdom, and 
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now one
[w]
 greater than Solomon is here. 

32
The men of Nineveh will stand up at the judgment with this 

generation and condemn it; for they repented at the preaching of Jonah, and now one greater than Jonah is 

here.  

The Lamp of the Body  

 
33
"No one lights a lamp and puts it in a place where it will be hidden, or under a bowl. Instead he puts it on 

its stand, so that those who come in may see the light. 
34
Your eye is the lamp of your body. When your eyes 

are good, your whole body also is full of light. But when they are bad, your body also is full of darkness. 
35
See to it, then, that the light within you is not darkness. 

36
Therefore, if your whole body is full of light, 

and no part of it dark, it will be completely lighted, as when the light of a lamp shines on you."  

Six Woes  

 
37
When Jesus had finished speaking, a Pharisee invited him to eat with him; so he went in and reclined at 

the table. 
38
But the Pharisee, noticing that Jesus did not first wash before the meal, was surprised.  

 
39
Then the Lord said to him, "Now then, you Pharisees clean the outside of the cup and dish, but inside you 

are full of greed and wickedness. 
40
You foolish people! Did not the one who made the outside make the 

inside also? 
41
But give what is inside the dish 

[x]
 to the poor, and everything will be clean for you.  

 
42
"Woe to you Pharisees, because you give God a tenth of your mint, rue and all other kinds of garden 

herbs, but you neglect justice and the love of God. You should have practiced the latter without leaving the 

former undone.  

 
43
"Woe to you Pharisees, because you love the most important seats in the synagogues and greetings in the 

marketplaces.  

 
44
"Woe to you, because you are like unmarked graves, which men walk over without knowing it."  

 
45
One of the experts in the law answered him, "Teacher, when you say these things, you insult us also."  

 
46
Jesus replied, "And you experts in the law, woe to you, because you load people down with burdens they 

can hardly carry, and you yourselves will not lift one finger to help them.  

 
47
"Woe to you, because you build tombs for the prophets, and it was your forefathers who killed them. 

48
So 

you testify that you approve of what your forefathers did; they killed the prophets, and you build their 

tombs. 
49
Because of this, God in his wisdom said, 'I will send them prophets and apostles, some of whom 

they will kill and others they will persecute.' 
50
Therefore this generation will be held responsible for the 

blood of all the prophets that has been shed since the beginning of the world, 
51
from the blood of Abel to 

the blood of Zechariah, who was killed between the altar and the sanctuary. Yes, I tell you, this generation 

will be held responsible for it all.  

 
52
"Woe to you experts in the law, because you have taken away the key to knowledge. You yourselves 

have not entered, and you have hindered those who were entering."  

 
53
When Jesus left there, the Pharisees and the teachers of the law began to oppose him fiercely and to 

besiege him with questions, 
54
waiting to catch him in something he might say.  

Luke 12 

Warnings and Encouragements  

 
1
Meanwhile, when a crowd of many thousands had gathered, so that they were trampling on one another, 

Jesus began to speak first to his disciples, saying: "Be on your guard against the yeast of the Pharisees, 

which is hypocrisy. 
2
There is nothing concealed that will not be disclosed, or hidden that will not be made 

known. 
3
What you have said in the dark will be heard in the daylight, and what you have whispered in the 

ear in the inner rooms will be proclaimed from the roofs.  

 
4
"I tell you, my friends, do not be afraid of those who kill the body and after that can do no more. 

5
But I 

will show you whom you should fear: Fear him who, after the killing of the body, has power to throw you 

into hell. Yes, I tell you, fear him. 
6
Are not five sparrows sold for two pennies

[y]
? Yet not one of them is 

forgotten by God. 
7
Indeed, the very hairs of your head are all numbered. Don't be afraid; you are worth 

more than many sparrows.  

 
8
"I tell you, whoever acknowledges me before men, the Son of Man will also acknowledge him before the 

angels of God. 
9
But he who disowns me before men will be disowned before the angels of God. 

10
And 

everyone who speaks a word against the Son of Man will be forgiven, but anyone who blasphemes against 

the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven.  

 
11
"When you are brought before synagogues, rulers and authorities, do not worry about how you will 

defend yourselves or what you will say, 
12
for the Holy Spirit will teach you at that time what you should 

say."  

The Parable of the Rich Fool  

 
13
Someone in the crowd said to him, "Teacher, tell my brother to divide the inheritance with me."  
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14
Jesus replied, "Man, who appointed me a judge or an arbiter between you?" 

15
Then he said to them, 

"Watch out! Be on your guard against all kinds of greed; a man's life does not consist in the abundance of 

his possessions."  

 
16
And he told them this parable: "The ground of a certain rich man produced a good crop. 

17
He thought to 

himself, 'What shall I do? I have no place to store my crops.'  

 
18
"Then he said, 'This is what I'll do. I will tear down my barns and build bigger ones, and there I will store 

all my grain and my goods. 
19
And I'll say to myself, "You have plenty of good things laid up for many 

years. Take life easy; eat, drink and be merry." '  

 
20
"But God said to him, 'You fool! This very night your life will be demanded from you. Then who will get 

what you have prepared for yourself?'  

 
21
"This is how it will be with anyone who stores up things for himself but is not rich toward God."  

Do Not Worry  

 
22
Then Jesus said to his disciples: "Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat; or 

about your body, what you will wear. 
23
Life is more than food, and the body more than clothes. 

24
Consider 

the ravens: They do not sow or reap, they have no storeroom or barn; yet God feeds them. And how much 

more valuable you are than birds! 
25
Who of you by worrying can add a single hour to his life

[z]
? 

26
Since you 

cannot do this very little thing, why do you worry about the rest?  

 
27
"Consider how the lilies grow. They do not labor or spin. Yet I tell you, not even Solomon in all his 

splendor was dressed like one of these. 
28
If that is how God clothes the grass of the field, which is here 

today, and tomorrow is thrown into the fire, how much more will he clothe you, O you of little faith! 
29
And 

do not set your heart on what you will eat or drink; do not worry about it. 
30
For the pagan world runs after 

all such things, and your Father knows that you need them. 
31
But seek his kingdom, and these things will be 

given to you as well.  

 
32
"Do not be afraid, little flock, for your Father has been pleased to give you the kingdom. 

33
Sell your 

possessions and give to the poor. Provide purses for yourselves that will not wear out, a treasure in heaven 

that will not be exhausted, where no thief comes near and no moth destroys. 
34
For where your treasure is, 

there your heart will be also.  

Watchfulness  

 
35
"Be dressed ready for service and keep your lamps burning, 

36
like men waiting for their master to return 

from a wedding banquet, so that when he comes and knocks they can immediately open the door for him. 
37
It will be good for those servants whose master finds them watching when he comes. I tell you the truth, 

he will dress himself to serve, will have them recline at the table and will come and wait on them. 
38
It will 

be good for those servants whose master finds them ready, even if he comes in the second or third watch of 

the night. 
39
But understand this: If the owner of the house had known at what hour the thief was coming, he 

would not have let his house be broken into. 
40
You also must be ready, because the Son of Man will come 

at an hour when you do not expect him."  

 
41
Peter asked, "Lord, are you telling this parable to us, or to everyone?"  

 
42
The Lord answered, "Who then is the faithful and wise manager, whom the master puts in charge of his 

servants to give them their food allowance at the proper time? 
43
It will be good for that servant whom the 

master finds doing so when he returns. 
44
I tell you the truth, he will put him in charge of all his possessions. 

45
But suppose the servant says to himself, 'My master is taking a long time in coming,' and he then begins 

to beat the menservants and maidservants and to eat and drink and get drunk. 
46
The master of that servant 

will come on a day when he does not expect him and at an hour he is not aware of. He will cut him to 

pieces and assign him a place with the unbelievers.  

 
47
"That servant who knows his master's will and does not get ready or does not do what his master wants 

will be beaten with many blows. 
48
But the one who does not know and does things deserving punishment 

will be beaten with few blows. From everyone who has been given much, much will be demanded; and 

from the one who has been entrusted with much, much more will be asked.  

Not Peace but Division  

 
49
"I have come to bring fire on the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled! 

50
But I have a baptism to 

undergo, and how distressed I am until it is completed! 
51
Do you think I came to bring peace on earth? No, 

I tell you, but division. 
52
From now on there will be five in one family divided against each other, three 

against two and two against three. 
53
They will be divided, father against son and son against father, mother 

against daughter and daughter against mother, mother-in-law against daughter-in-law and daughter-in-law 

against mother-in-law."  

Interpreting the Times  
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54
He said to the crowd: "When you see a cloud rising in the west, immediately you say, 'It's going to rain,' 

and it does. 
55
And when the south wind blows, you say, 'It's going to be hot,' and it is. 

56
Hypocrites! You 

know how to interpret the appearance of the earth and the sky. How is it that you don't know how to 

interpret this present time?  

 
57
"Why don't you judge for yourselves what is right? 

58
As you are going with your adversary to the 

magistrate, try hard to be reconciled to him on the way, or he may drag you off to the judge, and the judge 

turn you over to the officer, and the officer throw you into prison. 
59
I tell you, you will not get out until you 

have paid the last penny.
[aa]

"  

Luke 13 

Repent or Perish  

 
1
Now there were some present at that time who told Jesus about the Galileans whose blood Pilate had 

mixed with their sacrifices. 
2
Jesus answered, "Do you think that these Galileans were worse sinners than all 

the other Galileans because they suffered this way? 
3
I tell you, no! But unless you repent, you too will all 

perish. 
4
Or those eighteen who died when the tower in Siloam fell on them—do you think they were more 

guilty than all the others living in Jerusalem? 
5
I tell you, no! But unless you repent, you too will all perish."  

 
6
Then he told this parable: "A man had a fig tree, planted in his vineyard, and he went to look for fruit on it, 

but did not find any. 
7
So he said to the man who took care of the vineyard, 'For three years now I've been 

coming to look for fruit on this fig tree and haven't found any. Cut it down! Why should it use up the soil?'  

 
8
" 'Sir,' the man replied, 'leave it alone for one more year, and I'll dig around it and fertilize it. 

9
If it bears 

fruit next year, fine! If not, then cut it down.' "  

A Crippled Woman Healed on the Sabbath  

 
10
On a Sabbath Jesus was teaching in one of the synagogues, 

11
and a woman was there who had been 

crippled by a spirit for eighteen years. She was bent over and could not straighten up at all. 
12
When Jesus 

saw her, he called her forward and said to her, "Woman, you are set free from your infirmity." 
13
Then he 

put his hands on her, and immediately she straightened up and praised God.  

 
14
Indignant because Jesus had healed on the Sabbath, the synagogue ruler said to the people, "There are six 

days for work. So come and be healed on those days, not on the Sabbath."  

 
15
The Lord answered him, "You hypocrites! Doesn't each of you on the Sabbath untie his ox or donkey 

from the stall and lead it out to give it water? 
16
Then should not this woman, a daughter of Abraham, whom 

Satan has kept bound for eighteen long years, be set free on the Sabbath day from what bound her?"  

 
17
When he said this, all his opponents were humiliated, but the people were delighted with all the 

wonderful things he was doing.  

The Parables of the Mustard Seed and the Yeast  

 
18
Then Jesus asked, "What is the kingdom of God like? What shall I compare it to? 

19
It is like a mustard 

seed, which a man took and planted in his garden. It grew and became a tree, and the birds of the air 

perched in its branches."  

 
20
Again he asked, "What shall I compare the kingdom of God to? 

21
It is like yeast that a woman took and 

mixed into a large amount
[ab]

 of flour until it worked all through the dough."  

The Narrow Door  

 
22
Then Jesus went through the towns and villages, teaching as he made his way to Jerusalem. 

23
Someone 

asked him, "Lord, are only a few people going to be saved?"  

   He said to them, 
24
"Make every effort to enter through the narrow door, because many, I tell you, will try 

to enter and will not be able to. 
25
Once the owner of the house gets up and closes the door, you will stand 

outside knocking and pleading, 'Sir, open the door for us.'  

      "But he will answer, 'I don't know you or where you come from.'  

 
26
"Then you will say, 'We ate and drank with you, and you taught in our streets.'  

 
27
"But he will reply, 'I don't know you or where you come from. Away from me, all you evildoers!'  

 
28
"There will be weeping there, and gnashing of teeth, when you see Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and all the 

prophets in the kingdom of God, but you yourselves thrown out. 
29
People will come from east and west and 

north and south, and will take their places at the feast in the kingdom of God. 
30
Indeed there are those who 

are last who will be first, and first who will be last."  

Jesus' Sorrow for Jerusalem  

 
31
At that time some Pharisees came to Jesus and said to him, "Leave this place and go somewhere else. 

Herod wants to kill you."  

 
32
He replied, "Go tell that fox, 'I will drive out demons and heal people today and tomorrow, and on the 

third day I will reach my goal.' 
33
In any case, I must keep going today and tomorrow and the next day—for 

surely no prophet can die outside Jerusalem!  
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34
"O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you who kill the prophets and stone those sent to you, how often I have longed 

to gather your children together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, but you were not willing! 
35
Look, your house is left to you desolate. I tell you, you will not see me again until you say, 'Blessed is he 

who comes in the name of the Lord.'
[ac]

"  

Luke 14 

Jesus at a Pharisee's House  

 
1
One Sabbath, when Jesus went to eat in the house of a prominent Pharisee, he was being carefully 

watched. 
2
There in front of him was a man suffering from dropsy. 

3
Jesus asked the Pharisees and experts in 

the law, "Is it lawful to heal on the Sabbath or not?" 
4
But they remained silent. So taking hold of the man, 

he healed him and sent him away.  

 
5
Then he asked them, "If one of you has a son

[ad]
 or an ox that falls into a well on the Sabbath day, will you 

not immediately pull him out?" 
6
And they had nothing to say.  

 
7
When he noticed how the guests picked the places of honor at the table, he told them this parable: 

8
"When 

someone invites you to a wedding feast, do not take the place of honor, for a person more distinguished 

than you may have been invited. 
9
If so, the host who invited both of you will come and say to you, 'Give 

this man your seat.' Then, humiliated, you will have to take the least important place. 
10
But when you are 

invited, take the lowest place, so that when your host comes, he will say to you, 'Friend, move up to a better 

place.' Then you will be honored in the presence of all your fellow guests. 
11
For everyone who exalts 

himself will be humbled, and he who humbles himself will be exalted."  

 
12
Then Jesus said to his host, "When you give a luncheon or dinner, do not invite your friends, your 

brothers or relatives, or your rich neighbors; if you do, they may invite you back and so you will be repaid. 
13
But when you give a banquet, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, the blind, 

14
and you will be blessed. 

Although they cannot repay you, you will be repaid at the resurrection of the righteous."  

The Parable of the Great Banquet  

 
15
When one of those at the table with him heard this, he said to Jesus, "Blessed is the man who will eat at 

the feast in the kingdom of God."  

 
16
Jesus replied: "A certain man was preparing a great banquet and invited many guests. 

17
At the time of the 

banquet he sent his servant to tell those who had been invited, 'Come, for everything is now ready.'  

 
18
"But they all alike began to make excuses. The first said, 'I have just bought a field, and I must go and 

see it. Please excuse me.'  

 
19
"Another said, 'I have just bought five yoke of oxen, and I'm on my way to try them out. Please excuse 

me.'  

 
20
"Still another said, 'I just got married, so I can't come.'  

 
21
"The servant came back and reported this to his master. Then the owner of the house became angry and 

ordered his servant, 'Go out quickly into the streets and alleys of the town and bring in the poor, the 

crippled, the blind and the lame.'  

 
22
" 'Sir,' the servant said, 'what you ordered has been done, but there is still room.'  

 
23
"Then the master told his servant, 'Go out to the roads and country lanes and make them come in, so that 

my house will be full. 
24
I tell you, not one of those men who were invited will get a taste of my banquet.' "  

The Cost of Being a Disciple  

 
25
Large crowds were traveling with Jesus, and turning to them he said: 

26
"If anyone comes to me and does 

not hate his father and mother, his wife and children, his brothers and sisters—yes, even his own life—he 

cannot be my disciple. 
27
And anyone who does not carry his cross and follow me cannot be my disciple.  

 
28
"Suppose one of you wants to build a tower. Will he not first sit down and estimate the cost to see if he 

has enough money to complete it? 
29
For if he lays the foundation and is not able to finish it, everyone who 

sees it will ridicule him, 
30
saying, 'This fellow began to build and was not able to finish.'  

 
31
"Or suppose a king is about to go to war against another king. Will he not first sit down and consider 

whether he is able with ten thousand men to oppose the one coming against him with twenty thousand? 
32
If 

he is not able, he will send a delegation while the other is still a long way off and will ask for terms of 

peace. 
33
In the same way, any of you who does not give up everything he has cannot be my disciple.  

 
34
"Salt is good, but if it loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? 

35
It is fit neither for the soil nor 

for the manure pile; it is thrown out.  

      "He who has ears to hear, let him hear." 

Luke 15 

The Parable of the Lost Sheep  

 
1
Now the tax collectors and "sinners" were all gathering around to hear him. 

2
But the Pharisees and the 

teachers of the law muttered, "This man welcomes sinners and eats with them."  
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3
Then Jesus told them this parable: 

4
"Suppose one of you has a hundred sheep and loses one of them. Does 

he not leave the ninety-nine in the open country and go after the lost sheep until he finds it? 
5
And when he 

finds it, he joyfully puts it on his shoulders 
6
and goes home. Then he calls his friends and neighbors 

together and says, 'Rejoice with me; I have found my lost sheep.' 
7
I tell you that in the same way there will 

be more rejoicing in heaven over one sinner who repents than over ninety-nine righteous persons who do 

not need to repent.  

The Parable of the Lost Coin  

 
8
"Or suppose a woman has ten silver coins

[a]
 and loses one. Does she not light a lamp, sweep the house and 

search carefully until she finds it? 
9
And when she finds it, she calls her friends and neighbors together and 

says, 'Rejoice with me; I have found my lost coin.' 
10
In the same way, I tell you, there is rejoicing in the 

presence of the angels of God over one sinner who repents."  

The Parable of the Lost Son  

 
11
Jesus continued: "There was a man who had two sons. 

12
The younger one said to his father, 'Father, give 

me my share of the estate.' So he divided his property between them.  

 
13
"Not long after that, the younger son got together all he had, set off for a distant country and there 

squandered his wealth in wild living. 
14
After he had spent everything, there was a severe famine in that 

whole country, and he began to be in need. 
15
So he went and hired himself out to a citizen of that country, 

who sent him to his fields to feed pigs. 
16
He longed to fill his stomach with the pods that the pigs were 

eating, but no one gave him anything.  

 
17
"When he came to his senses, he said, 'How many of my father's hired men have food to spare, and here I 

am starving to death! 
18
I will set out and go back to my father and say to him: Father, I have sinned against 

heaven and against you. 
19
I am no longer worthy to be called your son; make me like one of your hired 

men.' 
20
So he got up and went to his father.  

      "But while he was still a long way off, his father saw him and was filled with compassion for him; he 

ran to his son, threw his arms around him and kissed him.  

 
21
"The son said to him, 'Father, I have sinned against heaven and against you. I am no longer worthy to be 

called your son.
[b]
'  

 
22
"But the father said to his servants, 'Quick! Bring the best robe and put it on him. Put a ring on his finger 

and sandals on his feet. 
23
Bring the fattened calf and kill it. Let's have a feast and celebrate. 

24
For this son of 

mine was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found.' So they began to celebrate.  

 
25
"Meanwhile, the older son was in the field. When he came near the house, he heard music and dancing. 

26
So he called one of the servants and asked him what was going on. 

27
'Your brother has come,' he replied, 

'and your father has killed the fattened calf because he has him back safe and sound.'  

 
28
"The older brother became angry and refused to go in. So his father went out and pleaded with him. 

29
But 

he answered his father, 'Look! All these years I've been slaving for you and never disobeyed your orders. 

Yet you never gave me even a young goat so I could celebrate with my friends. 
30
But when this son of 

yours who has squandered your property with prostitutes comes home, you kill the fattened calf for him!'  

 
31
" 'My son,' the father said, 'you are always with me, and everything I have is yours. 

32
But we had to 

celebrate and be glad, because this brother of yours was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found.' "  

Luke 16 

The Parable of the Shrewd Manager  

 
1
Jesus told his disciples: "There was a rich man whose manager was accused of wasting his possessions. 

2
So he called him in and asked him, 'What is this I hear about you? Give an account of your management, 

because you cannot be manager any longer.'  

 
3
"The manager said to himself, 'What shall I do now? My master is taking away my job. I'm not strong 

enough to dig, and I'm ashamed to beg— 
4
I know what I'll do so that, when I lose my job here, people will 

welcome me into their houses.'  

 
5
"So he called in each one of his master's debtors. He asked the first, 'How much do you owe my master?'  

 
6
" 'Eight hundred gallons

[c]
 of olive oil,' he replied.  

      "The manager told him, 'Take your bill, sit down quickly, and make it four hundred.'  

 
7
"Then he asked the second, 'And how much do you owe?'  

      " 'A thousand bushels
[d]
 of wheat,' he replied.  

      "He told him, 'Take your bill and make it eight hundred.'  

 
8
"The master commended the dishonest manager because he had acted shrewdly. For the people of this 

world are more shrewd in dealing with their own kind than are the people of the light. 
9
I tell you, use 

worldly wealth to gain friends for yourselves, so that when it is gone, you will be welcomed into eternal 

dwellings.  
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10
"Whoever can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, and whoever is dishonest with 

very little will also be dishonest with much. 
11
So if you have not been trustworthy in handling worldly 

wealth, who will trust you with true riches? 
12
And if you have not been trustworthy with someone else's 

property, who will give you property of your own?  

 
13
"No servant can serve two masters. Either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to 

the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both God and Money."  

 
14
The Pharisees, who loved money, heard all this and were sneering at Jesus. 

15
He said to them, "You are 

the ones who justify yourselves in the eyes of men, but God knows your hearts. What is highly valued 

among men is detestable in God's sight.  

Additional Teachings  

 
16
"The Law and the Prophets were proclaimed until John. Since that time, the good news of the kingdom of 

God is being preached, and everyone is forcing his way into it. 
17
It is easier for heaven and earth to 

disappear than for the least stroke of a pen to drop out of the Law.  

 
18
"Anyone who divorces his wife and marries another woman commits adultery, and the man who marries 

a divorced woman commits adultery.  

The Rich Man and Lazarus  

 
19
"There was a rich man who was dressed in purple and fine linen and lived in luxury every day. 

20
At his 

gate was laid a beggar named Lazarus, covered with sores 
21
and longing to eat what fell from the rich man's 

table. Even the dogs came and licked his sores.  

 
22
"The time came when the beggar died and the angels carried him to Abraham's side. The rich man also 

died and was buried. 
23
In hell,

[e]
 where he was in torment, he looked up and saw Abraham far away, with 

Lazarus by his side. 
24
So he called to him, 'Father Abraham, have pity on me and send Lazarus to dip the 

tip of his finger in water and cool my tongue, because I am in agony in this fire.'  

 
25
"But Abraham replied, 'Son, remember that in your lifetime you received your good things, while 

Lazarus received bad things, but now he is comforted here and you are in agony. 
26
And besides all this, 

between us and you a great chasm has been fixed, so that those who want to go from here to you cannot, 

nor can anyone cross over from there to us.'  

 
27
"He answered, 'Then I beg you, father, send Lazarus to my father's house, 

28
for I have five brothers. Let 

him warn them, so that they will not also come to this place of torment.'  

 
29
"Abraham replied, 'They have Moses and the Prophets; let them listen to them.'  

 
30
" 'No, father Abraham,' he said, 'but if someone from the dead goes to them, they will repent.'  

 
31
"He said to him, 'If they do not listen to Moses and the Prophets, they will not be convinced even if 

someone rises from the dead.' "  

Luke 17 

Sin, Faith, Duty  

 
1
Jesus said to his disciples: "Things that cause people to sin are bound to come, but woe to that person 

through whom they come. 
2
It would be better for him to be thrown into the sea with a millstone tied around 

his neck than for him to cause one of these little ones to sin. 
3
So watch yourselves.  

      "If your brother sins, rebuke him, and if he repents, forgive him. 
4
If he sins against you seven times in a 

day, and seven times comes back to you and says, 'I repent,' forgive him."  

 
5
The apostles said to the Lord, "Increase our faith!"  

 
6
He replied, "If you have faith as small as a mustard seed, you can say to this mulberry tree, 'Be uprooted 

and planted in the sea,' and it will obey you.  

 
7
"Suppose one of you had a servant plowing or looking after the sheep. Would he say to the servant when 

he comes in from the field, 'Come along now and sit down to eat'? 
8
Would he not rather say, 'Prepare my 

supper, get yourself ready and wait on me while I eat and drink; after that you may eat and drink'? 
9
Would 

he thank the servant because he did what he was told to do? 
10
So you also, when you have done everything 

you were told to do, should say, 'We are unworthy servants; we have only done our duty.' "  

Ten Healed of Leprosy  

 
11
Now on his way to Jerusalem, Jesus traveled along the border between Samaria and Galilee. 

12
As he was 

going into a village, ten men who had leprosy
[f]
met him. They stood at a distance 

13
and called out in a loud 

voice, "Jesus, Master, have pity on us!"  

 
14
When he saw them, he said, "Go, show yourselves to the priests." And as they went, they were cleansed.  

 
15
One of them, when he saw he was healed, came back, praising God in a loud voice. 

16
He threw himself at 

Jesus' feet and thanked him—and he was a Samaritan.  

 
17
Jesus asked, "Were not all ten cleansed? Where are the other nine? 

18
Was no one found to return and give 

praise to God except this foreigner?" 
19
Then he said to him, "Rise and go; your faith has made you well."  
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The Coming of the Kingdom of God  

 
20
Once, having been asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God would come, Jesus replied, "The 

kingdom of God does not come with your careful observation, 
21
nor will people say, 'Here it is,' or 'There it 

is,' because the kingdom of God is within
[g]
 you."  

 
22
Then he said to his disciples, "The time is coming when you will long to see one of the days of the Son of 

Man, but you will not see it. 
23
Men will tell you, 'There he is!' or 'Here he is!' Do not go running off after 

them. 
24
For the Son of Man in his day

[h]
 will be like the lightning, which flashes and lights up the sky from 

one end to the other. 
25
But first he must suffer many things and be rejected by this generation.  

 
26
"Just as it was in the days of Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of Man. 

27
People were eating, 

drinking, marrying and being given in marriage up to the day Noah entered the ark. Then the flood came 

and destroyed them all.  

 
28
"It was the same in the days of Lot. People were eating and drinking, buying and selling, planting and 

building. 
29
But the day Lot left Sodom, fire and sulfur rained down from heaven and destroyed them all.  

 
30
"It will be just like this on the day the Son of Man is revealed. 

31
On that day no one who is on the roof of 

his house, with his goods inside, should go down to get them. Likewise, no one in the field should go back 

for anything. 
32
Remember Lot's wife! 

33
Whoever tries to keep his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life 

will preserve it. 
34
I tell you, on that night two people will be in one bed; one will be taken and the other left. 

35
Two women will be grinding grain together; one will be taken and the other left."

[i]
  

 
37
"Where, Lord?" they asked.  

      He replied, "Where there is a dead body, there the vultures will gather."  

Luke 18 

The Parable of the Persistent Widow  

 
1
Then Jesus told his disciples a parable to show them that they should always pray and not give up. 

2
He 

said: "In a certain town there was a judge who neither feared God nor cared about men. 
3
And there was a 

widow in that town who kept coming to him with the plea, 'Grant me justice against my adversary.'  

 
4
"For some time he refused. But finally he said to himself, 'Even though I don't fear God or care about men, 

5
yet because this widow keeps bothering me, I will see that she gets justice, so that she won't eventually 

wear me out with her coming!' "  

 
6
And the Lord said, "Listen to what the unjust judge says. 

7
And will not God bring about justice for his 

chosen ones, who cry out to him day and night? Will he keep putting them off? 
8
I tell you, he will see that 

they get justice, and quickly. However, when the Son of Man comes, will he find faith on the earth?"  

The Parable of the Pharisee and the Tax Collector  

 
9
To some who were confident of their own righteousness and looked down on everybody else, Jesus told 

this parable: 
10
"Two men went up to the temple to pray, one a Pharisee and the other a tax collector. 

11
The 

Pharisee stood up and prayed about
[j]
 himself: 'God, I thank you that I am not like other men—robbers, 

evildoers, adulterers—or even like this tax collector. 
12
I fast twice a week and give a tenth of all I get.'  

 
13
"But the tax collector stood at a distance. He would not even look up to heaven, but beat his breast and 

said, 'God, have mercy on me, a sinner.'  

 
14
"I tell you that this man, rather than the other, went home justified before God. For everyone who exalts 

himself will be humbled, and he who humbles himself will be exalted."  

The Little Children and Jesus  

 
15
People were also bringing babies to Jesus to have him touch them. When the disciples saw this, they 

rebuked them. 
16
But Jesus called the children to him and said, "Let the little children come to me, and do 

not hinder them, for the kingdom of God belongs to such as these. 
17
I tell you the truth, anyone who will 

not receive the kingdom of God like a little child will never enter it."  

The Rich Ruler  

 
18
A certain ruler asked him, "Good teacher, what must I do to inherit eternal life?"  

 
19
"Why do you call me good?" Jesus answered. "No one is good—except God alone. 

20
You know the 

commandments: 'Do not commit adultery, do not murder, do not steal, do not give false testimony, honor 

your father and mother.'
[k]
"  

 
21
"All these I have kept since I was a boy," he said.  

 
22
When Jesus heard this, he said to him, "You still lack one thing. Sell everything you have and give to the 

poor, and you will have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow me."  

 
23
When he heard this, he became very sad, because he was a man of great wealth. 

24
Jesus looked at him 

and said, "How hard it is for the rich to enter the kingdom of God! 
25
Indeed, it is easier for a camel to go 

through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God."  

 
26
Those who heard this asked, "Who then can be saved?"  
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27
Jesus replied, "What is impossible with men is possible with God."  

 
28
Peter said to him, "We have left all we had to follow you!"  

 
29
"I tell you the truth," Jesus said to them, "no one who has left home or wife or brothers or parents or 

children for the sake of the kingdom of God 
30
will fail to receive many times as much in this age and, in the 

age to come, eternal life."  

Jesus Again Predicts His Death  

 
31
Jesus took the Twelve aside and told them, "We are going up to Jerusalem, and everything that is written 

by the prophets about the Son of Man will be fulfilled. 
32
He will be handed over to the Gentiles. They will 

mock him, insult him, spit on him, flog him and kill him. 
33
On the third day he will rise again."  

 
34
The disciples did not understand any of this. Its meaning was hidden from them, and they did not know 

what he was talking about.  

A Blind Beggar Receives His Sight  

 
35
As Jesus approached Jericho, a blind man was sitting by the roadside begging. 

36
When he heard the 

crowd going by, he asked what was happening. 
37
They told him, "Jesus of Nazareth is passing by."  

 
38
He called out, "Jesus, Son of David, have mercy on me!"  

 
39
Those who led the way rebuked him and told him to be quiet, but he shouted all the more, "Son of David, 

have mercy on me!"  

 
40
Jesus stopped and ordered the man to be brought to him. When he came near, Jesus asked him, 

41
"What 

do you want me to do for you?"  

      "Lord, I want to see," he replied.  

 
42
Jesus said to him, "Receive your sight; your faith has healed you." 

43
Immediately he received his sight 

and followed Jesus, praising God. When all the people saw it, they also praised God.  

Luke 19 

Zacchaeus the Tax Collector  

 
1
Jesus entered Jericho and was passing through. 

2
A man was there by the name of Zacchaeus; he was a 

chief tax collector and was wealthy. 
3
He wanted to see who Jesus was, but being a short man he could not, 

because of the crowd. 
4
So he ran ahead and climbed a sycamore-fig tree to see him, since Jesus was coming 

that way.  

 
5
When Jesus reached the spot, he looked up and said to him, "Zacchaeus, come down immediately. I must 

stay at your house today." 
6
So he came down at once and welcomed him gladly.  

 
7
All the people saw this and began to mutter, "He has gone to be the guest of a 'sinner.' "  

 
8
But Zacchaeus stood up and said to the Lord, "Look, Lord! Here and now I give half of my possessions to 

the poor, and if I have cheated anybody out of anything, I will pay back four times the amount."  

 
9
Jesus said to him, "Today salvation has come to this house, because this man, too, is a son of Abraham. 

10
For the Son of Man came to seek and to save what was lost."  

The Parable of the Ten Minas  

 
11
While they were listening to this, he went on to tell them a parable, because he was near Jerusalem and 

the people thought that the kingdom of God was going to appear at once. 
12
He said: "A man of noble birth 

went to a distant country to have himself appointed king and then to return. 
13
So he called ten of his 

servants and gave them ten minas.
[l]
'Put this money to work,' he said, 'until I come back.'  

 
14
"But his subjects hated him and sent a delegation after him to say, 'We don't want this man to be our 

king.'  

 
15
"He was made king, however, and returned home. Then he sent for the servants to whom he had given 

the money, in order to find out what they had gained with it.  

 
16
"The first one came and said, 'Sir, your mina has earned ten more.'  

 
17
" 'Well done, my good servant!' his master replied. 'Because you have been trustworthy in a very small 

matter, take charge of ten cities.'  

 
18
"The second came and said, 'Sir, your mina has earned five more.'  

 
19
"His master answered, 'You take charge of five cities.'  

 
20
"Then another servant came and said, 'Sir, here is your mina; I have kept it laid away in a piece of cloth. 

21
I was afraid of you, because you are a hard man. You take out what you did not put in and reap what you 

did not sow.'  

 
22
"His master replied, 'I will judge you by your own words, you wicked servant! You knew, did you, that I 

am a hard man, taking out what I did not put in, and reaping what I did not sow? 
23
Why then didn't you put 

my money on deposit, so that when I came back, I could have collected it with interest?'  

 
24
"Then he said to those standing by, 'Take his mina away from him and give it to the one who has ten 

minas.'  
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25
" 'Sir,' they said, 'he already has ten!'  

 
26
"He replied, 'I tell you that to everyone who has, more will be given, but as for the one who has nothing, 

even what he has will be taken away. 
27
But those enemies of mine who did not want me to be king over 

them—bring them here and kill them in front of me."  

The Triumphal Entry  

 
28
After Jesus had said this, he went on ahead, going up to Jerusalem. 

29
As he approached Bethphage and 

Bethany at the hill called the Mount of Olives, he sent two of his disciples, saying to them, 
30
"Go to the 

village ahead of you, and as you enter it, you will find a colt tied there, which no one has ever ridden. Untie 

it and bring it here. 
31
If anyone asks you, 'Why are you untying it?' tell him, 'The Lord needs it.' "  

 
32
Those who were sent ahead went and found it just as he had told them. 

33
As they were untying the colt, 

its owners asked them, "Why are you untying the colt?"  

 
34
They replied, "The Lord needs it."  

 
35
They brought it to Jesus, threw their cloaks on the colt and put Jesus on it. 

36
As he went along, people 

spread their cloaks on the road.  

 
37
When he came near the place where the road goes down the Mount of Olives, the whole crowd of 

disciples began joyfully to praise God in loud voices for all the miracles they had seen:  

 
38
"Blessed is the king who comes in the name of the Lord!"

[m]
  

      "Peace in heaven and glory in the highest!"  

 
39
Some of the Pharisees in the crowd said to Jesus, "Teacher, rebuke your disciples!"  

 
40
"I tell you," he replied, "if they keep quiet, the stones will cry out."  

 
41
As he approached Jerusalem and saw the city, he wept over it 

42
and said, "If you, even you, had only 

known on this day what would bring you peace—but now it is hidden from your eyes. 
43
The days will come 

upon you when your enemies will build an embankment against you and encircle you and hem you in on 

every side. 
44
They will dash you to the ground, you and the children within your walls. They will not leave 

one stone on another, because you did not recognize the time of God's coming to you."  

Jesus at the Temple  

 
45
Then he entered the temple area and began driving out those who were selling. 

46
"It is written," he said to 

them, " 'My house will be a house of prayer'
[n]
; but you have made it 'a den of robbers.'

[o]
"  

 
47
Every day he was teaching at the temple. But the chief priests, the teachers of the law and the leaders 

among the people were trying to kill him. 
48
Yet they could not find any way to do it, because all the people 

hung on his words.  

Luke 20 

The Authority of Jesus Questioned  

 
1
One day as he was teaching the people in the temple courts and preaching the gospel, the chief priests and 

the teachers of the law, together with the elders, came up to him. 
2
"Tell us by what authority you are doing 

these things," they said. "Who gave you this authority?"  

 
3
He replied, "I will also ask you a question. Tell me, 

4
John's baptism—was it from heaven, or from men?"  

 
5
They discussed it among themselves and said, "If we say, 'From heaven,' he will ask, 'Why didn't you 

believe him?' 
6
But if we say, 'From men,' all the people will stone us, because they are persuaded that John 

was a prophet."  

 
7
So they answered, "We don't know where it was from."  

 
8
Jesus said, "Neither will I tell you by what authority I am doing these things."  

The Parable of the Tenants  

 
9
He went on to tell the people this parable: "A man planted a vineyard, rented it to some farmers and went 

away for a long time. 
10
At harvest time he sent a servant to the tenants so they would give him some of the 

fruit of the vineyard. But the tenants beat him and sent him away empty-handed. 
11
He sent another servant, 

but that one also they beat and treated shamefully and sent away empty-handed. 
12
He sent still a third, and 

they wounded him and threw him out.  

 
13
"Then the owner of the vineyard said, 'What shall I do? I will send my son, whom I love; perhaps they 

will respect him.'  

 
14
"But when the tenants saw him, they talked the matter over. 'This is the heir,' they said. 'Let's kill him, 

and the inheritance will be ours.' 
15
So they threw him out of the vineyard and killed him.  

   "What then will the owner of the vineyard do to them? 
16
He will come and kill those tenants and give the 

vineyard to others." When the people heard this, they said, "May this never be!"  

 
17
Jesus looked directly at them and asked, "Then what is the meaning of that which is written:  

   " 'The stone the builders rejected  
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      has become the capstone
[p]
'
[q]
? 

18
Everyone who falls on that stone will be broken to pieces, but he on 

whom it falls will be crushed."  

 
19
The teachers of the law and the chief priests looked for a way to arrest him immediately, because they 

knew he had spoken this parable against them. But they were afraid of the people.  

Paying Taxes to Caesar  

 
20
Keeping a close watch on him, they sent spies, who pretended to be honest. They hoped to catch Jesus in 

something he said so that they might hand him over to the power and authority of the governor. 
21
So the 

spies questioned him: "Teacher, we know that you speak and teach what is right, and that you do not show 

partiality but teach the way of God in accordance with the truth. 
22
Is it right for us to pay taxes to Caesar or 

not?"  

 
23
He saw through their duplicity and said to them, 

24
"Show me a denarius. Whose portrait and inscription 

are on it?"  

 
25
"Caesar's," they replied.  

      He said to them, "Then give to Caesar what is Caesar's, and to God what is God's."  

 
26
They were unable to trap him in what he had said there in public. And astonished by his answer, they 

became silent.  

The Resurrection and Marriage  

 
27
Some of the Sadducees, who say there is no resurrection, came to Jesus with a question. 

28
"Teacher," 

they said, "Moses wrote for us that if a man's brother dies and leaves a wife but no children, the man must 

marry the widow and have children for his brother. 
29
Now there were seven brothers. The first one married 

a woman and died childless. 
30
The second 

31
and then the third married her, and in the same way the seven 

died, leaving no children. 
32
Finally, the woman died too. 

33
Now then, at the resurrection whose wife will 

she be, since the seven were married to her?"  

 
34
Jesus replied, "The people of this age marry and are given in marriage. 

35
But those who are considered 

worthy of taking part in that age and in the resurrection from the dead will neither marry nor be given in 

marriage, 
36
and they can no longer die; for they are like the angels. They are God's children, since they are 

children of the resurrection. 
37
But in the account of the bush, even Moses showed that the dead rise, for he 

calls the Lord 'the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.'
[r]
 
38
He is not the God of 

the dead, but of the living, for to him all are alive."  

 
39
Some of the teachers of the law responded, "Well said, teacher!" 

40
And no one dared to ask him any more 

questions.  

Whose Son Is the Christ?  

 
41
Then Jesus said to them, "How is it that they say the Christ

[s]
is the Son of David? 

42
David himself 

declares in the Book of Psalms:  

   " 'The Lord said to my Lord:  

      "Sit at my right hand  

 
43
until I make your enemies  

      a footstool for your feet." '
[t]
 
44
David calls him 'Lord.' How then can he be his son?"  

 
45
While all the people were listening, Jesus said to his disciples, 

46
"Beware of the teachers of the law. They 

like to walk around in flowing robes and love to be greeted in the marketplaces and have the most 

important seats in the synagogues and the places of honor at banquets. 
47
They devour widows' houses and 

for a show make lengthy prayers. Such men will be punished most severely."  

Luke 21 

The Widow's Offering  

 
1
As he looked up, Jesus saw the rich putting their gifts into the temple treasury. 

2
He also saw a poor widow 

put in two very small copper coins.
[u]
 
3
"I tell you the truth," he said, "this poor widow has put in more than 

all the others. 
4
All these people gave their gifts out of their wealth; but she out of her poverty put in all she 

had to live on."  

Signs of the End of the Age  

 
5
Some of his disciples were remarking about how the temple was adorned with beautiful stones and with 

gifts dedicated to God. But Jesus said, 
6
"As for what you see here, the time will come when not one stone 

will be left on another; every one of them will be thrown down."  

 
7
"Teacher," they asked, "when will these things happen? And what will be the sign that they are about to 

take place?"  

 
8
He replied: "Watch out that you are not deceived. For many will come in my name, claiming, 'I am he,' 

and, 'The time is near.' Do not follow them. 
9
When you hear of wars and revolutions, do not be frightened. 

These things must happen first, but the end will not come right away."  
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10
Then he said to them: "Nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. 

11
There will be 

great earthquakes, famines and pestilences in various places, and fearful events and great signs from heaven.  

 
12
"But before all this, they will lay hands on you and persecute you. They will deliver you to synagogues 

and prisons, and you will be brought before kings and governors, and all on account of my name. 
13
This 

will result in your being witnesses to them. 
14
But make up your mind not to worry beforehand how you will 

defend yourselves. 
15
For I will give you words and wisdom that none of your adversaries will be able to 

resist or contradict. 
16
You will be betrayed even by parents, brothers, relatives and friends, and they will put 

some of you to death. 
17
All men will hate you because of me. 

18
But not a hair of your head will perish. 

19
By 

standing firm you will gain life.  

 
20
"When you see Jerusalem being surrounded by armies, you will know that its desolation is near. 

21
Then 

let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains, let those in the city get out, and let those in the country not 

enter the city. 
22
For this is the time of punishment in fulfillment of all that has been written. 

23
How dreadful 

it will be in those days for pregnant women and nursing mothers! There will be great distress in the land 

and wrath against this people. 
24
They will fall by the sword and will be taken as prisoners to all the nations. 

Jerusalem will be trampled on by the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.  

 
25
"There will be signs in the sun, moon and stars. On the earth, nations will be in anguish and perplexity at 

the roaring and tossing of the sea. 
26
Men will faint from terror, apprehensive of what is coming on the 

world, for the heavenly bodies will be shaken. 
27
At that time they will see the Son of Man coming in a 

cloud with power and great glory. 
28
When these things begin to take place, stand up and lift up your heads, 

because your redemption is drawing near."  

 
29
He told them this parable: "Look at the fig tree and all the trees. 

30
When they sprout leaves, you can see 

for yourselves and know that summer is near. 
31
Even so, when you see these things happening, you know 

that the kingdom of God is near.  

 
32
"I tell you the truth, this generation

[v]
 will certainly not pass away until all these things have happened. 

33
Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will never pass away.  

 
34
"Be careful, or your hearts will be weighed down with dissipation, drunkenness and the anxieties of life, 

and that day will close on you unexpectedly like a trap. 
35
For it will come upon all those who live on the 

face of the whole earth. 
36
Be always on the watch, and pray that you may be able to escape all that is about 

to happen, and that you may be able to stand before the Son of Man."  

 
37
Each day Jesus was teaching at the temple, and each evening he went out to spend the night on the hill 

called the Mount of Olives, 
38
and all the people came early in the morning to hear him at the temple. 

Luke 22 

Judas Agrees to Betray Jesus  

 
1
Now the Feast of Unleavened Bread, called the Passover, was approaching, 

2
and the chief priests and the 

teachers of the law were looking for some way to get rid of Jesus, for they were afraid of the people. 
3
Then 

Satan entered Judas, called Iscariot, one of the Twelve. 
4
And Judas went to the chief priests and the officers 

of the temple guard and discussed with them how he might betray Jesus. 
5
They were delighted and agreed 

to give him money. 
6
He consented, and watched for an opportunity to hand Jesus over to them when no 

crowd was present.  

The Last Supper  

 
7
Then came the day of Unleavened Bread on which the Passover lamb had to be sacrificed. 

8
Jesus sent 

Peter and John, saying, "Go and make preparations for us to eat the Passover."  

 
9
"Where do you want us to prepare for it?" they asked.  

 
10
He replied, "As you enter the city, a man carrying a jar of water will meet you. Follow him to the house 

that he enters, 
11
and say to the owner of the house, 'The Teacher asks: Where is the guest room, where I 

may eat the Passover with my disciples?' 
12
He will show you a large upper room, all furnished. Make 

preparations there."  

 
13
They left and found things just as Jesus had told them. So they prepared the Passover.  

 
14
When the hour came, Jesus and his apostles reclined at the table. 

15
And he said to them, "I have eagerly 

desired to eat this Passover with you before I suffer. 
16
For I tell you, I will not eat it again until it finds 

fulfillment in the kingdom of God."  

 
17
After taking the cup, he gave thanks and said, "Take this and divide it among you. 

18
For I tell you I will 

not drink again of the fruit of the vine until the kingdom of God comes."  

 
19
And he took bread, gave thanks and broke it, and gave it to them, saying, "This is my body given for you; 

do this in remembrance of me."  

 
20
In the same way, after the supper he took the cup, saying, "This cup is the new covenant in my blood, 

which is poured out for you. 
21
But the hand of him who is going to betray me is with mine on the table. 
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22
The Son of Man will go as it has been decreed, but woe to that man who betrays him." 

23
They began to 

question among themselves which of them it might be who would do this.  

 
24
Also a dispute arose among them as to which of them was considered to be greatest. 

25
Jesus said to them, 

"The kings of the Gentiles lord it over them; and those who exercise authority over them call themselves 

Benefactors. 
26
But you are not to be like that. Instead, the greatest among you should be like the youngest, 

and the one who rules like the one who serves. 
27
For who is greater, the one who is at the table or the one 

who serves? Is it not the one who is at the table? But I am among you as one who serves. 
28
You are those 

who have stood by me in my trials. 
29
And I confer on you a kingdom, just as my Father conferred one on 

me, 
30
so that you may eat and drink at my table in my kingdom and sit on thrones, judging the twelve tribes 

of Israel.  

 
31
"Simon, Simon, Satan has asked to sift you

[a]
 as wheat. 

32
But I have prayed for you, Simon, that your 

faith may not fail. And when you have turned back, strengthen your brothers."  

 
33
But he replied, "Lord, I am ready to go with you to prison and to death."  

 
34
Jesus answered, "I tell you, Peter, before the rooster crows today, you will deny three times that you 

know me."  

 
35
Then Jesus asked them, "When I sent you without purse, bag or sandals, did you lack anything?"  

      "Nothing," they answered.  

 
36
He said to them, "But now if you have a purse, take it, and also a bag; and if you don't have a sword, sell 

your cloak and buy one. 
37
It is written: 'And he was numbered with the transgressors'

[b]
; and I tell you that 

this must be fulfilled in me. Yes, what is written about me is reaching its fulfillment."  

 
38
The disciples said, "See, Lord, here are two swords."  

      "That is enough," he replied.  

Jesus Prays on the Mount of Olives  

 
39
Jesus went out as usual to the Mount of Olives, and his disciples followed him. 

40
On reaching the place, 

he said to them, "Pray that you will not fall into temptation." 
41
He withdrew about a stone's throw beyond 

them, knelt down and prayed, 
42
"Father, if you are willing, take this cup from me; yet not my will, but 

yours be done." 
43
An angel from heaven appeared to him and strengthened him. 

44
And being in anguish, he 

prayed more earnestly, and his sweat was like drops of blood falling to the ground.
[c]
  

 
45
When he rose from prayer and went back to the disciples, he found them asleep, exhausted from sorrow. 

46
"Why are you sleeping?" he asked them. "Get up and pray so that you will not fall into temptation."  

Jesus Arrested  

 
47
While he was still speaking a crowd came up, and the man who was called Judas, one of the Twelve, was 

leading them. He approached Jesus to kiss him, 
48
but Jesus asked him, "Judas, are you betraying the Son of 

Man with a kiss?"  

 
49
When Jesus' followers saw what was going to happen, they said, "Lord, should we strike with our 

swords?" 
50
And one of them struck the servant of the high priest, cutting off his right ear.  

 
51
But Jesus answered, "No more of this!" And he touched the man's ear and healed him.  

 
52
Then Jesus said to the chief priests, the officers of the temple guard, and the elders, who had come for 

him, "Am I leading a rebellion, that you have come with swords and clubs? 
53
Every day I was with you in 

the temple courts, and you did not lay a hand on me. But this is your hour—when darkness reigns."  

Peter Disowns Jesus  

 
54
Then seizing him, they led him away and took him into the house of the high priest. Peter followed at a 

distance. 
55
But when they had kindled a fire in the middle of the courtyard and had sat down together, Peter 

sat down with them. 
56
A servant girl saw him seated there in the firelight. She looked closely at him and 

said, "This man was with him."  

 
57
But he denied it. "Woman, I don't know him," he said.  

 
58
A little later someone else saw him and said, "You also are one of them."  

      "Man, I am not!" Peter replied.  

 
59
About an hour later another asserted, "Certainly this fellow was with him, for he is a Galilean."  

 
60
Peter replied, "Man, I don't know what you're talking about!" Just as he was speaking, the rooster crowed. 

61
The Lord turned and looked straight at Peter. Then Peter remembered the word the Lord had spoken to 

him: "Before the rooster crows today, you will disown me three times." 
62
And he went outside and wept 

bitterly.  

The Guards Mock Jesus  

 
63
The men who were guarding Jesus began mocking and beating him. 

64
They blindfolded him and 

demanded, "Prophesy! Who hit you?" 
65
And they said many other insulting things to him.  

Jesus Before Pilate and Herod  
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66
At daybreak the council of the elders of the people, both the chief priests and teachers of the law, met 

together, and Jesus was led before them. 
67
"If you are the Christ,

[d]
" they said, "tell us."  

   Jesus answered, "If I tell you, you will not believe me, 
68
and if I asked you, you would not answer. 

69
But 

from now on, the Son of Man will be seated at the right hand of the mighty God."  

 
70
They all asked, "Are you then the Son of God?"  

      He replied, "You are right in saying I am."  

 
71
Then they said, "Why do we need any more testimony? We have heard it from his own lips."  

Luke 23 

 
1
Then the whole assembly rose and led him off to Pilate. 

2
And they began to accuse him, saying, "We have 

found this man subverting our nation. He opposes payment of taxes to Caesar and claims to be Christ,
[e]
 a 

king."  

 
3
So Pilate asked Jesus, "Are you the king of the Jews?"  

      "Yes, it is as you say," Jesus replied.  

 
4
Then Pilate announced to the chief priests and the crowd, "I find no basis for a charge against this man."  

 
5
But they insisted, "He stirs up the people all over Judea

[f]
by his teaching. He started in Galilee and has 

come all the way here."  

 
6
On hearing this, Pilate asked if the man was a Galilean. 

7
When he learned that Jesus was under Herod's 

jurisdiction, he sent him to Herod, who was also in Jerusalem at that time.  

 
8
When Herod saw Jesus, he was greatly pleased, because for a long time he had been wanting to see him. 

From what he had heard about him, he hoped to see him perform some miracle. 
9
He plied him with many 

questions, but Jesus gave him no answer. 
10
The chief priests and the teachers of the law were standing there, 

vehemently accusing him. 
11
Then Herod and his soldiers ridiculed and mocked him. Dressing him in an 

elegant robe, they sent him back to Pilate. 
12
That day Herod and Pilate became friends—before this they 

had been enemies.  

 
13
Pilate called together the chief priests, the rulers and the people, 

14
and said to them, "You brought me this 

man as one who was inciting the people to rebellion. I have examined him in your presence and have found 

no basis for your charges against him. 
15
Neither has Herod, for he sent him back to us; as you can see, he 

has done nothing to deserve death. 
16
Therefore, I will punish him and then release him."

[g]
  

 
18
With one voice they cried out, "Away with this man! Release Barabbas to us!" 

19
(Barabbas had been 

thrown into prison for an insurrection in the city, and for murder.)  

 
20
Wanting to release Jesus, Pilate appealed to them again. 

21
But they kept shouting, "Crucify him! Crucify 

him!"  

 
22
For the third time he spoke to them: "Why? What crime has this man committed? I have found in him no 

grounds for the death penalty. Therefore I will have him punished and then release him."  

 
23
But with loud shouts they insistently demanded that he be crucified, and their shouts prevailed. 

24
So 

Pilate decided to grant their demand. 
25
He released the man who had been thrown into prison for 

insurrection and murder, the one they asked for, and surrendered Jesus to their will.  

The Crucifixion  

 
26
As they led him away, they seized Simon from Cyrene, who was on his way in from the country, and put 

the cross on him and made him carry it behind Jesus. 
27
A large number of people followed him, including 

women who mourned and wailed for him. 
28
Jesus turned and said to them, "Daughters of Jerusalem, do not 

weep for me; weep for yourselves and for your children. 
29
For the time will come when you will say, 

'Blessed are the barren women, the wombs that never bore and the breasts that never nursed!' 
30
Then  

   " 'they will say to the mountains, "Fall on us!"  

      and to the hills, "Cover us!" '
[h]
 
31
For if men do these things when the tree is green, what will happen 

when it is dry?"  

 
32
Two other men, both criminals, were also led out with him to be executed. 

33
When they came to the place 

called the Skull, there they crucified him, along with the criminals—one on his right, the other on his left. 
34
Jesus said, "Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they are doing."

[i]
 And they divided up his 

clothes by casting lots.  

 
35
The people stood watching, and the rulers even sneered at him. They said, "He saved others; let him save 

himself if he is the Christ of God, the Chosen One."  

 
36
The soldiers also came up and mocked him. They offered him wine vinegar 

37
and said, "If you are the 

king of the Jews, save yourself."  

 
38
There was a written notice above him, which read:|sc THIS IS THE KING OF THE JEWS.  

 
39
One of the criminals who hung there hurled insults at him: "Aren't you the Christ? Save yourself and us!"  
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40
But the other criminal rebuked him. "Don't you fear God," he said, "since you are under the same 

sentence? 
41
We are punished justly, for we are getting what our deeds deserve. But this man has done 

nothing wrong."  

 
42
Then he said, "Jesus, remember me when you come into your kingdom.

[j]
"  

 
43
Jesus answered him, "I tell you the truth, today you will be with me in paradise."  

Jesus' Death  

 
44
It was now about the sixth hour, and darkness came over the whole land until the ninth hour, 

45
for the sun 

stopped shining. And the curtain of the temple was torn in two. 
46
Jesus called out with a loud voice, "Father, 

into your hands I commit my spirit." When he had said this, he breathed his last.  

 
47
The centurion, seeing what had happened, praised God and said, "Surely this was a righteous man." 

48
When all the people who had gathered to witness this sight saw what took place, they beat their breasts 

and went away. 
49
But all those who knew him, including the women who had followed him from Galilee, 

stood at a distance, watching these things.  

Jesus' Burial  

 
50
Now there was a man named Joseph, a member of the Council, a good and upright man, 

51
who had not 

consented to their decision and action. He came from the Judean town of Arimathea and he was waiting for 

the kingdom of God. 
52
Going to Pilate, he asked for Jesus' body. 

53
Then he took it down, wrapped it in linen 

cloth and placed it in a tomb cut in the rock, one in which no one had yet been laid. 
54
It was Preparation 

Day, and the Sabbath was about to begin.  

 
55
The women who had come with Jesus from Galilee followed Joseph and saw the tomb and how his body 

was laid in it. 
56
Then they went home and prepared spices and perfumes. But they rested on the Sabbath in 

obedience to the commandment.  

Luke 24 

The Resurrection  

 
1
On the first day of the week, very early in the morning, the women took the spices they had prepared and 

went to the tomb. 
2
They found the stone rolled away from the tomb, 

3
but when they entered, they did not 

find the body of the Lord Jesus. 
4
While they were wondering about this, suddenly two men in clothes that 

gleamed like lightning stood beside them. 
5
In their fright the women bowed down with their faces to the 

ground, but the men said to them, "Why do you look for the living among the dead? 
6
He is not here; he has 

risen! Remember how he told you, while he was still with you in Galilee: 
7
'The Son of Man must be 

delivered into the hands of sinful men, be crucified and on the third day be raised again.' " 
8
Then they 

remembered his words.  

 
9
When they came back from the tomb, they told all these things to the Eleven and to all the others. 

10
It was 

Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Mary the mother of James, and the others with them who told this to the apostles. 
11
But they did not believe the women, because their words seemed to them like nonsense. 

12
Peter, however, 

got up and ran to the tomb. Bending over, he saw the strips of linen lying by themselves, and he went away, 

wondering to himself what had happened.  

On the Road to Emmaus  

 
13
Now that same day two of them were going to a village called Emmaus, about seven miles

[k]
 from 

Jerusalem. 
14
They were talking with each other about everything that had happened. 

15
As they talked and 

discussed these things with each other, Jesus himself came up and walked along with them; 
16
but they were 

kept from recognizing him.  

 
17
He asked them, "What are you discussing together as you walk along?"  

   They stood still, their faces downcast. 
18
One of them, named Cleopas, asked him, "Are you only a visitor 

to Jerusalem and do not know the things that have happened there in these days?"  

 
19
"What things?" he asked.  

   "About Jesus of Nazareth," they replied. "He was a prophet, powerful in word and deed before God and 

all the people. 
20
The chief priests and our rulers handed him over to be sentenced to death, and they 

crucified him; 
21
but we had hoped that he was the one who was going to redeem Israel. And what is more, 

it is the third day since all this took place. 
22
In addition, some of our women amazed us. They went to the 

tomb early this morning 
23
but didn't find his body. They came and told us that they had seen a vision of 

angels, who said he was alive. 
24
Then some of our companions went to the tomb and found it just as the 

women had said, but him they did not see."  

 
25
He said to them, "How foolish you are, and how slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have 

spoken! 
26
Did not the Christ

[l]
 have to suffer these things and then enter his glory?" 

27
And beginning with 

Moses and all the Prophets, he explained to them what was said in all the Scriptures concerning himself.  
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28
As they approached the village to which they were going, Jesus acted as if he were going farther. 

29
But 

they urged him strongly, "Stay with us, for it is nearly evening; the day is almost over." So he went in to 

stay with them.  

 
30
When he was at the table with them, he took bread, gave thanks, broke it and began to give it to them. 

31
Then their eyes were opened and they recognized him, and he disappeared from their sight. 

32
They asked 

each other, "Were not our hearts burning within us while he talked with us on the road and opened the 

Scriptures to us?"  

 
33
They got up and returned at once to Jerusalem. There they found the Eleven and those with them, 

assembled together 
34
and saying, "It is true! The Lord has risen and has appeared to Simon." 

35
Then the two 

told what had happened on the way, and how Jesus was recognized by them when he broke the bread.  

Jesus Appears to the Disciples  

 
36
While they were still talking about this, Jesus himself stood among them and said to them, "Peace be 

with you."  

 
37
They were startled and frightened, thinking they saw a ghost. 

38
He said to them, "Why are you troubled, 

and why do doubts rise in your minds? 
39
Look at my hands and my feet. It is I myself! Touch me and see; a 

ghost does not have flesh and bones, as you see I have."  

 
40
When he had said this, he showed them his hands and feet. 

41
And while they still did not believe it 

because of joy and amazement, he asked them, "Do you have anything here to eat?" 
42
They gave him a 

piece of broiled fish, 
43
and he took it and ate it in their presence.  

 
44
He said to them, "This is what I told you while I was still with you: Everything must be fulfilled that is 

written about me in the Law of Moses, the Prophets and the Psalms."  

 
45
Then he opened their minds so they could understand the Scriptures. 

46
He told them, "This is what is 

written: The Christ will suffer and rise from the dead on the third day, 
47
and repentance and forgiveness of 

sins will be preached in his name to all nations, beginning at Jerusalem. 
48
You are witnesses of these things. 

49
I am going to send you what my Father has promised; but stay in the city until you have been clothed with 

power from on high."  

The Ascension  

 
50
When he had led them out to the vicinity of Bethany, he lifted up his hands and blessed them. 

51
While he 

was blessing them, he left them and was taken up into heaven. 
52
Then they worshiped him and returned to 

Jerusalem with great joy. 
53
And they stayed continually at the temple, praising God.  

 

Footnotes:  
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John 1 

The Word Became Flesh  

 
1
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 

2
He was with God 

in the beginning.  

 
3
Through him all things were made; without him nothing was made that has been made. 

4
In him was life, 

and that life was the light of men. 
5
The light shines in the darkness, but the darkness has not understood

[a]
 it.  

 
6
There came a man who was sent from God; his name was John. 

7
He came as a witness to testify 

concerning that light, so that through him all men might believe. 
8
He himself was not the light; he came 

only as a witness to the light. 
9
The true light that gives light to every man was coming into the world.

[b]
  

 
10
He was in the world, and though the world was made through him, the world did not recognize him. 

11
He 

came to that which was his own, but his own did not receive him. 
12
Yet to all who received him, to those 

who believed in his name, he gave the right to become children of God— 
13
children born not of natural 

descent,
[c]
 nor of human decision or a husband's will, but born of God.  

 
14
The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of the One 

and Only,
[d]
 who came from the Father, full of grace and truth.  

 
15
John testifies concerning him. He cries out, saying, "This was he of whom I said, 'He who comes after 

me has surpassed me because he was before me.' " 
16
From the fullness of his grace we have all received one 

blessing after another. 
17
For the law was given through Moses; grace and truth came through Jesus Christ. 

18
No one has ever seen God, but God the One and Only,

[e][f]
who is at the Father's side, has made him known.  

John the Baptist Denies Being the Christ  

 
19
Now this was John's testimony when the Jews of Jerusalem sent priests and Levites to ask him who he 

was. 
20
He did not fail to confess, but confessed freely, "I am not the Christ.

[g]
"  

 
21
They asked him, "Then who are you? Are you Elijah?"  

      He said, "I am not."  

      "Are you the Prophet?"  

      He answered, "No."  

 
22
Finally they said, "Who are you? Give us an answer to take back to those who sent us. What do you say 

about yourself?"  

 
23
John replied in the words of Isaiah the prophet, "I am the voice of one calling in the desert, 'Make straight 

the way for the Lord.' "
[h]
  

 
24
Now some Pharisees who had been sent 

25
questioned him, "Why then do you baptize if you are not the 

Christ, nor Elijah, nor the Prophet?"  
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26
"I baptize with

[i]
 water," John replied, "but among you stands one you do not know. 

27
He is the one who 

comes after me, the thongs of whose sandals I am not worthy to untie."  

 
28
This all happened at Bethany on the other side of the Jordan, where John was baptizing.  

Jesus the Lamb of God  

 
29
The next day John saw Jesus coming toward him and said, "Look, the Lamb of God, who takes away the 

sin of the world! 
30
This is the one I meant when I said, 'A man who comes after me has surpassed me 

because he was before me.' 
31
I myself did not know him, but the reason I came baptizing with water was 

that he might be revealed to Israel."  

 
32
Then John gave this testimony: "I saw the Spirit come down from heaven as a dove and remain on him. 

33
I would not have known him, except that the one who sent me to baptize with water told me, 'The man on 

whom you see the Spirit come down and remain is he who will baptize with the Holy Spirit.' 
34
I have seen 

and I testify that this is the Son of God."  

Jesus' First Disciples  

 
35
The next day John was there again with two of his disciples. 

36
When he saw Jesus passing by, he said, 

"Look, the Lamb of God!"  

 
37
When the two disciples heard him say this, they followed Jesus. 

38
Turning around, Jesus saw them 

following and asked, "What do you want?"  

      They said, "Rabbi" (which means Teacher), "where are you staying?"  

 
39
"Come," he replied, "and you will see."  

      So they went and saw where he was staying, and spent that day with him. It was about the tenth hour.  

 
40
Andrew, Simon Peter's brother, was one of the two who heard what John had said and who had followed 

Jesus. 
41
The first thing Andrew did was to find his brother Simon and tell him, "We have found the 

Messiah" (that is, the Christ). 
42
And he brought him to Jesus.  

      Jesus looked at him and said, "You are Simon son of John. You will be called Cephas" (which, when 

translated, is Peter
[j]
).  

Jesus Calls Philip and Nathanael  

 
43
The next day Jesus decided to leave for Galilee. Finding Philip, he said to him, "Follow me."  

 
44
Philip, like Andrew and Peter, was from the town of Bethsaida. 

45
Philip found Nathanael and told him, 

"We have found the one Moses wrote about in the Law, and about whom the prophets also wrote—Jesus of 

Nazareth, the son of Joseph."  

 
46
"Nazareth! Can anything good come from there?" Nathanael asked.  

      "Come and see," said Philip.  

 
47
When Jesus saw Nathanael approaching, he said of him, "Here is a true Israelite, in whom there is 

nothing false."  

 
48
"How do you know me?" Nathanael asked.  

      Jesus answered, "I saw you while you were still under the fig tree before Philip called you."  

 
49
Then Nathanael declared, "Rabbi, you are the Son of God; you are the King of Israel."  

 
50
Jesus said, "You believe

[k]
 because I told you I saw you under the fig tree. You shall see greater things 

than that." 
51
He then added, "I tell you

[l]
 the truth, you

[m]
 shall see heaven open, and the angels of God 

ascending and descending on the Son of Man."  

John 2 

Jesus Changes Water to Wine  

 
1
On the third day a wedding took place at Cana in Galilee. Jesus' mother was there, 

2
and Jesus and his 

disciples had also been invited to the wedding. 
3
When the wine was gone, Jesus' mother said to him, "They 

have no more wine."  

 
4
"Dear woman, why do you involve me?" Jesus replied, "My time has not yet come."  

 
5
His mother said to the servants, "Do whatever he tells you."  

 
6
Nearby stood six stone water jars, the kind used by the Jews for ceremonial washing, each holding from 

twenty to thirty gallons.
[n]
  

 
7
Jesus said to the servants, "Fill the jars with water"; so they filled them to the brim.  

 
8
Then he told them, "Now draw some out and take it to the master of the banquet."  

   They did so, 
9
and the master of the banquet tasted the water that had been turned into wine. He did not 

realize where it had come from, though the servants who had drawn the water knew. Then he called the 

bridegroom aside 
10
and said, "Everyone brings out the choice wine first and then the cheaper wine after the 

guests have had too much to drink; but you have saved the best till now."  

 
11
This, the first of his miraculous signs, Jesus performed in Cana of Galilee. He thus revealed his glory, 

and his disciples put their faith in him.  
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Jesus Clears the Temple  

 
12
After this he went down to Capernaum with his mother and brothers and his disciples. There they stayed 

for a few days.  

 
13
When it was almost time for the Jewish Passover, Jesus went up to Jerusalem. 

14
In the temple courts he 

found men selling cattle, sheep and doves, and others sitting at tables exchanging money. 
15
So he made a 

whip out of cords, and drove all from the temple area, both sheep and cattle; he scattered the coins of the 

money changers and overturned their tables. 
16
To those who sold doves he said, "Get these out of here! 

How dare you turn my Father's house into a market!"  

 
17
His disciples remembered that it is written: "Zeal for your house will consume me."

[o]
  

 
18
Then the Jews demanded of him, "What miraculous sign can you show us to prove your authority to do 

all this?"  

 
19
Jesus answered them, "Destroy this temple, and I will raise it again in three days."  

 
20
The Jews replied, "It has taken forty-six years to build this temple, and you are going to raise it in three 

days?" 
21
But the temple he had spoken of was his body. 

22
After he was raised from the dead, his disciples 

recalled what he had said. Then they believed the Scripture and the words that Jesus had spoken.  

 
23
Now while he was in Jerusalem at the Passover Feast, many people saw the miraculous signs he was 

doing and believed in his name.
[p]
 
24
But Jesus would not entrust himself to them, for he knew all men. 

25
He 

did not need man's testimony about man, for he knew what was in a man.  

John 3 

Jesus Teaches Nicodemus  

 
1
Now there was a man of the Pharisees named Nicodemus, a member of the Jewish ruling council. 

2
He 

came to Jesus at night and said, "Rabbi, we know you are a teacher who has come from God. For no one 

could perform the miraculous signs you are doing if God were not with him."  

 
3
In reply Jesus declared, "I tell you the truth, no one can see the kingdom of God unless he is born 

again.
[q]
"  

 
4
"How can a man be born when he is old?" Nicodemus asked. "Surely he cannot enter a second time into 

his mother's womb to be born!"  

 
5
Jesus answered, "I tell you the truth, no one can enter the kingdom of God unless he is born of water and 

the Spirit. 
6
Flesh gives birth to flesh, but the Spirit

[r]
 gives birth to spirit. 

7
You should not be surprised at 

my saying, 'You
[s]
 must be born again.' 

8
The wind blows wherever it pleases. You hear its sound, but you 

cannot tell where it comes from or where it is going. So it is with everyone born of the Spirit."  

 
9
"How can this be?" Nicodemus asked.  

 
10
"You are Israel's teacher," said Jesus, "and do you not understand these things? 

11
I tell you the truth, we 

speak of what we know, and we testify to what we have seen, but still you people do not accept our 

testimony. 
12
I have spoken to you of earthly things and you do not believe; how then will you believe if I 

speak of heavenly things? 
13
No one has ever gone into heaven except the one who came from heaven—the 

Son of Man.
[t]
 
14
Just as Moses lifted up the snake in the desert, so the Son of Man must be lifted up, 

15
that 

everyone who believes in him may have eternal life.
[u]
  

 
16
"For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son,

[v]
 that whoever believes in him shall not 

perish but have eternal life. 
17
For God did not send his Son into the world to condemn the world, but to 

save the world through him. 
18
Whoever believes in him is not condemned, but whoever does not believe 

stands condemned already because he has not believed in the name of God's one and only Son.
[w]
 
19
This is 

the verdict: Light has come into the world, but men loved darkness instead of light because their deeds 

were evil. 
20
Everyone who does evil hates the light, and will not come into the light for fear that his deeds 

will be exposed. 
21
But whoever lives by the truth comes into the light, so that it may be seen plainly that 

what he has done has been done through God."
[x]
  

John the Baptist's Testimony About Jesus  

 
22
After this, Jesus and his disciples went out into the Judean countryside, where he spent some time with 

them, and baptized. 
23
Now John also was baptizing at Aenon near Salim, because there was plenty of water, 

and people were constantly coming to be baptized. 
24
(This was before John was put in prison.) 

25
An 

argument developed between some of John's disciples and a certain Jew
[y]
 over the matter of ceremonial 

washing. 
26
They came to John and said to him, "Rabbi, that man who was with you on the other side of the 

Jordan—the one you testified about—well, he is baptizing, and everyone is going to him."  

 
27
To this John replied, "A man can receive only what is given him from heaven. 

28
You yourselves can 

testify that I said, 'I am not the Christ
[z]
 but am sent ahead of him.' 

29
The bride belongs to the bridegroom. 

The friend who attends the bridegroom waits and listens for him, and is full of joy when he hears the 
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bridegroom's voice. That joy is mine, and it is now complete. 
30
He must become greater; I must become 

less.  

 
31
"The one who comes from above is above all; the one who is from the earth belongs to the earth, and 

speaks as one from the earth. The one who comes from heaven is above all. 
32
He testifies to what he has 

seen and heard, but no one accepts his testimony. 
33
The man who has accepted it has certified that God is 

truthful. 
34
For the one whom God has sent speaks the words of God, for God

[aa]
 gives the Spirit without 

limit. 
35
The Father loves the Son and has placed everything in his hands. 

36
Whoever believes in the Son has 

eternal life, but whoever rejects the Son will not see life, for God's wrath remains on him."
[ab]

  

John 4 

Jesus Talks With a Samaritan Woman  

 
1
The Pharisees heard that Jesus was gaining and baptizing more disciples than John, 

2
although in fact it 

was not Jesus who baptized, but his disciples. 
3
When the Lord learned of this, he left Judea and went back 

once more to Galilee.  

 
4
Now he had to go through Samaria. 

5
So he came to a town in Samaria called Sychar, near the plot of 

ground Jacob had given to his son Joseph. 
6
Jacob's well was there, and Jesus, tired as he was from the 

journey, sat down by the well. It was about the sixth hour.  

 
7
When a Samaritan woman came to draw water, Jesus said to her, "Will you give me a drink?" 

8
(His 

disciples had gone into the town to buy food.)  

 
9
The Samaritan woman said to him, "You are a Jew and I am a Samaritan woman. How can you ask me for 

a drink?" (For Jews do not associate with Samaritans.
[ac]

)  

 
10
Jesus answered her, "If you knew the gift of God and who it is that asks you for a drink, you would have 

asked him and he would have given you living water."  

 
11
"Sir," the woman said, "you have nothing to draw with and the well is deep. Where can you get this 

living water? 
12
Are you greater than our father Jacob, who gave us the well and drank from it himself, as 

did also his sons and his flocks and herds?"  

 
13
Jesus answered, "Everyone who drinks this water will be thirsty again, 

14
but whoever drinks the water I 

give him will never thirst. Indeed, the water I give him will become in him a spring of water welling up to 

eternal life."  

 
15
The woman said to him, "Sir, give me this water so that I won't get thirsty and have to keep coming here 

to draw water."  

 
16
He told her, "Go, call your husband and come back."  

 
17
"I have no husband," she replied.  

   Jesus said to her, "You are right when you say you have no husband. 
18
The fact is, you have had five 

husbands, and the man you now have is not your husband. What you have just said is quite true."  

 
19
"Sir," the woman said, "I can see that you are a prophet. 

20
Our fathers worshiped on this mountain, but 

you Jews claim that the place where we must worship is in Jerusalem."  

 
21
Jesus declared, "Believe me, woman, a time is coming when you will worship the Father neither on this 

mountain nor in Jerusalem. 
22
You Samaritans worship what you do not know; we worship what we do 

know, for salvation is from the Jews. 
23
Yet a time is coming and has now come when the true worshipers 

will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for they are the kind of worshipers the Father seeks. 
24
God is 

spirit, and his worshipers must worship in spirit and in truth."  

 
25
The woman said, "I know that Messiah" (called Christ) "is coming. When he comes, he will explain 

everything to us."  

 
26
Then Jesus declared, "I who speak to you am he."  

The Disciples Rejoin Jesus  

 
27
Just then his disciples returned and were surprised to find him talking with a woman. But no one asked, 

"What do you want?" or "Why are you talking with her?"  

 
28
Then, leaving her water jar, the woman went back to the town and said to the people, 

29
"Come, see a man 

who told me everything I ever did. Could this be the Christ
[ad]

?" 
30
They came out of the town and made 

their way toward him.  

 
31
Meanwhile his disciples urged him, "Rabbi, eat something."  

 
32
But he said to them, "I have food to eat that you know nothing about."  

 
33
Then his disciples said to each other, "Could someone have brought him food?"  

 
34
"My food," said Jesus, "is to do the will of him who sent me and to finish his work. 

35
Do you not say, 

'Four months more and then the harvest'? I tell you, open your eyes and look at the fields! They are ripe for 

harvest. 
36
Even now the reaper draws his wages, even now he harvests the crop for eternal life, so that the 

sower and the reaper may be glad together. 
37
Thus the saying 'One sows and another reaps' is true. 

38
I sent 
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you to reap what you have not worked for. Others have done the hard work, and you have reaped the 

benefits of their labor."  

Many Samaritans Believe  

 
39
Many of the Samaritans from that town believed in him because of the woman's testimony, "He told me 

everything I ever did." 
40
So when the Samaritans came to him, they urged him to stay with them, and he 

stayed two days. 
41
And because of his words many more became believers.  

 
42
They said to the woman, "We no longer believe just because of what you said; now we have heard for 

ourselves, and we know that this man really is the Savior of the world."  

Jesus Heals the Official's Son  

 
43
After the two days he left for Galilee. 

44
(Now Jesus himself had pointed out that a prophet has no honor 

in his own country.) 
45
When he arrived in Galilee, the Galileans welcomed him. They had seen all that he 

had done in Jerusalem at the Passover Feast, for they also had been there.  

 
46
Once more he visited Cana in Galilee, where he had turned the water into wine. And there was a certain 

royal official whose son lay sick at Capernaum. 
47
When this man heard that Jesus had arrived in Galilee 

from Judea, he went to him and begged him to come and heal his son, who was close to death.  

 
48
"Unless you people see miraculous signs and wonders," Jesus told him, "you will never believe."  

 
49
The royal official said, "Sir, come down before my child dies."  

 
50
Jesus replied, "You may go. Your son will live."  

      The man took Jesus at his word and departed. 
51
While he was still on the way, his servants met him 

with the news that his boy was living. 
52
When he inquired as to the time when his son got better, they said 

to him, "The fever left him yesterday at the seventh hour."  

 
53
Then the father realized that this was the exact time at which Jesus had said to him, "Your son will live." 

So he and all his household believed.  

 
54
This was the second miraculous sign that Jesus performed, having come from Judea to Galilee.  

John 5 

The Healing at the Pool  

 
1
Some time later, Jesus went up to Jerusalem for a feast of the Jews. 

2
Now there is in Jerusalem near the 

Sheep Gate a pool, which in Aramaic is called Bethesda
[ae]

 and which is surrounded by five covered 

colonnades. 
3
Here a great number of disabled people used to lie—the blind, the lame, the paralyzed.

[af]
 
5
One 

who was there had been an invalid for thirty-eight years. 
6
When Jesus saw him lying there and learned that 

he had been in this condition for a long time, he asked him, "Do you want to get well?"  

 
7
"Sir," the invalid replied, "I have no one to help me into the pool when the water is stirred. While I am 

trying to get in, someone else goes down ahead of me."  

 
8
Then Jesus said to him, "Get up! Pick up your mat and walk." 

9
At once the man was cured; he picked up 

his mat and walked.  

      The day on which this took place was a Sabbath, 
10
and so the Jews said to the man who had been healed, 

"It is the Sabbath; the law forbids you to carry your mat."  

 
11
But he replied, "The man who made me well said to me, 'Pick up your mat and walk.' "  

 
12
So they asked him, "Who is this fellow who told you to pick it up and walk?"  

 
13
The man who was healed had no idea who it was, for Jesus had slipped away into the crowd that was 

there.  

 
14
Later Jesus found him at the temple and said to him, "See, you are well again. Stop sinning or something 

worse may happen to you." 
15
The man went away and told the Jews that it was Jesus who had made him 

well.  

Life Through the Son  

 
16
So, because Jesus was doing these things on the Sabbath, the Jews persecuted him. 

17
Jesus said to them, 

"My Father is always at his work to this very day, and I, too, am working." 
18
For this reason the Jews tried 

all the harder to kill him; not only was he breaking the Sabbath, but he was even calling God his own 

Father, making himself equal with God.  

 
19
Jesus gave them this answer: "I tell you the truth, the Son can do nothing by himself; he can do only what 

he sees his Father doing, because whatever the Father does the Son also does. 
20
For the Father loves the 

Son and shows him all he does. Yes, to your amazement he will show him even greater things than these. 
21
For just as the Father raises the dead and gives them life, even so the Son gives life to whom he is pleased 

to give it. 
22
Moreover, the Father judges no one, but has entrusted all judgment to the Son, 

23
that all may 

honor the Son just as they honor the Father. He who does not honor the Son does not honor the Father, who 

sent him.  
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24
"I tell you the truth, whoever hears my word and believes him who sent me has eternal life and will not 

be condemned; he has crossed over from death to life. 
25
I tell you the truth, a time is coming and has now 

come when the dead will hear the voice of the Son of God and those who hear will live. 
26
For as the Father 

has life in himself, so he has granted the Son to have life in himself. 
27
And he has given him authority to 

judge because he is the Son of Man.  

 
28
"Do not be amazed at this, for a time is coming when all who are in their graves will hear his voice 

29
and 

come out—those who have done good will rise to live, and those who have done evil will rise to be 

condemned. 
30
By myself I can do nothing; I judge only as I hear, and my judgment is just, for I seek not to 

please myself but him who sent me.  

Testimonies About Jesus  

 
31
"If I testify about myself, my testimony is not valid. 

32
There is another who testifies in my favor, and I 

know that his testimony about me is valid.  

 
33
"You have sent to John and he has testified to the truth. 

34
Not that I accept human testimony; but I 

mention it that you may be saved. 
35
John was a lamp that burned and gave light, and you chose for a time to 

enjoy his light.  

 
36
"I have testimony weightier than that of John. For the very work that the Father has given me to finish, 

and which I am doing, testifies that the Father has sent me. 
37
And the Father who sent me has himself 

testified concerning me. You have never heard his voice nor seen his form, 
38
nor does his word dwell in 

you, for you do not believe the one he sent. 
39
You diligently study

[ag]
 the Scriptures because you think that 

by them you possess eternal life. These are the Scriptures that testify about me, 
40
yet you refuse to come to 

me to have life.  

 
41
"I do not accept praise from men, 

42
but I know you. I know that you do not have the love of God in your 

hearts. 
43
I have come in my Father's name, and you do not accept me; but if someone else comes in his own 

name, you will accept him. 
44
How can you believe if you accept praise from one another, yet make no 

effort to obtain the praise that comes from the only God
[ah]

?  

 
45
"But do not think I will accuse you before the Father. Your accuser is Moses, on whom your hopes are 

set. 
46
If you believed Moses, you would believe me, for he wrote about me. 

47
But since you do not believe 

what he wrote, how are you going to believe what I say?"  

John 6 

Jesus Feeds the Five Thousand  

 
1
Some time after this, Jesus crossed to the far shore of the Sea of Galilee (that is, the Sea of Tiberias), 

2
and 

a great crowd of people followed him because they saw the miraculous signs he had performed on the sick. 
3
Then Jesus went up on a mountainside and sat down with his disciples. 

4
The Jewish Passover Feast was 

near.  

 
5
When Jesus looked up and saw a great crowd coming toward him, he said to Philip, "Where shall we buy 

bread for these people to eat?" 
6
He asked this only to test him, for he already had in mind what he was 

going to do.  

 
7
Philip answered him, "Eight months' wages

[ai]
 would not buy enough bread for each one to have a bite!"  

 
8
Another of his disciples, Andrew, Simon Peter's brother, spoke up, 

9
"Here is a boy with five small barley 

loaves and two small fish, but how far will they go among so many?"  

 
10
Jesus said, "Have the people sit down." There was plenty of grass in that place, and the men sat down, 

about five thousand of them. 
11
Jesus then took the loaves, gave thanks, and distributed to those who were 

seated as much as they wanted. He did the same with the fish.  

 
12
When they had all had enough to eat, he said to his disciples, "Gather the pieces that are left over. Let 

nothing be wasted." 
13
So they gathered them and filled twelve baskets with the pieces of the five barley 

loaves left over by those who had eaten.  

 
14
After the people saw the miraculous sign that Jesus did, they began to say, "Surely this is the Prophet 

who is to come into the world." 
15
Jesus, knowing that they intended to come and make him king by force, 

withdrew again to a mountain by himself.  

Jesus Walks on the Water  

 
16
When evening came, his disciples went down to the lake, 

17
where they got into a boat and set off across 

the lake for Capernaum. By now it was dark, and Jesus had not yet joined them. 
18
A strong wind was 

blowing and the waters grew rough. 
19
When they had rowed three or three and a half miles,

[aj]
 they saw 

Jesus approaching the boat, walking on the water; and they were terrified. 
20
But he said to them, "It is I; 

don't be afraid." 
21
Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and immediately the boat reached the 

shore where they were heading.  
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22
The next day the crowd that had stayed on the opposite shore of the lake realized that only one boat had 

been there, and that Jesus had not entered it with his disciples, but that they had gone away alone. 
23
Then 

some boats from Tiberias landed near the place where the people had eaten the bread after the Lord had 

given thanks. 
24
Once the crowd realized that neither Jesus nor his disciples were there, they got into the 

boats and went to Capernaum in search of Jesus.  

Jesus the Bread of Life  

 
25
When they found him on the other side of the lake, they asked him, "Rabbi, when did you get here?"  

 
26
Jesus answered, "I tell you the truth, you are looking for me, not because you saw miraculous signs but 

because you ate the loaves and had your fill. 
27
Do not work for food that spoils, but for food that endures to 

eternal life, which the Son of Man will give you. On him God the Father has placed his seal of approval."  

 
28
Then they asked him, "What must we do to do the works God requires?"  

 
29
Jesus answered, "The work of God is this: to believe in the one he has sent."  

 
30
So they asked him, "What miraculous sign then will you give that we may see it and believe you? What 

will you do? 
31
Our forefathers ate the manna in the desert; as it is written: 'He gave them bread from heaven 

to eat.'
[ak]

"  

 
32
Jesus said to them, "I tell you the truth, it is not Moses who has given you the bread from heaven, but it is 

my Father who gives you the true bread from heaven. 
33
For the bread of God is he who comes down from 

heaven and gives life to the world."  

 
34
"Sir," they said, "from now on give us this bread."  

 
35
Then Jesus declared, "I am the bread of life. He who comes to me will never go hungry, and he who 

believes in me will never be thirsty. 
36
But as I told you, you have seen me and still you do not believe. 

37
All 

that the Father gives me will come to me, and whoever comes to me I will never drive away. 
38
For I have 

come down from heaven not to do my will but to do the will of him who sent me. 
39
And this is the will of 

him who sent me, that I shall lose none of all that he has given me, but raise them up at the last day. 
40
For 

my Father's will is that everyone who looks to the Son and believes in him shall have eternal life, and I will 

raise him up at the last day."  

 
41
At this the Jews began to grumble about him because he said, "I am the bread that came down from 

heaven." 
42
They said, "Is this not Jesus, the son of Joseph, whose father and mother we know? How can he 

now say, 'I came down from heaven'?"  

 
43
"Stop grumbling among yourselves," Jesus answered. 

44
"No one can come to me unless the Father who 

sent me draws him, and I will raise him up at the last day. 
45
It is written in the Prophets: 'They will all be 

taught by God.'
[al]
 Everyone who listens to the Father and learns from him comes to me. 

46
No one has seen 

the Father except the one who is from God; only he has seen the Father. 
47
I tell you the truth, he who 

believes has everlasting life. 
48
I am the bread of life. 

49
Your forefathers ate the manna in the desert, yet they 

died. 
50
But here is the bread that comes down from heaven, which a man may eat and not die. 

51
I am the 

living bread that came down from heaven. If anyone eats of this bread, he will live forever. This bread is 

my flesh, which I will give for the life of the world."  

 
52
Then the Jews began to argue sharply among themselves, "How can this man give us his flesh to eat?"  

 
53
Jesus said to them, "I tell you the truth, unless you eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, 

you have no life in you. 
54
Whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood has eternal life, and I will raise him 

up at the last day. 
55
For my flesh is real food and my blood is real drink. 

56
Whoever eats my flesh and 

drinks my blood remains in me, and I in him. 
57
Just as the living Father sent me and I live because of the 

Father, so the one who feeds on me will live because of me. 
58
This is the bread that came down from 

heaven. Your forefathers ate manna and died, but he who feeds on this bread will live forever." 
59
He said 

this while teaching in the synagogue in Capernaum.  

Many Disciples Desert Jesus  

 
60
On hearing it, many of his disciples said, "This is a hard teaching. Who can accept it?"  

 
61
Aware that his disciples were grumbling about this, Jesus said to them, "Does this offend you? 

62
What if 

you see the Son of Man ascend to where he was before! 
63
The Spirit gives life; the flesh counts for nothing. 

The words I have spoken to you are spirit
[am]

 and they are life. 
64
Yet there are some of you who do not 

believe." For Jesus had known from the beginning which of them did not believe and who would betray 

him. 
65
He went on to say, "This is why I told you that no one can come to me unless the Father has enabled 

him."  

 
66
From this time many of his disciples turned back and no longer followed him.  

 
67
"You do not want to leave too, do you?" Jesus asked the Twelve.  

 
68
Simon Peter answered him, "Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of eternal life. 

69
We 

believe and know that you are the Holy One of God."  
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70
Then Jesus replied, "Have I not chosen you, the Twelve? Yet one of you is a devil!" 

71
(He meant Judas, 

the son of Simon Iscariot, who, though one of the Twelve, was later to betray him.)  

John 7 

Jesus Goes to the Feast of Tabernacles  

 
1
After this, Jesus went around in Galilee, purposely staying away from Judea because the Jews there were 

waiting to take his life. 
2
But when the Jewish Feast of Tabernacles was near, 

3
Jesus' brothers said to him, 

"You ought to leave here and go to Judea, so that your disciples may see the miracles you do. 
4
No one who 

wants to become a public figure acts in secret. Since you are doing these things, show yourself to the 

world." 
5
For even his own brothers did not believe in him.  

 
6
Therefore Jesus told them, "The right time for me has not yet come; for you any time is right. 

7
The world 

cannot hate you, but it hates me because I testify that what it does is evil. 
8
You go to the Feast. I am not 

yet
[an]

 going up to this Feast, because for me the right time has not yet come." 
9
Having said this, he stayed 

in Galilee.  

 
10
However, after his brothers had left for the Feast, he went also, not publicly, but in secret. 

11
Now at the 

Feast the Jews were watching for him and asking, "Where is that man?"  

 
12
Among the crowds there was widespread whispering about him. Some said, "He is a good man."  

   Others replied, "No, he deceives the people." 
13
But no one would say anything publicly about him for fear 

of the Jews.  

Jesus Teaches at the Feast  

 
14
Not until halfway through the Feast did Jesus go up to the temple courts and begin to teach. 

15
The Jews 

were amazed and asked, "How did this man get such learning without having studied?"  

 
16
Jesus answered, "My teaching is not my own. It comes from him who sent me. 

17
If anyone chooses to do 

God's will, he will find out whether my teaching comes from God or whether I speak on my own. 
18
He who 

speaks on his own does so to gain honor for himself, but he who works for the honor of the one who sent 

him is a man of truth; there is nothing false about him. 
19
Has not Moses given you the law? Yet not one of 

you keeps the law. Why are you trying to kill me?"  

 
20
"You are demon-possessed," the crowd answered. "Who is trying to kill you?"  

 
21
Jesus said to them, "I did one miracle, and you are all astonished. 

22
Yet, because Moses gave you 

circumcision (though actually it did not come from Moses, but from the patriarchs), you circumcise a child 

on the Sabbath. 
23
Now if a child can be circumcised on the Sabbath so that the law of Moses may not be 

broken, why are you angry with me for healing the whole man on the Sabbath? 
24
Stop judging by mere 

appearances, and make a right judgment."  

Is Jesus the Christ?  

 
25
At that point some of the people of Jerusalem began to ask, "Isn't this the man they are trying to kill? 

26
Here he is, speaking publicly, and they are not saying a word to him. Have the authorities really 

concluded that he is the Christ
[ao]

? 
27
But we know where this man is from; when the Christ comes, no one 

will know where he is from."  

 
28
Then Jesus, still teaching in the temple courts, cried out, "Yes, you know me, and you know where I am 

from. I am not here on my own, but he who sent me is true. You do not know him, 
29
but I know him 

because I am from him and he sent me."  

 
30
At this they tried to seize him, but no one laid a hand on him, because his time had not yet come. 

31
Still, 

many in the crowd put their faith in him. They said, "When the Christ comes, will he do more miraculous 

signs than this man?"  

 
32
The Pharisees heard the crowd whispering such things about him. Then the chief priests and the 

Pharisees sent temple guards to arrest him.  

 
33
Jesus said, "I am with you for only a short time, and then I go to the one who sent me. 

34
You will look for 

me, but you will not find me; and where I am, you cannot come."  

 
35
The Jews said to one another, "Where does this man intend to go that we cannot find him? Will he go 

where our people live scattered among the Greeks, and teach the Greeks? 
36
What did he mean when he said, 

'You will look for me, but you will not find me,' and 'Where I am, you cannot come'?"  

 
37
On the last and greatest day of the Feast, Jesus stood and said in a loud voice, "If anyone is thirsty, let 

him come to me and drink. 
38
Whoever believes in me, as

[ap]
 the Scripture has said, streams of living water 

will flow from within him." 
39
By this he meant the Spirit, whom those who believed in him were later to 

receive. Up to that time the Spirit had not been given, since Jesus had not yet been glorified.  

 
40
On hearing his words, some of the people said, "Surely this man is the Prophet."  

 
41
Others said, "He is the Christ."  
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   Still others asked, "How can the Christ come from Galilee? 
42
Does not the Scripture say that the Christ 

will come from David's family
[aq]

 and from Bethlehem, the town where David lived?" 
43
Thus the people 

were divided because of Jesus. 
44
Some wanted to seize him, but no one laid a hand on him.  

Unbelief of the Jewish Leaders  

 
45
Finally the temple guards went back to the chief priests and Pharisees, who asked them, "Why didn't you 

bring him in?"  

 
46
"No one ever spoke the way this man does," the guards declared.  

 
47
"You mean he has deceived you also?" the Pharisees retorted. 

48
"Has any of the rulers or of the Pharisees 

believed in him? 
49
No! But this mob that knows nothing of the law—there is a curse on them."  

 
50
Nicodemus, who had gone to Jesus earlier and who was one of their own number, asked, 

51
"Does our law 

condemn anyone without first hearing him to find out what he is doing?"  

 
52
They replied, "Are you from Galilee, too? Look into it, and you will find that a prophet

[ar]
 does not come 

out of Galilee."  

((The earliest and most reliable manuscripts and other ancient witnesses do not have John 7:53-8:11.))  

 
53
Then each went to his own home.  

John 8 

 
1
But Jesus went to the Mount of Olives. 

2
At dawn he appeared again in the temple courts, where all the 

people gathered around him, and he sat down to teach them. 
3
The teachers of the law and the Pharisees 

brought in a woman caught in adultery. They made her stand before the group 
4
and said to Jesus, "Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the act of adultery. 
5
In the Law Moses commanded us to stone such women. 

Now what do you say?" 
6
They were using this question as a trap, in order to have a basis for accusing him.  

   But Jesus bent down and started to write on the ground with his finger. 
7
When they kept on questioning 

him, he straightened up and said to them, "If any one of you is without sin, let him be the first to throw a 

stone at her." 
8
Again he stooped down and wrote on the ground.  

 
9
At this, those who heard began to go away one at a time, the older ones first, until only Jesus was left, 

with the woman still standing there. 
10
Jesus straightened up and asked her, "Woman, where are they? Has 

no one condemned you?"  

 
11
"No one, sir," she said.  

      "Then neither do I condemn you," Jesus declared. "Go now and leave your life of sin."  

The Validity of Jesus' Testimony  

 
12
When Jesus spoke again to the people, he said, "I am the light of the world. Whoever follows me will 

never walk in darkness, but will have the light of life."  

 
13
The Pharisees challenged him, "Here you are, appearing as your own witness; your testimony is not 

valid."  

 
14
Jesus answered, "Even if I testify on my own behalf, my testimony is valid, for I know where I came 

from and where I am going. But you have no idea where I come from or where I am going. 
15
You judge by 

human standards; I pass judgment on no one. 
16
But if I do judge, my decisions are right, because I am not 

alone. I stand with the Father, who sent me. 
17
In your own Law it is written that the testimony of two men 

is valid. 
18
I am one who testifies for myself; my other witness is the Father, who sent me."  

 
19
Then they asked him, "Where is your father?"  

   "You do not know me or my Father," Jesus replied. "If you knew me, you would know my Father also." 
20
He spoke these words while teaching in the temple area near the place where the offerings were put. Yet 

no one seized him, because his time had not yet come.  

 
21
Once more Jesus said to them, "I am going away, and you will look for me, and you will die in your sin. 

Where I go, you cannot come."  

 
22
This made the Jews ask, "Will he kill himself? Is that why he says, 'Where I go, you cannot come'?"  

 
23
But he continued, "You are from below; I am from above. You are of this world; I am not of this world. 

24
I told you that you would die in your sins; if you do not believe that I am the one I claim to be,

[a]
 you will 

indeed die in your sins."  

 
25
"Who are you?" they asked.  

   "Just what I have been claiming all along," Jesus replied. 
26
"I have much to say in judgment of you. But 

he who sent me is reliable, and what I have heard from him I tell the world."  

 
27
They did not understand that he was telling them about his Father. 

28
So Jesus said, "When you have lifted 

up the Son of Man, then you will know that I am the one I claim to be and that I do nothing on my own but 

speak just what the Father has taught me. 
29
The one who sent me is with me; he has not left me alone, for I 

always do what pleases him." 
30
Even as he spoke, many put their faith in him.  

The Children of Abraham  
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31
To the Jews who had believed him, Jesus said, "If you hold to my teaching, you are really my disciples. 

32
Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free."  

 
33
They answered him, "We are Abraham's descendants

[b]
 and have never been slaves of anyone. How can 

you say that we shall be set free?"  

 
34
Jesus replied, "I tell you the truth, everyone who sins is a slave to sin. 

35
Now a slave has no permanent 

place in the family, but a son belongs to it forever. 
36
So if the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed. 

37
I 

know you are Abraham's descendants. Yet you are ready to kill me, because you have no room for my word. 
38
I am telling you what I have seen in the Father's presence, and you do what you have heard from your 

father.
[c]
"  

 
39
"Abraham is our father," they answered.  

   "If you were Abraham's children," said Jesus, "then you would
[d]
 do the things Abraham did. 

40
As it is, 

you are determined to kill me, a man who has told you the truth that I heard from God. Abraham did not do 

such things. 
41
You are doing the things your own father does."  

      "We are not illegitimate children," they protested. "The only Father we have is God himself."  

The Children of the Devil  

 
42
Jesus said to them, "If God were your Father, you would love me, for I came from God and now am here. 

I have not come on my own; but he sent me. 
43
Why is my language not clear to you? Because you are 

unable to hear what I say. 
44
You belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry out your father's 

desire. He was a murderer from the beginning, not holding to the truth, for there is no truth in him. When 

he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the father of lies. 
45
Yet because I tell the truth, you 

do not believe me! 
46
Can any of you prove me guilty of sin? If I am telling the truth, why don't you believe 

me? 
47
He who belongs to God hears what God says. The reason you do not hear is that you do not belong to 

God."  

The Claims of Jesus About Himself  

 
48
The Jews answered him, "Aren't we right in saying that you are a Samaritan and demon-possessed?"  

 
49
"I am not possessed by a demon," said Jesus, "but I honor my Father and you dishonor me. 

50
I am not 

seeking glory for myself; but there is one who seeks it, and he is the judge. 
51
I tell you the truth, if anyone 

keeps my word, he will never see death."  

 
52
At this the Jews exclaimed, "Now we know that you are demon-possessed! Abraham died and so did the 

prophets, yet you say that if anyone keeps your word, he will never taste death. 
53
Are you greater than our 

father Abraham? He died, and so did the prophets. Who do you think you are?"  

 
54
Jesus replied, "If I glorify myself, my glory means nothing. My Father, whom you claim as your God, is 

the one who glorifies me. 
55
Though you do not know him, I know him. If I said I did not, I would be a liar 

like you, but I do know him and keep his word. 
56
Your father Abraham rejoiced at the thought of seeing my 

day; he saw it and was glad."  

 
57
"You are not yet fifty years old," the Jews said to him, "and you have seen Abraham!"  

 
58
"I tell you the truth," Jesus answered, "before Abraham was born, I am!" 

59
At this, they picked up stones 

to stone him, but Jesus hid himself, slipping away from the temple grounds.  

John 9 

Jesus Heals a Man Born Blind  

 
1
As he went along, he saw a man blind from birth. 

2
His disciples asked him, "Rabbi, who sinned, this man 

or his parents, that he was born blind?"  

 
3
"Neither this man nor his parents sinned," said Jesus, "but this happened so that the work of God might be 

displayed in his life. 
4
As long as it is day, we must do the work of him who sent me. Night is coming, when 

no one can work. 
5
While I am in the world, I am the light of the world."  

 
6
Having said this, he spit on the ground, made some mud with the saliva, and put it on the man's eyes. 

7
"Go," he told him, "wash in the Pool of Siloam" (this word means Sent). So the man went and washed, and 

came home seeing.  

 
8
His neighbors and those who had formerly seen him begging asked, "Isn't this the same man who used to 

sit and beg?" 
9
Some claimed that he was.  

      Others said, "No, he only looks like him."  

      But he himself insisted, "I am the man."  

 
10
"How then were your eyes opened?" they demanded.  

 
11
He replied, "The man they call Jesus made some mud and put it on my eyes. He told me to go to Siloam 

and wash. So I went and washed, and then I could see."  

 
12
"Where is this man?" they asked him.  

      "I don't know," he said.  
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The Pharisees Investigate the Healing  

 
13
They brought to the Pharisees the man who had been blind. 

14
Now the day on which Jesus had made the 

mud and opened the man's eyes was a Sabbath. 
15
Therefore the Pharisees also asked him how he had 

received his sight. "He put mud on my eyes," the man replied, "and I washed, and now I see."  

 
16
Some of the Pharisees said, "This man is not from God, for he does not keep the Sabbath."  

      But others asked, "How can a sinner do such miraculous signs?" So they were divided.  

 
17
Finally they turned again to the blind man, "What have you to say about him? It was your eyes he 

opened."  

      The man replied, "He is a prophet."  

 
18
The Jews still did not believe that he had been blind and had received his sight until they sent for the 

man's parents. 
19
"Is this your son?" they asked. "Is this the one you say was born blind? How is it that now 

he can see?"  

 
20
"We know he is our son," the parents answered, "and we know he was born blind. 

21
But how he can see 

now, or who opened his eyes, we don't know. Ask him. He is of age; he will speak for himself." 
22
His 

parents said this because they were afraid of the Jews, for already the Jews had decided that anyone who 

acknowledged that Jesus was the Christ
[e]
 would be put out of the synagogue. 

23
That was why his parents 

said, "He is of age; ask him."  

 
24
A second time they summoned the man who had been blind. "Give glory to God,

[f]
" they said. "We know 

this man is a sinner."  

 
25
He replied, "Whether he is a sinner or not, I don't know. One thing I do know. I was blind but now I see!"  

 
26
Then they asked him, "What did he do to you? How did he open your eyes?"  

 
27
He answered, "I have told you already and you did not listen. Why do you want to hear it again? Do you 

want to become his disciples, too?"  

 
28
Then they hurled insults at him and said, "You are this fellow's disciple! We are disciples of Moses! 

29
We know that God spoke to Moses, but as for this fellow, we don't even know where he comes from."  

 
30
The man answered, "Now that is remarkable! You don't know where he comes from, yet he opened my 

eyes. 
31
We know that God does not listen to sinners. He listens to the godly man who does his will. 

32
Nobody has ever heard of opening the eyes of a man born blind. 

33
If this man were not from God, he 

could do nothing."  

 
34
To this they replied, "You were steeped in sin at birth; how dare you lecture us!" And they threw him out.  

Spiritual Blindness  

 
35
Jesus heard that they had thrown him out, and when he found him, he said, "Do you believe in the Son of 

Man?"  

 
36
"Who is he, sir?" the man asked. "Tell me so that I may believe in him."  

 
37
Jesus said, "You have now seen him; in fact, he is the one speaking with you."  

 
38
Then the man said, "Lord, I believe," and he worshiped him.  

 
39
Jesus said, "For judgment I have come into this world, so that the blind will see and those who see will 

become blind."  

 
40
Some Pharisees who were with him heard him say this and asked, "What? Are we blind too?"  

 
41
Jesus said, "If you were blind, you would not be guilty of sin; but now that you claim you can see, your 

guilt remains.  

John 10 

The Shepherd and His Flock  

 
1
"I tell you the truth, the man who does not enter the sheep pen by the gate, but climbs in by some other 

way, is a thief and a robber. 
2
The man who enters by the gate is the shepherd of his sheep. 

3
The watchman 

opens the gate for him, and the sheep listen to his voice. He calls his own sheep by name and leads them 

out. 
4
When he has brought out all his own, he goes on ahead of them, and his sheep follow him because 

they know his voice. 
5
But they will never follow a stranger; in fact, they will run away from him because 

they do not recognize a stranger's voice." 
6
Jesus used this figure of speech, but they did not understand 

what he was telling them.  

 
7
Therefore Jesus said again, "I tell you the truth, I am the gate for the sheep. 

8
All who ever came before me 

were thieves and robbers, but the sheep did not listen to them. 
9
I am the gate; whoever enters through me 

will be saved.
[g]
 He will come in and go out, and find pasture. 

10
The thief comes only to steal and kill and 

destroy; I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.  

 
11
"I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep. 

12
The hired hand is not the 

shepherd who owns the sheep. So when he sees the wolf coming, he abandons the sheep and runs away. 
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Then the wolf attacks the flock and scatters it. 
13
The man runs away because he is a hired hand and cares 

nothing for the sheep.  

 
14
"I am the good shepherd; I know my sheep and my sheep know me— 

15
just as the Father knows me and I 

know the Father—and I lay down my life for the sheep. 
16
I have other sheep that are not of this sheep pen. I 

must bring them also. They too will listen to my voice, and there shall be one flock and one shepherd. 
17
The 

reason my Father loves me is that I lay down my life—only to take it up again. 
18
No one takes it from me, 

but I lay it down of my own accord. I have authority to lay it down and authority to take it up again. This 

command I received from my Father."  

 
19
At these words the Jews were again divided. 

20
Many of them said, "He is demon-possessed and raving 

mad. Why listen to him?"  

 
21
But others said, "These are not the sayings of a man possessed by a demon. Can a demon open the eyes 

of the blind?"  

The Unbelief of the Jews  

 
22
Then came the Feast of Dedication

[h]
 at Jerusalem. It was winter, 

23
and Jesus was in the temple area 

walking in Solomon's Colonnade. 
24
The Jews gathered around him, saying, "How long will you keep us in 

suspense? If you are the Christ,
[i]
 tell us plainly."  

 
25
Jesus answered, "I did tell you, but you do not believe. The miracles I do in my Father's name speak for 

me, 
26
but you do not believe because you are not my sheep. 

27
My sheep listen to my voice; I know them, 

and they follow me. 
28
I give them eternal life, and they shall never perish; no one can snatch them out of 

my hand. 
29
My Father, who has given them to me, is greater than all

[j]
; no one can snatch them out of my 

Father's hand. 
30
I and the Father are one."  

 
31
Again the Jews picked up stones to stone him, 

32
but Jesus said to them, "I have shown you many great 

miracles from the Father. For which of these do you stone me?"  

 
33
"We are not stoning you for any of these," replied the Jews, "but for blasphemy, because you, a mere 

man, claim to be God."  

 
34
Jesus answered them, "Is it not written in your Law, 'I have said you are gods'

[k]
? 

35
If he called them 

'gods,' to whom the word of God came—and the Scripture cannot be broken— 
36
what about the one whom 

the Father set apart as his very own and sent into the world? Why then do you accuse me of blasphemy 

because I said, 'I am God's Son'? 
37
Do not believe me unless I do what my Father does. 

38
But if I do it, even 

though you do not believe me, believe the miracles, that you may know and understand that the Father is in 

me, and I in the Father." 
39
Again they tried to seize him, but he escaped their grasp.  

 
40
Then Jesus went back across the Jordan to the place where John had been baptizing in the early days. 

Here he stayed 
41
and many people came to him. They said, "Though John never performed a miraculous 

sign, all that John said about this man was true." 
42
And in that place many believed in Jesus.  

John 11 

The Death of Lazarus  

 
1
Now a man named Lazarus was sick. He was from Bethany, the village of Mary and her sister Martha. 

2
This Mary, whose brother Lazarus now lay sick, was the same one who poured perfume on the Lord and 

wiped his feet with her hair. 
3
So the sisters sent word to Jesus, "Lord, the one you love is sick."  

 
4
When he heard this, Jesus said, "This sickness will not end in death. No, it is for God's glory so that God's 

Son may be glorified through it." 
5
Jesus loved Martha and her sister and Lazarus. 

6
Yet when he heard that 

Lazarus was sick, he stayed where he was two more days.  

 
7
Then he said to his disciples, "Let us go back to Judea."  

 
8
"But Rabbi," they said, "a short while ago the Jews tried to stone you, and yet you are going back there?"  

 
9
Jesus answered, "Are there not twelve hours of daylight? A man who walks by day will not stumble, for 

he sees by this world's light. 
10
It is when he walks by night that he stumbles, for he has no light."  

 
11
After he had said this, he went on to tell them, "Our friend Lazarus has fallen asleep; but I am going there 

to wake him up."  

 
12
His disciples replied, "Lord, if he sleeps, he will get better." 

13
Jesus had been speaking of his death, but 

his disciples thought he meant natural sleep.  

 
14
So then he told them plainly, "Lazarus is dead, 

15
and for your sake I am glad I was not there, so that you 

may believe. But let us go to him."  

 
16
Then Thomas (called Didymus) said to the rest of the disciples, "Let us also go, that we may die with 

him."  

Jesus Comforts the Sisters  

 
17
On his arrival, Jesus found that Lazarus had already been in the tomb for four days. 

18
Bethany was less 

than two miles
[l]
 from Jerusalem, 

19
and many Jews had come to Martha and Mary to comfort them in the 
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loss of their brother. 
20
When Martha heard that Jesus was coming, she went out to meet him, but Mary 

stayed at home.  

 
21
"Lord," Martha said to Jesus, "if you had been here, my brother would not have died. 

22
But I know that 

even now God will give you whatever you ask."  

 
23
Jesus said to her, "Your brother will rise again."  

 
24
Martha answered, "I know he will rise again in the resurrection at the last day."  

 
25
Jesus said to her, "I am the resurrection and the life. He who believes in me will live, even though he dies; 

26
and whoever lives and believes in me will never die. Do you believe this?"  

 
27
"Yes, Lord," she told him, "I believe that you are the Christ,

[m]
 the Son of God, who was to come into the 

world."  

 
28
And after she had said this, she went back and called her sister Mary aside. "The Teacher is here," she 

said, "and is asking for you." 
29
When Mary heard this, she got up quickly and went to him. 

30
Now Jesus had 

not yet entered the village, but was still at the place where Martha had met him. 
31
When the Jews who had 

been with Mary in the house, comforting her, noticed how quickly she got up and went out, they followed 

her, supposing she was going to the tomb to mourn there.  

 
32
When Mary reached the place where Jesus was and saw him, she fell at his feet and said, "Lord, if you 

had been here, my brother would not have died."  

 
33
When Jesus saw her weeping, and the Jews who had come along with her also weeping, he was deeply 

moved in spirit and troubled. 
34
"Where have you laid him?" he asked.  

      "Come and see, Lord," they replied.  

 
35
Jesus wept.  

 
36
Then the Jews said, "See how he loved him!"  

 
37
But some of them said, "Could not he who opened the eyes of the blind man have kept this man from 

dying?"  

Jesus Raises Lazarus From the Dead  

 
38
Jesus, once more deeply moved, came to the tomb. It was a cave with a stone laid across the entrance. 

39
"Take away the stone," he said.  

      "But, Lord," said Martha, the sister of the dead man, "by this time there is a bad odor, for he has been 

there four days."  

 
40
Then Jesus said, "Did I not tell you that if you believed, you would see the glory of God?"  

 
41
So they took away the stone. Then Jesus looked up and said, "Father, I thank you that you have heard me. 

42
I knew that you always hear me, but I said this for the benefit of the people standing here, that they may 

believe that you sent me."  

 
43
When he had said this, Jesus called in a loud voice, "Lazarus, come out!" 

44
The dead man came out, his 

hands and feet wrapped with strips of linen, and a cloth around his face.  

      Jesus said to them, "Take off the grave clothes and let him go."  

The Plot to Kill Jesus  

 
45
Therefore many of the Jews who had come to visit Mary, and had seen what Jesus did, put their faith in 

him. 
46
But some of them went to the Pharisees and told them what Jesus had done. 

47
Then the chief priests 

and the Pharisees called a meeting of the Sanhedrin.  

   "What are we accomplishing?" they asked. "Here is this man performing many miraculous signs. 
48
If we 

let him go on like this, everyone will believe in him, and then the Romans will come and take away both 

our place
[n]
 and our nation."  

 
49
Then one of them, named Caiaphas, who was high priest that year, spoke up, "You know nothing at all! 

50
You do not realize that it is better for you that one man die for the people than that the whole nation 

perish."  

 
51
He did not say this on his own, but as high priest that year he prophesied that Jesus would die for the 

Jewish nation, 
52
and not only for that nation but also for the scattered children of God, to bring them 

together and make them one. 
53
So from that day on they plotted to take his life.  

 
54
Therefore Jesus no longer moved about publicly among the Jews. Instead he withdrew to a region near 

the desert, to a village called Ephraim, where he stayed with his disciples.  

 
55
When it was almost time for the Jewish Passover, many went up from the country to Jerusalem for their 

ceremonial cleansing before the Passover. 
56
They kept looking for Jesus, and as they stood in the temple 

area they asked one another, "What do you think? Isn't he coming to the Feast at all?" 
57
But the chief priests 

and Pharisees had given orders that if anyone found out where Jesus was, he should report it so that they 

might arrest him.  

John 12 
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Jesus Anointed at Bethany  

 
1
Six days before the Passover, Jesus arrived at Bethany, where Lazarus lived, whom Jesus had raised from 

the dead. 
2
Here a dinner was given in Jesus' honor. Martha served, while Lazarus was among those 

reclining at the table with him. 
3
Then Mary took about a pint

[o]
 of pure nard, an expensive perfume; she 

poured it on Jesus' feet and wiped his feet with her hair. And the house was filled with the fragrance of the 

perfume.  

 
4
But one of his disciples, Judas Iscariot, who was later to betray him, objected, 

5
"Why wasn't this perfume 

sold and the money given to the poor? It was worth a year's wages.
[p]
" 

6
He did not say this because he cared 

about the poor but because he was a thief; as keeper of the money bag, he used to help himself to what was 

put into it.  

 
7
"Leave her alone," Jesus replied. " It was intended that she should save this perfume for the day of my 

burial. 
8
You will always have the poor among you, but you will not always have me."  

 
9
Meanwhile a large crowd of Jews found out that Jesus was there and came, not only because of him but 

also to see Lazarus, whom he had raised from the dead. 
10
So the chief priests made plans to kill Lazarus as 

well, 
11
for on account of him many of the Jews were going over to Jesus and putting their faith in him.  

The Triumphal Entry  

 
12
The next day the great crowd that had come for the Feast heard that Jesus was on his way to Jerusalem. 

13
They took palm branches and went out to meet him, shouting,  

   "Hosanna!
[q]
"  

   "Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord!"
[r]
  

   "Blessed is the King of Israel!" 
14
Jesus found a young donkey and sat upon it, as it is written,  

 
15
"Do not be afraid, O Daughter of Zion;  

      see, your king is coming,  

      seated on a donkey's colt."
[s]
  

 
16
At first his disciples did not understand all this. Only after Jesus was glorified did they realize that these 

things had been written about him and that they had done these things to him.  

 
17
Now the crowd that was with him when he called Lazarus from the tomb and raised him from the dead 

continued to spread the word. 
18
Many people, because they had heard that he had given this miraculous 

sign, went out to meet him. 
19
So the Pharisees said to one another, "See, this is getting us nowhere. Look 

how the whole world has gone after him!"  

Jesus Predicts His Death  

 
20
Now there were some Greeks among those who went up to worship at the Feast. 

21
They came to Philip, 

who was from Bethsaida in Galilee, with a request. "Sir," they said, "we would like to see Jesus." 
22
Philip 

went to tell Andrew; Andrew and Philip in turn told Jesus.  

 
23
Jesus replied, "The hour has come for the Son of Man to be glorified. 

24
I tell you the truth, unless a kernel 

of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it produces many seeds. 
25
The man who loves his life will lose it, while the man who hates his life in this world will keep it for 

eternal life. 
26
Whoever serves me must follow me; and where I am, my servant also will be. My Father will 

honor the one who serves me.  

 
27
"Now my heart is troubled, and what shall I say? 'Father, save me from this hour'? No, it was for this 

very reason I came to this hour. 
28
Father, glorify your name!"  

   Then a voice came from heaven, "I have glorified it, and will glorify it again." 
29
The crowd that was there 

and heard it said it had thundered; others said an angel had spoken to him.  

 
30
Jesus said, "This voice was for your benefit, not mine. 

31
Now is the time for judgment on this world; now 

the prince of this world will be driven out. 
32
But I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all men to 

myself." 
33
He said this to show the kind of death he was going to die.  

 
34
The crowd spoke up, "We have heard from the Law that the Christ

[t]
 will remain forever, so how can you 

say, 'The Son of Man must be lifted up'? Who is this 'Son of Man'?"  

 
35
Then Jesus told them, "You are going to have the light just a little while longer. Walk while you have the 

light, before darkness overtakes you. The man who walks in the dark does not know where he is going. 
36
Put your trust in the light while you have it, so that you may become sons of light." When he had finished 

speaking, Jesus left and hid himself from them.  

The Jews Continue in Their Unbelief  

 
37
Even after Jesus had done all these miraculous signs in their presence, they still would not believe in him. 

38
This was to fulfill the word of Isaiah the prophet:  

   "Lord, who has believed our message  

      and to whom has the arm of the Lord been revealed?"
[u]
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39
For this reason they could not believe, because, as Isaiah says elsewhere:  

 
40
"He has blinded their eyes  

      and deadened their hearts,  

   so they can neither see with their eyes,  

      nor understand with their hearts,  

      nor turn—and I would heal them."
[v]
 
41
Isaiah said this because he saw Jesus' glory and spoke about him.  

 
42
Yet at the same time many even among the leaders believed in him. But because of the Pharisees they 

would not confess their faith for fear they would be put out of the synagogue; 
43
for they loved praise from 

men more than praise from God.  

 
44
Then Jesus cried out, "When a man believes in me, he does not believe in me only, but in the one who 

sent me. 
45
When he looks at me, he sees the one who sent me. 

46
I have come into the world as a light, so 

that no one who believes in me should stay in darkness.  

 
47
"As for the person who hears my words but does not keep them, I do not judge him. For I did not come to 

judge the world, but to save it. 
48
There is a judge for the one who rejects me and does not accept my words; 

that very word which I spoke will condemn him at the last day. 
49
For I did not speak of my own accord, but 

the Father who sent me commanded me what to say and how to say it. 
50
I know that his command leads to 

eternal life. So whatever I say is just what the Father has told me to say."  

John 13 

Jesus Washes His Disciples' Feet  

 
1
It was just before the Passover Feast. Jesus knew that the time had come for him to leave this world and 

go to the Father. Having loved his own who were in the world, he now showed them the full extent of his 

love.
[w]
  

 
2
The evening meal was being served, and the devil had already prompted Judas Iscariot, son of Simon, to 

betray Jesus. 
3
Jesus knew that the Father had put all things under his power, and that he had come from 

God and was returning to God; 
4
so he got up from the meal, took off his outer clothing, and wrapped a 

towel around his waist. 
5
After that, he poured water into a basin and began to wash his disciples' feet, 

drying them with the towel that was wrapped around him.  

 
6
He came to Simon Peter, who said to him, "Lord, are you going to wash my feet?"  

 
7
Jesus replied, "You do not realize now what I am doing, but later you will understand."  

 
8
"No," said Peter, "you shall never wash my feet."  

      Jesus answered, "Unless I wash you, you have no part with me."  

 
9
"Then, Lord," Simon Peter replied, "not just my feet but my hands and my head as well!"  

 
10
Jesus answered, "A person who has had a bath needs only to wash his feet; his whole body is clean. And 

you are clean, though not every one of you." 
11
For he knew who was going to betray him, and that was why 

he said not every one was clean.  

 
12
When he had finished washing their feet, he put on his clothes and returned to his place. "Do you 

understand what I have done for you?" he asked them. 
13
"You call me 'Teacher' and 'Lord,' and rightly so, 

for that is what I am. 
14
Now that I, your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also should wash 

one another's feet. 
15
I have set you an example that you should do as I have done for you. 

16
I tell you the 

truth, no servant is greater than his master, nor is a messenger greater than the one who sent him. 
17
Now 

that you know these things, you will be blessed if you do them.  

Jesus Predicts His Betrayal  

 
18
"I am not referring to all of you; I know those I have chosen. But this is to fulfill the scripture: 'He who 

shares my bread has lifted up his heel against me.'
[x]
  

 
19
"I am telling you now before it happens, so that when it does happen you will believe that I am He. 

20
I 

tell you the truth, whoever accepts anyone I send accepts me; and whoever accepts me accepts the one who 

sent me."  

 
21
After he had said this, Jesus was troubled in spirit and testified, "I tell you the truth, one of you is going 

to betray me."  

 
22
His disciples stared at one another, at a loss to know which of them he meant. 

23
One of them, the disciple 

whom Jesus loved, was reclining next to him. 
24
Simon Peter motioned to this disciple and said, "Ask him 

which one he means."  

 
25
Leaning back against Jesus, he asked him, "Lord, who is it?"  

 
26
Jesus answered, "It is the one to whom I will give this piece of bread when I have dipped it in the dish." 

Then, dipping the piece of bread, he gave it to Judas Iscariot, son of Simon. 
27
As soon as Judas took the 

bread, Satan entered into him.  
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   "What you are about to do, do quickly," Jesus told him, 
28
but no one at the meal understood why Jesus 

said this to him. 
29
Since Judas had charge of the money, some thought Jesus was telling him to buy what 

was needed for the Feast, or to give something to the poor. 
30
As soon as Judas had taken the bread, he went 

out. And it was night.  

Jesus Predicts Peter's Denial  

 
31
When he was gone, Jesus said, "Now is the Son of Man glorified and God is glorified in him. 

32
If God is 

glorified in him,
[y]
 God will glorify the Son in himself, and will glorify him at once.  

 
33
"My children, I will be with you only a little longer. You will look for me, and just as I told the Jews, so I 

tell you now: Where I am going, you cannot come.  

 
34
"A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. 

35
By 

this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another."  

 
36
Simon Peter asked him, "Lord, where are you going?"  

      Jesus replied, "Where I am going, you cannot follow now, but you will follow later."  

 
37
Peter asked, "Lord, why can't I follow you now? I will lay down my life for you."  

 
38
Then Jesus answered, "Will you really lay down your life for me? I tell you the truth, before the rooster 

crows, you will disown me three times!  

John 14 

Jesus Comforts His Disciples  

 
1
"Do not let your hearts be troubled. Trust in God

[z]
; trust also in me. 

2
In my Father's house are many 

rooms; if it were not so, I would have told you. I am going there to prepare a place for you. 
3
And if I go and 

prepare a place for you, I will come back and take you to be with me that you also may be where I am. 
4
You know the way to the place where I am going."  

Jesus the Way to the Father  

 
5
Thomas said to him, "Lord, we don't know where you are going, so how can we know the way?"  

 
6
Jesus answered, "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me. 

7
If you really knew me, you would know

[aa]
 my Father as well. From now on, you do know him and have 

seen him."  

 
8
Philip said, "Lord, show us the Father and that will be enough for us."  

 
9
Jesus answered: "Don't you know me, Philip, even after I have been among you such a long time? Anyone 

who has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say, 'Show us the Father'? 
10
Don't you believe that I am 

in the Father, and that the Father is in me? The words I say to you are not just my own. Rather, it is the 

Father, living in me, who is doing his work. 
11
Believe me when I say that I am in the Father and the Father 

is in me; or at least believe on the evidence of the miracles themselves. 
12
I tell you the truth, anyone who 

has faith in me will do what I have been doing. He will do even greater things than these, because I am 

going to the Father. 
13
And I will do whatever you ask in my name, so that the Son may bring glory to the 

Father. 
14
You may ask me for anything in my name, and I will do it.  

Jesus Promises the Holy Spirit  

 
15
"If you love me, you will obey what I command. 

16
And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another 

Counselor to be with you forever— 
17
the Spirit of truth. The world cannot accept him, because it neither 

sees him nor knows him. But you know him, for he lives with you and will be
[ab]

 in you. 
18
I will not leave 

you as orphans; I will come to you. 
19
Before long, the world will not see me anymore, but you will see me. 

Because I live, you also will live. 
20
On that day you will realize that I am in my Father, and you are in me, 

and I am in you. 
21
Whoever has my commands and obeys them, he is the one who loves me. He who loves 

me will be loved by my Father, and I too will love him and show myself to him."  

 
22
Then Judas (not Judas Iscariot) said, "But, Lord, why do you intend to show yourself to us and not to the 

world?"  

 
23
Jesus replied, "If anyone loves me, he will obey my teaching. My Father will love him, and we will come 

to him and make our home with him. 
24
He who does not love me will not obey my teaching. These words 

you hear are not my own; they belong to the Father who sent me.  

 
25
"All this I have spoken while still with you. 

26
But the Counselor, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will 

send in my name, will teach you all things and will remind you of everything I have said to you. 
27
Peace I 

leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do not let your hearts be 

troubled and do not be afraid.  

 
28
"You heard me say, 'I am going away and I am coming back to you.' If you loved me, you would be glad 

that I am going to the Father, for the Father is greater than I. 
29
I have told you now before it happens, so 

that when it does happen you will believe. 
30
I will not speak with you much longer, for the prince of this 

world is coming. He has no hold on me, 
31
but the world must learn that I love the Father and that I do 
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exactly what my Father has commanded me.  

      "Come now; let us leave. 

John 15 

The Vine and the Branches  

 
1
"I am the true vine, and my Father is the gardener. 

2
He cuts off every branch in me that bears no fruit, 

while every branch that does bear fruit he prunes
[a]
 so that it will be even more fruitful. 

3
You are already 

clean because of the word I have spoken to you. 
4
Remain in me, and I will remain in you. No branch can 

bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine. Neither can you bear fruit unless you remain in me.  

 
5
"I am the vine; you are the branches. If a man remains in me and I in him, he will bear much fruit; apart 

from me you can do nothing. 
6
If anyone does not remain in me, he is like a branch that is thrown away and 

withers; such branches are picked up, thrown into the fire and burned. 
7
If you remain in me and my words 

remain in you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be given you. 
8
This is to my Father's glory, that you bear 

much fruit, showing yourselves to be my disciples.  

 
9
"As the Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Now remain in my love. 

10
If you obey my commands, 

you will remain in my love, just as I have obeyed my Father's commands and remain in his love. 
11
I have 

told you this so that my joy may be in you and that your joy may be complete. 
12
My command is this: Love 

each other as I have loved you. 
13
Greater love has no one than this, that he lay down his life for his friends. 

14
You are my friends if you do what I command. 

15
I no longer call you servants, because a servant does not 

know his master's business. Instead, I have called you friends, for everything that I learned from my Father 

I have made known to you. 
16
You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you to go and bear 

fruit—fruit that will last. Then the Father will give you whatever you ask in my name. 
17
This is my 

command: Love each other.  

The World Hates the Disciples  

 
18
"If the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated me first. 

19
If you belonged to the world, it would love 

you as its own. As it is, you do not belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is why 

the world hates you. 
20
Remember the words I spoke to you: 'No servant is greater than his master.'

[b]
 If they 

persecuted me, they will persecute you also. If they obeyed my teaching, they will obey yours also. 
21
They 

will treat you this way because of my name, for they do not know the One who sent me. 
22
If I had not come 

and spoken to them, they would not be guilty of sin. Now, however, they have no excuse for their sin. 
23
He 

who hates me hates my Father as well. 
24
If I had not done among them what no one else did, they would not 

be guilty of sin. But now they have seen these miracles, and yet they have hated both me and my Father. 
25
But this is to fulfill what is written in their Law: 'They hated me without reason.'

[c]
  

 
26
"When the Counselor comes, whom I will send to you from the Father, the Spirit of truth who goes out 

from the Father, he will testify about me. 
27
And you also must testify, for you have been with me from the 

beginning.  

John 16 

 
1
"All this I have told you so that you will not go astray. 

2
They will put you out of the synagogue; in fact, a 

time is coming when anyone who kills you will think he is offering a service to God. 
3
They will do such 

things because they have not known the Father or me. 
4
I have told you this, so that when the time comes 

you will remember that I warned you. I did not tell you this at first because I was with you.  

The Work of the Holy Spirit  

 
5
"Now I am going to him who sent me, yet none of you asks me, 'Where are you going?' 

6
Because I have 

said these things, you are filled with grief. 
7
But I tell you the truth: It is for your good that I am going away. 

Unless I go away, the Counselor will not come to you; but if I go, I will send him to you. 
8
When he comes, 

he will convict the world of guilt
[d]
 in regard to sin and righteousness and judgment: 

9
in regard to sin, 

because men do not believe in me; 
10
in regard to righteousness, because I am going to the Father, where 

you can see me no longer; 
11
and in regard to judgment, because the prince of this world now stands 

condemned.  

 
12
"I have much more to say to you, more than you can now bear. 

13
But when he, the Spirit of truth, comes, 

he will guide you into all truth. He will not speak on his own; he will speak only what he hears, and he will 

tell you what is yet to come. 
14
He will bring glory to me by taking from what is mine and making it known 

to you. 
15
All that belongs to the Father is mine. That is why I said the Spirit will take from what is mine and 

make it known to you.  

 
16
"In a little while you will see me no more, and then after a little while you will see me."  

The Disciples' Grief Will Turn to Joy  
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17
Some of his disciples said to one another, "What does he mean by saying, 'In a little while you will see 

me no more, and then after a little while you will see me,' and 'Because I am going to the Father'?" 
18
They 

kept asking, "What does he mean by 'a little while'? We don't understand what he is saying."  

 
19
Jesus saw that they wanted to ask him about this, so he said to them, "Are you asking one another what I 

meant when I said, 'In a little while you will see me no more, and then after a little while you will see me'? 
20
I tell you the truth, you will weep and mourn while the world rejoices. You will grieve, but your grief will 

turn to joy. 
21
A woman giving birth to a child has pain because her time has come; but when her baby is 

born she forgets the anguish because of her joy that a child is born into the world. 
22
So with you: Now is 

your time of grief, but I will see you again and you will rejoice, and no one will take away your joy. 
23
In 

that day you will no longer ask me anything. I tell you the truth, my Father will give you whatever you ask 

in my name. 
24
Until now you have not asked for anything in my name. Ask and you will receive, and your 

joy will be complete.  

 
25
"Though I have been speaking figuratively, a time is coming when I will no longer use this kind of 

language but will tell you plainly about my Father. 
26
In that day you will ask in my name. I am not saying 

that I will ask the Father on your behalf. 
27
No, the Father himself loves you because you have loved me and 

have believed that I came from God. 
28
I came from the Father and entered the world; now I am leaving the 

world and going back to the Father."  

 
29
Then Jesus' disciples said, "Now you are speaking clearly and without figures of speech. 

30
Now we can 

see that you know all things and that you do not even need to have anyone ask you questions. This makes 

us believe that you came from God."  

 
31
"You believe at last!"

[e]
 Jesus answered. 

32
"But a time is coming, and has come, when you will be 

scattered, each to his own home. You will leave me all alone. Yet I am not alone, for my Father is with me.  

 
33
"I have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world you will have trouble. But 

take heart! I have overcome the world."  

John 17 

Jesus Prays for Himself  

 
1
After Jesus said this, he looked toward heaven and prayed: "Father, the time has come. Glorify your Son, 

that your Son may glorify you. 
2
For you granted him authority over all people that he might give eternal 

life to all those you have given him. 
3
Now this is eternal life: that they may know you, the only true God, 

and Jesus Christ, whom you have sent. 
4
I have brought you glory on earth by completing the work you gave 

me to do. 
5
And now, Father, glorify me in your presence with the glory I had with you before the world 

began.  

Jesus Prays for His Disciples  

 
6
"I have revealed you

[f]
 to those whom you gave me out of the world. They were yours; you gave them to 

me and they have obeyed your word. 
7
Now they know that everything you have given me comes from you. 

8
For I gave them the words you gave me and they accepted them. They knew with certainty that I came 

from you, and they believed that you sent me. 
9
I pray for them. I am not praying for the world, but for those 

you have given me, for they are yours. 
10
All I have is yours, and all you have is mine. And glory has come 

to me through them. 
11
I will remain in the world no longer, but they are still in the world, and I am coming 

to you. Holy Father, protect them by the power of your name—the name you gave me—so that they may be 

one as we are one. 
12
While I was with them, I protected them and kept them safe by that name you gave me. 

None has been lost except the one doomed to destruction so that Scripture would be fulfilled. 
13
"I am 

coming to you now, but I say these things while I am still in the world, so that they may have the full 

measure of my joy within them. 
14
I have given them your word and the world has hated them, for they are 

not of the world any more than I am of the world. 
15
My prayer is not that you take them out of the world 

but that you protect them from the evil one. 
16
They are not of the world, even as I am not of it. 

17
Sanctify

[g]
 

them by the truth; your word is truth. 
18
As you sent me into the world, I have sent them into the world. 

19
For them I sanctify myself, that they too may be truly sanctified.  

Jesus Prays for All Believers  

 
20
"My prayer is not for them alone. I pray also for those who will believe in me through their message, 

21
that all of them may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you. May they also be in us so that 

the world may believe that you have sent me. 
22
I have given them the glory that you gave me, that they may 

be one as we are one: 
23
I in them and you in me. May they be brought to complete unity to let the world 

know that you sent me and have loved them even as you have loved me. 
24
"Father, I want those you have 

given me to be with me where I am, and to see my glory, the glory you have given me because you loved 

me before the creation of the world. 
25
"Righteous Father, though the world does not know you, I know you, 
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and they know that you have sent me. 
26
I have made you known to them, and will continue to make you 

known in order that the love you have for me may be in them and that I myself may be in them."  

John 18 

Jesus Arrested  

 
1
When he had finished praying, Jesus left with his disciples and crossed the Kidron Valley. On the other 

side there was an olive grove, and he and his disciples went into it.  

 
2
Now Judas, who betrayed him, knew the place, because Jesus had often met there with his disciples. 

3
So 

Judas came to the grove, guiding a detachment of soldiers and some officials from the chief priests and 

Pharisees. They were carrying torches, lanterns and weapons.  

 
4
Jesus, knowing all that was going to happen to him, went out and asked them, "Who is it you want?"  

 
5
"Jesus of Nazareth," they replied.  

   "I am he," Jesus said. (And Judas the traitor was standing there with them.) 
6
When Jesus said, "I am he," 

they drew back and fell to the ground.  

 
7
Again he asked them, "Who is it you want?"  

      And they said, "Jesus of Nazareth."  

 
8
"I told you that I am he," Jesus answered. "If you are looking for me, then let these men go." 

9
This 

happened so that the words he had spoken would be fulfilled: "I have not lost one of those you gave me."
[h]
  

 
10
Then Simon Peter, who had a sword, drew it and struck the high priest's servant, cutting off his right ear. 

(The servant's name was Malchus.)  

 
11
Jesus commanded Peter, "Put your sword away! Shall I not drink the cup the Father has given me?"  

Jesus Taken to Annas  

 
12
Then the detachment of soldiers with its commander and the Jewish officials arrested Jesus. They bound 

him 
13
and brought him first to Annas, who was the father-in-law of Caiaphas, the high priest that year. 

14
Caiaphas was the one who had advised the Jews that it would be good if one man died for the people.  

Peter's First Denial  

 
15
Simon Peter and another disciple were following Jesus. Because this disciple was known to the high 

priest, he went with Jesus into the high priest's courtyard, 
16
but Peter had to wait outside at the door. The 

other disciple, who was known to the high priest, came back, spoke to the girl on duty there and brought 

Peter in.  

 
17
"You are not one of his disciples, are you?" the girl at the door asked Peter.  

      He replied, "I am not."  

 
18
It was cold, and the servants and officials stood around a fire they had made to keep warm. Peter also 

was standing with them, warming himself.  

The High Priest Questions Jesus  

 
19
Meanwhile, the high priest questioned Jesus about his disciples and his teaching.  

 
20
"I have spoken openly to the world," Jesus replied. "I always taught in synagogues or at the temple, 

where all the Jews come together. I said nothing in secret. 
21
Why question me? Ask those who heard me. 

Surely they know what I said."  

 
22
When Jesus said this, one of the officials nearby struck him in the face. "Is this the way you answer the 

high priest?" he demanded.  

 
23
"If I said something wrong," Jesus replied, "testify as to what is wrong. But if I spoke the truth, why did 

you strike me?" 
24
Then Annas sent him, still bound, to Caiaphas the high priest.

[i]
  

Peter's Second and Third Denials  

 
25
As Simon Peter stood warming himself, he was asked, "You are not one of his disciples, are you?"  

      He denied it, saying, "I am not."  

 
26
One of the high priest's servants, a relative of the man whose ear Peter had cut off, challenged him, 

"Didn't I see you with him in the olive grove?" 
27
Again Peter denied it, and at that moment a rooster began 

to crow.  

Jesus Before Pilate  

 
28
Then the Jews led Jesus from Caiaphas to the palace of the Roman governor. By now it was early 

morning, and to avoid ceremonial uncleanness the Jews did not enter the palace; they wanted to be able to 

eat the Passover. 
29
So Pilate came out to them and asked, "What charges are you bringing against this 

man?"  

 
30
"If he were not a criminal," they replied, "we would not have handed him over to you."  

 
31
Pilate said, "Take him yourselves and judge him by your own law."  

   "But we have no right to execute anyone," the Jews objected. 
32
This happened so that the words Jesus had 

spoken indicating the kind of death he was going to die would be fulfilled.  
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33
Pilate then went back inside the palace, summoned Jesus and asked him, "Are you the king of the Jews?"  

 
34
"Is that your own idea," Jesus asked, "or did others talk to you about me?"  

 
35
"Am I a Jew?" Pilate replied. "It was your people and your chief priests who handed you over to me. 

What is it you have done?"  

 
36
Jesus said, "My kingdom is not of this world. If it were, my servants would fight to prevent my arrest by 

the Jews. But now my kingdom is from another place."  

 
37
"You are a king, then!" said Pilate.  

      Jesus answered, "You are right in saying I am a king. In fact, for this reason I was born, and for this I 

came into the world, to testify to the truth. Everyone on the side of truth listens to me."  

 
38
"What is truth?" Pilate asked. With this he went out again to the Jews and said, "I find no basis for a 

charge against him. 
39
But it is your custom for me to release to you one prisoner at the time of the Passover. 

Do you want me to release 'the king of the Jews'?"  

 
40
They shouted back, "No, not him! Give us Barabbas!" Now Barabbas had taken part in a rebellion.  

John 19 

Jesus Sentenced to be Crucified  

 
1
Then Pilate took Jesus and had him flogged. 

2
The soldiers twisted together a crown of thorns and put it on 

his head. They clothed him in a purple robe 
3
and went up to him again and again, saying, "Hail, king of the 

Jews!" And they struck him in the face.  

 
4
Once more Pilate came out and said to the Jews, "Look, I am bringing him out to you to let you know that 

I find no basis for a charge against him." 
5
When Jesus came out wearing the crown of thorns and the purple 

robe, Pilate said to them, "Here is the man!"  

 
6
As soon as the chief priests and their officials saw him, they shouted, "Crucify! Crucify!"  

      But Pilate answered, "You take him and crucify him. As for me, I find no basis for a charge against 

him."  

 
7
The Jews insisted, "We have a law, and according to that law he must die, because he claimed to be the 

Son of God."  

 
8
When Pilate heard this, he was even more afraid, 

9
and he went back inside the palace. "Where do you 

come from?" he asked Jesus, but Jesus gave him no answer. 
10
"Do you refuse to speak to me?" Pilate said. 

"Don't you realize I have power either to free you or to crucify you?"  

 
11
Jesus answered, "You would have no power over me if it were not given to you from above. Therefore 

the one who handed me over to you is guilty of a greater sin."  

 
12
From then on, Pilate tried to set Jesus free, but the Jews kept shouting, "If you let this man go, you are no 

friend of Caesar. Anyone who claims to be a king opposes Caesar."  

 
13
When Pilate heard this, he brought Jesus out and sat down on the judge's seat at a place known as the 

Stone Pavement (which in Aramaic is Gabbatha). 
14
It was the day of Preparation of Passover Week, about 

the sixth hour.  

      "Here is your king," Pilate said to the Jews.  

 
15
But they shouted, "Take him away! Take him away! Crucify him!"  

      "Shall I crucify your king?" Pilate asked.  

      "We have no king but Caesar," the chief priests answered.  

 
16
Finally Pilate handed him over to them to be crucified.  

The Crucifixion  

    So the soldiers took charge of Jesus. 
17
Carrying his own cross, he went out to the place of the Skull 

(which in Aramaic is called Golgotha). 
18
Here they crucified him, and with him two others—one on each 

side and Jesus in the middle.  

 
19
Pilate had a notice prepared and fastened to the cross. It read:|sc JESUS OF NAZARETH, THE KING 

OF THE JEWS. 
20
Many of the Jews read this sign, for the place where Jesus was crucified was near the city, 

and the sign was written in Aramaic, Latin and Greek. 
21
The chief priests of the Jews protested to Pilate, 

"Do not write 'The King of the Jews,' but that this man claimed to be king of the Jews."  

 
22
Pilate answered, "What I have written, I have written."  

 
23
When the soldiers crucified Jesus, they took his clothes, dividing them into four shares, one for each of 

them, with the undergarment remaining. This garment was seamless, woven in one piece from top to 

bottom.  

 
24
"Let's not tear it," they said to one another. "Let's decide by lot who will get it."  

      This happened that the scripture might be fulfilled which said,  

   "They divided my garments among them  

      and cast lots for my clothing."
[j]
 So this is what the soldiers did.  
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25
Near the cross of Jesus stood his mother, his mother's sister, Mary the wife of Clopas, and Mary 

Magdalene. 
26
When Jesus saw his mother there, and the disciple whom he loved standing nearby, he said to 

his mother, "Dear woman, here is your son," 
27
and to the disciple, "Here is your mother." From that time on, 

this disciple took her into his home.  

The Death of Jesus  

 
28
Later, knowing that all was now completed, and so that the Scripture would be fulfilled, Jesus said, "I am 

thirsty." 
29
A jar of wine vinegar was there, so they soaked a sponge in it, put the sponge on a stalk of the 

hyssop plant, and lifted it to Jesus' lips. 
30
When he had received the drink, Jesus said, "It is finished." With 

that, he bowed his head and gave up his spirit.  

 
31
Now it was the day of Preparation, and the next day was to be a special Sabbath. Because the Jews did 

not want the bodies left on the crosses during the Sabbath, they asked Pilate to have the legs broken and the 

bodies taken down. 
32
The soldiers therefore came and broke the legs of the first man who had been 

crucified with Jesus, and then those of the other. 
33
But when they came to Jesus and found that he was 

already dead, they did not break his legs. 
34
Instead, one of the soldiers pierced Jesus' side with a spear, 

bringing a sudden flow of blood and water. 
35
The man who saw it has given testimony, and his testimony is 

true. He knows that he tells the truth, and he testifies so that you also may believe. 
36
These things happened 

so that the scripture would be fulfilled: "Not one of his bones will be broken,"
[k]
 
37
and, as another scripture 

says, "They will look on the one they have pierced."
[l]
  

The Burial of Jesus  

 
38
Later, Joseph of Arimathea asked Pilate for the body of Jesus. Now Joseph was a disciple of Jesus, but 

secretly because he feared the Jews. With Pilate's permission, he came and took the body away. 
39
He was 

accompanied by Nicodemus, the man who earlier had visited Jesus at night. Nicodemus brought a mixture 

of myrrh and aloes, about seventy-five pounds.
[m]
 
40
Taking Jesus' body, the two of them wrapped it, with 

the spices, in strips of linen. This was in accordance with Jewish burial customs. 
41
At the place where Jesus 

was crucified, there was a garden, and in the garden a new tomb, in which no one had ever been laid. 
42
Because it was the Jewish day of Preparation and since the tomb was nearby, they laid Jesus there.  

John 20 

The Empty Tomb  

 
1
Early on the first day of the week, while it was still dark, Mary Magdalene went to the tomb and saw that 

the stone had been removed from the entrance. 
2
So she came running to Simon Peter and the other disciple, 

the one Jesus loved, and said, "They have taken the Lord out of the tomb, and we don't know where they 

have put him!"  

 
3
So Peter and the other disciple started for the tomb. 

4
Both were running, but the other disciple outran 

Peter and reached the tomb first. 
5
He bent over and looked in at the strips of linen lying there but did not go 

in. 
6
Then Simon Peter, who was behind him, arrived and went into the tomb. He saw the strips of linen 

lying there, 
7
as well as the burial cloth that had been around Jesus' head. The cloth was folded up by itself, 

separate from the linen. 
8
Finally the other disciple, who had reached the tomb first, also went inside. He 

saw and believed. 
9
(They still did not understand from Scripture that Jesus had to rise from the dead.)  

Jesus Appears to Mary Magdalene  

 
10
Then the disciples went back to their homes, 

11
but Mary stood outside the tomb crying. As she wept, she 

bent over to look into the tomb 
12
and saw two angels in white, seated where Jesus' body had been, one at 

the head and the other at the foot.  

 
13
They asked her, "Woman, why are you crying?"  

   "They have taken my Lord away," she said, "and I don't know where they have put him." 
14
At this, she 

turned around and saw Jesus standing there, but she did not realize that it was Jesus.  

 
15
"Woman," he said, "why are you crying? Who is it you are looking for?"  

      Thinking he was the gardener, she said, "Sir, if you have carried him away, tell me where you have put 

him, and I will get him."  

 
16
Jesus said to her, "Mary."  

      She turned toward him and cried out in Aramaic, "Rabboni!" (which means Teacher).  

 
17
Jesus said, "Do not hold on to me, for I have not yet returned to the Father. Go instead to my brothers and 

tell them, 'I am returning to my Father and your Father, to my God and your God.' "  

 
18
Mary Magdalene went to the disciples with the news: "I have seen the Lord!" And she told them that he 

had said these things to her.  

Jesus Appears to His Disciples  
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19
On the evening of that first day of the week, when the disciples were together, with the doors locked for 

fear of the Jews, Jesus came and stood among them and said, "Peace be with you!" 
20
After he said this, he 

showed them his hands and side. The disciples were overjoyed when they saw the Lord.  

 
21
Again Jesus said, "Peace be with you! As the Father has sent me, I am sending you." 

22
And with that he 

breathed on them and said, "Receive the Holy Spirit. 
23
If you forgive anyone his sins, they are forgiven; if 

you do not forgive them, they are not forgiven."  

Jesus Appears to Thomas  

 
24
Now Thomas (called Didymus), one of the Twelve, was not with the disciples when Jesus came. 

25
So the 

other disciples told him, "We have seen the Lord!"  

      But he said to them, "Unless I see the nail marks in his hands and put my finger where the nails were, 

and put my hand into his side, I will not believe it."  

 
26
A week later his disciples were in the house again, and Thomas was with them. Though the doors were 

locked, Jesus came and stood among them and said, "Peace be with you!" 
27
Then he said to Thomas, "Put 

your finger here; see my hands. Reach out your hand and put it into my side. Stop doubting and believe."  

 
28
Thomas said to him, "My Lord and my God!"  

 
29
Then Jesus told him, "Because you have seen me, you have believed; blessed are those who have not 

seen and yet have believed."  

 
30
Jesus did many other miraculous signs in the presence of his disciples, which are not recorded in this 

book. 
31
But these are written that you may

[n]
 believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that by 

believing you may have life in his name.  

John 21 

Jesus and the Miraculous Catch of Fish  

 
1
Afterward Jesus appeared again to his disciples, by the Sea of Tiberias.

[o]
 It happened this way: 

2
Simon 

Peter, Thomas (called Didymus), Nathanael from Cana in Galilee, the sons of Zebedee, and two other 

disciples were together. 
3
"I'm going out to fish," Simon Peter told them, and they said, "We'll go with you." 

So they went out and got into the boat, but that night they caught nothing.  

 
4
Early in the morning, Jesus stood on the shore, but the disciples did not realize that it was Jesus.  

 
5
He called out to them, "Friends, haven't you any fish?"  

      "No," they answered.  

 
6
He said, "Throw your net on the right side of the boat and you will find some." When they did, they were 

unable to haul the net in because of the large number of fish.  

 
7
Then the disciple whom Jesus loved said to Peter, "It is the Lord!" As soon as Simon Peter heard him say, 

"It is the Lord," he wrapped his outer garment around him (for he had taken it off) and jumped into the 

water. 
8
The other disciples followed in the boat, towing the net full of fish, for they were not far from shore, 

about a hundred yards.
[p]
 
9
When they landed, they saw a fire of burning coals there with fish on it, and 

some bread.  

 
10
Jesus said to them, "Bring some of the fish you have just caught."  

 
11
Simon Peter climbed aboard and dragged the net ashore. It was full of large fish, 153, but even with so 

many the net was not torn. 
12
Jesus said to them, "Come and have breakfast." None of the disciples dared 

ask him, "Who are you?" They knew it was the Lord. 
13
Jesus came, took the bread and gave it to them, and 

did the same with the fish. 
14
This was now the third time Jesus appeared to his disciples after he was raised 

from the dead.  

Jesus Reinstates Peter  

 
15
When they had finished eating, Jesus said to Simon Peter, "Simon son of John, do you truly love me 

more than these?"  

      "Yes, Lord," he said, "you know that I love you."  

      Jesus said, "Feed my lambs."  

 
16
Again Jesus said, "Simon son of John, do you truly love me?"  

      He answered, "Yes, Lord, you know that I love you."  

      Jesus said, "Take care of my sheep."  

 
17
 The third time he said to him, "Simon son of John, do you love me?"  

      Peter was hurt because Jesus asked him the third time, "Do you love me?" He said, "Lord, you know all 

things; you know that I love you."  

    Jesus said, "Feed my sheep. 
18
 I tell you the truth, when you were younger you dressed yourself and went 

where you wanted; but when you are old you will stretch out your hands, and someone else will dress you 

and lead you where you do not want to go." 
19
Jesus said this to indicate the kind of death by which Peter 

would glorify God. Then he said to him, "Follow me!"  
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20
Peter turned and saw that the disciple whom Jesus loved was following them. (This was the one who had 

leaned back against Jesus at the supper and had said, "Lord, who is going to betray you?") 
21
When Peter 

saw him, he asked, "Lord, what about him?"  

 
22
Jesus answered, "If I want him to remain alive until I return, what is that to you? You must follow me." 

23
Because of this, the rumor spread among the brothers that this disciple would not die. But Jesus did not 

say that he would not die; he only said, "If I want him to remain alive until I return, what is that to you?"  

 
24
This is the disciple who testifies to these things and who wrote them down. We know that his testimony 

is true.  

 
25
Jesus did many other things as well. If every one of them were written down, I suppose that even the 

whole world would not have room for the books that would be written. 
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Acts 1 

Jesus Taken Up Into Heaven  

 
1
In my former book, Theophilus, I wrote about all that Jesus began to do and to teach 

2
until the day he was 

taken up to heaven, after giving instructions through the Holy Spirit to the apostles he had chosen. 
3
After 

his suffering, he showed himself to these men and gave many convincing proofs that he was alive. He 

appeared to them over a period of forty days and spoke about the kingdom of God. 
4
On one occasion, while 

he was eating with them, he gave them this command: "Do not leave Jerusalem, but wait for the gift my 

Father promised, which you have heard me speak about. 
5
For John baptized with

[a]
 water, but in a few days 

you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit."  
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6
So when they met together, they asked him, "Lord, are you at this time going to restore the kingdom to 

Israel?"  

 
7
He said to them: "It is not for you to know the times or dates the Father has set by his own authority. 

8
But 

you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and 

in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth."  

 
9
After he said this, he was taken up before their very eyes, and a cloud hid him from their sight.  

 
10
They were looking intently up into the sky as he was going, when suddenly two men dressed in white 

stood beside them. 
11
"Men of Galilee," they said, "why do you stand here looking into the sky? This same 

Jesus, who has been taken from you into heaven, will come back in the same way you have seen him go 

into heaven."  

Matthias Chosen to Replace Judas  

 
12
Then they returned to Jerusalem from the hill called the Mount of Olives, a Sabbath day's walk

[b]
 from 

the city. 
13
When they arrived, they went upstairs to the room where they were staying. Those present were 

Peter, John, James and Andrew; Philip and Thomas, Bartholomew and Matthew; James son of Alphaeus 

and Simon the Zealot, and Judas son of James. 
14
They all joined together constantly in prayer, along with 

the women and Mary the mother of Jesus, and with his brothers.  

 
15
In those days Peter stood up among the believers

[c]
 (a group numbering about a hundred and twenty) 

16
and said, "Brothers, the Scripture had to be fulfilled which the Holy Spirit spoke long ago through the 

mouth of David concerning Judas, who served as guide for those who arrested Jesus— 
17
he was one of our 

number and shared in this ministry."  

 
18
(With the reward he got for his wickedness, Judas bought a field; there he fell headlong, his body burst 

open and all his intestines spilled out. 
19
Everyone in Jerusalem heard about this, so they called that field in 

their language Akeldama, that is, Field of Blood.)  

 
20
"For," said Peter, "it is written in the book of Psalms,  

   " 'May his place be deserted;  

      let there be no one to dwell in it,'
[d]
 and,  

   " 'May another take his place of leadership.'
[e]
 
21
Therefore it is necessary to choose one of the men who 

have been with us the whole time the Lord Jesus went in and out among us, 
22
beginning from John's 

baptism to the time when Jesus was taken up from us. For one of these must become a witness with us of 

his resurrection."  

 
23
So they proposed two men: Joseph called Barsabbas (also known as Justus) and Matthias. 

24
Then they 

prayed, "Lord, you know everyone's heart. Show us which of these two you have chosen 
25
to take over this 

apostolic ministry, which Judas left to go where he belongs." 
26
Then they cast lots, and the lot fell to 

Matthias; so he was added to the eleven apostles.  

Acts 2 

The Holy Spirit Comes at Pentecost  

 
1
When the day of Pentecost came, they were all together in one place. 

2
Suddenly a sound like the blowing 

of a violent wind came from heaven and filled the whole house where they were sitting. 
3
They saw what 

seemed to be tongues of fire that separated and came to rest on each of them. 
4
All of them were filled with 

the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other tongues
[f]
 as the Spirit enabled them.  

 
5
Now there were staying in Jerusalem God-fearing Jews from every nation under heaven. 

6
When they 

heard this sound, a crowd came together in bewilderment, because each one heard them speaking in his 

own language. 
7
Utterly amazed, they asked: "Are not all these men who are speaking Galileans? 

8
Then how 

is it that each of us hears them in his own native language? 
9
Parthians, Medes and Elamites; residents of 

Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia, 
10
Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the parts of 

Libya near Cyrene; visitors from Rome 
11
(both Jews and converts to Judaism Cretans and Arabs—we hear 

them declaring the wonders of God in our own tongues!" 
12
Amazed and perplexed, they asked one another, 

"What does this mean?"  

 
13
Some, however, made fun of them and said, "They have had too much wine.

[g]
"  

Peter Addresses the Crowd  

 
14
Then Peter stood up with the Eleven, raised his voice and addressed the crowd: "Fellow Jews and all of 

you who live in Jerusalem, let me explain this to you; listen carefully to what I say. 
15
These men are not 

drunk, as you suppose. It's only nine in the morning! 
16
No, this is what was spoken by the prophet Joel:  

 
17
" 'In the last days, God says,  

      I will pour out my Spirit on all people.  

   Your sons and daughters will prophesy,  

      your young men will see visions,  
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      your old men will dream dreams.  

 
18
Even on my servants, both men and women,  

      I will pour out my Spirit in those days,  

      and they will prophesy.  

 
19
I will show wonders in the heaven above  

      and signs on the earth below,  

      blood and fire and billows of smoke.  

 
20
The sun will be turned to darkness  

      and the moon to blood  

      before the coming of the great and glorious day of the Lord.  

 
21
And everyone who calls  

      on the name of the Lord will be saved.'
[h]
  

 
22
"Men of Israel, listen to this: Jesus of Nazareth was a man accredited by God to you by miracles, 

wonders and signs, which God did among you through him, as you yourselves know. 
23
This man was 

handed over to you by God's set purpose and foreknowledge; and you, with the help of wicked men,
[i]
 put 

him to death by nailing him to the cross. 
24
But God raised him from the dead, freeing him from the agony 

of death, because it was impossible for death to keep its hold on him. 
25
David said about him:  

   " 'I saw the Lord always before me.  

      Because he is at my right hand,  

      I will not be shaken.  

 
26
Therefore my heart is glad and my tongue rejoices;  

      my body also will live in hope,  

 
27
because you will not abandon me to the grave,  

      nor will you let your Holy One see decay.  

 
28
You have made known to me the paths of life;  

      you will fill me with joy in your presence.'
[j]
  

 
29
"Brothers, I can tell you confidently that the patriarch David died and was buried, and his tomb is here to 

this day. 
30
But he was a prophet and knew that God had promised him on oath that he would place one of 

his descendants on his throne. 
31
Seeing what was ahead, he spoke of the resurrection of the Christ,

[k]
 that he 

was not abandoned to the grave, nor did his body see decay. 
32
God has raised this Jesus to life, and we are 

all witnesses of the fact. 
33
Exalted to the right hand of God, he has received from the Father the promised 

Holy Spirit and has poured out what you now see and hear. 
34
For David did not ascend to heaven, and yet 

he said,  

   " 'The Lord said to my Lord:  

      "Sit at my right hand  

 
35
until I make your enemies  

      a footstool for your feet." '
[l]
  

 
36
"Therefore let all Israel be assured of this: God has made this Jesus, whom you crucified, both Lord and 

Christ."  

 
37
When the people heard this, they were cut to the heart and said to Peter and the other apostles, "Brothers, 

what shall we do?"  

 
38
Peter replied, "Repent and be baptized, every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness 

of your sins. And you will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. 
39
The promise is for you and your children 

and for all who are far off—for all whom the Lord our God will call."  

 
40
With many other words he warned them; and he pleaded with them, "Save yourselves from this corrupt 

generation." 
41
Those who accepted his message were baptized, and about three thousand were added to 

their number that day.  

The Fellowship of the Believers  

 
42
They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to 

prayer. 
43
Everyone was filled with awe, and many wonders and miraculous signs were done by the apostles. 

44
All the believers were together and had everything in common. 

45
Selling their possessions and goods, 

they gave to anyone as he had need. 
46
Every day they continued to meet together in the temple courts. They 

broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, 
47
praising God and enjoying the 

favor of all the people. And the Lord added to their number daily those who were being saved.  

Acts 3 

Peter Heals the Crippled Beggar  
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1
One day Peter and John were going up to the temple at the time of prayer—at three in the afternoon. 

2
Now 

a man crippled from birth was being carried to the temple gate called Beautiful, where he was put every 

day to beg from those going into the temple courts. 
3
When he saw Peter and John about to enter, he asked 

them for money. 
4
Peter looked straight at him, as did John. Then Peter said, "Look at us!" 

5
So the man gave 

them his attention, expecting to get something from them.  

 
6
Then Peter said, "Silver or gold I do not have, but what I have I give you. In the name of Jesus Christ of 

Nazareth, walk." 
7
Taking him by the right hand, he helped him up, and instantly the man's feet and ankles 

became strong. 
8
He jumped to his feet and began to walk. Then he went with them into the temple courts, 

walking and jumping, and praising God. 
9
When all the people saw him walking and praising God, 

10
they 

recognized him as the same man who used to sit begging at the temple gate called Beautiful, and they were 

filled with wonder and amazement at what had happened to him.  

Peter Speaks to the Onlookers  

 
11
While the beggar held on to Peter and John, all the people were astonished and came running to them in 

the place called Solomon's Colonnade. 
12
When Peter saw this, he said to them: "Men of Israel, why does 

this surprise you? Why do you stare at us as if by our own power or godliness we had made this man walk? 
13
The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, the God of our fathers, has glorified his servant Jesus. You handed 

him over to be killed, and you disowned him before Pilate, though he had decided to let him go. 
14
You 

disowned the Holy and Righteous One and asked that a murderer be released to you. 
15
You killed the 

author of life, but God raised him from the dead. We are witnesses of this. 
16
By faith in the name of Jesus, 

this man whom you see and know was made strong. It is Jesus' name and the faith that comes through him 

that has given this complete healing to him, as you can all see.  

 
17
"Now, brothers, I know that you acted in ignorance, as did your leaders. 

18
But this is how God fulfilled 

what he had foretold through all the prophets, saying that his Christ
[m]
 would suffer. 

19
Repent, then, and 

turn to God, so that your sins may be wiped out, that times of refreshing may come from the Lord, 
20
and 

that he may send the Christ, who has been appointed for you—even Jesus. 
21
He must remain in heaven until 

the time comes for God to restore everything, as he promised long ago through his holy prophets. 
22
For 

Moses said, 'The Lord your God will raise up for you a prophet like me from among your own people; you 

must listen to everything he tells you. 
23
Anyone who does not listen to him will be completely cut off from 

among his people.'
[n]
  

 
24
"Indeed, all the prophets from Samuel on, as many as have spoken, have foretold these days. 

25
And you 

are heirs of the prophets and of the covenant God made with your fathers. He said to Abraham, 'Through 

your offspring all peoples on earth will be blessed.'
[o]
 
26
When God raised up his servant, he sent him first to 

you to bless you by turning each of you from your wicked ways."  

Acts 4 

Peter and John Before the Sanhedrin  

 
1
The priests and the captain of the temple guard and the Sadducees came up to Peter and John while they 

were speaking to the people. 
2
They were greatly disturbed because the apostles were teaching the people 

and proclaiming in Jesus the resurrection of the dead. 
3
They seized Peter and John, and because it was 

evening, they put them in jail until the next day. 
4
But many who heard the message believed, and the 

number of men grew to about five thousand.  

 
5
The next day the rulers, elders and teachers of the law met in Jerusalem. 

6
Annas the high priest was there, 

and so were Caiaphas, John, Alexander and the other men of the high priest's family. 
7
They had Peter and 

John brought before them and began to question them: "By what power or what name did you do this?"  

 
8
Then Peter, filled with the Holy Spirit, said to them: "Rulers and elders of the people! 

9
If we are being 

called to account today for an act of kindness shown to a cripple and are asked how he was healed, 
10
then 

know this, you and all the people of Israel: It is by the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom you 

crucified but whom God raised from the dead, that this man stands before you healed. 
11
He is  

   " 'the stone you builders rejected,  

      which has become the capstone.
[p]
'
[q]
 
12
Salvation is found in no one else, for there is no other name 

under heaven given to men by which we must be saved."  

 
13
When they saw the courage of Peter and John and realized that they were unschooled, ordinary men, they 

were astonished and they took note that these men had been with Jesus. 
14
But since they could see the man 

who had been healed standing there with them, there was nothing they could say. 
15
So they ordered them to 

withdraw from the Sanhedrin and then conferred together. 
16
"What are we going to do with these men?" 

they asked. "Everybody living in Jerusalem knows they have done an outstanding miracle, and we cannot 

deny it. 
17
But to stop this thing from spreading any further among the people, we must warn these men to 

speak no longer to anyone in this name."  
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18
Then they called them in again and commanded them not to speak or teach at all in the name of Jesus. 

19
But Peter and John replied, "Judge for yourselves whether it is right in God's sight to obey you rather than 

God. 
20
For we cannot help speaking about what we have seen and heard."  

 
21
After further threats they let them go. They could not decide how to punish them, because all the people 

were praising God for what had happened. 
22
For the man who was miraculously healed was over forty 

years old.  

The Believers' Prayer  

 
23
On their release, Peter and John went back to their own people and reported all that the chief priests and 

elders had said to them. 
24
When they heard this, they raised their voices together in prayer to God. 

"Sovereign Lord," they said, "you made the heaven and the earth and the sea, and everything in them. 
25
You spoke by the Holy Spirit through the mouth of your servant, our father David:  

   " 'Why do the nations rage  

      and the peoples plot in vain?  

 
26
The kings of the earth take their stand  

      and the rulers gather together  

      against the Lord  

      and against his Anointed One.
[r]
'
[s]
 
27
Indeed Herod and Pontius Pilate met together with the Gentiles and 

the people
[t]
 of Israel in this city to conspire against your holy servant Jesus, whom you anointed. 

28
They 

did what your power and will had decided beforehand should happen. 
29
Now, Lord, consider their threats 

and enable your servants to speak your word with great boldness. 
30
Stretch out your hand to heal and 

perform miraculous signs and wonders through the name of your holy servant Jesus."  

 
31
After they prayed, the place where they were meeting was shaken. And they were all filled with the Holy 

Spirit and spoke the word of God boldly.  

The Believers Share Their Possessions  

 
32
All the believers were one in heart and mind. No one claimed that any of his possessions was his own, 

but they shared everything they had. 
33
With great power the apostles continued to testify to the resurrection 

of the Lord Jesus, and much grace was upon them all. 
34
There were no needy persons among them. For 

from time to time those who owned lands or houses sold them, brought the money from the sales 
35
and put 

it at the apostles' feet, and it was distributed to anyone as he had need.  

 
36
Joseph, a Levite from Cyprus, whom the apostles called Barnabas (which means Son of Encouragement), 

37
sold a field he owned and brought the money and put it at the apostles' feet.  

Acts 5 

Ananias and Sapphira  

 
1
Now a man named Ananias, together with his wife Sapphira, also sold a piece of property. 

2
With his 

wife's full knowledge he kept back part of the money for himself, but brought the rest and put it at the 

apostles' feet.  

 
3
Then Peter said, "Ananias, how is it that Satan has so filled your heart that you have lied to the Holy Spirit 

and have kept for yourself some of the money you received for the land? 
4
Didn't it belong to you before it 

was sold? And after it was sold, wasn't the money at your disposal? What made you think of doing such a 

thing? You have not lied to men but to God."  

 
5
When Ananias heard this, he fell down and died. And great fear seized all who heard what had happened. 

6
Then the young men came forward, wrapped up his body, and carried him out and buried him.  

 
7
About three hours later his wife came in, not knowing what had happened. 

8
Peter asked her, "Tell me, is 

this the price you and Ananias got for the land?"  

      "Yes," she said, "that is the price."  

 
9
Peter said to her, "How could you agree to test the Spirit of the Lord? Look! The feet of the men who 

buried your husband are at the door, and they will carry you out also."  

 
10
At that moment she fell down at his feet and died. Then the young men came in and, finding her dead, 

carried her out and buried her beside her husband. 
11
Great fear seized the whole church and all who heard 

about these events.  

The Apostles Heal Many  

 
12
The apostles performed many miraculous signs and wonders among the people. And all the believers 

used to meet together in Solomon's Colonnade. 
13
No one else dared join them, even though they were 

highly regarded by the people. 
14
Nevertheless, more and more men and women believed in the Lord and 

were added to their number. 
15
As a result, people brought the sick into the streets and laid them on beds and 

mats so that at least Peter's shadow might fall on some of them as he passed by. 
16
Crowds gathered also 
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from the towns around Jerusalem, bringing their sick and those tormented by evil
[u]
 spirits, and all of them 

were healed.  

The Apostles Persecuted  

 
17
Then the high priest and all his associates, who were members of the party of the Sadducees, were filled 

with jealousy. 
18
They arrested the apostles and put them in the public jail. 

19
But during the night an angel of 

the Lord opened the doors of the jail and brought them out. 
20
"Go, stand in the temple courts," he said, "and 

tell the people the full message of this new life."  

 
21
At daybreak they entered the temple courts, as they had been told, and began to teach the people.  

   When the high priest and his associates arrived, they called together the Sanhedrin—the full assembly of 

the elders of Israel—and sent to the jail for the apostles. 
22
But on arriving at the jail, the officers did not 

find them there. So they went back and reported, 
23
"We found the jail securely locked, with the guards 

standing at the doors; but when we opened them, we found no one inside." 
24
On hearing this report, the 

captain of the temple guard and the chief priests were puzzled, wondering what would come of this.  

 
25
Then someone came and said, "Look! The men you put in jail are standing in the temple courts teaching 

the people." 
26
At that, the captain went with his officers and brought the apostles. They did not use force, 

because they feared that the people would stone them.  

 
27
Having brought the apostles, they made them appear before the Sanhedrin to be questioned by the high 

priest. 
28
"We gave you strict orders not to teach in this name," he said. "Yet you have filled Jerusalem with 

your teaching and are determined to make us guilty of this man's blood."  

 
29
Peter and the other apostles replied: "We must obey God rather than men! 

30
The God of our fathers raised 

Jesus from the dead—whom you had killed by hanging him on a tree. 
31
God exalted him to his own right 

hand as Prince and Savior that he might give repentance and forgiveness of sins to Israel. 
32
We are 

witnesses of these things, and so is the Holy Spirit, whom God has given to those who obey him."  

 
33
When they heard this, they were furious and wanted to put them to death. 

34
But a Pharisee named 

Gamaliel, a teacher of the law, who was honored by all the people, stood up in the Sanhedrin and ordered 

that the men be put outside for a little while. 
35
Then he addressed them: "Men of Israel, consider carefully 

what you intend to do to these men. 
36
Some time ago Theudas appeared, claiming to be somebody, and 

about four hundred men rallied to him. He was killed, all his followers were dispersed, and it all came to 

nothing. 
37
After him, Judas the Galilean appeared in the days of the census and led a band of people in 

revolt. He too was killed, and all his followers were scattered. 
38
Therefore, in the present case I advise you: 

Leave these men alone! Let them go! For if their purpose or activity is of human origin, it will fail. 
39
But if 

it is from God, you will not be able to stop these men; you will only find yourselves fighting against God."  

 
40
His speech persuaded them. They called the apostles in and had them flogged. Then they ordered them 

not to speak in the name of Jesus, and let them go.  

 
41
The apostles left the Sanhedrin, rejoicing because they had been counted worthy of suffering disgrace for 

the Name. 
42
Day after day, in the temple courts and from house to house, they never stopped teaching and 

proclaiming the good news that Jesus is the Christ.
[v]
  

Acts 6 

The Choosing of the Seven  

 
1
In those days when the number of disciples was increasing, the Grecian Jews among them complained 

against the Hebraic Jews because their widows were being overlooked in the daily distribution of food. 
2
So 

the Twelve gathered all the disciples together and said, "It would not be right for us to neglect the ministry 

of the word of God in order to wait on tables. 
3
Brothers, choose seven men from among you who are 

known to be full of the Spirit and wisdom. We will turn this responsibility over to them 
4
and will give our 

attention to prayer and the ministry of the word."  

 
5
This proposal pleased the whole group. They chose Stephen, a man full of faith and of the Holy Spirit; 

also Philip, Procorus, Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolas from Antioch, a convert to Judaism. 
6
They 

presented these men to the apostles, who prayed and laid their hands on them.  

 
7
So the word of God spread. The number of disciples in Jerusalem increased rapidly, and a large number of 

priests became obedient to the faith.  

Stephen Seized  

 
8
Now Stephen, a man full of God's grace and power, did great wonders and miraculous signs among the 

people. 
9
Opposition arose, however, from members of the Synagogue of the Freedmen (as it was called)—

Jews of Cyrene and Alexandria as well as the provinces of Cilicia and Asia. These men began to argue with 

Stephen, 
10
but they could not stand up against his wisdom or the Spirit by whom he spoke.  

 
11
Then they secretly persuaded some men to say, "We have heard Stephen speak words of blasphemy 

against Moses and against God."  
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12
So they stirred up the people and the elders and the teachers of the law. They seized Stephen and brought 

him before the Sanhedrin. 
13
They produced false witnesses, who testified, "This fellow never stops 

speaking against this holy place and against the law. 
14
For we have heard him say that this Jesus of 

Nazareth will destroy this place and change the customs Moses handed down to us."  

 
15
All who were sitting in the Sanhedrin looked intently at Stephen, and they saw that his face was like the 

face of an angel.  

Acts 7 

Stephen's Speech to the Sanhedrin  

 
1
Then the high priest asked him, "Are these charges true?"  

 
2
To this he replied: "Brothers and fathers, listen to me! The God of glory appeared to our father Abraham 

while he was still in Mesopotamia, before he lived in Haran. 
3
'Leave your country and your people,' God 

said, 'and go to the land I will show you.'
[w]
  

 
4
"So he left the land of the Chaldeans and settled in Haran. After the death of his father, God sent him to 

this land where you are now living. 
5
He gave him no inheritance here, not even a foot of ground. But God 

promised him that he and his descendants after him would possess the land, even though at that time 

Abraham had no child. 
6
God spoke to him in this way: 'Your descendants will be strangers in a country not 

their own, and they will be enslaved and mistreated four hundred years. 
7
But I will punish the nation they 

serve as slaves,' God said, 'and afterward they will come out of that country and worship me in this place.'
[x]
 

8
Then he gave Abraham the covenant of circumcision. And Abraham became the father of Isaac and 

circumcised him eight days after his birth. Later Isaac became the father of Jacob, and Jacob became the 

father of the twelve patriarchs.  

 
9
"Because the patriarchs were jealous of Joseph, they sold him as a slave into Egypt. But God was with 

him 
10
and rescued him from all his troubles. He gave Joseph wisdom and enabled him to gain the goodwill 

of Pharaoh king of Egypt; so he made him ruler over Egypt and all his palace.  

 
11
"Then a famine struck all Egypt and Canaan, bringing great suffering, and our fathers could not find food. 

12
When Jacob heard that there was grain in Egypt, he sent our fathers on their first visit. 

13
On their second 

visit, Joseph told his brothers who he was, and Pharaoh learned about Joseph's family. 
14
After this, Joseph 

sent for his father Jacob and his whole family, seventy-five in all. 
15
Then Jacob went down to Egypt, where 

he and our fathers died. 
16
Their bodies were brought back to Shechem and placed in the tomb that Abraham 

had bought from the sons of Hamor at Shechem for a certain sum of money.  

 
17
"As the time drew near for God to fulfill his promise to Abraham, the number of our people in Egypt 

greatly increased. 
18
Then another king, who knew nothing about Joseph, became ruler of Egypt. 

19
He dealt 

treacherously with our people and oppressed our forefathers by forcing them to throw out their newborn 

babies so that they would die.  

 
20
"At that time Moses was born, and he was no ordinary child.

[y]
For three months he was cared for in his 

father's house. 
21
When he was placed outside, Pharaoh's daughter took him and brought him up as her own 

son. 
22
Moses was educated in all the wisdom of the Egyptians and was powerful in speech and action.  

 
23
"When Moses was forty years old, he decided to visit his fellow Israelites. 

24
He saw one of them being 

mistreated by an Egyptian, so he went to his defense and avenged him by killing the Egyptian. 
25
Moses 

thought that his own people would realize that God was using him to rescue them, but they did not. 
26
The 

next day Moses came upon two Israelites who were fighting. He tried to reconcile them by saying, 'Men, 

you are brothers; why do you want to hurt each other?'  

 
27
"But the man who was mistreating the other pushed Moses aside and said, 'Who made you ruler and 

judge over us? 
28
Do you want to kill me as you killed the Egyptian yesterday?'

[z]
 
29
When Moses heard this, 

he fled to Midian, where he settled as a foreigner and had two sons.  

 
30
"After forty years had passed, an angel appeared to Moses in the flames of a burning bush in the desert 

near Mount Sinai. 
31
When he saw this, he was amazed at the sight. As he went over to look more closely, 

he heard the Lord's voice: 
32
'I am the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.'

[aa]
 Moses 

trembled with fear and did not dare to look.  

 
33
"Then the Lord said to him, 'Take off your sandals; the place where you are standing is holy ground. 

34
I 

have indeed seen the oppression of my people in Egypt. I have heard their groaning and have come down to 

set them free. Now come, I will send you back to Egypt.'
[ab]

  

 
35
"This is the same Moses whom they had rejected with the words, 'Who made you ruler and judge?' He 

was sent to be their ruler and deliverer by God himself, through the angel who appeared to him in the bush. 
36
He led them out of Egypt and did wonders and miraculous signs in Egypt, at the Red Sea

[ac]
 and for forty 

years in the desert.  
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37
"This is that Moses who told the Israelites, 'God will send you a prophet like me from your own 

people.'
[ad]

 
38
He was in the assembly in the desert, with the angel who spoke to him on Mount Sinai, and 

with our fathers; and he received living words to pass on to us.  

 
39
"But our fathers refused to obey him. Instead, they rejected him and in their hearts turned back to Egypt. 

40
They told Aaron, 'Make us gods who will go before us. As for this fellow Moses who led us out of 

Egypt—we don't know what has happened to him!'
[ae]

 
41
That was the time they made an idol in the form of 

a calf. They brought sacrifices to it and held a celebration in honor of what their hands had made. 
42
But 

God turned away and gave them over to the worship of the heavenly bodies. This agrees with what is 

written in the book of the prophets:  

   " 'Did you bring me sacrifices and offerings  

      forty years in the desert, O house of Israel?  

 
43
You have lifted up the shrine of Molech  

      and the star of your god Rephan,  

      the idols you made to worship.  

   Therefore I will send you into exile'
[af]
 beyond Babylon.  

 
44
"Our forefathers had the tabernacle of the Testimony with them in the desert. It had been made as God 

directed Moses, according to the pattern he had seen. 
45
Having received the tabernacle, our fathers under 

Joshua brought it with them when they took the land from the nations God drove out before them. It 

remained in the land until the time of David, 
46
who enjoyed God's favor and asked that he might provide a 

dwelling place for the God of Jacob.
[ag]

 
47
But it was Solomon who built the house for him.  

 
48
"However, the Most High does not live in houses made by men. As the prophet says:  

 
49
" 'Heaven is my throne,  

      and the earth is my footstool.  

   What kind of house will you build for me? says the Lord.  

      Or where will my resting place be?  

 
50
Has not my hand made all these things?'

[ah]
  

 
51
"You stiff-necked people, with uncircumcised hearts and ears! You are just like your fathers: You always 

resist the Holy Spirit! 
52
Was there ever a prophet your fathers did not persecute? They even killed those 

who predicted the coming of the Righteous One. And now you have betrayed and murdered him— 
53
you 

who have received the law that was put into effect through angels but have not obeyed it."  

The Stoning of Stephen  

 
54
When they heard this, they were furious and gnashed their teeth at him. 

55
But Stephen, full of the Holy 

Spirit, looked up to heaven and saw the glory of God, and Jesus standing at the right hand of God. 
56
"Look," he said, "I see heaven open and the Son of Man standing at the right hand of God."  

 
57
At this they covered their ears and, yelling at the top of their voices, they all rushed at him, 

58
dragged him 

out of the city and began to stone him. Meanwhile, the witnesses laid their clothes at the feet of a young 

man named Saul.  

 
59
While they were stoning him, Stephen prayed, "Lord Jesus, receive my spirit." 

60
Then he fell on his 

knees and cried out, "Lord, do not hold this sin against them." When he had said this, he fell asleep. 

Acts 8 

 
1
And Saul was there, giving approval to his death.  

The Church Persecuted and Scattered  

    On that day a great persecution broke out against the church at Jerusalem, and all except the apostles 

were scattered throughout Judea and Samaria. 
2
Godly men buried Stephen and mourned deeply for him. 

3
But Saul began to destroy the church. Going from house to house, he dragged off men and women and put 

them in prison.  

Philip in Samaria  

 
4
Those who had been scattered preached the word wherever they went. 

5
Philip went down to a city in 

Samaria and proclaimed the Christ
[a]
there. 

6
When the crowds heard Philip and saw the miraculous signs he 

did, they all paid close attention to what he said. 
7
With shrieks, evil

[b]
 spirits came out of many, and many 

paralytics and cripples were healed. 
8
So there was great joy in that city.  

Simon the Sorcerer  

 
9
Now for some time a man named Simon had practiced sorcery in the city and amazed all the people of 

Samaria. He boasted that he was someone great, 
10
and all the people, both high and low, gave him their 

attention and exclaimed, "This man is the divine power known as the Great Power." 
11
They followed him 

because he had amazed them for a long time with his magic. 
12
But when they believed Philip as he 

preached the good news of the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ, they were baptized, both men 
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and women. 
13
Simon himself believed and was baptized. And he followed Philip everywhere, astonished by 

the great signs and miracles he saw.  

 
14
When the apostles in Jerusalem heard that Samaria had accepted the word of God, they sent Peter and 

John to them. 
15
When they arrived, they prayed for them that they might receive the Holy Spirit, 

16
because 

the Holy Spirit had not yet come upon any of them; they had simply been baptized into
[c]
 the name of the 

Lord Jesus. 
17
Then Peter and John placed their hands on them, and they received the Holy Spirit.  

 
18
When Simon saw that the Spirit was given at the laying on of the apostles' hands, he offered them money 

19
and said, "Give me also this ability so that everyone on whom I lay my hands may receive the Holy 

Spirit."  

 
20
Peter answered: "May your money perish with you, because you thought you could buy the gift of God 

with money! 
21
You have no part or share in this ministry, because your heart is not right before God. 

22
Repent of this wickedness and pray to the Lord. Perhaps he will forgive you for having such a thought in 

your heart. 
23
For I see that you are full of bitterness and captive to sin."  

 
24
Then Simon answered, "Pray to the Lord for me so that nothing you have said may happen to me."  

 
25
When they had testified and proclaimed the word of the Lord, Peter and John returned to Jerusalem, 

preaching the gospel in many Samaritan villages.  

Philip and the Ethiopian  

 
26
Now an angel of the Lord said to Philip, "Go south to the road—the desert road—that goes down from 

Jerusalem to Gaza." 
27
So he started out, and on his way he met an Ethiopian

[d]
eunuch, an important official 

in charge of all the treasury of Candace, queen of the Ethiopians. This man had gone to Jerusalem to 

worship, 
28
and on his way home was sitting in his chariot reading the book of Isaiah the prophet. 

29
The 

Spirit told Philip, "Go to that chariot and stay near it."  

 
30
Then Philip ran up to the chariot and heard the man reading Isaiah the prophet. "Do you understand what 

you are reading?" Philip asked.  

 
31
"How can I," he said, "unless someone explains it to me?" So he invited Philip to come up and sit with 

him.  

 
32
The eunuch was reading this passage of Scripture:  

   "He was led like a sheep to the slaughter,  

      and as a lamb before the shearer is silent,  

      so he did not open his mouth.  

 
33
In his humiliation he was deprived of justice.  

      Who can speak of his descendants?  

      For his life was taken from the earth."
[e]
  

 
34
The eunuch asked Philip, "Tell me, please, who is the prophet talking about, himself or someone else?" 

35
Then Philip began with that very passage of Scripture and told him the good news about Jesus.  

 
36
As they traveled along the road, they came to some water and the eunuch said, "Look, here is water. Why 

shouldn't I be baptized?"
[f]
 
38
And he gave orders to stop the chariot. Then both Philip and the eunuch went 

down into the water and Philip baptized him. 
39
When they came up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord 

suddenly took Philip away, and the eunuch did not see him again, but went on his way rejoicing. 
40
Philip, 

however, appeared at Azotus and traveled about, preaching the gospel in all the towns until he reached 

Caesarea.  

Acts 9 

Saul's Conversion  

 
1
Meanwhile, Saul was still breathing out murderous threats against the Lord's disciples. He went to the 

high priest 
2
and asked him for letters to the synagogues in Damascus, so that if he found any there who 

belonged to the Way, whether men or women, he might take them as prisoners to Jerusalem. 
3
As he neared 

Damascus on his journey, suddenly a light from heaven flashed around him. 
4
He fell to the ground and 

heard a voice say to him, "Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me?"  

 
5
"Who are you, Lord?" Saul asked.  

   "I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting," he replied. 
6
"Now get up and go into the city, and you will be 

told what you must do."  

 
7
The men traveling with Saul stood there speechless; they heard the sound but did not see anyone. 

8
Saul 

got up from the ground, but when he opened his eyes he could see nothing. So they led him by the hand 

into Damascus. 
9
For three days he was blind, and did not eat or drink anything.  

 
10
In Damascus there was a disciple named Ananias. The Lord called to him in a vision, "Ananias!"  

      "Yes, Lord," he answered.  
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11
The Lord told him, "Go to the house of Judas on Straight Street and ask for a man from Tarsus named 

Saul, for he is praying. 
12
In a vision he has seen a man named Ananias come and place his hands on him to 

restore his sight."  

 
13
"Lord," Ananias answered, "I have heard many reports about this man and all the harm he has done to 

your saints in Jerusalem. 
14
And he has come here with authority from the chief priests to arrest all who call 

on your name."  

 
15
But the Lord said to Ananias, "Go! This man is my chosen instrument to carry my name before the 

Gentiles and their kings and before the people of Israel. 
16
I will show him how much he must suffer for my 

name."  

 
17
Then Ananias went to the house and entered it. Placing his hands on Saul, he said, "Brother Saul, the 

Lord—Jesus, who appeared to you on the road as you were coming here—has sent me so that you may see 

again and be filled with the Holy Spirit." 
18
Immediately, something like scales fell from Saul's eyes, and he 

could see again. He got up and was baptized, 
19
and after taking some food, he regained his strength.  

Saul in Damascus and Jerusalem  

    Saul spent several days with the disciples in Damascus. 
20
At once he began to preach in the synagogues 

that Jesus is the Son of God. 
21
All those who heard him were astonished and asked, "Isn't he the man who 

raised havoc in Jerusalem among those who call on this name? And hasn't he come here to take them as 

prisoners to the chief priests?" 
22
Yet Saul grew more and more powerful and baffled the Jews living in 

Damascus by proving that Jesus is the Christ.
[g]
  

 
23
After many days had gone by, the Jews conspired to kill him, 

24
but Saul learned of their plan. Day and 

night they kept close watch on the city gates in order to kill him. 
25
But his followers took him by night and 

lowered him in a basket through an opening in the wall.  

 
26
When he came to Jerusalem, he tried to join the disciples, but they were all afraid of him, not believing 

that he really was a disciple. 
27
But Barnabas took him and brought him to the apostles. He told them how 

Saul on his journey had seen the Lord and that the Lord had spoken to him, and how in Damascus he had 

preached fearlessly in the name of Jesus. 
28
So Saul stayed with them and moved about freely in Jerusalem, 

speaking boldly in the name of the Lord. 
29
He talked and debated with the Grecian Jews, but they tried to 

kill him. 
30
When the brothers learned of this, they took him down to Caesarea and sent him off to Tarsus.  

 
31
Then the church throughout Judea, Galilee and Samaria enjoyed a time of peace. It was strengthened; and 

encouraged by the Holy Spirit, it grew in numbers, living in the fear of the Lord.  

Aeneas and Dorcas  

 
32
As Peter traveled about the country, he went to visit the saints in Lydda. 

33
There he found a man named 

Aeneas, a paralytic who had been bedridden for eight years. 
34
"Aeneas," Peter said to him, "Jesus Christ 

heals you. Get up and take care of your mat." Immediately Aeneas got up. 
35
All those who lived in Lydda 

and Sharon saw him and turned to the Lord.  

 
36
In Joppa there was a disciple named Tabitha (which, when translated, is Dorcas

[h]
), who was always 

doing good and helping the poor. 
37
About that time she became sick and died, and her body was washed 

and placed in an upstairs room. 
38
Lydda was near Joppa; so when the disciples heard that Peter was in 

Lydda, they sent two men to him and urged him, "Please come at once!"  

 
39
Peter went with them, and when he arrived he was taken upstairs to the room. All the widows stood 

around him, crying and showing him the robes and other clothing that Dorcas had made while she was still 

with them.  

 
40
Peter sent them all out of the room; then he got down on his knees and prayed. Turning toward the dead 

woman, he said, "Tabitha, get up." She opened her eyes, and seeing Peter she sat up. 
41
He took her by the 

hand and helped her to her feet. Then he called the believers and the widows and presented her to them 

alive. 
42
This became known all over Joppa, and many people believed in the Lord. 

43
Peter stayed in Joppa 

for some time with a tanner named Simon.  

Acts 10 

Cornelius Calls for Peter  

 
1
At Caesarea there was a man named Cornelius, a centurion in what was known as the Italian Regiment. 

2
He and all his family were devout and God-fearing; he gave generously to those in need and prayed to God 

regularly. 
3
One day at about three in the afternoon he had a vision. He distinctly saw an angel of God, who 

came to him and said, "Cornelius!"  

 
4
Cornelius stared at him in fear. "What is it, Lord?" he asked.  

   The angel answered, "Your prayers and gifts to the poor have come up as a memorial offering before God. 
5
Now send men to Joppa to bring back a man named Simon who is called Peter. 

6
He is staying with Simon 

the tanner, whose house is by the sea."  
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7
When the angel who spoke to him had gone, Cornelius called two of his servants and a devout soldier 

who was one of his attendants. 
8
He told them everything that had happened and sent them to Joppa.  

Peter's Vision  

 
9
About noon the following day as they were on their journey and approaching the city, Peter went up on 

the roof to pray. 
10
He became hungry and wanted something to eat, and while the meal was being prepared, 

he fell into a trance. 
11
He saw heaven opened and something like a large sheet being let down to earth by its 

four corners. 
12
It contained all kinds of four-footed animals, as well as reptiles of the earth and birds of the 

air. 
13
Then a voice told him, "Get up, Peter. Kill and eat."  

 
14
"Surely not, Lord!" Peter replied. "I have never eaten anything impure or unclean."  

 
15
The voice spoke to him a second time, "Do not call anything impure that God has made clean."  

 
16
This happened three times, and immediately the sheet was taken back to heaven.  

 
17
While Peter was wondering about the meaning of the vision, the men sent by Cornelius found out where 

Simon's house was and stopped at the gate. 
18
They called out, asking if Simon who was known as Peter was 

staying there.  

 
19
While Peter was still thinking about the vision, the Spirit said to him, "Simon, three

[i]
 men are looking for 

you. 
20
So get up and go downstairs. Do not hesitate to go with them, for I have sent them."  

 
21
Peter went down and said to the men, "I'm the one you're looking for. Why have you come?"  

 
22
The men replied, "We have come from Cornelius the centurion. He is a righteous and God-fearing man, 

who is respected by all the Jewish people. A holy angel told him to have you come to his house so that he 

could hear what you have to say." 
23
Then Peter invited the men into the house to be his guests.  

Peter at Cornelius' House  

    The next day Peter started out with them, and some of the brothers from Joppa went along. 
24
The 

following day he arrived in Caesarea. Cornelius was expecting them and had called together his relatives 

and close friends. 
25
As Peter entered the house, Cornelius met him and fell at his feet in reverence. 

26
But 

Peter made him get up. "Stand up," he said, "I am only a man myself."  

 
27
Talking with him, Peter went inside and found a large gathering of people. 

28
He said to them: "You are 

well aware that it is against our law for a Jew to associate with a Gentile or visit him. But God has shown 

me that I should not call any man impure or unclean. 
29
So when I was sent for, I came without raising any 

objection. May I ask why you sent for me?"  

 
30
Cornelius answered: "Four days ago I was in my house praying at this hour, at three in the afternoon. 

Suddenly a man in shining clothes stood before me 
31
and said, 'Cornelius, God has heard your prayer and 

remembered your gifts to the poor. 
32
Send to Joppa for Simon who is called Peter. He is a guest in the home 

of Simon the tanner, who lives by the sea.' 
33
So I sent for you immediately, and it was good of you to come. 

Now we are all here in the presence of God to listen to everything the Lord has commanded you to tell us."  

 
34
Then Peter began to speak: "I now realize how true it is that God does not show favoritism 

35
but accepts 

men from every nation who fear him and do what is right. 
36
You know the message God sent to the people 

of Israel, telling the good news of peace through Jesus Christ, who is Lord of all. 
37
You know what has 

happened throughout Judea, beginning in Galilee after the baptism that John preached— 
38
how God 

anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and power, and how he went around doing good and 

healing all who were under the power of the devil, because God was with him.  

 
39
"We are witnesses of everything he did in the country of the Jews and in Jerusalem. They killed him by 

hanging him on a tree, 
40
but God raised him from the dead on the third day and caused him to be seen. 

41
He 

was not seen by all the people, but by witnesses whom God had already chosen—by us who ate and drank 

with him after he rose from the dead. 
42
He commanded us to preach to the people and to testify that he is 

the one whom God appointed as judge of the living and the dead. 
43
All the prophets testify about him that 

everyone who believes in him receives forgiveness of sins through his name."  

 
44
While Peter was still speaking these words, the Holy Spirit came on all who heard the message. 

45
The 

circumcised believers who had come with Peter were astonished that the gift of the Holy Spirit had been 

poured out even on the Gentiles. 
46
For they heard them speaking in tongues

[j]
 and praising God.  

   Then Peter said, 
47
"Can anyone keep these people from being baptized with water? They have received 

the Holy Spirit just as we have." 
48
So he ordered that they be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ. Then 

they asked Peter to stay with them for a few days.  

Acts 11 

Peter Explains His Actions  

 
1
The apostles and the brothers throughout Judea heard that the Gentiles also had received the word of God. 

2
So when Peter went up to Jerusalem, the circumcised believers criticized him 

3
and said, "You went into 

the house of uncircumcised men and ate with them."  
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4
Peter began and explained everything to them precisely as it had happened: 

5
"I was in the city of Joppa 

praying, and in a trance I saw a vision. I saw something like a large sheet being let down from heaven by its 

four corners, and it came down to where I was. 
6
I looked into it and saw four-footed animals of the earth, 

wild beasts, reptiles, and birds of the air. 
7
Then I heard a voice telling me, 'Get up, Peter. Kill and eat.'  

 
8
"I replied, 'Surely not, Lord! Nothing impure or unclean has ever entered my mouth.'  

 
9
"The voice spoke from heaven a second time, 'Do not call anything impure that God has made clean.' 

10
This happened three times, and then it was all pulled up to heaven again.  

 
11
"Right then three men who had been sent to me from Caesarea stopped at the house where I was staying. 

12
The Spirit told me to have no hesitation about going with them. These six brothers also went with me, and 

we entered the man's house. 
13
He told us how he had seen an angel appear in his house and say, 'Send to 

Joppa for Simon who is called Peter. 
14
He will bring you a message through which you and all your 

household will be saved.'  

 
15
"As I began to speak, the Holy Spirit came on them as he had come on us at the beginning. 

16
Then I 

remembered what the Lord had said: 'John baptized with
[k]
water, but you will be baptized with the Holy 

Spirit.' 
17
So if God gave them the same gift as he gave us, who believed in the Lord Jesus Christ, who was I 

to think that I could oppose God?"  

 
18
When they heard this, they had no further objections and praised God, saying, "So then, God has granted 

even the Gentiles repentance unto life."  

The Church in Antioch  

 
19
Now those who had been scattered by the persecution in connection with Stephen traveled as far as 

Phoenicia, Cyprus and Antioch, telling the message only to Jews. 
20
Some of them, however, men from 

Cyprus and Cyrene, went to Antioch and began to speak to Greeks also, telling them the good news about 

the Lord Jesus. 
21
The Lord's hand was with them, and a great number of people believed and turned to the 

Lord.  

 
22
News of this reached the ears of the church at Jerusalem, and they sent Barnabas to Antioch. 

23
When he 

arrived and saw the evidence of the grace of God, he was glad and encouraged them all to remain true to 

the Lord with all their hearts. 
24
He was a good man, full of the Holy Spirit and faith, and a great number of 

people were brought to the Lord.  

 
25
Then Barnabas went to Tarsus to look for Saul, 

26
and when he found him, he brought him to Antioch. So 

for a whole year Barnabas and Saul met with the church and taught great numbers of people. The disciples 

were called Christians first at Antioch.  

 
27
During this time some prophets came down from Jerusalem to Antioch. 

28
One of them, named Agabus, 

stood up and through the Spirit predicted that a severe famine would spread over the entire Roman world. 

(This happened during the reign of Claudius.) 
29
The disciples, each according to his ability, decided to 

provide help for the brothers living in Judea. 
30
This they did, sending their gift to the elders by Barnabas 

and Saul.  

Acts 12 

Peter's Miraculous Escape From Prison  

 
1
It was about this time that King Herod arrested some who belonged to the church, intending to persecute 

them. 
2
He had James, the brother of John, put to death with the sword. 

3
When he saw that this pleased the 

Jews, he proceeded to seize Peter also. This happened during the Feast of Unleavened Bread. 
4
After 

arresting him, he put him in prison, handing him over to be guarded by four squads of four soldiers each. 

Herod intended to bring him out for public trial after the Passover.  

 
5
So Peter was kept in prison, but the church was earnestly praying to God for him.  

 
6
The night before Herod was to bring him to trial, Peter was sleeping between two soldiers, bound with 

two chains, and sentries stood guard at the entrance. 
7
Suddenly an angel of the Lord appeared and a light 

shone in the cell. He struck Peter on the side and woke him up. "Quick, get up!" he said, and the chains fell 

off Peter's wrists.  

 
8
Then the angel said to him, "Put on your clothes and sandals." And Peter did so. "Wrap your cloak around 

you and follow me," the angel told him. 
9
Peter followed him out of the prison, but he had no idea that what 

the angel was doing was really happening; he thought he was seeing a vision. 
10
They passed the first and 

second guards and came to the iron gate leading to the city. It opened for them by itself, and they went 

through it. When they had walked the length of one street, suddenly the angel left him.  

 
11
Then Peter came to himself and said, "Now I know without a doubt that the Lord sent his angel and 

rescued me from Herod's clutches and from everything the Jewish people were anticipating."  

 
12
When this had dawned on him, he went to the house of Mary the mother of John, also called Mark, where 

many people had gathered and were praying. 
13
Peter knocked at the outer entrance, and a servant girl 
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named Rhoda came to answer the door. 
14
When she recognized Peter's voice, she was so overjoyed she ran 

back without opening it and exclaimed, "Peter is at the door!"  

 
15
"You're out of your mind," they told her. When she kept insisting that it was so, they said, "It must be his 

angel."  

 
16
But Peter kept on knocking, and when they opened the door and saw him, they were astonished. 

17
Peter 

motioned with his hand for them to be quiet and described how the Lord had brought him out of prison. 

"Tell James and the brothers about this," he said, and then he left for another place.  

 
18
In the morning, there was no small commotion among the soldiers as to what had become of Peter. 

19
After Herod had a thorough search made for him and did not find him, he cross-examined the guards and 

ordered that they be executed.  

Herod's Death  

    Then Herod went from Judea to Caesarea and stayed there a while. 
20
He had been quarreling with the 

people of Tyre and Sidon; they now joined together and sought an audience with him. Having secured the 

support of Blastus, a trusted personal servant of the king, they asked for peace, because they depended on 

the king's country for their food supply.  

 
21
On the appointed day Herod, wearing his royal robes, sat on his throne and delivered a public address to 

the people. 
22
They shouted, "This is the voice of a god, not of a man." 

23
Immediately, because Herod did 

not give praise to God, an angel of the Lord struck him down, and he was eaten by worms and died.  

 
24
But the word of God continued to increase and spread.  

 
25
When Barnabas and Saul had finished their mission, they returned from

[l]
 Jerusalem, taking with them 

John, also called Mark.  

Acts 13 

Barnabas and Saul Sent Off  

 
1
In the church at Antioch there were prophets and teachers: Barnabas, Simeon called Niger, Lucius of 

Cyrene, Manaen (who had been brought up with Herod the tetrarch) and Saul. 
2
While they were worshiping 

the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, "Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have 

called them." 
3
So after they had fasted and prayed, they placed their hands on them and sent them off.  

On Cyprus  

 
4
The two of them, sent on their way by the Holy Spirit, went down to Seleucia and sailed from there to 

Cyprus. 
5
When they arrived at Salamis, they proclaimed the word of God in the Jewish synagogues. John 

was with them as their helper.  

 
6
They traveled through the whole island until they came to Paphos. There they met a Jewish sorcerer and 

false prophet named Bar-Jesus, 
7
who was an attendant of the proconsul, Sergius Paulus. The proconsul, an 

intelligent man, sent for Barnabas and Saul because he wanted to hear the word of God. 
8
But Elymas the 

sorcerer (for that is what his name means) opposed them and tried to turn the proconsul from the faith. 
9
Then Saul, who was also called Paul, filled with the Holy Spirit, looked straight at Elymas and said, 

10
"You are a child of the devil and an enemy of everything that is right! You are full of all kinds of deceit 

and trickery. Will you never stop perverting the right ways of the Lord? 
11
Now the hand of the Lord is 

against you. You are going to be blind, and for a time you will be unable to see the light of the sun."  

   Immediately mist and darkness came over him, and he groped about, seeking someone to lead him by the 

hand. 
12
When the proconsul saw what had happened, he believed, for he was amazed at the teaching about 

the Lord.  

In Pisidian Antioch  

 
13
From Paphos, Paul and his companions sailed to Perga in Pamphylia, where John left them to return to 

Jerusalem. 
14
From Perga they went on to Pisidian Antioch. On the Sabbath they entered the synagogue and 

sat down. 
15
After the reading from the Law and the Prophets, the synagogue rulers sent word to them, 

saying, "Brothers, if you have a message of encouragement for the people, please speak."  

 
16
Standing up, Paul motioned with his hand and said: "Men of Israel and you Gentiles who worship God, 

listen to me! 
17
The God of the people of Israel chose our fathers; he made the people prosper during their 

stay in Egypt, with mighty power he led them out of that country, 
18
he endured their conduct

[m]
 for about 

forty years in the desert, 
19
he overthrew seven nations in Canaan and gave their land to his people as their 

inheritance. 
20
All this took about 450 years.  

   "After this, God gave them judges until the time of Samuel the prophet. 
21
Then the people asked for a 

king, and he gave them Saul son of Kish, of the tribe of Benjamin, who ruled forty years. 
22
After removing 

Saul, he made David their king. He testified concerning him: 'I have found David son of Jesse a man after 

my own heart; he will do everything I want him to do.'  
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23
"From this man's descendants God has brought to Israel the Savior Jesus, as he promised. 

24
Before the 

coming of Jesus, John preached repentance and baptism to all the people of Israel. 
25
As John was 

completing his work, he said: 'Who do you think I am? I am not that one. No, but he is coming after me, 

whose sandals I am not worthy to untie.'  

 
26
"Brothers, children of Abraham, and you God-fearing Gentiles, it is to us that this message of salvation 

has been sent. 
27
The people of Jerusalem and their rulers did not recognize Jesus, yet in condemning him 

they fulfilled the words of the prophets that are read every Sabbath. 
28
Though they found no proper ground 

for a death sentence, they asked Pilate to have him executed. 
29
When they had carried out all that was 

written about him, they took him down from the tree and laid him in a tomb. 
30
But God raised him from the 

dead, 
31
and for many days he was seen by those who had traveled with him from Galilee to Jerusalem. 

They are now his witnesses to our people.  

 
32
"We tell you the good news: What God promised our fathers 

33
he has fulfilled for us, their children, by 

raising up Jesus. As it is written in the second Psalm:  

   " 'You are my Son;  

      today I have become your Father.
[n]
'
[o]
 
34
The fact that God raised him from the dead, never to decay, is 

stated in these words:  

   " 'I will give you the holy and sure blessings promised to David.'
[p]
 
35
So it is stated elsewhere:  

   " 'You will not let your Holy One see decay.'
[q]
  

 
36
"For when David had served God's purpose in his own generation, he fell asleep; he was buried with his 

fathers and his body decayed. 
37
But the one whom God raised from the dead did not see decay.  

 
38
"Therefore, my brothers, I want you to know that through Jesus the forgiveness of sins is proclaimed to 

you. 
39
Through him everyone who believes is justified from everything you could not be justified from by 

the law of Moses. 
40
Take care that what the prophets have said does not happen to you:  

 
41
" 'Look, you scoffers,  

      wonder and perish,  

   for I am going to do something in your days  

      that you would never believe,  

      even if someone told you.'
[r]
"  

 
42
As Paul and Barnabas were leaving the synagogue, the people invited them to speak further about these 

things on the next Sabbath. 
43
When the congregation was dismissed, many of the Jews and devout converts 

to Judaism followed Paul and Barnabas, who talked with them and urged them to continue in the grace of 

God.  

 
44
On the next Sabbath almost the whole city gathered to hear the word of the Lord. 

45
When the Jews saw 

the crowds, they were filled with jealousy and talked abusively against what Paul was saying.  

 
46
Then Paul and Barnabas answered them boldly: "We had to speak the word of God to you first. Since 

you reject it and do not consider yourselves worthy of eternal life, we now turn to the Gentiles. 
47
For this is 

what the Lord has commanded us:  

   " 'I have made you
[s]
 a light for the Gentiles,  

      that you
[t]
 may bring salvation to the ends of the earth.'

[u]
"  

 
48
When the Gentiles heard this, they were glad and honored the word of the Lord; and all who were 

appointed for eternal life believed.  

 
49
The word of the Lord spread through the whole region. 

50
But the Jews incited the God-fearing women of 

high standing and the leading men of the city. They stirred up persecution against Paul and Barnabas, and 

expelled them from their region. 
51
So they shook the dust from their feet in protest against them and went to 

Iconium. 
52
And the disciples were filled with joy and with the Holy Spirit.  

Acts 14 

In Iconium  

 
1
At Iconium Paul and Barnabas went as usual into the Jewish synagogue. There they spoke so effectively 

that a great number of Jews and Gentiles believed. 
2
But the Jews who refused to believe stirred up the 

Gentiles and poisoned their minds against the brothers. 
3
So Paul and Barnabas spent considerable time 

there, speaking boldly for the Lord, who confirmed the message of his grace by enabling them to do 

miraculous signs and wonders. 
4
The people of the city were divided; some sided with the Jews, others with 

the apostles. 
5
There was a plot afoot among the Gentiles and Jews, together with their leaders, to mistreat 

them and stone them. 
6
But they found out about it and fled to the Lycaonian cities of Lystra and Derbe and 

to the surrounding country, 
7
where they continued to preach the good news.  

In Lystra and Derbe  
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8
In Lystra there sat a man crippled in his feet, who was lame from birth and had never walked. 

9
He listened 

to Paul as he was speaking. Paul looked directly at him, saw that he had faith to be healed 
10
and called out, 

"Stand up on your feet!" At that, the man jumped up and began to walk.  

 
11
When the crowd saw what Paul had done, they shouted in the Lycaonian language, "The gods have come 

down to us in human form!" 
12
Barnabas they called Zeus, and Paul they called Hermes because he was the 

chief speaker. 
13
The priest of Zeus, whose temple was just outside the city, brought bulls and wreaths to the 

city gates because he and the crowd wanted to offer sacrifices to them.  

 
14
But when the apostles Barnabas and Paul heard of this, they tore their clothes and rushed out into the 

crowd, shouting: 
15
"Men, why are you doing this? We too are only men, human like you. We are bringing 

you good news, telling you to turn from these worthless things to the living God, who made heaven and 

earth and sea and everything in them. 
16
In the past, he let all nations go their own way. 

17
Yet he has not left 

himself without testimony: He has shown kindness by giving you rain from heaven and crops in their 

seasons; he provides you with plenty of food and fills your hearts with joy." 
18
Even with these words, they 

had difficulty keeping the crowd from sacrificing to them.  

 
19
Then some Jews came from Antioch and Iconium and won the crowd over. They stoned Paul and 

dragged him outside the city, thinking he was dead. 
20
But after the disciples had gathered around him, he 

got up and went back into the city. The next day he and Barnabas left for Derbe.  

The Return to Antioch in Syria  

 
21
They preached the good news in that city and won a large number of disciples. Then they returned to 

Lystra, Iconium and Antioch, 
22
strengthening the disciples and encouraging them to remain true to the faith. 

"We must go through many hardships to enter the kingdom of God," they said. 
23
Paul and Barnabas 

appointed elders
[v]
 for them in each church and, with prayer and fasting, committed them to the Lord, in 

whom they had put their trust. 
24
After going through Pisidia, they came into Pamphylia, 

25
and when they 

had preached the word in Perga, they went down to Attalia.  

 
26
From Attalia they sailed back to Antioch, where they had been committed to the grace of God for the 

work they had now completed. 
27
On arriving there, they gathered the church together and reported all that 

God had done through them and how he had opened the door of faith to the Gentiles. 
28
And they stayed 

there a long time with the disciples. 

Acts 15 

The Council at Jerusalem  

 
1
Some men came down from Judea to Antioch and were teaching the brothers: "Unless you are 

circumcised, according to the custom taught by Moses, you cannot be saved." 
2
This brought Paul and 

Barnabas into sharp dispute and debate with them. So Paul and Barnabas were appointed, along with some 

other believers, to go up to Jerusalem to see the apostles and elders about this question. 
3
The church sent 

them on their way, and as they traveled through Phoenicia and Samaria, they told how the Gentiles had 

been converted. This news made all the brothers very glad. 
4
When they came to Jerusalem, they were 

welcomed by the church and the apostles and elders, to whom they reported everything God had done 

through them.  

 
5
Then some of the believers who belonged to the party of the Pharisees stood up and said, "The Gentiles 

must be circumcised and required to obey the law of Moses."  

 
6
The apostles and elders met to consider this question. 

7
After much discussion, Peter got up and addressed 

them: "Brothers, you know that some time ago God made a choice among you that the Gentiles might hear 

from my lips the message of the gospel and believe. 
8
God, who knows the heart, showed that he accepted 

them by giving the Holy Spirit to them, just as he did to us. 
9
He made no distinction between us and them, 

for he purified their hearts by faith. 
10
Now then, why do you try to test God by putting on the necks of the 

disciples a yoke that neither we nor our fathers have been able to bear? 
11
No! We believe it is through the 

grace of our Lord Jesus that we are saved, just as they are."  

 
12
The whole assembly became silent as they listened to Barnabas and Paul telling about the miraculous 

signs and wonders God had done among the Gentiles through them. 
13
When they finished, James spoke up: 

"Brothers, listen to me. 
14
Simon

[a]
 has described to us how God at first showed his concern by taking from 

the Gentiles a people for himself. 
15
The words of the prophets are in agreement with this, as it is written:  

 
16
" 'After this I will return  

      and rebuild David's fallen tent.  

   Its ruins I will rebuild,  

      and I will restore it,  

 
17
that the remnant of men may seek the Lord,  

      and all the Gentiles who bear my name,  
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   says the Lord, who does these things'
[b]
  

    
18
that have been known for ages.

[c]
  

 
19
"It is my judgment, therefore, that we should not make it difficult for the Gentiles who are turning to God. 

20
Instead we should write to them, telling them to abstain from food polluted by idols, from sexual 

immorality, from the meat of strangled animals and from blood. 
21
For Moses has been preached in every 

city from the earliest times and is read in the synagogues on every Sabbath."  

The Council's Letter to Gentile Believers  

 
22
Then the apostles and elders, with the whole church, decided to choose some of their own men and send 

them to Antioch with Paul and Barnabas. They chose Judas (called Barsabbas) and Silas, two men who 

were leaders among the brothers. 
23
With them they sent the following letter: The apostles and elders, your 

brothers, To the Gentile believers in Antioch, Syria and Cilicia: Greetings. 
24
We have heard that some went 

out from us without our authorization and disturbed you, troubling your minds by what they said. 
25
So we 

all agreed to choose some men and send them to you with our dear friends Barnabas and Paul— 
26
men who 

have risked their lives for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
27
Therefore we are sending Judas and Silas to 

confirm by word of mouth what we are writing. 
28
It seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us not to burden 

you with anything beyond the following requirements: 
29
You are to abstain from food sacrificed to idols, 

from blood, from the meat of strangled animals and from sexual immorality. You will do well to avoid 

these things. Farewell.  

 
30
The men were sent off and went down to Antioch, where they gathered the church together and delivered 

the letter. 
31
The people read it and were glad for its encouraging message. 

32
Judas and Silas, who 

themselves were prophets, said much to encourage and strengthen the brothers. 
33
After spending some time 

there, they were sent off by the brothers with the blessing of peace to return to those who had sent them.
[d]
 

35
But Paul and Barnabas remained in Antioch, where they and many others taught and preached the word of 

the Lord.  

Disagreement Between Paul and Barnabas  

 
36
Some time later Paul said to Barnabas, "Let us go back and visit the brothers in all the towns where we 

preached the word of the Lord and see how they are doing." 
37
Barnabas wanted to take John, also called 

Mark, with them, 
38
but Paul did not think it wise to take him, because he had deserted them in Pamphylia 

and had not continued with them in the work. 
39
They had such a sharp disagreement that they parted 

company. Barnabas took Mark and sailed for Cyprus, 
40
but Paul chose Silas and left, commended by the 

brothers to the grace of the Lord. 
41
He went through Syria and Cilicia, strengthening the churches.  

Acts 16 

Timothy Joins Paul and Silas  

 
1
He came to Derbe and then to Lystra, where a disciple named Timothy lived, whose mother was a Jewess 

and a believer, but whose father was a Greek. 
2
The brothers at Lystra and Iconium spoke well of him. 

3
Paul 

wanted to take him along on the journey, so he circumcised him because of the Jews who lived in that area, 

for they all knew that his father was a Greek. 
4
As they traveled from town to town, they delivered the 

decisions reached by the apostles and elders in Jerusalem for the people to obey. 
5
So the churches were 

strengthened in the faith and grew daily in numbers.  

Paul's Vision of the Man of Macedonia  

 
6
Paul and his companions traveled throughout the region of Phrygia and Galatia, having been kept by the 

Holy Spirit from preaching the word in the province of Asia. 
7
When they came to the border of Mysia, they 

tried to enter Bithynia, but the Spirit of Jesus would not allow them to. 
8
So they passed by Mysia and went 

down to Troas. 
9
During the night Paul had a vision of a man of Macedonia standing and begging him, 

"Come over to Macedonia and help us." 
10
After Paul had seen the vision, we got ready at once to leave for 

Macedonia, concluding that God had called us to preach the gospel to them.  

Lydia's Conversion in Philippi  

 
11
From Troas we put out to sea and sailed straight for Samothrace, and the next day on to Neapolis. 

12
From 

there we traveled to Philippi, a Roman colony and the leading city of that district of Macedonia. And we 

stayed there several days.  

 
13
On the Sabbath we went outside the city gate to the river, where we expected to find a place of prayer. 

We sat down and began to speak to the women who had gathered there. 
14
One of those listening was a 

woman named Lydia, a dealer in purple cloth from the city of Thyatira, who was a worshiper of God. The 

Lord opened her heart to respond to Paul's message. 
15
When she and the members of her household were 

baptized, she invited us to her home. "If you consider me a believer in the Lord," she said, "come and stay 

at my house." And she persuaded us.  

Paul and Silas in Prison  
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16
Once when we were going to the place of prayer, we were met by a slave girl who had a spirit by which 

she predicted the future. She earned a great deal of money for her owners by fortune-telling. 
17
This girl 

followed Paul and the rest of us, shouting, "These men are servants of the Most High God, who are telling 

you the way to be saved." 
18
She kept this up for many days. Finally Paul became so troubled that he turned 

around and said to the spirit, "In the name of Jesus Christ I command you to come out of her!" At that 

moment the spirit left her.  

 
19
When the owners of the slave girl realized that their hope of making money was gone, they seized Paul 

and Silas and dragged them into the marketplace to face the authorities. 
20
They brought them before the 

magistrates and said, "These men are Jews, and are throwing our city into an uproar 
21
by advocating 

customs unlawful for us Romans to accept or practice."  

 
22
The crowd joined in the attack against Paul and Silas, and the magistrates ordered them to be stripped 

and beaten. 
23
After they had been severely flogged, they were thrown into prison, and the jailer was 

commanded to guard them carefully. 
24
Upon receiving such orders, he put them in the inner cell and 

fastened their feet in the stocks.  

 
25
About midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns to God, and the other prisoners were 

listening to them. 
26
Suddenly there was such a violent earthquake that the foundations of the prison were 

shaken. At once all the prison doors flew open, and everybody's chains came loose. 
27
The jailer woke up, 

and when he saw the prison doors open, he drew his sword and was about to kill himself because he 

thought the prisoners had escaped. 
28
But Paul shouted, "Don't harm yourself! We are all here!"  

 
29
The jailer called for lights, rushed in and fell trembling before Paul and Silas. 

30
He then brought them out 

and asked, "Sirs, what must I do to be saved?"  

 
31
They replied, "Believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved—you and your household." 

32
Then they 

spoke the word of the Lord to him and to all the others in his house. 
33
At that hour of the night the jailer 

took them and washed their wounds; then immediately he and all his family were baptized. 
34
The jailer 

brought them into his house and set a meal before them; he was filled with joy because he had come to 

believe in God—he and his whole family.  

 
35
When it was daylight, the magistrates sent their officers to the jailer with the order: "Release those men." 

36
The jailer told Paul, "The magistrates have ordered that you and Silas be released. Now you can leave. Go 

in peace."  

 
37
But Paul said to the officers: "They beat us publicly without a trial, even though we are Roman citizens, 

and threw us into prison. And now do they want to get rid of us quietly? No! Let them come themselves 

and escort us out."  

 
38
The officers reported this to the magistrates, and when they heard that Paul and Silas were Roman 

citizens, they were alarmed. 
39
They came to appease them and escorted them from the prison, requesting 

them to leave the city. 
40
After Paul and Silas came out of the prison, they went to Lydia's house, where they 

met with the brothers and encouraged them. Then they left.  

Acts 17 

In Thessalonica  

 
1
When they had passed through Amphipolis and Apollonia, they came to Thessalonica, where there was a 

Jewish synagogue. 
2
As his custom was, Paul went into the synagogue, and on three Sabbath days he 

reasoned with them from the Scriptures, 
3
explaining and proving that the Christ

[e]
 had to suffer and rise 

from the dead. "This Jesus I am proclaiming to you is the Christ,
[f]
" he said. 

4
Some of the Jews were 

persuaded and joined Paul and Silas, as did a large number of God-fearing Greeks and not a few prominent 

women.  

 
5
But the Jews were jealous; so they rounded up some bad characters from the marketplace, formed a mob 

and started a riot in the city. They rushed to Jason's house in search of Paul and Silas in order to bring them 

out to the crowd.
[g]
 
6
But when they did not find them, they dragged Jason and some other brothers before 

the city officials, shouting: "These men who have caused trouble all over the world have now come here, 
7
and Jason has welcomed them into his house. They are all defying Caesar's decrees, saying that there is 

another king, one called Jesus." 
8
When they heard this, the crowd and the city officials were thrown into 

turmoil. 
9
Then they made Jason and the others post bond and let them go.  

In Berea  

 
10
As soon as it was night, the brothers sent Paul and Silas away to Berea. On arriving there, they went to 

the Jewish synagogue. 
11
Now the Bereans were of more noble character than the Thessalonians, for they 

received the message with great eagerness and examined the Scriptures every day to see if what Paul said 

was true. 
12
Many of the Jews believed, as did also a number of prominent Greek women and many Greek 

men.  
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13
When the Jews in Thessalonica learned that Paul was preaching the word of God at Berea, they went 

there too, agitating the crowds and stirring them up. 
14
The brothers immediately sent Paul to the coast, but 

Silas and Timothy stayed at Berea. 
15
The men who escorted Paul brought him to Athens and then left with 

instructions for Silas and Timothy to join him as soon as possible.  

In Athens  

 
16
While Paul was waiting for them in Athens, he was greatly distressed to see that the city was full of idols. 

17
So he reasoned in the synagogue with the Jews and the God-fearing Greeks, as well as in the marketplace 

day by day with those who happened to be there. 
18
A group of Epicurean and Stoic philosophers began to 

dispute with him. Some of them asked, "What is this babbler trying to say?" Others remarked, "He seems to 

be advocating foreign gods." They said this because Paul was preaching the good news about Jesus and the 

resurrection. 
19
Then they took him and brought him to a meeting of the Areopagus, where they said to him, 

"May we know what this new teaching is that you are presenting? 
20
You are bringing some strange ideas to 

our ears, and we want to know what they mean." 
21
(All the Athenians and the foreigners who lived there 

spent their time doing nothing but talking about and listening to the latest ideas.)  

 
22
Paul then stood up in the meeting of the Areopagus and said: "Men of Athens! I see that in every way 

you are very religious. 
23
For as I walked around and looked carefully at your objects of worship, I even 

found an altar with this inscription: TO AN UNKNOWN GOD. Now what you worship as something 

unknown I am going to proclaim to you.  

 
24
"The God who made the world and everything in it is the Lord of heaven and earth and does not live in 

temples built by hands. 
25
And he is not served by human hands, as if he needed anything, because he 

himself gives all men life and breath and everything else. 
26
From one man he made every nation of men, 

that they should inhabit the whole earth; and he determined the times set for them and the exact places 

where they should live. 
27
God did this so that men would seek him and perhaps reach out for him and find 

him, though he is not far from each one of us. 
28
'For in him we live and move and have our being.' As some 

of your own poets have said, 'We are his offspring.'  

 
29
"Therefore since we are God's offspring, we should not think that the divine being is like gold or silver or 

stone—an image made by man's design and skill. 
30
In the past God overlooked such ignorance, but now he 

commands all people everywhere to repent. 
31
For he has set a day when he will judge the world with justice 

by the man he has appointed. He has given proof of this to all men by raising him from the dead."  

 
32
When they heard about the resurrection of the dead, some of them sneered, but others said, "We want to 

hear you again on this subject." 
33
At that, Paul left the Council. 

34
A few men became followers of Paul and 

believed. Among them was Dionysius, a member of the Areopagus, also a woman named Damaris, and a 

number of others.  

Acts 18 

In Corinth  

 
1
After this, Paul left Athens and went to Corinth. 

2
There he met a Jew named Aquila, a native of Pontus, 

who had recently come from Italy with his wife Priscilla, because Claudius had ordered all the Jews to 

leave Rome. Paul went to see them, 
3
and because he was a tentmaker as they were, he stayed and worked 

with them. 
4
Every Sabbath he reasoned in the synagogue, trying to persuade Jews and Greeks.  

 
5
When Silas and Timothy came from Macedonia, Paul devoted himself exclusively to preaching, testifying 

to the Jews that Jesus was the Christ.
[h]
 
6
But when the Jews opposed Paul and became abusive, he shook out 

his clothes in protest and said to them, "Your blood be on your own heads! I am clear of my responsibility. 

From now on I will go to the Gentiles."  

 
7
Then Paul left the synagogue and went next door to the house of Titius Justus, a worshiper of God. 

8
Crispus, the synagogue ruler, and his entire household believed in the Lord; and many of the Corinthians 

who heard him believed and were baptized.  

 
9
One night the Lord spoke to Paul in a vision: "Do not be afraid; keep on speaking, do not be silent. 

10
For I 

am with you, and no one is going to attack and harm you, because I have many people in this city." 
11
So 

Paul stayed for a year and a half, teaching them the word of God.  

 
12
While Gallio was proconsul of Achaia, the Jews made a united attack on Paul and brought him into court. 

13
"This man," they charged, "is persuading the people to worship God in ways contrary to the law."  

 
14
Just as Paul was about to speak, Gallio said to the Jews, "If you Jews were making a complaint about 

some misdemeanor or serious crime, it would be reasonable for me to listen to you. 
15
But since it involves 

questions about words and names and your own law—settle the matter yourselves. I will not be a judge of 

such things." 
16
So he had them ejected from the court. 

17
Then they all turned on Sosthenes the synagogue 

ruler and beat him in front of the court. But Gallio showed no concern whatever.  

Priscilla, Aquila and Apollos  
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18
Paul stayed on in Corinth for some time. Then he left the brothers and sailed for Syria, accompanied by 

Priscilla and Aquila. Before he sailed, he had his hair cut off at Cenchrea because of a vow he had taken. 
19
They arrived at Ephesus, where Paul left Priscilla and Aquila. He himself went into the synagogue and 

reasoned with the Jews. 
20
When they asked him to spend more time with them, he declined. 

21
But as he left, 

he promised, "I will come back if it is God's will." Then he set sail from Ephesus. 
22
When he landed at 

Caesarea, he went up and greeted the church and then went down to Antioch.  

 
23
After spending some time in Antioch, Paul set out from there and traveled from place to place throughout 

the region of Galatia and Phrygia, strengthening all the disciples.  

 
24
Meanwhile a Jew named Apollos, a native of Alexandria, came to Ephesus. He was a learned man, with a 

thorough knowledge of the Scriptures. 
25
He had been instructed in the way of the Lord, and he spoke with 

great fervor
[i]
 and taught about Jesus accurately, though he knew only the baptism of John. 

26
He began to 

speak boldly in the synagogue. When Priscilla and Aquila heard him, they invited him to their home and 

explained to him the way of God more adequately.  

 
27
When Apollos wanted to go to Achaia, the brothers encouraged him and wrote to the disciples there to 

welcome him. On arriving, he was a great help to those who by grace had believed. 
28
For he vigorously 

refuted the Jews in public debate, proving from the Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ.  

Acts 19 

Paul in Ephesus  

 
1
While Apollos was at Corinth, Paul took the road through the interior and arrived at Ephesus. There he 

found some disciples 
2
and asked them, "Did you receive the Holy Spirit when

[j]
 you believed?"  

      They answered, "No, we have not even heard that there is a Holy Spirit."  

 
3
So Paul asked, "Then what baptism did you receive?"  

      "John's baptism," they replied.  

 
4
Paul said, "John's baptism was a baptism of repentance. He told the people to believe in the one coming 

after him, that is, in Jesus." 
5
On hearing this, they were baptized into

[k]
 the name of the Lord Jesus. 

6
When 

Paul placed his hands on them, the Holy Spirit came on them, and they spoke in tongues
[l]
 and prophesied. 

7
There were about twelve men in all.  

 
8
Paul entered the synagogue and spoke boldly there for three months, arguing persuasively about the 

kingdom of God. 
9
But some of them became obstinate; they refused to believe and publicly maligned the 

Way. So Paul left them. He took the disciples with him and had discussions daily in the lecture hall of 

Tyrannus. 
10
This went on for two years, so that all the Jews and Greeks who lived in the province of Asia 

heard the word of the Lord.  

 
11
God did extraordinary miracles through Paul, 

12
so that even handkerchiefs and aprons that had touched 

him were taken to the sick, and their illnesses were cured and the evil spirits left them.  

 
13
Some Jews who went around driving out evil spirits tried to invoke the name of the Lord Jesus over those 

who were demon-possessed. They would say, "In the name of Jesus, whom Paul preaches, I command you 

to come out." 
14
Seven sons of Sceva, a Jewish chief priest, were doing this. 

15
(One day) the evil spirit 

answered them, "Jesus I know, and I know about Paul, but who are you?" 
16
Then the man who had the evil 

spirit jumped on them and overpowered them all. He gave them such a beating that they ran out of the 

house naked and bleeding.  

 
17
When this became known to the Jews and Greeks living in Ephesus, they were all seized with fear, and 

the name of the Lord Jesus was held in high honor. 
18
Many of those who believed now came and openly 

confessed their evil deeds. 
19
A number who had practiced sorcery brought their scrolls together and burned 

them publicly. When they calculated the value of the scrolls, the total came to fifty thousand drachmas.
[m]
 

20
In this way the word of the Lord spread widely and grew in power.  

 
21
After all this had happened, Paul decided to go to Jerusalem, passing through Macedonia and Achaia. 

"After I have been there," he said, "I must visit Rome also." 
22
He sent two of his helpers, Timothy and 

Erastus, to Macedonia, while he stayed in the province of Asia a little longer.  

The Riot in Ephesus  

 
23
About that time there arose a great disturbance about the Way. 

24
A silversmith named Demetrius, who 

made silver shrines of Artemis, brought in no little business for the craftsmen. 
25
He called them together, 

along with the workmen in related trades, and said: "Men, you know we receive a good income from this 

business. 
26
And you see and hear how this fellow Paul has convinced and led astray large numbers of 

people here in Ephesus and in practically the whole province of Asia. He says that man-made gods are no 

gods at all. 
27
There is danger not only that our trade will lose its good name, but also that the temple of the 

great goddess Artemis will be discredited, and the goddess herself, who is worshiped throughout the 

province of Asia and the world, will be robbed of her divine majesty."  
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28
When they heard this, they were furious and began shouting: "Great is Artemis of the Ephesians!" 

29
Soon 

the whole city was in an uproar. The people seized Gaius and Aristarchus, Paul's traveling companions 

from Macedonia, and rushed as one man into the theater. 
30
Paul wanted to appear before the crowd, but the 

disciples would not let him. 
31
Even some of the officials of the province, friends of Paul, sent him a 

message begging him not to venture into the theater.  

 
32
The assembly was in confusion: Some were shouting one thing, some another. Most of the people did not 

even know why they were there. 
33
The Jews pushed Alexander to the front, and some of the crowd shouted 

instructions to him. He motioned for silence in order to make a defense before the people. 
34
But when they 

realized he was a Jew, they all shouted in unison for about two hours: "Great is Artemis of the Ephesians!"  

 
35
The city clerk quieted the crowd and said: "Men of Ephesus, doesn't all the world know that the city of 

Ephesus is the guardian of the temple of the great Artemis and of her image, which fell from heaven? 
36
Therefore, since these facts are undeniable, you ought to be quiet and not do anything rash. 

37
You have 

brought these men here, though they have neither robbed temples nor blasphemed our goddess. 
38
If, then, 

Demetrius and his fellow craftsmen have a grievance against anybody, the courts are open and there are 

proconsuls. They can press charges. 
39
If there is anything further you want to bring up, it must be settled in 

a legal assembly. 
40
As it is, we are in danger of being charged with rioting because of today's events. In that 

case we would not be able to account for this commotion, since there is no reason for it." 
41
After he had 

said this, he dismissed the assembly.  

Acts 20 

Through Macedonia and Greece  

 
1
When the uproar had ended, Paul sent for the disciples and, after encouraging them, said good-by and set 

out for Macedonia. 
2
He traveled through that area, speaking many words of encouragement to the people, 

and finally arrived in Greece, 
3
where he stayed three months. Because the Jews made a plot against him just 

as he was about to sail for Syria, he decided to go back through Macedonia. 
4
He was accompanied by 

Sopater son of Pyrrhus from Berea, Aristarchus and Secundus from Thessalonica, Gaius from Derbe, 

Timothy also, and Tychicus and Trophimus from the province of Asia. 
5
These men went on ahead and 

waited for us at Troas. 
6
But we sailed from Philippi after the Feast of Unleavened Bread, and five days later 

joined the others at Troas, where we stayed seven days.  

Eutychus Raised From the Dead at Troas  

 
7
On the first day of the week we came together to break bread. Paul spoke to the people and, because he 

intended to leave the next day, kept on talking until midnight. 
8
There were many lamps in the upstairs room 

where we were meeting. 
9
Seated in a window was a young man named Eutychus, who was sinking into a 

deep sleep as Paul talked on and on. When he was sound asleep, he fell to the ground from the third story 

and was picked up dead. 
10
Paul went down, threw himself on the young man and put his arms around him. 

"Don't be alarmed," he said. "He's alive!" 
11
Then he went upstairs again and broke bread and ate. After 

talking until daylight, he left. 
12
The people took the young man home alive and were greatly comforted.  

Paul's Farewell to the Ephesian Elders  

 
13
We went on ahead to the ship and sailed for Assos, where we were going to take Paul aboard. He had 

made this arrangement because he was going there on foot. 
14
When he met us at Assos, we took him aboard 

and went on to Mitylene. 
15
The next day we set sail from there and arrived off Kios. The day after that we 

crossed over to Samos, and on the following day arrived at Miletus. 
16
Paul had decided to sail past Ephesus 

to avoid spending time in the province of Asia, for he was in a hurry to reach Jerusalem, if possible, by the 

day of Pentecost.  

 
17
From Miletus, Paul sent to Ephesus for the elders of the church. 

18
When they arrived, he said to them: 

"You know how I lived the whole time I was with you, from the first day I came into the province of Asia. 
19
I served the Lord with great humility and with tears, although I was severely tested by the plots of the 

Jews. 
20
You know that I have not hesitated to preach anything that would be helpful to you but have taught 

you publicly and from house to house. 
21
I have declared to both Jews and Greeks that they must turn to God 

in repentance and have faith in our Lord Jesus.  

 
22
"And now, compelled by the Spirit, I am going to Jerusalem, not knowing what will happen to me there. 

23
I only know that in every city the Holy Spirit warns me that prison and hardships are facing me. 

24
However, I consider my life worth nothing to me, if only I may finish the race and complete the task the 

Lord Jesus has given me—the task of testifying to the gospel of God's grace.  

 
25
"Now I know that none of you among whom I have gone about preaching the kingdom will ever see me 

again. 
26
Therefore, I declare to you today that I am innocent of the blood of all men. 

27
For I have not 

hesitated to proclaim to you the whole will of God. 
28
Keep watch over yourselves and all the flock of which 

the Holy Spirit has made you overseers.
[n]
 Be shepherds of the church of God,

[o]
 which he bought with his 
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own blood. 
29
I know that after I leave, savage wolves will come in among you and will not spare the flock. 

30
Even from your own number men will arise and distort the truth in order to draw away disciples after 

them. 
31
So be on your guard! Remember that for three years I never stopped warning each of you night and 

day with tears.  

 
32
"Now I commit you to God and to the word of his grace, which can build you up and give you an 

inheritance among all those who are sanctified. 
33
I have not coveted anyone's silver or gold or clothing. 

34
You yourselves know that these hands of mine have supplied my own needs and the needs of my 

companions. 
35
In everything I did, I showed you that by this kind of hard work we must help the weak, 

remembering the words the Lord Jesus himself said: 'It is more blessed to give than to receive.' "  

 
36
When he had said this, he knelt down with all of them and prayed. 

37
They all wept as they embraced him 

and kissed him. 
38
What grieved them most was his statement that they would never see his face again. Then 

they accompanied him to the ship.  

Acts 21 

On to Jerusalem  

 
1
After we had torn ourselves away from them, we put out to sea and sailed straight to Cos. The next day 

we went to Rhodes and from there to Patara. 
2
We found a ship crossing over to Phoenicia, went on board 

and set sail. 
3
After sighting Cyprus and passing to the south of it, we sailed on to Syria. We landed at Tyre, 

where our ship was to unload its cargo. 
4
Finding the disciples there, we stayed with them seven days. 

Through the Spirit they urged Paul not to go on to Jerusalem. 
5
But when our time was up, we left and 

continued on our way. All the disciples and their wives and children accompanied us out of the city, and 

there on the beach we knelt to pray. 
6
After saying good-by to each other, we went aboard the ship, and they 

returned home.  

 
7
We continued our voyage from Tyre and landed at Ptolemais, where we greeted the brothers and stayed 

with them for a day. 
8
Leaving the next day, we reached Caesarea and stayed at the house of Philip the 

evangelist, one of the Seven. 
9
He had four unmarried daughters who prophesied.  

 
10
After we had been there a number of days, a prophet named Agabus came down from Judea. 

11
Coming 

over to us, he took Paul's belt, tied his own hands and feet with it and said, "The Holy Spirit says, 'In this 

way the Jews of Jerusalem will bind the owner of this belt and will hand him over to the Gentiles.' "  

 
12
When we heard this, we and the people there pleaded with Paul not to go up to Jerusalem. 

13
Then Paul 

answered, "Why are you weeping and breaking my heart? I am ready not only to be bound, but also to die 

in Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Jesus." 
14
When he would not be dissuaded, we gave up and said, 

"The Lord's will be done."  

 
15
After this, we got ready and went up to Jerusalem. 

16
Some of the disciples from Caesarea accompanied 

us and brought us to the home of Mnason, where we were to stay. He was a man from Cyprus and one of 

the early disciples.  

Paul's Arrival at Jerusalem  

 
17
When we arrived at Jerusalem, the brothers received us warmly. 

18
The next day Paul and the rest of us 

went to see James, and all the elders were present. 
19
Paul greeted them and reported in detail what God had 

done among the Gentiles through his ministry.  

 
20
When they heard this, they praised God. Then they said to Paul: "You see, brother, how many thousands 

of Jews have believed, and all of them are zealous for the law. 
21
They have been informed that you teach all 

the Jews who live among the Gentiles to turn away from Moses, telling them not to circumcise their 

children or live according to our customs. 
22
What shall we do? They will certainly hear that you have come, 

23
so do what we tell you. There are four men with us who have made a vow. 

24
Take these men, join in their 

purification rites and pay their expenses, so that they can have their heads shaved. Then everybody will 

know there is no truth in these reports about you, but that you yourself are living in obedience to the law. 
25
As for the Gentile believers, we have written to them our decision that they should abstain from food 

sacrificed to idols, from blood, from the meat of strangled animals and from sexual immorality."  

 
26
The next day Paul took the men and purified himself along with them. Then he went to the temple to give 

notice of the date when the days of purification would end and the offering would be made for each of them.  

Paul Arrested  

 
27
When the seven days were nearly over, some Jews from the province of Asia saw Paul at the temple. 

They stirred up the whole crowd and seized him, 
28
shouting, "Men of Israel, help us! This is the man who 

teaches all men everywhere against our people and our law and this place. And besides, he has brought 

Greeks into the temple area and defiled this holy place." 
29
(They had previously seen Trophimus the 

Ephesian in the city with Paul and assumed that Paul had brought him into the temple area.)  
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30
The whole city was aroused, and the people came running from all directions. Seizing Paul, they dragged 

him from the temple, and immediately the gates were shut. 
31
While they were trying to kill him, news 

reached the commander of the Roman troops that the whole city of Jerusalem was in an uproar. 
32
He at 

once took some officers and soldiers and ran down to the crowd. When the rioters saw the commander and 

his soldiers, they stopped beating Paul.  

 
33
The commander came up and arrested him and ordered him to be bound with two chains. Then he asked 

who he was and what he had done. 
34
Some in the crowd shouted one thing and some another, and since the 

commander could not get at the truth because of the uproar, he ordered that Paul be taken into the barracks. 
35
When Paul reached the steps, the violence of the mob was so great he had to be carried by the soldiers. 

36
The crowd that followed kept shouting, "Away with him!"  

Paul Speaks to the Crowd  

 
37
As the soldiers were about to take Paul into the barracks, he asked the commander, "May I say something 

to you?"  

   "Do you speak Greek?" he replied. 
38
"Aren't you the Egyptian who started a revolt and led four thousand 

terrorists out into the desert some time ago?"  

 
39
Paul answered, "I am a Jew, from Tarsus in Cilicia, a citizen of no ordinary city. Please let me speak to 

the people."  

 
40
Having received the commander's permission, Paul stood on the steps and motioned to the crowd. When 

they were all silent, he said to them in Aramaic
[p]
: 

Acts 22 

 
1
"Brothers and fathers, listen now to my defense." 

2
When they heard him speak to them in Aramaic, they 

became very quiet.  

   Then Paul said: 
3
"I am a Jew, born in Tarsus of Cilicia, but brought up in this city. Under Gamaliel I was 

thoroughly trained in the law of our fathers and was just as zealous for God as any of you are today. 
4
I 

persecuted the followers of this Way to their death, arresting both men and women and throwing them into 

prison, 
5
as also the high priest and all the Council can testify. I even obtained letters from them to their 

brothers in Damascus, and went there to bring these people as prisoners to Jerusalem to be punished.  

 
6
"About noon as I came near Damascus, suddenly a bright light from heaven flashed around me. 

7
I fell to 

the ground and heard a voice say to me, 'Saul! Saul! Why do you persecute me?'  

 
8
" 'Who are you, Lord?' I asked.  

   " 'I am Jesus of Nazareth, whom you are persecuting,' he replied. 
9
My companions saw the light, but they 

did not understand the voice of him who was speaking to me.  

 
10
"'What shall I do, Lord?' I asked. 

      "'Get up,' the Lord said, 'and go into Damascus. There you will be told all that you have been assigned 

to do.' 
11
My companions led me by the hand into Damascus, because the brilliance of the light had blinded 

me.  

 
12
"A man named Ananias came to see me. He was a devout observer of the law and highly respected by all 

the Jews living there. 
13
He stood beside me and said, 'Brother Saul, receive your sight!' And at that very 

moment I was able to see him.  

 
14
"Then he said: 'The God of our fathers has chosen you to know his will and to see the Righteous One and 

to hear words from his mouth. 
15
You will be his witness to all men of what you have seen and heard. 

16
And 

now what are you waiting for? Get up, be baptized and wash your sins away, calling on his name.'  

 
17
"When I returned to Jerusalem and was praying at the temple, I fell into a trance 

18
and saw the Lord 

speaking. 'Quick!' he said to me. 'Leave Jerusalem immediately, because they will not accept your 

testimony about me.'  

 
19
" 'Lord,' I replied, 'these men know that I went from one synagogue to another to imprison and beat those 

who believe in you. 
20
And when the blood of your martyr

[a]
 Stephen was shed, I stood there giving my 

approval and guarding the clothes of those who were killing him.'  

 
21
"Then the Lord said to me, 'Go; I will send you far away to the Gentiles.' "  

Paul the Roman Citizen  

 
22
The crowd listened to Paul until he said this. Then they raised their voices and shouted, "Rid the earth of 

him! He's not fit to live!"  

 
23
As they were shouting and throwing off their cloaks and flinging dust into the air, 

24
the commander 

ordered Paul to be taken into the barracks. He directed that he be flogged and questioned in order to find 

out why the people were shouting at him like this. 
25
As they stretched him out to flog him, Paul said to the 

centurion standing there, "Is it legal for you to flog a Roman citizen who hasn't even been found guilty?"  
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26
When the centurion heard this, he went to the commander and reported it. "What are you going to do?" 

he asked. "This man is a Roman citizen."  

 
27
The commander went to Paul and asked, "Tell me, are you a Roman citizen?"  

      "Yes, I am," he answered.  

 
28
Then the commander said, "I had to pay a big price for my citizenship."  

      "But I was born a citizen," Paul replied.  

 
29
Those who were about to question him withdrew immediately. The commander himself was alarmed 

when he realized that he had put Paul, a Roman citizen, in chains.  

Before the Sanhedrin  

 
30
The next day, since the commander wanted to find out exactly why Paul was being accused by the Jews, 

he released him and ordered the chief priests and all the Sanhedrin to assemble. Then he brought Paul and 

had him stand before them.  

Acts 23 

 
1
Paul looked straight at the Sanhedrin and said, "My brothers, I have fulfilled my duty to God in all good 

conscience to this day." 
2
At this the high priest Ananias ordered those standing near Paul to strike him on 

the mouth. 
3
Then Paul said to him, "God will strike you, you whitewashed wall! You sit there to judge me 

according to the law, yet you yourself violate the law by commanding that I be struck!"  

 
4
Those who were standing near Paul said, "You dare to insult God's high priest?"  

 
5
Paul replied, "Brothers, I did not realize that he was the high priest; for it is written: 'Do not speak evil 

about the ruler of your people.'
[b]
"  

 
6
Then Paul, knowing that some of them were Sadducees and the others Pharisees, called out in the 

Sanhedrin, "My brothers, I am a Pharisee, the son of a Pharisee. I stand on trial because of my hope in the 

resurrection of the dead." 
7
When he said this, a dispute broke out between the Pharisees and the Sadducees, 

and the assembly was divided. 
8
(The Sadducees say that there is no resurrection, and that there are neither 

angels nor spirits, but the Pharisees acknowledge them all.)  

 
9
There was a great uproar, and some of the teachers of the law who were Pharisees stood up and argued 

vigorously. "We find nothing wrong with this man," they said. "What if a spirit or an angel has spoken to 

him?" 
10
The dispute became so violent that the commander was afraid Paul would be torn to pieces by them. 

He ordered the troops to go down and take him away from them by force and bring him into the barracks.  

 
11
The following night the Lord stood near Paul and said, "Take courage! As you have testified about me in 

Jerusalem, so you must also testify in Rome."  

The Plot to Kill Paul  

 
12
The next morning the Jews formed a conspiracy and bound themselves with an oath not to eat or drink 

until they had killed Paul. 
13
More than forty men were involved in this plot. 

14
They went to the chief priests 

and elders and said, "We have taken a solemn oath not to eat anything until we have killed Paul. 
15
Now 

then, you and the Sanhedrin petition the commander to bring him before you on the pretext of wanting 

more accurate information about his case. We are ready to kill him before he gets here."  

 
16
But when the son of Paul's sister heard of this plot, he went into the barracks and told Paul.  

 
17
Then Paul called one of the centurions and said, "Take this young man to the commander; he has 

something to tell him." 
18
So he took him to the commander.  

      The centurion said, "Paul, the prisoner, sent for me and asked me to bring this young man to you 

because he has something to tell you."  

 
19
The commander took the young man by the hand, drew him aside and asked, "What is it you want to tell 

me?"  

 
20
He said: "The Jews have agreed to ask you to bring Paul before the Sanhedrin tomorrow on the pretext of 

wanting more accurate information about him. 
21
Don't give in to them, because more than forty of them are 

waiting in ambush for him. They have taken an oath not to eat or drink until they have killed him. They are 

ready now, waiting for your consent to their request."  

 
22
The commander dismissed the young man and cautioned him, "Don't tell anyone that you have reported 

this to me."  

Paul Transferred to Caesarea  

 
23
Then he called two of his centurions and ordered them, "Get ready a detachment of two hundred soldiers, 

seventy horsemen and two hundred spearmen
[c]
 to go to Caesarea at nine tonight. 

24
Provide mounts for Paul 

so that he may be taken safely to Governor Felix."  

 
25
He wrote a letter as follows: 

26
Claudius Lysias, To His Excellency, Governor Felix: Greetings. 

27
This 

man was seized by the Jews and they were about to kill him, but I came with my troops and rescued him, 

for I had learned that he is a Roman citizen. 
28
I wanted to know why they were accusing him, so I brought 
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him to their Sanhedrin. 
29
I found that the accusation had to do with questions about their law, but there was 

no charge against him that deserved death or imprisonment. 
30
When I was informed of a plot to be carried 

out against the man, I sent him to you at once. I also ordered his accusers to present to you their case 

against him.  

 
31
So the soldiers, carrying out their orders, took Paul with them during the night and brought him as far as 

Antipatris. 
32
The next day they let the cavalry go on with him, while they returned to the barracks. 

33
When 

the cavalry arrived in Caesarea, they delivered the letter to the governor and handed Paul over to him. 
34
The 

governor read the letter and asked what province he was from. Learning that he was from Cilicia, 
35
he said, 

"I will hear your case when your accusers get here." Then he ordered that Paul be kept under guard in 

Herod's palace.  

Acts 24 

The Trial Before Felix  

 
1
Five days later the high priest Ananias went down to Caesarea with some of the elders and a lawyer 

named Tertullus, and they brought their charges against Paul before the governor. 
2
When Paul was called in, 

Tertullus presented his case before Felix: "We have enjoyed a long period of peace under you, and your 

foresight has brought about reforms in this nation. 
3
Everywhere and in every way, most excellent Felix, we 

acknowledge this with profound gratitude. 
4
But in order not to weary you further, I would request that you 

be kind enough to hear us briefly.  

 
5
"We have found this man to be a troublemaker, stirring up riots among the Jews all over the world. He is a 

ringleader of the Nazarene sect 
6
and even tried to desecrate the temple; so we seized him. 

8
By

[d]
 examining 

him yourself you will be able to learn the truth about all these charges we are bringing against him."  

 
9
The Jews joined in the accusation, asserting that these things were true.  

 
10
When the governor motioned for him to speak, Paul replied: "I know that for a number of years you have 

been a judge over this nation; so I gladly make my defense. 
11
You can easily verify that no more than 

twelve days ago I went up to Jerusalem to worship. 
12
My accusers did not find me arguing with anyone at 

the temple, or stirring up a crowd in the synagogues or anywhere else in the city. 
13
And they cannot prove 

to you the charges they are now making against me. 
14
However, I admit that I worship the God of our 

fathers as a follower of the Way, which they call a sect. I believe everything that agrees with the Law and 

that is written in the Prophets, 
15
and I have the same hope in God as these men, that there will be a 

resurrection of both the righteous and the wicked. 
16
So I strive always to keep my conscience clear before 

God and man.  

 
17
"After an absence of several years, I came to Jerusalem to bring my people gifts for the poor and to 

present offerings. 
18
I was ceremonially clean when they found me in the temple courts doing this. There 

was no crowd with me, nor was I involved in any disturbance. 
19
But there are some Jews from the province 

of Asia, who ought to be here before you and bring charges if they have anything against me. 
20
Or these 

who are here should state what crime they found in me when I stood before the Sanhedrin— 
21
unless it was 

this one thing I shouted as I stood in their presence: 'It is concerning the resurrection of the dead that I am 

on trial before you today.' "  

 
22
Then Felix, who was well acquainted with the Way, adjourned the proceedings. "When Lysias the 

commander comes," he said, "I will decide your case." 
23
He ordered the centurion to keep Paul under guard 

but to give him some freedom and permit his friends to take care of his needs.  

 
24
Several days later Felix came with his wife Drusilla, who was a Jewess. He sent for Paul and listened to 

him as he spoke about faith in Christ Jesus. 
25
As Paul discoursed on righteousness, self-control and the 

judgment to come, Felix was afraid and said, "That's enough for now! You may leave. When I find it 

convenient, I will send for you." 
26
At the same time he was hoping that Paul would offer him a bribe, so he 

sent for him frequently and talked with him.  

 
27
When two years had passed, Felix was succeeded by Porcius Festus, but because Felix wanted to grant a 

favor to the Jews, he left Paul in prison.  

Acts 25 

The Trial Before Festus  

 
1
Three days after arriving in the province, Festus went up from Caesarea to Jerusalem, 

2
where the chief 

priests and Jewish leaders appeared before him and presented the charges against Paul. 
3
They urgently 

requested Festus, as a favor to them, to have Paul transferred to Jerusalem, for they were preparing an 

ambush to kill him along the way. 
4
Festus answered, "Paul is being held at Caesarea, and I myself am going 

there soon. 
5
Let some of your leaders come with me and press charges against the man there, if he has done 

anything wrong."  
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6
After spending eight or ten days with them, he went down to Caesarea, and the next day he convened the 

court and ordered that Paul be brought before him. 
7
When Paul appeared, the Jews who had come down 

from Jerusalem stood around him, bringing many serious charges against him, which they could not prove.  

 
8
Then Paul made his defense: "I have done nothing wrong against the law of the Jews or against the temple 

or against Caesar."  

 
9
Festus, wishing to do the Jews a favor, said to Paul, "Are you willing to go up to Jerusalem and stand trial 

before me there on these charges?"  

 
10
Paul answered: "I am now standing before Caesar's court, where I ought to be tried. I have not done any 

wrong to the Jews, as you yourself know very well. 
11
If, however, I am guilty of doing anything deserving 

death, I do not refuse to die. But if the charges brought against me by these Jews are not true, no one has 

the right to hand me over to them. I appeal to Caesar!"  

 
12
After Festus had conferred with his council, he declared: "You have appealed to Caesar. To Caesar you 

will go!"  

Festus Consults King Agrippa  

 
13
A few days later King Agrippa and Bernice arrived at Caesarea to pay their respects to Festus. 

14
Since 

they were spending many days there, Festus discussed Paul's case with the king. He said: "There is a man 

here whom Felix left as a prisoner. 
15
When I went to Jerusalem, the chief priests and elders of the Jews 

brought charges against him and asked that he be condemned.  

 
16
"I told them that it is not the Roman custom to hand over any man before he has faced his accusers and 

has had an opportunity to defend himself against their charges. 
17
When they came here with me, I did not 

delay the case, but convened the court the next day and ordered the man to be brought in. 
18
When his 

accusers got up to speak, they did not charge him with any of the crimes I had expected. 
19
Instead, they had 

some points of dispute with him about their own religion and about a dead man named Jesus who Paul 

claimed was alive. 
20
I was at a loss how to investigate such matters; so I asked if he would be willing to go 

to Jerusalem and stand trial there on these charges. 
21
When Paul made his appeal to be held over for the 

Emperor's decision, I ordered him held until I could send him to Caesar."  

 
22
Then Agrippa said to Festus, "I would like to hear this man myself." He replied, "Tomorrow you will 

hear him."  

Paul Before Agrippa  

 
23
The next day Agrippa and Bernice came with great pomp and entered the audience room with the high 

ranking officers and the leading men of the city. At the command of Festus, Paul was brought in. 
24
Festus 

said: "King Agrippa, and all who are present with us, you see this man! The whole Jewish community has 

petitioned me about him in Jerusalem and here in Caesarea, shouting that he ought not to live any longer. 
25
I found he had done nothing deserving of death, but because he made his appeal to the Emperor I decided 

to send him to Rome. 
26
But I have nothing definite to write to His Majesty about him. Therefore I have 

brought him before all of you, and especially before you, King Agrippa, so that as a result of this 

investigation I may have something to write. 
27
For I think it is unreasonable to send on a prisoner without 

specifying the charges against him."  

Acts 26 

 
1
Then Agrippa said to Paul, "You have permission to speak for yourself." So Paul motioned with his hand 

and began his defense: 
2
"King Agrippa, I consider myself fortunate to stand before you today as I make my 

defense against all the accusations of the Jews, 
3
and especially so because you are well acquainted with all 

the Jewish customs and controversies. Therefore, I beg you to listen to me patiently.  

 
4
"The Jews all know the way I have lived ever since I was a child, from the beginning of my life in my 

own country, and also in Jerusalem. 
5
They have known me for a long time and can testify, if they are 

willing, that according to the strictest sect of our religion, I lived as a Pharisee. 
6
And now it is because of 

my hope in what God has promised our fathers that I am on trial today. 
7
This is the promise our twelve 

tribes are hoping to see fulfilled as they earnestly serve God day and night. O king, it is because of this 

hope that the Jews are accusing me. 
8
Why should any of you consider it incredible that God raises the dead?  

 
9
"I too was convinced that I ought to do all that was possible to oppose the name of Jesus of Nazareth. 

10
And that is just what I did in Jerusalem. On the authority of the chief priests I put many of the saints in 

prison, and when they were put to death, I cast my vote against them. 
11
Many a time I went from one 

synagogue to another to have them punished, and I tried to force them to blaspheme. In my obsession 

against them, I even went to foreign cities to persecute them.  

 
12
"On one of these journeys I was going to Damascus with the authority and commission of the chief 

priests. 
13
About noon, O king, as I was on the road, I saw a light from heaven, brighter than the sun, blazing 
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around me and my companions. 
14
We all fell to the ground, and I heard a voice saying to me in Aramaic,

[e]
 

'Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me? It is hard for you to kick against the goads.'  

 
15
"Then I asked, 'Who are you, Lord?'  

   " 'I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting,' the Lord replied. 
16
'Now get up and stand on your feet. I have 

appeared to you to appoint you as a servant and as a witness of what you have seen of me and what I will 

show you. 
17
I will rescue you from your own people and from the Gentiles. I am sending you to them 

18
to 

open their eyes and turn them from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan to God, so that they may 

receive forgiveness of sins and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me.'  

 
19
"So then, King Agrippa, I was not disobedient to the vision from heaven. 

20
First to those in Damascus, 

then to those in Jerusalem and in all Judea, and to the Gentiles also, I preached that they should repent and 

turn to God and prove their repentance by their deeds. 
21
That is why the Jews seized me in the temple 

courts and tried to kill me. 
22
But I have had God's help to this very day, and so I stand here and testify to 

small and great alike. I am saying nothing beyond what the prophets and Moses said would happen— 
23
that 

the Christ
[f]
 would suffer and, as the first to rise from the dead, would proclaim light to his own people and 

to the Gentiles."  

 
24
At this point Festus interrupted Paul's defense. "You are out of your mind, Paul!" he shouted. "Your great 

learning is driving you insane."  

 
25
"I am not insane, most excellent Festus," Paul replied. "What I am saying is true and reasonable. 

26
The 

king is familiar with these things, and I can speak freely to him. I am convinced that none of this has 

escaped his notice, because it was not done in a corner. 
27
King Agrippa, do you believe the prophets? I 

know you do."  

 
28
Then Agrippa said to Paul, "Do you think that in such a short time you can persuade me to be a 

Christian?"  

 
29
Paul replied, "Short time or long—I pray God that not only you but all who are listening to me today may 

become what I am, except for these chains."  

 
30
The king rose, and with him the governor and Bernice and those sitting with them. 

31
They left the room, 

and while talking with one another, they said, "This man is not doing anything that deserves death or 

imprisonment."  

 
32
Agrippa said to Festus, "This man could have been set free if he had not appealed to Caesar."  

Acts 27 

Paul Sails for Rome  

 
1
When it was decided that we would sail for Italy, Paul and some other prisoners were handed over to a 

centurion named Julius, who belonged to the Imperial Regiment. 
2
We boarded a ship from Adramyttium 

about to sail for ports along the coast of the province of Asia, and we put out to sea. Aristarchus, a 

Macedonian from Thessalonica, was with us.  

 
3
The next day we landed at Sidon; and Julius, in kindness to Paul, allowed him to go to his friends so they 

might provide for his needs. 
4
From there we put out to sea again and passed to the lee of Cyprus because 

the winds were against us. 
5
When we had sailed across the open sea off the coast of Cilicia and Pamphylia, 

we landed at Myra in Lycia. 
6
There the centurion found an Alexandrian ship sailing for Italy and put us on 

board. 
7
We made slow headway for many days and had difficulty arriving off Cnidus. When the wind did 

not allow us to hold our course, we sailed to the lee of Crete, opposite Salmone. 
8
We moved along the coast 

with difficulty and came to a place called Fair Havens, near the town of Lasea.  

 
9
Much time had been lost, and sailing had already become dangerous because by now it was after the 

Fast.
[g]
 So Paul warned them, 

10
"Men, I can see that our voyage is going to be disastrous and bring great 

loss to ship and cargo, and to our own lives also." 
11
But the centurion, instead of listening to what Paul said, 

followed the advice of the pilot and of the owner of the ship. 
12
Since the harbor was unsuitable to winter in, 

the majority decided that we should sail on, hoping to reach Phoenix and winter there. This was a harbor in 

Crete, facing both southwest and northwest.  

The Storm  

 
13
When a gentle south wind began to blow, they thought they had obtained what they wanted; so they 

weighed anchor and sailed along the shore of Crete. 
14
Before very long, a wind of hurricane force, called 

the "northeaster," swept down from the island. 
15
The ship was caught by the storm and could not head into 

the wind; so we gave way to it and were driven along. 
16
As we passed to the lee of a small island called 

Cauda, we were hardly able to make the lifeboat secure. 
17
When the men had hoisted it aboard, they passed 

ropes under the ship itself to hold it together. Fearing that they would run aground on the sandbars of Syrtis, 

they lowered the sea anchor and let the ship be driven along. 
18
We took such a violent battering from the 

storm that the next day they began to throw the cargo overboard. 
19
On the third day, they threw the ship's 
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tackle overboard with their own hands. 
20
When neither sun nor stars appeared for many days and the storm 

continued raging, we finally gave up all hope of being saved.  

 
21
After the men had gone a long time without food, Paul stood up before them and said: "Men, you should 

have taken my advice not to sail from Crete; then you would have spared yourselves this damage and loss. 
22
But now I urge you to keep up your courage, because not one of you will be lost; only the ship will be 

destroyed. 
23
Last night an angel of the God whose I am and whom I serve stood beside me 

24
and said, 'Do 

not be afraid, Paul. You must stand trial before Caesar; and God has graciously given you the lives of all 

who sail with you.' 
25
So keep up your courage, men, for I have faith in God that it will happen just as he 

told me. 
26
Nevertheless, we must run aground on some island."  

The Shipwreck  

 
27
On the fourteenth night we were still being driven across the Adriatic

[h]
 Sea, when about midnight the 

sailors sensed they were approaching land. 
28
They took soundings and found that the water was a hundred 

and twenty feet
[i]
 deep. A short time later they took soundings again and found it was ninety feet

[j]
 deep. 

29
Fearing that we would be dashed against the rocks, they dropped four anchors from the stern and prayed 

for daylight. 
30
In an attempt to escape from the ship, the sailors let the lifeboat down into the sea, 

pretending they were going to lower some anchors from the bow. 
31
Then Paul said to the centurion and the 

soldiers, "Unless these men stay with the ship, you cannot be saved." 
32
So the soldiers cut the ropes that 

held the lifeboat and let it fall away.  

 
33
Just before dawn Paul urged them all to eat. "For the last fourteen days," he said, "you have been in 

constant suspense and have gone without food—you haven't eaten anything. 
34
Now I urge you to take some 

food. You need it to survive. Not one of you will lose a single hair from his head." 
35
After he said this, he 

took some bread and gave thanks to God in front of them all. Then he broke it and began to eat. 
36
They 

were all encouraged and ate some food themselves. 
37
Altogether there were 276 of us on board. 

38
When 

they had eaten as much as they wanted, they lightened the ship by throwing the grain into the sea.  

 
39
When daylight came, they did not recognize the land, but they saw a bay with a sandy beach, where they 

decided to run the ship aground if they could. 
40
Cutting loose the anchors, they left them in the sea and at 

the same time untied the ropes that held the rudders. Then they hoisted the foresail to the wind and made 

for the beach. 
41
But the ship struck a sandbar and ran aground. The bow stuck fast and would not move, and 

the stern was broken to pieces by the pounding of the surf.  

 
42
The soldiers planned to kill the prisoners to prevent any of them from swimming away and escaping. 

43
But the centurion wanted to spare Paul's life and kept them from carrying out their plan. He ordered those 

who could swim to jump overboard first and get to land. 
44
The rest were to get there on planks or on pieces 

of the ship. In this way everyone reached land in safety.  

Acts 28 

Ashore on Malta  

 
1
Once safely on shore, we found out that the island was called Malta. 

2
The islanders showed us unusual 

kindness. They built a fire and welcomed us all because it was raining and cold. 
3
Paul gathered a pile of 

brushwood and, as he put it on the fire, a viper, driven out by the heat, fastened itself on his hand. 
4
When 

the islanders saw the snake hanging from his hand, they said to each other, "This man must be a murderer; 

for though he escaped from the sea, Justice has not allowed him to live." 
5
But Paul shook the snake off into 

the fire and suffered no ill effects. 
6
The people expected him to swell up or suddenly fall dead, but after 

waiting a long time and seeing nothing unusual happen to him, they changed their minds and said he was a 

god.  

 
7
There was an estate nearby that belonged to Publius, the chief official of the island. He welcomed us to 

his home and for three days entertained us hospitably. 
8
His father was sick in bed, suffering from fever and 

dysentery. Paul went in to see him and, after prayer, placed his hands on him and healed him. 
9
When this 

had happened, the rest of the sick on the island came and were cured. 
10
They honored us in many ways and 

when we were ready to sail, they furnished us with the supplies we needed.  

Arrival at Rome  

 
11
After three months we put out to sea in a ship that had wintered in the island. It was an Alexandrian ship 

with the figurehead of the twin gods Castor and Pollux. 
12
We put in at Syracuse and stayed there three days. 

13
From there we set sail and arrived at Rhegium. The next day the south wind came up, and on the 

following day we reached Puteoli. 
14
There we found some brothers who invited us to spend a week with 

them. And so we came to Rome. 
15
The brothers there had heard that we were coming, and they traveled as 

far as the Forum of Appius and the Three Taverns to meet us. At the sight of these men Paul thanked God 

and was encouraged. 
16
When we got to Rome, Paul was allowed to live by himself, with a soldier to guard 

him.  
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Paul Preaches at Rome Under Guard  

 
17
Three days later he called together the leaders of the Jews. When they had assembled, Paul said to them: 

"My brothers, although I have done nothing against our people or against the customs of our ancestors, I 

was arrested in Jerusalem and handed over to the Romans. 
18
They examined me and wanted to release me, 

because I was not guilty of any crime deserving death. 
19
But when the Jews objected, I was compelled to 

appeal to Caesar—not that I had any charge to bring against my own people. 
20
For this reason I have asked 

to see you and talk with you. It is because of the hope of Israel that I am bound with this chain."  

 
21
They replied, "We have not received any letters from Judea concerning you, and none of the brothers 

who have come from there has reported or said anything bad about you. 
22
But we want to hear what your 

views are, for we know that people everywhere are talking against this sect."  

 
23
They arranged to meet Paul on a certain day, and came in even larger numbers to the place where he was 

staying. From morning till evening he explained and declared to them the kingdom of God and tried to 

convince them about Jesus from the Law of Moses and from the Prophets. 
24
Some were convinced by what 

he said, but others would not believe. 
25
They disagreed among themselves and began to leave after Paul had 

made this final statement: "The Holy Spirit spoke the truth to your forefathers when he said through Isaiah 

the prophet:  

 
26
" 'Go to this people and say,  

   "You will be ever hearing but never understanding;  

      you will be ever seeing but never perceiving."  

 
27
For this people's heart has become calloused;  

      they hardly hear with their ears,  

      and they have closed their eyes.  

   Otherwise they might see with their eyes,  

      hear with their ears,  

      understand with their hearts  

   and turn, and I would heal them.'
[k]
  

 
28
"Therefore I want you to know that God's salvation has been sent to the Gentiles, and they will listen!"

[l]
  

 
30
For two whole years Paul stayed there in his own rented house and welcomed all who came to see him. 

31
Boldly and without hindrance he preached the kingdom of God and taught about the Lord Jesus Christ. 

Footnotes:  
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Romans 1 

 
1
Paul, a servant of Christ Jesus, called to be an apostle and set apart for the gospel of God— 

2
the gospel he 

promised beforehand through his prophets in the Holy Scriptures 
3
regarding his Son, who as to his human 

nature was a descendant of David, 
4
and who through the Spirit

[a]
 of holiness was declared with power to be 

the Son of God
[b]
 by his resurrection from the dead: Jesus Christ our Lord. 

5
Through him and for his name's 

sake, we received grace and apostleship to call people from among all the Gentiles to the obedience that 

comes from faith. 
6
And you also are among those who are called to belong to Jesus Christ.  

 
7
To all in Rome who are loved by God and called to be saints:  

      Grace and peace to you from God our Father and from the Lord Jesus Christ.  

Paul's Longing to Visit Rome  

 
8
First, I thank my God through Jesus Christ for all of you, because your faith is being reported all over the 

world. 
9
God, whom I serve with my whole heart in preaching the gospel of his Son, is my witness how 

constantly I remember you 
10
in my prayers at all times; and I pray that now at last by God's will the way 

may be opened for me to come to you.  

 
11
I long to see you so that I may impart to you some spiritual gift to make you strong— 

12
that is, that you 

and I may be mutually encouraged by each other's faith. 
13
I do not want you to be unaware, brothers, that I 

planned many times to come to you (but have been prevented from doing so until now) in order that I might 

have a harvest among you, just as I have had among the other Gentiles.  

 
14
I am obligated both to Greeks and non-Greeks, both to the wise and the foolish. 

15
That is why I am so 

eager to preach the gospel also to you who are at Rome.  

 
16
I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God for the salvation of everyone who 

believes: first for the Jew, then for the Gentile. 
17
For in the gospel a righteousness from God is revealed, a 

righteousness that is by faith from first to last,
[c]
 just as it is written: "The righteous will live by faith."

[d]
  

God's Wrath Against Mankind  

 
18
The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all the godlessness and wickedness of men who 

suppress the truth by their wickedness, 
19
since what may be known about God is plain to them, because 

God has made it plain to them. 
20
For since the creation of the world God's invisible qualities—his eternal 

power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, being understood from what has been made, so that men 

are without excuse.  

 
21
For although they knew God, they neither glorified him as God nor gave thanks to him, but their thinking 

became futile and their foolish hearts were darkened. 
22
Although they claimed to be wise, they became 

fools 
23
and exchanged the glory of the immortal God for images made to look like mortal man and birds 

and animals and reptiles.  

 
24
Therefore God gave them over in the sinful desires of their hearts to sexual impurity for the degrading of 

their bodies with one another. 
25
They exchanged the truth of God for a lie, and worshiped and served 

created things rather than the Creator—who is forever praised. Amen.  

 
26
Because of this, God gave them over to shameful lusts. Even their women exchanged natural relations for 

unnatural ones. 
27
In the same way the men also abandoned natural relations with women and were inflamed 

with lust for one another. Men committed indecent acts with other men, and received in themselves the due 

penalty for their perversion.  

 
28
Furthermore, since they did not think it worthwhile to retain the knowledge of God, he gave them over to 

a depraved mind, to do what ought not to be done. 
29
They have become filled with every kind of 

wickedness, evil, greed and depravity. They are full of envy, murder, strife, deceit and malice. They are 

gossips, 
30
slanderers, God-haters, insolent, arrogant and boastful; they invent ways of doing evil; they 

disobey their parents; 
31
they are senseless, faithless, heartless, ruthless. 

32
Although they know God's 

righteous decree that those who do such things deserve death, they not only continue to do these very things 

but also approve of those who practice them.  

Romans 2 

God's Righteous Judgment  
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1
You, therefore, have no excuse, you who pass judgment on someone else, for at whatever point you judge 

the other, you are condemning yourself, because you who pass judgment do the same things. 
2
Now we 

know that God's judgment against those who do such things is based on truth. 
3
So when you, a mere man, 

pass judgment on them and yet do the same things, do you think you will escape God's judgment? 
4
Or do 

you show contempt for the riches of his kindness, tolerance and patience, not realizing that God's kindness 

leads you toward repentance?  

 
5
But because of your stubbornness and your unrepentant heart, you are storing up wrath against yourself 

for the day of God's wrath, when his righteous judgment will be revealed. 
6
God "will give to each person 

according to what he has done."
[e]
 
7
To those who by persistence in doing good seek glory, honor and 

immortality, he will give eternal life. 
8
But for those who are self-seeking and who reject the truth and 

follow evil, there will be wrath and anger. 
9
There will be trouble and distress for every human being who 

does evil: first for the Jew, then for the Gentile; 
10
but glory, honor and peace for everyone who does good: 

first for the Jew, then for the Gentile. 
11
For God does not show favoritism.  

 
12
All who sin apart from the law will also perish apart from the law, and all who sin under the law will be 

judged by the law. 
13
For it is not those who hear the law who are righteous in God's sight, but it is those 

who obey the law who will be declared righteous. 
14
(Indeed, when Gentiles, who do not have the law, do by 

nature things required by the law, they are a law for themselves, even though they do not have the law, 
15
since they show that the requirements of the law are written on their hearts, their consciences also bearing 

witness, and their thoughts now accusing, now even defending them.) 
16
This will take place on the day 

when God will judge men's secrets through Jesus Christ, as my gospel declares.  

The Jews and the Law  

 
17
Now you, if you call yourself a Jew; if you rely on the law and brag about your relationship to God; 

18
if 

you know his will and approve of what is superior because you are instructed by the law; 
19
if you are 

convinced that you are a guide for the blind, a light for those who are in the dark, 
20
an instructor of the 

foolish, a teacher of infants, because you have in the law the embodiment of knowledge and truth— 
21
you, 

then, who teach others, do you not teach yourself? You who preach against stealing, do you steal? 
22
You 

who say that people should not commit adultery, do you commit adultery? You who abhor idols, do you 

rob temples? 
23
You who brag about the law, do you dishonor God by breaking the law? 

24
As it is written: 

"God's name is blasphemed among the Gentiles because of you."
[f]
  

 
25
Circumcision has value if you observe the law, but if you break the law, you have become as though you 

had not been circumcised. 
26
If those who are not circumcised keep the law's requirements, will they not be 

regarded as though they were circumcised? 
27
The one who is not circumcised physically and yet obeys the 

law will condemn you who, even though you have the
[g]
 written code and circumcision, are a lawbreaker.  

 
28
A man is not a Jew if he is only one outwardly, nor is circumcision merely outward and physical. 

29
No, a 

man is a Jew if he is one inwardly; and circumcision is circumcision of the heart, by the Spirit, not by the 

written code. Such a man's praise is not from men, but from God.  

Romans 3 

God's Faithfulness  

 
1
What advantage, then, is there in being a Jew, or what value is there in circumcision? 

2
Much in every way! 

First of all, they have been entrusted with the very words of God.  

 
3
What if some did not have faith? Will their lack of faith nullify God's faithfulness? 

4
Not at all! Let God be 

true, and every man a liar. As it is written:  

   "So that you may be proved right when you speak  

      and prevail when you judge."
[h]
  

 
5
But if our unrighteousness brings out God's righteousness more clearly, what shall we say? That God is 

unjust in bringing his wrath on us? (I am using a human argument.) 
6
Certainly not! If that were so, how 

could God judge the world? 
7
Someone might argue, "If my falsehood enhances God's truthfulness and so 

increases his glory, why am I still condemned as a sinner?" 
8
Why not say—as we are being slanderously 

reported as saying and as some claim that we say—"Let us do evil that good may result"? Their 

condemnation is deserved.  

No One is Righteous  

 
9
What shall we conclude then? Are we any better

[i]
? Not at all! We have already made the charge that Jews 

and Gentiles alike are all under sin. 
10
As it is written:  

   "There is no one righteous, not even one;  

    
11
there is no one who understands,  

      no one who seeks God.  

 
12
All have turned away,  
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      they have together become worthless;  

   there is no one who does good,  

      not even one."
[j]
  

 
13
"Their throats are open graves;  

      their tongues practice deceit."
[k]
  

   "The poison of vipers is on their lips."
[l]
  

    
14
"Their mouths are full of cursing and bitterness."

[m]
  

 
15
"Their feet are swift to shed blood;  

    
16
ruin and misery mark their ways,  

 
17
and the way of peace they do not know."

[n]
  

    
18
"There is no fear of God before their eyes."

[o]
  

 
19
Now we know that whatever the law says, it says to those who are under the law, so that every mouth 

may be silenced and the whole world held accountable to God. 
20
Therefore no one will be declared 

righteous in his sight by observing the law; rather, through the law we become conscious of sin.  

Righteousness Through Faith  

 
21
But now a righteousness from God, apart from law, has been made known, to which the Law and the 

Prophets testify. 
22
This righteousness from God comes through faith in Jesus Christ to all who believe. 

There is no difference, 
23
for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God, 

24
and are justified freely by 

his grace through the redemption that came by Christ Jesus. 
25
God presented him as a sacrifice of 

atonement,
[p]
 through faith in his blood. He did this to demonstrate his justice, because in his forbearance he 

had left the sins committed beforehand unpunished— 
26
he did it to demonstrate his justice at the present 

time, so as to be just and the one who justifies those who have faith in Jesus.  

 
27
Where, then, is boasting? It is excluded. On what principle? On that of observing the law? No, but on that 

of faith. 
28
For we maintain that a man is justified by faith apart from observing the law. 

29
Is God the God of 

Jews only? Is he not the God of Gentiles too? Yes, of Gentiles too, 
30
since there is only one God, who will 

justify the circumcised by faith and the uncircumcised through that same faith. 
31
Do we, then, nullify the 

law by this faith? Not at all! Rather, we uphold the law.  

Romans 4 

Abraham Justified by Faith  

 
1
What then shall we say that Abraham, our forefather, discovered in this matter? 

2
If, in fact, Abraham was 

justified by works, he had something to boast about—but not before God. 
3
What does the Scripture say? 

"Abraham believed God, and it was credited to him as righteousness."
[q]
  

 
4
Now when a man works, his wages are not credited to him as a gift, but as an obligation. 

5
However, to the 

man who does not work but trusts God who justifies the wicked, his faith is credited as righteousness. 
6
David says the same thing when he speaks of the blessedness of the man to whom God credits 

righteousness apart from works:  

 
7
"Blessed are they  

      whose transgressions are forgiven,  

      whose sins are covered.  

 
8
Blessed is the man  

      whose sin the Lord will never count against him."
[r]
  

 
9
Is this blessedness only for the circumcised, or also for the uncircumcised? We have been saying that 

Abraham's faith was credited to him as righteousness. 
10
Under what circumstances was it credited? Was it 

after he was circumcised, or before? It was not after, but before! 
11
And he received the sign of circumcision, 

a seal of the righteousness that he had by faith while he was still uncircumcised. So then, he is the father of 

all who believe but have not been circumcised, in order that righteousness might be credited to them. 
12
And 

he is also the father of the circumcised who not only are circumcised but who also walk in the footsteps of 

the faith that our father Abraham had before he was circumcised.  

 
13
It was not through law that Abraham and his offspring received the promise that he would be heir of the 

world, but through the righteousness that comes by faith. 
14
For if those who live by law are heirs, faith has 

no value and the promise is worthless, 
15
because law brings wrath. And where there is no law there is no 

transgression.  

 
16
Therefore, the promise comes by faith, so that it may be by grace and may be guaranteed to all 

Abraham's offspring—not only to those who are of the law but also to those who are of the faith of 

Abraham. He is the father of us all. 
17
As it is written: "I have made you a father of many nations."

[s]
 He is 

our father in the sight of God, in whom he believed—the God who gives life to the dead and calls things 

that are not as though they were.  
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18
Against all hope, Abraham in hope believed and so became the father of many nations, just as it had been 

said to him, "So shall your offspring be."
[t]
 
19
Without weakening in his faith, he faced the fact that his body 

was as good as dead—since he was about a hundred years old—and that Sarah's womb was also dead. 
20
Yet 

he did not waver through unbelief regarding the promise of God, but was strengthened in his faith and gave 

glory to God, 
21
being fully persuaded that God had power to do what he had promised. 

22
This is why "it 

was credited to him as righteousness." 
23
The words "it was credited to him" were written not for him alone, 

24
but also for us, to whom God will credit righteousness—for us who believe in him who raised Jesus our 

Lord from the dead. 
25
He was delivered over to death for our sins and was raised to life for our justification.  

Romans 5 

Peace and Joy  

 
1
Therefore, since we have been justified through faith, we

[u]
have peace with God through our Lord Jesus 

Christ, 
2
through whom we have gained access by faith into this grace in which we now stand. And we

[v]
 

rejoice in the hope of the glory of God. 
3
Not only so, but we

[w]
 also rejoice in our sufferings, because we 

know that suffering produces perseverance; 
4
perseverance, character; and character, hope. 

5
And hope does 

not disappoint us, because God has poured out his love into our hearts by the Holy Spirit, whom he has 

given us.  

 
6
You see, at just the right time, when we were still powerless, Christ died for the ungodly. 

7
Very rarely will 

anyone die for a righteous man, though for a good man someone might possibly dare to die. 
8
But God 

demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still sinners, Christ died for us.  

 
9
Since we have now been justified by his blood, how much more shall we be saved from God's wrath 

through him! 
10
For if, when we were God's enemies, we were reconciled to him through the death of his 

Son, how much more, having been reconciled, shall we be saved through his life! 
11
Not only is this so, but 

we also rejoice in God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we have now received reconciliation.  

Death Through Adam, Life Through Christ  

 
12
Therefore, just as sin entered the world through one man, and death through sin, and in this way death 

came to all men, because all sinned— 
13
for before the law was given, sin was in the world. But sin is not 

taken into account when there is no law. 
14
Nevertheless, death reigned from the time of Adam to the time of 

Moses, even over those who did not sin by breaking a command, as did Adam, who was a pattern of the 

one to come.  

 
15
But the gift is not like the trespass. For if the many died by the trespass of the one man, how much more 

did God's grace and the gift that came by the grace of the one man, Jesus Christ, overflow to the many! 
16
Again, the gift of God is not like the result of the one man's sin: The judgment followed one sin and 

brought condemnation, but the gift followed many trespasses and brought justification. 
17
For if, by the 

trespass of the one man, death reigned through that one man, how much more will those who receive God's 

abundant provision of grace and of the gift of righteousness reign in life through the one man, Jesus Christ.  

 
18
Consequently, just as the result of one trespass was condemnation for all men, so also the result of one 

act of righteousness was justification that brings life for all men. 
19
For just as through the disobedience of 

the one man the many were made sinners, so also through the obedience of the one man the many will be 

made righteous.  

 
20
The law was added so that the trespass might increase. But where sin increased, grace increased all the 

more, 
21
so that, just as sin reigned in death, so also grace might reign through righteousness to bring eternal 

life through Jesus Christ our Lord.  

Romans 6 

Dead to Sin, Alive in Christ  

 
1
What shall we say, then? Shall we go on sinning so that grace may increase? 

2
By no means! We died to 

sin; how can we live in it any longer? 
3
Or don't you know that all of us who were baptized into Christ Jesus 

were baptized into his death? 
4
We were therefore buried with him through baptism into death in order that, 

just as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, we too may live a new life.  

 
5
If we have been united with him like this in his death, we will certainly also be united with him in his 

resurrection. 
6
For we know that our old self was crucified with him so that the body of sin might be done 

away with,
[x]
 that we should no longer be slaves to sin— 

7
because anyone who has died has been freed 

from sin.  

 
8
Now if we died with Christ, we believe that we will also live with him. 

9
For we know that since Christ 

was raised from the dead, he cannot die again; death no longer has mastery over him. 
10
The death he died, 

he died to sin once for all; but the life he lives, he lives to God.  

 
11
In the same way, count yourselves dead to sin but alive to God in Christ Jesus. 

12
Therefore do not let sin 

reign in your mortal body so that you obey its evil desires. 
13
Do not offer the parts of your body to sin, as 
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instruments of wickedness, but rather offer yourselves to God, as those who have been brought from death 

to life; and offer the parts of your body to him as instruments of righteousness. 
14
For sin shall not be your 

master, because you are not under law, but under grace.  

Slaves to Righteousness  

 
15
What then? Shall we sin because we are not under law but under grace? By no means! 

16
Don't you know 

that when you offer yourselves to someone to obey him as slaves, you are slaves to the one whom you 

obey—whether you are slaves to sin, which leads to death, or to obedience, which leads to righteousness? 
17
But thanks be to God that, though you used to be slaves to sin, you wholeheartedly obeyed the form of 

teaching to which you were entrusted. 
18
You have been set free from sin and have become slaves to 

righteousness.  

 
19
I put this in human terms because you are weak in your natural selves. Just as you used to offer the parts 

of your body in slavery to impurity and to ever-increasing wickedness, so now offer them in slavery to 

righteousness leading to holiness. 
20
When you were slaves to sin, you were free from the control of 

righteousness. 
21
What benefit did you reap at that time from the things you are now ashamed of? Those 

things result in death! 
22
But now that you have been set free from sin and have become slaves to God, the 

benefit you reap leads to holiness, and the result is eternal life. 
23
For the wages of sin is death, but the gift 

of God is eternal life in
[y]
 Christ Jesus our Lord.  

Romans 7 

An Illustration From Marriage  

 
1
Do you not know, brothers—for I am speaking to men who know the law—that the law has authority over 

a man only as long as he lives? 
2
For example, by law a married woman is bound to her husband as long as 

he is alive, but if her husband dies, she is released from the law of marriage. 
3
So then, if she marries 

another man while her husband is still alive, she is called an adulteress. But if her husband dies, she is 

released from that law and is not an adulteress, even though she marries another man.  

 
4
So, my brothers, you also died to the law through the body of Christ, that you might belong to another, to 

him who was raised from the dead, in order that we might bear fruit to God. 
5
For when we were controlled 

by the sinful nature,
[z]
 the sinful passions aroused by the law were at work in our bodies, so that we bore 

fruit for death. 
6
But now, by dying to what once bound us, we have been released from the law so that we 

serve in the new way of the Spirit, and not in the old way of the written code.  

Struggling With Sin  

 
7
What shall we say, then? Is the law sin? Certainly not! Indeed I would not have known what sin was 

except through the law. For I would not have known what coveting really was if the law had not said, "Do 

not covet."
[aa]

 
8
But sin, seizing the opportunity afforded by the commandment, produced in me every kind 

of covetous desire. For apart from law, sin is dead. 
9
Once I was alive apart from law; but when the 

commandment came, sin sprang to life and I died. 
10
I found that the very commandment that was intended 

to bring life actually brought death.  

 
11
For sin, seizing the opportunity afforded by the commandment, deceived me, and through the 

commandment put me to death. 
12
So then, the law is holy, and the commandment is holy, righteous and 

good. 
13
Did that which is good, then, become death to me? By no means! But in order that sin might be 

recognized as sin, it produced death in me through what was good, so that through the commandment sin 

might become utterly sinful.  

 
14
We know that the law is spiritual; but I am unspiritual, sold as a slave to sin. 

15
I do not understand what I 

do. For what I want to do I do not do, but what I hate I do. 
16
And if I do what I do not want to do, I agree 

that the law is good. 
17
As it is, it is no longer I myself who do it, but it is sin living in me. 

18
I know that 

nothing good lives in me, that is, in my sinful nature.
[ab]

 For I have the desire to do what is good, but I 

cannot carry it out. 
19
For what I do is not the good I want to do; no, the evil I do not want to do—this I keep 

on doing. 
20
Now if I do what I do not want to do, it is no longer I who do it, but it is sin living in me that 

does it.  

 
21
So I find this law at work: When I want to do good, evil is right there with me. 

22
For in my inner being I 

delight in God's law; 
23
but I see another law at work in the members of my body, waging war against the 

law of my mind and making me a prisoner of the law of sin at work within my members. 
24
What a wretched 

man I am! Who will rescue me from this body of death? 
25
Thanks be to God—through Jesus Christ our 

Lord!  

      So then, I myself in my mind am a slave to God's law, but in the sinful nature a slave to the law of sin. 

Romans 8 

Life Through the Spirit  
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1
Therefore, there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus,

[a]
 
2
because through Christ 

Jesus the law of the Spirit of life set me free from the law of sin and death. 
3
For what the law was 

powerless to do in that it was weakened by the sinful nature,
[b]
 God did by sending his own Son in the 

likeness of sinful man to be a sin offering.
[c]
 And so he condemned sin in sinful man,

[d]
 
4
in order that the 

righteous requirements of the law might be fully met in us, who do not live according to the sinful nature 

but according to the Spirit.  

 
5
Those who live according to the sinful nature have their minds set on what that nature desires; but those 

who live in accordance with the Spirit have their minds set on what the Spirit desires. 
6
The mind of sinful 

man
[e]
 is death, but the mind controlled by the Spirit is life and peace; 

7
the sinful mind

[f]
 is hostile to God. It 

does not submit to God's law, nor can it do so. 
8
Those controlled by the sinful nature cannot please God.  

 
9
You, however, are controlled not by the sinful nature but by the Spirit, if the Spirit of God lives in you. 

And if anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he does not belong to Christ. 
10
But if Christ is in you, your 

body is dead because of sin, yet your spirit is alive because of righteousness. 
11
And if the Spirit of him who 

raised Jesus from the dead is living in you, he who raised Christ from the dead will also give life to your 

mortal bodies through his Spirit, who lives in you.  

 
12
Therefore, brothers, we have an obligation—but it is not to the sinful nature, to live according to it. 

13
For 

if you live according to the sinful nature, you will die; but if by the Spirit you put to death the misdeeds of 

the body, you will live, 
14
because those who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God. 

15
For you did not 

receive a spirit that makes you a slave again to fear, but you received the Spirit of sonship.
[g]
 And by him 

we cry, "Abba,
[h]
 Father." 

16
The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are God's children. 

17
Now if 

we are children, then we are heirs—heirs of God and co-heirs with Christ, if indeed we share in his 

sufferings in order that we may also share in his glory.  

Future Glory  

 
18
I consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed in us. 

19
The creation waits in eager expectation for the sons of God to be revealed. 

20
For the creation was 

subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope 
21
that

[i]
 

the creation itself will be liberated from its bondage to decay and brought into the glorious freedom of the 

children of God.  

 
22
We know that the whole creation has been groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up to the present 

time. 
23
Not only so, but we ourselves, who have the firstfruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly as we wait 

eagerly for our adoption as sons, the redemption of our bodies. 
24
For in this hope we were saved. But hope 

that is seen is no hope at all. Who hopes for what he already has? 
25
But if we hope for what we do not yet 

have, we wait for it patiently.  

 
26
In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our weakness. We do not know what we ought to pray for, but the 

Spirit himself intercedes for us with groans that words cannot express. 
27
And he who searches our hearts 

knows the mind of the Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes for the saints in accordance with God's will.  

More Than Conquerors  

 
28
And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him,

[j]
 who

[k]
 have been called 

according to his purpose. 
29
For those God foreknew he also predestined to be conformed to the likeness of 

his Son, that he might be the firstborn among many brothers. 
30
And those he predestined, he also called; 

those he called, he also justified; those he justified, he also glorified.  

 
31
What, then, shall we say in response to this? If God is for us, who can be against us? 

32
He who did not 

spare his own Son, but gave him up for us all—how will he not also, along with him, graciously give us all 

things? 
33
Who will bring any charge against those whom God has chosen? It is God who justifies. 

34
Who is 

he that condemns? Christ Jesus, who died—more than that, who was raised to life—is at the right hand of 

God and is also interceding for us. 
35
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or 

hardship or persecution or famine or nakedness or danger or sword? 
36
As it is written:  

   "For your sake we face death all day long;  

      we are considered as sheep to be slaughtered."
[l]
 
37
No, in all these things we are more than conquerors 

through him who loved us. 
38
For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons,

[m]
 

neither the present nor the future, nor any powers, 
39
neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all 

creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord.  

Romans 9 

God's Sovereign Choice  

 
1
I speak the truth in Christ—I am not lying, my conscience confirms it in the Holy Spirit— 

2
I have great 

sorrow and unceasing anguish in my heart. 
3
For I could wish that I myself were cursed and cut off from 

Christ for the sake of my brothers, those of my own race, 
4
the people of Israel. Theirs is the adoption as 
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sons; theirs the divine glory, the covenants, the receiving of the law, the temple worship and the promises. 
5
Theirs are the patriarchs, and from them is traced the human ancestry of Christ, who is God over all, 

forever praised!
[n]
 Amen.  

 
6
It is not as though God's word had failed. For not all who are descended from Israel are Israel. 

7
Nor 

because they are his descendants are they all Abraham's children. On the contrary, "It is through Isaac that 

your offspring will be reckoned."
[o]
 
8
In other words, it is not the natural children who are God's children, 

but it is the children of the promise who are regarded as Abraham's offspring. 
9
For this was how the 

promise was stated: "At the appointed time I will return, and Sarah will have a son."
[p]
  

 
10
Not only that, but Rebekah's children had one and the same father, our father Isaac. 

11
Yet, before the 

twins were born or had done anything good or bad—in order that God's purpose in election might stand: 
12
not by works but by him who calls—she was told, "The older will serve the younger."

[q]
 
13
Just as it is 

written: "Jacob I loved, but Esau I hated."
[r]
  

 
14
What then shall we say? Is God unjust? Not at all! 

15
For he says to Moses,  

   "I will have mercy on whom I have mercy,  

      and I will have compassion on whom I have compassion."
[s]
 
16
It does not, therefore, depend on man's 

desire or effort, but on God's mercy. 
17
For the Scripture says to Pharaoh: "I raised you up for this very 

purpose, that I might display my power in you and that my name might be proclaimed in all the earth."
[t]
 

18
Therefore God has mercy on whom he wants to have mercy, and he hardens whom he wants to harden.  

 
19
One of you will say to me: "Then why does God still blame us? For who resists his will?" 

20
But who are 

you, O man, to talk back to God? "Shall what is formed say to him who formed it, 'Why did you make me 

like this?' "
[u]
 
21
Does not the potter have the right to make out of the same lump of clay some pottery for 

noble purposes and some for common use?  

 
22
What if God, choosing to show his wrath and make his power known, bore with great patience the 

objects of his wrath—prepared for destruction? 
23
What if he did this to make the riches of his glory known 

to the objects of his mercy, whom he prepared in advance for glory— 
24
even us, whom he also called, not 

only from the Jews but also from the Gentiles? 
25
As he says in Hosea:  

   "I will call them 'my people' who are not my people;  

      and I will call her 'my loved one' who is not my loved one,"
[v]
 
26
and,  

   "It will happen that in the very place where it was said to them,  

      'You are not my people,'  

   they will be called 'sons of the living God.' "
[w]
  

 
27
Isaiah cries out concerning Israel:  

   "Though the number of the Israelites be like the sand by the sea,  

      only the remnant will be saved.  

 
28
For the Lord will carry out  

      his sentence on earth with speed and finality."
[x]
  

 
29
It is just as Isaiah said previously:  

   "Unless the Lord Almighty  

      had left us descendants,  

   we would have become like Sodom,  

      we would have been like Gomorrah."
[y]
  

Israel's Unbelief  

 
30
What then shall we say? That the Gentiles, who did not pursue righteousness, have obtained it, a 

righteousness that is by faith; 
31
but Israel, who pursued a law of righteousness, has not attained it. 

32
Why 

not? Because they pursued it not by faith but as if it were by works. They stumbled over the "stumbling 

stone." 
33
As it is written:  

   "See, I lay in Zion a stone that causes men to stumble  

      and a rock that makes them fall,  

   and the one who trusts in him will never be put to shame."
[z]
  

Romans 10 

 
1
Brothers, my heart's desire and prayer to God for the Israelites is that they may be saved. 

2
For I can testify 

about them that they are zealous for God, but their zeal is not based on knowledge. 
3
Since they did not 

know the righteousness that comes from God and sought to establish their own, they did not submit to 

God's righteousness. 
4
Christ is the end of the law so that there may be righteousness for everyone who 

believes.  

 
5
Moses describes in this way the righteousness that is by the law: "The man who does these things will live 

by them."
[aa]

 
6
But the righteousness that is by faith says: "Do not say in your heart, 'Who will ascend into 
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heaven?'
[ab]

" (that is, to bring Christ down) 
7
"or 'Who will descend into the deep?'

[ac]
" (that is, to bring 

Christ up from the dead). 
8
But what does it say? "The word is near you; it is in your mouth and in your 

heart,"
[ad]

 that is, the word of faith we are proclaiming: 
9
That if you confess with your mouth, "Jesus is 

Lord," and believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved. 
10
For it is with your 

heart that you believe and are justified, and it is with your mouth that you confess and are saved. 
11
As the 

Scripture says, "Anyone who trusts in him will never be put to shame."
[ae]

 
12
For there is no difference 

between Jew and Gentile—the same Lord is Lord of all and richly blesses all who call on him, 
13
for, 

"Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved."
[af]
  

 
14
How, then, can they call on the one they have not believed in? And how can they believe in the one of 

whom they have not heard? And how can they hear without someone preaching to them? 
15
And how can 

they preach unless they are sent? As it is written, "How beautiful are the feet of those who bring good 

news!"
[ag]

  

 
16
But not all the Israelites accepted the good news. For Isaiah says, "Lord, who has believed our 

message?"
[ah]

 
17
Consequently, faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through the 

word of Christ. 
18
But I ask: Did they not hear? Of course they did:  

   "Their voice has gone out into all the earth,  

      their words to the ends of the world."
[ai]
 
19
Again I ask: Did Israel not understand? First, Moses says,  

   "I will make you envious by those who are not a nation;  

      I will make you angry by a nation that has no understanding."
[aj]
 
20
And Isaiah boldly says,  

   "I was found by those who did not seek me;  

      I revealed myself to those who did not ask for me."
[ak]

 
21
But concerning Israel he says,  

   "All day long I have held out my hands  

      to a disobedient and obstinate people."
[al]
  

Romans 11 

The Remnant of Israel  

 
1
I ask then: Did God reject his people? By no means! I am an Israelite myself, a descendant of Abraham, 

from the tribe of Benjamin. 
2
God did not reject his people, whom he foreknew. Don't you know what the 

Scripture says in the passage about Elijah—how he appealed to God against Israel: 
3
"Lord, they have killed 

your prophets and torn down your altars; I am the only one left, and they are trying to kill me"
[am]

? 
4
And 

what was God's answer to him? "I have reserved for myself seven thousand who have not bowed the knee 

to Baal."
[an]

 
5
So too, at the present time there is a remnant chosen by grace. 

6
And if by grace, then it is no 

longer by works; if it were, grace would no longer be grace.
[ao]

  

 
7
What then? What Israel sought so earnestly it did not obtain, but the elect did. The others were hardened, 

8
as it is written:  

   "God gave them a spirit of stupor,  

      eyes so that they could not see  

      and ears so that they could not hear,  

   to this very day."
[ap]

 
9
And David says:  

   "May their table become a snare and a trap,  

      a stumbling block and a retribution for them.  

 
10
May their eyes be darkened so they cannot see,  

      and their backs be bent forever."
[aq]

  

Ingrafted Branches  

 
11
Again I ask: Did they stumble so as to fall beyond recovery? Not at all! Rather, because of their 

transgression, salvation has come to the Gentiles to make Israel envious. 
12
But if their transgression means 

riches for the world, and their loss means riches for the Gentiles, how much greater riches will their 

fullness bring!  

 
13
I am talking to you Gentiles. Inasmuch as I am the apostle to the Gentiles, I make much of my ministry 

14
in the hope that I may somehow arouse my own people to envy and save some of them. 

15
For if their 

rejection is the reconciliation of the world, what will their acceptance be but life from the dead? 
16
If the part 

of the dough offered as firstfruits is holy, then the whole batch is holy; if the root is holy, so are the 

branches.  

 
17
If some of the branches have been broken off, and you, though a wild olive shoot, have been grafted in 

among the others and now share in the nourishing sap from the olive root, 
18
do not boast over those 

branches. If you do, consider this: You do not support the root, but the root supports you. 
19
You will say 

then, "Branches were broken off so that I could be grafted in." 
20
Granted. But they were broken off because 
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of unbelief, and you stand by faith. Do not be arrogant, but be afraid. 
21
For if God did not spare the natural 

branches, he will not spare you either.  

 
22
Consider therefore the kindness and sternness of God: sternness to those who fell, but kindness to you, 

provided that you continue in his kindness. Otherwise, you also will be cut off. 
23
And if they do not persist 

in unbelief, they will be grafted in, for God is able to graft them in again. 
24
After all, if you were cut out of 

an olive tree that is wild by nature, and contrary to nature were grafted into a cultivated olive tree, how 

much more readily will these, the natural branches, be grafted into their own olive tree!  

All Israel Will Be Saved  

 
25
I do not want you to be ignorant of this mystery, brothers, so that you may not be conceited: Israel has 

experienced a hardening in part until the full number of the Gentiles has come in. 
26
And so all Israel will be 

saved, as it is written:  

   "The deliverer will come from Zion;  

      he will turn godlessness away from Jacob.  

 
27
And this is

[ar]
 my covenant with them  

      when I take away their sins."
[as]
  

 
28
As far as the gospel is concerned, they are enemies on your account; but as far as election is concerned, 

they are loved on account of the patriarchs, 
29
for God's gifts and his call are irrevocable. 

30
Just as you who 

were at one time disobedient to God have now received mercy as a result of their disobedience, 
31
so they 

too have now become disobedient in order that they too may now
[at]
 receive mercy as a result of God's 

mercy to you. 
32
For God has bound all men over to disobedience so that he may have mercy on them all.  

Doxology  

 
33
Oh, the depth of the riches of the wisdom and

[au]
 knowledge of God!  

      How unsearchable his judgments,  

      and his paths beyond tracing out!  

 
34
"Who has known the mind of the Lord?  

      Or who has been his counselor?"
[av]

  

 
35
"Who has ever given to God,  

      that God should repay him?"
[aw]

  

 
36
For from him and through him and to him are all things.  

      To him be the glory forever! Amen.  

Romans 12 

Living Sacrifices  

 
1
Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God's mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy and 

pleasing to God—this is your spiritual
[ax]

 act of worship. 
2
Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this 

world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what 

God's will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will.  

 
3
For by the grace given me I say to every one of you: Do not think of yourself more highly than you ought, 

but rather think of yourself with sober judgment, in accordance with the measure of faith God has given 

you. 
4
Just as each of us has one body with many members, and these members do not all have the same 

function, 
5
so in Christ we who are many form one body, and each member belongs to all the others. 

6
We 

have different gifts, according to the grace given us. If a man's gift is prophesying, let him use it in 

proportion to his
[ay]

faith. 
7
If it is serving, let him serve; if it is teaching, let him teach; 

8
if it is encouraging, 

let him encourage; if it is contributing to the needs of others, let him give generously; if it is leadership, let 

him govern diligently; if it is showing mercy, let him do it cheerfully.  

Love  

 
9
Love must be sincere. Hate what is evil; cling to what is good. 

10
Be devoted to one another in brotherly 

love. Honor one another above yourselves. 
11
Never be lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual fervor, 

serving the Lord. 
12
Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer. 

13
Share with God's people who 

are in need. Practice hospitality.  

 
14
Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse. 

15
Rejoice with those who rejoice; mourn with 

those who mourn. 
16
Live in harmony with one another. Do not be proud, but be willing to associate with 

people of low position.
[az]

 Do not be conceited.  

 
17
Do not repay anyone evil for evil. Be careful to do what is right in the eyes of everybody. 

18
If it is 

possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone. 
19
Do not take revenge, my friends, but 

leave room for God's wrath, for it is written: "It is mine to avenge; I will repay,"
[ba]

says the Lord. 
20
On the 

contrary:  

   "If your enemy is hungry, feed him;  
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      if he is thirsty, give him something to drink.  

   In doing this, you will heap burning coals on his head."
[bb]

 
21
Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome 

evil with good.  

Romans 13 

Submission to the Authorities  

 
1
Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except that which 

God has established. The authorities that exist have been established by God. 
2
Consequently, he who rebels 

against the authority is rebelling against what God has instituted, and those who do so will bring judgment 

on themselves. 
3
For rulers hold no terror for those who do right, but for those who do wrong. Do you want 

to be free from fear of the one in authority? Then do what is right and he will commend you. 
4
For he is 

God's servant to do you good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does not bear the sword for nothing. 

He is God's servant, an agent of wrath to bring punishment on the wrongdoer. 
5
Therefore, it is necessary to 

submit to the authorities, not only because of possible punishment but also because of conscience. 
6
This is 

also why you pay taxes, for the authorities are God's servants, who give their full time to governing. 
7
Give 

everyone what you owe him: If you owe taxes, pay taxes; if revenue, then revenue; if respect, then respect; 

if honor, then honor.  

Love, for the Day is Near  

 
8
Let no debt remain outstanding, except the continuing debt to love one another, for he who loves his 

fellowman has fulfilled the law. 
9
The commandments, "Do not commit adultery," "Do not murder," "Do 

not steal," "Do not covet,"
[bc]

 and whatever other commandment there may be, are summed up in this one 

rule: "Love your neighbor as yourself."
[bd]

 
10
Love does no harm to its neighbor. Therefore love is the 

fulfillment of the law.  

 
11
And do this, understanding the present time. The hour has come for you to wake up from your slumber, 

because our salvation is nearer now than when we first believed. 
12
The night is nearly over; the day is 

almost here. So let us put aside the deeds of darkness and put on the armor of light. 
13
Let us behave 

decently, as in the daytime, not in orgies and drunkenness, not in sexual immorality and debauchery, not in 

dissension and jealousy. 
14
Rather, clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ, and do not think about how 

to gratify the desires of the sinful nature.
[be]

  

Romans 14 

The Weak and the Strong  

 
1
Accept him whose faith is weak, without passing judgment on disputable matters. 

2
One man's faith allows 

him to eat everything, but another man, whose faith is weak, eats only vegetables. 
3
The man who eats 

everything must not look down on him who does not, and the man who does not eat everything must not 

condemn the man who does, for God has accepted him. 
4
Who are you to judge someone else's servant? To 

his own master he stands or falls. And he will stand, for the Lord is able to make him stand.  

 
5
One man considers one day more sacred than another; another man considers every day alike. Each one 

should be fully convinced in his own mind. 
6
He who regards one day as special, does so to the Lord. He 

who eats meat, eats to the Lord, for he gives thanks to God; and he who abstains, does so to the Lord and 

gives thanks to God. 
7
For none of us lives to himself alone and none of us dies to himself alone. 

8
If we live, 

we live to the Lord; and if we die, we die to the Lord. So, whether we live or die, we belong to the Lord.  

 
9
For this very reason, Christ died and returned to life so that he might be the Lord of both the dead and the 

living. 
10
You, then, why do you judge your brother? Or why do you look down on your brother? For we 

will all stand before God's judgment seat. 
11
It is written:  

   " 'As surely as I live,' says the Lord,  

   'every knee will bow before me;  

      every tongue will confess to God.' "
[bf]
 
12
So then, each of us will give an account of himself to God.  

 
13
Therefore let us stop passing judgment on one another. Instead, make up your mind not to put any 

stumbling block or obstacle in your brother's way. 
14
As one who is in the Lord Jesus, I am fully convinced 

that no food
[bg]

 is unclean in itself. But if anyone regards something as unclean, then for him it is unclean. 
15
If your brother is distressed because of what you eat, you are no longer acting in love. Do not by your 

eating destroy your brother for whom Christ died. 
16
Do not allow what you consider good to be spoken of 

as evil. 
17
For the kingdom of God is not a matter of eating and drinking, but of righteousness, peace and joy 

in the Holy Spirit, 
18
because anyone who serves Christ in this way is pleasing to God and approved by men.  

 
19
Let us therefore make every effort to do what leads to peace and to mutual edification. 

20
Do not destroy 

the work of God for the sake of food. All food is clean, but it is wrong for a man to eat anything that causes 

someone else to stumble. 
21
It is better not to eat meat or drink wine or to do anything else that will cause 

your brother to fall.  
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22
So whatever you believe about these things keep between yourself and God. Blessed is the man who does 

not condemn himself by what he approves. 
23
But the man who has doubts is condemned if he eats, because 

his eating is not from faith; and everything that does not come from faith is sin.  

Romans 15 

 
1
We who are strong ought to bear with the failings of the weak and not to please ourselves. 

2
Each of us 

should please his neighbor for his good, to build him up. 
3
For even Christ did not please himself but, as it is 

written: "The insults of those who insult you have fallen on me."
[bh]

 
4
For everything that was written in the 

past was written to teach us, so that through endurance and the encouragement of the Scriptures we might 

have hope.  

 
5
May the God who gives endurance and encouragement give you a spirit of unity among yourselves as you 

follow Christ Jesus, 
6
so that with one heart and mouth you may glorify the God and Father of our Lord 

Jesus Christ.  

 
7
Accept one another, then, just as Christ accepted you, in order to bring praise to God. 

8
For I tell you that 

Christ has become a servant of the Jews
[bi]
on behalf of God's truth, to confirm the promises made to the 

patriarchs 
9
so that the Gentiles may glorify God for his mercy, as it is written:  

   "Therefore I will praise you among the Gentiles;  

      I will sing hymns to your name."
[bj]
 
10
Again, it says,  

   "Rejoice, O Gentiles, with his people."
[bk]

 
11
And again,  

   "Praise the Lord, all you Gentiles,  

      and sing praises to him, all you peoples."
[bl]
 
12
And again, Isaiah says,  

   "The Root of Jesse will spring up,  

      one who will arise to rule over the nations;  

   the Gentiles will hope in him."
[bm]

  

 
13
May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you trust in him, so that you may overflow with 

hope by the power of the Holy Spirit.  

Paul the Minister to the Gentiles  

 
14
I myself am convinced, my brothers, that you yourselves are full of goodness, complete in knowledge 

and competent to instruct one another. 
15
I have written you quite boldly on some points, as if to remind you 

of them again, because of the grace God gave me 
16
to be a minister of Christ Jesus to the Gentiles with the 

priestly duty of proclaiming the gospel of God, so that the Gentiles might become an offering acceptable to 

God, sanctified by the Holy Spirit.  

 
17
Therefore I glory in Christ Jesus in my service to God. 

18
I will not venture to speak of anything except 

what Christ has accomplished through me in leading the Gentiles to obey God by what I have said and 

done— 
19
by the power of signs and miracles, through the power of the Spirit. So from Jerusalem all the 

way around to Illyricum, I have fully proclaimed the gospel of Christ. 
20
It has always been my ambition to 

preach the gospel where Christ was not known, so that I would not be building on someone else's 

foundation. 
21
Rather, as it is written:  

   "Those who were not told about him will see,  

      and those who have not heard will understand."
[bn]

 
22
This is why I have often been hindered from 

coming to you.  

Paul's Plan to Visit Rome  

 
23
But now that there is no more place for me to work in these regions, and since I have been longing for 

many years to see you, 
24
I plan to do so when I go to Spain. I hope to visit you while passing through and to 

have you assist me on my journey there, after I have enjoyed your company for a while. 
25
Now, however, I 

am on my way to Jerusalem in the service of the saints there. 
26
For Macedonia and Achaia were pleased to 

make a contribution for the poor among the saints in Jerusalem. 
27
They were pleased to do it, and indeed 

they owe it to them. For if the Gentiles have shared in the Jews' spiritual blessings, they owe it to the Jews 

to share with them their material blessings. 
28
So after I have completed this task and have made sure that 

they have received this fruit, I will go to Spain and visit you on the way. 
29
I know that when I come to you, 

I will come in the full measure of the blessing of Christ.  

 
30
I urge you, brothers, by our Lord Jesus Christ and by the love of the Spirit, to join me in my struggle by 

praying to God for me. 
31
Pray that I may be rescued from the unbelievers in Judea and that my service in 

Jerusalem may be acceptable to the saints there, 
32
so that by God's will I may come to you with joy and 

together with you be refreshed. 
33
The God of peace be with you all. Amen.  

Romans 16 

Personal Greetings  
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1
I commend to you our sister Phoebe, a servant

[bo]
 of the church in Cenchrea. 

2
I ask you to receive her in 

the Lord in a way worthy of the saints and to give her any help she may need from you, for she has been a 

great help to many people, including me. 
3
Greet Priscilla

[bp]
 and Aquila, my fellow workers in Christ Jesus. 

4
They risked their lives for me. Not only I but all the churches of the Gentiles are grateful to them. 

5
Greet 

also the church that meets at their house. Greet my dear friend Epenetus, who was the first convert to Christ 

in the province of Asia. 
6
Greet Mary, who worked very hard for you. 

7
Greet Andronicus and Junias, my 

relatives who have been in prison with me. They are outstanding among the apostles, and they were in 

Christ before I was. 
8
Greet Ampliatus, whom I love in the Lord. 

9
Greet Urbanus, our fellow worker in 

Christ, and my dear friend Stachys. 
10
Greet Apelles, tested and approved in Christ. Greet those who belong 

to the household of Aristobulus. 
11
Greet Herodion, my relative. Greet those in the household of Narcissus 

who are in the Lord. 
12
Greet Tryphena and Tryphosa, those women who work hard in the Lord. Greet my 

dear friend Persis, another woman who has worked very hard in the Lord. 
13
Greet Rufus, chosen in the 

Lord, and his mother, who has been a mother to me, too. 
14
Greet Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermes, Patrobas, 

Hermas and the brothers with them. 
15
Greet Philologus, Julia, Nereus and his sister, and Olympas and all 

the saints with them. 
16
Greet one another with a holy kiss. All the churches of Christ send greetings.  

 
17
I urge you, brothers, to watch out for those who cause divisions and put obstacles in your way that are 

contrary to the teaching you have learned. Keep away from them. 
18
For such people are not serving our 

Lord Christ, but their own appetites. By smooth talk and flattery they deceive the minds of naive people. 
19
Everyone has heard about your obedience, so I am full of joy over you; but I want you to be wise about 

what is good, and innocent about what is evil.  

 
20
The God of peace will soon crush Satan under your feet.  

      The grace of our Lord Jesus be with you.  

 
21
Timothy, my fellow worker, sends his greetings to you, as do Lucius, Jason and Sosipater, my relatives.  

 
22
I, Tertius, who wrote down this letter, greet you in the Lord.  

 
23
Gaius, whose hospitality I and the whole church here enjoy, sends you his greetings.  

      Erastus, who is the city's director of public works, and our brother Quartus send you their greetings.
[bq]

  

 
25
Now to him who is able to establish you by my gospel and the proclamation of Jesus Christ, according to 

the revelation of the mystery hidden for long ages past, 
26
but now revealed and made known through the 

prophetic writings by the command of the eternal God, so that all nations might believe and obey him— 
27
to the only wise God be glory forever through Jesus Christ! Amen. 
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1 Corinthians 1 

 
1
Paul, called to be an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God, and our brother Sosthenes,  

 
2
To the church of God in Corinth, to those sanctified in Christ Jesus and called to be holy, together with all 

those everywhere who call on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ—their Lord and ours:  

 
3
Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.  

Thanksgiving  

 
4
I always thank God for you because of his grace given you in Christ Jesus. 

5
For in him you have been 

enriched in every way—in all your speaking and in all your knowledge— 
6
because our testimony about 

Christ was confirmed in you. 
7
Therefore you do not lack any spiritual gift as you eagerly wait for our Lord 

Jesus Christ to be revealed. 
8
He will keep you strong to the end, so that you will be blameless on the day of 

our Lord Jesus Christ. 
9
God, who has called you into fellowship with his Son Jesus Christ our Lord, is 

faithful.  

Divisions in the Church  

 
10
I appeal to you, brothers, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that all of you agree with one another so 

that there may be no divisions among you and that you may be perfectly united in mind and thought. 
11
My 

brothers, some from Chloe's household have informed me that there are quarrels among you. 
12
What I mean 

is this: One of you says, "I follow Paul"; another, "I follow Apollos"; another, "I follow Cephas
[a]
"; still 

another, "I follow Christ."  

 
13
Is Christ divided? Was Paul crucified for you? Were you baptized into

[b]
 the name of Paul? 

14
I am 

thankful that I did not baptize any of you except Crispus and Gaius, 
15
so no one can say that you were 

baptized into my name. 
16
(Yes, I also baptized the household of Stephanas; beyond that, I don't remember if 

I baptized anyone else.) 
17
For Christ did not send me to baptize, but to preach the gospel—not with words 

of human wisdom, lest the cross of Christ be emptied of its power.  

Christ the Wisdom and Power of God  

 
18
For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us who are being saved it is 

the power of God. 
19
For it is written:  

   "I will destroy the wisdom of the wise;  

      the intelligence of the intelligent I will frustrate."
[c]
  

 
20
Where is the wise man? Where is the scholar? Where is the philosopher of this age? Has not God made 

foolish the wisdom of the world? 
21
For since in the wisdom of God the world through its wisdom did not 

know him, God was pleased through the foolishness of what was preached to save those who believe. 
22
Jews demand miraculous signs and Greeks look for wisdom, 

23
but we preach Christ crucified: a stumbling 

block to Jews and foolishness to Gentiles, 
24
but to those whom God has called, both Jews and Greeks, 

Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God. 
25
For the foolishness of God is wiser than man's wisdom, 

and the weakness of God is stronger than man's strength.  
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26
Brothers, think of what you were when you were called. Not many of you were wise by human standards; 

not many were influential; not many were of noble birth. 
27
But God chose the foolish things of the world to 

shame the wise; God chose the weak things of the world to shame the strong. 
28
He chose the lowly things 

of this world and the despised things—and the things that are not—to nullify the things that are, 
29
so that no 

one may boast before him. 
30
It is because of him that you are in Christ Jesus, who has become for us 

wisdom from God—that is, our righteousness, holiness and redemption. 
31
Therefore, as it is written: "Let 

him who boasts boast in the Lord."
[d]
  

1 Corinthians 2 

 
1
When I came to you, brothers, I did not come with eloquence or superior wisdom as I proclaimed to you 

the testimony about God.
[e]
 
2
For I resolved to know nothing while I was with you except Jesus Christ and 

him crucified. 
3
I came to you in weakness and fear, and with much trembling. 

4
My message and my 

preaching were not with wise and persuasive words, but with a demonstration of the Spirit's power, 
5
so that 

your faith might not rest on men's wisdom, but on God's power.  

Wisdom From the Spirit  

 
6
We do, however, speak a message of wisdom among the mature, but not the wisdom of this age or of the 

rulers of this age, who are coming to nothing. 
7
No, we speak of God's secret wisdom, a wisdom that has 

been hidden and that God destined for our glory before time began. 
8
None of the rulers of this age 

understood it, for if they had, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory. 
9
However, as it is written:  

   "No eye has seen,  

      no ear has heard,  

   no mind has conceived  

   what God has prepared for those who love him"
[f]
— 

10
but God has revealed it to us by his Spirit.  

      The Spirit searches all things, even the deep things of God. 
11
For who among men knows the thoughts 

of a man except the man's spirit within him? In the same way no one knows the thoughts of God except the 

Spirit of God. 
12
We have not received the spirit of the world but the Spirit who is from God, that we may 

understand what God has freely given us. 
13
This is what we speak, not in words taught us by human 

wisdom but in words taught by the Spirit, expressing spiritual truths in spiritual words.
[g]
 
14
The man without 

the Spirit does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him, and 

he cannot understand them, because they are spiritually discerned. 
15
The spiritual man makes judgments 

about all things, but he himself is not subject to any man's judgment:  

 
16
"For who has known the mind of the Lord  

      that he may instruct him?"
[h]
 But we have the mind of Christ.  

1 Corinthians 3 

On Divisions in the Church  

 
1
Brothers, I could not address you as spiritual but as worldly—mere infants in Christ. 

2
I gave you milk, not 

solid food, for you were not yet ready for it. Indeed, you are still not ready. 
3
You are still worldly. For since 

there is jealousy and quarreling among you, are you not worldly? Are you not acting like mere men? 
4
For 

when one says, "I follow Paul," and another, "I follow Apollos," are you not mere men?  

 
5
What, after all, is Apollos? And what is Paul? Only servants, through whom you came to believe—as the 

Lord has assigned to each his task. 
6
I planted the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it grow. 

7
So 

neither he who plants nor he who waters is anything, but only God, who makes things grow. 
8
The man who 

plants and the man who waters have one purpose, and each will be rewarded according to his own labor. 
9
For we are God's fellow workers; you are God's field, God's building.  

 
10
By the grace God has given me, I laid a foundation as an expert builder, and someone else is building on 

it. But each one should be careful how he builds. 
11
For no one can lay any foundation other than the one 

already laid, which is Jesus Christ. 
12
If any man builds on this foundation using gold, silver, costly stones, 

wood, hay or straw, 
13
his work will be shown for what it is, because the Day will bring it to light. It will be 

revealed with fire, and the fire will test the quality of each man's work. 
14
If what he has built survives, he 

will receive his reward. 
15
If it is burned up, he will suffer loss; he himself will be saved, but only as one 

escaping through the flames.  

 
16
Don't you know that you yourselves are God's temple and that God's Spirit lives in you? 

17
If anyone 

destroys God's temple, God will destroy him; for God's temple is sacred, and you are that temple.  

 
18
Do not deceive yourselves. If any one of you thinks he is wise by the standards of this age, he should 

become a "fool" so that he may become wise. 
19
For the wisdom of this world is foolishness in God's sight. 

As it is written: "He catches the wise in their craftiness"
[i]
; 
20
and again, "The Lord knows that the thoughts 

of the wise are futile."
[j]
 
21
So then, no more boasting about men! All things are yours, 

22
whether Paul or 
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Apollos or Cephas
[k]
 or the world or life or death or the present or the future—all are yours, 

23
and you are 

of Christ, and Christ is of God.  

1 Corinthians 4 

Apostles of Christ  

 
1
So then, men ought to regard us as servants of Christ and as those entrusted with the secret things of God. 

2
Now it is required that those who have been given a trust must prove faithful. 

3
I care very little if I am 

judged by you or by any human court; indeed, I do not even judge myself. 
4
My conscience is clear, but that 

does not make me innocent. It is the Lord who judges me. 
5
Therefore judge nothing before the appointed 

time; wait till the Lord comes. He will bring to light what is hidden in darkness and will expose the motives 

of men's hearts. At that time each will receive his praise from God.  

 
6
Now, brothers, I have applied these things to myself and Apollos for your benefit, so that you may learn 

from us the meaning of the saying, "Do not go beyond what is written." Then you will not take pride in one 

man over against another. 
7
For who makes you different from anyone else? What do you have that you did 

not receive? And if you did receive it, why do you boast as though you did not?  

 
8
Already you have all you want! Already you have become rich! You have become kings—and that 

without us! How I wish that you really had become kings so that we might be kings with you! 
9
For it seems 

to me that God has put us apostles on display at the end of the procession, like men condemned to die in the 

arena. We have been made a spectacle to the whole universe, to angels as well as to men. 
10
We are fools for 

Christ, but you are so wise in Christ! We are weak, but you are strong! You are honored, we are dishonored! 
11
To this very hour we go hungry and thirsty, we are in rags, we are brutally treated, we are homeless. 

12
We 

work hard with our own hands. When we are cursed, we bless; when we are persecuted, we endure it; 
13
when we are slandered, we answer kindly. Up to this moment we have become the scum of the earth, the 

refuse of the world.  

 
14
I am not writing this to shame you, but to warn you, as my dear children. 

15
Even though you have ten 

thousand guardians in Christ, you do not have many fathers, for in Christ Jesus I became your father 

through the gospel. 
16
Therefore I urge you to imitate me. 

17
For this reason I am sending to you Timothy, my 

son whom I love, who is faithful in the Lord. He will remind you of my way of life in Christ Jesus, which 

agrees with what I teach everywhere in every church.  

 
18
Some of you have become arrogant, as if I were not coming to you. 

19
But I will come to you very soon, if 

the Lord is willing, and then I will find out not only how these arrogant people are talking, but what power 

they have. 
20
For the kingdom of God is not a matter of talk but of power. 

21
What do you prefer? Shall I 

come to you with a whip, or in love and with a gentle spirit?  

1 Corinthians 5 

Expel the Immoral Brother!  

 
1
It is actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you, and of a kind that does not occur even 

among pagans: A man has his father's wife. 
2
And you are proud! Shouldn't you rather have been filled with 

grief and have put out of your fellowship the man who did this? 
3
Even though I am not physically present, I 

am with you in spirit. And I have already passed judgment on the one who did this, just as if I were present. 
4
When you are assembled in the name of our Lord Jesus and I am with you in spirit, and the power of our 

Lord Jesus is present, 
5
hand this man over to Satan, so that the sinful nature

[l]
 may be destroyed and his 

spirit saved on the day of the Lord.  

 
6
Your boasting is not good. Don't you know that a little yeast works through the whole batch of dough? 

7
Get rid of the old yeast that you may be a new batch without yeast—as you really are. For Christ, our 

Passover lamb, has been sacrificed. 
8
Therefore let us keep the Festival, not with the old yeast, the yeast of 

malice and wickedness, but with bread without yeast, the bread of sincerity and truth.  

 
9
I have written you in my letter not to associate with sexually immoral people— 

10
not at all meaning the 

people of this world who are immoral, or the greedy and swindlers, or idolaters. In that case you would 

have to leave this world. 
11
But now I am writing you that you must not associate with anyone who calls 

himself a brother but is sexually immoral or greedy, an idolater or a slanderer, a drunkard or a swindler. 

With such a man do not even eat.  

 
12
What business is it of mine to judge those outside the church? Are you not to judge those inside? 

13
God 

will judge those outside. "Expel the wicked man from among you."
[m]
  

1 Corinthians 6 

Lawsuits Among Believers  

 
1
If any of you has a dispute with another, dare he take it before the ungodly for judgment instead of before 

the saints? 
2
Do you not know that the saints will judge the world? And if you are to judge the world, are 

you not competent to judge trivial cases? 
3
Do you not know that we will judge angels? How much more the 
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things of this life! 
4
Therefore, if you have disputes about such matters, appoint as judges even men of little 

account in the church!
[n]
 
5
I say this to shame you. Is it possible that there is nobody among you wise enough 

to judge a dispute between believers? 
6
But instead, one brother goes to law against another—and this in 

front of unbelievers!  

 
7
The very fact that you have lawsuits among you means you have been completely defeated already. Why 

not rather be wronged? Why not rather be cheated? 
8
Instead, you yourselves cheat and do wrong, and you 

do this to your brothers.  

 
9
Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: Neither the 

sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders 
10
nor thieves 

nor the greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God. 
11
And that is 

what some of you were. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the 

Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God.  

Sexual Immorality  

 
12
"Everything is permissible for me"—but not everything is beneficial. "Everything is permissible for 

me"—but I will not be mastered by anything. 
13
"Food for the stomach and the stomach for food"—but God 

will destroy them both. The body is not meant for sexual immorality, but for the Lord, and the Lord for the 

body. 
14
By his power God raised the Lord from the dead, and he will raise us also. 

15
Do you not know that 

your bodies are members of Christ himself? Shall I then take the members of Christ and unite them with a 

prostitute? Never! 
16
Do you not know that he who unites himself with a prostitute is one with her in body? 

For it is said, "The two will become one flesh."
[o]
 
17
But he who unites himself with the Lord is one with him 

in spirit.  

 
18
Flee from sexual immorality. All other sins a man commits are outside his body, but he who sins sexually 

sins against his own body. 
19
Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit, who is in you, 

whom you have received from God? You are not your own; 
20
you were bought at a price. Therefore honor 

God with your body.  

1 Corinthians 7 

Marriage  

 
1
Now for the matters you wrote about: It is good for a man not to marry.

[p]
 
2
But since there is so much 

immorality, each man should have his own wife, and each woman her own husband. 
3
The husband should 

fulfill his marital duty to his wife, and likewise the wife to her husband. 
4
The wife's body does not belong 

to her alone but also to her husband. In the same way, the husband's body does not belong to him alone but 

also to his wife. 
5
Do not deprive each other except by mutual consent and for a time, so that you may 

devote yourselves to prayer. Then come together again so that Satan will not tempt you because of your 

lack of self-control. 
6
I say this as a concession, not as a command. 

7
I wish that all men were as I am. But 

each man has his own gift from God; one has this gift, another has that.  

 
8
Now to the unmarried and the widows I say: It is good for them to stay unmarried, as I am. 

9
But if they 

cannot control themselves, they should marry, for it is better to marry than to burn with passion.  

 
10
To the married I give this command (not I, but the Lord): A wife must not separate from her husband. 

11
But if she does, she must remain unmarried or else be reconciled to her husband. And a husband must not 

divorce his wife.  

 
12
To the rest I say this (I, not the Lord): If any brother has a wife who is not a believer and she is willing to 

live with him, he must not divorce her. 
13
And if a woman has a husband who is not a believer and he is 

willing to live with her, she must not divorce him. 
14
For the unbelieving husband has been sanctified 

through his wife, and the unbelieving wife has been sanctified through her believing husband. Otherwise 

your children would be unclean, but as it is, they are holy.  

 
15
But if the unbeliever leaves, let him do so. A believing man or woman is not bound in such 

circumstances; God has called us to live in peace. 
16
How do you know, wife, whether you will save your 

husband? Or, how do you know, husband, whether you will save your wife?  

 
17
Nevertheless, each one should retain the place in life that the Lord assigned to him and to which God has 

called him. This is the rule I lay down in all the churches. 
18
Was a man already circumcised when he was 

called? He should not become uncircumcised. Was a man uncircumcised when he was called? He should 

not be circumcised. 
19
Circumcision is nothing and uncircumcision is nothing. Keeping God's commands is 

what counts. 
20
Each one should remain in the situation which he was in when God called him. 

21
Were you a 

slave when you were called? Don't let it trouble you—although if you can gain your freedom, do so. 
22
For 

he who was a slave when he was called by the Lord is the Lord's freedman; similarly, he who was a free 

man when he was called is Christ's slave. 
23
You were bought at a price; do not become slaves of men. 

24
Brothers, each man, as responsible to God, should remain in the situation God called him to.  
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25
Now about virgins: I have no command from the Lord, but I give a judgment as one who by the Lord's 

mercy is trustworthy. 
26
Because of the present crisis, I think that it is good for you to remain as you are. 

27
Are you married? Do not seek a divorce. Are you unmarried? Do not look for a wife. 

28
But if you do 

marry, you have not sinned; and if a virgin marries, she has not sinned. But those who marry will face 

many troubles in this life, and I want to spare you this.  

 
29
What I mean, brothers, is that the time is short. From now on those who have wives should live as if they 

had none; 
30
those who mourn, as if they did not; those who are happy, as if they were not; those who buy 

something, as if it were not theirs to keep; 
31
those who use the things of the world, as if not engrossed in 

them. For this world in its present form is passing away.  

 
32
I would like you to be free from concern. An unmarried man is concerned about the Lord's affairs—how 

he can please the Lord. 
33
But a married man is concerned about the affairs of this world—how he can 

please his wife— 
34
and his interests are divided. An unmarried woman or virgin is concerned about the 

Lord's affairs: Her aim is to be devoted to the Lord in both body and spirit. But a married woman is 

concerned about the affairs of this world—how she can please her husband. 
35
I am saying this for your own 

good, not to restrict you, but that you may live in a right way in undivided devotion to the Lord.  

 
36
If anyone thinks he is acting improperly toward the virgin he is engaged to, and if she is getting along in 

years and he feels he ought to marry, he should do as he wants. He is not sinning. They should get married. 
37
But the man who has settled the matter in his own mind, who is under no compulsion but has control over 

his own will, and who has made up his mind not to marry the virgin—this man also does the right thing. 
38
So then, he who marries the virgin does right, but he who does not marry her does even better.

[q]
  

 
39
A woman is bound to her husband as long as he lives. But if her husband dies, she is free to marry 

anyone she wishes, but he must belong to the Lord. 
40
In my judgment, she is happier if she stays as she is—

and I think that I too have the Spirit of God. 

1 Corinthians 8 

Food Sacrificed to Idols  

 
1
Now about food sacrificed to idols: We know that we all possess knowledge.

[a]
 Knowledge puffs up, but 

love builds up. 
2
The man who thinks he knows something does not yet know as he ought to know. 

3
But the 

man who loves God is known by God.  

 
4
So then, about eating food sacrificed to idols: We know that an idol is nothing at all in the world and that 

there is no God but one. 
5
For even if there are so-called gods, whether in heaven or on earth (as indeed 

there are many "gods" and many "lords"), 
6
yet for us there is but one God, the Father, from whom all things 

came and for whom we live; and there is but one Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom all things came and 

through whom we live.  

 
7
But not everyone knows this. Some people are still so accustomed to idols that when they eat such food 

they think of it as having been sacrificed to an idol, and since their conscience is weak, it is defiled. 
8
But 

food does not bring us near to God; we are no worse if we do not eat, and no better if we do.  

 
9
Be careful, however, that the exercise of your freedom does not become a stumbling block to the weak. 

10
For if anyone with a weak conscience sees you who have this knowledge eating in an idol's temple, won't 

he be emboldened to eat what has been sacrificed to idols? 
11
So this weak brother, for whom Christ died, is 

destroyed by your knowledge. 
12
When you sin against your brothers in this way and wound their weak 

conscience, you sin against Christ. 
13
Therefore, if what I eat causes my brother to fall into sin, I will never 

eat meat again, so that I will not cause him to fall.  

1 Corinthians 9 

The Rights of an Apostle  

 
1
Am I not free? Am I not an apostle? Have I not seen Jesus our Lord? Are you not the result of my work in 

the Lord? 
2
Even though I may not be an apostle to others, surely I am to you! For you are the seal of my 

apostleship in the Lord.  

 
3
This is my defense to those who sit in judgment on me. 

4
Don't we have the right to food and drink? 

5
Don't 

we have the right to take a believing wife along with us, as do the other apostles and the Lord's brothers and 

Cephas
[b]
? 

6
Or is it only I and Barnabas who must work for a living?  

 
7
Who serves as a soldier at his own expense? Who plants a vineyard and does not eat of its grapes? Who 

tends a flock and does not drink of the milk? 
8
Do I say this merely from a human point of view? Doesn't the 

Law say the same thing? 
9
For it is written in the Law of Moses: "Do not muzzle an ox while it is treading 

out the grain."
[c]
 Is it about oxen that God is concerned? 

10
Surely he says this for us, doesn't he? Yes, this 

was written for us, because when the plowman plows and the thresher threshes, they ought to do so in the 

hope of sharing in the harvest. 
11
If we have sown spiritual seed among you, is it too much if we reap a 

material harvest from you? 
12
If others have this right of support from you, shouldn't we have it all the more?  
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   But we did not use this right. On the contrary, we put up with anything rather than hinder the gospel of 

Christ. 
13
Don't you know that those who work in the temple get their food from the temple, and those who 

serve at the altar share in what is offered on the altar? 
14
In the same way, the Lord has commanded that 

those who preach the gospel should receive their living from the gospel.  

 
15
But I have not used any of these rights. And I am not writing this in the hope that you will do such things 

for me. I would rather die than have anyone deprive me of this boast. 
16
Yet when I preach the gospel, I 

cannot boast, for I am compelled to preach. Woe to me if I do not preach the gospel! 
17
If I preach 

voluntarily, I have a reward; if not voluntarily, I am simply discharging the trust committed to me. 
18
What 

then is my reward? Just this: that in preaching the gospel I may offer it free of charge, and so not make use 

of my rights in preaching it.  

 
19
Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to everyone, to win as many as possible. 

20
To the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To those under the law I became like one under the law 

(though I myself am not under the law), so as to win those under the law. 
21
To those not having the law I 

became like one not having the law (though I am not free from God's law but am under Christ's law), so as 

to win those not having the law. 
22
To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have become all things to 

all men so that by all possible means I might save some. 
23
I do all this for the sake of the gospel, that I may 

share in its blessings.  

 
24
Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one gets the prize? Run in such a way as to 

get the prize.  

 
25
Everyone who competes in the games goes into strict training. They do it to get a crown that will not last; 

but we do it to get a crown that will last forever. 
26
Therefore I do not run like a man running aimlessly; I do 

not fight like a man beating the air. 
27
No, I beat my body and make it my slave so that after I have preached 

to others, I myself will not be disqualified for the prize.  

1 Corinthians 10 

Warnings From Israel's History  

 
1
For I do not want you to be ignorant of the fact, brothers, that our forefathers were all under the cloud and 

that they all passed through the sea. 
2
They were all baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the sea. 

3
They 

all ate the same spiritual food 
4
and drank the same spiritual drink; for they drank from the spiritual rock that 

accompanied them, and that rock was Christ. 
5
Nevertheless, God was not pleased with most of them; their 

bodies were scattered over the desert.  

 
6
Now these things occurred as examples

[d]
 to keep us from setting our hearts on evil things as they did. 

7
Do 

not be idolaters, as some of them were; as it is written: "The people sat down to eat and drink and got up to 

indulge in pagan revelry."
[e]
 
8
We should not commit sexual immorality, as some of them did—and in one 

day twenty-three thousand of them died. 
9
We should not test the Lord, as some of them did—and were 

killed by snakes. 
10
And do not grumble, as some of them did—and were killed by the destroying angel.  

 
11
These things happened to them as examples and were written down as warnings for us, on whom the 

fulfillment of the ages has come. 
12
So, if you think you are standing firm, be careful that you don't fall! 

13
No temptation has seized you except what is common to man. And God is faithful; he will not let you be 

tempted beyond what you can bear. But when you are tempted, he will also provide a way out so that you 

can stand up under it.  

Idol Feasts and the Lord's Supper  

 
14
Therefore, my dear friends, flee from idolatry. 

15
I speak to sensible people; judge for yourselves what I 

say. 
16
Is not the cup of thanksgiving for which we give thanks a participation in the blood of Christ? And is 

not the bread that we break a participation in the body of Christ? 
17
Because there is one loaf, we, who are 

many, are one body, for we all partake of the one loaf.  

 
18
Consider the people of Israel: Do not those who eat the sacrifices participate in the altar? 

19
Do I mean 

then that a sacrifice offered to an idol is anything, or that an idol is anything? 
20
No, but the sacrifices of 

pagans are offered to demons, not to God, and I do not want you to be participants with demons. 
21
You 

cannot drink the cup of the Lord and the cup of demons too; you cannot have a part in both the Lord's table 

and the table of demons. 
22
Are we trying to arouse the Lord's jealousy? Are we stronger than he?  

The Believer's Freedom  

 
23
"Everything is permissible"—but not everything is beneficial. "Everything is permissible"—but not 

everything is constructive. 
24
Nobody should seek his own good, but the good of others.  

 
25
Eat anything sold in the meat market without raising questions of conscience, 

26
for, "The earth is the 

Lord's, and everything in it."
[f]
  

 
27
If some unbeliever invites you to a meal and you want to go, eat whatever is put before you without 

raising questions of conscience. 
28
But if anyone says to you, "This has been offered in sacrifice," then do 
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not eat it, both for the sake of the man who told you and for conscience' sake
[g]
— 

29
the other man's 

conscience, I mean, not yours. For why should my freedom be judged by another's conscience? 
30
If I take 

part in the meal with thankfulness, why am I denounced because of something I thank God for?  

 
31
So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the glory of God. 

32
Do not cause anyone to 

stumble, whether Jews, Greeks or the church of God— 
33
even as I try to please everybody in every way. 

For I am not seeking my own good but the good of many, so that they may be saved.  

1 Corinthians 11 

 
1
Follow my example, as I follow the example of Christ.  

Propriety in Worship  

 
2
I praise you for remembering me in everything and for holding to the teachings,

[h]
 just as I passed them on 

to you.  

 
3
Now I want you to realize that the head of every man is Christ, and the head of the woman is man, and the 

head of Christ is God. 
4
Every man who prays or prophesies with his head covered dishonors his head. 

5
And 

every woman who prays or prophesies with her head uncovered dishonors her head—it is just as though her 

head were shaved. 
6
If a woman does not cover her head, she should have her hair cut off; and if it is a 

disgrace for a woman to have her hair cut or shaved off, she should cover her head. 
7
A man ought not to 

cover his head,
[i]
 since he is the image and glory of God; but the woman is the glory of man. 

8
For man did 

not come from woman, but woman from man; 
9
neither was man created for woman, but woman for man. 

10
For this reason, and because of the angels, the woman ought to have a sign of authority on her head.  

 
11
In the Lord, however, woman is not independent of man, nor is man independent of woman. 

12
For as 

woman came from man, so also man is born of woman. But everything comes from God. 
13
Judge for 

yourselves: Is it proper for a woman to pray to God with her head uncovered? 
14
Does not the very nature of 

things teach you that if a man has long hair, it is a disgrace to him, 
15
but that if a woman has long hair, it is 

her glory? For long hair is given to her as a covering. 
16
If anyone wants to be contentious about this, we 

have no other practice—nor do the churches of God.  

The Lord's Supper  

 
17
In the following directives I have no praise for you, for your meetings do more harm than good. 

18
In the 

first place, I hear that when you come together as a church, there are divisions among you, and to some 

extent I believe it. 
19
No doubt there have to be differences among you to show which of you have God's 

approval. 
20
When you come together, it is not the Lord's Supper you eat, 

21
for as you eat, each of you goes 

ahead without waiting for anybody else. One remains hungry, another gets drunk. 
22
Don't you have homes 

to eat and drink in? Or do you despise the church of God and humiliate those who have nothing? What 

shall I say to you? Shall I praise you for this? Certainly not!  

 
23
For I received from the Lord what I also passed on to you: The Lord Jesus, on the night he was betrayed, 

took bread, 
24
and when he had given thanks, he broke it and said, "This is my body, which is for you; do 

this in remembrance of me." 
25
In the same way, after supper he took the cup, saying, "This cup is the new 

covenant in my blood; do this, whenever you drink it, in remembrance of me." 
26
For whenever you eat this 

bread and drink this cup, you proclaim the Lord's death until he comes.  

 
27
Therefore, whoever eats the bread or drinks the cup of the Lord in an unworthy manner will be guilty of 

sinning against the body and blood of the Lord. 
28
A man ought to examine himself before he eats of the 

bread and drinks of the cup. 
29
For anyone who eats and drinks without recognizing the body of the Lord 

eats and drinks judgment on himself. 
30
That is why many among you are weak and sick, and a number of 

you have fallen asleep. 
31
But if we judged ourselves, we would not come under judgment. 

32
When we are 

judged by the Lord, we are being disciplined so that we will not be condemned with the world.  

 
33
So then, my brothers, when you come together to eat, wait for each other. 

34
If anyone is hungry, he 

should eat at home, so that when you meet together it may not result in judgment.  

      And when I come I will give further directions.  

1 Corinthians 12 

Spiritual Gifts  

 
1
Now about spiritual gifts, brothers, I do not want you to be ignorant. 

2
You know that when you were 

pagans, somehow or other you were influenced and led astray to mute idols. 
3
Therefore I tell you that no 

one who is speaking by the Spirit of God says, "Jesus be cursed," and no one can say, "Jesus is Lord," 

except by the Holy Spirit.  

 
4
There are different kinds of gifts, but the same Spirit. 

5
There are different kinds of service, but the same 

Lord. 
6
There are different kinds of working, but the same God works all of them in all men.  

 
7
Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit is given for the common good. 

8
To one there is given 

through the Spirit the message of wisdom, to another the message of knowledge by means of the same 
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Spirit, 
9
to another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by that one Spirit, 

10
to another 

miraculous powers, to another prophecy, to another distinguishing between spirits, to another speaking in 

different kinds of tongues,
[j]
 and to still another the interpretation of tongues.

[k]
 
11
All these are the work of 

one and the same Spirit, and he gives them to each one, just as he determines.  

 
12
The body is a unit, though it is made up of many parts; and though all its parts are many, they form one 

body. So it is with Christ. 
13
For we were all baptized by

[l]
 one Spirit into one body—whether Jews or 

Greeks, slave or free—and we were all given the one Spirit to drink.  

 
14
Now the body is not made up of one part but of many. 

15
If the foot should say, "Because I am not a hand, 

I do not belong to the body," it would not for that reason cease to be part of the body. 
16
And if the ear 

should say, "Because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the body," it would not for that reason cease to be 

part of the body. 
17
If the whole body were an eye, where would the sense of hearing be? If the whole body 

were an ear, where would the sense of smell be? 
18
But in fact God has arranged the parts in the body, every 

one of them, just as he wanted them to be. 
19
If they were all one part, where would the body be? 

20
As it is, 

there are many parts, but one body.  

 
21
The eye cannot say to the hand, "I don't need you!" And the head cannot say to the feet, "I don't need 

you!" 
22
On the contrary, those parts of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable, 

23
and the parts 

that we think are less honorable we treat with special honor. And the parts that are unpresentable are treated 

with special modesty, 
24
while our presentable parts need no special treatment. But God has combined the 

members of the body and has given greater honor to the parts that lacked it, 
25
so that there should be no 

division in the body, but that its parts should have equal concern for each other. 
26
If one part suffers, every 

part suffers with it; if one part is honored, every part rejoices with it.  

 
27
Now you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it. 

28
And in the church God has 

appointed first of all apostles, second prophets, third teachers, then workers of miracles, also those having 

gifts of healing, those able to help others, those with gifts of administration, and those speaking in different 

kinds of tongues. 
29
Are all apostles? Are all prophets? Are all teachers? Do all work miracles? 

30
Do all have 

gifts of healing? Do all speak in tongues
[m]
? Do all interpret? 

31
But eagerly desire

[n]
 the greater gifts.  

      And now I will show you the most excellent way.  

1 Corinthians 13 

Love  

 
1
If I speak in the tongues

[o]
 of men and of angels, but have not love, I am only a resounding gong or a 

clanging cymbal. 
2
If I have the gift of prophecy and can fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I 

have a faith that can move mountains, but have not love, I am nothing. 
3
If I give all I possess to the poor 

and surrender my body to the flames,
[p]
 but have not love, I gain nothing.  

 
4
Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. 

5
It is not rude, it is not self-

seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. 
6
Love does not delight in evil but rejoices 

with the truth. 
7
It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres.  

 
8
Love never fails. But where there are prophecies, they will cease; where there are tongues, they will be 

stilled; where there is knowledge, it will pass away. 
9
For we know in part and we prophesy in part, 

10
but 

when perfection comes, the imperfect disappears. 
11
When I was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like 

a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became a man, I put childish ways behind me. 
12
Now we see but a 

poor reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, 

even as I am fully known.  

 
13
And now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love.  

1 Corinthians 14 

Gifts of Prophecy and Tongues  

 
1
Follow the way of love and eagerly desire spiritual gifts, especially the gift of prophecy. 

2
For anyone who 

speaks in a tongue
[q]
 does not speak to men but to God. Indeed, no one understands him; he utters mysteries 

with his spirit.
[r]
 
3
But everyone who prophesies speaks to men for their strengthening, encouragement and 

comfort. 
4
He who speaks in a tongue edifies himself, but he who prophesies edifies the church. 

5
I would 

like every one of you to speak in tongues,
[s]
 but I would rather have you prophesy. He who prophesies is 

greater than one who speaks in tongues,
[t]
 unless he interprets, so that the church may be edified.  

 
6
Now, brothers, if I come to you and speak in tongues, what good will I be to you, unless I bring you some 

revelation or knowledge or prophecy or word of instruction? 
7
Even in the case of lifeless things that make 

sounds, such as the flute or harp, how will anyone know what tune is being played unless there is a 

distinction in the notes? 
8
Again, if the trumpet does not sound a clear call, who will get ready for battle? 

9
So it is with you. Unless you speak intelligible words with your tongue, how will anyone know what you 

are saying? You will just be speaking into the air. 
10
Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the 
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world, yet none of them is without meaning. 
11
If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is saying, 

I am a foreigner to the speaker, and he is a foreigner to me. 
12
So it is with you. Since you are eager to have 

spiritual gifts, try to excel in gifts that build up the church.  

 
13
For this reason anyone who speaks in a tongue should pray that he may interpret what he says. 

14
For if I 

pray in a tongue, my spirit prays, but my mind is unfruitful. 
15
So what shall I do? I will pray with my spirit, 

but I will also pray with my mind; I will sing with my spirit, but I will also sing with my mind. 
16
If you are 

praising God with your spirit, how can one who finds himself among those who do not understand
[u]
 say 

"Amen" to your thanksgiving, since he does not know what you are saying? 
17
You may be giving thanks 

well enough, but the other man is not edified.  

 
18
I thank God that I speak in tongues more than all of you. 

19
But in the church I would rather speak five 

intelligible words to instruct others than ten thousand words in a tongue.  

 
20
Brothers, stop thinking like children. In regard to evil be infants, but in your thinking be adults. 

21
In the 

Law it is written:  

   "Through men of strange tongues  

      and through the lips of foreigners  

   I will speak to this people,  

      but even then they will not listen to me,"
[v]
 says the Lord.  

 
22
Tongues, then, are a sign, not for believers but for unbelievers; prophecy, however, is for believers, not 

for unbelievers. 
23
So if the whole church comes together and everyone speaks in tongues, and some who do 

not understand
[w]
 or some unbelievers come in, will they not say that you are out of your mind? 

24
But if an 

unbeliever or someone who does not understand
[x]
comes in while everybody is prophesying, he will be 

convinced by all that he is a sinner and will be judged by all, 
25
and the secrets of his heart will be laid bare. 

So he will fall down and worship God, exclaiming, "God is really among you!"  

Orderly Worship  

 
26
What then shall we say, brothers? When you come together, everyone has a hymn, or a word of 

instruction, a revelation, a tongue or an interpretation. All of these must be done for the strengthening of the 

church. 
27
If anyone speaks in a tongue, two—or at the most three—should speak, one at a time, and 

someone must interpret. 
28
If there is no interpreter, the speaker should keep quiet in the church and speak to 

himself and God.  

 
29
Two or three prophets should speak, and the others should weigh carefully what is said. 

30
And if a 

revelation comes to someone who is sitting down, the first speaker should stop. 
31
For you can all prophesy 

in turn so that everyone may be instructed and encouraged. 
32
The spirits of prophets are subject to the 

control of prophets. 
33
For God is not a God of disorder but of peace.  

      As in all the congregations of the saints, 
34
women should remain silent in the churches. They are not 

allowed to speak, but must be in submission, as the Law says. 
35
If they want to inquire about something, 

they should ask their own husbands at home; for it is disgraceful for a woman to speak in the church.  

 
36
Did the word of God originate with you? Or are you the only people it has reached? 

37
If anybody thinks 

he is a prophet or spiritually gifted, let him acknowledge that what I am writing to you is the Lord's 

command. 
38
If he ignores this, he himself will be ignored.

[y]
  

 
39
Therefore, my brothers, be eager to prophesy, and do not forbid speaking in tongues. 

40
But everything 

should be done in a fitting and orderly way.  

1 Corinthians 15 

The Resurrection of Christ  

 
1
Now, brothers, I want to remind you of the gospel I preached to you, which you received and on which 

you have taken your stand. 
2
By this gospel you are saved, if you hold firmly to the word I preached to you. 

Otherwise, you have believed in vain.  

 
3
For what I received I passed on to you as of first importance

[z]
: that Christ died for our sins according to 

the Scriptures, 
4
that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day according to the Scriptures, 

5
and that 

he appeared to Peter,
[aa]

 and then to the Twelve. 
6
After that, he appeared to more than five hundred of the 

brothers at the same time, most of whom are still living, though some have fallen asleep. 
7
Then he appeared 

to James, then to all the apostles, 
8
and last of all he appeared to me also, as to one abnormally born.  

 
9
For I am the least of the apostles and do not even deserve to be called an apostle, because I persecuted the 

church of God. 
10
But by the grace of God I am what I am, and his grace to me was not without effect. No, I 

worked harder than all of them—yet not I, but the grace of God that was with me. 
11
Whether, then, it was I 

or they, this is what we preach, and this is what you believed.  

The Resurrection of the Dead  
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12
But if it is preached that Christ has been raised from the dead, how can some of you say that there is no 

resurrection of the dead? 
13
If there is no resurrection of the dead, then not even Christ has been raised. 

14
And if Christ has not been raised, our preaching is useless and so is your faith. 

15
More than that, we are 

then found to be false witnesses about God, for we have testified about God that he raised Christ from the 

dead. But he did not raise him if in fact the dead are not raised. 
16
For if the dead are not raised, then Christ 

has not been raised either. 
17
And if Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile; you are still in your sins. 

18
Then those also who have fallen asleep in Christ are lost. 

19
If only for this life we have hope in Christ, we 

are to be pitied more than all men.  

 
20
But Christ has indeed been raised from the dead, the firstfruits of those who have fallen asleep. 

21
For 

since death came through a man, the resurrection of the dead comes also through a man. 
22
For as in Adam 

all die, so in Christ all will be made alive. 
23
But each in his own turn: Christ, the firstfruits; then, when he 

comes, those who belong to him. 
24
Then the end will come, when he hands over the kingdom to God the 

Father after he has destroyed all dominion, authority and power. 
25
For he must reign until he has put all his 

enemies under his feet. 
26
The last enemy to be destroyed is death. 

27
For he "has put everything under his 

feet."
[ab]

 Now when it says that "everything" has been put under him, it is clear that this does not include 

God himself, who put everything under Christ. 
28
When he has done this, then the Son himself will be made 

subject to him who put everything under him, so that God may be all in all.  

 
29
Now if there is no resurrection, what will those do who are baptized for the dead? If the dead are not 

raised at all, why are people baptized for them? 
30
And as for us, why do we endanger ourselves every hour? 

31
I die every day—I mean that, brothers—just as surely as I glory over you in Christ Jesus our Lord. 

32
If I 

fought wild beasts in Ephesus for merely human reasons, what have I gained? If the dead are not raised,  

   "Let us eat and drink,  

      for tomorrow we die."
[ac]

 
33
Do not be misled: "Bad company corrupts good character." 

34
Come back to 

your senses as you ought, and stop sinning; for there are some who are ignorant of God—I say this to your 

shame.  

The Resurrection Body  

 
35
But someone may ask, "How are the dead raised? With what kind of body will they come?" 

36
How 

foolish! What you sow does not come to life unless it dies. 
37
When you sow, you do not plant the body that 

will be, but just a seed, perhaps of wheat or of something else. 
38
But God gives it a body as he has 

determined, and to each kind of seed he gives its own body. 
39
All flesh is not the same: Men have one kind 

of flesh, animals have another, birds another and fish another. 
40
There are also heavenly bodies and there 

are earthly bodies; but the splendor of the heavenly bodies is one kind, and the splendor of the earthly 

bodies is another. 
41
The sun has one kind of splendor, the moon another and the stars another; and star 

differs from star in splendor.  

 
42
So will it be with the resurrection of the dead. The body that is sown is perishable, it is raised 

imperishable; 
43
it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power; 

44
it 

is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body. 

      If there is a natural body, there is also a spiritual body. 
45
So it is written: "The first man Adam became a 

living being"
[ad]

; the last Adam, a life-giving spirit. 
46
The spiritual did not come first, but the natural, and 

after that the spiritual. 
47
The first man was of the dust of the earth, the second man from heaven. 

48
As was 

the earthly man, so are those who are of the earth; and as is the man from heaven, so also are those who are 

of heaven. 
49
And just as we have borne the likeness of the earthly man, so shall we

[ae]
 bear the likeness of 

the man from heaven.  

 
50
I declare to you, brothers, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor does the perishable 

inherit the imperishable. 
51
Listen, I tell you a mystery: We will not all sleep, but we will all be changed— 

52
in a flash, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, the dead will be 

raised imperishable, and we will be changed. 
53
For the perishable must clothe itself with the imperishable, 

and the mortal with immortality. 
54
When the perishable has been clothed with the imperishable, and the 

mortal with immortality, then the saying that is written will come true: "Death has been swallowed up in 

victory."
[af]
  

 
55
"Where, O death, is your victory?  

      Where, O death, is your sting?"
[ag]

 
56
The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law. 

57
But 

thanks be to God! He gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.  

 
58
Therefore, my dear brothers, stand firm. Let nothing move you. Always give yourselves fully to the work 

of the Lord, because you know that your labor in the Lord is not in vain.  

1 Corinthians 16 

The Collection for God's People  
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1
Now about the collection for God's people: Do what I told the Galatian churches to do. 

2
On the first day 

of every week, each one of you should set aside a sum of money in keeping with his income, saving it up, 

so that when I come no collections will have to be made. 
3
Then, when I arrive, I will give letters of 

introduction to the men you approve and send them with your gift to Jerusalem. 
4
If it seems advisable for 

me to go also, they will accompany me.  

Personal Requests  

 
5
After I go through Macedonia, I will come to you—for I will be going through Macedonia. 

6
Perhaps I will 

stay with you awhile, or even spend the winter, so that you can help me on my journey, wherever I go. 
7
I do 

not want to see you now and make only a passing visit; I hope to spend some time with you, if the Lord 

permits. 
8
But I will stay on at Ephesus until Pentecost, 

9
because a great door for effective work has opened 

to me, and there are many who oppose me.  

 
10
If Timothy comes, see to it that he has nothing to fear while he is with you, for he is carrying on the work 

of the Lord, just as I am. 
11
No one, then, should refuse to accept him. Send him on his way in peace so that 

he may return to me. I am expecting him along with the brothers.  

 
12
Now about our brother Apollos: I strongly urged him to go to you with the brothers. He was quite 

unwilling to go now, but he will go when he has the opportunity.  

 
13
Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; be men of courage; be strong. 

14
Do everything in love.  

 
15
You know that the household of Stephanas were the first converts in Achaia, and they have devoted 

themselves to the service of the saints. I urge you, brothers, 
16
to submit to such as these and to everyone 

who joins in the work, and labors at it. 
17
I was glad when Stephanas, Fortunatus and Achaicus arrived, 

because they have supplied what was lacking from you. 
18
For they refreshed my spirit and yours also. Such 

men deserve recognition.  

Final Greetings  

 
19
The churches in the province of Asia send you greetings. Aquila and Priscilla

[ah]
 greet you warmly in the 

Lord, and so does the church that meets at their house. 
20
All the brothers here send you greetings. Greet one 

another with a holy kiss.  

 
21
I, Paul, write this greeting in my own hand.  

 
22
If anyone does not love the Lord—a curse be on him. Come, O Lord

[ai]
!  

 
23
The grace of the Lord Jesus be with you.  

 
24
My love to all of you in Christ Jesus. Amen.

[aj]
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2 Corinthians 1 

 
1
Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God, and Timothy our brother,  

      To the church of God in Corinth, together with all the saints throughout Achaia:  

 
2
Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.  

The God of All Comfort  

 
3
Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of compassion and the God of all 

comfort, 
4
who comforts us in all our troubles, so that we can comfort those in any trouble with the comfort 

we ourselves have received from God. 
5
For just as the sufferings of Christ flow over into our lives, so also 

through Christ our comfort overflows. 
6
If we are distressed, it is for your comfort and salvation; if we are 

comforted, it is for your comfort, which produces in you patient endurance of the same sufferings we suffer. 
7
And our hope for you is firm, because we know that just as you share in our sufferings, so also you share 

in our comfort.  

 
8
We do not want you to be uninformed, brothers, about the hardships we suffered in the province of Asia. 

We were under great pressure, far beyond our ability to endure, so that we despaired even of life. 
9
Indeed, 

in our hearts we felt the sentence of death. But this happened that we might not rely on ourselves but on 

God, who raises the dead. 
10
He has delivered us from such a deadly peril, and he will deliver us. On him we 
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have set our hope that he will continue to deliver us, 
11
as you help us by your prayers. Then many will give 

thanks on our
[a]
 behalf for the gracious favor granted us in answer to the prayers of many.  

Paul's Change of Plans  

 
12
Now this is our boast: Our conscience testifies that we have conducted ourselves in the world, and 

especially in our relations with you, in the holiness and sincerity that are from God. We have done so not 

according to worldly wisdom but according to God's grace. 
13
For we do not write you anything you cannot 

read or understand. And I hope that, 
14
as you have understood us in part, you will come to understand fully 

that you can boast of us just as we will boast of you in the day of the Lord Jesus.  

 
15
Because I was confident of this, I planned to visit you first so that you might benefit twice. 

16
I planned to 

visit you on my way to Macedonia and to come back to you from Macedonia, and then to have you send 

me on my way to Judea. 
17
When I planned this, did I do it lightly? Or do I make my plans in a worldly 

manner so that in the same breath I say, "Yes, yes" and "No, no"?  

 
18
But as surely as God is faithful, our message to you is not "Yes" and "No." 

19
For the Son of God, Jesus 

Christ, who was preached among you by me and Silas
[b]
 and Timothy, was not "Yes" and "No," but in him 

it has always been "Yes." 
20
For no matter how many promises God has made, they are "Yes" in Christ. And 

so through him the "Amen" is spoken by us to the glory of God. 
21
Now it is God who makes both us and 

you stand firm in Christ. He anointed us, 
22
set his seal of ownership on us, and put his Spirit in our hearts as 

a deposit, guaranteeing what is to come.  

 
23
I call God as my witness that it was in order to spare you that I did not return to Corinth. 

24
Not that we 

lord it over your faith, but we work with you for your joy, because it is by faith you stand firm.  

2 Corinthians 2 

 
1
So I made up my mind that I would not make another painful visit to you. 

2
For if I grieve you, who is left 

to make me glad but you whom I have grieved? 
3
I wrote as I did so that when I came I should not be 

distressed by those who ought to make me rejoice. I had confidence in all of you, that you would all share 

my joy. 
4
For I wrote you out of great distress and anguish of heart and with many tears, not to grieve you 

but to let you know the depth of my love for you.  

Forgiveness for the Sinner  

 
5
If anyone has caused grief, he has not so much grieved me as he has grieved all of you, to some extent—

not to put it too severely. 
6
The punishment inflicted on him by the majority is sufficient for him. 

7
Now 

instead, you ought to forgive and comfort him, so that he will not be overwhelmed by excessive sorrow. 
8
I 

urge you, therefore, to reaffirm your love for him. 
9
The reason I wrote you was to see if you would stand 

the test and be obedient in everything. 
10
If you forgive anyone, I also forgive him. And what I have 

forgiven—if there was anything to forgive—I have forgiven in the sight of Christ for your sake, 
11
in order 

that Satan might not outwit us. For we are not unaware of his schemes.  

Ministers of the New Covenant  

 
12
Now when I went to Troas to preach the gospel of Christ and found that the Lord had opened a door for 

me, 
13
I still had no peace of mind, because I did not find my brother Titus there. So I said good-by to them 

and went on to Macedonia.  

 
14
But thanks be to God, who always leads us in triumphal procession in Christ and through us spreads 

everywhere the fragrance of the knowledge of him. 
15
For we are to God the aroma of Christ among those 

who are being saved and those who are perishing. 
16
To the one we are the smell of death; to the other, the 

fragrance of life. And who is equal to such a task? 
17
Unlike so many, we do not peddle the word of God for 

profit. On the contrary, in Christ we speak before God with sincerity, like men sent from God.  

2 Corinthians 3 

 
1
Are we beginning to commend ourselves again? Or do we need, like some people, letters of 

recommendation to you or from you? 
2
You yourselves are our letter, written on our hearts, known and read 

by everybody. 
3
You show that you are a letter from Christ, the result of our ministry, written not with ink 

but with the Spirit of the living God, not on tablets of stone but on tablets of human hearts.  

 
4
Such confidence as this is ours through Christ before God. 

5
Not that we are competent in ourselves to 

claim anything for ourselves, but our competence comes from God. 
6
He has made us competent as 

ministers of a new covenant—not of the letter but of the Spirit; for the letter kills, but the Spirit gives life.  

The Glory of the New Covenant  

 
7
Now if the ministry that brought death, which was engraved in letters on stone, came with glory, so that 

the Israelites could not look steadily at the face of Moses because of its glory, fading though it was, 
8
will 

not the ministry of the Spirit be even more glorious? 
9
If the ministry that condemns men is glorious, how 

much more glorious is the ministry that brings righteousness! 
10
For what was glorious has no glory now in 
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comparison with the surpassing glory. 
11
And if what was fading away came with glory, how much greater 

is the glory of that which lasts!  

 
12
Therefore, since we have such a hope, we are very bold. 

13
We are not like Moses, who would put a veil 

over his face to keep the Israelites from gazing at it while the radiance was fading away. 
14
But their minds 

were made dull, for to this day the same veil remains when the old covenant is read. It has not been 

removed, because only in Christ is it taken away. 
15
Even to this day when Moses is read, a veil covers their 

hearts. 
16
But whenever anyone turns to the Lord, the veil is taken away. 

17
Now the Lord is the Spirit, and 

where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom. 
18
And we, who with unveiled faces all reflect

[c]
 the Lord's 

glory, are being transformed into his likeness with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord, who 

is the Spirit.  

2 Corinthians 4 

Treasures in Jars of Clay  

 
1
Therefore, since through God's mercy we have this ministry, we do not lose heart. 

2
Rather, we have 

renounced secret and shameful ways; we do not use deception, nor do we distort the word of God. On the 

contrary, by setting forth the truth plainly we commend ourselves to every man's conscience in the sight of 

God. 
3
And even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing. 

4
The god of this age has 

blinded the minds of unbelievers, so that they cannot see the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who 

is the image of God. 
5
For we do not preach ourselves, but Jesus Christ as Lord, and ourselves as your 

servants for Jesus' sake. 
6
For God, who said, "Let light shine out of darkness,"

[d]
made his light shine in our 

hearts to give us the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ.  

 
7
But we have this treasure in jars of clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God and not from 

us. 
8
We are hard pressed on every side, but not crushed; perplexed, but not in despair; 

9
persecuted, but not 

abandoned; struck down, but not destroyed. 
10
We always carry around in our body the death of Jesus, so 

that the life of Jesus may also be revealed in our body. 
11
For we who are alive are always being given over 

to death for Jesus' sake, so that his life may be revealed in our mortal body. 
12
So then, death is at work in us, 

but life is at work in you.  

 
13
It is written: "I believed; therefore I have spoken."

[e]
With that same spirit of faith we also believe and 

therefore speak, 
14
because we know that the one who raised the Lord Jesus from the dead will also raise us 

with Jesus and present us with you in his presence. 
15
All this is for your benefit, so that the grace that is 

reaching more and more people may cause thanksgiving to overflow to the glory of God.  

 
16
Therefore we do not lose heart. Though outwardly we are wasting away, yet inwardly we are being 

renewed day by day. 
17
For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far 

outweighs them all. 
18
So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For what is seen is 

temporary, but what is unseen is eternal.  

2 Corinthians 5 

Our Heavenly Dwelling  

 
1
Now we know that if the earthly tent we live in is destroyed, we have a building from God, an eternal 

house in heaven, not built by human hands. 
2
Meanwhile we groan, longing to be clothed with our heavenly 

dwelling, 
3
because when we are clothed, we will not be found naked. 

4
For while we are in this tent, we 

groan and are burdened, because we do not wish to be unclothed but to be clothed with our heavenly 

dwelling, so that what is mortal may be swallowed up by life. 
5
Now it is God who has made us for this very 

purpose and has given us the Spirit as a deposit, guaranteeing what is to come.  

 
6
Therefore we are always confident and know that as long as we are at home in the body we are away from 

the Lord. 
7
We live by faith, not by sight. 

8
We are confident, I say, and would prefer to be away from the 

body and at home with the Lord. 
9
So we make it our goal to please him, whether we are at home in the 

body or away from it. 
10
For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that each one may 

receive what is due him for the things done while in the body, whether good or bad.  

The Ministry of Reconciliation  

 
11
Since, then, we know what it is to fear the Lord, we try to persuade men. What we are is plain to God, 

and I hope it is also plain to your conscience. 
12
We are not trying to commend ourselves to you again, but 

are giving you an opportunity to take pride in us, so that you can answer those who take pride in what is 

seen rather than in what is in the heart. 
13
If we are out of our mind, it is for the sake of God; if we are in our 

right mind, it is for you. 
14
For Christ's love compels us, because we are convinced that one died for all, and 

therefore all died. 
15
And he died for all, that those who live should no longer live for themselves but for him 

who died for them and was raised again.  

 
16
So from now on we regard no one from a worldly point of view. Though we once regarded Christ in this 

way, we do so no longer. 
17
Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new 
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has come! 
18
All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave us the ministry of 

reconciliation: 
19
that God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ, not counting men's sins against 

them. And he has committed to us the message of reconciliation. 
20
We are therefore Christ's ambassadors, 

as though God were making his appeal through us. We implore you on Christ's behalf: Be reconciled to 

God. 
21
God made him who had no sin to be sin

[f]
 for us, so that in him we might become the righteousness 

of God.  

2 Corinthians 6 

 
1
As God's fellow workers we urge you not to receive God's grace in vain. 

2
For he says,  

   "In the time of my favor I heard you,  

      and in the day of salvation I helped you."
[g]
 I tell you, now is the time of God's favor, now is the day of 

salvation.  

Paul's Hardships  

 
3
We put no stumbling block in anyone's path, so that our ministry will not be discredited. 

4
Rather, as 

servants of God we commend ourselves in every way: in great endurance; in troubles, hardships and 

distresses; 
5
in beatings, imprisonments and riots; in hard work, sleepless nights and hunger; 

6
in purity, 

understanding, patience and kindness; in the Holy Spirit and in sincere love; 
7
in truthful speech and in the 

power of God; with weapons of righteousness in the right hand and in the left; 
8
through glory and dishonor, 

bad report and good report; genuine, yet regarded as impostors; 
9
known, yet regarded as unknown; dying, 

and yet we live on; beaten, and yet not killed; 
10
sorrowful, yet always rejoicing; poor, yet making many rich; 

having nothing, and yet possessing everything.  

 
11
We have spoken freely to you, Corinthians, and opened wide our hearts to you. 

12
We are not withholding 

our affection from you, but you are withholding yours from us. 
13
As a fair exchange—I speak as to my 

children—open wide your hearts also.  

Do Not Be Yoked With Unbelievers  

 
14
Do not be yoked together with unbelievers. For what do righteousness and wickedness have in common? 

Or what fellowship can light have with darkness? 
15
What harmony is there between Christ and Belial

[h]
? 

What does a believer have in common with an unbeliever? 
16
What agreement is there between the temple 

of God and idols? For we are the temple of the living God. As God has said: "I will live with them and 

walk among them, and I will be their God, and they will be my people."
[i]
  

 
17
"Therefore come out from them  

      and be separate, says the Lord.  

   Touch no unclean thing,  

      and I will receive you."
[j]
  

 
18
"I will be a Father to you,  

      and you will be my sons and daughters, says the Lord Almighty."
[k]
  

2 Corinthians 7 

 
1
Since we have these promises, dear friends, let us purify ourselves from everything that contaminates 

body and spirit, perfecting holiness out of reverence for God.  

Paul's Joy  

 
2
Make room for us in your hearts. We have wronged no one, we have corrupted no one, we have exploited 

no one. 
3
I do not say this to condemn you; I have said before that you have such a place in our hearts that 

we would live or die with you. 
4
I have great confidence in you; I take great pride in you. I am greatly 

encouraged; in all our troubles my joy knows no bounds.  

 
5
For when we came into Macedonia, this body of ours had no rest, but we were harassed at every turn—

conflicts on the outside, fears within. 
6
But God, who comforts the downcast, comforted us by the coming of 

Titus, 
7
and not only by his coming but also by the comfort you had given him. He told us about your 

longing for me, your deep sorrow, your ardent concern for me, so that my joy was greater than ever.  

 
8
Even if I caused you sorrow by my letter, I do not regret it. Though I did regret it—I see that my letter 

hurt you, but only for a little while— 
9
yet now I am happy, not because you were made sorry, but because 

your sorrow led you to repentance. For you became sorrowful as God intended and so were not harmed in 

any way by us. 
10
Godly sorrow brings repentance that leads to salvation and leaves no regret, but worldly 

sorrow brings death. 
11
See what this godly sorrow has produced in you: what earnestness, what eagerness to 

clear yourselves, what indignation, what alarm, what longing, what concern, what readiness to see justice 

done. At every point you have proved yourselves to be innocent in this matter. 
12
So even though I wrote to 

you, it was not on account of the one who did the wrong or of the injured party, but rather that before God 

you could see for yourselves how devoted to us you are. 
13
By all this we are encouraged.  
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   In addition to our own encouragement, we were especially delighted to see how happy Titus was, because 

his spirit has been refreshed by all of you. 
14
I had boasted to him about you, and you have not embarrassed 

me. But just as everything we said to you was true, so our boasting about you to Titus has proved to be true 

as well. 
15
And his affection for you is all the greater when he remembers that you were all obedient, 

receiving him with fear and trembling. 
16
I am glad I can have complete confidence in you. 

2 Corinthians 8 

Generosity Encouraged  

 
1
And now, brothers, we want you to know about the grace that God has given the Macedonian churches. 

2
Out of the most severe trial, their overflowing joy and their extreme poverty welled up in rich generosity. 

3
For I testify that they gave as much as they were able, and even beyond their ability. Entirely on their own, 

4
they urgently pleaded with us for the privilege of sharing in this service to the saints. 

5
And they did not do 

as we expected, but they gave themselves first to the Lord and then to us in keeping with God's will. 
6
So we 

urged Titus, since he had earlier made a beginning, to bring also to completion this act of grace on your 

part. 
7
But just as you excel in everything—in faith, in speech, in knowledge, in complete earnestness and in 

your love for us
[a]
—see that you also excel in this grace of giving.  

 
8
I am not commanding you, but I want to test the sincerity of your love by comparing it with the 

earnestness of others. 
9
For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for 

your sakes he became poor, so that you through his poverty might become rich.  

 
10
And here is my advice about what is best for you in this matter: Last year you were the first not only to 

give but also to have the desire to do so. 
11
Now finish the work, so that your eager willingness to do it may 

be matched by your completion of it, according to your means. 
12
For if the willingness is there, the gift is 

acceptable according to what one has, not according to what he does not have.  

 
13
Our desire is not that others might be relieved while you are hard pressed, but that there might be 

equality. 
14
At the present time your plenty will supply what they need, so that in turn their plenty will 

supply what you need. Then there will be equality, 
15
as it is written: "He who gathered much did not have 

too much, and he who gathered little did not have too little."
[b]
  

Titus Sent to Corinth  

 
16
I thank God, who put into the heart of Titus the same concern I have for you. 

17
For Titus not only 

welcomed our appeal, but he is coming to you with much enthusiasm and on his own initiative. 
18
And we 

are sending along with him the brother who is praised by all the churches for his service to the gospel. 
19
What is more, he was chosen by the churches to accompany us as we carry the offering, which we 

administer in order to honor the Lord himself and to show our eagerness to help. 
20
We want to avoid any 

criticism of the way we administer this liberal gift. 
21
For we are taking pains to do what is right, not only in 

the eyes of the Lord but also in the eyes of men.  

 
22
In addition, we are sending with them our brother who has often proved to us in many ways that he is 

zealous, and now even more so because of his great confidence in you. 
23
As for Titus, he is my partner and 

fellow worker among you; as for our brothers, they are representatives of the churches and an honor to 

Christ. 
24
Therefore show these men the proof of your love and the reason for our pride in you, so that the 

churches can see it.  

2 Corinthians 9 

 
1
There is no need for me to write to you about this service to the saints. 

2
For I know your eagerness to help, 

and I have been boasting about it to the Macedonians, telling them that since last year you in Achaia were 

ready to give; and your enthusiasm has stirred most of them to action. 
3
But I am sending the brothers in 

order that our boasting about you in this matter should not prove hollow, but that you may be ready, as I 

said you would be. 
4
For if any Macedonians come with me and find you unprepared, we—not to say 

anything about you—would be ashamed of having been so confident. 
5
So I thought it necessary to urge the 

brothers to visit you in advance and finish the arrangements for the generous gift you had promised. Then it 

will be ready as a generous gift, not as one grudgingly given.  

Sowing Generously  

 
6
Remember this: Whoever sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and whoever sows generously will also 

reap generously. 
7
Each man should give what he has decided in his heart to give, not reluctantly or under 

compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver. 
8
And God is able to make all grace abound to you, so that in all 

things at all times, having all that you need, you will abound in every good work. 
9
As it is written:  

   "He has scattered abroad his gifts to the poor;  

      his righteousness endures forever."
[c]
 
10
Now he who supplies seed to the sower and bread for food will 

also supply and increase your store of seed and will enlarge the harvest of your righteousness. 
11
You will be 
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made rich in every way so that you can be generous on every occasion, and through us your generosity will 

result in thanksgiving to God.  

 
12
This service that you perform is not only supplying the needs of God's people but is also overflowing in 

many expressions of thanks to God. 
13
Because of the service by which you have proved yourselves, men 

will praise God for the obedience that accompanies your confession of the gospel of Christ, and for your 

generosity in sharing with them and with everyone else. 
14
And in their prayers for you their hearts will go 

out to you, because of the surpassing grace God has given you. 
15
Thanks be to God for his indescribable 

gift!  

2 Corinthians 10 

Paul's Defense of His Ministry  

 
1
By the meekness and gentleness of Christ, I appeal to you—I, Paul, who am "timid" when face to face 

with you, but "bold" when away! 
2
I beg you that when I come I may not have to be as bold as I expect to be 

toward some people who think that we live by the standards of this world. 
3
For though we live in the world, 

we do not wage war as the world does. 
4
The weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the world. On 

the contrary, they have divine power to demolish strongholds. 
5
We demolish arguments and every 

pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it 

obedient to Christ. 
6
And we will be ready to punish every act of disobedience, once your obedience is 

complete.  

 
7
You are looking only on the surface of things.

[d]
 If anyone is confident that he belongs to Christ, he should 

consider again that we belong to Christ just as much as he. 
8
For even if I boast somewhat freely about the 

authority the Lord gave us for building you up rather than pulling you down, I will not be ashamed of it. 
9
I 

do not want to seem to be trying to frighten you with my letters. 
10
For some say, "His letters are weighty 

and forceful, but in person he is unimpressive and his speaking amounts to nothing." 
11
Such people should 

realize that what we are in our letters when we are absent, we will be in our actions when we are present.  

 
12
We do not dare to classify or compare ourselves with some who commend themselves. When they 

measure themselves by themselves and compare themselves with themselves, they are not wise. 
13
We, 

however, will not boast beyond proper limits, but will confine our boasting to the field God has assigned to 

us, a field that reaches even to you. 
14
We are not going too far in our boasting, as would be the case if we 

had not come to you, for we did get as far as you with the gospel of Christ. 
15
Neither do we go beyond our 

limits by boasting of work done by others.
[e]
 Our hope is that, as your faith continues to grow, our area of 

activity among you will greatly expand, 
16
so that we can preach the gospel in the regions beyond you. For 

we do not want to boast about work already done in another man's territory. 
17
But, "Let him who boasts 

boast in the Lord."
[f]
 
18
For it is not the one who commends himself who is approved, but the one whom the 

Lord commends.  

2 Corinthians 11 

Paul and the False Apostles  

 
1
I hope you will put up with a little of my foolishness; but you are already doing that. 

2
I am jealous for you 

with a godly jealousy. I promised you to one husband, to Christ, so that I might present you as a pure virgin 

to him. 
3
But I am afraid that just as Eve was deceived by the serpent's cunning, your minds may somehow 

be led astray from your sincere and pure devotion to Christ. 
4
For if someone comes to you and preaches a 

Jesus other than the Jesus we preached, or if you receive a different spirit from the one you received, or a 

different gospel from the one you accepted, you put up with it easily enough. 
5
But I do not think I am in the 

least inferior to those "super-apostles." 
6
I may not be a trained speaker, but I do have knowledge. We have 

made this perfectly clear to you in every way.  

 
7
Was it a sin for me to lower myself in order to elevate you by preaching the gospel of God to you free of 

charge? 
8
I robbed other churches by receiving support from them so as to serve you. 

9
And when I was with 

you and needed something, I was not a burden to anyone, for the brothers who came from Macedonia 

supplied what I needed. I have kept myself from being a burden to you in any way, and will continue to do 

so. 
10
As surely as the truth of Christ is in me, nobody in the regions of Achaia will stop this boasting of 

mine. 
11
Why? Because I do not love you? God knows I do! 

12
And I will keep on doing what I am doing in 

order to cut the ground from under those who want an opportunity to be considered equal with us in the 

things they boast about. 
13
For such men are false apostles, deceitful workmen, masquerading as apostles of 

Christ. 
14
And no wonder, for Satan himself masquerades as an angel of light. 

15
It is not surprising, then, if 

his servants masquerade as servants of righteousness. Their end will be what their actions deserve.  

Paul Boasts About His Sufferings  

 
16
I repeat: Let no one take me for a fool. But if you do, then receive me just as you would a fool, so that I 

may do a little boasting. 
17
In this self-confident boasting I am not talking as the Lord would, but as a fool. 
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18
Since many are boasting in the way the world does, I too will boast. 

19
You gladly put up with fools since 

you are so wise! 
20
In fact, you even put up with anyone who enslaves you or exploits you or takes 

advantage of you or pushes himself forward or slaps you in the face. 
21
To my shame I admit that we were 

too weak for that!  

   What anyone else dares to boast about—I am speaking as a fool—I also dare to boast about. 
22
Are they 

Hebrews? So am I. Are they Israelites? So am I. Are they Abraham's descendants? So am I. 
23
Are they 

servants of Christ? (I am out of my mind to talk like this.) I am more. I have worked much harder, been in 

prison more frequently, been flogged more severely, and been exposed to death again and again. 
24
Five 

times I received from the Jews the forty lashes minus one. 
25
Three times I was beaten with rods, once I was 

stoned, three times I was shipwrecked, I spent a night and a day in the open sea, 
26
I have been constantly on 

the move. I have been in danger from rivers, in danger from bandits, in danger from my own countrymen, 

in danger from Gentiles; in danger in the city, in danger in the country, in danger at sea; and in danger from 

false brothers. 
27
I have labored and toiled and have often gone without sleep; I have known hunger and 

thirst and have often gone without food; I have been cold and naked. 
28
Besides everything else, I face daily 

the pressure of my concern for all the churches. 
29
Who is weak, and I do not feel weak? Who is led into sin, 

and I do not inwardly burn?  

 
30
If I must boast, I will boast of the things that show my weakness. 

31
The God and Father of the Lord Jesus, 

who is to be praised forever, knows that I am not lying. 
32
In Damascus the governor under King Aretas had 

the city of the Damascenes guarded in order to arrest me. 
33
But I was lowered in a basket from a window in 

the wall and slipped through his hands.  

2 Corinthians 12 

Paul's Vision and His Thorn  

 
1
I must go on boasting. Although there is nothing to be gained, I will go on to visions and revelations from 

the Lord. 
2
I know a man in Christ who fourteen years ago was caught up to the third heaven. Whether it 

was in the body or out of the body I do not know—God knows. 
3
And I know that this man—whether in the 

body or apart from the body I do not know, but God knows— 
4
was caught up to paradise. He heard 

inexpressible things, things that man is not permitted to tell. 
5
I will boast about a man like that, but I will 

not boast about myself, except about my weaknesses. 
6
Even if I should choose to boast, I would not be a 

fool, because I would be speaking the truth. But I refrain, so no one will think more of me than is warranted 

by what I do or say.  

 
7
To keep me from becoming conceited because of these surpassingly great revelations, there was given me 

a thorn in my flesh, a messenger of Satan, to torment me. 
8
Three times I pleaded with the Lord to take it 

away from me. 
9
But he said to me, "My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in 

weakness." Therefore I will boast all the more gladly about my weaknesses, so that Christ's power may rest 

on me. 
10
That is why, for Christ's sake, I delight in weaknesses, in insults, in hardships, in persecutions, in 

difficulties. For when I am weak, then I am strong.  

Paul's Concern for the Corinthians  

 
11
I have made a fool of myself, but you drove me to it. I ought to have been commended by you, for I am 

not in the least inferior to the "super-apostles," even though I am nothing. 
12
The things that mark an 

apostle—signs, wonders and miracles—were done among you with great perseverance. 
13
How were you 

inferior to the other churches, except that I was never a burden to you? Forgive me this wrong!  

 
14
Now I am ready to visit you for the third time, and I will not be a burden to you, because what I want is 

not your possessions but you. After all, children should not have to save up for their parents, but parents for 

their children. 
15
So I will very gladly spend for you everything I have and expend myself as well. If I love 

you more, will you love me less? 
16
Be that as it may, I have not been a burden to you. Yet, crafty fellow 

that I am, I caught you by trickery! 
17
Did I exploit you through any of the men I sent you? 

18
I urged Titus to 

go to you and I sent our brother with him. Titus did not exploit you, did he? Did we not act in the same 

spirit and follow the same course?  

 
19
Have you been thinking all along that we have been defending ourselves to you? We have been speaking 

in the sight of God as those in Christ; and everything we do, dear friends, is for your strengthening. 
20
For I 

am afraid that when I come I may not find you as I want you to be, and you may not find me as you want 

me to be. I fear that there may be quarreling, jealousy, outbursts of anger, factions, slander, gossip, 

arrogance and disorder. 
21
I am afraid that when I come again my God will humble me before you, and I will 

be grieved over many who have sinned earlier and have not repented of the impurity, sexual sin and 

debauchery in which they have indulged.  

2 Corinthians 13 

Final Warnings  
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1
This will be my third visit to you. "Every matter must be established by the testimony of two or three 

witnesses."
[g]
 
2
I already gave you a warning when I was with you the second time. I now repeat it while 

absent: On my return I will not spare those who sinned earlier or any of the others, 
3
since you are 

demanding proof that Christ is speaking through me. He is not weak in dealing with you, but is powerful 

among you. 
4
For to be sure, he was crucified in weakness, yet he lives by God's power. Likewise, we are 

weak in him, yet by God's power we will live with him to serve you.  

 
5
Examine yourselves to see whether you are in the faith; test yourselves. Do you not realize that Christ 

Jesus is in you—unless, of course, you fail the test? 
6
And I trust that you will discover that we have not 

failed the test. 
7
Now we pray to God that you will not do anything wrong. Not that people will see that we 

have stood the test but that you will do what is right even though we may seem to have failed. 
8
For we 

cannot do anything against the truth, but only for the truth. 
9
We are glad whenever we are weak but you are 

strong; and our prayer is for your perfection. 
10
This is why I write these things when I am absent, that when 

I come I may not have to be harsh in my use of authority—the authority the Lord gave me for building you 

up, not for tearing you down.  

Final Greetings  

 
11
Finally, brothers, good-by. Aim for perfection, listen to my appeal, be of one mind, live in peace. And the 

God of love and peace will be with you.  

 
12
Greet one another with a holy kiss. 

13
All the saints send their greetings.  

 
14
May the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit be 

with you all. 

Footnotes:  
a. 2 Corinthians 1:11 Many manuscripts your  

b. 2 Corinthians 1:19 Greek Silvanus, a variant of Silas  

c. 2 Corinthians 3:18 Or contemplate  

d. 2 Corinthians 4:6 Gen. 1:3  

e. 2 Corinthians 4:13 Psalm 116:10  

f. 2 Corinthians 5:21 Or be a sin offering  

g. 2 Corinthians 6:2 Isaiah 49:8  

h. 2 Corinthians 6:15 Greek Beliar, a variant of Belial  

i. 2 Corinthians 6:16 Lev. 26:12; Jer. 32:38; Ezek. 37:27  

j. 2 Corinthians 6:17 Isaiah 52:11; Ezek. 20:34,41  

k. 2 Corinthians 6:18 2 Samuel 7:14; 7:8  

a. Some manuscripts in our love for you  

b. 2 Corinthians 8:15 Exodus 16:18  

c. 2 Corinthians 9:9 Psalm 112:9  

d. 2 Corinthians 10:7 Or Look at the obvious facts  

e. 2 Corinthians 10:15 Or 
13
 We, however, will not boast about things that cannot be measured, but 

we will boast according to the standard of measurement that the God of measure has assigned 

us—a measurement that relates even to you. 
14
 ... 

15
 Neither do we boast about things that cannot 

be measured in regard to the work done by others.  

f. 2 Corinthians 10:17 Jer. 9:24  

g. 2 Corinthians 13:1 Deut. 19:15  

 

 

Galatians 1 

 
1
Paul, an apostle—sent not from men nor by man, but by Jesus Christ and God the Father, who raised him 

from the dead— 
2
and all the brothers with me,  

      To the churches in Galatia:  

 
3
Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ, 

4
who gave himself for our sins to 

rescue us from the present evil age, according to the will of our God and Father, 
5
to whom be glory for ever 

and ever. Amen.  

No Other Gospel  

 
6
I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting the one who called you by the grace of Christ and are 

turning to a different gospel— 
7
which is really no gospel at all. Evidently some people are throwing you 

into confusion and are trying to pervert the gospel of Christ. 
8
But even if we or an angel from heaven 

should preach a gospel other than the one we preached to you, let him be eternally condemned! 
9
As we 
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have already said, so now I say again: If anybody is preaching to you a gospel other than what you accepted, 

let him be eternally condemned!  

 
10
Am I now trying to win the approval of men, or of God? Or am I trying to please men? If I were still 

trying to please men, I would not be a servant of Christ.  

Paul Called by God  

 
11
I want you to know, brothers, that the gospel I preached is not something that man made up. 

12
I did not 

receive it from any man, nor was I taught it; rather, I received it by revelation from Jesus Christ.  

 
13
For you have heard of my previous way of life in Judaism, how intensely I persecuted the church of God 

and tried to destroy it. 
14
I was advancing in Judaism beyond many Jews of my own age and was extremely 

zealous for the traditions of my fathers. 
15
But when God, who set me apart from birth

[a]
 and called me by 

his grace, was pleased 
16
to reveal his Son in me so that I might preach him among the Gentiles, I did not 

consult any man, 
17
nor did I go up to Jerusalem to see those who were apostles before I was, but I went 

immediately into Arabia and later returned to Damascus.  

 
18
Then after three years, I went up to Jerusalem to get acquainted with Peter

[b]
 and stayed with him fifteen 

days. 
19
I saw none of the other apostles—only James, the Lord's brother. 

20
I assure you before God that 

what I am writing you is no lie. 
21
Later I went to Syria and Cilicia. 

22
I was personally unknown to the 

churches of Judea that are in Christ. 
23
They only heard the report: "The man who formerly persecuted us is 

now preaching the faith he once tried to destroy." 
24
And they praised God because of me.  

Galatians 2 

Paul Accepted by the Apostles  

 
1
Fourteen years later I went up again to Jerusalem, this time with Barnabas. I took Titus along also. 

2
I went 

in response to a revelation and set before them the gospel that I preach among the Gentiles. But I did this 

privately to those who seemed to be leaders, for fear that I was running or had run my race in vain. 
3
Yet not 

even Titus, who was with me, was compelled to be circumcised, even though he was a Greek. 
4
This matter 

arose because some false brothers had infiltrated our ranks to spy on the freedom we have in Christ Jesus 

and to make us slaves. 
5
We did not give in to them for a moment, so that the truth of the gospel might 

remain with you.  

 
6
As for those who seemed to be important—whatever they were makes no difference to me; God does not 

judge by external appearance—those men added nothing to my message. 
7
On the contrary, they saw that I 

had been entrusted with the task of preaching the gospel to the Gentiles,
[c]
 just as Peter had been to the 

Jews.
[d]
 
8
For God, who was at work in the ministry of Peter as an apostle to the Jews, was also at work in 

my ministry as an apostle to the Gentiles. 
9
James, Peter

[e]
 and John, those reputed to be pillars, gave me and 

Barnabas the right hand of fellowship when they recognized the grace given to me. They agreed that we 

should go to the Gentiles, and they to the Jews. 
10
All they asked was that we should continue to remember 

the poor, the very thing I was eager to do.  

Paul Opposes Peter  

 
11
When Peter came to Antioch, I opposed him to his face, because he was clearly in the wrong. 

12
Before 

certain men came from James, he used to eat with the Gentiles. But when they arrived, he began to draw 

back and separate himself from the Gentiles because he was afraid of those who belonged to the 

circumcision group. 
13
The other Jews joined him in his hypocrisy, so that by their hypocrisy even Barnabas 

was led astray.  

 
14
When I saw that they were not acting in line with the truth of the gospel, I said to Peter in front of them 

all, "You are a Jew, yet you live like a Gentile and not like a Jew. How is it, then, that you force Gentiles to 

follow Jewish customs?  

 
15
"We who are Jews by birth and not 'Gentile sinners' 

16
know that a man is not justified by observing the 

law, but by faith in Jesus Christ. So we, too, have put our faith in Christ Jesus that we may be justified by 

faith in Christ and not by observing the law, because by observing the law no one will be justified.  

 
17
"If, while we seek to be justified in Christ, it becomes evident that we ourselves are sinners, does that 

mean that Christ promotes sin? Absolutely not! 
18
If I rebuild what I destroyed, I prove that I am a 

lawbreaker. 
19
For through the law I died to the law so that I might live for God. 

20
I have been crucified with 

Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of 

God, who loved me and gave himself for me. 
21
I do not set aside the grace of God, for if righteousness 

could be gained through the law, Christ died for nothing!"
[f]
  

Galatians 3 

Faith or Observance of the Law  

 
1
You foolish Galatians! Who has bewitched you? Before your very eyes Jesus Christ was clearly portrayed 

as crucified. 
2
I would like to learn just one thing from you: Did you receive the Spirit by observing the law, 
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or by believing what you heard? 
3
Are you so foolish? After beginning with the Spirit, are you now trying to 

attain your goal by human effort? 
4
Have you suffered so much for nothing—if it really was for nothing? 

5
Does God give you his Spirit and work miracles among you because you observe the law, or because you 

believe what you heard?  

 
6
Consider Abraham: "He believed God, and it was credited to him as righteousness."

[g]
 
7
Understand, then, 

that those who believe are children of Abraham. 
8
The Scripture foresaw that God would justify the Gentiles 

by faith, and announced the gospel in advance to Abraham: "All nations will be blessed through you."
[h]
 
9
So 

those who have faith are blessed along with Abraham, the man of faith.  

 
10
All who rely on observing the law are under a curse, for it is written: "Cursed is everyone who does not 

continue to do everything written in the Book of the Law."
[i]
 
11
Clearly no one is justified before God by the 

law, because, "The righteous will live by faith."
[j]
 
12
The law is not based on faith; on the contrary, "The man 

who does these things will live by them."
[k]
 
13
Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law by becoming a 

curse for us, for it is written: "Cursed is everyone who is hung on a tree."
[l]
 
14
He redeemed us in order that 

the blessing given to Abraham might come to the Gentiles through Christ Jesus, so that by faith we might 

receive the promise of the Spirit.  

The Law and the Promise  

 
15
Brothers, let me take an example from everyday life. Just as no one can set aside or add to a human 

covenant that has been duly established, so it is in this case. 
16
The promises were spoken to Abraham and to 

his seed. The Scripture does not say "and to seeds," meaning many people, but "and to your seed,"
[m]
 

meaning one person, who is Christ. 
17
What I mean is this: The law, introduced 430 years later, does not set 

aside the covenant previously established by God and thus do away with the promise. 
18
For if the 

inheritance depends on the law, then it no longer depends on a promise; but God in his grace gave it to 

Abraham through a promise.  

 
19
What, then, was the purpose of the law? It was added because of transgressions until the Seed to whom 

the promise referred had come. The law was put into effect through angels by a mediator. 
20
A mediator, 

however, does not represent just one party; but God is one.  

 
21
Is the law, therefore, opposed to the promises of God? Absolutely not! For if a law had been given that 

could impart life, then righteousness would certainly have come by the law. 
22
But the Scripture declares 

that the whole world is a prisoner of sin, so that what was promised, being given through faith in Jesus 

Christ, might be given to those who believe.  

 
23
Before this faith came, we were held prisoners by the law, locked up until faith should be revealed. 

24
So 

the law was put in charge to lead us to Christ
[n]
 that we might be justified by faith. 

25
Now that faith has 

come, we are no longer under the supervision of the law.  

Sons of God  

 
26
You are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus, 

27
for all of you who were baptized into Christ have 

clothed yourselves with Christ. 
28
There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for you 

are all one in Christ Jesus. 
29
If you belong to Christ, then you are Abraham's seed, and heirs according to 

the promise.  

Galatians 4 

 
1
What I am saying is that as long as the heir is a child, he is no different from a slave, although he owns the 

whole estate. 
2
He is subject to guardians and trustees until the time set by his father. 

3
So also, when we 

were children, we were in slavery under the basic principles of the world. 
4
But when the time had fully 

come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born under law, 
5
to redeem those under law, that we might 

receive the full rights of sons. 
6
Because you are sons, God sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, the 

Spirit who calls out, "Abba,
[o]
 Father." 

7
So you are no longer a slave, but a son; and since you are a son, 

God has made you also an heir.  

Paul's Concern for the Galatians  

 
8
Formerly, when you did not know God, you were slaves to those who by nature are not gods. 

9
But now 

that you know God—or rather are known by God—how is it that you are turning back to those weak and 

miserable principles? Do you wish to be enslaved by them all over again? 
10
You are observing special days 

and months and seasons and years! 
11
I fear for you, that somehow I have wasted my efforts on you.  

 
12
I plead with you, brothers, become like me, for I became like you. You have done me no wrong. 

13
As you 

know, it was because of an illness that I first preached the gospel to you. 
14
Even though my illness was a 

trial to you, you did not treat me with contempt or scorn. Instead, you welcomed me as if I were an angel of 

God, as if I were Christ Jesus himself. 
15
What has happened to all your joy? I can testify that, if you could 

have done so, you would have torn out your eyes and given them to me. 
16
Have I now become your enemy 

by telling you the truth?  
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17
Those people are zealous to win you over, but for no good. What they want is to alienate you from us, so 

that you may be zealous for them. 
18
It is fine to be zealous, provided the purpose is good, and to be so 

always and not just when I am with you. 
19
My dear children, for whom I am again in the pains of childbirth 

until Christ is formed in you, 
20
how I wish I could be with you now and change my tone, because I am 

perplexed about you!  

Hagar and Sarah  

 
21
Tell me, you who want to be under the law, are you not aware of what the law says? 

22
For it is written 

that Abraham had two sons, one by the slave woman and the other by the free woman. 
23
His son by the 

slave woman was born in the ordinary way; but his son by the free woman was born as the result of a 

promise.  

 
24
These things may be taken figuratively, for the women represent two covenants. One covenant is from 

Mount Sinai and bears children who are to be slaves: This is Hagar. 
25
Now Hagar stands for Mount Sinai in 

Arabia and corresponds to the present city of Jerusalem, because she is in slavery with her children. 
26
But 

the Jerusalem that is above is free, and she is our mother. 
27
For it is written:  

   "Be glad, O barren woman,  

      who bears no children;  

   break forth and cry aloud,  

      you who have no labor pains;  

   because more are the children of the desolate woman  

      than of her who has a husband."
[p]
  

 
28
Now you, brothers, like Isaac, are children of promise. 

29
At that time the son born in the ordinary way 

persecuted the son born by the power of the Spirit. It is the same now. 
30
But what does the Scripture say? 

"Get rid of the slave woman and her son, for the slave woman's son will never share in the inheritance with 

the free woman's son."
[q]
 
31
Therefore, brothers, we are not children of the slave woman, but of the free 

woman.  

Galatians 5 

Freedom in Christ  

 
1
It is for freedom that Christ has set us free. Stand firm, then, and do not let yourselves be burdened again 

by a yoke of slavery.  

 
2
Mark my words! I, Paul, tell you that if you let yourselves be circumcised, Christ will be of no value to 

you at all. 
3
Again I declare to every man who lets himself be circumcised that he is obligated to obey the 

whole law. 
4
You who are trying to be justified by law have been alienated from Christ; you have fallen 

away from grace. 
5
But by faith we eagerly await through the Spirit the righteousness for which we hope. 

6
For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision has any value. The only thing that counts is 

faith expressing itself through love.  

 
7
You were running a good race. Who cut in on you and kept you from obeying the truth? 

8
That kind of 

persuasion does not come from the one who calls you. 
9
"A little yeast works through the whole batch of 

dough." 
10
I am confident in the Lord that you will take no other view. The one who is throwing you into 

confusion will pay the penalty, whoever he may be. 
11
Brothers, if I am still preaching circumcision, why 

am I still being persecuted? In that case the offense of the cross has been abolished. 
12
As for those agitators, 

I wish they would go the whole way and emasculate themselves!  

 
13
You, my brothers, were called to be free. But do not use your freedom to indulge the sinful nature

[r]
; 

rather, serve one another in love. 
14
The entire law is summed up in a single command: "Love your neighbor 

as yourself."
[s]
 
15
If you keep on biting and devouring each other, watch out or you will be destroyed by each 

other.  

Life by the Spirit  

 
16
So I say, live by the Spirit, and you will not gratify the desires of the sinful nature. 

17
For the sinful nature 

desires what is contrary to the Spirit, and the Spirit what is contrary to the sinful nature. They are in conflict 

with each other, so that you do not do what you want. 
18
But if you are led by the Spirit, you are not under 

law.  

 
19
The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and debauchery; 

20
idolatry and 

witchcraft; hatred, discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions, factions 
21
and envy; 

drunkenness, orgies, and the like. I warn you, as I did before, that those who live like this will not inherit 

the kingdom of God.  

 
22
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 

23
gentleness and 

self-control. Against such things there is no law. 
24
Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the 
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sinful nature with its passions and desires. 
25
Since we live by the Spirit, let us keep in step with the Spirit. 

26
Let us not become conceited, provoking and envying each other. 

Footnotes:  
a. Galatians 1:15 Or from my mother's womb  

b. Galatians 1:18 Greek Cephas  

c. Galatians 2:7 Greek uncircumcised  

d. Galatians 2:7 Greek circumcised; also in verses 8 and 9  

e. Galatians 2:9 Greek Cephas; also in verses 11 and 14  

f. Galatians 2:21 Some interpreters end the quotation after verse 14.  

g. Galatians 3:6 Gen. 15:6  

h. Galatians 3:8 Gen. 12:3; 18:18; 22:18  

i. Galatians 3:10 Deut. 27:26  

j. Galatians 3:11 Hab. 2:4  

k. Galatians 3:12 Lev. 18:5  

l. Galatians 3:13 Deut. 21:23  

m. Galatians 3:16 Gen. 12:7; 13:15; 24:7  
n. Galatians 3:24 Or charge until Christ came  

o. Galatians 4:6 Aramaic for Father  

p. Galatians 4:27 Isaiah 54:1  

q. Galatians 4:30 Gen. 21:10  

r. Galatians 5:13 Or the flesh; also in verses 16, 17, 19 and 24  

s. Galatians 5:14 Lev. 19:18  

 

 

Ephesians 1 

 
1
Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God,  

      To the saints in Ephesus,
[a]
 the faithful

[b]
 in Christ Jesus:  

 
2
Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.  

Spiritual Blessings in Christ  

 
3
Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us in the heavenly realms with 

every spiritual blessing in Christ. 
4
For he chose us in him before the creation of the world to be holy and 

blameless in his sight. In love 
5
he

[c]
 predestined us to be adopted as his sons through Jesus Christ, in 

accordance with his pleasure and will— 
6
to the praise of his glorious grace, which he has freely given us in 

the One he loves. 
7
In him we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins, in accordance 

with the riches of God's grace 
8
that he lavished on us with all wisdom and understanding. 

9
And he

[d]
 made 

known to us the mystery of his will according to his good pleasure, which he purposed in Christ, 
10
to be put 

into effect when the times will have reached their fulfillment—to bring all things in heaven and on earth 

together under one head, even Christ.  

 
11
In him we were also chosen,

[e]
 having been predestined according to the plan of him who works out 

everything in conformity with the purpose of his will, 
12
in order that we, who were the first to hope in 

Christ, might be for the praise of his glory. 
13
And you also were included in Christ when you heard the 

word of truth, the gospel of your salvation. Having believed, you were marked in him with a seal, the 

promised Holy Spirit, 
14
who is a deposit guaranteeing our inheritance until the redemption of those who are 

God's possession—to the praise of his glory.  

Thanksgiving and Prayer  

 
15
For this reason, ever since I heard about your faith in the Lord Jesus and your love for all the saints, 

16
I 

have not stopped giving thanks for you, remembering you in my prayers. 
17
I keep asking that the God of 

our Lord Jesus Christ, the glorious Father, may give you the Spirit
[f]
 of wisdom and revelation, so that you 

may know him better. 
18
I pray also that the eyes of your heart may be enlightened in order that you may 

know the hope to which he has called you, the riches of his glorious inheritance in the saints, 
19
and his 

incomparably great power for us who believe. That power is like the working of his mighty strength, 
20
which he exerted in Christ when he raised him from the dead and seated him at his right hand in the 

heavenly realms, 
21
far above all rule and authority, power and dominion, and every title that can be given, 

not only in the present age but also in the one to come. 
22
And God placed all things under his feet and 

appointed him to be head over everything for the church, 
23
which is his body, the fullness of him who fills 

everything in every way.  

Ephesians 2 
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Made Alive in Christ  

 
1
As for you, you were dead in your transgressions and sins, 

2
in which you used to live when you followed 

the ways of this world and of the ruler of the kingdom of the air, the spirit who is now at work in those who 

are disobedient. 
3
All of us also lived among them at one time, gratifying the cravings of our sinful nature

[g]
 

and following its desires and thoughts. Like the rest, we were by nature objects of wrath. 
4
But because of 

his great love for us, God, who is rich in mercy, 
5
made us alive with Christ even when we were dead in 

transgressions—it is by grace you have been saved. 
6
And God raised us up with Christ and seated us with 

him in the heavenly realms in Christ Jesus, 
7
in order that in the coming ages he might show the 

incomparable riches of his grace, expressed in his kindness to us in Christ Jesus. 
8
For it is by grace you 

have been saved, through faith—and this not from yourselves, it is the gift of God— 
9
not by works, so that 

no one can boast. 
10
For we are God's workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God 

prepared in advance for us to do.  

One in Christ  

 
11
Therefore, remember that formerly you who are Gentiles by birth and called "uncircumcised" by those 

who call themselves "the circumcision" (that done in the body by the hands of men)— 
12
remember that at 

that time you were separate from Christ, excluded from citizenship in Israel and foreigners to the covenants 

of the promise, without hope and without God in the world. 
13
But now in Christ Jesus you who once were 

far away have been brought near through the blood of Christ.  

 
14
For he himself is our peace, who has made the two one and has destroyed the barrier, the dividing wall of 

hostility, 
15
by abolishing in his flesh the law with its commandments and regulations. His purpose was to 

create in himself one new man out of the two, thus making peace, 
16
and in this one body to reconcile both 

of them to God through the cross, by which he put to death their hostility. 
17
He came and preached peace to 

you who were far away and peace to those who were near. 
18
For through him we both have access to the 

Father by one Spirit.  

 
19
Consequently, you are no longer foreigners and aliens, but fellow citizens with God's people and 

members of God's household, 
20
built on the foundation of the apostles and prophets, with Christ Jesus 

himself as the chief cornerstone. 
21
In him the whole building is joined together and rises to become a holy 

temple in the Lord. 
22
And in him you too are being built together to become a dwelling in which God lives 

by his Spirit.  

Ephesians 3 

Paul the Preacher to the Gentiles  

 
1
For this reason I, Paul, the prisoner of Christ Jesus for the sake of you Gentiles—  

 
2
Surely you have heard about the administration of God's grace that was given to me for you, 

3
that is, the 

mystery made known to me by revelation, as I have already written briefly. 
4
In reading this, then, you will 

be able to understand my insight into the mystery of Christ, 
5
which was not made known to men in other 

generations as it has now been revealed by the Spirit to God's holy apostles and prophets. 
6
This mystery is 

that through the gospel the Gentiles are heirs together with Israel, members together of one body, and 

sharers together in the promise in Christ Jesus.  

 
7
I became a servant of this gospel by the gift of God's grace given me through the working of his power. 

8
Although I am less than the least of all God's people, this grace was given me: to preach to the Gentiles the 

unsearchable riches of Christ, 
9
and to make plain to everyone the administration of this mystery, which for 

ages past was kept hidden in God, who created all things. 
10
His intent was that now, through the church, the 

manifold wisdom of God should be made known to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly realms, 
11
according to his eternal purpose which he accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord. 

12
In him and through 

faith in him we may approach God with freedom and confidence. 
13
I ask you, therefore, not to be 

discouraged because of my sufferings for you, which are your glory.  

A Prayer for the Ephesians  

 
14
For this reason I kneel before the Father, 

15
from whom his whole family

[h]
 in heaven and on earth derives 

its name. 
16
I pray that out of his glorious riches he may strengthen you with power through his Spirit in 

your inner being, 
17
so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith. And I pray that you, being rooted 

and established in love, 
18
may have power, together with all the saints, to grasp how wide and long and 

high and deep is the love of Christ, 
19
and to know this love that surpasses knowledge—that you may be 

filled to the measure of all the fullness of God.  

 
20
Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or imagine, according to his power that 

is at work within us, 
21
to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, for ever 

and ever! Amen.  

Ephesians 4 
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Unity in the Body of Christ  

 
1
As a prisoner for the Lord, then, I urge you to live a life worthy of the calling you have received. 

2
Be 

completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one another in love. 
3
Make every effort to keep the 

unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace. 
4
There is one body and one Spirit—just as you were called to 

one hope when you were called— 
5
one Lord, one faith, one baptism; 

6
one God and Father of all, who is 

over all and through all and in all.  

 
7
But to each one of us grace has been given as Christ apportioned it. 

8
This is why it

[i]
 says:  

   "When he ascended on high,  

      he led captives in his train  

      and gave gifts to men."
[j]
 
9
(What does "he ascended" mean except that he also descended to the lower, 

earthly regions
[k]
? 

10
He who descended is the very one who ascended higher than all the heavens, in order 

to fill the whole universe.) 
11
It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some to be 

evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, 
12
to prepare God's people for works of service, so that the 

body of Christ may be built up 
13
until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of 

God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ.  

 
14
Then we will no longer be infants, tossed back and forth by the waves, and blown here and there by 

every wind of teaching and by the cunning and craftiness of men in their deceitful scheming. 
15
Instead, 

speaking the truth in love, we will in all things grow up into him who is the Head, that is, Christ. 
16
From 

him the whole body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in 

love, as each part does its work.  

Living as Children of Light  

 
17
So I tell you this, and insist on it in the Lord, that you must no longer live as the Gentiles do, in the 

futility of their thinking. 
18
They are darkened in their understanding and separated from the life of God 

because of the ignorance that is in them due to the hardening of their hearts. 
19
Having lost all sensitivity, 

they have given themselves over to sensuality so as to indulge in every kind of impurity, with a continual 

lust for more.  

 
20
You, however, did not come to know Christ that way. 

21
Surely you heard of him and were taught in him 

in accordance with the truth that is in Jesus. 
22
You were taught, with regard to your former way of life, to 

put off your old self, which is being corrupted by its deceitful desires; 
23
to be made new in the attitude of 

your minds; 
24
and to put on the new self, created to be like God in true righteousness and holiness.  

 
25
Therefore each of you must put off falsehood and speak truthfully to his neighbor, for we are all 

members of one body. 
26
"In your anger do not sin"

[l]
: Do not let the sun go down while you are still angry, 

27
and do not give the devil a foothold. 

28
He who has been stealing must steal no longer, but must work, 

doing something useful with his own hands, that he may have something to share with those in need.  

 
29
Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of your mouths, but only what is helpful for building others 

up according to their needs, that it may benefit those who listen. 
30
And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, 

with whom you were sealed for the day of redemption. 
31
Get rid of all bitterness, rage and anger, brawling 

and slander, along with every form of malice. 
32
Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each 

other, just as in Christ God forgave you.  

Ephesians 5 

 
1
Be imitators of God, therefore, as dearly loved children 

2
and live a life of love, just as Christ loved us and 

gave himself up for us as a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God.  

 
3
But among you there must not be even a hint of sexual immorality, or of any kind of impurity, or of greed, 

because these are improper for God's holy people. 
4
Nor should there be obscenity, foolish talk or coarse 

joking, which are out of place, but rather thanksgiving. 
5
For of this you can be sure: No immoral, impure or 

greedy person—such a man is an idolater—has any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God.
[m]
 
6
Let 

no one deceive you with empty words, for because of such things God's wrath comes on those who are 

disobedient. 
7
Therefore do not be partners with them.  

 
8
For you were once darkness, but now you are light in the Lord. Live as children of light 

9
(for the fruit of 

the light consists in all goodness, righteousness and truth) 
10
and find out what pleases the Lord. 

11
Have 

nothing to do with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but rather expose them. 
12
For it is shameful even to 

mention what the disobedient do in secret. 
13
But everything exposed by the light becomes visible, 

14
for it is 

light that makes everything visible. This is why it is said:  

   "Wake up, O sleeper,  

      rise from the dead,  

   and Christ will shine on you."  
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15
Be very careful, then, how you live—not as unwise but as wise, 

16
making the most of every opportunity, 

because the days are evil. 
17
Therefore do not be foolish, but understand what the Lord's will is. 

18
Do not get 

drunk on wine, which leads to debauchery. Instead, be filled with the Spirit. 
19
Speak to one another with 

psalms, hymns and spiritual songs. Sing and make music in your heart to the Lord, 
20
always giving thanks 

to God the Father for everything, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.  

 
21
Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ.  

Wives and Husbands  

 
22
Wives, submit to your husbands as to the Lord. 

23
For the husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the 

head of the church, his body, of which he is the Savior. 
24
Now as the church submits to Christ, so also 

wives should submit to their husbands in everything.  

 
25
Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her 

26
to make her 

holy, cleansing
[n]
 her by the washing with water through the word, 

27
and to present her to himself as a 

radiant church, without stain or wrinkle or any other blemish, but holy and blameless. 
28
In this same way, 

husbands ought to love their wives as their own bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself. 
29
After all, no 

one ever hated his own body, but he feeds and cares for it, just as Christ does the church— 
30
for we are 

members of his body. 
31
"For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, 

and the two will become one flesh."
[o]
 
32
This is a profound mystery—but I am talking about Christ and the 

church. 
33
However, each one of you also must love his wife as he loves himself, and the wife must respect 

her husband.  

Ephesians 6 

Children and Parents  

 
1
Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right. 

2
"Honor your father and mother"—which is the 

first commandment with a promise— 
3
"that it may go well with you and that you may enjoy long life on 

the earth."
[p]
 
4
Fathers, do not exasperate your children; instead, bring them up in the training and instruction 

of the Lord.  

Slaves and Masters  

 
5
Slaves, obey your earthly masters with respect and fear, and with sincerity of heart, just as you would 

obey Christ. 
6
Obey them not only to win their favor when their eye is on you, but like slaves of Christ, 

doing the will of God from your heart. 
7
Serve wholeheartedly, as if you were serving the Lord, not men, 

8
because you know that the Lord will reward everyone for whatever good he does, whether he is slave or 

free.  

 
9
And masters, treat your slaves in the same way. Do not threaten them, since you know that he who is both 

their Master and yours is in heaven, and there is no favoritism with him.  

The Armor of God  

 
10
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. 

11
Put on the full armor of God so that you can 

take your stand against the devil's schemes. 
12
For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the 

rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil 

in the heavenly realms. 
13
Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you 

may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to stand. 
14
Stand firm then, with the 

belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, 
15
and with your feet 

fitted with the readiness that comes from the gospel of peace. 
16
In addition to all this, take up the shield of 

faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one. 
17
Take the helmet of salvation 

and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God. 
18
And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all 

kinds of prayers and requests. With this in mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the saints.  

 
19
Pray also for me, that whenever I open my mouth, words may be given me so that I will fearlessly make 

known the mystery of the gospel, 
20
for which I am an ambassador in chains. Pray that I may declare it 

fearlessly, as I should.  

Final Greetings  

 
21
Tychicus, the dear brother and faithful servant in the Lord, will tell you everything, so that you also may 

know how I am and what I am doing. 
22
I am sending him to you for this very purpose, that you may know 

how we are, and that he may encourage you.  

 
23
Peace to the brothers, and love with faith from God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. 

24
Grace to all 

who love our Lord Jesus Christ with an undying love. 

Footnotes:  
a. Ephesians 1:1 Some early manuscripts do not have in Ephesus.  

b. Ephesians 1:1 Or believers who are  

c. Ephesians 1:5 Or sight in love. 5 He  
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d. Ephesians 1:9 Or us. With all wisdom and understanding, 9 he  

e. Ephesians 1:11 Or were made heirs  

f. Ephesians 1:17 Or a spirit  

g. Ephesians 2:3 Or our flesh  

h. Ephesians 3:15 Or whom all fatherhood  

i. Ephesians 4:8 Or God  

j. Ephesians 4:8 Psalm 68:18  

k. Ephesians 4:9 Or the depths of the earth  

l. Ephesians 4:26 Psalm 4:4  

m. Ephesians 5:5 Or kingdom of the Christ and God  

n. Ephesians 5:26 Or having cleansed  

o. Ephesians 5:31 Gen. 2:24  

p. Ephesians 6:3 Deut. 5:16  

 

 

Philippians 1 

 
1
Paul and Timothy, servants of Christ Jesus,  

      To all the saints in Christ Jesus at Philippi, together with the overseers
[a]
 and deacons:  

 
2
Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.  

Thanksgiving and Prayer  

 
3
I thank my God every time I remember you. 

4
In all my prayers for all of you, I always pray with joy 

5
because of your partnership in the gospel from the first day until now, 

6
being confident of this, that he who 

began a good work in you will carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus.  

 
7
It is right for me to feel this way about all of you, since I have you in my heart; for whether I am in chains 

or defending and confirming the gospel, all of you share in God's grace with me. 
8
God can testify how I 

long for all of you with the affection of Christ Jesus.  

 
9
And this is my prayer: that your love may abound more and more in knowledge and depth of insight, 

10
so 

that you may be able to discern what is best and may be pure and blameless until the day of Christ, 
11
filled 

with the fruit of righteousness that comes through Jesus Christ—to the glory and praise of God.  

Paul's Chains Advance the Gospel  

 
12
Now I want you to know, brothers, that what has happened to me has really served to advance the gospel. 

13
As a result, it has become clear throughout the whole palace guard

[b]
 and to everyone else that I am in 

chains for Christ. 
14
Because of my chains, most of the brothers in the Lord have been encouraged to speak 

the word of God more courageously and fearlessly.  

 
15
It is true that some preach Christ out of envy and rivalry, but others out of goodwill. 

16
The latter do so in 

love, knowing that I am put here for the defense of the gospel. 
17
The former preach Christ out of selfish 

ambition, not sincerely, supposing that they can stir up trouble for me while I am in chains.
[c]
 
18
But what 

does it matter? The important thing is that in every way, whether from false motives or true, Christ is 

preached. And because of this I rejoice.  

   Yes, and I will continue to rejoice, 
19
for I know that through your prayers and the help given by the Spirit 

of Jesus Christ, what has happened to me will turn out for my deliverance.
[d]
 
20
I eagerly expect and hope 

that I will in no way be ashamed, but will have sufficient courage so that now as always Christ will be 

exalted in my body, whether by life or by death. 
21
For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain. 

22
If I am to 

go on living in the body, this will mean fruitful labor for me. Yet what shall I choose? I do not know! 
23
I 

am torn between the two: I desire to depart and be with Christ, which is better by far; 
24
but it is more 

necessary for you that I remain in the body. 
25
Convinced of this, I know that I will remain, and I will 

continue with all of you for your progress and joy in the faith, 
26
so that through my being with you again 

your joy in Christ Jesus will overflow on account of me.  

 
27
Whatever happens, conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ. Then, whether I come 

and see you or only hear about you in my absence, I will know that you stand firm in one spirit, contending 

as one man for the faith of the gospel 
28
without being frightened in any way by those who oppose you. This 

is a sign to them that they will be destroyed, but that you will be saved—and that by God. 
29
For it has been 

granted to you on behalf of Christ not only to believe on him, but also to suffer for him, 
30
since you are 

going through the same struggle you saw I had, and now hear that I still have.  

Philippians 2 

Imitating Christ's Humility  
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1
If you have any encouragement from being united with Christ, if any comfort from his love, if any 

fellowship with the Spirit, if any tenderness and compassion, 
2
then make my joy complete by being like-

minded, having the same love, being one in spirit and purpose. 
3
Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain 

conceit, but in humility consider others better than yourselves. 
4
Each of you should look not only to your 

own interests, but also to the interests of others.  

 
5
Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus:  

 
6
Who, being in very nature

[e]
 God,  

      did not consider equality with God something to be grasped,  

 
7
but made himself nothing,  

      taking the very nature
[f]
 of a servant,  

      being made in human likeness.  

 
8
And being found in appearance as a man,  

      he humbled himself  

      and became obedient to death—  

         even death on a cross!  

 
9
Therefore God exalted him to the highest place  

      and gave him the name that is above every name,  

 
10
that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow,  

      in heaven and on earth and under the earth,  

 
11
and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord,  

      to the glory of God the Father.  

Shining as Stars  

 
12
Therefore, my dear friends, as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence, but now much more in 

my absence—continue to work out your salvation with fear and trembling, 
13
for it is God who works in you 

to will and to act according to his good purpose.  

 
14
Do everything without complaining or arguing, 

15
so that you may become blameless and pure, children 

of God without fault in a crooked and depraved generation, in which you shine like stars in the universe 
16
as you hold out

[g]
 the word of life—in order that I may boast on the day of Christ that I did not run or 

labor for nothing. 
17
But even if I am being poured out like a drink offering on the sacrifice and service 

coming from your faith, I am glad and rejoice with all of you. 
18
So you too should be glad and rejoice with 

me.  

Timothy and Epaphroditus  

 
19
I hope in the Lord Jesus to send Timothy to you soon, that I also may be cheered when I receive news 

about you. 
20
I have no one else like him, who takes a genuine interest in your welfare. 

21
For everyone looks 

out for his own interests, not those of Jesus Christ. 
22
But you know that Timothy has proved himself, 

because as a son with his father he has served with me in the work of the gospel. 
23
I hope, therefore, to send 

him as soon as I see how things go with me. 
24
And I am confident in the Lord that I myself will come soon.  

 
25
But I think it is necessary to send back to you Epaphroditus, my brother, fellow worker and fellow 

soldier, who is also your messenger, whom you sent to take care of my needs. 
26
For he longs for all of you 

and is distressed because you heard he was ill. 
27
Indeed he was ill, and almost died. But God had mercy on 

him, and not on him only but also on me, to spare me sorrow upon sorrow. 
28
Therefore I am all the more 

eager to send him, so that when you see him again you may be glad and I may have less anxiety. 
29
Welcome him in the Lord with great joy, and honor men like him, 

30
because he almost died for the work 

of Christ, risking his life to make up for the help you could not give me.  

Philippians 3 

No Confidence in the Flesh  

 
1
Finally, my brothers, rejoice in the Lord! It is no trouble for me to write the same things to you again, and 

it is a safeguard for you.  

 
2
Watch out for those dogs, those men who do evil, those mutilators of the flesh. 

3
For it is we who are the 

circumcision, we who worship by the Spirit of God, who glory in Christ Jesus, and who put no confidence 

in the flesh— 
4
though I myself have reasons for such confidence.  

      If anyone else thinks he has reasons to put confidence in the flesh, I have more: 
5
circumcised on the 

eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of Hebrews; in regard to the law, a 

Pharisee; 
6
as for zeal, persecuting the church; as for legalistic righteousness, faultless.  

 
7
But whatever was to my profit I now consider loss for the sake of Christ. 

8
What is more, I consider 

everything a loss compared to the surpassing greatness of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I 

have lost all things. I consider them rubbish, that I may gain Christ 
9
and be found in him, not having a 
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righteousness of my own that comes from the law, but that which is through faith in Christ—the 

righteousness that comes from God and is by faith. 
10
I want to know Christ and the power of his 

resurrection and the fellowship of sharing in his sufferings, becoming like him in his death, 
11
and so, 

somehow, to attain to the resurrection from the dead.  

Pressing on Toward the Goal  

 
12
Not that I have already obtained all this, or have already been made perfect, but I press on to take hold of 

that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me. 
13
Brothers, I do not consider myself yet to have taken hold of it. 

But one thing I do: Forgetting what is behind and straining toward what is ahead, 
14
I press on toward the 

goal to win the prize for which God has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus.  

 
15
All of us who are mature should take such a view of things. And if on some point you think differently, 

that too God will make clear to you. 
16
Only let us live up to what we have already attained.  

 
17
Join with others in following my example, brothers, and take note of those who live according to the 

pattern we gave you. 
18
For, as I have often told you before and now say again even with tears, many live as 

enemies of the cross of Christ. 
19
Their destiny is destruction, their god is their stomach, and their glory is in 

their shame. Their mind is on earthly things. 
20
But our citizenship is in heaven. And we eagerly await a 

Savior from there, the Lord Jesus Christ, 
21
who, by the power that enables him to bring everything under 

his control, will transform our lowly bodies so that they will be like his glorious body.  

Philippians 4 

 
1
Therefore, my brothers, you whom I love and long for, my joy and crown, that is how you should stand 

firm in the Lord, dear friends!  

Exhortations  

 
2
I plead with Euodia and I plead with Syntyche to agree with each other in the Lord. 

3
Yes, and I ask you, 

loyal yokefellow,
[h]
 help these women who have contended at my side in the cause of the gospel, along with 

Clement and the rest of my fellow workers, whose names are in the book of life.  

 
4
Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say it again: Rejoice! 

5
Let your gentleness be evident to all. The Lord is 

near. 
6
Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, 

present your requests to God. 
7
And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your 

hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.  

 
8
Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever is 

lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent or praiseworthy—think about such things. 
9
Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or seen in me—put it into practice. And the God 

of peace will be with you.  

Thanks for Their Gifts  

 
10
I rejoice greatly in the Lord that at last you have renewed your concern for me. Indeed, you have been 

concerned, but you had no opportunity to show it. 
11
I am not saying this because I am in need, for I have 

learned to be content whatever the circumstances. 
12
I know what it is to be in need, and I know what it is to 

have plenty. I have learned the secret of being content in any and every situation, whether well fed or 

hungry, whether living in plenty or in want. 
13
I can do everything through him who gives me strength.  

 
14
Yet it was good of you to share in my troubles. 

15
Moreover, as you Philippians know, in the early days of 

your acquaintance with the gospel, when I set out from Macedonia, not one church shared with me in the 

matter of giving and receiving, except you only; 
16
for even when I was in Thessalonica, you sent me aid 

again and again when I was in need. 
17
Not that I am looking for a gift, but I am looking for what may be 

credited to your account. 
18
I have received full payment and even more; I am amply supplied, now that I 

have received from Epaphroditus the gifts you sent. They are a fragrant offering, an acceptable sacrifice, 

pleasing to God. 
19
And my God will meet all your needs according to his glorious riches in Christ Jesus.  

 
20
To our God and Father be glory for ever and ever. Amen.  

Final Greetings  

 
21
Greet all the saints in Christ Jesus. The brothers who are with me send greetings. 

22
All the saints send 

you greetings, especially those who belong to Caesar's household.  

 
23
The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit. Amen.

[i]
 

Footnotes:  
a. Philippians 1:1 Traditionally bishops  

b. Philippians 1:13 Or whole palace  

c. Philippians 1:17 Some late manuscripts have verses 16 and 17 in reverse order.  

d. Philippians 1:19 Or salvation  

e. Philippians 2:6 Or in the form of  

f. Philippians 2:7 Or the form  
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g. Philippians 2:16 Or hold on to  

h. Philippians 4:3 Or loyal Syzygus  

i. Philippians 4:23 Some manuscripts do not have Amen.  

 

 

Colossians 1 

 
1
Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God, and Timothy our brother,  

 
2
To the holy and faithful

[a]
 brothers in Christ at Colosse:  

      Grace and peace to you from God our Father.
[b]
  

Thanksgiving and Prayer  

 
3
We always thank God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, when we pray for you, 

4
because we have heard 

of your faith in Christ Jesus and of the love you have for all the saints— 
5
the faith and love that spring from 

the hope that is stored up for you in heaven and that you have already heard about in the word of truth, the 

gospel 
6
that has come to you. All over the world this gospel is bearing fruit and growing, just as it has been 

doing among you since the day you heard it and understood God's grace in all its truth. 
7
You learned it from 

Epaphras, our dear fellow servant, who is a faithful minister of Christ on our
[c]
 behalf, 

8
and who also told us 

of your love in the Spirit.  

 
9
For this reason, since the day we heard about you, we have not stopped praying for you and asking God to 

fill you with the knowledge of his will through all spiritual wisdom and understanding. 
10
And we pray this 

in order that you may live a life worthy of the Lord and may please him in every way: bearing fruit in every 

good work, growing in the knowledge of God, 
11
being strengthened with all power according to his 

glorious might so that you may have great endurance and patience, and joyfully 
12
giving thanks to the 

Father, who has qualified you
[d]
 to share in the inheritance of the saints in the kingdom of light. 

13
For he has 

rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son he loves, 
14
in whom 

we have redemption,
[e]
 the forgiveness of sins.  

The Supremacy of Christ  

 
15
He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. 

16
For by him all things were created: 

things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all 

things were created by him and for him. 
17
He is before all things, and in him all things hold together. 

18
And 

he is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning and the firstborn from among the dead, so that in 

everything he might have the supremacy. 
19
For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, 

20
and 

through him to reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making peace 

through his blood, shed on the cross.  

 
21
Once you were alienated from God and were enemies in your minds because of

[f]
 your evil behavior. 

22
But now he has reconciled you by Christ's physical body through death to present you holy in his sight, 

without blemish and free from accusation— 
23
if you continue in your faith, established and firm, not moved 

from the hope held out in the gospel. This is the gospel that you heard and that has been proclaimed to 

every creature under heaven, and of which I, Paul, have become a servant.  

Paul's Labor for the Church  

 
24
Now I rejoice in what was suffered for you, and I fill up in my flesh what is still lacking in regard to 

Christ's afflictions, for the sake of his body, which is the church. 
25
I have become its servant by the 

commission God gave me to present to you the word of God in its fullness— 
26
the mystery that has been 

kept hidden for ages and generations, but is now disclosed to the saints. 
27
To them God has chosen to make 

known among the Gentiles the glorious riches of this mystery, which is Christ in you, the hope of glory.  

 
28
We proclaim him, admonishing and teaching everyone with all wisdom, so that we may present everyone 

perfect in Christ. 
29
To this end I labor, struggling with all his energy, which so powerfully works in me.  

Colossians 2 

 
1
I want you to know how much I am struggling for you and for those at Laodicea, and for all who have not 

met me personally. 
2
My purpose is that they may be encouraged in heart and united in love, so that they 

may have the full riches of complete understanding, in order that they may know the mystery of God, 

namely, Christ, 
3
in whom are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. 

4
I tell you this so that no 

one may deceive you by fine-sounding arguments. 
5
For though I am absent from you in body, I am present 

with you in spirit and delight to see how orderly you are and how firm your faith in Christ is.  

Freedom From Human Regulations Through Life With Christ  

 
6
So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, continue to live in him, 

7
rooted and built up in him, 

strengthened in the faith as you were taught, and overflowing with thankfulness.  
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8
See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy, which depends on 

human tradition and the basic principles of this world rather than on Christ.  

 
9
For in Christ all the fullness of the Deity lives in bodily form, 

10
and you have been given fullness in Christ, 

who is the head over every power and authority. 
11
In him you were also circumcised, in the putting off of 

the sinful nature,
[g]
 not with a circumcision done by the hands of men but with the circumcision done by 

Christ, 
12
having been buried with him in baptism and raised with him through your faith in the power of 

God, who raised him from the dead.  

 
13
When you were dead in your sins and in the uncircumcision of your sinful nature,

[h]
 God made you

[i]
 

alive with Christ. He forgave us all our sins, 
14
having canceled the written code, with its regulations, that 

was against us and that stood opposed to us; he took it away, nailing it to the cross. 
15
And having disarmed 

the powers and authorities, he made a public spectacle of them, triumphing over them by the cross.
[j]
  

 
16
Therefore do not let anyone judge you by what you eat or drink, or with regard to a religious festival, a 

New Moon celebration or a Sabbath day. 
17
These are a shadow of the things that were to come; the reality, 

however, is found in Christ. 
18
Do not let anyone who delights in false humility and the worship of angels 

disqualify you for the prize. Such a person goes into great detail about what he has seen, and his unspiritual 

mind puffs him up with idle notions. 
19
He has lost connection with the Head, from whom the whole body, 

supported and held together by its ligaments and sinews, grows as God causes it to grow.  

 
20
Since you died with Christ to the basic principles of this world, why, as though you still belonged to it, 

do you submit to its rules: 
21
"Do not handle! Do not taste! Do not touch!"? 

22
These are all destined to perish 

with use, because they are based on human commands and teachings. 
23
Such regulations indeed have an 

appearance of wisdom, with their self-imposed worship, their false humility and their harsh treatment of the 

body, but they lack any value in restraining sensual indulgence.  

Colossians 3 

Rules for Holy Living  

 
1
Since, then, you have been raised with Christ, set your hearts on things above, where Christ is seated at 

the right hand of God. 
2
Set your minds on things above, not on earthly things. 

3
For you died, and your life 

is now hidden with Christ in God. 
4
When Christ, who is your

[k]
 life, appears, then you also will appear with 

him in glory.  

 
5
Put to death, therefore, whatever belongs to your earthly nature: sexual immorality, impurity, lust, evil 

desires and greed, which is idolatry. 
6
Because of these, the wrath of God is coming.

[l]
 
7
You used to walk in 

these ways, in the life you once lived. 
8
But now you must rid yourselves of all such things as these: anger, 

rage, malice, slander, and filthy language from your lips. 
9
Do not lie to each other, since you have taken off 

your old self with its practices 
10
and have put on the new self, which is being renewed in knowledge in the 

image of its Creator. 
11
Here there is no Greek or Jew, circumcised or uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian, 

slave or free, but Christ is all, and is in all.  

 
12
Therefore, as God's chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, 

humility, gentleness and patience. 
13
Bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you may have 

against one another. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. 
14
And over all these virtues put on love, which binds 

them all together in perfect unity.  

 
15
Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, since as members of one body you were called to peace. And 

be thankful. 
16
Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly as you teach and admonish one another with all 

wisdom, and as you sing psalms, hymns and spiritual songs with gratitude in your hearts to God. 
17
And 

whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the 

Father through him.  

Rules for Christian Households  

 
18
Wives, submit to your husbands, as is fitting in the Lord.  

 
19
Husbands, love your wives and do not be harsh with them.  

 
20
Children, obey your parents in everything, for this pleases the Lord.  

 
21
Fathers, do not embitter your children, or they will become discouraged.  

 
22
Slaves, obey your earthly masters in everything; and do it, not only when their eye is on you and to win 

their favor, but with sincerity of heart and reverence for the Lord. 
23
Whatever you do, work at it with all 

your heart, as working for the Lord, not for men, 
24
since you know that you will receive an inheritance from 

the Lord as a reward. It is the Lord Christ you are serving. 
25
Anyone who does wrong will be repaid for his 

wrong, and there is no favoritism.  

Colossians 4 

 
1
Masters, provide your slaves with what is right and fair, because you know that you also have a Master in 

heaven.  
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Further Instructions  

 
2
Devote yourselves to prayer, being watchful and thankful. 

3
And pray for us, too, that God may open a 

door for our message, so that we may proclaim the mystery of Christ, for which I am in chains. 
4
Pray that I 

may proclaim it clearly, as I should. 
5
Be wise in the way you act toward outsiders; make the most of every 

opportunity. 
6
Let your conversation be always full of grace, seasoned with salt, so that you may know how 

to answer everyone.  

Final Greetings  

 
7
Tychicus will tell you all the news about me. He is a dear brother, a faithful minister and fellow servant in 

the Lord. 
8
I am sending him to you for the express purpose that you may know about our

[m]
 circumstances 

and that he may encourage your hearts. 
9
He is coming with Onesimus, our faithful and dear brother, who is 

one of you. They will tell you everything that is happening here.  

 
10
My fellow prisoner Aristarchus sends you his greetings, as does Mark, the cousin of Barnabas. (You have 

received instructions about him; if he comes to you, welcome him.) 
11
Jesus, who is called Justus, also sends 

greetings. These are the only Jews among my fellow workers for the kingdom of God, and they have 

proved a comfort to me. 
12
Epaphras, who is one of you and a servant of Christ Jesus, sends greetings. He is 

always wrestling in prayer for you, that you may stand firm in all the will of God, mature and fully assured. 
13
I vouch for him that he is working hard for you and for those at Laodicea and Hierapolis. 

14
Our dear 

friend Luke, the doctor, and Demas send greetings. 
15
Give my greetings to the brothers at Laodicea, and to 

Nympha and the church in her house.  

 
16
After this letter has been read to you, see that it is also read in the church of the Laodiceans and that you 

in turn read the letter from Laodicea.  

 
17
Tell Archippus: "See to it that you complete the work you have received in the Lord."  

 
18
I, Paul, write this greeting in my own hand. Remember my chains. Grace be with you. 

Footnotes:  
a. Colossians 1:2 Or believing  

b. Colossians 1:2 Some manuscripts Father and the Lord Jesus Christ  

c. Colossians 1:7 Some manuscripts your  

d. Colossians 1:12 Some manuscripts us  

e. Colossians 1:14 A few late manuscripts redemption through his blood  

f. Colossians 1:21 Or minds, as shown by  

g. Colossians 2:11 Or the flesh  

h. Colossians 2:13 Or your flesh  

i. Colossians 2:13 Some manuscripts us  

j. Colossians 2:15 Or them in him  

k. Colossians 3:4 Some manuscripts our  

l. Colossians 3:6 Some early manuscripts coming on those who are disobedient  

m. Colossians 4:8 Some manuscripts that he may know about your  

 

 

1 Thessalonians 1 

 
1
Paul, Silas

[a]
 and Timothy,  

      To the church of the Thessalonians in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ:  

      Grace and peace to you.
[b]
  

Thanksgiving for the Thessalonians' Faith  

 
2
We always thank God for all of you, mentioning you in our prayers. 

3
We continually remember before our 

God and Father your work produced by faith, your labor prompted by love, and your endurance inspired by 

hope in our Lord Jesus Christ.  

 
4
For we know, brothers loved by God, that he has chosen you, 

5
because our gospel came to you not simply 

with words, but also with power, with the Holy Spirit and with deep conviction. You know how we lived 

among you for your sake. 
6
You became imitators of us and of the Lord; in spite of severe suffering, you 

welcomed the message with the joy given by the Holy Spirit. 
7
And so you became a model to all the 

believers in Macedonia and Achaia. 
8
The Lord's message rang out from you not only in Macedonia and 

Achaia—your faith in God has become known everywhere. Therefore we do not need to say anything about 

it, 
9
for they themselves report what kind of reception you gave us. They tell how you turned to God from 

idols to serve the living and true God, 
10
and to wait for his Son from heaven, whom he raised from the 

dead—Jesus, who rescues us from the coming wrath.  

1 Thessalonians 2 
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Paul's Ministry in Thessalonica  

 
1
You know, brothers, that our visit to you was not a failure. 

2
We had previously suffered and been insulted 

in Philippi, as you know, but with the help of our God we dared to tell you his gospel in spite of strong 

opposition. 
3
For the appeal we make does not spring from error or impure motives, nor are we trying to 

trick you. 
4
On the contrary, we speak as men approved by God to be entrusted with the gospel. We are not 

trying to please men but God, who tests our hearts. 
5
You know we never used flattery, nor did we put on a 

mask to cover up greed—God is our witness. 
6
We were not looking for praise from men, not from you or 

anyone else.  

   As apostles of Christ we could have been a burden to you, 
7
but we were gentle among you, like a mother 

caring for her little children. 
8
We loved you so much that we were delighted to share with you not only the 

gospel of God but our lives as well, because you had become so dear to us. 
9
Surely you remember, brothers, 

our toil and hardship; we worked night and day in order not to be a burden to anyone while we preached the 

gospel of God to you.  

 
10
You are witnesses, and so is God, of how holy, righteous and blameless we were among you who 

believed. 
11
For you know that we dealt with each of you as a father deals with his own children, 

12
encouraging, comforting and urging you to live lives worthy of God, who calls you into his kingdom and 

glory.  

 
13
And we also thank God continually because, when you received the word of God, which you heard from 

us, you accepted it not as the word of men, but as it actually is, the word of God, which is at work in you 

who believe. 
14
For you, brothers, became imitators of God's churches in Judea, which are in Christ Jesus: 

You suffered from your own countrymen the same things those churches suffered from the Jews, 
15
who 

killed the Lord Jesus and the prophets and also drove us out. They displease God and are hostile to all men 
16
in their effort to keep us from speaking to the Gentiles so that they may be saved. In this way they always 

heap up their sins to the limit. The wrath of God has come upon them at last.
[c]
  

Paul's Longing to See the Thessalonians  

 
17
But, brothers, when we were torn away from you for a short time (in person, not in thought), out of our 

intense longing we made every effort to see you. 
18
For we wanted to come to you—certainly I, Paul, did, 

again and again—but Satan stopped us. 
19
For what is our hope, our joy, or the crown in which we will glory 

in the presence of our Lord Jesus when he comes? Is it not you? 
20
Indeed, you are our glory and joy.  

1 Thessalonians 3 

 
1
So when we could stand it no longer, we thought it best to be left by ourselves in Athens. 

2
We sent 

Timothy, who is our brother and God's fellow worker
[d]
in spreading the gospel of Christ, to strengthen and 

encourage you in your faith, 
3
so that no one would be unsettled by these trials. You know quite well that we 

were destined for them. 
4
In fact, when we were with you, we kept telling you that we would be persecuted. 

And it turned out that way, as you well know. 
5
For this reason, when I could stand it no longer, I sent 

Timothy to find out about your faith. I was afraid that in some way the tempter might have tempted you and 

our efforts might have been useless.  

Timothy's Encouraging Report  

 
6
But Timothy has just now come to us from you and has brought good news about your faith and love. He 

has told us that you always have pleasant memories of us and that you long to see us, just as we also long to 

see you. 
7
Therefore, brothers, in all our distress and persecution we were encouraged about you because of 

your faith. 
8
For now we really live, since you are standing firm in the Lord. 

9
How can we thank God 

enough for you in return for all the joy we have in the presence of our God because of you? 
10
Night and day 

we pray most earnestly that we may see you again and supply what is lacking in your faith.  

 
11
Now may our God and Father himself and our Lord Jesus clear the way for us to come to you. 

12
May the 

Lord make your love increase and overflow for each other and for everyone else, just as ours does for you. 
13
May he strengthen your hearts so that you will be blameless and holy in the presence of our God and 

Father when our Lord Jesus comes with all his holy ones.  

1 Thessalonians 4 

Living to Please God  

 
1
Finally, brothers, we instructed you how to live in order to please God, as in fact you are living. Now we 

ask you and urge you in the Lord Jesus to do this more and more. 
2
For you know what instructions we gave 

you by the authority of the Lord Jesus.  

 
3
It is God's will that you should be sanctified: that you should avoid sexual immorality; 

4
that each of you 

should learn to control his own body
[e]
 in a way that is holy and honorable, 

5
not in passionate lust like the 

heathen, who do not know God; 
6
and that in this matter no one should wrong his brother or take advantage 

of him. The Lord will punish men for all such sins, as we have already told you and warned you. 
7
For God 
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did not call us to be impure, but to live a holy life. 
8
Therefore, he who rejects this instruction does not reject 

man but God, who gives you his Holy Spirit.  

 
9
Now about brotherly love we do not need to write to you, for you yourselves have been taught by God to 

love each other. 
10
And in fact, you do love all the brothers throughout Macedonia. Yet we urge you, 

brothers, to do so more and more.  

 
11
Make it your ambition to lead a quiet life, to mind your own business and to work with your hands, just 

as we told you, 
12
so that your daily life may win the respect of outsiders and so that you will not be 

dependent on anybody.  

The Coming of the Lord  

 
13
Brothers, we do not want you to be ignorant about those who fall asleep, or to grieve like the rest of men, 

who have no hope. 
14
We believe that Jesus died and rose again and so we believe that God will bring with 

Jesus those who have fallen asleep in him. 
15
According to the Lord's own word, we tell you that we who are 

still alive, who are left till the coming of the Lord, will certainly not precede those who have fallen asleep. 
16
For the Lord himself will come down from heaven, with a loud command, with the voice of the archangel 

and with the trumpet call of God, and the dead in Christ will rise first. 
17
After that, we who are still alive 

and are left will be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And so we will 

be with the Lord forever. 
18
Therefore encourage each other with these words.  

1 Thessalonians 5 

 
1
Now, brothers, about times and dates we do not need to write to you, 

2
for you know very well that the day 

of the Lord will come like a thief in the night. 
3
While people are saying, "Peace and safety," destruction 

will come on them suddenly, as labor pains on a pregnant woman, and they will not escape.  

 
4
But you, brothers, are not in darkness so that this day should surprise you like a thief. 

5
You are all sons of 

the light and sons of the day. We do not belong to the night or to the darkness. 
6
So then, let us not be like 

others, who are asleep, but let us be alert and self-controlled. 
7
For those who sleep, sleep at night, and those 

who get drunk, get drunk at night. 
8
But since we belong to the day, let us be self-controlled, putting on faith 

and love as a breastplate, and the hope of salvation as a helmet. 
9
For God did not appoint us to suffer wrath 

but to receive salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ. 
10
He died for us so that, whether we are awake or 

asleep, we may live together with him. 
11
Therefore encourage one another and build each other up, just as 

in fact you are doing.  

Final Instructions  

 
12
Now we ask you, brothers, to respect those who work hard among you, who are over you in the Lord and 

who admonish you. 
13
Hold them in the highest regard in love because of their work. Live in peace with 

each other. 
14
And we urge you, brothers, warn those who are idle, encourage the timid, help the weak, be 

patient with everyone. 
15
Make sure that nobody pays back wrong for wrong, but always try to be kind to 

each other and to everyone else.  

 
16
Be joyful always; 

17
pray continually; 

18
give thanks in all circumstances, for this is God's will for you in 

Christ Jesus.  

 
19
Do not put out the Spirit's fire; 

20
do not treat prophecies with contempt. 

21
Test everything. Hold on to the 

good. 
22
Avoid every kind of evil.  

 
23
May God himself, the God of peace, sanctify you through and through. May your whole spirit, soul and 

body be kept blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
24
The one who calls you is faithful and he 

will do it.  

 
25
Brothers, pray for us. 

26
Greet all the brothers with a holy kiss. 

27
I charge you before the Lord to have this 

letter read to all the brothers.  

 
28
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you. 

Footnotes:  
a. 1 Thessalonians 1:1 Greek Silvanus, a variant of Silas  

b. 1 Thessalonians 1:1 Some early manuscripts you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ  

c. 1 Thessalonians 2:16 Or them fully  

d. 1 Thessalonians 3:2 Some manuscripts brother and fellow worker; other manuscripts brother and 

God's servant  

e. 1 Thessalonians 4:4 Or learn to live with his own wife; or learn to acquire a wife  
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2 Thessalonians 1 

 
1
Paul, Silas

[a]
 and Timothy,  

      To the church of the Thessalonians in God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ:  

 
2
Grace and peace to you from God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.  

Thanksgiving and Prayer  

 
3
We ought always to thank God for you, brothers, and rightly so, because your faith is growing more and 

more, and the love every one of you has for each other is increasing. 
4
Therefore, among God's churches we 

boast about your perseverance and faith in all the persecutions and trials you are enduring.  

 
5
All this is evidence that God's judgment is right, and as a result you will be counted worthy of the 

kingdom of God, for which you are suffering. 
6
God is just: He will pay back trouble to those who trouble 

you 
7
and give relief to you who are troubled, and to us as well. This will happen when the Lord Jesus is 

revealed from heaven in blazing fire with his powerful angels. 
8
He will punish those who do not know God 

and do not obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus. 
9
They will be punished with everlasting destruction and shut 

out from the presence of the Lord and from the majesty of his power 
10
on the day he comes to be glorified 

in his holy people and to be marveled at among all those who have believed. This includes you, because 

you believed our testimony to you.  

 
11
With this in mind, we constantly pray for you, that our God may count you worthy of his calling, and that 

by his power he may fulfill every good purpose of yours and every act prompted by your faith. 
12
We pray 

this so that the name of our Lord Jesus may be glorified in you, and you in him, according to the grace of 

our God and the Lord Jesus Christ.
[b]
  

2 Thessalonians 2 

The Man of Lawlessness  

 
1
Concerning the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered to him, we ask you, brothers, 

2
not 

to become easily unsettled or alarmed by some prophecy, report or letter supposed to have come from us, 

saying that the day of the Lord has already come. 
3
Don't let anyone deceive you in any way, for (that day 

will not come) until the rebellion occurs and the man of lawlessness
[c]
 is revealed, the man doomed to 

destruction. 
4
He will oppose and will exalt himself over everything that is called God or is worshiped, so 

that he sets himself up in God's temple, proclaiming himself to be God.  

 
5
Don't you remember that when I was with you I used to tell you these things? 

6
And now you know what is 

holding him back, so that he may be revealed at the proper time. 
7
For the secret power of lawlessness is 

already at work; but the one who now holds it back will continue to do so till he is taken out of the way. 
8
And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will overthrow with the breath of his 

mouth and destroy by the splendor of his coming. 
9
The coming of the lawless one will be in accordance 

with the work of Satan displayed in all kinds of counterfeit miracles, signs and wonders, 
10
and in every sort 

of evil that deceives those who are perishing. They perish because they refused to love the truth and so be 

saved. 
11
For this reason God sends them a powerful delusion so that they will believe the lie 

12
and so that 

all will be condemned who have not believed the truth but have delighted in wickedness.  

Stand Firm  

 
13
But we ought always to thank God for you, brothers loved by the Lord, because from the beginning God 

chose you
[d]
 to be saved through the sanctifying work of the Spirit and through belief in the truth. 

14
He 

called you to this through our gospel, that you might share in the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
15
So then, 

brothers, stand firm and hold to the teachings
[e]
 we passed on to you, whether by word of mouth or by letter.  

 
16
May our Lord Jesus Christ himself and God our Father, who loved us and by his grace gave us eternal 

encouragement and good hope, 
17
encourage your hearts and strengthen you in every good deed and word. 

Footnotes:  
a. 2 Thessalonians 1:1 Greek Silvanus, a variant of Silas  

b. 2 Thessalonians 1:12 Or God and Lord, Jesus Christ  

c. 2 Thessalonians 2:3 Some manuscripts sin  

d. 2 Thessalonians 2:13 Some manuscripts because God chose you as his firstfruits  

e. 2 Thessalonians 2:15 Or traditions  
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The Harmonious Adaptation 

 

Dao De Jing  
 

by Tormod Kinnes 

http://oaks.nvg.org/re3ra3.html 

 
1 

THE way that can be told of is hardly an eternal, absolute, unvarying one;  

The name that can be coded and given is no absolute name.  

Heaven and earth sprang from something else: the bright nameless;  

The named is but the said mother that rears the ten thousand creatures of heaven and earth, each after its 

kind.  

He that rids himself of base desire can see the secret essences;  

He that didn't and reached high being, he can see outcomes.  

Still the two are the same; the secret and its manifestations came from the same ground, the same mould, 

but anyway sound different -  

They are given different names where they appear.  

They can both be called the cosmic mystery, awesome deep.  

Or rather more secret than so-called mystery.  

There is the deeper mystery: the gate and doorway all hidden essences issued from: all such subleties.  

And the subtle, mysterious opening homewards.  

Call it the door mystery or golden secret of all life.  

2 

When the people of the world see beauty as beauty,  

The notion of ugliness pops up along with that.  

And equally if every one recognizes virtue as virtue, if they all know the good as good, the recognition of 

adjacent evil is wont to rise.  

So: Being and not-yet-being interdependent in growth; grow out of another, they can produce each other.  

And hard and easy interdependent in completion;  

Long and short interdependent. They test each other in contrast.  

High and low determine one another and interdependent or distinguish each other in position. So it seems.  

Pitch and mode give harmony to one another; tones, sound and voice interdependent in basic, functional 

harmony;  

Front and back give sequence to one another.  

The couples follow each other - interdependent in company, so to speak.  

From this the wise man relies on doing nothing in the open, it is wu-wei. And he spreads doctrines without 

true or false words, by a wordless influence.  

All things appear, and he hardly turns away from the creatures worked on by him:  

Some he gives solid, good life, he hardly disowns his chosen ones.  

He hardly takes possession of anyone under fair conditions.  

He rears his sons in earthly ways, but neither appropriates nor lays blatant claim to any one.  

He acts, but does not rely on his outer, visible smartness or miracle-working ability. He very often claims 

no credit.  

At times he controls them, but hardly leans on any of them.  

Because he lays claim to no credit, the handy credit can hardly be taken away from him.  

Yes, for the very reason that he hardly calls attention to what he does, he is far from ejected [at once].  

    3 

Stop looking for rare, moral persons (hsien) to put in power.  

There will be jealousies among people, jealousies and strife.  

If we cease to set store by products that are hard to get, there will be less outright thieves.  

If the people never see such things as excite desire, their hearts can remain placid and undisturbed.  

Therefore the wise one rules by emptying their hearts. He fills their bellies, weakens their brightness and 

toughens their bones,  
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Ever striving to make the people without knowledge somehow, one way or other.  

He sees to it that if there are any who are bright and clever, they dare not interfere.  

Through his non-do actions all [such subjection] runs well [for some time].  

4 

Tao is like an empty vessel that yet can be drawn from  

Without ever needing to be filled.  

It is without bottom;  

The very breeder of all things in the world.  

In it all sharpness is blunted,  

All tangles untied,  

All glare tempered,  

All turmoil smoothed.  

It is like a deep pool that never dries.  

Was it too the child of something else?  

We can hardly tell.  

A substanceless image of all things seemed to exist before the progenitor that we hardly know of.  

5 

The universe seems without mercy, quite ruthless;  

In that wider perspective all things are but as ritual straw dogs.  

The wise man too is hard as nail; to him the people are but as straw dogs to throw.  

Yet heaven and earth and all that lies between is like a bellows;  

Empty, yet yielding a supply that hardly fails.  

Work it, and more comes out.  

Whereas the force of words is soon spent.  

It seems far better to keep what is in the heart.  

So hold to the heart core and a regular mean.  

6 

The valley spirit never dies.  

It is named the mystic woman.  

And the gate of the profound woman is the root that heaven and earth sprang from.  

It is there within us all the while;  

Draw upon it as you will,  

You can never wear it out.  

7 

Heaven is always, the earth, too.  

How can it be?  

Well, they do not live only for themselves;  

That is why they live long.  

So the wise man puts himself last, and finds himself in the foremost place,  

Puts himself in the background; yet ever comes to the fore.  

He keeps well fit; looks on his body almost as accidental, outer, something to be well taken care of;  

Still, a body is always there, and always remains. He remains in the open by it, too.  

He hardly strives for great personal ends;  

His main ends get fulfilled.  

8 

The highest good is like that of water.  

The goodness of water is that it benefits the ten thousand creatures; yet itself hardly ever scrambles -  

It seems quite content with the places that all men disdain.  

It is this that can make water so near to some Tao.  

And if men think the ground the best place for building a house on,  

If among thoughts they value those that are profound,  

If in friendship they value gentleness;  

In words, truth and sincere faithfulness,  

In government, [bugbear] order;  

In deeds: competence, ability, effectiveness;  

In actions: timeliness and being properly timed -  
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In each case it is because they prefer things that hardly lead to strife, and therefore hardly go much astray or 

amiss.  

9 

Stretch a bow to the full, and you'll end up wishing you had stopped in time; to hold and fill to overflowing 

isn't quite as able as to stop in time.  

Temper a sword-edge to its very sharpest, and you'll find it soon grows dull.  

When gold and jade fills your hall, can it be well guarded any more?  

To be proud with things and glory given, could bring ruin. Wealth and place breed insolence and could 

slowly harm and ruin:  

If your work is done, withdraw!  

That is heaven's way. It can be opposed to lots of ways of man.  

10 

Can you keep the unquiet physical-soul from straying, hold fast to the unity and middle, and never quit it?  

Can you, when concentrating your breath, make it soft like that of an infant?  

Strive after less tainted perfection, let it be aided by penetrating insight. So wipe and cleanse your vision of 

the mystery till all is without blur.  

Can you love the people and rule the land, yet remain unknown?  

Can you in opening and shutting the heavenly gates, ever play the feminine part?  

Can your mind penetrate every corner of the land, but you yourself never interfere? Can you renounce the 

grosser mind for comprehending all inside knowledge?  

Produce things and rear well,  

But never lay claims to such things -  

Control them, never lean on them.  

Rely on some innate ability to act well.  

Be a sort of master among others, just refrain from mismanaging.  

Here is found the essential Tao prowess. Feats like these suggest what Tao power is at bottom, and its deep, 

mystic virtue.  

11 

We put thirty spokes together and call it a wheel; but it is on the space where there is nothing that the 

usefulness of the wheel depends.  

We turn clay to make a vessel; but it is on the space where there is nothing that the usefulness of the vessel 

depends.  

We pierce and cut out doors and windows to make a house;  

And it is on these spaces where there is nothing that the usefulness of the house depends. [We live in it.]  

Take advantage of what is, turn some existing into a great advantage: just make as much as you can out of 

it here.  

Feel free to recognize the possible usefulness of what is not yet here. Prosper by clever use of something of 

the not-yet kind.  

12 

The five basic colors can astound the eye: [some colorful displays can make one] a lot confused,  

The five sounds of music can stun or deafen the ear,  

The five tastes may dull or spoil the palate [it is not the taste but the causes of the taste (what you eat) are at 

work thus].  

Too much hunting and chasing makes a [very clumsy] mind go mad.  

Things that are hard to get, keep one on one's guard. Valuable things and products, hard to get, can impede 

their owner's progress.  

So the wise man is concerned with his navel and belly before his eyes.* He can consider the tummy first, 

not the eye.  

That is: He [regularly tones down or] disregards [concerns with] the world outside - the "that" thing. And 

he accepts, goes for and in the end grabs over-normal prowess deep inside him - his Taoist "this". It is more 

or less a way of living. In it, he learns to minimize some of the impacts of the [outer] one but accepts 

[welcomes and cherishes] the other. As they say: He rejects the one but accepts the other.  

13 

"Be glad for favor. Still receive favor or disgrace with regular apprehension.  

Be cautious not to lose the winning sort of favor. Lower favor and disgrace can cause one dismay;  

We can have fears because we have a self. Yet what we value and what we fear are as if within that inner 

sanctimonious self."  
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What does this mean:  

"Favor and disgrace can cause one dismay?  

Those who receive favor from above are dismayed when they receive it.  

And should they lose it they turn distraught.  

What does this mean:  

"What we value and what we fear are as if within our serious self?"  

Regard great trouble as seriously as you regard the body. One reason that we suffer hurt is that we have 

bodies.  

When we do not regard that gross body as [a predominant, capital side to the self], what have we to fear? 

[Lao tse.]  

And so, the one who values his experienced world as part of his exploring inner self, can then be entrusted 

with a rule.  

He who loves the all as an aspect of his sensing self -  

The all can then be entrusted to his care.  

14 

Look at it, it can't be seen,  

Is called the invisible.  

Listen to it, it can't be heard,  

Is called the inaudible.  

Grasp at it, it can't be touched,  

Is called the fine formless.  

These three elude all solid inquiries;  

They merge and become [as] one.  

Its rising brings no light;  

Its sinking, no darkness.  

Unceasing, continuous,  

It can't be defined,  

On the way back to where there is nothing [to look at].  

It is called shape free from shapes;  

the form without form;  

The image of nothingness.  

That is why it is called the elusive [counterpart of a self, i.e. of phenomena];  

Go towards them, and you can see no physical front;  

Go after them, and you see no rear.  

Hold on to the Tao of old to master the things of the present.  

Master what once was, from the start, somehow.  

It is the essence of rarefied, pearl-stringed Tao.  

15 

The best rulers of old had fine natures, mysterious, too deep, they couldn't be understood.  

And because such men couldn't be fully grasped at once, they appeared to be  

Cautious, like wading a stream in winter;  

At a loss, like one fearing and having to deal with danger on every side;  

Reserved, like one who pays a visit;  

Pliant and yielding, as ice beginning to melt;  

Genuine, like a piece of raw wood;  

Open-minded like a valley;  

And blending freely like a troubled, muddy stream of water.  

Find repose in a muddy world by lying still; be gradually clear through tranquility. You can assume such 

murkiness, to get still and limpid in the end - bright and clever. Maintain your poise and calm long in 

between.  

So strive to make yourself inert, eventually to get full of life and stir.  

By such [regular and sound] activity come back to life.  

Who hugs this way does not want to fill himself to spilling over.  

Just because he guards against being over-full, there is no [unwanted] overflowing.  

He can be like a garment that endures all, beyond wearing out and renewal.  

16 

Attain complete humility towards the void;  
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Hold firm to the basis of quietude.  

The myriad things take shape and rise to activity,  

Now, I watch them fall, worked on, back to their repose and roots.  

Like plants that flourish, some return to the soil and root they grew from.  

To return to the root is basic repose;  

It is quiet and returning to some destiny.  

To submit to a destiny is to find the eternal shelter, the always-so: eternity's way [Tao].  

To know eternity's always-so is to be somewhat illumined.  

Not to know it courts disaster.  

He who knows eternity-shelter has room in him for nearly everything - he's wide as tolerant.  

Being much-including, there is little prejudice;  

To be without blunt prejudice is kingly;  

To be kingly is to be well in accord with nature; it is also to be of heaven.  

To be of heaven in unison with an undaunted nature is to be in a way;  

An eternity-way, and he that owns it, is not to be destroyed, even though his body decays and ceases.  

17 

Of the best the people hardly ever know they exist;  

The next best they flock to and praise.  

The next they shrink from;  

The next get reviled.  

"Not believing people you turn them into liars" -  

Such bosses do not command the people's faith.  

They lose faith in them and take to oaths!  

The wise man is a clever ruler; he values his words highly.  

It is so hard to get a single word from him at any price that when his task is finished, a work well done, 

everyone says,  

"It happened by itself, and we did it."  

18 

When the great Tao declined,  

Humanity and righteousness appeared, jen and i.  

Next, when brightness and know-how came in vogue,  

The great pretence fully started.  

When the six family relationships are not in harmony  

There is open talk of kind parents, "dutiful sons" and deep love to children.  

A confused country enmeshed in disorder praises ministers in chaos and misrule.  

19 

Banish wisdom, discard knowledge,  

Then the people will benefit a hundred times.  

Banish human love, just dump righteous, moral justice,  

And then the people will be dutiful and recover deep love of their kin.  

Banish cunning and skill, dispel profit; dismiss utility,  

Then thieves and robbers will disappear.  

These three things are not enough; externals are somehow decorations,  

And purposes are not enough; they tend to rob life and make it too little complicated.  

Therefore let people hold well on to keeping accessories; keeping simplicity to look at.  

Let them go on and shield their internal soul's nature  

As some ritual, raw block to hold,  

And some private, secret means.  

Let them foster less ardent desires.  

20 

Abandon learning and there will be no sorrow.  

Between "Yes, sir," and Of course not", how much difference is there?  

Between what is called good and bad, how much difference is there? 

      That which men fear is indeed to be feared;  

Alas confused,  

And the end isn't yet.  

All men are wreathed in smiles, ever merry-making,  
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As if feasting after the great sacrifice, like ascending a tower in spring.  

I alone am inert, like a child that has not yet given sign;  

Like a new-born child that cannot smile yet.  

I seem to be homeless, I droop and drift as though I belonged nowhere, completely unattached.  

All men have enough and to spare;  

I alone seem to have lost everything; I am like one left out.  

Mine is indeed the mind of an idiot, my heart must be that of a fool,  

I can look dull - muddled, nebulous!  

The world is full of knowing people that shine;  

I alone am dull, confused.  

I seem to be in the dark.  

They look lively and clear-cut self-assured;  

I'm alone, depressed, maybe patient as an ocean,  

Blown adrift, seemingly aimless, never brought to a stop.  

All men can be put to some use; as worldlings have a purpose.  

I alone am intractable and boorish,  

I seem to be rustic, stubborn and uncouth, yet differing from most people,  

But I differ most from others in that I prize no sustenance that does not come from the breast of mama mia.  

21 

The marks of great virtue follow alone from the [one] Tao.  

What is called one Tao seems impalpable and vague, not to be measured at all.  

Tao is an elusive, virtually incommensurable form, but eluding, elusive it contains sub-forms.  

Within it lie idea-images of coming things, within it are some shadowy entities or some dormant, vibrant 

life force of the firstborn, dim essence - even of objects, somehow, but much rarefied - latent in the essence 

is the life-force.  

The life-force is real and to be trusted.  

It is true, and can be set to operate.  

And latent in it are evidences.  

From the days of old till now  

Its chunks have not departed or ceased,  

By its chunks we can view some origin of all descended units.  

How do I know a father of a thing? How to know how some origin of a manifestation is formed?  

By much developed intuition, possibly.  

22 

"To remain whole, yield somewhat or seem curved and bent if you may."  

To become straight, let yourself look bent.  

To become full, seem hollow.  

Seem tattered now, that you can be renewed.  

Those that have little, can get more,  

To have plenty is to be confused.  

Therefore the wise man clasps the primal unity, himself testing "everything" under heaven by it.  

He does not show himself much, he is therefore luminous and clear.  

He does not define himself, therefore he is distinct.  

He does not boast, therefore people give him credit: he succeeds by that.  

He's never outright proud of his work, and therefore he endures.  

Because he does not contend, none in the world can contend with him.  

So the old saying "To remain whole, seem twisted!" was no idle word;  

For true wholeness can only be won by return to Tao.  

 

23 

To be always talking goes against nature.  

For the same reason a good whirlwind never lasts the whole morning, nor a swell rainstorm the whole day.  

The wind and rain emerge from nature. And if even nature can't blow, last or pour for long, how much less 

should man-given tenets?  

So, he who takes to or follows [one] Tao, becomes merged with [this] Tao. Or if one uses Tao as one's 

instrument, the results will be like Tao.  
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Who follows virtue, is soaked by it. If one uses the power as one's instrument, the results will be like the 

power.  

If one uses what is the reverse of the power",  

The results will be the reverse of the power".  

Who is Tao identified, could be glad as well. For to those who have conformed themselves to Tao, Tao 

readily lends its power.  

To those who have conformed themselves to the power, the power readily lends more power.  

While to those who conform themselves to inefficacy, inefficacy readily lends its ineffectiveness.  

Who has not enough faith will not be able to get faith. Or:  

"By not believing in people you turn them into liars."  

24 

Who stands on tiptoe, does not stand steady;  

He who takes the longest strides, does not walk."  

He who does his own looking sees little, and he who shows or reveals himself is hardly luminous  

He who justifies and defines himself isn't subsequently distinct.  

He who boasts of what he will do succeeds in nothing;  

Who brags does not endure for long. Who is proud of his work, achieves nothing well lasting.  

Such people are like remnants of food and tumors of action from the Tao point of view. Good braggarts 

could be dregs. So it is said  

"Pass round superfluous dishes to those that have already had enough,  

Such things of disgust all are likely to detest and reject in disgust."  

So the man of Tao spurns them. The man that has Tao does not stay to bray and show off.  

25 

Before heaven and earth here was something nebulous, formless yet complete;  

Without sound, without substance, isolated, free from all form;  

Standing alone and depending on nothing, unchanging, operating everywhere, all pervading, revolving and 

without fail.  

One can think of it as the mother of all  

I do not know its true name. I call it Tao.  

"Way" is the by-name.  

If forced to give it a name I can call it great (ta) .  

Now such greatness implies reaching out in space, and also means functioning everywhere, or passing on;  

Space-yielding or functioning everywhere signifies far-reaching. And passing on means going far away,  

To go really far is to return to the original point. To reach far is a return. To go far away means to return.  

So Tao is great and far-reaching, and so is heaven, earth and the king.  

For just as Tao, earth and heaven each has its subtle greatness, so does the ruler.  

There are four great things in the universe, and the king is one of them. So within the realm there are four 

portions of greatness", and one belongs to the king.  

The ways of men are conditioned by those of earth.  

The ways of earth, by those of heaven.  

The ways of heaven by those of Tao,  

And the ways of Tao by the Self-so's  

Tao in turn models itself after Nature.  

26 

The solid is the platform of the light, and the heavy is the root of the light.  

[Maybe firm integrity has to be the basis of light frivolity].  

Quiet strength rules over activity, the not-so-active could be the big boss of the hasty.  

So the wise man travels all day and never leaves his baggage;  

He who travels all day hardly likes to be separated from his provision-chart:  

However great and glorious the view, he sits quiet and dispassionate".  

So the lord with ten thousand chariots can seldom allow himself to be light-spirited and lighter than those 

he rules. The ruler of a great country should never make light of his body - anywhere. In light frivolity, the 

controller's centre is lost; in hasty action, such self-mastery. If the ruler is light-hearted, the minister will be 

destroyed. If he is light, the foundation is lost;  

If he is active, the lord is lost. [Maybe for ever.]  

27 

A good traveler leaves no track or trace behind, nor does fit activity. So a good runner leaves no track.  
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Perfect speech is like a jade-worker whose tool leaves no mark. Good speech leaves no flaws.  

The perfect reckoner needs no counting-slips; the good reckoner uses no counters.  

The perfect, shut door is without bolt nor bar and can't be opened.  

The perfect knot needs neither rope nor twine, yet can't be untied. No one can untie it.  

So the wise man is good at helping men, always good in saving men: the wise man is all the time helping 

men in the most perfect way - he certainly does not turn his back on men; is all the time in the most perfect 

way helping creatures. He certainly does not turn his back on creatures, and consequently no man is 

rejected. For that reason there is no useless person.  

And he is always good in saving. So nothing is rejected.  

This is called following the light [of nature] - is called resorting to the light, nay, stealing some divine light.  

Truly, the good man is the teacher of the bad, as they say. But the bad man is the lesson of the good, in part 

some material from which the good can learn. And so the imperfect is the equipment of the perfect man".  

He who hardly respects or values his teacher, hardly cares for the material or loves his lesson, is gone far 

astray even if well versed.  

That is the fine secret.  

28 

"He who knows the male [active force], yet keeps to the female [the passive force or receptive element], 

becomes like a ravine, receiving all sort of things.  

Being the all-encompassing ravine he knows a power that he never calls upon in vain. This is returning to 

the state of infancy.  

He who knows the white, yet keeps and cleaves to the black becomes the standard by which all things are 

tested, he becomes the model for the world.  

As such he has all the time the eternal power that never errs; and he returns to the limitless, a primordial 

nothingness.  

He who knows glory, yet keeps to obscurity or even cleaves to ignominy,  

Turns into the valley that receives into it all kind of things. And being such a valley he has all the time a 

power that suffices. So he returns again to some pristine simplicity, returns to the state of simplicity: its the 

raw, uncarved block.  

Break up simple awareness and it becomes shaped. Next it becomes someone’s tool in the hands of the 

wise man. For when a block is sawed up it is made into subordinates or implements.  

When the wise man uses it, it becomes chief.  

So the greatest carver does the least cutting, as they say. The great ruler does not cut up.  

29 

Those that would gain what is under heaven by tampering with it - I have seen that they do not succeed.  

For that which is under heaven is like a holy vessel, dangerous to tamper with. Those that tamper with it, 

harm it. Human go-between is likely to fail. Those that grab at it lose it. Who makes can spoil well; who 

holds can lose.  

Among creatures of this world some lead and some follow. Some things go forward among creatures: some 

go in front, some follow behind -  

Some blow out, some blow in; some blow out while others would blow in.  

Some are feeling vigorous just when others are worn out. Some are strong, some are weak.  

Some are loading just when others would be tilting out. Some can break, some can fall.  

So the wise man discards excess, extravagance, and ridiculous pride: He discards even the absolute, the all-

inclusive, the extreme.  

30 

He who by Tao purposes to help a ruler of men, will oppose most conquest by force of arms:  

Such things are wont to rebound.  

Where armies are, thorns and brambles can grow.  

The raising of a great host could be followed by a year of dearth.  

Therefore a good general affects his purpose and next stops; for he dares not rely upon the strength of arms: 

he does not take further advantage of a victory. He fulfils his purpose and does hardly glory in things he has 

done; effects his purpose and doesn’t boast of a thing he accomplished;  

Fulfils an ignoble purpose, but takes no pride in something he did well; fulfils his purpose as some perhaps 

regrettable necessity - does it as a step that could hardly be averted and avoided. So he effects his purpose, 

but hardly loves violence. Why?  

Things age after reaching their prime. What has a time of vigor [and conquest] also has its time of decay. 

After things reach their prime, they begin to grow old, which means being contrary to Tao. Furthermore, 
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morbid violence and violence in excess could be against Tao. He who is against the Tao perishes young. 

Whatever is contrary to Tao will soon perish. What is against Tao will hardly survive.  

31 

Fine weapons are instruments of evil as soldiers can be: quite ill-omened things, often hated.  

Those with fine Tao turn away from weapons that are most often hated.  

The gentleman favors the left hand side among people in peace; peace people are of good birth. In a fair 

peace the symbolic left is the place of honor. Yes, a good ruler honors the left and its good omens when at 

home, but in war this is reversed: On military occasions he favors the right side as the place of war honor. 

And so he honors the right of bad omens.  

The durable, even when he conquers, does hardly regard weapons as lovely things. Weapons and soldiers 

can be bad and evil-doing tools. They are not often the tools of the gentleman and good ruler.  

To hold them dear means to delight in them, and so to delight in slaughter of men.  

And he who delights in the slaughter of men will never get what he looks for out of those that live and 

function under heaven. In ugly victory there is no beauty,  

And who calls it handsome perhaps preaches slaughter.  

Use of soldiers [and police] can't be helped, best policy is calm restraint.  

Who delights in the slaughter of men wont succeed, wont succeed in ruling the world; and slaying of 

multitudes should be mourned.  

A host that has slain men had better be received with grief and mourning rites; he that has conquered in 

battle had better be received and celebrated with some mournful funeral custom.. A victory is the grand 

occasion for funerals.  

32 

Best Tao is absolute and eternal. As such it has neither name nor fame.  

Its uncunning, cute naiveté, the fabled raw block of wood, and it cant be used by anybody. None in the 

whole world can master and make use of such basic simplicity. Yet, though seemingly of small value, it 

could be greater than anything in the universe.  

Good kings and barons can keep such unspoiled, inborn nature. If kings and barons would but hold on to it, 

all beings and things would submit to them well of their own accord. Yes, the best let heaven and earth join, 

so that the mystic sweet rain falls, all the time beyond the command of men, yet evenly upon all. Let 

heaven and earth unite to drip sweet dew. And the ten thousand creatures would flock to honor you; for the 

world would conspire much for sweet dew: Without law or compulsion, men would take up regulations and 

institutions, sort out names and [try to] live in harmony.  

A human civilization can rise once there are names [principles].  

Once the block is carved, there will be such names; they are wide differentiations of things. But as soon as 

there are [principles and neatly differentiated] names, know that it is time to stop. Its well to know where to 

stop for calm and poise. As soon as there are names [and study] it is time to stop.  

By knowing when it is time to stop, much danger could be avoided.  

In the world Tao can be likened to rivers that turn into wider rivers and eventually course into some sea. All 

will come to and be clasped by one and more such Tao rivers -and to [some] Tao all under heaven will 

come, as streams and torrents flow into a great river or sea [of universal Tao].  

33 

He who knows others is learned;  

But he who knows himself is wise, nay, in the end it could be illumined.  

He who conquers others has strength of muscles;  

To conquer oneself is hard. So he who conquers himself is strong.  

To be content with what one has is to feel rich; so let the contented feel rich.  

Next: He who works, may eventually succeed. And he one who acts with vigor has will. Even he who 

works through sordid violence can get his way - The determined one has strength of will.  

What stays in its place can endure. He who does not lose his centre can last quite long, he who hardly loses 

his place (with such as Tao).  

The one ho dies but does not really perish enjoys long life. He who dies yet (his power) remains has long 

life. When such a one dies he should hardly be thought of as [too] lost; there is no other longevity [than 

long life].  

34 

Some great Tao can flow everywhere. Like a flood it can go left or right. Like a drifting boat it can go this 

way or that.  

All things [eventually] derive their life from it. It hardly denies or disowns them.  
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It accomplishes its task, but seem to claim no credit for it. It hardly takes possession of anyone, either.  

So though it covers all there is like some garment, it hardly takes possession. It can clothe and feed all 

beings but hardly claims to be guru over them.  

Therefore it can perhaps be called low and quite free from insignificant desires.  

To turn into the home of all things, do not make any outer claims. (Implied; cf. Y)  

See into how Tao is by non-desiring empty mind. (Cf. Y)  

Ten thousand [hungry] creatures obey a Tao master and his ways, though they hardly understand it or how. 

Tao is called great. And the man who lives it or a Tao repertoire is called great as well.  

The wise man never strives [verbally] for the great. To the end the wise Tao man does not claim any outer 

greatness. Thus [some degree of subtle Vossa-] greatness is installed.  

And the wise man never at any time hardly ever makes a show of greatness. By such a dogged, keen 

strategy some [clowns] achieves greatness.  

35 

Hold the great symbol and great form of Tao know-how. He who visualizes or holds the great symbol form 

at its best can go about his work (in such as his empire), yet without doing harm. An then all the world 

follows. At last a lot of people will come and meet no harm. All in peace, quietness and security, 

commonwealth. All can enjoy comfort and health.  

Sound of music, smell of good dishes will make the passing stranger pause. Yes, offer music and dainties, 

very good things to eat and the [odd], passing and wayfaring stranger will stays.  

How different the words that Tao gives forth! So thin, insipid, so flavor- or tasteless! Still Tao is mild to the 

taste.  

Looked at, it can't be seen. So look at Tao; it is quite imperceptible. If one looks for Tao, there is hardly 

anything solid to see.  

If one listens for it, there is nothing loud to hear. We listen to this inaudible [thing].  

If one uses it, its supply never fails. So use it; it is inexhaustible.  

36 

What is in the end to be shrunk can first be stretched. The one who is to be made to dwindle (in power) can 

first be caused to expand; and then it is necessary first to expand.  

Whatever is to be weakened must begin by being made strong [enough for it first of all].  

He who is to be laid low can first be exalted to power. So: first promote, next destroy. Or: To destroy, first 

promote.  

What is to be overthrown must begin by being set up. He who would be a taker must begin as a giver.  

And this is the fine art. of dimming" one's light.  

According to this [set-up] the soft overcomes the hard; and the weak, the strong. [Such things can happens, 

but most often not, or what?]  

Fish should be left in the deep pool, not taken away from water. And sharp weapons of the state should not 

be displayed, but left where nobody can see them.  

37 

The Tao never does; it takes no action. Through it everything is done, yet there is nothing left undone.  

If good kings and barons would master some fit Tao and keep it, all things in the world should transform 

spontaneously.  

When reformed and rising to action, let all influenced be restrained by the blankness of the unnamed, the 

nameless pristine simplicity. Yes, if after being transformed they should desire to act, someone has to 

restrain them with simplicity that has no name.  

Its an unnamed blankness; it could bring dispassion; As such nameless pristine simplicity is stripped of 

desire. So to be truly, artfully dispassionate, be free of desires and still. Simple wit and sense is free of 

desires.  

By stripping of desire true [yoga] rest is achieved almost of itself, the whole [body or] empire will be at rest 

of its own accord. And next the world [perhaps of somebody] could get at peace of its own accord.  

38 

The man of superior [scholar] virtue is hardly (conscious of his) virtue, and so he is virtuous.  

Superior virtue is hardly (conscious of) its virtue. [Or could it be that superior virtue is hardly virtue at all?]  

The high-standing man hardly ever shows off the has some supreme powers or prowess deep inside himself. 

He keeps such powers, and in this way he really owns virtue.  

The man of low virtue is hardly losing virtue, and so he is devoid of virtue. The man of low virtue can lose 

sight of some virtue by never losing sight of it. Rather low or indecent power" can't get rid of the 

appearance of being some power'; [There is no scoffed, angrily sulking Messiah power'].  
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No one thinks a man of highest caliber acts. No one thinks he ever acts with ulterior motives.  

The man of low virtue acts from himself, and very often with an ulterior motive - and is so regarded -  

The man of super-kindness also acts, but with no irksome, ulterior motives. But all folks never think the 

superman acts.  

The man of superior justice acts but has no ulterior motive to do so, and maybe with an ulterior motive, as 

he who is best in ritual acts not merely acts. (Yes, when) the man of superior morality acts and finds no 

response, he rolls up his sleeves and stretches his arms or advances upon them to force it on others.  

So:  

Only when Tao is lost does [said] virtue arise. When [spoken-of] virtue is lost, only then does [a parade of] 

kind humanity rise. Such good kindness is lost, then (comes some sort of or endorsement of) just moral: 

When humanist riches deep inside are lost, only then comes [conform, outer-directed] normal righteousness. 

When righteousness is lost, only then propriety pops up.  

[And now it stands up: Boss-given, endorsed] morality can be the thinning out of loyalty and honesty of 

heart and the start of chaos. [Inner, hearty] morality lost, then propriety or semi-ritual. So [much] ritual 

endorsement could be the mere husk of loyalty and promise-keeping. [And so, all in all,] good, seemly 

propriety is a superficial expression of loyalty and faithfulness, and the start of chaos or disorder.  

Those who are the first to know, let words of Tao flower, and in the end it is an origin of folly. From this 

the great or noble man dwells in the solid, heavy and thick (base), and not in the superficial or thinned 

(end). Yes, he dwells in reality, which is a fruit, and not in the show of appearances, or flowering 

(expression).  

Therefore he rejects the one and accepts the other.  

39 

There were those in old times who grasped and were possessed of the one:  

The heaven was much clarified by attaining it.  

Likewise, the earth got stable or calm by the same [rotating] measure; and demon spirits or gods were 

spiritualized, became divine.  

The valley likewise became full, the abyss replenished.  

By staying in the one, all creatures lived and grew.  

By staying in some basic unity, [Russian] princes and dukes became the ennobled of the people - That was 

how each became so.  

Barons and princes direct their people [in some ways]. It is some inner fabric of unified wholeness that sees 

to it.  

[Man-felt] heaven could soon split open without fundamental clarity. Without basic clarity, heavens might 

become torn.  

Without resting, steady stability, the earth might quake and tip over.  

Without spiritual power, the gods might wither and crumble,  

Without being filled, the valleys might crack and run dry.  

If the myriad things had not thus lived and grown all would end without the life-giving sustenance of power. 

Without the ennobling power, the honorable kings and barons in high places, even the directors of their 

people, might stumble, some overthrown.  

So the humble is the stem upon which the mighty grows. Yes, humble oneness is the basis for all honor. So 

even the exalted ones depend upon the lowly for their base. That could be [one reason] why [Russian] 

princes and dukes call themselves the orphaned," the lonely one," the unworthy," or the truly ill-provided. 

Is it not true then that they [to some extent] depend upon common man for support, or on hard ruler might 

rooting itself upon humility?  

Just enumerate all the parts of a chariot. and you still have no [unified construct, no] chariot  

So [learn to] rumble like rocks rather than jingle like jade.  

40 

Reversion is the action of Tao. In Tao the only motion is a return;  

And the one useful quality is named soft [or polite] gentleness, So polite or weak gentleness [or humility] is 

the function of Tao.  

The creatures and things of this world come from being. And being from not-yet-being.  

41 

When the highest of men hear of Tao and truth they put it into practice quite diligently.  

When the common types hear of Tao, they seem to be in two minds about it, half believing, aware and 

unaware of some.  
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When the lowest types hear of Tao, they ridicule or laugh loudly - but if they did not laugh, it would be no 

Tao.  

The proverb has it:  

The way out into the light often looks dark; one who understands Tao seems dull, as Tao which is bright 

appears to be dark.  

The Tao which goes forward appears to fall backward; the one who is advanced [in Tao] seems to slip 

backwards; the way that goes ahead often looks as if it went back.  

He who works and moves on the even Tao [co-path] seems to go up and down; the least hilly way often 

looks as if it went thus, as level Tao appears uneven.  

Great virtue seems hollow and empty. The truly loftiest might looks like an abyss; superior virtue appears 

like a valley [hollow]. Great capability is [granted to be] hollow. Yes, the loftiest is something abysmal.  

Sheerest white seems blurred, sheer white is like tarnished; [most] purity seems like disgrace.  

The most sufficing might looks inadequate; far-reaching virtue hardly seems to be enough; and great [and 

rustic] character appears to be not enough [but it is all the same].  

The [organizing] might that stands most firm seems flimsy. Solid character looks infirm; and solid virtue 

unsteady.  

What is in its natural, pure state looks faded: True substance looks changeable, and pure worth seems 

dirtied.  

The largest square has no corners: great space has no corners.  

The greatest capacities develop latest, and great talent could be slow to mature; as they say: The greatest 

vessel takes the longest to finish. The great tool and talent is slow to finish [or mature]. Great tools do slow 

work. Great inside talent takes long to ripen.  

Great music is far from course; [at times] rare, it could be hard to get, or hardly heard.  

Great, hidden form has neither shape nor contour; as great here means of Tao, [which is thought up as] 

hidden and without [overtly sounded] name.  

Now, Tao backs all things financially; Tao alone skillfully provides for all - it supports all things and 

advances [some] to perfection. Well Tao-lent power could bring us [some degree of] fulfillment. Skilled, 

able Tao-lending [of some majesty and power] could bring [relevant] fulfillment.  

42 

Tao gave birth to the one; the one gave birth successively to two things, three things, up the everything, 

everybody and the whole world we know.  

The ten thousand things carry the yin as some back or behind, and hug the yang in front. Through the 

blending of the pervading principles as some abstract union, and by a further blending [designing] the 

material force (ki) they can gain [sound] harmony. And so the union in harmony gets strong [and defenses].  

In other words, living beings can't turn their backs to the shade [such as cooling yin] without having the sun 

on their bellies [it could be invigorating yang], and it is on such [yin-yang] blending of so-called breaths 

that [most] harmony depends.  

Most people hate to be diagnosed as lonely, unworthy, orphaned, needy, ill-provided. Yet princes and 

dukes style themselves so, and call themselves by these names.  

Truly, things are often increased by seeking to diminish them and diminished by seeking to increase them." 

And sometimes things are benefited by being taken away from and suffer by being added to. And so it 

often happens that things can gain by losing and lose by gaining.  

What others have taught, I teach also:  

"Violent and fierce people hardly die a natural [elegant] death."  

Yet, show me a man of violence that came to a good end, and I will take him for my teacher. I shall make 

all this the father [basis] of my teaching. [Uha.]  

43 

The softest things in the world overcome the hardest things in the world. The softest substance radiates 

through the hardest. Also, what is most yielding can eventually overwhelm the hardest.  

Formless penetrates no-crevice; substanceless it can enter where there is no space; all this could be not-yet-

being entering and jostling non-space. That is how I know the value of action that is actionless. Through 

this I [also] know the benefit or advantage of taking no action.  

There can be [sad] teaching without words. To teach without words can be best. Still few can understand 

such stuff. And there can be solid value in action that is actionless, or the advantage of taking no action. 

Yes, the [said] benefit of taking no action is without compare. Few can understand it.  

44 
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Fame or one's own self, which matters most? Nay, which does one love more? Which should one love more, 

fame or one's own life?  

Which is more valuable, one's own life or wealth? One's own self or things bought, the solid goods, which 

should really count most?  

Which is worse, gain or loss? Could it be loss [of self] or possession which is the greater evil? [Which gain 

is the greater evil here?]  

Therefore: he who loves most spends most. He who has lavish desires could spend extravagantly.  

He who hoards much could lose much. Who hoards much is in for losing heavily if who has hoarded most 

could suffer the heaviest loss.  

The contented man could meet no disgrace;  

Who stops in time knows when to stop. Who stops in time nothing can harm if free from danger he can 

long endure and feel forever safe and secure. He can long endure who stays forever safe and secure -  

45 

What is most perfect [ambivalence] seems to be incomplete; [its] highest perfection is never impaired. The 

perfect seems to have something missing; [so have something missing]. Highest perfection is like 

imperfection, but its use is never impaired, nor its utility [at times].  

What is most full [opening] seems empty; its use will never fail.  

The greatest abundance seems meager indeed, but its use will never fail.  

What is most straight seems devious, maybe crooked.  

The greatest skills seems to be [rustic,] clumsy. The greatest cleverness appears like stupidity, [(Demon 

skill seems like clumsiness. Apt skill seems clumsy, true cleverness seems clumsy.]  

The greatest [harlequin] eloquence seems to stutter or seems like stuttering.  

Hasty movement overcomes cold.  

Keeping still can overcome heat. Tranquility and staying still can overcome heat.  

By being greatly still you'll next be fit to rule the world. Who is calm and quiet becomes the universe deceit. 

By his limpid calm he all the time puts right everything [as universal deceit].  

46 

When Tao reigns in the kingdom, galloping horses are turned back to fertilize certain fields with their 

manure. If the world in accord with Tao, racing horses are turned back to pull refuse carts.  

When the world hardly lives in accord with Tao, Tao does not prevail or win. Next war horses will be 

reared even on a sacred hill below the city walls, and blatant cavalry will frolic in the countryside, driving 

and riding pestering war horses in suburbs in between. Tao does hardly prevail if war is on in city suburbs.  

No lure is greater than to possess what others want.  

There is no greater guilt than [sudden] discontent. There is (...) greater disaster than greed. [Eventually] 

there is hardly a greater sin than desire for possession.  

No disaster could be greater than [...] to be content with what one has [in dire need and disabling poverty]. 

No presage of [airy] evil is greater than men wanting to get more.  

He who has once known the pure [orgasm] contentment that comes simply through being content [at its 

peak], gets rather content-centered a long time after.  

47 

One can know what is happening all over the world without going out of doors.  

One can see the Tao of the big wide beyond here without looking out of ones windows, and see all the 

ways of that beyond-here.  

Then, the further one travels the less one knows.  

So the wise man can [at times] arrive without going and know without going about; he can understand 

much without seeing -  

Or achieve much without [visible] action.  

48 

The student of knowledge goes into learning a little day by day;  

The student of Tao reduces his assets by dwindling or losing a bit each day.  

Learning consists in adding daily to one's stock, and the practice of Tao consists in loose dwindling day by 

day. It could be subtracting till one has reached inactivity. By steady reductions [of certain sorts] you reach 

certain sorts of laissez-faire. So decrease and further decrease until you reach the point of taking no action.  

[This is clowning.] By artful inactivity everything [bad] can be set in motion.  

He who conquers the [inside] domain does so [mostly] by doing nothing. Those who once won the 

adherence of all who live here, did so by not interfering much.  

Had they interfered, they would never have won this adherence.  
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One who likes to do, may not be able to rule a kingdom [inside or outside].  

49 

The wise man makes no judgments of his own. He has no rigid and plump ideas alone. Maybe no certain, 

opinionated feelings.  

He uses the heart of the people as his own inner side and heart. People's opinions and feeling are then as his 

own.  

He says:  

Good ones I declare good; and I [often] treat those who are good with goodness, as I approve of the good 

man.  

I also treat those who are not so good with goodness.  

I often approve of the [said] bad; he gets goodness.  

So bad ones I also declare good. That is the goodness on how goodness can be attained [by demagogy.]  

The honest ones I believe; and [some] liars I also believe;  

I am honest to those who are honest, and I am also honest to those who are not [so] honest. By such means 

great honesty, the faith of virtue, can be attained and the honest gets [closer to rueful] truthfulness.  

In dealing with the world a wise man seems like one dazed with a felt fear, and while governing his [little] 

empire he has no subjective viewpoint.  

So a wise man lives in the world in peace, and his bright mind forms a sound whole with that of his [dear] 

people.  

Then they all lend their sense perceptions - eyes and ears - and he treats them all - infants as well. But 

sometimes again a wise man, dealings with some world, for the world's sake dulls his wits.  

Where a hundred families all the time strain their eyes and ears, the wise man all-sees a people are brought 

into a fold of one heart. Next the wise man regards them as his own dear children.  

At times the wise man sees and hears no more than an infant [- not much].  

50 

He who aims at life could achieve his death. Out of living, death pops up. Who comes to life can go to 

death.  

If three out of ten are life companions, then the same number are death companions as well. As such the 

latter are labeled death-spots: some take life, through activity, to death.  

How is it?  

Its much due to men's intensive striving after life; in part the intense activity of multiplying life. Some do 

feed life too grossly.  

It is said that he who is a good preserver of his life can meet no tigers or wild buffaloes on land. Such a one 

could have a true hold on life,  

If so, in battle or fighting he should hardly try to escape from weapons. He should neither get very much 

touched nor vulnerable to weapons in battle. [Cf. do not be there]  

The wild buffalo cannot butt its powerless horns against him,  

The tiger cannot fasten its then useless claws in him and tear him apart,  

And much absent weapons of war should find no place to enter - cannot thrust their blades into him.  

And why?  

In him there is no room for death because he is beyond death. Others find no Achilles heel in him then and 

there.  

51 

One Tao gives them birth, next hidden virtue and glory fosters them.  

Matter gives them physical form. some get shaped according to intrinsic designs, perfected by first being 

allotted its primal strength.  

Sets of circumstances and tendencies complete them.  

So all things of the universe worship their intrinsic ways [Tao forms] and honor virtue.  

There is hardly one who does not honor inborn modes of living and standard accommodations, so in one 

way or other all who accommodate likeably do homage to set Tao structure, and concomitant native, later, 

possibly unfolded growth power. Conclusion: all things of the universe honor Tao and exalt good te 

without being ordered by anybody.  

From this: the right praise always come spontaneously. And this is so of its own accord.  

Proficient Tao hardly needs any right to be worshipped, Hardly does its best fit, proper unfoldment prowess 

or power claim the right to be honored. Its just like this: Some Tao produces them and concomitant, 

abundant virtue fosters them. Said in other words:  

The right Tao gives them birth,  
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A proper te fosters them, Tao [deep structure] and might enough can rear and develop, can feed, nurture 

and shelter. In other words: grant some harbor of security, protect and give deep, strong peace in a place fit 

for that end.  

Just the right Tao could be a prolongation of some deft was always and of itself so.  

Yes, the right Tao gives birth, shields from storms, and seems hardly possessive. The right shields hardly 

lay claim to you.  

Good Tao bore you and the power" of Tao evolved or reared you [a bit], made you grow [naturally, 

according to innate designs] brewed for you personally, sort of.  

A man must rear others, control some, but never lean upon them.  

By such natural designs just Tao can act and also help, but it hardly appropriates.  

Just be chief among them, but hardly manage them. This can be called the superior power. See: The 

superior power hardly controls anybody!  

And this is the [program of developing fit] mystic might.  

52 

There was a [bang] start of the universe, call it the mother of the world.  

Who has found that mother Tao, also understands [some of] her sons [things] by it. From the mother, we 

can know her sons.  

Having understood some sons, yet keep to the inner, subtle mother.  

Who has known the sons will hold to the mother, for one's whole life can be protected from danger by it. 

[So they say.]  

Shut down life's various openings. Close its doors, and till the end your strength may remain. Next, your 

whole life can seem without toil.  

On the other hand; open the mouth busy about affairs, and to the end of life there will be no help or 

salvation coming to you [from the outer realm].  

Good sight implies seeing what is very small. Seeing what is small is called [Zen] enlightenment.  

Who stays by some good conduct is strong. So use the light and return to clear sight through the bright light 

of the subtle, shining inner realm [debated in Buddhism]  

By this art, never cause yourself future distress, [but see well in advance by the inner realm's sight and 

bright light; or just psyche such things out,] thereby preserved from most harm.  

This is called resorting to the always-so, or practicing the eternal.  

That act is also called to steal the absolute.  

53 

Once started on the great [lax] highway, if I had but little [Vossing] knowledge I should, in walking on a 

broad way, fear getting off the road. On the main path [Tao], I would avoid the by-paths.  

Some Tao main path is easy to walk [or drift] on, but safe and easy.  

All the same people are fond, men love by-paths, love even small by-paths:  

The by-path courts are spick-and-span. And the fields go untilled, nay, exceedingly weedy. They are 

content to let their fields run to weed.  

All the while granaries stand quite empty and some exceedingly empty.  

They have elegant, in clothes and gown to wear, some furnished with patterns and embroideries,  

Some carry sharp weapons, glut themselves with drink and  

Foods enjoyed beyond limit,  

And wealth and treasures are accumulated in excess, owning far more than they can handle and use.  

This is to [molest] the world towards brigandage, it is robbery as extravagance. In the end they are splitting 

with wealth and possessions. Wealth splits, tends to.  

This cannot be a highway of Tao [the way].  

54 

Well planted can hardly be plucked. Who is well established [in Tao] can hardly be pulled away. The 

firmly grounded is hardly easily shaken.  

Who has a firm grasp does not easily let go. Who has a firm grasp of Tao can't be separated from it. A 

really firm grasp can't be relaxed.  

Next, the ancestor's Tao ways and means and their powers unite to carry the modern family on. From 

generation to generation firmly gripped Tao [gyrations] shall be continued without fail. Such ancestral 

sacrifice is not to be suspended.  

When one cultivates firm grasp or well modified ancestor disciplines in one's own life, things tend to go 

markedly well: If you cultivate, elevate and apply well blended, ad hoc modified ancestor ways and means, 

jobs, routines, accomplishments, such formerly seen, halfway "inherited" cardinal Tao know-how at its best 
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should be rewarding for yourself as an individual or person at its peak, and if so, your lifestyle could 

become suitable, even genuine, and its prowess likewise.  

This spells such as: Apply the firm manas grasp to yourself according to "like father, like son" and you'll 

incur no manas problem, no such deep, unseen trouble -  

From this:  

Apply such inherited "firmly rooted strategy" and its various grasps to yourself, and by its id outlets and 

precious routines you'll be freed from much unsuitable dross.  

Also apply best, united ancestor Tao [or sakti] to your family or household and your household should 

flourish and thrive by this syncretic way of ways. [Honor your best father(s) at their best by doing in best 

footsteps under his wings, in his shadows - by such as halfway inherited or taken-op proclivities.]  

Apply it to the village on a wider, social scale, and the village will be strengthened or more secure.  

Apply it to the kingdom, and the kingdom could prosper.  

Apply it to an kingdom, and it will grow.  

Cultivated in the world, sour id-based handling sets could become all-embracing.  

Therefore: Delve into how "well structured, planted or formed" some things that are instituted seem to be.  

By delving back through own conscious stages as parts of yourself, you can in the end contemplate and 

ridicule yourself a little.  

The person should be some family-and-ancestors embedded "thing" in its own right.  

Next you can control your household by the united Tao controls involved in it [allied to yin-yang structured 

cosmology].  

According to [such well-planted, relations-structured schooled and trained virtue of] the individual, 

evaluate the individual;  

According to [the same virtues of] the family, judge the family;  

According to [similar blends of virtue of] the village, judge the village;  

According to [the virtue of the statutes ] the state, judge the state;  

According to [the crossed virtues of] the world, evaluate the world.  

How do I know the world? It is from the cultivation of root-strong virtue from the level of the individual to 

that of the sour world - I know just by what is inside me and this, all brought together.  

55 

He who has a lot of mystic might also should be strong in secret able influence-might - quite free from 

getting harmed, at times like a tender child: full of childlike virtue at its best.  

Then no poisonous insects should sting him. Fierce beasts should not seize him and wild beasts hardly 

attack him, clawing birds of prey should not pounce on and harass him.  

The bones of this dear little one are soft and tender, his sinews tender, but his grip is quite firm.  

He hardly yet knows about the union of male and female, yet his organs are fully formed and well, at times 

aroused. This means that his essence is at its height there and then, or means that the vital force is at its 

height. [It could be both.]  

Such a one can cry all day without getting hoarse if his [libido as natural balance] is whole and healthy [for 

it]. If so it is well in accord with something eternal.  

Now, to know eternity full well can be a discerning matter. To know bland harmony likewise implies to be 

in eternity, or if missed, it is to understand some [principle of] always-so by some degree of mental 

illumination. But to be well in accord with the eternal means to be free as a bird.  

To fill life to the brim is to invite ugly portents, bad omens. To force the growth of life likewise spells ills. 

Some ready at hand or to come later on, maybe. Now, if the heart makes calls upon the life-breath, laziness 

or [yogic] rigidity can follow suit.  

After things reach their prime, they begin to grow old, Whatever has a time of vigor also has a time of 

decay. Certain things age after reaching their prime.  

Much is contrary to Tao. Whatever is contrary to Tao will soon perish. He who is against Tao can perish 

rather young. What is against Tao could soon be destroyed.  

56 

He who knows does not speak [artfully]. He who speaks hardly knows.  

Fill your openings, shut the doors,  

Dull all nasty edges. Untie all tangles.  

Temper or soften all glaring light.  

Submerge its turmoil as unified with the world: Let all chaotic hustle and bustle be smoothed down.  

This is the called the mysterious [Vossing] leveling for bland unity or deep insider identification.  

Love and hatred can barely affect the gods and supermen who are said to have achieved it.  
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Certain forms of loss can hardly reach up to this.  

It can be hard to repel and shoo such an accomplished god-being, as it is impossible to be distant and 

indifferent to him.  

He can't be raised, can't be much humbled, and disgrace can hardly affect him deep inside.  

So he is already highest of all humbled creatures. He is to be so honored by the world.  

57 

Kingdoms can only be governed if rules are kept; rule a kingdom by some normal standards and with 

utmost discretion.  

Battles, on the other hand, can be won if rules are aptly broken. Operate the army and fight some battles by 

[unusual] tactics of surprise and attack.  

Yet administer the kingdom by engaging in no activity. Win the world by doing next to nothing, for major 

adherence can only be won by letting well alone.  

How do I know this will be so? By this:  

The more prohibitions, ritual avoidances, and taboos there are, the poorer the people will end.  

The more 'sharp weapons' there are, the more troubled and chaotic the state will be, and the more benighted 

the whole land will grow.  

The more cunning craftsmen there are, the more skills of technique, the more vicious things will appear: the 

more pernicious contrivances will be invented.  

The more laws are promulgated, the more thieves and bandits there will be. So: The greater the number of 

statutes, the greater the number of thieves in the end.  

So a wise man decreed:  

So long as I "do nothing" the people get transformed of themselves.  

So long as I love quietude, the people will of themselves go straight.  

So long as I act only by proper inactivity the people will of themselves grow rich.  

I have no desires, and the people of themselves become simple as the mythological raw block'.  

58 

When the government is non-discriminative, lazy and dull, the people are contented and not spoiled, but 

quite generous. When the ruler looks sullen or depressed, the people will be happy and satisfied;  

When the government is efficient and smart, searching and discriminative, the people are discontented, 

disappointed and contentious. Even if the ruler looks lively and self-assured the people will be carping and 

discontented.  

Good fortune leans on bad fortune and bad fortune could rest on good fortune. Latent calamity is happiness, 

and sound happiness depends on some calamity. Fortune's route is a disaster; fortune is hidden disaster.  

Who knows when the limit will be reached? Who would be able to know the ultimate results of good 

fortune?  

They may be:  

The normal will [in time] revert to deceitful.  

There will hardly be any correctness [used to govern the world] any more.  

The old correct will become the perverse again.  

Some of the good we know of will again turn evil.  

Few know it, but the people have been deluded for a long time.  

Anyhow, there is a bourn where there is neither right nor wrong. It is in a realm where every straight is 

doubled by a crooked and every good by an ill. Surely mankind has gone long enough astray?  

Therefore the wise man has firm, square principles. He is at times as pointed as a square, but hardly cuts or 

pierces.  

His integrity is as acute as a knife but hardly cuts, hardly hurts [innocent others], so "he shapes the corners 

without lopping",  

He is indeed straight, but does not extend his sway. He reaches his [most cherished] ends.  

He is far from high-handed, he can be bright, but refrains from dazzling.  

59 

In managing human affairs, there is no better rule than to be sparing, which is to forestall. You can't rule 

men nor serve heaven unless you have laid up a store; Be [simply artistic] frugal, there is nothing better for 

serving heaven and ruling people.  

To forestall is to be prepared and strengthened; and by being frugal in such ways one may recover quickly. 

To recover quickly means to accumulate [intense moral] rather much. This "laying up a store" means 

quickly absorbing, And "quickly absorbing" in the end means doubling one's garnered "power". Double 

your garnered power and it acquires a strength that nothing can overcome. By the heavy accumulation of 
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virtue one can overcome everything. Be prepared and strengthened to be always victorious: to have infinite 

capacity;  

If there is nothing it can't overcome, it knows no bounds, then he will acquire a capacity with limits well 

beyond anyone's knowledge. One can next overcome nearly everything. And only what knows no bounds is 

huge enough to keep a whole kingdom in its grasp. If his capacity is beyond anyone's knowledge, he is fit 

to rule a kingdom. Who has infinite capacity is fit to rule, but only he who having the kingdom goes to the 

mother, can keep it long. He who possesses the mother [Tao] of the state will last long. The mother 

[principle] of a ruling country can long endure.  

This is called the art of making the roots strike deep by fencing the trunk, It signifies to be firmly rooted, to 

have deep strength, for the roots are deep and the stalks are firm, road to immortality and enduring vision, 

the way of long life and everlasting existence is won by making life long by fixed staring.  

60 

Ruling a big kingdom is like frying a small fish.  

They who by Tao ruled all that is under heaven did not let an evil spirit within them display its powers. 

Such evil spirits did not display their supernatural powers; the spirits of wise men were hardly used to hurt 

other men. So when Tao is employed to rule the kingdom, spiritual beings will lose their supernatural grip 

and cease to harm common people. And their supernatural power will far from harm people, and the wise 

man also will refrain from harming people. When both do not do each other harm, virtue [power] flows 

towards them. If the sage's good spirit is nowhere mobilized to harm other men, he himself can be saved 

from [deterioration] harm.  

And so, if evil spirits and supermen do not harm each other, each can be quite saved from harm. 

Furthermore, some of their "tall abilities" could converge. If so, virtue can be accumulated in both for 

ulterior benefit or towards some common end.  

61 

A big kingdom can be compared to the lower part of a river, like the low ground which all streams flow 

down towards.  

Here is a point towards which all things under heaven converge. Its part must be that of the woman  

Who overcomes man by simple quietude. By [such as] quiescence she gets underneath, and by tranquility 

she is down under.  

A big kingdom can take over [a soul of] a small one if it succeeds in getting itself below the small kingdom; 

If so it absorbs some from the small country, or wins some adherence of the small kingdom in the open.  

If a small country on the other hand places itself below a big country, it can absorbs or take over some of 

the big country [assets]. Therefore some place themselves low so as to take over or absorb [others]. Some 

are [naturally] low and absorb [others]. Because small kingdoms are by nature in this way underneath large 

kingdoms, they [sometimes] win the adherence of large kingdoms [or end].  

What a big kingdom is after is but to annex and herd others. So what large countries really need is a lot of 

inhabitants. What small countries need is some place where their surplus inhabitants can go and get 

employment. What they want can be little more that to join, be somewhat sheltered and perhaps serve for it 

all.  

Both can have what they want; I say the large kingdom must "get underneath".  

62 

Tao is thought up as the mysterious secret of the universe, it could be the storehouse of "all things", like the 

pivotal worship centre in the south-west corner in the [old Chinese] house. It is the good man's treasure and 

the bad man's support and resort.  

Fine words can buy honor, fine sayings can be sold. Fine deeds can win respect from others. The best 

conduct is a gift. Persons of noble, grave demeanor are accepted as gifts.  

Even if a man is bad, when has [Tao] rejected him? Why reject bad people [the winners of tomorrow if all 

goes fine]? Even the bad let slip no opportunity to acquire gifts that fit them well enough.  

Therefore on the crowning of an emperor and appointing his three ministers of the state, rather than send ta 

disc of jade and teams of four horses, sit down and deliver this Tao. It can be done without moving from 

one's seat.  

What did the old ones say of this Tao, how did they prize it? Why did they treasure such Tao?  

Did they not say of those that have it "Pursuing, they shall catch; pursued, they shall escape?" Or, "Search 

for the guilty ones and pardon them?" Or, "Those who seek shall have it, those who sin shall be freed"?  

They thought [common] Tao to be the most precious, the treasure of the world.  

63 

Succeed in the magician's wu-wei: Accomplish seemingly do-nothing.  
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Attend seemingly to no-affairs. And do completely without ado. What runs, acts without action, does 

without doing,  

So let's taste without tasting. Taste the flavorless. Taste the flavorless without tasting. Find flavorless flavor.  

Whether it is big or small, many or few, requite hatred with virtue.  

Tao can make the small great and the few many, can requite injuries with some decent deeds. But prepare 

for the hard while it is still easy. Deal with it while it is still easy. Deal with the great or big while it is still 

small.  

In governing your kingdom everything hard must be dealt with while it is still easy. The hard has to be 

dealt with while still very easy. All the great [ones and great problems] of the world are to be dealt with 

while they are yet small. Everything great must be dealt with while it is still small.  

Therefore the wise man never has to deal with the great; and so gets greatness. He never strives for the 

great, by this the great is had.  

So great undertakings shall start with what is small.  

But again "Who makes rash promises surely lacks. Who lightly makes a promise, can find it too hard to 

keep his faith. And light assent inspires little confidence. Who takes things very easy is surely in for 

dealing with more difficulty in the end. So "many easies" means many a hard. In other words, who makes 

light of many things should find many difficulties.  

From all this even the wise man regards things as hard, but he also knows how to make the easy difficult. 

For that reason he very seldom meets with difficulties. [Uha.]  

64 

What remains placid is quite easy to hold.  

Not determined happenings can be prepared for well in advance. Before there has been an omen it is easy 

to lay plans. It is easy to forestall some things that do not are or not yet occur. It is quite easy to plan for 

and prepare well in advance.  

[But such forestalling is had by thoughts, and thoughts are airy and can be tender and brittle, to say the 

least.] And what is brittle is easy to crack. What is tender is easily torn. What is brittle like ice is easy to 

melt. And what is tiny is easy to scatter.  

[All the same, reach up to] deal with things in their state of not-yet-being; deal with things well before they 

appear. Just put things well in shape before disorder and confusion. Put all very well in order before 

disorder, and next go on to check loss or disorder well. A tree as big as a man's hug grows from a tiny 

sprout. A tower nine stories high begins with a clod of earth. Further, the journey of three hundred miles 

began with ... the feet. A journey of a thousand li begins right where one stands, even with the very first 

step.  

Still, he who takes a [visible forestalling] action fails. Who acts, harms; he who grabs, lets slip. And 

therefore the wise man does not act in the open, and so does not spoil or harm; yes, he takes seemingly no 

action and therefore hardly fails.  

And why is this? It is due to: He who grasps things [often] loses them. He does not grasp a lot, he does not 

let slip a lot. Does hardly grab in the open, and so does not let slip a lot. He grasps nothing visibly to others, 

and therefore he does not lose much. Whereas people in their handling of affairs often fail when they are 

about to succeed at their tasks. Such people constantly spoil things when within an ace of completing them.  

Be as careful at the end as at the start to avert failures at hand. Then there will be no such failures. Heed the 

end no less than the start, so that your valuable work will not be spoiled and ruined.  

Therefore the wise man learns to seem unlearned, wants only things that are unwanted. Yes, the wise man 

publicly desires to have no desire. Therefore the wise man desires no desire - and desires all the same.  

He does not often value rare treasures publicly. He hardly values objects hard to get or find - in public. He 

says he learns that which is unlearned. He claims he sets no store by products difficult to get, and so 

teaches things untaught. [It is a trap.]  

 

But he also turns all beings back to the very thing they have left behind, so that he can assist in the course 

of nature somehow. And if so, "the ten thousand creatures" can be restored to their self-sameness, the self-

so which is of [some] Tao. Yes, he supports all things in some of their natural states.  

This he does; but hardly presume to interfere all right. He hardly dares to act in the open. So he denies to 

take any visible action.  

65 

In old times those who practiced a Tao well, did hardly aim to enlighten people, but to make them ignorant 

and hold them that way. It seems that the more knowledge people have, the harder they are to rule. Maybe 

it is hard for people to live in peace due to very much knowledge.  
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So he who rules the state through knowledge is robber of the state; and who seek to rule by giving 

knowledge could be like [coming] bandits preying on the land. Maybe all who seek to rule by knowledge 

form the nation's curse, eventually.  

He who rules a state not through knowledge is a blessing. Those who seek not to rule by knowledge, are the 

nation's blessing. To rule without giving knowledge could bring a stock of good fortune to the land. [And 

maybe not.]  

One who knows these two things also [sets] the standard.  

Always to know such an old standard is called to of the deep, secret caliber.  

When such secret virtue becomes clear, outgoing, far-reaching, and lets things revert back to some guessed 

at source, all related things could return to some natural state. It could go all the way back to [brutal] 

concord and harmony.  

66 

How did the great rivers and seas become the kings of the ravines? By being experts at keeping low.  

Therefore to be above the people you have to speak as though you are lower than the people in some ways.  

So to be ahead of the people, you have to follow them in your own person. To be foremost or guide well, 

walk behind.  

The wise man keeps himself on top, and the people hardly feels his weight or get crushed by it in time. He 

guides in this way, and the people do not harm him the least.  

He can even walk in front [as an example], and people do not wish him harm. [Let's hope that.]  

In this dynamic [guru] way everything under heaven will be glad to be pushed by him and will not find his 

guidance irksome. Then the people of the world are glad, the world rejoices and praises him without getting 

tired of it, in order to uphold him forever.  

He accomplishes his aims by overt non-striving. Because he does not compete in the open, no one can 

compete well with him.  

67 

Every one says my Tao is greatly like folly. Just because it is great, it looks like folly. Great ways do not 

look like the ordinary anyhow.  

If it did not look like folly, it could have turned small and petty long ago! Then it would have been small. 

As for things that do not look foolish to common men, there can be no question about their smallness.  

I have three treasures. Guard and keep them:  

The first is a deep, deep concern; call it mystic pity, if you like.  

The second is never too much, which may mean frugality.  

And the third is refusal to be ahead, foremost or first, for I hardly dare to be ahead.  

Deep, concerned love brings guts [or fall].  

Through not doing too much, one has amplitude [of reserve power]: Who has spared, may then give and 

seem generous.  

Through not presuming to be the first and best there is, one can develop one's talent and strength; let it 

mature to dominate a world.  

On the other hand,  

To be bold by forsaking deep love;  

To be generous by forsaking frugality-won reserves and clever, artful restraint;  

And to be ahead and rushing in front by forsaking following behind;  

All this could prove fatal in the end.  

Ardent, loving concern can't fight well without conquering a lot. It shall help in the case of attack, and 

likewise to be firm in the case of defense.  

When heaven is to save a person, heaven will protect him through deep love. Heaven arms those it wouldn't 

see beaten, with all right concern. [Let's hope that.]  

68 

A skilful leader of troops is never oppressive with his military strength. The brave soldier is hardly very 

violent;  

The best fighter does not become visibly angry; he hardly loses his temper.  

A skilful conqueror does not compete with people. The great conqueror does not fight for small issues 

alone.  

The best user of men acts as though he were their inferior and puts himself below them by the virtue of not-

competing.  

This is called the ability or capacity to use men, or matching heaven, or being suited to the highest found 

principle, [maybe of old]  
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69 

The strategists say:  

"If I dare not be the guest, then let me be the host. When I dare not take the offensive, then I'll take the 

defensive. If you doubt your ability to advance, then retreat." Also: "When you doubt your ability to meet 

the enemy's attack, take the offensive yourself."  

Much of this his implies to march without visible formations; its in part like rolling up the sleeve, and yet 

presenting no bare arm. Or it could be like stretching your arm without showing the sleeves.  

Confront well, present no battle-front yourself. Refrain from charging in frontal attacks, and seem to be 

armed without weapons. [Let that come as a surprise.] Hold a thousand weapons without seeming to have 

them.  

Now, great calamity comes from making light of an enemy. There is no greater catastrophe than if a 

foolishly underestimated enemy robs and destroys your most cherished treasures. It could even destroy 

your topmost treasure, your old, dear body. Refrain from having an enemy at the price of losing your body 

and life. Remember: He whose enemy presents no front, could lose his booty.  

Therefore when armies meet, the kind-looking man of sorrows could win [by such as surprise tactics. But 

often it is the opposite that happens.] Who does not delight in warfare in the open, he wins. [And most 

often not?]  

70 

My words are very easy to understand and very easy to put into practice. Yet no one understands them; no 

one puts them into practice.  

But some of my teaching could have nature as a source, and also there is a principle-ruled ancestry in some 

of my words.  

Yes, [some of] my deeds have a lord; my deeds could have [right] Tao as sovereign.  

Most men do not understand this, they are unable to understand me.  

Few people understand me, and on this my real value depends. I am highly valued, for few understand me.  

The wise man wears a coarse cloth on top and carries jade underneath his dress, within his bosom.  

71 

To know that you do not know is best. Who knows that he does not know is the highest. To know when one 

does not know is best.  

Who pretends to know what he does not know is sick-minded; To think one knows when one does not 

know is a sort of malady. Pretend to know when you do not know - that is a disease. He who recognizes 

this disease as a disease can also cure himself of it [and maybe not]. [One may eventually get free from a 

disease by recognizing it for what it is.]  

Who recognizes sick-mindedness as sick-mindedness can't be wholly sick-minded, after all.  

The wise man is hardly sick-minded if he recognizes sick mind as sick and also cures some diseases. He's 

hardly a sick mind.  

72 

If the people hardly fear what is dreadful, something greatly dreadful could descend. If people have no fear 

of force, then great force descends. So never mind if people are not intimidated by your authority. Some 

mightier authority could deal with them in the long run.  

Neither despise their dwellings nor narrow the living space of their dwellings. They could cease to turn 

away if you do not put them in jail. Do not dislike their offspring, harass or oppress their lives. Do not 

harass them, and they could cease to turn from you. Drop heavy taxes, and the people will not be fed up. If 

you do not persecute all, you'll hardly be so much disliked. They are not oppressed if you refrain from gross 

oppressive measures.  

So the wise man knows himself but hardly shows off. Knows his own value, but does not exalt himself.  

Truly, "he rejects the one [brute force or enemicy] but accepts or takes the other [being some kind, sturdy 

neighbor]."  

73 

Who is brave in daring can kill or get killed [on a bus].  

On the other hand, one who is brave in not daring, can survive or give life. Either approach can be 

profitable or unprofitable, still one of them is harmful.  

Who is brave in non-daring without ado lets live. There can be some advantage and some disadvantage in 

each approach -  

Now, "Tao-heaven hates the one it hates, hates what it hates; and none can know the reason why." Who 

knows why and what it dislikes? Heaven dislikes certain people; but the wise man considers it a tricky 

question. Yes, why heaven seems to hate - even a wise man regards it as a tricky question.  
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Well, it is in the fixed Tao sets of heaven not to strive in the open, but none the less to conquer. Not to 

compete, but all the same win expertly. Be good at conquest without strife.  

Tao hardly speaks, it skillfully responds. It comes without skilful invitation, it can appear without a call. It 

does not seem anxious about things and yet it shows up it plans very well. It gets able results without 

obvious design, as from hidden, laid, [broad] plans and schemes. [Say little, foster well laid schemes and 

designs.]  

Tao-heaven's net is wide, with big, coarse meshes. Still it misses nothing. Nothing slips through.  

74 

When the people are not afraid of death, why threaten them with death sentences?  

Even supposing the people are constantly afraid of death and we can seize and kill those who are unruly or 

vicious, who would dare to slay them? There is always the master executioner [Heaven]. To kill in his stead 

is like thrusting oneself into he master-carpenter's place and doing his chipping for him. "He who tries it is 

lucky if he does not cut his hand," they say. To undertake executions for the master executioner is like 

hewing wood for him. It rarely happens you escape injuring your own hands. Now, often it happens as well 

that the executioner is killed -  

And to take the place of the executioner is in part like handling the hatchet for the master carpenter. He 

who handles the hatchet for the master carpenter seldom escapes injury to his hands.  

75 

People are hungry because rulers eat too much income, too much tax-grain. Therefore they starve, but also 

because of bad interference from those above. Some turn hard to rule as their rulers do too many things. 

That is why they are hard to keep in order.  

 

If so, the people are not very afraid of death, as they are anxious to make a living. That is why they take 

death lightly in such cases.  

So: Those who interfere not with their living that are wise in exalting life. Maybe he who seeks only little 

after life can excel in making life valuable. But all that have hearts set only little on life could be superior to 

those who set store by life.  

76 

When man is born, he is tender and weak. In death he becomes stiff and hard.  

All things, the grass as well as trees, are supple and soft while alive. When dead they become brittle and 

dried.  

So hardness and stiffness very often accompany death, the soft and gentle could be companions of life.  

The headstrong army will lose in battle. They say "the weapon that is too hard will be broken, the tree that 

has the hardest wood will be cut down". Yes, a hard tree will be cut down.  

So the hard and mighty eventually should be cast down; and the soft and weak may be set on high.  

77 

Heaven's way is like the bending of a bow. When a bow is bent the top comes down and the bottom-end 

comes up.  

So too could heaven take away from those who have too much, and give to those that have not enough. 

Take away from those that have too much and give to those that have not enough.  

But this is far from man's way. He takes away from those that have not enough to offer those who already 

have too much.  

The man of Tao can fool enough and spare, and next give to the whole world.  

So the wise man acts, but does not possess, accomplishes but lays claim to no credit.  

If he accomplishes a task, achieves an aim, he does not wish to reveal himself as better than others. So he 

seems to claim no credit. He seems to have no wish to appear superior, no desire to display excellence.  

78 

There is hardly anything more yielding than [gas, air, and] water, but almost none is better in attacking the 

resistant and hard,  

There are few substitutes for it.  

Thus the yielding may conquer the resistant and the soft the hard. This was utilized by none I knew.  

Wise sayings,  

"Only he who has accepted the dirt of a country can be lord of its soil-shrines: can become heaven-accepted 

there. Who bears evils of the country can become a king. Who takes into himself the calumny of the world 

serves to preserve the state."  

Straight words seem crooked.  

79 
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To allay the main discontent, but in a way that begets further discontents, can hardly be top successful. And 

to patch up great hatred is sure to leave some hatred behind; how can this be regarded as satisfactory?  

So the wise man keeps the obligation of a contract  

And refrains from blaming the other party. He stays where he is and does not go round making claims on 

people.  

Therefore good people attend to their obligations, while those without virtue attend to other people's 

mistakes.  

The way of heaven is impartial. It is always with the good man, without distinction of persons, to keep the 

good firmly supplied.  

80 

Let there be a small country with few people. Let there be ten times and a hundred times as many utensils 

and let them not be used.  

Let there be contrivances requiring ten times, a hundred times less labor; they should not use them.  

Let the people value their lives highly and not travel far. Bring it about that the people are quite ready to lay 

down their lives at times to defend their homes rather than emigrate.  

As for ships and carriages, let there be none to ride.  

There can still be weapons, but no one to drill seriously with them and none to display them often.  

People should have no use for any form of writing save knotted ropes: Let the people again knot cords for 

reckoning.  

Let them be very pleased with their food, beautify their clothing, be content with their homes, take pleasure 

in rustic tasks, and delight in such customs.  

The neighboring place can be overlooked, can be so near that one may hear the cocks crowing in it, the 

dogs barking; but the people would grow old and die without ever having been there.  

And never outside their country.  

81 

True words hardly sound fine. Nice words are far from always true.  

A good man seldom proves by argument; he hardly argues. He who argues or proves by argument is hardly 

so good [as non-argumentative good men]. Who argues [blatantly] is hardly a [very] good man.  

[All this is "Lao" arguing, debating or clowning.]  

Brilliant wisdom is different from sordid learning. Much bookish learning can mean too little wisdom. Who 

has extensive knowledge is hardly a wise man.  

The wise man has no need to hoard for himself. He lives for other people, seemingly, and grows richer 

himself if the more he uses for others, the more he has for himself - He gives to other people to get greater 

abundance.  

Heaven's way is to sharpen and bless, all free from harm of cutting,  

And the wise man's way is to act and accomplish without contending or striving.  
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